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PREFACE

Thk Comte d'Espinchal, whose Journal we are now giving to

the world, was an excellent example of the interesting personalities

so common in i^iociety at the end of the eighteenth century. This

handsome " gentleman of quality," with his tall, striking figure,

his dark complexion, his open countenance, and his strongly

pronounced aquiline nose, typified in his own person the supreme
distinction of his race.

As a scion of one of the oldest families of Auvergne, and the

only son ^ of a man who had been one of the King's pages, he was
taken to a boarding-school in Paris at the age of five,^ and a few

years later, in 1762, was himself appointed a King's page in the

Little Stables. He was soon attached to the household of the

Dauphin, and when the latter died, in 1768, was for a short time

page to the new Dauphin, the future Louis XVI; after which

he became a captain in the Queen's Dragoons.

For about twelve years he went from garrison to garrison,

spending his winter furlough, as a rule, in Paris, where he saw a

great deal of Society, for which he had a marked predilection.

After his father's death, at the end of 1780, he came into a large

fortune. He had then been married for eight years ^ and had

several children ; and being unambitious, and finding the life of

a soldier irksome in time of peace, he gradually gave up his

military duties—^he had been a colonel since 1774—and settled

in Paris,* where he thenceforward spent a part of every winter.

He was also a great deal with the Prince de Conde at Chantilly,

and often visited his property in Auvergne. He also travelled

in Italy and Switzerland.

1 Joseph Thomas d'Espinchal was born on the 5th Nov., 1748, in the

Chateau de Blesle, in Auvergne. He was the son of the Comte d'Espinchal

and his wife, nie de Chavagnac. A very few days later the Comtesse

d'Espinchal died of small-pox. She was barely sixteen years old !

* His father took him to Rhombius, who kept a boarding-school in the

Estrapade. Soon afterwards young d'Espinchal was placed with a tutor

at the College d'Harcout, with whom he ipade fairly good progress and

reached the third form.
, , , , nn

» He had married Louise Gabrielle de Gaucourt on the 12th July, 1772.

His house was in the Rue dep Petites-Ecuriea-du-Roi, at the corner of the

Rue Poissonnifere.
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As for his character, his contemporary Mme. Vigee-Lebrun

—

though more at home with a brush than with a pen—has given

us a portrait of him, which we here present to the reader.^
" He was a man whose business, and pleasure, and whole life

consisted in finding out, day by day, everything that was happen-

ing in Paris. The Comte d'Espinchal was always the first to hear

of a marriage or an amorous intrigue, or a death, or the acceptance

or refusal of a play; so much so that when any one wished for

information with regard to any person or event in Society he would
say at once : I must ask d'Espinchal. Obviously, to be so well

informed entailed knowing a prodigious number of people : and
it is true that he could not walk down the street without greeting

some one at every step—fine gentlemen and theatre-attendants,

duchesses and working girls and courtesans.

"And the Comte d'Espinchal went everywhere. One was
certain to catch a glimpse of him, at least, on the fashionable

promenades, at the races, and the Salon, and in the evening at

two or three plays. I really could never make out what time

he took for resting, or even sleeping, for he spent nearly every

night at a ball.
" Both at the Opera and the Comedie-Frangaise he knew

exactly who owned every box. It is true that the boxes at this

period were mostly taken by the year. One saw him going into

them, one after the other, and staying five minutes in each : for

he had too many calls upon his time to be able to make long visits.

He only stayed long enough to add to his stock of news.
" Happily the Comte d'Espinchal was not in the least ill-

natured, or he might have made mischief in many a household,

and ruptured many a tie of love or friendship, and injured a large

number of people. He was not even a great chatterbox, but could
keep his own counsel when talking to persons interested in the
endless mysteries he succeeded in discovering. It sufficed for

his personal satisfaction to know absolutely everything that was
taking place in Paris and Versailles; but to attain this end he
left no stone unturned, and undoubtedly there were hundreds
of things of which he knew more than the lieutenant of police."

And, to prove how well M. d'Espinchal knew the society in

which he lived, Mme. Vigee-Lebrun tells the following anecdote.
" At the Opera balls," she says, " which the most decorous women

in Society did not shrink from attending, ' masked to the teeth,'

M. d'Espinchal amused himself by discovering every lady's

identity, however carefully shrouded. On one of these occasions

1 Souvenirs de Mme. Vigee-Lebrun, published by M. Pierre de Nolhae in
the " M6moires et Souvenirs " series brought out by M. Funok-Brentano.
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he noticed that a man he did not know was going up to one blue
domino after another, looking fixedly at the wearer for a moment,
and then retiring with a gesture of despair. The Comte's curiosity
was aroused, and he spoke to the man

:

" ' Can I help you in any way ? ' he asked.
" ' Alas !

' answered the stranger, ' I have lost my wife in the
crowd. She only arrived from Orleans this morning, but insisted
on coming here. She knows neither the name of our hotel, nor
even the name of the street it is in !

'

" ' You can be quite easy. Monsieur ; your wife is in the foyer,
sitting in the second window.'
"On going to the window in question the husband, to his

deUght, recognised his wife's blue domino.
" ' But how ? ' he said to M. d'Espinchal.
" ' Madame is the only lady at the ball with whom I am un-

acquainted,' answered M. d'Espinchal, ' whence I concluded
that she did not live in Paris.'

" It is said," adds Mme. Vigee-Lebrun, " that before he died
he burnt an enormous quantity of notes, which he was in the habit
of writing every evening. It is quite true that I used to hear
about those notes from several people, who were perhaps alarmed
by them. They might have furnished materials for a book
that would certainly have been very piquant, and equally certainly
very scandalous."

This statement is not altogether correct.

It is true that he collected a prodigious number of notes. He
took notes of everything he read, heard, or saw : events, impres-
sions, recollections, anecdotes, witticisms, he wrote them all

down in his small, fine, clear, legible, regular writing. He carried

accuracy to a fault : he thought nothing of copying out a letter,

or proclamation, or decree, or speech that seemed to him histori-

cally interesting. If a song, a set of verses, an anagram, or a
newspaper article struck him as remarkable he would write it

down in his little note-book. And when exciting events became
more frequent, when the thunder of the Revolution was heard
in the distance, and at last the storm broke, his notes became
more numerous than ever. Thenceforward he recorded every-

thing, made regular dossiers of all the prominent persons of the

day, drew up endless lists of every kind, lists of deputies, generals,

officers, municipal officials, friends of the King, enemies of the

throne, condemned prisoners, persons guillotined, conventionists,

men voting this way or that way. To these lists he added bio-

graphical notes on each individual. Nor did he content himself

with the living : he wrote down the genealogies of important

families. His notes were an encyclopaedia ! When he was
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travelling he carefully noted the places through which he passed,

described the country, followed the route, and made a special

study of the manners and customs of the people.

Whatever Mme. Vigee-Lebrun may say, these notes are still

in existence—the greater number of them, at least—carefully

inscribed in a considerable number of little note-books, neatly

bound. They were given by the Comte d'Espinchal to his son,

Hippolyte, who bequeathed them to the town of Clermont-

Ferrand, where they may be seen in the Municipal Library.^

There are too many of them to be described individually : suffice

it to say that any author who wished to compile an encyclopaedia

of the events and chief personages of the Revolution might base

his work on these notes.

Some of them were nearly lost on one occasion. While M.
d'Espinchal was at Coblenz the box that contained his trinkets

and these note-books was stolen. A few days afterwards it was

found in the Rhine, and was brought back to him. The jewellery

had disappeared, but the papers were still there, bearing the

unmistakable marks of their immersion, as they do to this day.

Possibly at that time M. d'Espinchal would have preferred the

contrary to be the case, since his funds were beginning to be very

low. We, on the other hand, can only be thankful that the thieves

preferred the jewels to the papers.

For it is thanks to them that M. d'Espinchal was able to compile

the Journal ^ of which we are now giving the most important parts

to the world, and which is in very truth a " Journal of the first

years of the Emigration." Thanks to them, though it was
afterwards revised, it is a real journal, written day by day, with
all the sincerity of a man who did not concern himself with the

future, but wished to preserve for himself and his son—to whom
the manuscript is dedicated—an accurate account of the events

that took place under his eyes, and of the impressions he received

during those tragic times.

The manuscript Journal, which is dated day by day, is composed
of several elements, commingled one with the other. Side by
side with the main narrative of events in which he was concerned,

either as an actor or a witness, and the picturesque descriptions

' I should like to mention the very great kindness with which the Curator
and Librarians give their assistance to those who come to this library for
information. They have a very fine collection of books and manuscripts,
admirably catalogued. I hope they will accept my grateful thanks for their
help.

^ The exact title of the manuscript is, " A Journal of travels, and of facts
relating to the Revolution, begun in 1789, and preceded by an historical sketch
of the events that took place after the convocation of the assemblies for the
States General, with notes on the most prominent characters of the
Revolution."
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of manners and customs he observed in various countries, are

second or third-hand accounts founded on hearsay or on the many
writings of the day. In addition to these there are biographical
or genealogical notes, often of great importance, and descriptions

—somewhat long at times—of the countries he visited.

As it was impossible to publish the whole work we have confined

ourselves to the main narrative, setting aside the second-hand
records, interesting though some of them be, together with the
biographical and genealogical notes—chiefly useful for the history

of particular individuals—and the descriptions of foreign countries,

except when combined with notes on social customs. We
thought it more interesting to keep to the events of which M.
d'Espinchal could say, " I have seen."

Among the passages we have preserved, we must call attention

to some pages relating to the campaign of 1792, which have
already been published by Commandant de Champflour, in his

book La Coalition d'Auvergne.^ In spite of the greater part of

them having already appeared it seemed to us that they were

indispensable here, on account of their historical interest.

Needless to say, though we have cut out large portions of the

text,^ on the principle to which we have referred, we have added
nothing. We have reduced the notes to a minimum. As
M. Frederic Masson justly observes,* they are useless in a work
of this kind : we make no absurd pretensions to teach the reader

the history of the Revolution, and in as far as this is a personal

document, " the entire responsibility of the evidence must be

left to the narrator."

Our editorial work has consisted in selecting the passages that

struck us as interesting, dividing them into chapters, connecting

them together with a few very brief notes, and making an index

of proper names to facilitate research.

We cannot help wondering why the Journal du Comte

d'Espinchal has never before been published. It is inexplicable,

for this admirable work is known to a fair number of students.*

' La Coalition d'Auvergne, Garnet du Comte d'Espinchal, by Commandant
de Champflour. 1 vol. Riom, 1899.

* Whenever a passage has been cut out we draw attention to the fact by
ending the last sentence with several dots.

= Preface to the Souvenirs Militaires d'Hippolyte d'Espinchal, published

by MM. Fr6d6rio Masson and Francois Boyer, Paris, 1901. Hippolyte

d'Espinchal was the Comte d'Espinchal's son.
* Some of them have certainly thought of publishing extracts from it,

as is proved by the penoil-marks, blue, red, and black, with which various

students—with considerable irreverence towards our public archives—have

thought well to deface the pages, in order to denote the passages to be quoted

and save themselves the trouble of expressing their wishes to the copyist m
any other way.
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It is possible that other writers beside M. de Champflour may have
reproduced fragments of it in some review. But how is it that

the rest has never been pubhshed ? How is it that this graphic

account of the first years of the Emigration has been allowed

to remain buried and unseen, in a manuscript read only by a
limited number of people ? How is it that these interesting

descriptions of eighteenth-century life in Turin, Venice, and
Germany have never been put before the public ?

The proportions of the work, no doubt, have proved too alarm-
ing. No one has been brave enough to face these thirteen volumes
of manuscript, comprising nearly five thousand pages.^ But
this point need not have been taken into consideration. It is a
strange fact that nowadays, when mountains of papers are

published every day, of which the greater number perish instantly,

it should always be works of real importance, from the historical,

scientific, or literary point of view, that encounter the most
obstacles. Our French public, being volatile by nature, and
rendered still more so by the purveyors of light literature—to

give it no worse name—has no taste for self-instruction ; especially,

it would seem, now that instruction is general and compulsory.
And even if the desire were there, our feverish life would leave no
time for such things. The man who shuns a serious drama, because
it obliges him to think, and prefers a music-hall, where his brain
runs no risk of overwork, also prefers, in his own home, a style of

literature that he can easily digest.

We leave it to the reader to say whether M. d'Espinchal's

Journal does not possess the double advantage of being very
attractive to read, and at the same time most valuable as an
historical document.

Ernest d'Hauterive.

' According to the catalogue of the library there are 2442 folios, i.e. 4884
pages.
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JOURNAL OF THE
COMTE D'ESPINCHAL

INTRODUCTION

A brief sketch of the events that occurred between the early spring

of 1789 and the 10th of the following July.

At the beginning of the year 1789 I first formed the design of
keeping an accurate and methodical journal, but circumstances
prevented me from fulfilling my intention. The task that I

should have executed very indifferently has been carefully carried

out by others, who have had fewer obstacles to encounter. It

only became possible for me to begin this journal on the 10th
July, 1789. The record thenceforward is purely personal. I

must therefore revert to the events that concerned my private

life as well as to the public affairs in which I took part.

The electors having been summoned to their various bailliages ^

I left Paris for Auvergne on the Sunday before Lent, and arrived

at Clermont on the Tuesday evening. I there awaited the opening
of the assembly at Riom, my property of Massiac being situated

in that senichaussee. The three Orders being assembled, the

opening ceremony took place without any disturbance. The
clergy numbered about five hundred, the nobility above three

hundred, and the third estate over a thousand. After the pre-

liminary formalities each Order retired to its appointed Chamber.
The Comte de Langeac, seneschal of the province, continued to

preside over the Order of the Nobles. I was one of the commis-
sioners nominated to draw up the cahiers. After many debates,

which occupied us for nearly a fortnight, we proceeded with the

nomination of the deputies. At Riom, as in other parts of France,

there were intrigues among the candidates. The five deputies

we elected from the nobility were the Comte de Langeac, the

Marquis de Laqueuille, the Marquis de La Fayette, the Marquis

de La Rousi^re, and the Comte de Mascon. Two substitutes

were then chosen : the Comte de Canillac and myself.

' For the election of deputies for the States General.

B
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In the interval between two sittings we passed a resolution

renouncing our pecuniary privileges, and our announcement of

this fact in the Chamber of the Tiers Etat was greeted with

indescribable delight and gratitude. As we walked along the

streets we were followed by continuous shouts of Vive la noblesse !

The clergy behaved very badly to their president, the worthy

Bishop of Clermont : they nominated him only their fourth

deputy. He refused the nomination, and was elected at Clermont

by the whole of his clergy. When we parted there was every

appearance of perfect harmony between ourselves and the Tiers

fitat : indeed, we seemed, every one of us, to be laden with the

benedictions of all the members.
There being nothing very urgent to take me back to Paris I

paid a short visit to my own place; and little did I think that

I was there for the last time. I met La Fayette, in a great hurry

to be back in the capital, where he wished to play an active part

in everything that was going forward, and to be present at the

Paris elections.

I did not arrive in Paris till the week after Easter. There, the

assemblies had only just met, many difficulties having arisen in

connection with them. The town of Paris claimed that its

representatives had never been assembled in three distinct orders,

and demanded that they should sit all together. It was, however,
decreed that the general rule should be followed, and the town
was therefore divided into sixty districts for the third estate,

twenty for the clergy, and twenty for the nobility. Curiosity

led me to attend the assembly of the nobles of my own quarter,

which was held in the Bibliotheque du Roi. It devolved upon
each of these assemblies to draw up a list of grievances and place

it in the hands of a certain number of deputies, the number
being in proportion to that of the members. These deputies
were then to elect the ten deputies by whom the nobility of Paris
was to be represented in the States General. I was one of the
nobles chosen in my quarter, and I remember that my colleagues

were the Marquis de Beauharnais, senior, the Comte de Surgferes,

the Comte de Ricce, Bigot de Sainte-Croix, the Comte de Serent-
Walsh, the Comte de Bouvrac, the Due d'Aumont, the Marquis
de Granges, and Sartine iils. Several of these nobles played active
parts in the Revolution.

At the Archbishop's palace, where the assembly of electors

was held, I had an opportunity of giving my opinion forcibly and
frankly on the subject of the manoeuvres and intrigues that I
saw being carried on. That I was considered right to take this
strong line was made evident by my appointment as one of the
twelve commissioners deputed to draw up the cahier of grievances.
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The Due d'Orleans, on whose behalf there were intrigues in the
assembly, did not succeed in being elected. The Corate de
Clermont-Tonnerre had already been elected president, and the
two secretaries were d'Epremenil, a councillor in the Parlement,
and Lally-Tollendal.

In this commission of twelve nobles, only three of us were
royalists. It may be of interest to see the elements that com-
posed it, and the company in which I found myself on this occasion.

Commissioners appointed to draw up the Cahier of the

Nobility of Paris,

The Comte de Clermont-Tonnerre, president : massacred, 1792.

The Due de La Rochefoucauld : massacred, 1792.

The Marquis de Condorcet : committed suicide, 1794.

The Marquis de Montesquiou, republican.

The Marquis de Rochechouart : died, 1790.

Duport, councillor in the Parlement : constitutionalist.

Semonville, councillor in the Parlement : republican.

The Marquis de Lusignem : constitutionalist, emigre.

The Comte d'Espinchal : royalist, emigre.

President de Nicolay : guillotined, 1794, royalist.

Ferrand, councillor in the Parlement : Emigre, royalist.

Choderlos de La Clos : republican.

The Comte de Ricce : constitutionalist, emigre.

The Comte de Lally-Tollendal : constitutionalist secretary,

emigre.

In the meantime the States General had begun their sittings,

and I had not been able to see the opening ceremony. They
would not wait for the forty deputies from Paris. Time had been
wasted in debates and intrigues, but at length the cahier was
finished and passed by the assembly, and the election of the

deputies proceeded with. There were long discussions as to the

method of voting that should be adopted, and finally the one was
chosen that was most agreeable to the intriguers. There were
lists made, and those who could collect the greatest number
of votes were appointed as the ten deputies. I can honestly

declare to-day, as I said then—and I am not afraid of being

contradicted—that, though placed by circumstances among the

ranks of possible deputies, I did not take the smallest step to

that end, nor did I ask any man whatever for a place in his list.

And yet I barely missed being elected. The Due d'Orleans,

having been already elected by the bailliage of Crepy, declined

his nomination by Paris. M. de Nicolay, first president of the

B 2
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Chambie des Comptes, did not accept either. The two who had

the greatest number of votes were the Marquis de Mirepoix and

the Marquis de Montesquieu, and they became deputies. I came
immediately after them. M. Dionis du Sejour, a councillor in

the Parlement, an academician, and an astronomer, had been

nominated on account of a diatribe he had delivered against the

clergy. As he loved a quiet life, and was more concerned with

the stars than with politics, he was on the point of refusing to

be nominated when his colleagues Duport and Semonville per-

suaded him to consent. At this time, I confess, it would have

been an infinite gratification to me to act as deputy. I have

since thanked heaven for saving me from so grievous a

burden.

The six deputies of the nobility of Paris were :

The Comte de Clermont-Tonnerre : massacred.

The Due de La Rochefoucauld : massacred.

The Comte de Lally-ToUendal : emigrated.

The Marquis de Rochechouart : died.

The Marquis de Lusignem : emigrated.

Dionis du Sejour : died in prison.

Duport : emigrated, and died in Switzerland.

Le Pelletier de Saint-Fargeau : assassinated.

The Marquis de Montesquiou : republican, died 1800.

The Marquis de MirejDoix : guillotined.

When the deputies from Paris went to Versailles I made a

fairly regular habit of attending the sittings of the Chamber of

the Nobles, nearly all of whom I knew ; and they, having perfect

confidence in my opinions, did not attempt to turn me out of the

quiet corner I occupied. I witnessed the formation, very soon,

of that disgraceful minority which set itself to oppose all serious

discussion, hampered every measure, and acted in concert with

the revolutionary leaders in the Chamber of the Tiers 6tat. It

was at this time that the Due d'Aumont rented a little house at

Viroflay, near Versailles, and gathered there every evening the

most active members of the three orders. It was there decided

what should be done on the morrow in the different chambers.
This was the source of the Breton Club, which gave birth to the

Jacobins' Club, named from its meeting-place in the Jacobins'

Convent in the Rue Saint-Honore. This in turn produced all

the clubs in the kingdom. The majority of the nobles also

adopted this plan of meeting together in Versailles, to arrange

what was to be done on the following day. I was admitted to

their club, and was the only member who was not a deputy.
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In the meantime, during the early debates on the commissions
of the deputies, I divided my time between Chantilly, Paris, and
Versailles.

The house of the Duchesse de Polignac had become the rendez-
vous for the loyal deputies of the nobles. M. le comte d'Artois

spent part of the day there, and dined there always. I was a
constant visitor at the house. As the state of affairs became more
and more disturbed, and the influences of the Palais Royal more
and more incendiary, I absented myself altogether from Paris,

where my pronounced opinions were too well known for safety,

I passed more time at Versailles. Sometimes I had the oppor-
tunity, in the Chamber of the Clergy, of hearing the eloquent

Abbe Maury, whose sentiments and ability were regarded at that

time with some alarm, but whose actions have been consistently

good. I sometimes went also to the Chamber of the Tiers fitat,

which on the 17th June was transformed into the National

Assembly.
One day I had a little adventure there, which I only recall in

order to throw additional light on the hypocrisy of the scoundrel

Necker. It was nearly three o'clock, and the Chamber, after a

fairly long discussion on a resolution that Necker had laid before

it, was making ready for the call-over. I was about to go to

my dinner, when I was stopped by a woman, who piqued my
curiosity by her violent attack upon Necker. I sat down beside

her. She told me incredible things about him, and showed me
a letter she had written to him, demanding a sum of 24,000 livres,^

which he owed her for favours she had granted him some
years before. She indulged in some very pretty invective on
the subject of this impostor, who was, she said, an absolute

libertine without having the money to pay for his pleasures. She
assured me that on the following day this letter would be placed

in Necker's own hand as he was entering the council-room, and
that, if his answer were not favourable, she would spread the

story everywhere. And this she actually did on the morrow.

I was dining with M. de Villedeuil, Minister of Police, and I told

him of this incident. I told others also, and the affair became
known throughout Versailles. A fevi^ days later M. de Villedeuil

said to me that Necker was persecuting him to imprison the lady

by lettre de cachet. Such was the true nature of this friend of the

people, this enemy of arbitrary power, this great and virtuous man.
Later on I again came across the lady whom Necker had treated

so badly. She was a German of disreputable life, though of

good birth, and had behaved scandalously at the Court of the

Electress Palatine, whose lady-in-waiting she had been for a short

1 A lii/re was of about the same value as a franc. (Translator.)
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time. For the past few years she had lived in Paris, where she

was notorious under the name of the Coratesse do Cassel, nee

Leutrum.
While at Versailles I saw several remarkable scenes, such as

the meeting in the Tennis Court, and the taking of the oath by
the members of the tiers-Hat—with the one exception of a lawyer

from Auch named Martin, deputy for Castelnaudary, who bravely

signed a protest against this act of rebellion, under the very eyes

of all the revolutionaries and their president, Bailly, who was
afterwards Mayor of Paris, On the following day the rebels held

their meeting in the parish church of St. Louis. Two nobles

joined them there, the first to desert and betray their order.

These two gentlemen were the Marquis de Blacons and the Comte
of Antoine d'Agoult, deputy of Dauphine. The Archbishop of

Vienne and the Bishop of Chartres, followed by a large number
of clergy, were also in the church, in order that the commission of

the tiers-etat might be formally confirmed.

On the 23rd June the King held the famous royal sitting in

the great hall of the States General, and made the declaration that

contained more than all the cahiers of the three orders. Necker,

though the declaration was his own work, refused to be present

at the sitting, on the grounds that a few phrases had been altered

in the text. His agents urged the members of the communes not

to accept it. In the afternoon he went to the King and handed
him his resignation. The Due de Liancourt, though his King
had heaped benefits upon him and had treated him with the

greatest confidence, behaved on this occasion with the utmost
perfidy : he persuaded his Majesty to refuse Necker's resignation.

The court of the palace was crowded with deputies waiting to

see the course of events, and speaking of the King in the most
outrageous manner. It was suggested to Necker that he should
avoid these gentry on his departure. But, on the contrary, in -

spite of the rain, he made a point of walking through all the courts

and down the whole length of the street to his own house, followed
by a mob of obscure townsfolk of Versailles. " Do not disturb

yourselves, friends," he said to them. " I am going to stay with
you. The King still regards me with favour." That same
evening he received nearly all the deputies of the tiers-etat at his

house, which was crowded the whole night. There were fireworks
in the town. His triumph was complete. On the following
day, the 24th, the clergy who refused to join the tiers-etat were
openly insulted. At the close of the day's sitting the riot became
more serious : stones were thrown at the Archbishop of Paris
in his very house. But the rioters, who were hired for the
purpose, were finally dispersed, and one of them was even arrested
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by the Marquis d'Autichamp and sent to gaol. The Prince de
Poix went to set him at liberty.

On the 25th several bishops, with half of the clergy, went
over to the tiers-itat ; and the Archbishop of Paris, influenced
by the Archbishop of Bordeaux, was weak enough to join them
on the 26th.

On that same 25th June a minority of the nobles, numbering
forty-five, also went over to the tiers-etat. The names of these
unworthy nobles, who betrayed their order and deserted their

comrades, and may be regarded as the chief factors in the miseries
of our unhappy country, should be handed down to posterity,

and doomed to execration by the whole nobility of France.
There were others, no less guilty, who only joined the tiers-Stat

with the entire Chamber of the Nobles, in which they remained
up to the last moment, in order to make converts and watch the
course of events.

It was on the 27th June that the final union of the three orders

took place. At that time I had returned to Chantilly, where
the news reached us the same evening. When we heard of this

tragic event we were overcome with grief, and not without good
cause ; for the complete downfall of the nobility, and even of the

Monarchy, may be dated from the day that the three orders

were mingled. I remained at Chantilly till the 11th July, on
which day I returned to Versailles without passing through
Paris. It was on that day that I began my Journal, which is

concerned only with my own personal doings, and the affairs

of those with whom I then cast in my lot.



CHAPTER I

THE FOUETEENTH OF JULY, 1789

The Journal opens on the 11th July, 1789.

11th July.—As M. le prince de Conde was going to spend the

night at Versailles, he took M. du Cayla and myself in his carriage.

The insults to which a man in the prince's livery had been sub-

jected on the previous day, upon the road to St. Ouen, led us to

supply ourselves with pistols in case of aceidents. For some time

past many people at Versailles had been armed with them. We
travelled undistvirbed as far as the gate of the Bois de Boulogne,

where, while we were changing horses, several shabby-looking

individuals stared at us insolently and made disagreeable remarks,

but went no further. Nothing interrupted our journey till we
reached Versailles, where we arrived at seven o'clock in the

evening. I went as usual to spend the evening at the Duehesse
de Polignac's house, where I found M. le comte d'Artois, as well

as a number of deputies of the nobles. I left the house at two
o'clock, being unaware of M. Necker's precipitate departure ; and
when I heard of it from my servant I refused to believe it.

12th July.—M. Necker's departure, of which no one had heard
on the previous day, was made public in the morning. At nine

o'clock I waited upon M. le prince de Conde, who expressed his

satisfaction at the news. I went to the palace, and at every
turn met men agitated by a variety of feelings. Some openly
rejoiced; others appeared to foresee the fatal events that must
follow. Many were desperate, or ill at ease. Every one was
asking for news, for the details were unknown. No one knew
whither he had gone. Had he been dismissed ? Had he fled ?

He had left on the previous day, and we had met him and sus-

pected nothing. One thing seemed certain : either with a view
to obtaining an explanation of his conduct, or to arrest his flight,

two officers of the bodyguard, the Marquis de Savoni^res, lieu-

tenant, and the Comte d'Astorg, second lieutenant, had started

off in the morning in pursuit of him, armed with very extensive
powers. In the meantime M. le comte d'Artois was receiving

visitors the whole morning. His room was filled with staunch
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royalists, all congratulating each other on the departure of an
enemy to the throne and the nobility. Necker's friends in the
Ministry had retired, and new ministers were already appointed.
The Baron de Breteuil and the Due de La Vauguyon were already
paying their court and expressing their thanks.
My wife, whom I had not seen for some time, came with Princess

Alex. Lubormiska to spend the day at Versailles. The ladies

dined with M. de Villedeuil, while I went with M. le comte
d'Artois to dine with the Duchesse de Polignac,

In the meantime Paris was in a ferment. Necker's partisans
and agents kept the public in a state of agitation. Money was
scattered prodigally among the people. The French Guards
were already in open insurrection, while the troops that had been
brought to Paris and its neighbourhood were nearly all corrupted,

and could not be actively employed without danger. The Royal
Germans were the only regiment that remained steady. The
rebels began in the morning by setting fire to all the barriers;

and in the evening the insurrection reached a climax in the
Place Louis XV. The French Guards fired on the Royal Germans.
M. le prince de Lambesc behaved with the greatest energy, and
pursued the rioters to the garden of the Tuileries.

At Versailles we did not know what was taking place in Paris.

My wife and her friend wished to return thither in the evening,

but as orders had been issued that no one was to cross the Pont
de Sevres they were forced to return to Versailles, where the

Chevalier du Puget kindly gave them hospitality, in the rooms
that he occupied in the palace as assistant governor to M. le

Dauphin. As for me, I spent the evening partly with Mme. de
Duras, and partly with Mme. de Polignac, in whose circle one
was most likely to hear the latest news from Paris.

The King could not be unaware of all these agitations. Yet
he appeared perfectly calm at his coucher, and spoke of nothing
but hunting and the country about Versailles, the map of which
he knew, in every detail, for twenty leagues round. I cannot
express how deeply I felt this indifference, which I had already

seen him exhibit more than once.

IZth July.—M. le prince de Conde had returned to Chantilly,

leaving me at Versailles. My wife and the Princess Lubormiska
determined to go back to Paris in the course of the morning,

in spite of the disturbances of the previous day, and they reached

home without any unpleasant incident. The day was passed

in apparent peace, and Versailles was outwardly quiet. But in

Paris the agitation and disturbance were growing more and more
marked. The dismissal of the popular minister and his adherents
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occasioned the most violent protests. The Palais Royal was filled

with groups of incendiary agitators, who spent their time passing

horrible resolutions. Leaflets full of calumnies on the Queen and
the Polignacs were sold in the streets. The Assembly was peti-

tioned to recall the disgraced ministers. The green cockade was
worn in Paris. Green was the colour of Necker's livery, but it

was also the colour affected by M, le comte d'Artois, for which
reason it was soon dropped, and replaced by the three national

colours.

Meanwhile all the troops that the Marechal de Broglie was to

have under his command had not yet arrived. There were still

regiments marching in, and these were quartered in Versailles

or its neighbourhood. The Nassau and Bouillon Regiments,

which arrived during the night, were given shelter in the orangery,

in which immense and stately building the men lay upon straw

to right and left, while the officers were in the centre, with their

colours and arms besides them. And when they were awakened by
the first rays of the dawn they found themselves, to their immense
surprise, at the foot of Louis XIV's statue ! With a sudden
impulse of hero-worship they all, with one accord, saluted it;

and every man of them, surely, silently renewed his oath of

fidelity to the descendant of this great king. These two newly-

arrived corps had no taint of disloyalty ; they appeared devotedly

faithful, and resisted all the manoeuvres employed to corrupt

them,

IMh July.—This morning the King, at his lever, received the

officers of the Nassau and Bouillon Regiments, and spoke for

some time to those in command. He also saw the officers of the

artillery regiment that had been stationed in the Queen's Stables.

There was even some talk of his going to see these regiments;
but this important visit, which could not have failed to produce
a good effect, was postponed to the next day, I dined with Mme.
de Polignac, whose rooms were near the orangery. After dinner
M. le comte d'Artois proposed that we should all go down and
see the two regiments. It is impossible to describe the pleasure

shown by officers and men alike, and the devoted way they ex-
pressed their intense desire to see the King. M. le comte d'Artois
behaved on this occasion with the graciousness that comes so
naturally to him and pleases the troops so much. Nothing could
have been better than the way he spoke to them ; he tasted their

soup, and charmed them to such a degree that the King, at that
moment, had no more faithful nor devoted servants than they.
The course of events in Paris, in the meantime, was of a very

different nature. The rising appeared to be general. Whether
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through weakness or perfidy the Baron de Besenval, who was in

command of the troops in the Champ de Mars, made no attempt
to withstand the rebels, but allowed them to seize the Hotel des
Invalides, and fifteen thousand muskets. So this raging mob
was provided with arms. The Bastille was forthwith attacked
and taken. Launay and some of his subordinates were mas-
sacred, and Flesselles, the Mayor of Paris, assassinated. Many
horrible crimes and murders were committed. Heads were
stuck upon pikes and carried about. The busts of Necker and
the Due d'Orleans were borne in triumph through the Palais

Royal and the streets.

AH these distressing details reached Versailles in the evening.
The Assembly was sitting " in permanence." Every moment
messengers were arriving with news that filled the hearts of honest
men with consternation, and gave the agitators an opportunity
of stirring up fresh excitement. The sitting was continued far

into the night. La Fayette, who had been chosen vice-president,

was directing the affairs of the revolutioharies. The King was
beset ^vith a constant succession of deputations. The Assembly
demanded the recall of M. Necker, the dismissal of the new
Ministry, and the immediate removal of the troops. Deputies
in the CEil de Bceuf itself were using language that would seem
impossible if one had not heard it. And in the end the King
promised all that was asked of him, and revoked the decision that

his new minister had persuaded him to form : namely to leave

Versailles and use every forcible means he possessed, which, if

employed vigorously and firmly, would have more than sufficed

to defeat the rebels, place his own person in safety, and thwart
the schemes of his atrocious enemies. But it was written in

the book of - fate that this feeble and pusillanimous monarch
should serve as a warning to future races. This was but the

prelude to the horrors to which his humiliation was paving the

way.

I5th July.—Every preparation was made for the employment
of force. The Mareehal de Broglie had expressed himself to the

King very energetically, and flattered himself he had persuaded

his Majesty to adopt the only course of action justifiable in the

circumstances. But by the morning all was changed. It was
decreed that the King shovild appear in the National Assembly
almost alone, and should formally rescind his resolution of going

away. It was put before him that there was danger of defection

among the troops, though he might have relied, at least, on the

foreign regiments, the Swiss and Germans, as well as on the hussars

and, above all, the bodyguard. These would have more than
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sufficed to escort the King and his family to Compiegne; and,

whatever the temptation, there was not a garrison that would
have been disloyal in the presence of their sovereign.

The King, however, proceeded to the National Assembly at

about ten o'clock, without an escort and almost alone. He went,

so to speak, to put himself under the protection of those who had
sworn to dethrone him; he laid his crown upon the president's

table; he promised and granted all that was required of him,

I saw this feeble monarch returning on foot, followed by an im-

mense crowd, and surrounded by all the most revolutionary

of the deputies, who seemed to be insulting and humiliating him
while they acted as his escort. This procession crossed the courts

of the palace surrounded by the ordinary guards. The French
Guards were employing the most arrogant tone towards their

officers, while the Bodyguard, who had not been allowed to

accompany the King, was drawn up in the last of the courts,

exposed to the insults, not only of the mob, but even of the

deputies. I heard them myself. This picture—a heartrending

one to any loyal subject—was completed by the entire royal

family, who were stationed in the balcony outside the King's
apartments; the Queen and her children, M. le comte d'Artois

with his sons at his side, and the whole wretched family, looking

down upon the head of their House surrounded by his most
inveterate enemies : Chapelier, Barnave, the Due d'Orleans,

Mirabeau, Target, Lameth, Camus, Sieyes, Rabaud and many
another scoundrel, not one of whom yielded to another in the
matter of crimes and atrocities. This day, it is true, was followed

by still more terrible scenes, but I could not restrain my tears at

the heartrending sight. That they might flow freely I went
away alone, to walk for the last time in the gardens that are such
a magnificent testimony to the greatness of Louis XIV, whose
imposing memory, which every step recalled, only cast a deeper
shadow on the critical situation that his weak successor had brought
about. I went as usual to dine with Mme. de Polignac in the
company of M. le comte d'Artois, who was deeply distressed.

M. le prince de Conde, as I said before, had returned with his

son and grandson to Chantilly on the evening of the 12th,
to reassure his daughter, who had remained there; and as

his couriers had been stopped on their way, he was left without
trustworthy news. Being disturbed by the events of the 14th
he sent the Chevalier d'Auteuil to Versailles that same evening,
to find out what was taking place there. The Chevalier arrived,

though not without difficulty, and I saw him in the apartments of
M. le comte d'Artois, who sent him off again that night to inform
M. le prince de Conde of all that had happened, and beg him
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to come to the King. Accordingly, on the morning of the 15th
M. le prince de Conde, with his son and grandson and a con-
siderable escort of officials and retainers, all armed to the teeth,

rode off from Chantilly towards Versailles, choosing the by-roads
for their route. Mme. la princesse Louise, too, being unwilling
in the circumstances to be separated for a day from her beloved
relations, determined to drive to Versailles, and took another, and
a very indirect route, by Pontoise and Saint-Germain-en-Laye.
Meanwhile the princes and their escort had already ridden two

leagues through the woods when, suddenly, M. le due de Bourbon
and his son detached themselves from the party and galloped
off in a different direction. A gentleman followed and came up
with them. M. le due de Bourbon sent back a message to his

father that since he could not dissuade the prince from exposing
himself uselessly among the assassins by whom he was threatened,

and could do nothing to help him, he, the Due, intended to go
with his son in search of some means of serving his country, the

King, and his family. M. le prince de Conde sent horsemen in

pursuit of them, but in vain, and he continued his journey. I

saw him arrive at Versailles with his suite at about seven in the

evening, and he told me what his son and grandson had done.

He went at once to inform the King and M. le comte d'Artois;

and since it was thought possible that the two princes might be
stopped at Nointel, M. le due de Bourbon's property, M. le comte
d'Artois wrote him a note, which he showed me, approving and
applauding his good intentions, but adjuring him to return at

once. The Chevalier de Belsunce and the Chevalier d'Auteuil

were intrusted with the letter, and set out the same night. Mme.
la princesse Louise arrived at eight in the evening. Those who
know how strongly that good princess was attached to her brother

can picture her state of distress on hearing of the step taken by
M. le due de Bourbon, whose object was to proceed to Lille or

Valenciennes, and bring about a movement in favour of the King.

16th July.—The Chevalier de Belsunce and the Chevalier

d'Auteuil, after running great risks in the night near Saint-Denis,

arrived in the morning at the Chateau de Nointel, where they

found the two princes. M. le due d'Enghien had been very
unwell on the previous day, which delayed them. He returned

to the quiet of Chantilly, while M. le due de Bourbon arrived at

Versailles before noon, in response to M. le comte d'Artois's

entreaty. We were all to have returned to Chantilly in the course

of that day, but it was now resolved to make a longer stay at

Versailles. The event of the previous day might have secured

peace for a little time, one would think, but Paris was in as great
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a ferment as ever, and the National Assembly was careful to keep
it active. Already a new municipal body had been appointed in

the capital, and Bailly had been made mayor. The National

Guard was formed, and La Fayette chosen to command it. The
people of Paris had been assured that the King would go that very
day to the Hotel de Ville, and there confirm all the promises he
had made, the day before, in the Assembly. No resolution, how-
ever, had been passed to this effect ; but the frequenters of the

Palais Royal, when he failed to arrive, proposed going to fetch

him from Versailles. Whereupon a considerable number of

people took some guns, and marched off through the woods of

Versailles, to avoid the troops stationed at Sevres and Saint

Cloud.

The treacherous advisers of the timid King persuaded him,
by working on his fears, to announce to the Assembly that the

new ministers should be dismissed and those agreeable to the
nation recalled, and that the troops should be removed. The
King added that he intended to renew these promises on the

following day in the Hotel de Ville, He pledged himself to write

to M. Necker, begging him to return to his place in the Council.

It would have been impossible for M. le comte d'Artois and the
other princes at Versailles not to accompany the King. Yet to

be present on so solemn an occasion would have been tantamount
to showing approval of the measure. They were, moreover, being
warned on all sides to provide for their personal safety. They
had to come to a decision of some kind, therefore, without delay.

The new ministers had already handed in their resignations, and
fled. On the very next day the army was to march away from Paris,

with the Marechal de Broglie at its head. Many of us thought
that the King would at last make a resolution worthy of the blood
that flowed in his veins, but his courage always failed him. All

he could bring himself to do was to sanction the flight of M. le

comte d'Artois and his children, and of all the Conde family.
Their departure was therefore arranged privately among them-
selves. Their farewells were most touching. The King gave
orders to M. de Serent, governor of M. le comte d'Artois's sons,

to provide for their safety, and take them wherever their father
wished. He then gave to M. le comte d'Artois, with his own hand,
a document that would secure him any aid he demanded from the
commanding officer of any garrison.

I dined with the whole household from Chantilly. During the
evening at Mme. de Polignac's I observed a great deal of agitation
and anxiety in the air. From the whisperings and mysteries
that were going on I judged that the intended departure was
imminent. Even in the rooms of the palace it was discussed in
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lowered tones. I had decided to accompany M. le prince de
Conde, but not having returned to Paris I had made no arrange-
ments. The Vicomte de Montchal, a heutenant in the bodyguard,
and my neighbour and friend, lent me fifty louis. I returned
in the evening to M. le prince de Conde's rooms. It was arranged
that we should leave Versailles at midnight, but our departure
was postponed until dawn, that we might secure the escort of

the troops who were setting out then upon their march. We
spent the night in the salon, impatiently awaiting the dawn.
At three o'clock we heard that the whole family of Polignac had
suddenly departed ; and a moment later we were told that M. le

due d'Angouleme and M. le due de Berry, dressed in grey riding-

coats, had just driven away. We heard nothing of M. le comte
d'Artois's departure, but we did not doubt that he had decided
to go. And so it was : at midnight he had driven off with four

attendants to the Porte du Dragon, where saddle-horses were
awaiting him. He was only accompanied by M. le prince d'Henin,
his Captain of the Guard, M. le marquis de Polignac, his Master
of the Stables, M. de Grailly, an equerry, and the Comte de
Vaudreuil. They started off without a single servant, and rode
by a series of cross-roads. As they passed near the Marquis
d'Ecquevilly's chateau M. le comte d'Artois sent some one to

ask for horses and a carriage to take them on their way ; but the

old courtier, loaded as he had been with benefits by Louis XV
and Louis XVI, was afraid of compromising himself, and refused

to help the brother of his King, the grandson of his benefactor.

They went on their way towards Chantilly, which they reached,

without changing horses, at about eight in the morning. The
Chevalier de Conty, M. le prince de Conde's ranger, at once supplied

them with a carriage and horses. They set off post-haste, and
reached Valenciennes without difficulty.



CHAPTER II

THE Emigre's depaeture

17th July,—At four o'clock in the morning we drove away
from Versailles, taking the Marly road. We had an escort of

hussars, and were preceded and followed by regiments on the

march, M. le marquis d'Autichamp, Master of the Stables to

M. le prince de Conde, was Quartermaster-General of the army,

and had arranged our route as safely as possibly. When they

arrived at the Pont du Pecq the princes and their suites left their

carriages and continued the journey on horseback, escorted by
a number of armed servants. They went on to Chantilly by an
indirect route through the valley of Montmorency. At this

time M. le due de Chartres and his brothers were with Mme. de
Sillery at Saint-Ouen. Very early in the morning a courier

came to them from M. le due d'Orleans—whose spies had in-

formed him of M. le prince de Conde's movements—bidding

his sons give notice to the National Guard, with a view to stopping

the travellers. M. le due de Chartres accordingly, at seven in

the morning, paid a visit to M. de Myons, who had a country-

house in the valley, and had lately been put in command of the

National Guard of that district. M. de Myons was ostensibly

grateful for the warning, but so arranged matters as to leave

the princes unmolested. They went on their way in peace, and
arrived at Chantilly at about noon.
As for me, I was deputed to accompany the ladies in an open

carriage. I was the only man with Mme. la princesse Louise
de Conde and Mesdames de Monaco, d'Autichamp, de Ron9ay,
de la Rochelambert and de Lambertye. We had for escort a
quartermaster and twelve Lauzun hussars, who followed us as
far as the barrier of St. Denis, where they were dismissed with
five louis in their pockets. The post-master of St. Denis sent us
some horses. A regiment of dragoons whom we saw on the march
did much to allay the ladies' anxiety, and we arrived safely at
Chantilly at the same time as the princes' party of horsemen.
When M. le prince de Conde had ridden off to Versailles two days
before, surrounded by armed men, the worthy inhabitants of
Chantilly had been filled with anxiety; and on his return the

16
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courts of the chateau were crowded with people, all eager to
greet the family who had done so much for the neighbourhood.
Their satisfaction, however, was brief. Dinner was ordered
immediately, and M. le prince de Conde made hurried arrange-
ments for a speedy departure. Being the only one of the party
who did not belong to the household I offered my services to
M. le prince de Conde, and since it was impossible to doubt the
sincerity of my devotion he accepted them gratefully. Indeed,
in this century of ingratitude, princes are thankful enough for
any proof of attachment they may receive from men who are in
no way beholden to them—who have asked for nothing, and have
nothing to expect. Such was the case with me. Since my first

entrance into society I had been more with these princes than
any others, and for more than ten years had been on most intimate
terms with them. I enjoyed immensely living among them,
and I flatter myself that I earned every one's esteem and friend-

ship by fawning upoti no one, and especially by abstaining from
intrigue, from which the smaller Courts are no more exempt
than the greater ones.

M. le due d'Enghien did not come to Versailles with his relations,

being unwell, as I have already said. He was awaiting their

return with impatience. When he heard of the intended departure
his first words were :

" I wish for nothing better : I am with my
own people, my nearest and dearest." ^

It was arranged that the travellers should be divided into three

parties, so as to avoid delays at the post-houses, and to reach
the frontier with greater speed and safety. I was deputed to

accompany Mme. la princesse Louise, who was to be the last to

set off. Immediately after dinner, which was consumed in

miserable silence, M. le prince de Conde, with his son and grandson,
and MM. du Cayla, d'Autichamp and de Meintier, drove away
upon the road to Valenciennes. The scene will haunt me to

my dying day. Never shall I forget the sight of the honoured
head of the illustrious House of Conde in his long blue coat, his

sword at his side, leaving his splendid home with his whole family,

without one sign of emotion, though all the faithful servants

who could not follow him were in tears. Nothing struck me more,
I must confess, than that sword that he wore beneath his riding-

coat. It seemed as though it were the sole possession that he
refused to be parted from ; as though he were saying :

" The
distinctive mark of a gentleman is his sword : it shall never quit

my side again : my honour is bound up with it. The Monarchy
cannot exist without the nobility of which I am one of the leading

* M. d'Espinohal, on re-reading this journal in later years, wrote in the
margin at this point : " Unhappy prince ! 1804 !

"
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members, and it is to the sword of a Conde that the King, perhaps,

will one day owe his crown."

Two hours after the departure of the princes two carriages,

containing the Chevalier de Virieu, the two brothers d'Auteuil,

the Chevalier de Sarobert, etc., took the same road.

Finally, at seven in the evening, Mme. la princesse Louise,

with Mesdames de Monaco, d'Autichamp and de Lampertye, the

Comte de Choiseul and myself, also left Chantilly. Among the

members of the household who were present when we set off was
a certain Grouvelle, the prince's secretary : the little rascal came
up to me, expressing hypocritical surprise at what he saw. I

could not refrain from showing him plainly how indignant I felt

at his conduct. Though he had been loaded with favours by
his master and spoilt by all the household, this reprobate played
the traitor to his benefactor from the time that the notables

first assembled, and ever since the opening of the States General
had been one of the keenest adherents of the most revolutionary

party in the Assembly.
I will say nothing of all that occurred in Paris on the famous

day that the King visited the Hotel de Ville, and was received

by La Fayette at the head of a hundred thousand armed citizens ;

I was not present. Every detail is known to every one. No
more favourable day for our departure could have been chosen.
The whole of Paris was preoccupied by the King's visit : it

occurred to no one to have the princes intercepted on their

journey. No decided insurrection had as yet taken place in

any of the towns, nor were the troops as yet insubordinate

:

the people confined themselves to hooting, and abusing the
nobles, and the children cried " Vive le tiers-etat ! " The national

cockade was not yet generally adopted. We travelled in com-
parative safety. As a precautionary measure the coats of arms
on the carriage doors had been effaced.

ISih July.—The great number of travellers on the road, how-
ever, was beginning to cause anxiety. It was thought that the
Queen would escape. There were complaints everywhere, but
nothing more serious. We arrived at Peronne without any diffi-

culty, after travelling all night without hearing a word of those
who had started before us. The lack of horses at the posting-
house obliged us to go to the inn that stands in the square. It
was market-day, and there was much grumbling at the number
of carriages that went by. The people were crowding round our
door, so I had it opened widely, and putting on a bold face I

stared at the malcontents till they fell silent. The post-master
struck me as a good fellow, so I confided my anxiety to him.
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He helped us by having the horses put in as quickly as possible,
and after a light dejeuner we started again. The officer in com-
mand of the cavalry quartered at Peronne unostentatiously
stationed a few of his men in the square : they enabled us to set
off safely, and we were subjected to nothing worse than a few
hoots as we went through the town. The carriage that followed
us with the waiting-women was delayed longer, and was in

greater danger. The people threatened to burn it, but fortunately
it got away without mishap. That very evening the most violent
insurrection broke out in Peronne : the custom-houses and barriers

were burnt, and the clerks maltreated.
In the course of our journey we passed through the town of

Cambrai. As we were changing horses I was recognised by several

officers of the garrison, but nothing unpleasant occurred. At
Bouchain we had to wait for horses for some time, outside the
town; and we found, in the same plight, M. le comte d'Artois's

principal valet-de-chambre, M. Le Roux, who was pursuing his

master with clothes and linen, and had very little money. Nor
did he know the prince's whereabouts. He told us he had left

Versailles on the previous day, the 17th, at nine o'clock in the
morning, when the King was on the point of driving off to the
Hotel de Ville; and that he had received orders from his Majesty
on his brother's behalf. He represented to the King that, in

spite of all his efforts, he had only been able to raise a small sum
to take to M. le comte d'Artois; whereupon the King, in his

presence, opened a bureau full of notes and gold, and gave him
for his brother—^incredible as it seems—only two hundred louis.

Le Roux was anxious, moreover, lest he should be stopped on
the road, and asked the King for a passport. Here was a fresh

difficulty. There was no minister at hand to draw it up. The
ministers who had been dismissed were not yet recalled ; the new
ones had fled. An old passport signed by Montmorin, however,
was found in a drawer, and with this Le Roux set out in search

of M. le comte d'Artois.

We found ourselves at last on the borders of Valenciennes.

Brigadier-General the Marquis de Sennevoy, who had a post

here, came out to meet us. He told us that M. le prince de Conde
and his party had passed through the town, only pausing for a

moment to see M. le comte d'Artois, who had arrived there in

excellent health, as had also M. le due d'AngouMme and M. le

due de Berry; that these princes, being comfortable and safe

in Valenciennes, would not leave it till they had had some hours

of sleep; that M. le prince de Conde had received every mark of

devotion and respect from M. le due d'Esterhazy, commandant
of the place, who had drawn up all the passports he would require

c 2
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for leaving the kingdom ; and that we should find the princes at

Mons.
After hearing this satisfactory news we crossed Valenciennes

safely and comfortably, only pausing to change horses; for

Mme. la princesse Louise, in her impatience to rejoin her beloved

relations, would not wait to visit M. le comte d'Artois. M.
d'Esterhazy rode up to us as we drove through the town, and
after a moment's conversation went off to see to our safety.

At last, after less than an hour's drive upon a splendid road,

we arrived at Quievrain, the first posting-place in imperial

territory, and were greatly relieved to be over the French frontier,

and out of hearing of the abusive yells and shrill cries of " Vive

le tiers ! " which the very children aimed at us as we passed. We
entered Mons at eight in the evening, and were delighted to be

all together again, after thirty-six hours of anxiety and separation.

We all embraced each other with full hearts. We then sat down
to supper, and though the meal was not a very gay one it was
at least very affecting. Everything that had happened in Paris

during the past few days was already known in Mons. The place

was obviously full of excitement and unrest : the. townspeople
were persuaded that it was the Queen who had just arrived.

Our party, including the servants, numbered over forty, and
since the inn was not large enough to hold us we were obliged

to separate. We were all in great need of rest : mind and body
were equally fatigued. Having left Chantilly so hastily I had
come without my servant, whom I had sent to Paris to tell my
wife of my departure with the princes. I passed several hours

in an inn of no great merit.

19th July.—M. le comte d'Artois was to leave Valenciennes at

midnight, and pass through Mons on his way to Namur. As
I wished to see him as he passed, the Austrian captain who was
on guard promised to have me awakened the moment the couriers

were heard. In the fear of missing the prince I rose at three

o'clock, and went to the guard-house to await his coming. M.
d'Autichamp was also waiting in the posting-house. The prince

did not arrive till five o'clock. I expressed my satisfaction at

seeing him in safety, and he graciously allowed me to embrace
him. He stayed for a quarter of an hour, and breakfasted before
setting out again. Of his travelling companions none had borne
the fatigue of the journey so well as the Marquis de Polignac,
who was then in his seventieth year. M. le comte d'Artois was
going to Namur in order to avoid the complications that his rank
would have caused at Brussels, with the Archduchess Christine

close at hand.
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I returned to rest for a few hours, but my mind was too much
disturbed; I could not close an eye. I was filled with anxiety
as to the fate of my wife and two of my children, whom I had
left in Paris, and had not been able to see before my abrupt
departure. It was my hope that they would leave Paris as soon
as possible, and go to my property in Auvergne, where I had
reason to think they would be safer than elsewhere. I was
tormented by thoughts of this kind. M, le due d'Angouleme and
M. le due de Berry arrived at Mons in time to dine with us, and
M. le prince de Conde did the honours of a bad hotel dinner. It

was impossible not to feel very melancholy : for here were eighteen

people sitting round the table of a second-rate inn, with five

princes and a princess of the House of Bourbon among them

—

all flying from their country in the fear of falling victims to their

love for their King, a King whose weakness was fated to be the

cause of many misfortunes, and indeed to bring about the total

ruin of the Monarchy. The young princes slept at Mons. After

dinner we set oft to Brussels, where we arrived before dark,

and found very good accommodation at the splfendid Hotel de
Bellevue, in the Place Royale.

20th July.—M. le due d'Angouleme and M. le due de Berry
arrived for dinner, and took rooms in the Hotel de Galles, where
there are some magnificent suites. In the morning I was truly

delighted by the arrival of my faithful servant Picard, who
brought me news of my wife and children. He had travelled at

break-neck speed. The presence of this good fellow restored

my peace of mind, as well as the comforts and conveniences

that I had lacked for the past few days. He brought me some
clothes, of which I was in great need.

21st-25th July.—M. le prince de Conde and his family, the

four of them alone, without any suite, went to visit the Arch-

duchess Christine, Governess of the Netherlands, the Queen's

sister, and her husband Duke Albert of Saxe-Taschen. There

arrived in Brussels that same evening, the 21st, the Baron de

Breteuil—who a week earlier, after Necker's departure, had
been for a brief moment of illusion at the head of the Ministry

—

Mme. de Matignon his daughter, his granddaughter Mme. de

Montmorency, the Duchesse de Brancas, and a few friends. The
whole party had left the Baron's property at Dangu very hastily,

and had met with many dangers on the road, as Mme. de Matignon

had been mistaken for the Queen. When the news reached them
of all that had happened on the 14th and 15th they were expect-

ing to hear of the King's arrival at Compi^gne, whither, according

to the Baron de Breteuil, he had definitely decided to go. The
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Baron came to see M. le prince de Conde at our hotel. We
explored the town, and spent a great part of the day enjoying

the delights of the fine promenade in the Park. There we heard

all the news, which included the arrival of many refugees from

Paris, who are flying before the first fury of the storm. . . .

M. le prince de Conde and his family went to Namur to see M. le

comte d'Artois, and returned on the 25th. The young princes

dine with us, and we see them constantly. They have with them
only M. le comte de Serent, their governor, the Marquis de

Montaignac, and the Abbe Marie, their tutor. The Chevalier de

La Sarre, instructor of engineering and fortifications, has joined

them since their arrival, but the rest of their instructors have not

been summoned. The democratic sentiments of some of them
would not have been suitable to the occasion : such men as the

Vicomte de La Bourdonnaye, their assistant-governor, or the

Marquis Descorches de Sainte-Croix, could not be allowed to

consort with the young princes.

The Prince de Conti, after flying from Paris on the 12th of

this month, and running round all the neighbouring country

in his fear of pursuit, took refuge with the Due de Penthidvre

at Chateauvillain. He soon felt obliged, however, to leave this

place too, and on the 24th he arrived at Namur, accompanied
only by M. le comte de Boullainvilliers, his principal gentleman-
in-waiting, and the Chevalier de Ravenel. He was dying of

fear, and his wits were wandering. We saw him again at Brussels

on the 25th in much the same state. He dined with us, and
described all his imaginary dangers, for he is persuaded that his

life is threatened. The very wells were poisoned on his route.

He kept on repeating the tale of his panic, which inspired us with
as much boredom as pity. . . .

29th July.—The Chevalier de Launay, the brother of the
governor of the Bastille who was murdered on the 14th July,

arrived on a post-horse, alone, and in garments much the worse
for wear. We were just leaving the table. The moment that
M. le due de Bourbon saw him in the square we all went out to
meet him, princes and all, eager to show our sympathy for the
loss of his unfortunate brother. We told him that M. le prince
de Conti, with whom he had lived for more than twenty-five years,
was actually in our hotel. We took him to the prince at once

;

but the latter, still entirely absorbed by his terrors, received him
very coldly, with a few words about his dogs and carriages,
and a great many about the fears that the Chevalier's presence
inspired in him. Indeed, so plain did he make these fears that
the unfortunate man felt obhged to hire a fresh horse and continue
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his journey. Two hours after arriving in Brussels he left us,

with tears in his eyes, to seek refuge I know not where, probably
in Holland ; taking with him a warmer recollection of our obvious
friendship for him than of the Prince de Conti's welcome, which
made us all very indignant.

August 1789.—3rd Aug.^—We left Brussels for Liege, where it

was arranged to spend the night. When we had travelled a
couple of leagues one of our wheels was broken in pieces, through
the stupidity of the postilions and the spitefulness of a carter.

This delayed our journey, and upset the arrangement of the
different carriages for the day. Instead of driving with the
ladies I sat on the box, or with the mails. We passed through
Louvain, Tirlemont, and Saint-Irond, and arrived in Li^ge before

dark, but too late to see anything of this large and disagreeable

town, which has more than 150,000 inhabitants. The freedom
that is possible here has made it a safe refuge for all the male-
factors of Europe. It has wealthy suburbs, however, which are

full of well-to-do people and good houses. We were at the Aigle

Noir, a large and good hotel. M. de Barentin, the late Keeper
of the Seals, was staying there, but we left without being aware
of it. MM. de Montesson arrived from Namur, and were heartily

welcomed by M. le prince de Conde, who asked them to supper
and begged them to travel with us.

Uh Aug.—^We left the large and ugly town of Li^ge with no
regret, having seen nothing of it but the streets through which
we drove. We took the road to Aix-la-Chapelle. On leaving

Li^ge one has a very fine view of the town, after crossing several

bridges over the Meuse. It took us seven hours to reach Aix-la-

Chapelle by a road that was fairly good, except for the last league

through the wood, which must be impassable in the winter. We
had intended to drive straight through the town, but as M. le

comte d'Artois had been delayed there while his carriage was
being mended we were obliged to stop there also, as we could not

precede him. This secured us the pleasure of spending the day
with him. General Elliot, formerly the Governor of Gibraltar,

came to pay his respects to M. le comte d'Artois, who asked him
to dinner and treated him with the greatest consideration. He
presented M. le due de Bourbon to him, and both princes ex-

pressed themselves delighted to meet this veteran again—the

brave defender of the fortress that they themselves had helped

1 At the end of July 1789 the Comte d'Artois decided to go to Switzerland,

to await an answer from his father-in-law, the King of Sardinia, of whom he
had asked permission to go to Turin. The Prince de Cond6 was to follow

him at once.
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to attack. M. le prince de Conde and M. le due d'Enghien were

also presented to General Elliot.

5th Aug.—M. le comte d'Artois started to-day for Cologne and
Bonn, but we are waiting at Aix in order that he may be a day
in advance of us. We have seen the sights of the town : the

cathedral, the treasury, Charlemagne's tomb, and several things

that were used by that Emperor, who is held in great veneration

here. At Aix there are some very famous hot baths, among
others the Compus, or bath of the poor. There is an assembly-

room, where people meet of an evening, and where balls are

sometimes given. There are also banks for various games

:

biribi, faro, and trente-et-un.

The Comte and Comtesse Archambault de Perigord, the

Princesse Joseph de Monaco, the Marquis de Coigny,^ etc., are

at Aix. The baths of Spa are only eight leagues away. Numbers
of fugitives from Paris are here, and more are arriving daily. We
hear that the provinces are following the example of Paris, and
horrible deeds are being committed. The people are beginning
to burn the chateaux and persecute the nobles. The Prince de
Salm, Bishop of Tournay and deputy for Lille in the States

General, has been turned out of the Assembly as a foreigner, and
is now at Aix.

6th Aug.—M. le prince de Conde left Aix-la-Chapelle with his

son and grandson. We did not start till several hours later.

There were seven of us in one carriage ; Mme. la princesse Louise,
Mme. la princesse de Monaco, Mme. d'Autichamp, Mme. Amelie
de Lambertye, lady-in-waiting to Mme. la princesse Louise, the
Chevalier de Virieu, the Comte de Choiseul, and myself. With
the three princes are MM. le due du Cayla and d'Autichamp.
The suite numbers twenty-eight, including the maids, valets,

and other servants : altogether there are forty of us. We run
great risks, therefore, of being delayed at the posting-houses
and fleeced in the inns. The posting arrangements are bad and
the stages very long. Generally the horses are given slices of
bread when they have gone half the distance. At one of our
halting-places we met two charming German ladies, going to Spa
on their way to France, and coming from Vienna : the Countess
Mansi and the Countess Kinsky, n6s Princess Dietrichstein. The
latter was twenty years old, tall and well-made, and as pretty as
an angel. She has been deserted by her husband, and is consoling
herself by traveling about with her friend. We crossed the town
of Juliers, capital of the duchy of the same name. It belongs to

» " The two first named were guillotined in 1794 " (note by M. d'Espinohal).
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the Duke of Bavaria, Elector Palatine, who has a garrison there,
and is a pretty little town, fairly well fortified.

We arrived at Berghem, the last posting-place before Cologne.
M. le prince de Conde had been stopped there for lack of horses,

and was obliged to dine while he was waiting for them. While
he was there a German gentleman arrived from Cologne with
his wife, on his way to Spa, and was delayed by the same cause
as the prince. He was the Baron Westphalen : a name not un-
known to M. le prince de Conde, who, during the Seven Years'
War, had been very intimate with a Baroness Westphalen. He
met the baron as he left the dinner-table, and asked if he were
the son of his old friend. At this question the baron looked
earnestly in the prince's face, and guided by some kind of intuition—^probably by the voice of nature—said that this must be the
Prince de Conde. The recognition was quickly followed by
separation. They went their different ways; and the princes

reached Cologne before supper.

We experienced the same difficulty about horses at Berghem,
and were obliged to wait there for two hours. The ladies became
impatient, and since the evening was fine we resolved to start

on foot, and allow the carriages to come after us. When we had
walked about a mile and a half we saw on our left a fairly large

chateau. On the road we met two young ladies, with whom we
entered into conversation. They told us that their father, the

Baron von Reids, was the owner of the chateau, and that they
were canonesses. To put them at their ease I told them that

the lady we were escorting was the Abbess of the Chapter of

Remiremont, the daughter of M. le prince de Conde, whom they
had seen passing, they said, earlier in the day. We reached the

village : not a carriage in sight. So we sat down at the door of

a tavern. Meantime our young canonesses had sent to the chateau

to inform their parents of their meeting with a party of distin-

guished travellers, and we were soon joined by the baron and his

wife, to whom the name and style of €ach of us had to be repeated.

They pressed us to rest in their house, and even to spend the

night there, but this we could not do lest the princes should be

anxious.

In the course of conversation my name was mentioned, where-

upon the baroness asked if I were the son of the Comte d'Espinchal

who had commanded a regiment during the war. On my answer-

ing in the affirmative I was promptly embraced tenderly by the

baroness, and even by the baron. My father had been their

best friend. In the middle of this scene our carriage arrived.

As, however, no horses could be found for the second carriage

the baron kindly gave the waiting-women some supper and a
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shelter for the night, and they only arrived at Cologne the next

morning. It was midnight before we ourselves reached that

town, and joined the princes in the Hotel du Saint-Esprit. While

we were at supper we merrily related the stories of our respective

pleasant experiences.

7th Aug.—We spent the whole day at Cologne. The town is

large, badly built, sparsely populated and desperately dull. It

is the capital of the electorate of the same name, but as it claims

to be a free, imperial town the Elector cannot stay there for more
than three consecutive days without the permission of the

municipal authorities. He therefore lives at Bonn.
In the evening the young princes were seized with a desire

to go to a kind of assembly-room that there is here, where we
found only very low company, engaged in drinking and smoking.
Yet the town is full of excellent society, especially in the winter,

when there are, we are told, many brilliant gatherings among the
nobility. M. le comte de Colbert-Maulevrier, the King's minister

here, after escorting M. le comte d'Artois to Bonn, came to pay
his respects to our princes. He suggested giving us dejeuner on
our journey, but as the Elector is at Bonn, M, le prince de Conde,
who thinks it best not to see him, has not accepted M. de Maule-
vrier's offer. This Elector is the Emperor's brother, the Archduke
Maximilian, who came to Paris a few years ago. The Queen,
his sister, insisted that it was for the princes of the blood, rather
than for him, to pay the first visit; but to this the princes quite

rightly would not submit. They absented themselves, therefore,

from all the fetes that were given at the Court during his stay;
and it was in the fear of recalling this altercation that the prince

decided not to pause at Bonn. M. le comte d'Artois, who had
not the same reasons for staying away, paid a visit to the Elector,

who gave him a splendid reception and arranged a kind of little

fete for him.

8ffe Aug.—Kt seven in the morning, to our great satisfaction,

we left this big straggling town, and were compensated for its

dullness by the pleasure of travelling on the splendid road to
Bonn, which we reached in three hours. The short time we spent
in changing horses, and driving quickly across this pretty town,
was enough to make us heartily regret that we could not break
our journey at the magnificent building with the beautiful
gardens, which are only separated from the Rhine by the high-
road. The Elector had the curiosity to ride along our road to
see us go by, though we had no idea of it at the time.^

1 The journey continued by way of Coblenz, Mayence, Mannheim, Stuttgart
and Schaffhausen. On the 22nd Aug. M. d'Espinchal reached Switzerland.

'
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22nd Aug.—Until now we have been travelling with post-
horses. But there is no regular posting service in Switzerland,
whose inhabitants think it good policy to make one travel through
their country slowly, and so deposit more money in their hotels.

One has to conform to the speculative laws of the greedy Swiss
by driving bargains at the livery-stables, where they provide
horses at a cost of 7 livres, 10 sols a day. Of course one pays
for the return journey, which brings the cost of each horse to
13 livres a day. .In this way we shall journey to Berne, which
we shall only reach on the third day, after travelHng about ten
leagues daily. . . .

23rd Aug.—It rained all night ; but in the morning the weather
became magnificent, and compensated us for the day before.

Our route was delightful, and we began to enjoy Switzerland.
We dined at Tiihr, where an excellent inn is kept by a nice, fat

Bernese woman, who did her best for us. After dinner our
road lay through still more charming country, and we arrived

early at Murgenthal, our resting-place for the night. This is an
enchanting spot. The hotel is one of the best we have come
across. It gave me the greatest pleasure to find it managed by
that good, charming creature, Marianne Probst, whom I saw
six years ago in charge of the Hotel Saint-Nicolas. At that time
she was only sixteen years old. The praises of this young woman
are sung in the Lettres sur la Suisse, by M. de La Borde, formerly

Louis XVs principal valet-de-chambre. Marianne Probst has

a tall, fine figure, and a very pleasant face. She is respectable,

honest and of perfect manners; she is well educated, speaks
French admirably, reads serious books, and has a select library.

But all this is not on the surface ; no one would know of it without
being told. She attends to all the domestic affairs with surprising

energy and intelligence. . . .

2Mh Aug.—We regretfully parted from our good Marianne
Probst, whose honesty was consistent to the end. She was
perfectly aware of the rank of her guests ; she had indeed asked
me on the previous day to write all the names in her register.

We numbered, including masters and servants, at least forty

persons. We had all had an excellent supper, and we lunched
before we left. Every one had had a comfortable bed. Marianne,

unlike all the grasping innkeepers who have complained of her

methods, only charged 180 livres.

Since leaving Brussels we had had no letters from France,

nor news of the course of events there. An express messenger,

whom we sent to Soleure to fetch the mails that were awaiting
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us there, joined us on the road. The news from Paris and the

provinces is most distressing and sad : chateaux burnt—assassina-

tions—massacres by the mob. Henry de Belsunce, eldest brother

of the Chevalier and major en second in the Bourbon Infantry,

has just been massacred at Caen by the mob, who showed the

most appalling ferocity. This unfortunate young man used to

spend most of his time with us at Chantilly. It is really terrible

for his devoted mother and affectionate brother, and is an
earnest of the horrors we may expect ! La Saussaie, a young
officer in the same regiment, who was at one time page to M. le

prince de Conde, shared the tragic end of the ill-fated Belsunce.

This heartrending news spoilt our pleasure in the scenery

around us, which at any other time would have enchanted us.

We dined at Rillisberg, and exchanged the sad news we had
received. After dinner we stopped at Stindelbanck, to see a

monument that has been put up in memory of the widow
Langhans. On a height close to this village there is a castle of

some size, belonging to M, le baron d'Erlach. Mme. la comtesse

de Brionne arrived there yesterday, and our princes interrupted

their journey to see her. Nevertheless we arrived early at Berne
and alighted at the Hotel du Faucon, where I found the same
pretty landlady I saw in 1783 ^—a very respectable woman.
M. le comte d'Artois, who arrived a few days ago, is living in

a very pretty house about a league away from the town, near

the Polignacs and their party, who have also come to this neigh-

bourhood for a time, I am glad to find, in our own hotel, the

Marquis de la Ferronays, Mme. Cagnette, and her daughter
Mme. Morel, whom I often saw in Paris.

25ih Aug.—M. le chevalier de Rebourguil, a lieutenant in

M. le comte d'Artois's guards, who left Versailles on the 17th of

this month, has brought me some news of my wife. He has
given us the most interesting account of all that has happened
since we left. After dinner I hurried off to pay my respects to

M. le comte d'Artois, whom I found at Mme. de Polignac's house.
I was delighted to see this charming family, who are more to
be pitied than blamed, and whom we congratulated on escaping
the horrors they would inevitably have suffered had they fallen

into the hands of the ferocious Parisian mob. M. le comte
d'Artois's suite has been reinforced here by the Chevalier de
Puysegur ; Comte lildouard Dillon, his gentleman-in-waiting, who,
on his way home from Egypt, heard of the recent events in France

1 In 1783 M. d'Espinchal had travelled in Switzerland, and an account of
his journey is to be found in his letters to his wife. They are in the Library
of Clermont-Ferrand.
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and hastened to join his prince; the Chevalier de Roll, captain
of the Compagnie Generate of the Swiss Guards; and MM. de
Grailly and du Verne, the prince's equerries. The Polignac's
party is composed of the Due and Duchesse, the Comtesse Diane
de Polignac, Armand de Polignac, the Duchesse de Quiche, the
Vicomtesse de Polastron, the Vicomte and Vicomtesse de
Vaudreuil, and the Abbe de Balivi^re. I chose to pay them a
visit rather than go to an assembly-room outside the town,
where our young ladies were dancing until nine o'clock, and where
a number of local beauties were to be seen. . . .

I must not omit to mention the public baths on the river.

There are several of these establishments quite close to one
another. The attendants are women. When you have ordered
your bath a series of girls appears, one after the other, each
carrying something—wine, bread, or cheese. The one whom
you seem to admire the most remains with you, and—so obliging

is she !—proceeds to get into the bath with you. Some of them
are very pretty. The place is called Lammat.^
A few years ago M. le due d'Orleans, accompanied by the

Comte de Genlis and the Marquis de Fenelon, his worthy acolytes,

made a tour in Switzerland. He came to Berne, where he was
magnificently received by the local seigneurs and shown over the

town. All the people of distinction in the neighbourhood were
assembled on a platform to see him, when, in a loud voice, he
unblushingly asked the way to Lammat, and forthwith had the

effrontery to leave every one and set out to that disreputable

spot quite publicly. When I was in Switzerland in 1783 I was
shown the girl who had attended the prince. She was always
called the Duchesse de Chartres.

This shows the standard of morality in Berne. Everywhere
there are taverns kept by immoral women; the reason being

that nearly all the great landowners have vineyards in the Pays
de Vaud, and have devised this way of securing a good sale for

their wine. It follows that all the girls of the lower orders are

immoral. . . . There are sumptuary laws in Berne, for regulating

luxury in dress. No one in the town may wear silk nor diamonds,

to the great annoyance of the fair ladies of Berne, who make up
for it when they are in the suburbs or the country. The Bernese

government is very rich, and its wealth is increasing every day.

* During his first visit to Switzerland he wrote to his wife (Aug. 25, 1783)

on the subject of these baths, being careful to add :
" I only know of this

from others." But the next day he wrote to her :
" In the interests of

cleanliness I have had u, bath : I found everything was exactly as I was told,

and it was amusing to be attended by a pretty Bernese girl, whose obligingness

equalled her capability. For the bath, my dejeuner, and the bather's fee, I

paid a crown, and received hearty thanks for it."
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Great attention is given, however, to all public works : the high-

roads throughout the canton are splendid, and excellently kept,

while the town itself is delightfully clean. Criminals condemned
to penal servitude are employed on the public works, the women
being deputed to clean the streets of the town, and even root

up any grass that may be there. At need the State could arm
sixty thousand able men, and mobilise them very quickly. Every
man in the canton and its dependencies is enrolled, and must
serve as a soldier if necessary. . . .

When I returned to Berne ^ I found that many of my acquaint-

ances had just arrived from Paris. Among them is a very
pretty woman to whose house I frequently went : Mme. P ,

the wife of a banker. Recent events in Paris have given her a
pretext for disporting herself abroad in the company of Des
E , her faithful lover, who is as much her slave as ever. Major
Gall, an Englishman, who has brought home great wealth from
India, is showing his affection for her in the form of splendid

presents. The fair lady accepts his presents, and allows him to

form one of her suite. Then there is the young and handsome
Poissy, a West Indian from the lie de Bourbon with all a Creole's

charms, who has lately finished serving his time as a page, and
is exactly my idea of the charming Montrose : he too is attached
to the lady, and being at this moment more in favour than his

rivals is giving just cause for jealousy. I spent the evening among
these four enamoured people, and felt very much out of place.

They left the next day. I wish them all good fortune.

SOth Aug.—I am going to dine to-day with Mmc. la duchesse
de Polignac, in the company of M. le comte d'Artois, and the
very same people who were my daily companions three months
ago at Versailles. Every one of us, however, is in a very different

position. M. le comte d'Artois has decided to start for Turin
to-morrow, the 31st. He had intended to go by Lausanne,
cross the lake at ^^vian, and proceed by Chambery, Mont Cenis,

etc. But in order to avoid the annoyances that he is led to
fear in the neighbourhood of Geneva he has resolved to make
a much longer tour through Tyrol, by way of the Lake of
Constance, Innsbruck, Brixen, Trent, Verona and Milan. For
the same reasons M. le prince de Conde will follow the same
route; but M. le comte d'Artois is starting several days before
him, in order to arrange with the King of Sardinia for the reception
of our princes. This will slightly prolong our stay in Berne.

31st Aug.—The beautiful weather that we have been enjoying
' M. d'Espinchal had been for an expedition in the neighbouring country.
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for several days has been interrupted by a storm of some violence.

M. le comte d'Artois is going to sleep at Murgenthal.

September 1789.

—

1st and 2nd.—We remained in Berne for these

two days, and spent our time seeing all the interesting sights

of the town, to which I have already referred. There is a kind
of club in Berne, to which all the respectable people of the place

resort to read the papers, and to which strangers are heartily

welcomed. We went to find out what was occurring in Paris

and the Assembly; and learnt with satisfaction that Necker's

credit with the public has considerably decreased since his return.

He has still a large party in the Assembly, however. The leaders

are making use of him to serve their own ends, but they have
sworn to ruin him. Mirabeau is his declared enemy.
On the 4th August they decreed the abolition of all privileges

and the suppression of all feudal rights. This decree was passed

in a sitting that was prolonged far into the night, and it was the

Vicomte de Noailles who proposed it, when heated with wine
after a sort of orgy with his worthy comrades. The minority

of the noblesse distinguished themselves enviably in this precious

sitting. Every one of them made his bid for popularity. The
contribution of the Comte de Virieu, the deputy for Dauphine,
was the destruction of pigeon-houses.—There have again been
several massacres in the provinces, the Mayor of St. Denis being

among the victims. He died on the 1st August, The liberty

of the press has been made law.

Srd Sept.—We left Berne this morning, travelling as before

in hired carriages. We dined at Killisberg and came on for the

night to Murgenthal, where we have the pleasure of seeing

Marianne Probst again. I am charged with a great many
messages for her, especially from a certain pretty woman whom
we met travelling among the glaciers. She had met the excellent

Marianne some years ago, and was so much charmed by her that

she sent a few books to increase her little library, which contains

the works of Rousseau, Voltaire, Racine and the best German
authors, and even some very abstruse works. We went to bid

farewell to the little river and the delightful walk along its banks.

Uh Sept.—At seven in the morning we left, perhaps for ever,

the delightful valley of Murgenthal, its capital inn, and its charm-
ing innkeeper. Our princes, wishing to see something more of

Switzerland, took the road to Lucerne. About three leagues from
Berne we came to the little town of Zoflingen, which is the last

in the Canton of Berne in that direction, and is prettily situated
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amid fields. A league further on we passed out of Berne and
entered the Canton of Lucerne. It is easy to see that they have
different governments. The roads here are not so well kept

nor the fields so well cultivated, the estates are enclosed in

crumbling walls, and the houses have not the same air of comfort

and cleanliness as in Berne. The Canton of Berne is Protestant

:

that of Lucerne is Catholic. We dined at Sursee, a little town
near the Lake of Sempach and the battle-field. One may still

see a chapel in the village where over four thousand skulls and
other bones are treasured, in memory of Helvetia's struggle for

liberty. . . .

5th Sept.—As M. le prince de Conde had chosen the same
route as M. le comte d'Artois, through Tyrol, I had formed the

project of crossing the St. Gothard Pass with only one companion,
and arriving at Milan several days before the rest of the party,

after an extremely pleasing and interesting journey. But the

Due de Bourbon and his son, who were bored at the very thought
of being shut up in a carriage for a fortnight, insisted on adopting

my route. M. le prince de Conde gave his consent, and it was
arranged that we should let the great caravan go on its way
without us, while we—the two young princes, du Cayla, myself,

and only six servants—should cross the St. Gothard on mules.

The whole morning was occupied in walking about Lucerne,

after a visit to General Pfiffer, who showed us the splendid map
that he has made, in relief, of the whole country of the High
Alps. He has enlarged it since I saw it. It now covers 120
square leagues ; it is twenty feet long by fourteen wide ; and he has
been working at it for about twenty-five years. He has forgotten

nothing, and all the measurements have been taken by himself.

With this object he has climbed the highest of the Alps, with no
food, often, but the milk of a goat that he took with him. A
man must be an enthusiast on the subject of mountains, and the
owner of a robust constitution, to carry out a work of this kind.

Everything is reproduced with the greatest accuracy on this

map : even the smallest chalet is marked, and the pathways leading
to it. Peasants have often been surprised to find their lonely

dwellings indicated on it. M. Pfiffer is now seventy-four years
old, but he is as vigorous and active as a man of forty. His
map is bounded on one side by the heights of the St. Gothard,
and on another extends as far as the Abbey of Engelberg, includ-
ing Meyringen and all the Ober-Hasli; then, in the direction of
Zurich, it embraces the Canton of Zug, and comes down on the
other side to Zoffingen.

The inhabitants of Lucerne do not understand the value of
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this work. M. Pfiffer, indeed, has often encountered great

difficulties. The people tried to prevent him from exploring

the mountains, though certainly no harm could be intended
to their peaceable and unsophisticated inhabitants. They
declare that the general has robbed them of their country, and
bear him much ill-will on account of it.

We had a long walk on the covered bridges that cross the
Reuss and the end of the lake, which are so long that they join

the two extremities of the town. One of these bridges is exactly

five hundred paces in length. It is used as a promenade by the

people of the town, and it takes an hour to walk over it. It

makes a very pleasant walk, on account of the various views of

the lake that one sees from it. The population of Lucerne is

small : it only numbers three thousand. The religion of the canton
is Catholic : the people are very devout, and indeed superstitious.

There are a great many priests, who instruct the people in all

the errors of superstition, but do not preach by example. The
Pope's nuncio to the Catholic cantons lives at Lucerne, but his

presence does not make the priests more regular in their lives,

nor yet better educated. Their ignorance is inconceivable. A
little time ago a pair of twins was taken to a cure to be baptised.

He was quite aware that the two children belonged to the same
mother, but he could not be made to understand that they had
only one father : he insisted on there being two. In this canton
there is a certain bailliage called Entelibuch, whose inhabitants

have several times revolted against the government. There was
some doubt as to whether they would best be kept in order by
a garrison, or by a convent of Capuchin monks. The second
expedient was adopted. There is a great preponderance of these

monks in the Catholic cantons, especially in the small ones,

where the government is popular. Every citizen has a share in

the administration, and in their national assemblies a Capuchin
monk is nearly always to be seen occupying a prominent position.

There are many churches and convents in Lucerne ; and the Jesuits

have a very fine house there, but have received no novices since

their suppression. Their church is beautiful, but overcharged
with ornaments and pictures. This is true, too, of the collegiate

church. It has an organ of prodigious size, which has a pipe

forty feet long and can produce enough sound to shake the church.

The hdtel de ville and the arsenal are worth seeing. Near Lucerne
is Mont Pilatus, whence one can see a magnificent view of immense
extent.

After dinner M. Pfiffer took us across the lake to Rotzloch,

near Stanz-Stadt, in the Canton of Unterwalden. We were

rowed across in a large boat with a good crew, who took us over

D
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in less than two hours. There were twenty-four of us in the

boat. From the lake one sees a variety of delightful views.

We landed at Rotzloch to see a waterfall between two rocks

—

a wild spot that forms a very pleasing picture. No English

garden can boast of anything to equal this accident of nature.

There are one or two houses in this lonely place, and we met a

workman whose alert bearing made us think he had served in

the army. We found that he spoke French, had been a private

in the SaHs-Samade Regiment, and had lately received his

discharge. Great was his astonishment to recognise in one of

our party the prince whom he had seen last year in command of

the camp at Saint-Omer. He refused to believe his eyes; for

he could not conceive what could have brought M. le prince de

Conde to such a desolate spot, where there seemed to be nothing

likely to attract a traveller. He also recognised M. le due
d'Enghien, and thought the lad had grown. The princes admitted

their identity and gave him some money, but his surprise remained
undiminished. We came back late in the evening to Lucerne,

greatly pleased by our water-party and the beauties that this

wild scenery exhibits at every turn.

6th Sept.—This morning our whole party, except our four

selves, left Lucerne for Zurich and Constance, where they are

to cross the lake and go on through Tyrol to Milan. There we
shall all meet again. We remained for the day at Lucerne, to

make our arrangements for crossing the mountains. Good
M. Pfiffer gave us all the necessary information; and we spent

the whole day with the excellent old man, who asked us to dinner

and supper. It was Sunday, and he took us about the town
and the promenades, which gave us an idea of the personal

characteristics of the inhabitants. We met some pretty women.
Their complexions, as a rule, are good here, but there is a sad
lack of teeth. Their figures are more slender than those of the
Bernese ; but as for the morals, they are no better than elsewhere,

and it seemed to us that the women of the middle-class were
very free in their manners. This was brought home to us by
their willing acceptance of kisses. M. Pfiffer took us to the
public hall, where all the best society of the town meets on itte-

days, and the ladies play cards. We were not long there : it

was a collection of fossils.

The sumptuary laws are severe : ornaments and silks are
strictly forbidden. The women may not wear diamonds, and
are obliged to dress in black on Sundays. There is a special
costume that is adopted by nearly all the ladies, and a method
of hair-dressing that is very grotesque. The hair is dragged up.
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and gathered together with a comb on top of the head. One
would take these ladies for servants if one did not know them.
We saw the wife of a magistrate thus adorned.^ . . .

We are travelling at an easy pace, with a long pause at every
hotel. This is the method that our princes prefer. They are
rather addicted to sleep, and like their beds.

9th Sept.—I spent the night in a very chilly room close to the
river, the sound of which made my blood run cold. We went
to bed at nine o'clock. Du Cayla and I rose early ; but we could
not rouse our lazy travelling-companions. At seven o'clock we
lost patience : neither of the princes was awake. To us it seemed
that ten hours in bed, and fifteen in an inn, were more than
enough. We started off on foot across the meadows. The
whole valley was covered with white frost, but it soon disappeared
in the sunshine. Half a league from Andermatt is Hospital,

where the inn is at least as good as the one we had just left.

We had dijeuner there, with excellent cheese and a good glass

of wine ; and then continued our journey on foot. Picard, who
came with us, had left orders that our horses should come after

us.

As we left the village we were accosted by a man who had
deserted from the King's Regiment, and was asking for help

to return to France, being sure that in these troublous times he
could rejoin his regiment without fear of punishment. Further
on an unpleasant-looking little man, with a sack on his back,

asked us for money. He was one of those guides who accompany
tourists about Italy and Switzerland, and had been reduced to

beggary by four months of illness. He had just left hospital,

and had crossed the Furka Pass by night in the piercing cold.

He was going to Milan in search of work, and offered us his

services. We questioned him. He spoke German, Italian,

Spanish, etc., and was a native of Saint-Omer. He had been
travelling about Europe for twenty years, and knew every
country perfectly. Italy was the country he knew best; but
he had been in many parts of Germany, Prussia, Poland, Russia
and Sweden; had visited Corsica and Spain; had been out to

San Domingo, and even to Cayenne. He was with the Chevalier

de Bethisy when he was killed in Corsica, and with M. le marquis
de Nesle when he ran off with the wife of the consul at Genoa

;

he was present at M. de Matignon's death in Naples; and was
in the service of the Abbe de Bourbon in that town when he

died. He knew every one in Paris, especially those who had
travelled. He answered all our questions, and whether he were

' They continued their journey by way of Altdorf.

D 2
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lying or speaking the truth we could not disconcert him. Finally

he said he was a friend of M. Blondin, one of M. le comte d'Artois's

running footmen. I baptised him Figaro on the spot. We took
him into our service for our sojourn in Italy, where we mean him
to be of use in matters of gallantry.

In the meantime we continued our walk. As one leaves

Hospital the valley ends, and one begins to ascend by an extremely

steep road, paved with stones, like the one we were on yesterday.

It is a horrible country. The road runs close beside the Reuss,

which dashes down over rocks and is at this point a mere rivulet.

The waterfalls are of no great height and entirely lacking in

interest. Bare mountains with snow on their peaks, a landscape

without a single tree and with very little pasture-land—such is

the prospect during the three hours of painful walking that take
one to the Hospice on the summit of the St. Gothard Pass. Half-

way up we met the Capuchin monk who lives there. He turned
and came with us, to see to our entertainment. The weather
was magnificent, and the sun so hot that we were overcome by
the heat. Our princes, with their suite and our horses, only
rejoined us at the summit of the mountain. P^re Laurent, a
Milanese Capuchin, has lived here for twenty-three years. His
little house, which certainly stands higher than any other in

Europe, is very well arranged, and contains seven very clean

little cells, where we should have been better accommodated than
at Andermatt. The only inconvenience is that horses and mules
cannot stay there, but must be left on one side or the other at

the foot of the pass. The Hospice is always well provided with
food. We too had taken precautions, and thanks to the care of

Pere Laurent and the assiduity of our own servants we made an
excellent meal, with appetites sharpened by the keen mountain
air. We made the worthy Capuchin dine with us. He can only
speak Italian and a little German, but we understood each other
capitally. A rumour had been spread about the country that
M. le comte d'Artois was crossing the mountains, and the monk
was firmly convinced that one of us was the prince. By this

time he is aware of our identity, for we conformed to the custom
of the place by writing our names in the register of this hospitable
monk. He expressed his pity for the King, whose position,

and whose weakness, are known on the St. Gothard. We parted
from P^re Laurent with mutual expressions of goodwill : we were
pleased with his care of us, and he by our treatment of him. We
gave two louis to him and six francs to his maidservant—for
such is his only companion. We did not feel in the least cold,

for the sun was glorious to-day. Eight days ago the Hospice
was surrounded by two feet of snow. According to M. de
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Saussure the height of the St. Gothard mountain is 6790 English
feet above the Mediterranean Sea, and about 6866 French feet.

The height of Mont Blanc, the highest mountain known, is, accord-
ing to M. Deluc, 15,302 English feet. Wyttenbach estimates
the highest peaks in the neighbourhood of the St. Gothard to
be 8268 feet in height, . . .

We arrived at Bellinzona at about six o'clock. It is a little

town with ancient fortifications, dominated by three strongholds
belonging to the Cantons of Schweitz, Uri, and Unterwalden,
The deputies of these cantons happen to be in the forts at this

moment, and, having been falsely informed that it was M. le

comte d'Artois who had just arrived, they had the guns fired;

and were on the point of paying a ceremonious visit, when I

spoilt the effect by giving them my word of honour, in writing, that
M. le comte was not with us, and was not crossing the mountains.
There are two tolerable inns at Bellinzona. Our guides, who
had arranged to make us pay dearly for everything on our journey,

were counting oh our doing so here; but we defeated them by
alighting at a different inn from the one where they had given
notice of our arrival. We are all the better off. We have sent

away the guide that M. Pfifter procured for us, and are only
keeping Figaro. Two Englishmen, of whom one is a brother

of Lord Harvey, the English Minister at Florence, are on their

way to Lucerne from Italy. They are acquainted with M. le

comte d'Artois, and being under the same error as the Swiss

deputies, wished to pay their respects to him. I undeceived

them. They saw and recognised our princes. We gave them
an introduction to M. Pflffer. They sent us two bottles of

liqueur, and some rum.

11th Sept.—The heat is intense. To avoid it one has to rise

early. That, however, does not come within the calculations

of our lazy travelling-companions. I left them to sleep to their

heart's content, and started off with Picard at five o'clock,

followed by Figaro, who through his acquaintance with the place

had been able to find me a vehicle. After two long hours on a

very rough road I reached Magadino, on the shores of Lago
Maggiore,

At Magadino there are boats for crossing the lake. We hired

one, to take us all to Locarno. I cooled myself on the shore of

the lake : I had my dejeuner : I made a complete toilette : I

wrote my journal for the day : and still, though it was past ten,

my lazy companions had not arrived. They came at last, how-
ever, and we embarked for Locarno in glorious weather. The
heat was very great, and the sun overpowering. The crossing
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was short, but we were in need of our dinner, and in the inn

at Locarno there was absolutely nothing to be found. This

place proclaims its poverty, and more especially its dirt. Happily
we had brought some provisions from Bellinzona, among them
being a superb trout weighing sixteen pounds, for which we had
paid twenty-five livres?- ...

^ The travellers visited the Borromean Islands, and then proceeded to
Milan.



CHAPTER III

MILAN AND TUKIN

Milan.—My first care, on reaching Milan, was to find some one
who could initiate me into the secrets of the place, I announced
my arrival to a friend of mine who has been living in the town for

some years, and he came to see me at once. He is the Marquis
de La Carte, the youngest brother of the Comte de La Ferte
Senneterre, and was one of the men in the ChantiUy set who
could both act and sing. Four years ago he was making a tour
in Italy, and stopped for some time at Milan, where he fell in love

with a lady, and had the good fortune to please her. Her accom-
modating husband made a close friend of him ; and from that day
forward he has remained in Milan. He lives in the house of his

lady-love ; his place at table is laid between her and her husband

;

and, being the possessor of a comfortable fortune, he regards him-
self as the happiest of men. He has retired from the French
service, has assumed the Cross of Malta, and, from his manners,
his dress, and the dress of his servants, might be taken for a
Milanese noble. I dispatched to the Litta Palace my letter of

introduction to the young Countess Max Litta, with a request

that I might be allowed to make my court to her. She wrote me
a very kind note, asking me to go to her box in the theatre this

evening. La Carte took me to see his friend, Signora Milesi. I

was most kindly received by both husband and wife, who begged
me repeatedly to stay with them. I hear that M. le comte
d'Artois passed through Milan two days ago, on his way to Turin.

He appeared in the theatre, and gave offence by his discourtesy

in not visiting any of the women in their boxes, which is considered

the civil thing to do.

Signora Milesi took me to the Corso, where there were as many
carriages as on our Parisian boulevards, and a number of pretty

women. On leaving the Corso it is usual to pay a short visit to

the cathedral square, for ices, after which one goes on to the

theatre, which does not open as a rule till an hour after dark.

This round is regularly performed in Milan every day of the year,

unless the weather be very bad. M. de La Carte, on hearing that

our princes expected to reach Pavia that night, determined to

39
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join them there, in the hope of being useful to them while they

were awaiting M. le prince de Conde's arrival.

I reached the theatre at eight o'clock, and presented myself

in the Littas' box. The Countess Max received me with all the

graciousness possible. She was brought up in Paris, in the

Convent of Panthemont, and has all the manners and graces of a

very charming Frenchwoman. She is tall and has a good figure,

is very pretty, very gay, and very gracious. I felt at home with

her from the first moment, as if I had known her for a year. She
deputed one of her relations to introduce me to all the most
important people in the boxes, who all received me with equal

courtesy and geniality. A foreigner is always placed in the front

of the box, and the rest pay him the compliment of speaking his

own language while he is there. It was very pleasant to return

to the Countess Max Litta, who expounded to me various usages

of the place. She pointed out to me her cavaliere servente. Every
lady has one ; he is a necessity. A woman cannot with propriety

go anywhere alone ; she must have a man constantly with her

—

driving, or walking, or in the theatre. This is the custom through-
out Italy. Often he is her companion from choice, but often, on
the other hand, he bores her as much as a husband. The Countess
assured me that her own cavalier was a burden to her, but she

could not rid herself of him on account of the proprieties. He does
not understand a word of French, and she was able to discuss him
freely. She treats him very unceremoniously, and allows herself,

I am told, many distractions. The play was over before midnight.

I returned to my hotel quite satisfied with my evening, having
already quite a large acquaintance in Milan. There are several

people here that I knew in Paris, among others the Marchese
Cacciapiati, who invited me to lunch with him to-morrow, to meet
Lady Bampfylde,

ISth Sept.—M. du Cayla arrived this morning from Cremona,
where he has left the princes and the whole party. They were
to arrive to-night at Milan, he said. And at six in the evening
they all alighted at the Royal Hotel. They were all overcome with
fatigue, after posting along the roads for ten days. They were,
however, enchanted with the beauty of the Tyrolean roads. The
road by which they travelled was made by order of the Emperor
Joseph II. It crosses eighty leagues of mountainous country,
and ends at Trent. The gradients are well managed, the surface
is splendid, the posting service good, and the traveller quite at his
ease on the brink of the precipices that so constantly yawn below
him. The variety of scenery makes the journey particularly
interesting.
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Hardly had the Archduke Ferdinand been informed of our
princes' arrival before he came to visit them at the hotel, accom-
panied by Prince Albani, his Lord High Steward. He stayed for

more than half an hour, and was extremely pleasant to us all.

We are all invited, with our princes, to dine in the town to-morrow.

19th Sept.—To-day we all discarded plain clothes in favour of

uniform. M. le prince de Conde wore that of a colonel geniral of

infantry, and the other two princes those of their infantry regi-

ments; du Cayla, d'Autichamp, Choiseul, and the Chevaher de
Virieu appeared as brigadier-generals, and I as a colonel a la suite

of cavalry. At three o'clock we arrived at the Archduke's palace.

The princes and the ladies were first presented by Prince Albani,

who then came to fetch us. M. le prince de Conde presented us

to the Archduke and Archduchess. It was four o'clock when we
sat down to dinner, which was a long and sumptuous meal

—

excellent fare, a splendid dining-room, a great number of footmen,
many valets-de-chambre in scarlet and gold lace, and a numerous
Court. After dinner there was conversation till six o'clock,

when the archducal carriages conveyed the whole party to the

Corso, which was immensely crowded. After our return in the

evening the Archduchess visited Mme, la princesse Louise; and
at eight o'clock the whole party repaired to the theatre, to boxes
adjoining that of the Archduchess, to whom we all paid our
respects in the course of the play. Our princes paid all the most
prominent people in Milan the attention of visiting them in their

boxes, and the courtesy gave great satisfaction. They went to

see the Litta ladies, Princess Albani, Countess Vitsheck, the wife

of t^e Emperor's minister, the Countess Suncini, the Duchess and
Countess Serbelloni, the Marchioness Herba, the Countess Cusani,

etc. During the play ices are handed round in nearly all the boxes.

At this time of year there is nothing but comic opera and rather

indifferent ballets. It is only in the winter that they have grand
opera. After the play we went into a very nice room that is

connected with the Archduchess's box, and there we found a
magnificent supper, and several ladies who had been invited to join

us. At two o'clock we returned to the hotel. The Archduchess
and Archduke had been overwhelming in their attentions : they
had the great courtesy to accompany Mme. la princesse Louise

and our princes down the stairs to the carriage. . . .

The opera-house is the largest and finest in Europe, except the

one at Naples. There are six tiers of boxes. As they all belong

to whole families they are more or less large ; and, since in Italy

the theatre is the usual place for meeting one's friends, the boxes

serve the purpose of little salons. It is even the custom to have
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supper in them in winter, at the masked balls. The boxes of the

more important families have little rooms attached to them in the

corridor, where a servant prepares the ices. In the opera-house

are enormous foyers, called the ridotto, where there are billiard-

tables. They used to play faro there, but for some time past

games of hazard have been forbidden. t)nly the nobility have
the right to enter the ridotto; the bourgeoisie are not admitted.

Ladies sometimes walk through it during or after the opera.

There are a great many nobles in Milan, and many rich families

of all classes. There are numbers of princesses and duchesses :

these titles are very common in Italy, and especially in Rome and
Naples. The popes are able to confer the title of prince very
easily. Life in Milan is very pleasant as a rule, and all foreigners

are agreed that it is the only Italian town where society is gay and
genial, and where social customs resemble those of Paris. The
women are very pretty, both in the nobility and bourgeoisie, and
the men visit the two classes indifferently. It is the easiest thing

in the world to carry on an intrigue, and it would seem that

foreigners are especially favoured in this way. Youth and wealth
are great advantages in any country, but in Italy, it appears, one
can turn them to better account than in any other place in Europe.
Husbands are accommodating to the last degree, and the ladies

extremely obliging. Living is cheap in Milan; and one has the

greatest freedom there. Tail-coats are worn all the year round.

A carriage is indispensable on account of the size of the town.
The cost of a carriage, for the year, is about 2400 livres. Servants'

wages are low, and the nobles keep large establishments. Foot-
men run before the carriages at night, with torches. Every one
is allowed to have a livery for his servants : every rich bourgeois

has one. There are more than 1500 carriages habitually used
in Milan. The filles publiques are numerous, but one seldom sees

women of immoral life provided with luxurious establishments,

as in Paris. If one wishes to be accepted by society in Milan, or

in any part of Italy, one must have letters of introduction to

people of the highest rank, or else to wealthy members of the
bourgeoisie .1 . . .

Turin.—25th Sept.—It was so dark at the time of our arrival

that we could hardly see the large, fine streets and splendid
squares through which we passed. As the Hotel Royal is entirely

filled by the suite of M. le comte d'Artois we took up our abode
in the Hdtel d'Angleterre, in or near which there are rooms for us
all. M. le comte d'Artois and his sons, and even Mme. la comtesse

1 On the 21th Sept. M. d'Espinchal left Milan, and went with the princes
to Turin.
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d'Artois, who has lately arrived from France, are settled at the
palace of Moncalieri, where the King and Court spend part of

every year. M. le comte d'Artois, to please his father-in-law,

comes very little to the town, but he is here at this moment.
Our princes were so impatient to see him again that they hurried
off to him at once, and had an interview of a few minutes. M. le

baron de Choiseul, the French ambassador, came without delay
to pay his respects to our princes, and to arrange about their

presentation at Court. Mme. la princesse de Brionne, who has
just arrived at Turin with her daughter, the Princesse de Carignan,
at whose house in the country she is going to stay, came to visit

our princes, accompanied by her brother. Prince Camille de Rohan.

26th Sept.—We were longing for some recent news of public

events, each of us being anxious about his private affairs. I hear
that my wife and two children, whom I left in Paris, are at last

safely out of that hotbed of unrest, insurrection, and horror.

They set out for Auvergne, furnished with every possible kind of

passport to help them through the provincial towns; but even
when this is the case there is much inconvenience to be encoun-
tered, and the municipal body of each town insists on questioning

every traveller. I hoped that my place at Massiac would have
been a safe refuge for my family. It was the home I loved best

;

I have always, like my forefathers, done a great deal of good in

the place; and for more than two hundred years we have been
loved and respected there. But discontent has been carefully

fostered; and a week before the arrival of my wife and children

some local agitators and ill-disposed folk from the neighbourhood
arriyed to pillage and burn my chateau. More than three hundred
shots were discharged at the window-panes. The torches were
actually lighted to set fire to the house, but such of the neighbours

as were honest fellows, together with my good, zealous steward,

the Sieur Chomel, succeeded in dispersing the incendiaries and
preventing the horrors they wished to perpetrate. This news
does not tend to lessen my anxiety. I know it is considered

criminal on my part to have left Versailles and followed the

fortunes of the princes. Certain reprobates, whose names I would
rather not know—among them, perhaps, La Fayette, who was
my intimate friend—have sent me letters from Paris pestering

me on this subject. It is a fact that, so far, I am the only seigneur

in my province who has received any injury. There is news,

from various provinces, of the burning of chateaux and the

assassination of nobles. Dauphine and Burgundy have especi-

ally distinguished themselves. The Bishop of Autun's prominent
role in the Assembly, and the oft-repeated patriotic sentiments
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of his brother, the Comte Archambaud de Perigord, have not

prevented the burning of the magnificent Chateau de Senoran.

It is momentarily expected that an explosion will be brought about

at Versailles by the insurgents of the capital, who are paid and
encouraged in their violence by the Due d'Orleans,

As our sojourn in Turin appears likely to be long, I will describe

the town at greater length when I have seen more of it. Our
whole party is settled in the Hotel d'Angleterre : we dine, sup,

and receive our guests there. There are a good many French
people here, and the suites of M. le comte d'Artois, Mme. la

comtesse d'Artois, and their sons, form with ourselves a nucleus

of good society. My first acquaintance in Turin was the Marquise
Gherardini, daughter of the Countess Litta, to whom I had a

letter of introduction. Her husband is the Emperor's minister

at this Court. They both received me very kindly. Theirs is

the only house open to a foreigner after the play, for here every one

goes home, and there are no supper-parties. We went to the

theatre this evening. The ambassador gave his box to M. le

comte d'Artois, and our princes had two boxes assigned to them.
The play begins at seven o'clock; but at this time of year there

is only comic opera. The theatre belongs to the Prince of Carig-

nano, who allots the boxes to various noble families. Very few
of the bourgeoisie have this privilege ; but the price of the boxes
is not high, because each person has to have a ticket of admission

as well. The pit is furnished with seats. It is not a large house,

but is prettily decorated. There are five tiers of boxes. The
strict etiquette which the royal family observe so rigorously

prevents them from attending this theatre : only the Due and
Duchesse de Chablais have a box. The lighting of the house is

dim compared with ours, but nevertheless one can distinguish

the audience. The theatre is generally fairly well attended, but
Just now many people are still in the country. We saw several

pretty women, among whom was a tall girl of the most dazzling

beauty, Count Verolengo's daughter, who is about to marry the
Marquis Cambiano. Her mother, who is still beautiful, is attached
to the Court, and has another very pretty daughter. A woman who
is also extremely pretty is the Countess Roero de Monticello. In a
short time I shall know more about the people here, and the usages
of the town. Several rich bourgeoises were pointed out to me,
as well as women of the highest rank.

The entertainment is generally composed of a comic opera
in two acts, between which ballets are performed; and this is

repeated every evening for about a fortnight. At present they
are giving La Marchande de modes, of which the music is very
good. The ballets are Le manage de Figaro and Les mannequins.
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The company is fairly good, the scenery pretty, and the decora-
tions charming; but the ballets are tasteless, and poor in com-
position. There are two pretty dancers : one of them, Crevischi,
has as good a figure as any of our prettiest opera-girls, but she is

a very poor dancer : the other, Capello, performs only grotesque
dances. This is a style of dance that is unknown to us, but in
Italy it causes infinite pleasure to the pit. It consists of gambols
and capers. The dancers who jump the highest and caper the
most win universal applause. In the season the play is usually
over at half-past ten. The ladies here are subject to the custom
that obtains all over Italy : they may not go to the play, nor out
walking in public, without a cavalier, whom here they call a
" bracciere." They generally keep the same : having accepted
him for the sake of propriety they keep him from force of habit,

and often he is not at all the man they like best. The bourgeoises
imitate the women of quality in this, but with them choice is

guided by inchnation, and their cavalier is always a noble : one
seldom sees one of them attended by a man of her own class.

As the nobles are generally in the army they always wear uniform
in Turin, and an officer can only dispense with it when he has a post
at Court, and is on duty.

27th Sept.—To-day, which is Sunday, we all started off at nine

in the morning with our princes, under the guidance of the Baron
de Choiseul, our ambassador, to Moncalieri, where the Court is

at present. After traversing the whole length of one of the finest

streets in existence we left the town, and crossed the river that

the ancients called the Eridan, but that is now known as the P6.

A pleasant road, which at this time of year is a favourite drive \

after dinner, took us in an hour to Moncalieri, where we alighted
|

at M. le eomte d'Artois's house near the palace. On leaving!

him we went to the King, who first gave a private audience to our
]

princes, and then received us. We were presented by M. le
j

prince de Conde, and his Majesty spoke a few pleasant words to
|

each of us. He has the appearance of an indulgent paterfamilias,
|

and his face shines with the goodness that makes his people adore
|

him. *

After leaving him we were presented, with the same formalities,

to each of the royal family in succession. The Prince of Piedmont
compensates for his lack of outward attractions by a great deal of

intelligence, as far as one can judge in so short a time ; and also, I

am told, by other important qualities. The Princess of Pied-

mont, his wife, whom we knew in France as Madame Clotilde,

and who was nicknamed Le Gros Madame because she was so fat,

was hardly recognised by any of us, so changed is she, and aged,
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and thin. She has lost her teeth, and every vestige of freshness.

Yet she is only thirty years old. She has no child, and this

troubles her, for she is perfectly happy with her husband, who has

the deepest respect for her, a sentiment which is shared by the

whole Court, She is extremely devout, and scrupulously observes

the etiquette of this Court—which is none the merrier on that

account. The Prince of Piedmont, who was born in May 1751,

is now in his thirty-ninth year. The Duke of Aosta, the King's

second son, who was born in July 1759, is extremely ugly, and
gave us no chance of judging either of his wits or of his character.

Six months ago he married the eldest daughter of the Archduke
Ferdinand. This young princess, who was born on the 1st

Nov. 1773, has a charming face, a tall, good figure, and a natural,

child-like air, which is all the more engaging that she is surrounded,

in this Court, by so much that is cruelly ugly. The King's three

other sons, the Duke of Montferrat, the Duke of Genoa, and the

Count of Maurienne, aged respectively twenty-seven, twenty-five,

and twenty-three, have as yet been so little into society that they
hardly know how to speak. A movement of the head is the most
one can obtain from them. They live a strictly regulated life :

they never go out without their governor, and none of them is ever
separated from the others. Our last presentation was to the
Princess Felicite, the King's sister, who was born in 1730, and is a
perfect model of the maiden aunt. The Duke and Duchess of

Chablais are at present in the country, where they live with a
great deal more freedom than the rest of the royal family.

After Mass the whole royal family and all our princes dined
together, with no one else at their table but the ladies-in-waiting

on duty. No man is ever admitted to their table. The equerries
and officials on duty dine at a table of which the major-domo
does the honours. This table is supplied with the leavings from
that of the King. In France we should call it dining in the ser-

vants' hall. As I was one of the princes' suite to-day I dined at
this table, where I saw no one but the Court officials. The
equerries and ladies-in-waiting, and all other officials attached to
the King, the princes, or the princesses, are chosen from the most
ancient noble famihes of Piedmont, Savoy, and the States of the
King of Sardinia. Nearly all the equerries have served as pages.
The salaries of these officers are extremely small. The usual
dress is uniform : the King and the princes often wear it, and our
princes have conformed to the custom and will wear uniform while
they are here. M. le comte d'Artois is wearing that of a colonel
gSneral of the Swiss Guards—the Swiss regiments, that is to say,
that are in the service of the King of France. After dinner we
spent a long time in M. le comte d'Artois's house, talking to his
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sons, whom we had not seen since we left Brussels. Having
stayed for some time at Spa they came on through Tyrol, and
arrived two days ago at Moncalieri. No one could be more
charming, nor more good-natured, nor better brought-up than
these two young princes. The King, their grandfather, received
them with the greatest affection, and their caresses moved the
good old man to further endearments. We also paid our court to

Mme. la comtesse d'Artois, who has been ill since her arrival. She
accomplished her journey unmolested, and had no unpleasant
experiences on the road. She has but a small suite with her :

Mme. la duchesse de Lorges, her lady-of-honour, who is returning
to France ; Mme. la comtesse de Bourbon-Busset, her woman-of-
the-bedchamber ; Mme. la comtesse De Montbel and Mme. la

marquise de Coetlogon, her ladies-in-waiting, and the Comte de
Verac, her gentleman-in-waiting in reversion from the Comte de
Vintimille. We returned to Turin in time for the play, which is here,

as elsewhere, better worth seeing on Sunday than on other days.

28th Sept.—The Baron de Choiseul, our ambassador, is giving

a large and splendid dinner-party for our princes to-day. He has
a well-appointed house, and keeps a very good table—unusually
good, indeed. He has been ambassador to this Court for twenty-
three years, and has made the most of his position. He receives

a large salary, and has few expenses. Moreover he has managed
his affairs well : he was not a rich man, but has become consider-

ably richer. He has married his two daughters; one to the

Comte Hippolyte de Choiseul, M. de Praslin's second son, and the

other to the Comte de Serent, eldest son of the Marquis de Serent,

governor to M. le comte d'Artois's children. Through the good
offices of the !^ng of Sardinia he obtained, from the Court of Spain,

a grandeeship as a marriage-portion, not only for his elder

daughter, but also for the younger.

The diplomatic corps in Turin is not large. It consists of a

French ambassador; a Spanish ambassador, who is away at

present ; an Imperial minister, the Marquis Gherardini, a charming
man with a delightful circle of friends; an English minister,

Mr. Trevor, who keeps a creditable establishment and is an able

man, if sentimental; a Prussian minister. Baron Chambner; a

Russian minister, whose place is at present filled by an agent ; a

Portuguese minister, the Comte de Souza—a nephew of the man
of that name in France—who has married a very pretty woman
here, a sister of the Marchesa del Borgo, and who, having preten-

sions to wit and philosophy, affects principles that are not very

suitable to the representative of a monarchy; a Neapolitan

minister. Prince Marsico-Nuovo, whose family name is Pignatelli,
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and who professes great attachment to the House of Bourbon,

and therefore takes an interest in our situation, but has neither

means nor wits nor indeed much of anything, and is living here

as a bachelor ; a Genoese minister, Oderico, a fat, heavy man, but

a good fellow; a Venetian resident, Count San Fermo, a noble

of Terra Firma, who has a gentle, agreeable wife with him here,

but lives with her in great retirement and sees hardly any one.

The other Courts have agents or secretaries.

After dinner we were presented to the Duke and Duchess of

Chablais, who came in from the country on purpose to meet our
princes at the palace. The Duke of Chablais is the ICing's half-

brother, his mother being an aunt of the Emperor Joseph II.

He was born in 1741, and married his own niece, the King's

daughter, who was born in 1757. I had been presented to them in

1783, at Evian, a watering-place in Savoy, where they were
spending part of the summer. They were very kind to me then,

and this time they remembered me, and spoke of our previous

meeting. They lead a very pleasant life, and are more independent
than the rest of the royal family. The Duke of Chablais possesses

a good income, and has a house of his own in the town and a fine

establishment in the country. He has no child.

The fashionable drive at this time of year is the road to Mon-
calieri. Carriages proceed at a foot's-pace, as on our boulevards.

All the fashionable women drive there regularly before they go to

the theatre. The opera was changed to-day : it was La Pastorella

Nobile, which has capital music. Signor Bellentani, the comic
singer, pleased us most.

29th and 30th Sept.—The life we are leading is fairly mono-
tonous : we do much the same every day. We explore the town
a good deal. On the 30th the ambassador gave another large

dinner-party for our princes. M. le comte d'Artois was to have
been present, but he was unable to leave Moncalieri till the

evening. He came to the theatre for the first time, and returned
after supper.

I spend my evenings at the Marquise Gherardini's house, where
I usually find the foreign ministers all together. The party does
not break up till midnight. There is often a pretty, charming
Portuguese lady there, whom I have met before in Paris, at the
house of Mme. la comtesse de Souza, the wife of the Portuguese
ambassador. The lady is Princess Sylva.

The police department seems to do its work very badly in Turin.
There is not a night that I do not hear, in the little street where I

am staying near the H6tel d'Angleterre, the sound of violent

quarrels, invariably followed by stabs with a knife. Last night
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I was awakened by the cries of some unfortunate creature, who
had just been stabbed below my window.

October 1789.--lst Oct.—Since our arrival at Turin the weather
has been glorious, and very mild. The difference between this

climate and ours is very apparent. Our princes joined the royal
himt to-day for the first time. It is rather different from the
hunting to which they are accustomed in France, and especially

from their own hunt ; but the meet was held at a beautiful place,

Stupiniggi, about three miles from Turin, and the same distance
from Moncalieri. The woods that surround it are pretty, and
have good rides cut in them, but are not very large. The hunt
lasted for two hours at most, and it was considered enough to kill

one stag. Here hunting is regarded as a form of exercise and
amusement, not as a passion, nor as the only occupation in life.

This seems the more reasonable view. The King has supper on
hunting days with his whole family at Moncalieri, and sits down
at seven o'clock. Our princes are invited to be present regularly

in future, and are treated like members of the family. The King
and M. le prince de Conde, as a matter of fact, are fairly close

relations, being the sons of sisters, princesses of Hesse-Reinfels.

The third sister married the Prince of Carignano, grandfather of

the present prince. . . .

On Friday the theatre is closed in Turin, as in all the Italian

States, The day here is consecrated to the " casino "—a kind of

club or society of which the whole expense is defrayed by two
hundred of the nobility. They meet there at all hours of the day :

they see all the public journals there, and can play cards, but not

games of chance, which are strictly forbidden throughout the

King's States. Twice a week, on Tuesday and Friday evenings,

the casino is open from six to eleven to all ladies, married or un-

married, who have been presented at Court ; and on these evenings

the officers of the garrison, and such foreigners of both sexes as

have been presented at Court, are also admitted. Parties are

made up, and each party amuses itself as it pleases. It is an
immense house, and the principal reception-room is magnificent.

As many as two hundred women are to be seen there sometimes

in the winter, but at this time of year it is not much frequented,

as most people are still in the country and will not return to the

town till some time in November. During the carnival, very

pleasant balls are given there once a week. The royal family

are prevented by etiquette from visiting the casino, but the

Princess of Carignano is allowed to do so, and takes frequent

advantage of the fact. The members elect directors, whose office

is to keep order, to introduce strangers, and to do the honours of

E
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the place. We were all introduced to-day, and are free to visit

the casino while we remain in Turin. There were only about a

dozen ladies there, some of whom came from Savoy and were

strangers, like ourselves, in Turin—where, indeed, the Savoyards

are not very warmly welcomed by the Piedmontese.

Srd Oct.—The news from France is most distressing and alarm-

ing to us all. M. le comte d'Artois came to dinner with our princes

in the hotel. A great many French people are arriving at Turin,

some to see the princes and some to see Italy. M. de La Rousidre,

deputy of the nobles of Auvergne, and his brother-in-law, the Abbe
de Pons, are among the new arrivals, as is also M. de Myons, whom
I mentioned at the beginning of this Journal. He was in command
of the National Guard in the valley of Montmorency on the 17th

July, and told us of the Due d'Orleans'sintention to stop the princes

on their journey.

4'th Oct.—After a downpour of rain the weather has grown
suddenly cold. The theatre was well filled to-day, Sunday,
although there are few ladies in the town. The bourgeoises,

however, do not move into the country, and take this opportunity
to secure boxes; where they form admirable substitutes for the

ladies of the nobility, as regards both looks and dress. The
luxury that prevails among them is quite extraordinary : no one
could tell a shop-girl from a countess by her clothes.—One does

not see courtesans in the theatre here as one does in France, but
there are numbers of them round the doors. They are not
attractive, however; and moreover there are always plenty of

obliging husbands ready to escort their pretty wives to any
one's house. Immorality, however, is not carried on here openly :

the Court would not approve of it. But the mixture of piety,

superstition, and immorality that is so common in Italy is begin-

ning to be observable here. There are a hundred and ten churches
in the town, all well attended ; and they are used for assignations !

It is the custom to attend Benediction regularly, and then go on
to the Opera.
The women are both pious and frail, the husbands easy-going

as a rule, but sometimes jealous. The nobles here have so many
privileges that a bourgeoise, from vanity, will always prefer an
officer in the army to any man in her own class. As a rule, it

must be admitted, there is more decorum among the women of

the nobility. The Prince and Princess of Piedmont, apparently,
keep a watchful eye on them, which makes them circumspect in

the matter of intrigues. The connoisseur, however, is not taken
in. All that is required is to affect an air of mystery, and avoid
giving occasion for gossip.
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5th Oct.—I spent the whole day at Moncaheri, and went with
La Rousiere to dejeuner with M. le conate d'Artois. As our princes
were paying their respects to the King to-day I accompanied
them, and dined, as before, with the high officials of the Court,

I then remained till the evening with M. le comte d'Artois and
his charming children, whom one loves more as one comes to

know them better.—The news from Paris becomes worse and worse.

Having robbed us of all our rights and part of our revenues, they
are now actually demanding a quarter of what is left, as a voluntary
subsidy to the nation. They will not fail to make it compulsory,
and that very soon. Everything points to the near approach of

some sinister event in Paris, or at Versailles. . . .

7th Oct.—Mme. de Polastron arrived at Turin from Switzerland
to-day, and will soon be followed, she tells us, by the Duchesse
de Polignac and all her party, who are going to spend the winter
in Italy, The attachment of M. le comte d'Artois to Mme. de
Polastron has long been an open secret. But the circumstances
here demand special circumspection. The prince must be very
careful. His wife has very wisely joined him here; he has been
warmly welcomed by the King, his father-in-law ; he is surrounded
by a Court that is very strict in the matter of morals. Mme. de
Polastron's visit will have a bad effect, if it be too much prolonged.

All this is very inconvenient. But love excuses everything : one
must be indulgent to this weakness. It has always been the
failing of the greatest natures, and especially of our best kings.

Charles VII, Louis XII, Frangois I, the good King Henri IV,

Louis XIV, all were ardent lovers, and were none the less great.

Possibly, indeed, their greatness would have suffered had they
not been inspired by this divine fire. If the heart of Louis XVI
had been capable of love, I do not doubt that he would have
kept his crown uninjured. Love and honour—such was the

motto of the knights of old. God grant that some day we may
all sing, with a new and happy application of the words :

" Vive

Henri IV, vive ce roi vaillant !
"

8th Oct.—The weather has become very bad; the rain is

extremely cold. The Alps are covered with fresh snow. The
travellers tell us there has been a considerable fall of snow on
Mont-Cenis.

Qth Oct.—The courier to-day has brought us news that appears,

on the surface, to be encouraging. There is a strong party, it

seems, that desires to restore the King's authority. Recently

there was a very touching scene at Versailles, on the occasion

E 2
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of an entertainment given by the Bodyguard to the National

Guard and the Flanders Regiment. The white cockade was much
in evidence, and the enthusiasm was general. What will come of

it ? This occurred on the 1st.

10th Oct.—Every day there are fresh arrivals here from France :

the Due de Laval and his son Achille, who are on their way into

Italy, but will stay here for some time ; the Marquis de La Fare,

from Provence, procureur of that country and brother of the Abbe
de Bonneval, the excellent deputy for the College of Blois; and
the Marquis de Mirepoix, one of the richest landowners in Langue-

doc, who has been forced to leave his home and lands, on account

of the vexations to which he has been subjected by the inhabitants.

He is passing through on his way to Rome, and has brought away
with him at least 500,000 francs, on which he intends to subsist

for the rest of his days.

11th Oct.—As I meet so many of the diplomatic corps at

Mme. de Gherardini's, I am generally in clover, and dine alter-

nately with nearly all the ministers. To-day my host was Signor

Orderico, the Genoese minister. This evening M. le due de
Polignac arrived in Turin with the Duchesse and their children,

and also the Comte de Vaudreuil and the Vicomtesse de Vaudreuil.

The arrivals during the day were M. le due de Choiseul; M.
Berenger, farmer-general, with a new wife, who was a canoness
named Mme. de Caqueray; the pretty, charming Mme. des

Boulets, with her brother M. Giamboni; the Abbe de Glandeves
and his nephew, and Mme. Mercier, his niece; Mme. de Migieu,

and her daughter, Mme de Courtivron. Every one is determining
to travel in Italy ; and the prospect of meeting so many agreeable

people has decided me to spend the winter there, rather than
remain stationary in Turin. By way of preparation I am having
lessons in Italian, so as to know the correct pronunciation, at

least.

12th Oct.—The mails were awaited this morning with impatience,

and brought us most distressing news, but without any details.

When the courier left Paris on the morning of the 6th the populace
had broken out into fresh excesses, and had set off, armed, to
Versailles, with the most sinister intentions. As the post only
comes here twice a week we must wait till the 16th for further

news, unless there should be a special courier dispatched.

ISth Oct.—M. le prince de Conde and his family have returned
from Genoa, in ignorance of the events in Paris. They remained
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in Genoa for six days, during which they were feted assiduously
by every one of mark in the Republic.

lith Oct.—I have never seen, in any country, rain so continuous
and copious. For the last few days a Swedish officer has been
awaiting the return of the princes. He has a letter from the King
of Sweden to M. le prince de Conde, expressing in flattering terms
the deepest sympathy for his position, and pressing him to go to

Sweden. M. le prince de Conde read the letter aloud to us, and
I wish I could remember it all, but I can only recall this sentence :

" To offer a refuge to a Bourbon and a Conde is to summon Victory
to my camp." M. le comte d'Artois has also received a letter,

equally full of feeUng. The Grand Duke of Russia, too, has written

to M. le prince de Conde in terms of the warmest friendship. He
has never forgotten the welcome he received at Chantilly when
he was travelling in France.—M. de La Salle, an officer in M. le

comte d'Artois's Swiss Guards, arrived from Chambery this

evening, with news from France. He says that the King was
taken by force to Paris on the 6th of this month; that horrible

atrocities were committed on the occasion ; that some of the body-
guards were killed ; and that heads were carried about on pikes

—

among them being those, it is thought, of the Due de Guiche and
the Vicomte d'Agoult. This awful news has filled us all with
consternation. We can hear no more details for two days. The
Duchesse de Guiche, who is here, is the only person from whom
these rumours have been hidden. What a terrible position for

her—and with her children still at Versailles, moreover !

15th Oct.—The King has taken a house for M. le comte d'Artois,

who is to spend the winter in it with his family. We all gather
round him in moments of crisis and anxiety such as this. The
bankers of the town have received confirmation of our bad news
by their couriers. Every one dreads the arrival of the mails

:

we all have relations and friends in Paris or Versailles, and our
fears are most acute.

16th Oct.—At last the courier for whom we have been waiting

so long has brought us a detailed account of all the horrors that

took place at Versailles on the 5th and 6th of this month. These
two appalling and memorable days will mark an epoch in history.

A countless horde of brigands, of everj'- kind and sex and age,

armed with guns and muskets, pistols, swords, and pikes, arrived

at Versailles in the evening of the 5th. With them was the whole

National Guard of Paris. La Fayette, whether voluntarily or

not, was at the head of this noble army. These revolutionaries
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from the capital were joined by the National Guard of Versailles,

of which my compatriot and relation the Comte d'Estaing

—

miserable man !—had obtained command by dint of various mean
actions, without having the influence to keep it steady and loyal

to the King. The Flanders Regiment, whose loyalty had been

openly expressed only a few days earlier, was corrupted by the

efforts of its own colonel, the Marquis de Lusignem, who refused

to appear with his corps on the ground of being a deputy in the

Assembly, but took active measures to secure the defection of his

men. However, everything seemed peaceful during the night.

Generals La Fayette and d'Estaing declared that all was quiet,

and wentto bed. But at break of day all the courts and approaches

of the palace were stormed by the brigands. A considerable

force of mounted Bodyguards was lined up in the square, and
could have dispersed the scoundrels, but orders were issued that

there should be no resistance. This had no effect on the murderous
intentions of the brigands. Already the halls of the palace were

inundated by the raging horde, among whom were large numbers
of women, especially fishwives and men disguised as such. There
are those who declare they recognised the Due d'Aiguillon ^ among
these, and saw the Due d'Orleans point out the Queen's rooms to

the furies, who made for them in crowds. The great hall of the

guards was broken into; and one guard, whose name should be

handed down to posterity, fell, covered with wounds, at the

entrance to the Queen's rooms, and by his brave defence gave the

Queen time to fly, half-naked, through a passage to the King's

room. She was knocking on the door for some time unheard
by the King, who was at the moment looking through the window
at the horrors that were taking place below. The Queen's brave
defender was M. du Repaire. Another guard, M. de Miomandre,
was also covered with wounds ; and many others in the outer halls

were grievously injured. Two of them were massacred without
mercy : M. des Uts, and M. de Varicourt, the brother of Mme.
de Villette. Their heads were cut off and stuck on the end of

pikes. At the same time the mounted troops in the Place d'Armes
were shot at. These faithful defenders of the throne, in obedience

to the King's express commands, sat motionless under a fire of

' Further on in his Journal (vol. vi. p. 4) M. d'Espinchal tells the following
anecdote of the Duo d'Aiguillon :

" In all the sittings of the Assembly the Due d'Aiguillon showed so much
rancour against the royal family that a story was told of his being disguised
as a fishwife on the 5th Oct., 1789, among the furies who sought the Queen's
life. The insulting accusation was often brought against him, and he made
no attempt to clear himself . TOne day the Abb6 Maury, in the course of a
dispute, said to him angrily :

' If I did not respect your sex !
' and another

time, when the Due wished to speak to the Vicomte de Mirabeau, he was
greeted with :

' Be off, slut !
'
"
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shot and insults. The Marquis de Savonieres, a Heutenant in
the Campagnie de Noailles, received a serious gun-shot wound at
the head of his troop. He was immediately carried to the nearest
shelter, the rooms of the Comte de Montmorin, Minister for
Foreign Affairs. It seems incredible, but it is a well-attested fact
that the Comte de Montmorin's servant refused to admit the
Marquis de Savonieres ! In the meantime the horde of furies

had succeeded in entering the Queen's room. Their rage, on
finding her gone, knew no bounds. They riddled her Majesty's
bed with their pikes. The Bodyguards were attacked and pur-
sued through room after room of the palace, and finally owed their

lives to the old French Guards among the enemy, who took them
under their protection, and exchanged caps and shoulder-belts

with them. While this was going on the King himself, from his

balcony, interceded for his guards, and promised the people that
he would go to Paris. And thither he was actually escorted by
this infamous mob, with the heads of his unfortunate defenders

before him.
It appears that the Due d'Orleans, more than any one, was

responsible for this appalling event, and that, to bring it about,

he spent enormous sums of money in the slums of Paris. We
passed our whole day in exchanging the various items of news we
had received. M. le comte d'Artois and the princes were with us

almost all the time. It is in times of misfortune such as this

that one learns the true nature of a man, M. le comte d'Artois

has stood the test well : every one who has been in contact with

him since the beginning of these troubles has found in him a

worthy descendant of Henri IV. Frankness, loyalty, courage,

sensibility—he has all the qualities that gain the hearts of men.
In the face of these virtues it is easy to forget the little weaknesses

of his youth, for which one must blame his companions, and those

who led him into all his dissipations.

The Chevalier de Sarningham, brigadier-general— whose
opinions are uncertain, to say the least—has arrived here, having

left Paris since the royal family went to the Tuileries. His sojourn

will be short, if one may judge by his reception. It is some con-

solation in our sorrows to consort only with those of the same
opinions as ourselves : men whose sentiments are untainted, who
are above suspicion, and have had neither part nor lot in the

crimes and atrocities that have been committed. For several days

we have not appeared in the theatre.

V7ih Oct.—The whole Polignac family set out this morning for

Rome. Every one is on the wing. Numbers of English are in

Italy, and there are daily arrivals from France. This is the usual
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season for travelling in Italy : people leave the countries where

inclement weather is at hand, and go in search of more temperate

climates.

18th Oct.—The weather is fine again. The heat has returned.

The promenade is again crowded after dinner, both with carriages

and pedestrians. Mme. de Brionne, who has been for the last

three weeks at Raconi, has returned with the Princess of Carignano,

her daughter, and her grandson the Prince of Carignano, the only

representative of that branch of the House of Savoy from which

the famous Prince Eugene was derived. The Prince of Carignano

was born on the 24th Oct., 1770, and is very backward for his age.

Here he is regarded as an imbecile. There are some thoughts of

marrying him, it is said. He has a large fortune; and at this

Court, where etiquette is so strictly observed, he has aU the honours

and privileges that are enjoyed in France by our princes of the

blood, but he is treated with no personal consideration whatever.

He cannot dine at the Court, nor go to supper after hunting,

without being invited. The Princess of Carig-nano is not beloved

at this Court. She has shaken off some of the bonds of etiquette,

and this has given offence. Her behaviour has not been alto-

gether circumspect, and her indiscretions have met with dis-

approval. She persists, none the less, in leading the kind of life

that suits her : she has her own little circle, goes out very seldom,

and receives visitors daily. She is sometimes amiable and some-
times very sulky; she is extremely capricious—at times extra-

ordinarily haughty and at others as unassuming as a private

individual.

Our princes have been raising a difficulty that seems to me ill-

timed. M. le comte d'Artois, as the King's son-in-law and a Royal
Highness, has followed the customs of the Court of Turin; but
M. le prince de Conde, after visiting the Princess of Carignano as

an act of courtesy, insisted that it was for the Prince of Carignano
to make the first advance to him. I believe this would have
been a justifiable demand in any other circumstances, and Louis
XIV would not have given in ; but at such a moment as this it can
only produce bitterness, and offend the people of the place.

Finally our princes paid the visit, which was returned without
delay.

When we arrived at Turin all the foreign ministers left their

names at our princes' door. The latter might have responded by
leaving cards with their assumed names—Comtes de Nanteuil,
de Dammartin, and de Saint-Maur—on all the ministers, but they
only did so in the case of the most important, and neglected the
rest, which gave annoyance.
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The casino, where the society is composed of the nobihty of the
country, has been honoured by visits from the King and Queen of

Naples, the Comte and Comtesse du Nord, and the King of Sweden,
but not, as yet, by one from our princes ; the reason being that
they like to regulate their conduct by that of M. le comte d'Artois,

while he, in turn, follows the example of the royal family. This
gives the deepest offence to the great nobles of the country,
especially as several of them have left their names at the princes'

door without receiving, in return, the smallest sign of civility.

And we Parisians ought to bear in mind that when we paid our
respects to Count Falkenstein (the Emperor Joseph II), to the
Comte and Comtesse du Nord, to Count Haga (the King of Sweden),
and to Count Oels (Prince Henry of Prussia), these great personages
had the civility to send their cards to our houses. This tactlessness

and misplaced discretion may be the cause of our cold reception

by the Piedmontese, for I know positively they had a strong bias

in favour of M. le prince de Conde, who has a great reputation

here. The greater a man is, the less proud should he be : the less

pretentious you are, the more eagerly will you be given your due.

19th-21st Oct.—Every post brings us news of the deepest

interest. It seems that M. le due d'Orleans is so much inculpated

in the atrocities of the 5th and 6th Oct. that he will be forced to

fly.—A supper-party is quite an abnormal thing in Turin. At
midnight the traffic ceases : nearly every one is in bed. Prince

Marsico, contrary to custom, has given us two delightful evenings

by bringing together about twenty of our compatriots, on their

way to Italy. We had some music, and the society of some pretty

women, among whom was the charming Mme. des Boulets.

29th Oct.—To-day there was a great hunt; after which the

whole Court returned to Moncalieri and attended the fair. It is

an annual custom. The King supped with his family and all

our princes. He gratified every one with presents from the fair.

After supper we found several tables covered with trinkets of

all kinds—watches, gold chains, snuff-boxes, etuis—and the King
gave to each person the things he seemed to like best. He in-

sisted on our-princes making the most of the opportunity, so that

they returned from Moncalieri with their hands full of jewellery.

The Due d'Angouleme and the Due de Berry filled their pockets,

but not sufficiently to please their good grandfather, who takes

every opportunity of showing his fondness for these charming
and affectionate grandchildren of his.—The Comte d'Helmstatt,

who was a deputy, has left the Assembly, and has arrived here

with his wife. They are going to spend the winter at Pisa. The
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Comtesse Louis de Durfort is in Turin on her way to Florence,

whither she is going to join her husband, French minister to the

Court of the Grand Duke.

80th and 81st Oct.—People are beginning to return from the

country : the casino and theatre are both better attended. One
sees a great number of pretty women, tastefully and fashionably

dressed. For there are many milliners; and Mme, Bertin has

sent two women to this town with an assortment of the most
modish finery. The Comtesse Diane de PoUgnac is passing through
Turin, on her way to join her family in Rome ; and M. de Sonville

and his charming wife are also here. They are going to Nice for

the winter. As for Switzerland, it is becoming peopled with the

French : Lausanne and Geneva are full of them. The Baron de
Breteuil and Mme. de Matignon, with all their suite, are settled

at Soleure. There are also many French people at Chambery.

November 1789.

—

1st Nov.—To-day, being All Saints' Day,
it is the custom of the country, especially among the middle-

classes, for all the members of a family to meet together, to have
supper and eat chestnuts. Here they still follow the ancient

customs of their fathers. I am seriously thinking of travelling

in Italy, and am making preparations for my departure. Con-
sidering all that is taking place in France I do not doubt that I shall

find our princes still at Turin when I come back from my expedi-

tion. Moreover, if anything should happen I am to be told of it.

I am supplying myself with letters of introduction for Genoa,
Rome, and Naples. I shall meet a great many of my fellow-

countrymen : I could not travel in happier circumstances in

that respect.

2nd to 4th Nov.—My news from home is less alarming. My wife

and children seem to be safe and quiet in the country. My wife

is left absolute mistress of all my possessions in France : she has
the use of my income, she manages rhy estates, and if she should
have any unpleasant experiences in Auvergne, she is at perfect

liberty to move to my place at Le Forez. She can even leave

France if she should be subjected to any annoyance. All this

makes me feel at ease, and affects my decision to travel. I am
making my final arrangements. As I have no carriage I shall

adopt the custom of this country, of travelling in hired coaches.

One makes a bargain for the whole journey : carriage, lodging,

food, and all other expenses. The faithful Picard will accompany
me; and I am also taking Figaro, the man we met on the St.

Gothard Pass. He begs me to take him as far as Rome, and
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promises to make himself useful in the hotels and shops, and to
act as interpreter. As a beginning he has found me a driver who
undertakes to reach Genoa in four or five days, to feed us on the
way, and to pay the hotel bills, for the sum of three louis. I am
told that, to avoid difficulties in Italy, one should carry on all

one's bargaining in writing, and make no alterations without con-
sulting one's guide. At the hotels, in the same way, one should
come to an agreement before crossing the threshold; otherwise
one will be fleeced without mercy. I am supplying myself with
books, and maps of the different Italian States. The travels

of M. de Lalande, in 7 octavo volumes, is the best work on the
subject, and is generally to be found in Turin, but good maps
one must try to procure from Paris. One can usually find in each
town an account of its special objects of interest. In Rome there

is everything that can be desired of that kind. One should, as

much as possible, avoid drawing money from the Italian banks.

The charge is tremendous, and it is best to take one's money with
one, as far as possible. The best gold coins to take are louis and
triple sequins : far from losing on them, one always gains. In
silver the best coins are French crowns of 6 livres, and Spanish
piastres. One must have introductions to bankers, however, and
have all letters sent to them : otherwise they are sure to be lost.



CHAPTER IV

A TOUR IN ITALY ^

RoME.^

—

January 1790.—It would take me too long to describe

all the beauties of St. Peter's, and I could only do so very in-

differently. It is open all day, and one may enter at any hour.

The Pope comes into the church every day at one o'clock for

prayer ; and it was there that I had the pleasure of seeing him for

the first time. The family-name of Pius VI is Braschi. He was
born at Cesena in Romagna on the 27th Dec, 1717 ; was made a

cardinal on the 26th April, 1773; and elected Pope on the 25th
Dec, 1775. He has a fine figure and a noble face, but is beginning

to look infirm : the beautiful leg, of which one has heard so much,
goes rather haltingly now.
He comes out of the Vatican, with a small band of ecclesiastics,

and first kneels at a prie-dieu in the middle of the church, for about
half an hour. Then he goes to the bronze statue of St. Peter

—

which is said to have originally represented Jupiter Capitolinus

—

^
and very humbly places his head beneath its foot. He then plays

i

all kinds of antics—bowing under the foot, kissing it over and over

I

again, mumbling prayers, and casting up his eyes to heaven.

1 When he has finished this mummery he yields his place to the

bystanders, who fall upon the foot in the greatest eagerness to

kiss it after the Holy Father. One may enjoy this little scene

j
any day at the same hour. After all, it is by these methods, these

external observances that seem to us so superstitious, that the

[
people of Rome are kept in subservience. Woe to the monarch

i who fails to uphold his subjects' respect for religious ceremonies

j by regularly practising them himself ! The people must have

I a religion. It acts as a much-needed bridle. If they fall away
I from it the misfortunes we are now enduring are the inevitable

1 sequel.

;
' M. d'Espinohal left Turin on the 4th Nov., 1789, and spent the whole

winter in Italy. He was at Rome from the 4th to the 19th Jan., 1790, at
Naples from the 22nd Jan. to the 15th March; then rettimed to Rome, where
he stayed till the end of April; and arrived at Venice on the 16th May, for
about a month. We have not given all his descriptions of the places he
visited, but only the most interesting accounts of life in Rome, Naples, and
Venice.

' He arrived at Rome on the 4th Jan., 1790.

60
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Every second day I dine with the Cardinal de Bernis.i and am
one of a large party. He still lives in great magnificence, to
uphold the honour of his country. As a rule he has thirty or
forty guests, before whom he sets excellent and sumptuous fare.

He is the only foreign minister in Rome who entertains at all, and
his house is the meeting-place of all the most notable people.
He is very punctilious in doing the honours of Rome to the whole
of Europe. The English, after the reception he gives them, feel

themselves quite at home. There are always some foreign ladies
at these dinners, and the Princess Santa Croce, too, is often there,

and is habitually escorted by Cardinal Busca and the Chevalier
Azara, the Spanish minister—both of them being substitutes for

the Cardinal de Bernis as far as this old friend is concerned.
The Cardinal de Bernis is treated with the greatest consideration

in Rome. He has long had at least as much power as the Pope,
who owes his elevation to him, and shows him the greatest defer-

ence. Every Friday the Cardinal de Bernis gives a great reception,

which begins at six, and ends at half-past nine. All the Roman
nobility attend it regularly, and the cardinals come with an air

of paying their court to the master of the house. Twice in the

course of the evening refreshments are handed round : sweet
things and ices of all kinds, in the greatest profusion. Nothing
could be duller, when all is said, than these receptions. There is

no card-playing : the ladies sit stiffly round the various rooms,
and the men stand in the middle, and talk. The foreign ladies,

and especially the French ones, are the most ornamental part of

the entertainment, for there are very few pretty women among
the chief nobility of Rome. In the bourgeoisie, on the contrary,

there are many beautiful women.
On the same day, Friday, after the Cardinal de Bernis's recep-

tion, there is another at the Borghese Palace, which lasts till

midnight. Here there is the same profusion of ices : enough to

satisfy any gourmand. On other days there are receptions else-

where, except when there is a play to be seen. In Rome the
theatres are only open from the day after Christmas till the
beginning of Lent. Throughout the rest of the year they are

closed, which makes life extremely dreary. There are several

theatres open at the same time. Grand Opera is performed in

the great Teatro Argentina, which is not only vast but beautiful,

and has six tiers of boxes. Before the performance begins the
house is beautifully lighted by a large chandelier, but this dis-

appears as the curtain rises, and is only seen again when the

performance is over. The charge for the pit is three paoli. The
boxes are hired by private individuals for the whole Carnival,

1 French Ambassador in Korae.
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There is no charge for visiting the boxes, in which ices and refresh-

ments are served. The corridors and stairs are crowded with

servants, a fact which makes the approaches of the theatre

unimaginably dirty. There is no foyer, nor vestibule; and all

these inconveniences make the theatre very unpleasant. As for

the performance itself, it is of the same nature as the one I saw
at Florence, with several additional disadvantages. For what
pleasure can one find in an opera from which women are banished ?

What amusement can one derive from a ballet when the premiere

danseuse is a boy ? If it be thought unsuitable for pretty actresses

to appear before the crowds of young ecclesiastics who fill the

theatres, how will morality gain by the substitution of imitation

women for real ones ? The principal role, that of Csesar, is taken

by Signer Crescentini, the celebrated tenor, whom I had already

heard at Leghorn. When the audience is pleased with a song

and wishes it to be repeated, the singers may not begin it again

without the approbation and permission of the Pope's nephew.
Wherever he may be sitting he makes his presence known by a

wave of his handkerchief; and this is the sign of his consent,

which he seldom withholds.

There are other little theatres, where ordinary plays are given,

the cost of admission being very small. I have been a few times

to the opera, but it bored me so profoundly that I have kept away
as much as possible. I find it in every way preferable to spend
my evenings among the foreigners, who all live in the neighbour-

hood of the Piazza di Spagna, and meet together every evening,

especially the French and English. The young ladies dance, the

old ones play cards, and the time passes very pleasantly. One
meets a number of pretty women, and one avoids the boredom of

the Roman receptions and of the wearisome opera.

The following are the French ladies now staying in Rome and
enjoying each other's society : the Duchesse de Polignac, the

Duchesse de Guiche, the Duchesse Diane de Polignac, the Com-
tesse de Polastron, the Vicomtesse de Vaudreuil, the Marquise de
la Guiche, Mme. de Migieu and her daughters, Mme. de Chousy,
Mme. Berenger, Mme. de Charnailles, Mme. des Boulets, Mme.
de Champcenets, Mile, de Nivenheim, and others. The English
ladies are Lady Elliot and her daughter, the two Misses Gibbs,
four Miss O'Gradys, three Misses Coutts, Lady Erne, the Mrs.
Brawns, and others whose names I forget.

Amid so much agreeable society we do not give a thought to the
Roman ladies, of whom, in the nobility, very few are pretty.
Roughly speaking, the following are the ladies of the highest rank
in Rome. Princess Borghese—who used to be indiscreet and
fairly pretty, but is now on the wane—is the only one at whose
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house one finds supper and agreeable people. Prince Borghese is

enormously rich and very open-handed, and is a patron of art.

Princess Santa Croce used to be pretty and more than indiscreet,

and even at her present advanced age has a taste for intrigue and
some pretensions to beauty. Princess Doria, an elder sister of

the Princess de Lamballe, is ugly, but very rich ; and the yoimgest
sister, wife of the Constable Colonna, is twenty-eight years old,

plain, rich, and outrageously devout. She goes into society very
httle ; and it is said that every evening, after family prayers, the

Constable and his wife kneel down facing each other, and each
begs the other's pardon for the follies of the day, in which assuredly

no one has been tempted to share. Princess Lambertini, who is

not pretty, but is a very good soul, gives a warm welcome to

foreigners and is willing to introduce them into Roman society;

and as a consequence of her good-nature is overwhelmed with

letters of introduction. The Duchess Corbara is tall and pretty,

but ungraceful, and has a marked weakness for intrigues. The
Duchess Braschi, wife of the Holy Father's nephew, was once

pretty, but is no longer fastidious in her choice of a lover. Princess

Thiano is young and rather pretty, and is not hard-hearted where
our nation is concerned. Princess Rospigliosi is handsome in

a masculine style, with Roman features. She has been absent

for some years, and now that she has returned from her travels

in France has promptly provided herself with a prelate, who will

soon have a cardinal's hat, one may be sure. The Marchesa
Rondanini is an Irishwoman, and drives herself about all day with

her husband ; but in the evening she conforms to the customs of

the country sufficiently to endure the attentions of the Pope's

nephew, Duke Braschi. The Marchesa Vittoria Lepri was
formerly extremely pretty, and shameless to the last degree.

Here is an example. She lived more or less openly with the

famous singer Marchesi, but lest the public should not know all

about it she had some visiting-cards made, with a picture of Leda
receiving the caresses of the swan, and, beneath it, her own name.
I have seen one of the cards.

There are a few other women, whose names I cannot recall and
whose faces are not remarkable. There are not many nobles in

Rome. The society of the bourgeoisie is infinitely pleasanter than
theirs, but one must stay in the town a long time to realise its

superior charm.
Rome is reputed to contain only about seven thousand ecclesi-

astics, but I find it hard to believe there are so few in the face

of the numbers that one meets, in every place and of every kind.

There is not a house without a monk or priest domesticated in

it. It is true that the dress of a priest is almost universally worn
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by men of the middle-class, even those who are married. Every
one in the Pope's circle, whether cardinal or prelate, wears the

band at the neck and the short cloak. If one may judge from

the conduct of those who are really priests, the decrease in the

population of Rome is due to some other cause than celibacy.

There is not a woman in the place without her attendant abate,

and the cardinals and monsignors are frankly immoral. Those
who like outward decency to be preserved need not look for it in

Rome.
If you have a letter of introduction to a lady it is the custom

for her to introduce you to her friends, but should you so much as

show your face at a door or in an opera-box the famiglia—the

servants of the house at which you have called—will come to

you the next morning with a request for the " buona mancia."
It is impossible to evade this annoyance. Three paoli, or at most
five, is the extent of the toll : not a great sum, it is true, but the

payment of it is often repeated. You have to give three paoli,

too, at every large house that you visit : the cost of calling at

a place of less consequence is smaller. Your guide, if he be
honest, will tell you the right amount.

In Rome and the Papal States money is reckoned in scudi. A
Roman crown equals 10 paoli, a paolo 10 baiocci, etc. The paolo

is worth about 10 sols, 8 deniers of French money. A louis, in

1790, is worth 43 paoli, while the Spanish piastre equals 10. The
Roman sequin is a gold coin of 21 paoli, 5 baiocci in value ; there

are crowns worth 5 and 10 paoli respectively, and coins of 2 and
3 paoli, and of 15 baiocci. The ruspone or triple sequin equals

64 paoli, 5 baiocci. There is also paper-money current in Rome,
but one should try to avoid being paid in notes, as there is always
a loss in changing them into coin : so much so that a louis is

reckoned as worth 45 paoli in paper.

In the most fashionable part of the town there is a good deal

of traffic, and a number of private carriages. The principal

street, the Corso, is magnificent and much frequented. There
are side-walks for foot-passengers. It is here that people drive

after dinner at this time of year. Most of the streets are fine and
wide, but dirty in winter. They are not lighted at night. It is

not the custom to have torches behind the carriages, but each
servant carries a lantern. It is said that the cardinals and prelates

cling to this custom because it favours their nocturnal intrigues.

Often a foot-passenger who does not wish to be seen will cry
" Volta la lanterna !

" to the man with a lantern. Carriages
are not very smartly turned out in Rome, except those of a
few rich and fashionable princesses. On ceremonious occasions
the cardinals appear in ancient carriages, like the coaches that
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ambassadors used to have, A carriage can be hired by the
month, by the day, or by the third part of a day; and it is almost
necessary to have one, on account of the distances, and the long
expeditions in the morning. For 6 paoli one can hire a carriage
from six o'clock in the evening to eleven.

It is customary for foreigners to lodge in the neighbourhood of
the Piazza di Spagna, which is so called because the Spanish
minister lives in it, and is responsible for keeping order in the
district. The hotels are all in this quarter of the town, as well as
the lodgings and many suites of rooms that are only occupied in

winter, by foreigners. Some of them are very comfortable and
very expensive : they cost from 30 to 50 sequins a month. A
bachelor can find quite a good lodging for 6 or 8 sequins a month.
Living is cheap in Rome during the greater part of the year, but
becomes dear in winter, when the town is full of foreigners,

especially in Holy Week. One can be fed magnificently for 10
paoli a head, and tolerably for 5. Italian wine is generally bad
and sweet : a " -fiasco" which is larger than an ordinary wine-
bottle, costs 15 baiocci at most. The wine of Orvieto is the best.

French wine is very expensive here. A good, intelligent guide
charges 5 paoli a day in the winter, but only 2 at other times of

year. The best hotel is Pio's; and Larmiente's is also quite

comfortable. There is a table-d'hote at Damont's, where one
can dine for 5 paoli, but the food is bad, and often the company
is bad too ; especially when the place is filled with insolent young
artists of democratic sentiments.

The postal arrangements in Rome are very inconvenient.

There is a different post-office for each European State, and the
ofl&ces are in some cases widely separated. The mails from France
arrive on Monday and leave on Wednesday : they take about a
fortnight to come from Paris to Rome, the route being through
Aix, and by sea from Antibes, unless the weather be bad. In that

case they come by the Corniche to Genoa, and thence to Levici,

Pisa, and Siena. Several days might be gained by coming over

Mont-Cenis and across Italy, but there are difficulties on account

of the various States through which the couriers would have to

pass. There are no franks allowed for letters to France.—The
only baths in Rome are near the Fontana di Trevi, and those,

though good, are very dear. One pays a piastre for a bath. It

is well to know that in Rome and Naples, and throughout Italy,

scent of all kinds is greatly disliked, and those who use it run the

risk of sending all the ladies into a swoon, or at least of turning a

crowded room into an empty one. Our scented ladies, with their

musk and amber, find it hard to reahse this, and to endure the

privation. They are shunned like the plague : I have seen it

F
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myself more than once. The ladies here do not wear much rouge

as a rule, but many of them use powder. Their hands are generally

well cared for.

The King of France supports an Academy of painting and
sculpture in Rome. The director at this moment is the Sieur

Menageot, a painter of some reputation. For this purpose the

government bought the Villa Mancini ^ from the Due de Polignac

;

and pupils who have distinguished themselves in Paris, and are

sent to Rome to complete their artistic education, live in this

Academy, where all their expenses are paid by the King. The
generosity of our sovereign does not prevent these young artists

from being ardent apostles of a revolution that seems likely to

dethrone their benefactor, who provides them with both livelihood

and education. The scoundrel David owes his living and his

success to none but the generous monarch whom, every day of

his life, he treats with the cruellest ingratitude. Mme. Le Brun
is living at the Academy, where she is working with great energy
to discharge her debt to the Gallery at Florence. I sometimes
visit her, and she is kind enough to show me her work. She has
painted a portrait of herself, seated, and in the act of painting her

patroness the Queen of France. I have never seen a portrait

more perfectly combining charm with truth than this of Mme. Le
Brun. She has not flattered herself, but has endued her own
countenance with all the genius and fire of an artist, occupied in

work of absorbing interest. This picture will certainly be among
the most interesting in the valuable collection of artists' portraits

painted by themselves. It will bear witness to Mme. Le Brun's
talent, and at the same time to her gratitude. The portrait of

the Queen that appears in the picture will also be very graceful,

and a good likeness. Mme. Le Brun enjoys a greater reputation

in Rome as an artist than one would have thought, before her

arrival, that she was likely to win. Her good nature, her delightful

gifts, her charming appearance, her sound and decided opinions,

and her horror at the ingratitude of her fellow-artists, combine to

make her sought after and treated with consideration by the most
fastidious people.

It is a great pleasure to me to find M. d'Agincourt here. He is

an agreeable man whom I used to know in Paris, till his love of

art tempted him to give up his post of farmer-general and settle

in Rome, where for some years he has been engaged on a work
that will be deeply interesting. It is a history of art, on a much
larger scale than Winckelmann's famous book, which one is so
often obliged to consult in Italy. . . .

In Rome there are all kinds of artists of repute. Volpato is an
1 Villa Medici ? (Translator.)
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excellent engraver : some of his prints are superb. Pickler has
the greatest reputation for engraved gems and cameos : Canova
and Maximilien are good sculptors. Cavacepi, a sculptor, sells

statues copied from the antique. Pacchetti, who restores with
great skill, works for the Museum of the Vatican. Rafaelli and
Mora are the best artists in mosaic. At Montagnani's one can
buy miniatures, water-colours, pictures of Rome, etc. In Rome
there is a great trade in imitation pearls that are much admired,
and there are also well-made artificial flowers, and scent, all of

which are sold by Potri. Vasi has a good shop, where prints and
views of Rome are to be had. Various maps of the neighbourhood
are to be bought from the calcographers.

In Rome there are not so many filles publiques as married women
of immoral life. . . . Some of them are tall, with perfect figures

and beautiful faces. They are easily won, but infinitely capri-

cious. Here the wounds of love are very dangerous, and often

incurable; and the danger exists in all classes of society, from
princesses to the women who serve as models at the Academy for

a crown-piece. The usual place for making assignations is a

church.

In Rome there are about 12,000 Jews. The poor are very
numerous ; in Italy, and especially in Rome, beggary is a profes-

sion. One sees beggars encouraging the most disgusting sores in

order to inspire pity; while others, apparently cripples, will

deliberately aggravate their natural imperfections. There are

some to whom it is impossible to avoid giving alms, as they would
otherwise break out into voluble curses. I saw some who could

speak very good French, and were most insolent and threatening

in their manner. In the evening all these rascals congregate in

the tavern, and spend the profits of the day. Nothing is com-
moner in Italy than theft, especially in Rome and Naples. If you
are imprudent enough to leave jewellery lying about in your room
you are almost certain to lose it, supposing the room to be entered

in your absence by any one belonging to the lower orders. On
the further side of the Tiber there is a quarter of Rome called the

Trastevere, whose inhabitants claim to be the sole descendants

of the ancient Romans ; and they certainly seem to have preserved

some characteristic features that one does not meet with elsewhere.

They are physically more vigorous than other Romans of the

present day, and when there is a riot they are always distinguish-

able. They are, indeed, much feared.^ . . .

Naples.—The streets here are not lighted, and for this reason

1 M. d'Espinohal left Kome, after a short stay, on the 19th Jan., 1790, and
arrived on the 22nd at Naples, where he remained till the 15th March.

F2
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footmen and other servants are made to carry torches. This is

indispensable. The streets are not safe at night, and it is impru-

dent to walk in them after nine or ten. The population may be

large, but the poverty of the lowest class is extreme. There are

always from thirty to forty thousand lazzaroni, of whom the

greater number sleep at the street-corners, and have no provision

for the morrow. When one of them has earned a copper or two
to supply him with macaroni for the day, he does not disturb

himself about the future, but leaves oft working. The King pro-

tects the lazzaroni with a view to securing their protection for

himself, for the government holds them in awe. They are kept

in order by giving in to their idleness; and the authorities take

care that they do not lack bread and macaroni, nor ice in summer.
With a horde of this kind in the streets, and such a useless police,

a man never feels his house secure from thieves. He dares not

leave his key in the door, nor anything in the window if it be at

all near the ground. He may have his. pockets picked, too, with

wonderful skill, and need never hope to recover what he has lost.

None the less every one makes use of the lazzaroni, and each house

has its own recognised dependent.

Living is not expensive in Naples if one remains there for some
time. A house may be had for the whole year for the same money
as would be charged for the three winter months and the Carnival.

At this season everything is dear : a profit is made here, as else-

where, out of the foreigners who pass through or stay in the place.

Instead of hackney-coaches there are ranks of little open carriages,

with four, or oftener with two wheels. They are used for driving

about the town and the neighbourhood, and they go at a terrific

pace. The little two-wheeled carriages, called nedia, are drawn
by one horse, and the reins are placed in the hands of the hirer;

but the driver is behind him with the whip, and guides the animal
himself by voice and gesture. The charge varies with the distance

and the time occupied. Those carriages disappear at night. . . .

At this moment the Carnival is in full force. It is beginning to

be the fashion to drive after dinner on Sunday in the Via Toledo,

where, after dark, one may see figures in dominos, and runners

carrying torches. I have paid a few visits. I have been intro-

duced to M. Meuricoffre, a banker from Lyons, who has long been
settled in Naples. He receives his friends on Sundays. There
is card-playing there, and dancing, and some very pretty women
are of the company.
To-day ^ the San Carlo Theatre was open, but there was no

opera. There was a masked ball, preceded by a concert beginning
at eight o'clock. The wearing of a mask is compulsory on these

1 24th Jan., 1790.
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occasions. One is all hidden up, with hat on one's head and a
mask over one's face ; but the latter may be worn so small that
a mere nose is sufficient. A ticket for the concert and ball costs

5 carlines (48 sols). When the concert ends, at ten o'clock, the
dancing begins. The San Carlo Theatre is the finest in Italy :

it is immense, with six tiers of boxes. The boxes are all covered
with looking-glass outside, and as the theatre is lighted on the
night of a ball with a countless number of large wax candles,
the effect is dazzling. The boxes are so large that there are
supper-parties in them on the night of a ball. Sometimes two
are made into one, and the result is quite a large room. The
French ambassador is allowed this privilege for the whole Carnival,
and on ball-nights and opera-nights he pays in proportion. Masks
must be worn on the floor of the theatre, but not in the boxes.
During the concert the Queen appeared in her box, with her chil-

dren. She has a strong likeness to the Queen of France, whose
elder she is by three years. One would think the difference in

age to be greater : she has a more serious face. She is now
enceinte for the tenth or twelfth time, and this gives her an air

of fatigue and ill-humour. The King is not in the town : he
remains nearly all the year round at Caserta, where he can satisfy

his taste for hunting, for which he has a passion, like all the

Bourbons.
Independently of those who are travelling, there are numbers

of French people estabUshed in Naples in commercial houses, and
among them the democratic spirit is rife. One of them, at the

ball, was sitting near a young man of our party, and said in a

fairly loud voice, looking at the Queen :
" If I were not afraid of

unpleasant consequences I should sport my national cockade !

"

Our young sparks fixed their eyes upon the rascal, who began to

feel far from comfortable. He rose, and tried to hide himself in

the crowd : he was followed : he left the theatre and took to

his heels, but was not quick enough to avoid a very complete

thrashing at the hands of the young aristocrat, who pursued him
into a house, and as far as the third storey. Happily no conse-

quences followed. The democrat did not boast of his misad-

venture.

As I know very few people in Naples as yet, the ball was entirely

without interest for me. Before the Carnival is over I shall find

the place more enjoyable, and shall be able to give a better

account of it. I am going to bed early. . . .

25th Jan.—Yesterday there was the masked ball, and to-day

we had the Grand Opera. Here it is only for admission to the

pit and stalls that any charge is made : for the pit 3 carlines,
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and 5 carlines for a more comfortable seat. Nothing is charged

for a visit to the boxes. The opera was Pyrrhus, of which the

music is by Paisiello. The subject of the grand ballet is Gabrielle

de Vergy. Of the whole opera there is only one scene to which
any one listens—the singer being David, who is known in Paris.

The rest of the time is spent in going from box to box, as is the

usual custom in Italy. There is a great deal of noise in all parts

of the house : conversation is carried on quite loudly, except

during the grand ballet, when there is perfect silence in the

audience, who are all eyes and ears. I stayed for some time in

my seat, but a performance of this kind would bore me to ex-

tinction if I were obliged to remain stationary. The Duke of

Coscia kindly introduced me to the owners of several boxes, who
received me very cordially. A great deal of consideration is

shown to foreigners here : they are made very welcome in the box
and treated with great attention, their own language being spoken
as far as possible, while any attempt they may make to speak
Italian is received as a favour. The lady who was kinder and more
courteous to me than any other, and with whom I felt most quickly

at home, was the Duchess of Cassano. She is most agreeable.

She has some grown-up children, whom I saw the other day at

Genoa on their way home from France, where they have been
educated. The Duchess of Cassano spent more than a year in

France, and was much liked there. She has a very pleasant face,

without being pretty. The Duchess of Popoli, her sister, is charm-
ing. I also visited the boxes of Princess Belmonte, Princess

Geraci, Princess Melissano, and others. Our ambassador's box,

as I said before, is composed of two, and is the meeting-place of

all the French people in Naples. It is the custom to hand round
ices in aU the boxes. The theatre, which was exceptionally well-

lighted for the ball, was exceptionally dark this evening ; so dark
that one could distinguish no one, save in the boxes that were
lighted within by their owners. The looking-glass with which all

the boxes are covered only adds to the melancholy effect when the

theatre is not illuminated. It is an immense theatre, with splendid

scenery, excellent stage-properties, and extremely handsome
dresses. The performance includes stately processions, galloping

horses, well-arranged tournaments, and grand pantomimic baUets

;

but the acting is bad and the dancing mediocre. Some of the
dancers are pretty, however. The performance ends at half-past

ten, and sometimes earlier ; for if Signor David feels fatigued the
whole of the third act is suppressed without further ado, and no
one says a word of remonstrance. Every one then returns to his

own home, for there are no supper-parties except those given by
the French ambassador. There are a few old ladies who receive
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visitors till midnight for card-playing ; such as Princess Catholica,
the Marchesa Malespina, and Princess Ferolita, who give parties for

faro without any land of refreshments, though the game is some-
times kept up till a late hour. The bank here is kept by a public

banker, as used to be the case in Paris. The punters cannot turn
down the corners of the cards on which one puts one's money.
There is a picture on the table of the thirteen cards. One is paid
at the end of each turn. In this way the bankers avoid paroles

de campagne. The stakes are fairly high.

26th Jan.—Yesterday, strange to say, it was raining all day.
I dined with the Duke of Coscia : excellent fare, served in the

French style : a small but gay party of the usual guests. The
Duke of Coscia spent several years in Paris, and likes French
people, and French manners and customs. Nevertheless, though
he thinks us very agreeable, he limits his attentions to a few of us :

at this moment our numbers are excessive.

27th Jan.—The weather is quite fine again, and we are enjoying

the same blue sky as before. The air, however, has become very

much colder. In Naples an opportunity of giving the churches

the appearance of theatres is never thrown away. Burials,

services, weddings, the taking of the veil, the taking of vows

—

everything serves as a pretext for music, for elaborate ritual, and
for a gathering of all the notable people of the Court and town.

To-day I repaired at half-past eleven to the church of San Sebas-

tiano, to see two young ladies of quality take the veil. The
ceremony was cheerful in all respects. Nearly all the nobility

I should think, both men and women, were present. There was

a large orchestra and excellent music. All the ladies were dressed

as though it were a ffite. The two future nuns kept us waiting for

a long time before they appeared, under the escort of two young

and pretty women. They were beautifully dressed, in full bridal

attire; and were attended by valets-de-chambre in livery and

gold-lace. They knelt before the altar, each at a prie-dieu; and

High Mass was celebrated, with music. In the meantime the

congregation were quite at their ease, laughing and talking—so

much so that I was introduced to a number of ladies. The two

novices themselves were quite merry, and conversed with any one

who spoke to them. The life on which they are about to enter

holds no fears for them. They have been familiarised with the

idea from their childhood; and indeed the fate of unmarried

women in this country is in any case unenviable. In view of the

immense families that are the rule here, it is really necessary for

many of the daughters to be placed in nunneries. Young girls go
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very little into society, or at least have very little freedom. They
may not dance at balls nor in public until it is definitely decided

that they shall not be nuns, but are to be married. When it has

been resolved to place them in a convent they are taken into

society for three days, that they may see and know what they are

renouncing for ever. This is done to give an appearance, at least,

of not coercing them. The vows are only taken after a novitiate

of a year. The two novices of to-day's ceremony seemed in no
wise disturbed at their fate. One of them had a very charming
face. When the celebration of Mass and the usual ceremonies

were over the two young ladies were led away by their sponsors

into the convent, while the rest of the company retired to a large

room at the entrance of the building, where all kinds of preserved

fruits and sugared cakes were handed round. After appearing for

a moment at the door of this room the two novices were despoiled

of all their worldly apparel ; their hair was cut off, and they were
dressed as nuns. They embraced their friends, and the company
dispersed.

This ceremony has had the effect of making me better ac-

quainted with the most prominent people in Naples, and especially

with the ladies one is liable to meet at the opera. The ladies of

Naples dress with great elegance ; infinitely better than those of

Rome. The society here has the air of good-breeding that is

common to places where there is a Court. Light conduct is in

vogue here as in all parts of Italy, but more outward decency is

observed than in Genoa and Florence, except in the case of a few
ladies of particularly indecorous behaviour. There are many very
agreeable women of the nobility. . . .

28th Jan.—In spite of the clear, cold weather of yesterday I was
awakened last night by loud claps of thunder. Before daylight

there was hail, and copious rain. This morning the air is very
mild. M. le baron de Salis, a Swiss who is a general in the French
army and has for some years had a military post in Naples, invited

me to a mid-day dinner. There was a numerous and pleasant
company, almost entirely composed of foreigners. We had some
music—a regular concert, in fact. The Duchesse de Guiche, and
Mme. de Champcenet's niece the Duchesse de Niwenheim, sang
Italian airs most delightfully. Mrs. Hart, a tall and splendid
Englishwoman with the face of an angel, who has for some years
been living with Sir William Hamilton, the English minister, and
is thought to be secretly married to him, also sang at this concert
with infinite taste. After an excellent dijeuner, which took the
place of dinner, there was dancing, until it was time to go to the
theatre. I derived the greatest pleasure from watching a very
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unconventional and very voluptuous dance called the tarantella,

which much resembles the Spanish fandango. It was marvellously
danced by some extremely pretty young Neapolitan bourgeoises
called Amici ; but Mrs. Hart endowed it with a degree of grace
and voluptuousness that would have set any man's senses aflame,
however cold and insusceptible he might be. This lady, who is one
of the loveliest creatures I have ever seen, is of obscure origin : no
one knows from what position Sir William Hamilton raised her.

Apparently it was to please her benefactor, who is a great lover of

art and of the antique, that Mrs. Hart cultivated her gift of posing
in various attitudes. She assumes Greek or Roman dress, adorns
herself with flowers or a flowing veil, and thus attired, presents a
living version of the most famous works of antique art. She
is infinitely obliging in the matter, and gave a performance for

quite a small number of us. Without seeing her no one could
conceive the illusion produced by this beautiful woman for our
delight. Were I Sir William Hamilton I should pass in review
all the goddesses of Olympus : I should frequently see Hebe,
Venus, and the Graces, and sometimes Juno, but very rarely

Minerva. Sometimes, to vary my pleasures, I should look into

a luxurious boudoir, to see Cleopatra—passionate, tender, amorous
—receiving Mark Antony ; and sometimes, in a bower of foliage,

I should find Alcibiades dallying with Glycera.

But I must bridle my imagination, and return to more serious

subjects. This is the place to speak of the Baron de Salis. This

officer is a brigadier-general, has the Grand Cross of the Order of

Merit, and commands the regiment of Salis-Grisons. He acquired

a certain degree of military reputation in France during the

Ministry of the Due de Choiseul, who was a great patron of his.

He was what was called at that time a faiseur, or fidget, and he
worried the men a great deal ; and later on, at his inspections, he

was very fussy and annoying, which made him unpopular in

France. I do not know to what he owed his selection by the King
of Naples, who deputed him some years ago to bring military order

into his army—a task, I may add, that was very necessary.

M. de Salis was placed in command of all the Neapolitan troops,

with a salary of about 60,000 livres. He has called in the help of

a number of French officers of Engineers and Artillery, who all

draw a considerable amount of pay. This has greatly annoyed
Neapolitan officers of all ranks, and the amount of authority

exercised by the Baron de Salis has earned him many powerful

enemies. It must be admitted that the appearance of the troops

has improved since he came. They are in good order, and well-

drilled, but M. de Sahs follows here the methods of M. de Saint-

Germain in France : he disgusts the nobility and annoys the
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officers. He has effected reforms that are extremely dishked.

The King had a considerable corps of guards, recruited from
Lipari, in which the nobility particularly liked to serve. This

corps has lately been suppressed, to the great vexation of the whole
Court ; and there is now some question of suppressing the Bodj^-

guard also, and doing away with all the King's household troops.

In France this has been equally disastrous to the sovereign and to

the nobiUty, who have in all ages been the strongest support of

the throne. But I doubt whether M. de Salis can hold out much
longer against the enemies he daily creates. He still draws the
salary of his post in France, which is considerable. He will retire

from Naples with a large pension, after upsetting everything here,

and abusing the confidence of the King who gave him the post.

This King is constantly deceived by his courtiers.

He takes little' part in affairs of state. The Queen has all the

power, and Mr, Acton ^ all her confidence. This minister when
he entered the Neapolitan service was in command of the little

navy of the Grand Duke of Tuscany. He soon became Minister

of Marine, and being fortunate enough to win the Queen's favour,

has been in a position of the greatest influence ever since. He is

at the head of the government. The King thinks of nothing but
hunting and fishing, music and amusements, I have a letter of

introduction to Mr, Acton, but I have not presented it, as I do not
care to swell the court of this favourite of fortune. He dislikes

the French ; for he is so small-minded that he prefers to meet no
one who could possibly have known his father.

29th Jan.—A high wind, and rain : horrible weather.—The first

dinner with the Duke of Coscia was not the usual Friday dinner-
party, which took place to-day, and which I am invited to attend
regularly while I am in Naples, Here, as throughout Italy, the
theatre is closed on Fridays, I spent the evening at Princess
Belmonte's country-house, near Posilipo, She prefers to receive
her friends here, rather than in her palazzo, as the smaller house
imparts a sense of liberty that is more in keeping with her usual
habits. This princess, who is more than fifty years old, has had,
and indeed still has, a weakness for the other sex which she does
not attempt to conceal. She has a tall, fine figure, and an air of
great dignity. No foreigner ever comes to Naples without an
introduction to her. She receives them in the kindest way, and
always makes much of them. At this moment she has a handsome
Pole on her hands. She never allows him out of her sight, and
now and then disappears from the room in his company. The

* General Acton. He became Sir John Acton in the course oi this ji-ear.

{Translator's note.)
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young man seems a little fatigued by his duties. He does the
honours of the Princess's house, in which her sons, Counts Fran-
cesco and Joseph Pignatelli, very agreeable young fellows, have
the appearance of complete strangers. There were very few
Neapohtan ladies present; for the Princess, though a friend of
the Queen, is not esteemed very highly. Her husband Prince
Belmonte, whose family name is Pignatelli, is Lord High Steward
of the King's Household. He never appears at her receptions,
and one hears no more of him than if he did not exist. There
was a large party this evening, entirely composed of distinguished
foreigners : the Margrave of Bayreuth ; the Duchess of Saxe-
Weimar, his sister; the Primate of Poland, the King's brother;
the Margrave of Anspach, accompanied by Lady Craven, who has
succeeded Mile. Clairon and is, they say, going to marry the
Margrave ; the Hereditary Prince of Brunswick, son of the reigning

Duke, an awkward young man of narrow views, but good inten-

tions ; all our French ladies, and others. First we had a concert,

and were obliged to listen to the singing of the Princess, who has
pretensions to every talent. Did she not, for instance, go so far

as to give her portrait, painted by herself, to the Gallery at

Florence ? It was a shocking daub : I remember it very well.

After the concert there were refreshments : ices and confectionery

in the greatest profusion. The evening finished with a game of

faro, and at one o'clock every one retired, leaving the Princess

in undisturbed possession of her Pole.

30th Jan.—^High wind, and horrible weather all day.—Inde-

pendently of the great San Carlo Theatre there are several other

little theatres open in Naples during the winter. There are three

for comic opera, and one for ordinary plays. The most frequented

is the Teatro del Fondo. The building is charming, there is a

good company, and Paisiello is bringing out a piece there of which
the music is delicious. Even the plot, strange to say, is amusing
and interesting. It is called Gli Zingari in Fiera—the Gipsies at

tJie Fair. Signora Davia, the principal singer, takes four or five

roles with a grace and delicacy that would win her enthusiastic

applause in any theatre in France. This actress is no longer

young, but she has so much expression and gesture that she is still

full of charm; and she is the sole attraction in this theatre. A
good deal is charged for admission, but it is usual to ensure greater

comfort by taking a stall for the whole Carnival. All the boxes

are taken by people of fashion, and the house is always full. This

is true, too, of the Teatro Nuovo, a nice little theatre in which the

pretty Thomeoni is the only tolerable singer; and of the Teatro

de' Fiorentini, where there is no one worth hearing but Cotellini,
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a good and well-trained musician. The company of ordinary

actors is greatly patronised by the middle-classes. All these small

theatres close at least an hour earlier than the opera-house, so

that one can reach the latter in time for the ices, wliich are then

ready. Every owner of a box has a little pantry in the passage,

where the ices are prepared; and a servant hands one to each

person who enters the box. All the servants wait about in the

passage, which sometimes makes it very unpleasant. Having
seen all these different performances to-day I feel quite as if I

were in Paris, where I used sometimes to attend three in one day.

I live much the same life here, and every one is so kind that I

spend my time very pleasantly.

Slst Jan.—Cloudy, but mild.—To-day, which is Sunday, there

are masks beginning to appear in the streets. The Via Toledo has

been crowded with carriages all day. I spent two hours at a
dance given by the banker Meuricoftre, where I met some very

pleasant people of the bourgeoisie. Some of the dancers were
very pretty. At nine o'clock I went to the Teatro San Carlo for

the masked ball, which was, as usual, preceded by a rather tire-

some concert. There was such a large attendance at the ball that

the huge space was sufficiently filled. There were numbers of

supper-parties in the boxes, and I was invited to several ; but I

only accepted the invitation of the Duchess Cassano, in whose
circle I am infinitely happier and more at home than in any other.

This ball, so far as masks are concerned, is not nearly so amusing
as the one in Paris : the people merely walk hither and thither

without any attempt at seeking adventures. Every one is aware
of the identity of the rest, and there is no mystery in the affair.

A kind of anglaise is danced a great deal, in the middle of the
ball-room, but there is neither gaiety nor grace to be seen. The
boxes are illuminated up to the roof, and as they are never empty
one pays visits to them throughout the evening. The ladies join

in the dances for a moment now and then, with any partner they
choose. The " servente " is not obligatory here, as a constant and
exclusive companion. The ball ends fairly early : by four o'clock

every one has gone home.



CHAPTER V

A TOUR IN ITALY {continued)

February 1790.

—

1st and 2nd Feb.—The weather was fine, but
cold. At mid-day there was very warm sunshine, althoiigh

the morning was cold. There is even some snow on Vesuvius,
but it cannot last long. This climate is undoubtedly magnificent

;

but the constant sudden changes from cold to heat at this season
do not suit those who are unaccustomed to them, and many
people are unwell when they first come to Naples. I am in this

plight myself, and have reason to fear an attack of gout. The
mortification of the flesh is as necessary in Naples as it is difficult.

Temptation presents itself here so frequently, and in so many
different forms, that resistance is impossible. A traveller wishes

to see and experience everything, in order to compare one country
with another. The devil excites his curiosity. An attack of

gout follows : he may curse and swear, but he grows no wiser.

To avoid gout in Naples the only course is to take a great deal

of exercise, and to take it in the morning, with eyes turned away
from the windows.
Here every one, in the morning, goes about on foot. It is so

easy to walk on the large, flat stones, that the streets are amazingly
full. It is difficult to evade the carriages and other vehicles,

which are driven at a surprising pace, and are almost inaudible

on the smooth paving-stones. But fashionable as it is for both
men and women to walk in the morning, it is not considered at

all decorous to be seen after dinner except in a carriage. It is

usual to drive to Posilipo through the suburb of Chiaia, and
only to return at nightfall. There are large numbers of well-

equipped carriages, and liveries are used by every one, in the

middle-classes as well as the nobility. I have seen bourgeois

with such magnificent liveries that I thought they must belong

to some great noble. There are so many women of the town
here that one sees them driving about in the public promenades.

Some very elegant individuals were pointed out to me in Chiaia.

One thing that strikes me as strange is to see a monk driving a

cabriolet in the string of carriages. The monks here enjoy a

great deal of freedom : their Rule is not austere. When a comic
77
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opera is particularly popular it is usual to give a performance for

the monks especially, at three o'clock in the afternoon. Any one

is admitted who cares to pay for a seat. Paisiello's Zingari has

just been performed in this way. I saw four or five hundred
monks of various orders listening attentively to this opera, all

passionately enjoying the excellent music, enthusiastically

applauding the singing and subtle acting of the leading lady,

Davia, and eyeing the pretty chorus-girls with a delight that

they made no attempt to conceal,

6th Feb.—The same weather as yesterday. Glorious, and
warm.—I spent this day in very much the same way as the

preceding ones : a long walk in the morning; dinner with

the ambassador; and visits to two or three theatres, includ-

ing, last of all, the Teatro San Carlo, where the King appeared in

his box. Ferdinand IV was born at Naples on the 12th Jan., 1751,

and became King of Naples and Sicily in 1759, when his father

Don Carlos was summoned to the throne of Spain and took
thither with him his eldest son, who then became Prince of the

Asturias and is now Charles IV of Spain. The King of Naples
had another elder brother, who was an imbecile, and died a few
years ago. In 1768 Ferdinand married Marie-Caroline, Arch-
duchess of Austria, who was a daughter of the Empress Maria
Theresa, and was born in 1752. There have been many children

of this marriage : one son and seven daughters are now living,

and the Queen is enceinte.

Ferdinand has a good figure of solid build, and gives the im-

pression of being very vigorous and active. His height is at least

5 ft. 7 in. His face is long and ugly, but expresses his careless

temperament, his desire to enjoy life without troubUng himself

about anything. For such is the character of this monarch,
who leaves all the cares of government to his Queen. He is

passionately devoted to hunting, which is his principal occupation
all the year round. Sometimes he changes his amusement to

line-fishing on the sea-shore near the Castello dell' Ovo. When
he has had a successful day's sport the King amuses himself by
selling his own fish, which is spread out before him, while the
people haggle about the price in his presence. This is literally

the case : it is not in the least an exaggeration. These demo-
cratic manners have been most successful with the Neapolitans,
and especially with the lazzaroni, who regard the King as their own
chief. Whether from taste or policy, Ferdinand affects the most
familiar relations with the populace, with whom he consorts on
every possible occasion. They have a great regard for him. He
pays the most gracious attention to the demands of the lazzaroni,
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and in times of famine distributes macaroni and other provisions

among them, to ward oft the bad effects of their discontent.

None the less the spirit of democracy is advancing. The govern-
ment assumes an air of severity, but allows its weakness to be
plainly seen. The nobility are disaffected against the Court,

which is imitating all the European sovereigns in their unsound
and pernicious policy of degrading, and even destroying, an order
that has always been the truest support of every throne. These
sovereigns will only rouse themselves from the lethargy that is

encouraged by their perfidious ministers when the terrible example
of France has made their danger plain, a danger that it will be
by that time, perhaps, too late to avert. Ferdinand, indeed, is

allowing the Revolution in France to proceed as it may, without
vouchsafing it much of his attention. His ministers ostensibly

take the greatest precautions. They definitely refuse, to notable

persons of suspicious principles, passports of admission to Naples,

but at the same time weakly allow patriotic clubs to be formed,

and meetings held, among the French tradespeople and workmen
who are so numerous here. Everywhere one sees the same line

of conduct, the same weakness, the same treachery. And the

same principles are spreading in all directions. To return to

Ferdinand ; he reigns like a real King of Cockayne. He spends a

great part of the year at Caserta, where he has all he desires.

He has established a manufactory in the park at Caserta, where,

it is said, he has a harem of about a hundred work-women. The
Queen, who has more than once made it plain that her husband
is not allowed to attach himself to any of the Court ladies, regards

this arrangement as a harmless amusement, which can have no
disagreeable consequences. Paisiello being nearly always at

Caserta the King divides his time between hunting, music, sleeping,

and eating. Let him beware of a revolution !

This evening, on leaving the theatre, I was taken to the Amici
Club, which was started by the more wealthy section of the middle

class in imitation of the Academy of the Nobles. I expected to

find a large assemblage of people, but our French ladies formed the

greater part of the company. The ladies of the Court are some-

times present; and anglaises and quadrilles are danced. The
ball was over very early.

7ih Feb.—Glorious weather : a real summer day as far as the

heat was concerned. All the morning I was walking with Mme.
de La Guiche at Posilipo, and by the sea on the road to Pozzuoli.

The views on this side of the town are delightful. After dinner

at the ambassador's we all went off to the Via Toledo, to see the

follies of the Carnival. On the two last Sundays and the feast-
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days before Lent, every one in Naples who possesses a carriage

drives in the afternoon in the Via Toledo. The string of vehicles

extends beyond the quay of Santa Lucia, and is sometimes nearly

two miles long. Numbers of carriages are filled with masked
people of all classes ; and the King drives in the same way, in an
ordinary carriage, with no suite, amid all the hubbub. He is

easily recognised by his escort of lazzaroni, who never leave him
for a moment, and with whom he chats familiarly all the time.

All the windows in the Via Toledo are crowded with heads, the

streets are thronged with people, and there are two lines of

carriages. The latter declare war upon one another with a
volley of sugar-plums, which are thrown with the greatest

animosity whenever one carriage meets another. They are

thrown, too, from the windows, at the passers-by, who return

the attack to the best of their ability. These sugar-plums are

very bad, of course, but are none the less gathered up by the

crowd so thoroughly that not one is left on the ground. I was
with the ambassadress's party and a number of ladies in Prince

Stigliano's house. From the balcony we declared war upon the

passers-by, and they in turn assailed us with much energy. The
Bang's carriage repeatedly received our fire, and responded vigor-

ously. The Queen, in spite of her condition, drove through this

tumult, which must be seen to be imagined ; but her carriage was
rendered immune from attack by a placard bearing the words :

" Peace, not war." The masked warriors are all provided with
shields, to ward off the sugar-plums, which are very hard and as

large as one's thumb, and might do a serious injury. It would
be a mistake, and very ungracious, to be annoyed by these attacks,

and would moreover expose one to fresh onslaughts, as in the case

of the King of Sweden when he came to Naples. It is the custom
of the country during the Carnival, and one should either endure
the inconvenience, or remain at home. Notwithstanding the

throng of carriages and people the mounted police kept perfect

order, and this without any ill-temper or noise, or any disturbance
of the general air of enjoyment and content. It is this occasion

that gives one the best idea of the population of Naples. I have
never seen, even in Paris, so great a mass of people and carriages,

nor so many crowded windows—all extending over a distance of

nearly three miles. As soon as it is dark the crowd disperses,

and the theatres begin to fill. I went to the Duchess of Cassano's
box at the Teatro del Fondo, and saw again, to my great delight,

Paisiello's charming opera Zingari, the beauty of which is so much
enhanced by the artistic rendering of the charming Davia. At
nine o'clock we went on to the masked ball at the San Carlo
Theatre, which was very well attended and very brilliant. I
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refused several invitations to supper in order to remain with the
Duchess of Cassano's pleasant party, who always treat me with
cordiality and courtesy. I retired at three o'clock in the morning,
much pleased but also much fatigued by the occupations of the
day,

8th Feb.—Weather fair, but much colder.—Although I went
so late to bed I started off at eight o'clock in the morning, with
M. de Fontette and M. d'Oppede, to Pompeii, which is twelve
miles distant from Naples. After passing through Portici one
follows the high road that leads to Salerno and Calabria. It is a
magnificent road. It runs through various large villages with
good houses, which, though not far from the sea, are too near to

Vesuvius. In several places the country is covered with lava
and cinders : sinister indications of the volcano's too close prox-
imity. None the less there are some fine houses in the neighbour-
hood. For a short time the road skirts the slopes of Vesuvius,
before reaching the little mountain that the volcano threw up
seventeen centuries ago, near the place where Pompeii was dis-

covered. This mountain has been cultivated, and is now covered
with trees and vines. One begins by inspecting the part that

was discovered first, which lies at the foot of the hill. Thirty
workmen or so are occupied there in removing the cinders and
lava, and are constantly disclosing columns, or a series of houses,

or public buildings. In the part that has already been excavated
there is a little temple of Isis in an excellent state of preservation,

with all its inner and outer divisions still in existence, and the

altar at which the priests offered sacrifices and received gifts.

Some of these, even, have been found in the cinders, as well as

the ornaments and utensils that are to be seen in the Museum.
Hard by there is a building with columns, of no great value :

probably barracks for the soldiers. Farther on are the remains
of a little theatre, which leads it to be supposed that the town was
small and unimportant. Near to this are some houses of several

storeys, in which all the rooms are still to be seen. Many house-

hold utensils have been found in these.

To reach the other part, which is infinitely larger, one must
climb over the hill, which ought to be bought by the government,
as its vineyards and orchards are the property of various private

individuals. The greater part of the town is underneath it, and
the discoveries that would be made would amply compensate for

the cost. But the excavations are carried on with an indifference

and carelessness very exasperating to travellers, and lovers of art

and ancient history. On the farther side of the hill are several

streets that have been entirely excavated, so that one can walk

G
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in them. The large paving-stones still show the ruts made by
the chariots. To right and left are houses of various sizes, more
or less well-preserved, with the decorations of the rooms still to

be seen, and apparently only needing roofs to make them habitable.

All the utensUs and other objects that were found in the rooms
have been placed in the Museum ; and a way has even been dis-

covered of removing the frescoes from the waUs. In the mean-
time other very pleasing pictures of the same kind are constantly

being disclosed. By throwing water over them it is possible to

revive, for the moment, the colours of these charming works of

art, which bear witness to the great merit of all the artists of that

day, since houses so small as these contained such good pictures.

There are rooms, too, entirely paved with mosaics, in beautiful

designs ; and slabs of white marble, which, being marked by the

vessels that once stood upon them, and having been found in front

of the houses, would seem to indicate a shop, or a cafe, or the house
of a druggist. On one door there is a kind of sign-painting of an
obscene nature, which has given rise to much conjecture. Was it

a house of ill fame ? Or may it not have been the house of a
surgeon ? The walls and gates of the town are in excellent preser-

vation, and outside them are some tombs of considerable size,

with perfectly legible inscriptions. Farther on is a villa thought
to have been that of Aufidius ; a large house, conveniently built.

Numbers of ornaments, pieces of furniture, and household utensils

have been found in it. In front of the house is the site of a pretty

garden, formally laid out and surrounded with an arcade, beneath
which are some fine cellars in which one can walk about. In them
there is still a row of amphorce or pitchers; which once held the
famous wine of Falernus, but are now filled with lava and firmly

fixed to the walls. In these cellars have been found the skeletons

of seven or eight women, who fled thither for refuge from the
eruption. Their size and form were plainly imprinted on the
lava.

9<A and IQih Feb.—The weather is very mild.—Much the same
occupations and pleasures as on the previous days : dinners,
drives, theatres, and balls at the Academy of the Nobles, which
were, to tell the truth, not very well attended. I do not observe
any very great enthusiasm for dancing here. The married women,
while young, are nearly always in a condition that precludes
dancing; and they refuse to dance, as they do in Paris, when
they are no longer young. The unmarried girls are not allowed to
dance till it is quite certain they will not take the veil; and
therefore the number of dancing ladies is not large, and would
be extremely small if it were not for the foreigners. There is
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much more enjoyment to be found in the private houses, especially

those of such people as consuls, merchants, and bankers. In
other circimistances, and if one were making a long stay in Naples,
one could certainly lead a very pleasant life in that kind of circle,

combining freedom and flirtation. There is one rather curious
custom in Naples, which enables a stranger to inspect all the most
desirable society in the place. When a lady is recovering from a
confinement she is obliged to devote a day or two to receiving visits

from the whole town; and thus, by accompanying one of her
friends on the occasion, one inevitably sees all the ladies of Naples,
I have once had this pleasure.

11th Feb.—Rained all night. Fair in the morning, but very
windy ; and the cold rather biting.—At five o'clock in the morning
I drove off with M. de La Guiche, M. de La Grandville, and the
Abbe de Balivi^re to see the King's Hunt, twenty-seven miles

from Naples. We passed through Capua; and accomplished
the drive in three hours and a half. A great many foreigners

were present to-day, especially French people. It is the only
opportunity of being presented to the King, and the Baron and
Baronne de Talleyrand were there to perform that office. As
soon as we arrived we were presented to his Majesty, whom we
found at dejeuner in a tent of no great size. His suite is composed
of seven or eight courtiers. He dispenses with guards, and with

all etiquette; for he is a king of unceremonious habits, and has
all the appearance of an ordinary sportsman. He received us very
well, and spoke kindly of the French. He then invited us to

share his meal, which consisted of coffee, chocolate, bread, butter,

and liqueurs, without one drop of wine. Several of us were offered

horses, but, knowing nothing of this kind of hunting, we declined

;

with the exception of the Abbe de Balivi^re, whose self-confidence

is unfailing, and who prides himself on his riding. The wind being

piercingly cold La Guiche and I preferred to remain comfortably

with the ambassadress in her carriage—from which the horses

had been unharnessed—and to watch the hunt in peace. It is

merely a battue of wild-boars. This is what happens. The
sportsmen, who are mounted, wait in an open space surrounded

by brushwood, whence the wild-boars are beaten out by the

hundred. The hounds are let loose on them, and every man is

armed with a long pike, which he aims at one of the boars. The
latter, however, are very soon stopped by the hounds, and make
little resistance. An unskilful sportsman is very likely to wound
himself with his pike, or to hurt one of the hounds, which greatly

displeases the King. This battue is repeated several times, and

when no more animals come out of the brushwood the hunt comes

G 2
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to an end, the ground being strewn with a hundred or a hundred

and fifty dead or helpless beasts. These boars, which are small

and not very fierce, are the wild pigs of the Pontine Marshes.

This not very pleasant entertainment lasted for four hours.

The King then invited the foreigners, and the gentlemen who had
taken part in the sport, to dine with him. Any one who has been

presented to his Majesty is admitted to his table. Seats were

laid for twenty-five or thirty people ; and there was a second table

for the officers of the King's suite, and such as felt it more discreet

not to thrust themselves upon his Majesty's notice. M. le baron

de Talleyrand was kind enough to find suitable places for us, near

the King. The dinner did not seem to me very good, and it lasted

for an hour. The King was very lively and unceremonious with

every one. Immediately after the coffee he drove away to Naples,

and we all followed his example; the postilions vying with one
another on that splendid road as to who should be first to reach

the town. Never have I driven at such a pace I With bad, hired

horses, a ramshackle carriage, and drunken, careless drivers, it

was really most alarming. We were in Naples in three hovirs'

time.

Having quickly dressed I went to the Teatro del Fondo, and
thence to the San Carlo ball-room, where I had supper in the

Duchess Cassano's box, with her ordinary party. The King and
Queen appeared in a box on a level with the ball-room, and sat

there without masks ; but no one paid the least attention to them.
When the King walks about the ball-room he wears a mask, like

eveiy one else, in order to be free himself and allow freedom to

others. The Queen did not leave her box. The company was very
numerous. I went home at three o'clock, having risen at five and
had a tiring day.

14i/i Feb.—Magnificent weather. A real spring day. This is

the Sunday before Lent, and the sights of the day have been of

very different kinds. Prince Jaci, who commanded the forces

in the days of the late King of Spain, and was the only man at
that Court to remain in Naples, died two days ago, and was buried
this morning with great pomp, and all the honours due to his

rank. Some of the garrison came over from Capua, and with the
Neapolitan troops made a considerable body of soldiers. The
procession, which was really magnificent, passed along the Via
Toledo through a fairly large crowd. In all the windows were
faces well known in Neapolitan society. It was a splendid and
imposing sight. The troops, thanks to M. de Salis, were in
excellent order. The corps of Albanians is amazingly fine, partly
on account of its handsome men, and partly because of the half-
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Turkish, half-Greek costume that they wear. All the fraternities

of which Prince Jaci was a member took part in the procession.

The body was carried by twelve soldiers, on a bed of state draped
with scarlet velvet embroidered in gold. The dead man, whose
face was uncovered, was clothed in his long, blue uniform coat,

embroidered all round in gold, and wore all his decorations. Six
general officers held the cords of the pall. All the King's ministers
followed the procession on foot, and behind them came an astonish-

ing number of officers of every rank.
This scene of the morning was succeeded, in the afternoon, by

the same masquerading, the same throng of carriages, and the
same war of sugar-plums that we saw last Sunday. This time the
beauty of the day had drawn together a still larger crowd, and my
amazement at the immense population of Naples was increased.

I saw the stately ceremony of the morning and the follies of the

evening from Prince Dentice's house, where I remained, with a

number of pleasant companions, all the time. It would not have
been safe to mingle in so vast a crowd. After seeing the farce in

the Teatro de' Fiorentini, where the only agreeable voice is that
of the pretty Thomeoni, I went on to the masked ball, which was
crowded to the last degree. It is said that 4000 tickets were sold.

I had supper with the usual party, declining invitations from
Princess Belmonte and others. In these large Carnival balls there

are usually masquerades, performed by men and ladies of the

Court—a medley of quadrilles, recitations, and sonnets. The
public quite frankly express their approbation or disapproval.

This evening a large number of performers, under the leadership

of Princess Belmonte, gave a masquerade of which no one could

make head or tail. It could not be said to have a marked success,

for I heard hooting and hisses, which must have been very morti-

fying for the princess. I retired at four o'clock in the morning,
leaving the ball-room full, and dancing in full swing.

Some of the French at Rome, who wished to spend the last days
of the Carnival at Naples, had difficulties put in their way by the

government, who delayed the dispatch of their passports. That
the ministers are ill-informed, through their own negligence or that

of others, with regard to those who solicit passports, is plainly

shown by the fact that I have seen in Naples persons whom they

ought to mistrust, while at that very moment they were stoutly

refusing passports to men whose opinions and principles have
always been above suspicion. The Due de Choiseul could not

secure a passport till after the Carnival, and was thus deprived of

all the sights of the three last days, which he wished to see. On
the other hand Beauharnais the Muse and Cubi^res of the national

militia have never won admission to Naples, and have been
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obliged to remain in Rome, vying with one another in their

efforts to spread democratic principles among their neigh-

bours. Dorat-Cubi^res wrote some irreligious verses attacking

the sovereign pontiff, who had given him no cause for complaint,

and whose ministers showed great weakness in not ignominiously

driving this petty revolutionary poet from the Pope's dominions.

15th Feb.—Still the same mild and glorious weather. I dined
to-day with the Chevalier Acciardi, an old bachelor who was
having a party of young women to dine with him, including the

Countess Caltanisetta. His circle of friends is composed of curious,

and extremely incongruous, elements : which shows the insensi-

bility of society in this respect throughout Italy, and how lightly

a person may be accepted who really ought not to be received at

all. The Chevalier Acciardi once paid a visit to France. He
brought back with him an aged woman who keeps his house for

him, and whose tone and manners proclaim her a rather inferior

Parisian bourgeoise. The Marchesa della Sambuca, whose
husband was one of the chief ministers at this Court, spends all

her time at the Chevalier's house. I only mention this to show the
incongruities of Neapolitan society. Count Egmont has valuable

property in the Kingdom of Naples, and it is the Chevalier Acciardi

who manages his affairs.

This evening, being the Monday before Lent, the opera Pyrrhus
was given for the last time. During Lent the theatres are not
closed, but the only performances are of oratorio—a kind of opera,

but one that is concerned with a sacred subject. There are no
ballets such as one sees during the Carnival. The performance is

dull enough, and generally poorly attended, for there are many
people whose piety will not allow them any kind of amusement
in Lent. There was a ball at the Academy of the Nobles, with a
very small attendance.

16th Feb.—Dull, foggy weather.—In Italy, and especially in

Naples, the hope of hearing music will always attract an eager
crowd. To-day at the opening of the Church of Gesu some great
symphonies were played by an orchestra, which the composer,
Paisiello, conducted himself. Personally, I did not altogether
appreciate the music. I have visited several conservatoires, or
schools of music, in Naples ; and had expected to find them better
organised and better managed in a country where the art of music
is carried to such a pitch of perfection. It is true that I heard
pupils singing in excellent style, though that style was acquired
at the expense of a portion of their lives. One thing I saw that
surprised me greatly—an infallible method, I was told, of acquiring
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a true ear : a number of pupils at different music-stands in a long
gallery, each singing or playing an entirely different lesson from all

the others. Nearly all the singers in the theatres and churches
have been taught in these schools.

This was the last day of the Carnival, and the revels of the Via
Toledo have been carried on as before, with the same crowds and
the same war waged with sugar-plums, all of which I witnessed
from Prince Dentice's house. I went to the Teatro del Fondo,
and then to the masked ball, which was less crowded than on
Sunday, and all the pleasanter on that account. There was
supper in the boxes as usual ; but it was at a much earlier hour,
in order to have everything over by midnight and thus avoid the
great sin of turning Ash Wednesday into a feast-day. They are
very particular here in that respect, and for all their irregularity

in morals are scrupulously observant of the most minute practices

of religion. At four o'clock the orchestra plays the air of the
tarantella; whereupon the dancers—those of the humbler sort,

at least—^proceed to make the most appalling hubbub, and to

cut capers as though they had all suddenly gone mad. This
continues for a quarter of an hour, and then the Carnival is over.

As I wished to see this wild performance I was among the last to

leave. This reminded me of the days of my youth, when I never
left the opera-ball till I was certain every one else had gone.

17th Feb.—Weather cloudy and damp.—This being the first

day of Lent there was nothing to be seen, and no amusement to

be had. There was no resource but the few houses where one
can play faro. The most popular parties of this kind are those

of Princess Catholica and Princess Ferolita. AU the ladies go
to them, to play commerce, and the society is excellent; but
for a foreigner nothing could be more boring. All is over by
eleven o'clock, and no supper is to be had anywhere.

24!th Feb.—Extremely mild weather, but rather cloudy.—At
nine o'clock in the morning a large number of us set off to

Vesuvius : M. and Mme. de La Guiche, M. de La Grandville,

Mme. des Boulets, Lady Bampfylde, and a good many men. At
Portici we each mounted a mule, and a guide led us to the foot

of Vesuvius, which we reached in an hour and a half. Here the

ride ended. At this point each of the party is provided with a

guide, who drags one's clinging form to the summit of the moun-
tain as best he can. The climb is most laborious, for the cinders

reach to one's knees. The ascent takes an hour to accomplish;

and half-way up the mountain the cinders are replaced by a bed

of sulphur which is so hot that one can feel it through one's boots.

The smell overpowered me to such an extent that I could go no
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farther. La Guiche and Lady Bampfylde were affected in the

same way, but the latter was armed with a bottle of malaga,

which saved us from collapsing altogether. La Grandville was

the first to reach the crater ; which Mme. de La Guiche and Mme.
des Boulets also attained without difficulty, seeing that they

were carried thither on stretchers by six men in relays, at a cost

of six ducats. None of them, however, was able to see anything,

their curiosity being baffled by a thick cloud of smoke, which
decided them to beat a hasty retreat. They made the descent

in ten minutes, and I felt no regret whatever that I had remained
where I was. With more veracity than some, who perhaps may
be more careful of their vanity, I frankly confess that I did not

reach the summit of Vesuvius.

At the foot of the mountain we all took the opportunity of a

good rest, wisely suggested by Lady Bampfylde ; and then went
at our leisure to inspect the latest bed of lava, which an eruption

of some violence produced four months ago. One can walk on
this vitrified lava, which still feels quite hot; and at the spot

where it ends, and is especially thick, the heat is such that a piece

of wood thrown upon it will catch fire. We all agreed that this

was far more interesting at the moment than the summit of

Vesuvius, where everything is obscured by fog and smoke, to

say nothing of the dangers entailed by the more or less constant

showers of stones emitted by the volcano.

We rode back to Portici on our mules, over several of the lava-

beds that cover all the country round Vesuvius ; and from Portici

we drove to Naples, arriving at about four o'clock. I dined with
that good and charming woman, Mme. des Boulets. The more
I travel the more I am convinced of one fact : that in no country
in Europe is anything to be compared with a pretty, gay, lively,

clever Frenchwoman, who combines a good heart and a great

desire to please with all the talents that are agreeable in society.

Such a woman is Mme. des Boulets. Her husband, who is young
but very ill-tempered, did not appreciate her, and they separated
soon after the marriage. I have known her since childhood. I

watched the development of all her natural charms, and later,

when I met her in society, saw the happy results of a careful

education. And now I meet her every day, with greater pleasure
than I can express.

25th and 26th Feb.—Fine weather on the first of these days, but
a little rain on the second.—Oratorio, concert, faro—much the
same life as on previous days.

27th Feb.—Poured with rain all the morning.—To-day there
was a memorial service, with a catafalque, for Prince Jaci, who
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was buried on the 14th. High Mass with music. Two large

orchestras conducted by Paisiello, whose animation is extra-

ordinary. The whole town was invited by the dead man's
relations, who did the honours of this funeral ceremony. The
church was magnificently decorated, and crowded with ladies,

officers, foreigners, and sight-seers. All the fine carriages were
out on the occasion, and all the grand liveries, some of which are

very grand indeed. In short, the whole ceremony was more like

a fete than a Mass for the dead.

28th Feb.—The weather is again fine, and warm.—All the most
interesting sights in Naples itself can easily be seen in two morn-
ings, as we have found. I took advantage of the company of

Mme. de La Guiche and Mme. des Boxilets to make the various

expeditions that I am going to describe to-day, though they
occupied more days than one. There are some fine churches in

Naples, but they are not very impressive when those of Rome
are fresh in the memory. The cathedral, however, deserves

attention. To have any idea of the superstition of these people

one should be in Naples on the day that the liquefaction of the

blood of St. Januarius takes place. But here, as in Rome, religion

is blended with the greatest depravity. In Lent one may see,

at the street-comers, a group of priests and monks in surplices and
birettas, with a cross in their midst, preaching energetically to

the crowd round them. At the same time, one can hardly enter

a church without being approached by some one with an immoral
suggestion.'^

9th March.—^Fine weather. Very mild.—The faro-party at

Princess Catholica's was interrupted by a performance the like

of which I have never seen. Its dullness made it most suitable

for a Lenten entertainment. On a small stage various individuals,

dressed richly and in accordance with the scene, represent, on the

raising of a curtain, some tragic incident—but without moving
hand or foot. When they have remained for some moments in

these uncomfortable positions, and have given the spectators

time to see and admire the tableau properly, the curtain falls.

After the lapse of a quarter of an hour there is a new scene, with
four or five variations. In the intervals there is some music, which
is pleasant enough. Never have I beheld anything so insipid, or

so uninspiring, as this dumb, motionless, lifeless entertainment.^

Rome.—22nd March.—Magnificent weather. Heat.—As I, and
1 M. d'Espinohal then gives an account of various interesting buildings, etc.,

in the town.
' On the 15th March, 1790, M. d'Espinchal left Naples for Rome. We have

suppressed such passages as only contain descriptions of the town and land-

scape, or are mere repetitions.
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several of my fellow-countrymen, desired to be presented to the

Pope, Cardinal de Bernis was kind enough to make the preliminary

arrangements to that end. My companions on this occasion were

the Marquis de La Guiche, the Comte de La Grandville, the Abbe
de Balivi^re, and the Comte d'Auger, brigadier-general. An
ecclesiastic of the Cardinal's household escorted us to the Vatican

in carriages belonging to his Eminence. We were informed that

as we entered the Pope's presence we must make two or three

genuflexions, but that there was no question of kissing the Holy
Father's toe. We kept our swords and hats, which it is the rule

to lay aside—a rule that is not enforced in the case of Frenchmen
and other foreigners of a certain rank. The Abbe de Baliviere

alone observed the etiquette that binds ecclesiastics, who may
only approach his Holiness in a long soutane, with no hat, and no
orders. We were ushered in by an official of the household, and
remembered the rules that had been given us. The Pope gave
us an audience of half an hour, with no one else present. He
chatted familiarly and pleasantly, and spoke much of the state

of affairs in France, which he discussed with great intelligence and
judgment. He also referred to the Cardinal de Lomenie, assuring

us that he had not dared to return to Rome, in which he had
acted wisely. He informed us, too, that the Cardinal had left

Pisa and returned to France, which his Holiness regarded as a

surprising act of imprudence on his part, considering the manner
of his flight. We already knew for a fact that the Cardinal de
Lomenie, as he passed through Florence, saw M. Fontaba, and told

him of his intention to return to France, adding that in a few
months he expected to be at the head of the affairs of the kingdom.
During our audience the Abbe de Baliviere contributed to the

conversation with his usual hypocrisy. After several fine phrases,

each more ridiculous than the last, he finally begged the Pope to

give him a morsel of the true Cross for the Marechal de Broglie,

which the Holy Father promised to do. The Comte d'Auger,
who is also an original, though in another style, asked the Pope
familiarly for news of Poland and Russia. It reminded me of a
story that I have heard confirmed in Rome, illustrating the
familiarity with which M. de Joinville chatted to his Holiness last

year. One day he broke into a conversation with these words :

" A pinch of snuff. Holy Father ? " It is by peculiarities of this

kind that the whole French nation is often judged ; and indeed we
lay ourselves open, more than other nations, to such a judgment.
The Pope paid us the compliment of speaking French to us. When
we left him we went through the form of a few slight genuflexions,
but the Abbe de Baliviere fell upon his knees and besought his

Holiness for his blessing. . . .
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April 1790.

—

1st April.—Cloudy weather. Rain, and cold.

—

To-day being Holy Thursday I spent all my time in the Vatican,
St. Peter's, and various churches, in order to see all the ceremonies
of the day. In the rooms of the Vatican that contain Raphael's
great pictures the ceremony of the Last Supper takes place, when
the Pope washes the feet of twelve pilgrims. The crowd is so

great that one pays rather highly for watching the performance,
of which the only interest lies in the fact that it is the Pope who
performs this edifying office. The pilgrims then proceed to eat
a sumptuous meal in another room, the dishes being placed on
the table by the Pope, who also hands plates to his poor guests.

In yet another room all the Cardinals are seated at a magnificent
table, to which each has contributed his own utensils—called, I

believe, the cadenas. The Pope then goes into the church. When
the service is over he is carried on a litter, in his pontifical robes,

to the balcony on the fagade of the church, and thence he gives

his benediction to the people, to the town, and to the whole world.

This ceremony is most dignified and most impressive. The
Piazza di San Pietro, and the great, wide street that leads to it,

are thronged with people. Numbers of carriages are ranged to

right and left, and the roof of the colonnade that surrounds the

Piazza is covered with spectators. The crowd is confined in the

Piazza by a cordon of the Pope's magnificent light-horse. The
moment that his Holiness appears upon the balcony absolute

silence falls upon the throng. Every eye is turned towards the

pontiff. Every attention is fixed, awaiting his benediction.

When it comes it is with the roar of cannon, first from the Castle of

St. Angelo, and then, in response, from the other end of the town.
Instantly all the bells of Rome ring out : and all these things com-
bine to form the most imposing, the most magnificent, and the most
religious ceremony in the world. Afterwards, indulgences are

thrown from the balcony to the people, and thousands of arms
are flung out to catch them. After dinner we returned to the

Vatican, for tenebrce in the Sistine Chapel, where we heard the

famous music of the Miserere, and were greatly disappointed with
it in view of its reputation. I have never heard the King's Mass
celebrated at Versailles, on any day of the year, without music of

greater merit than this, and generally speaking than any I have
heard in the Roman churches. At seven o'clock, after tenebrce,

we went to St. Peter's Church to see the immense illuminated cross

hung from the centre of the roof, the light of which shines into

every corner of the vast building. It was Michel Angelo who
invented this cross. We next returned to the Vatican, for the

Exhibition of the Holy Sacrament in the Pauline Chapel. The
beauty of this illumination is inconceivable, appealing both to
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the eye and the emotions. More than three thousand candles,

surely, must be lighted. On this evening the churches in Rome
are also illuminated, and it is usual to go from one to the other.

I visited several.

2nd April.—An improvement in the weather, but still cold and
windy.—To-day is Good Friday. It was spent, like yesterday,

in the Vatican and St. Peter's. The morning was devoted to the

Office of the day. As these three days of devotion and ceremonial

attract a great concourse of people the Vatican is open to the

public, who crowd into the rooms, the library, and the museum,
in large numbers. After dinner one can return for tenebrce, and
hear the Miserere again. In the church one may enjoy the

spectacle of a general absolution. The Grand Penitentiary,

seated on a fairly high platform, is armed with a long rod, and
with this he touches any penitents who desire it, and absolves

them from their sins. I did not take advantage of the oppor-

tunity, and although I have as much need as my neighbour of

abundant absolution, I fancy that a certain man I was closely

watching had more need of it than I. He had a most atrocious

face, and when he approached the Grand Penitentiary seemed to

be confiding to him some secret that filled him with horror. None
the less the sinner was absolved, and went off to devise new crimes,

and perhaps to carry them out. After tenebrw the Pope came into

the church for prayer, adoration of the cross, and pious exercises

before the relics. This half-hour of prayer in the vast church, lit

only by the illuminated cross, with the silent, devout crowd
kneeling to right and left upon the marble pavement, is most
impressive and inspiring. When the Pope has left the church
the people walk about with incredible irreverence, as though they
were in a place of public entertainment.

Srd April.—Very cold all day.—There is a respite to-day from
religious functions. Since my return from Naples we have heard
details from Paris of the events of the last three months, but I

will not attempt to repeat them, as I could not fail to be inaccurate

at so great a distance from the scene of action.

Having seen but little of Roman society I shall part from the
inhabitants of this town without regret. Had I been remaining
here longer I should have sought admission to society of a lower
grade instead of boring myself with melancholy, formal conver-
sation. There is more enjoyment of every kind, not excepting
the pleasures of gallantry, to be found in the higher ranks of the
bourgeoisie than in the nobility; for in the former class the
number of pretty women is infinitely greater, and the men are as
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a rule so ungallant, that with a Httle care one can easily find ladies

willing to repay attention and courtesy with tenderness and
gratitude. I met some very pleasant Roman ladies at a public
concert, for which the tickets cost one piastre. All the most
notable townsfolk were present, and I met a celebrated singer

whom we used to hear in Paris, under the name of DUe. Georgi.
After the concert there was not much dancing, on account of the
lack of dancing ladies. All these public places are full of ecclesi-

astics, who flutter round the ladies, and make love with as much
effrontery as a captain of dragoons. It is true that many of them
are only priests in the matter of costume, for nearly every one in

Rome wears priest's dress for the sake of convenience ; while the
prelates who are occupied in public affairs, and aspire to the

cardinal's hat, and are attached to the Pope's chapel, are not
bound by Orders at all.

My wife and son are settled at Turin, and are awaiting my
return. I should much have liked to show Rome to my son, whom
I am greatly longing to see, having never had him so far from me
since he was born. But the season is advancing, and it is im-
portant to be in Venice in the middle of May. I am arranging,

therefore, to meet him at Bologna early in May, and am preparing

for my journey thither, by way of Ancona. I am buying a carriage

in Rome, to avoid the discomforts of those disagreeable hired

chaises. As M. and Mme. de La Guiche are taking the same road
I am making arrangements to accompany them. I shall travel

the same distance each day, and shall not leave them during the

ten or twelve days that we shall be on the road, between Rome
and Bologna. I have found a driver who undertakes the journey
for 21 sequins, or 10J louis, with myself and Picard in the carriage,

and even that rascal Figaro as well. I found the latter in Rome
again, and he begs me to take him to Venice. All the foreigners

are leaving Rome at about the same time. Our winter circle is

scattering. I am counting, however, on meeting some of my
friends again in Venice,^

1 M. d'Espinchal left Borne on the 25th April, 1790, and reached Venice
on May IGth. We have suppressed his description of the journey.



CHAPTER VI

VENICE

16th May, 1790.—Venice first comes into sight at the point

where the canal enters the lagoons. There the lovely town

becomes visible three miles away, amid its encircling waters.

At half this distance one is stopped by the boat of the custom-

house officers, who search the luggage rigorously; but those who
have but little baggage will not be long delayed if they slip a few

paoh into the official's hand. But a little farther on the traveller

is tormented by a fresh boat-load, who try to extort money by
professing to be officials. Any one who has been warned before-

hand, however, will let them shout themselves hoarse. Having
no right to search the luggage they dare not enter the boat, and

finally they go away, giving vent to voluble insults in their

annoyance at losing a victim.

To arrive in Venice for the first time without a guide is really

very inconvenient, especially if the place should happen to be

crowded. Every inn that is at all tolerable is full, and charges

three times as much as usual. As I did not know where to dis-

embark I was taken to a wretched pot-house in the Piazza di San

Marco, where I am miserably lodged, but am being as patient as

I can until something better is found. Not having witnessed

this morning's ceremony ^ we went to see the Bucentaur in the

afternoon, when the public are admitted. In this immense gilded

galley there is a great room extending from stem to stern, and
beneath this are the rowers. The Doge occupies one end of the

boat with all the chief officials of the republic, and with much
pomp and ceremony marries the Adriatic by throwing a ring into

the sea, while guns are fired on aU sides. The Doge then hears

Mass in the church of San Niccolo, two miles away on the Lido.

The Bucentaur is accompanied by the ambassadors' gondolas

and an immense number of others, and is followed by a countless

swarm of public boats.

This ceremony usually takes place on Ascension Day; but if

the weather be bad, or even the wind too high, it is postponed to

the following Sunday. That is what happened this year. I went
' Marriage of the Doge and the Adriatic.

94
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this evening, without changing my clothes, to see the Piazza di

San Marco, merely to learn something of my surroundings. Later
on I will describe this Square more fully : to-day I saw so many
people there that I am bewildered. I was fortunate enough to
meet three members of M. le comte d'Artois's household, MM. du
Verne, La Salle, and Le Roux, who had come from Turin to see

Venice, and had been obliged to rent a suite of rooms for the whole
month of May. As they are leaving to-morrow, after occupying
the rooms for only six days, they are allowing me to have them at
a low rent for the rest of the month. This restores my peace of

mind, and gives me patience to endure the uncomfortable night
that I must pass in this wretched hole.

17th May.—Glorious weather. Very hot.—^Very early in the

morning I went to take possession of my friends' rooms in the best

hotel in Venice, the White Lion, most pleasantly situated on the

Grand Canal. Mine host, Signor Casaccio, is extremely obliging,

and I have made arrangements with him for the whole of my stay-

in Venice, on very reasonable terms. I have secured a gondola,

which is an absolute necessity, and costs more at this moment
than at other times of year. If you take a boat that has two
gondoliers one of them will serve as a guide and will accompany
you everywhere, while the other remains with the gondola. The
usual charge, at most seasons of the year, is 8 paoli a day if you
have two men, and 5 if you have only one. But at this moment,
while the Fair is going on, the charge is 12 paoli. The gondoliers

are generally full of gaiety and intelligence, very faithful, and
very discreet. This last quality is most necessary, for affairs of

gallantry are often arranged by their aid, and in their gondolas.

The gondolas are painted black on the outside, and their fittings

are all of the same colour : a rule that can only be infringed by
foreigners, who never, as a matter of fact, depart from it. The
object of the law is the prevention of luxury, for, were it not for

this uniformity in colour, every man would inevitably wish for

a more magnificent gondola than his neighbour's. The gondolas

can carry two or three passengers. Accidents never happen, for

the gondoliers are amazingly skilful. Their dress consists of a

short jacket and breeches, a cap, and a sash, in white, yellow, or

livery-colours.

My first visit this morning was to our ambassador the Marquis
de Bombelles, and his charming wife, who was one of our party

at Chantilly, and used to act in our theatricals, in those happy days

that we shall probably see no more. It gave me the greatest

pleasure to meet this excellent couple again. The ambassador's

opinions are extremely pronounced—perhaps rather too much so,
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in the circumstances, for a man in office. He is expecting every

moment to be recalled, as he certainly will be, sooner or later.

He is well known to be attached to the Polignacs, whom he is

expecting to stay at his house; and he was a most intimate

friend of the Baron de Breteuil. Mme. de Bombelles, a daughter

of Mme. Mackau, is a pleasant-looking woman, and in spite of her

domestic cares—which include the care of four boys—she is

unfailingly agreeable in society. No higher praise can be given

to her than to say that she is an intimate friend of Mme. Elizabeth.

I had dejeuner with the charming Mme. des Boulets, who is making
arrangements for her immediate return to France. She has

accomplished a most complete tour in Italy, without missing any
of the pleasures to which her fascinating presence usually gives

rise in any place she may happen to visit.

I find there are numbers of French people here, and among them
many of those with whom I spent the winter in Rome and Naples.

Mme. de Champcenetz has arrived with her mother, and is only

awaiting the Polignacs to celebrate the marriage for which the

amorous Armand is so impatient. I find that the Baron de Naillac,

of whom I saw so much in Paris, has been here for some months
with his wife. They were previously at Valence, in Dauphine,
where Naillac has accepted a major's commission in the National
Guard ; but he came away when the Marquis de Voisins, colonel

of artillery and officer in command, was massacred. Although
Naillac protests that his principles are absolutely pure he is not
regarded here as being above suspicion, and I was not altogether

satisfied by his arguments on the subject of our affairs. M.
Denon, one of the King's gentlemen-in-ordinary, who had a post

at the Embassy at Naples a few years ago, and whom I knew well

in Paris, is also settled in Venice. He is leading the life of an
artist, and cultivating his decided talent for engraving in the style

of Rembrandt. Some of his productions are not without merit.

He has a little school of amateur engravers, and indeed some of

his pupils do him honour.

I have not been long enough in Venice to describe the town as

a whole, but as the entire day is spent, throughout the Fair and
indeed throughout the greater part of the year, in the Piazza di

San Marco, I must give an account of it without delay. I can
best compare it to the Palais Royal, supposing the garden of the
latter to be converted into a square without a single tree. Round
this immense square stand magnificent buildings of regular

architecture ; and one end is occupied by the church of St. Mark.
One walks round the square under wide arcades, like those of the
Palais Royal, above which are rooms to let, at an extremely high
charge. An entresol of four or five rooms costs 80 to 100 louis a
year. It is here that the Venetian ladies and nobles have the
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little houses and rooms that they use so much more than their

splendid palaces in other parts of the town. At the time of the
Fair of the Ascension, which lasts for fifteen or twenty days, a
series of shops with an arcade is set up in an oval enclosure in the
square, and painted grey. This forms a very pretty decoration.
The whole square is paved with large flagstones, which are very
smooth and very clean. In the evening the Fair is extremely
well-Ughted and is especially crowded, though indeed the crowd
throughout the day is enormous, and continues through the night

nearly untiL daybreak. The ladies walk about, or sit in the cafes,

or in the square and its arcades.

Life in Venice is so strange and so different from our own that
one hardly seems to be in Europe at all. It is the custom to be
masked nearly all the year round, and especially during the Fair

and the Carnival, which begins in October and is only interrupted

by Advent. The costume consists of a black half-mask, which is

held in the hand or worn on the face, under a hat. The ladies are

masked like the men, and wear a three-cornered hat and the hair

in a club. This costume is obligatory on the nobles and their

wives, who may not enter a theatre without a mask. It may be
removed, however, within the building. This custom obtains

whenever the theatres are open, but at other seasons it is usual to

cover the figure entirely in a cloak, which is worn over an ordinary

coat of some kind, and varies in thickness according to the time of

year. In summer the men wear cloaks of white taffeta; and
these may be worn all the year round by the middle-classes, for

they are not subject, like the nobles, to the law of the mask.
Foreigners may dress exactly as they choose, but those who make
a long stay in the place will find it pleasanter to adopt all the local

customs. The expenses of the toilette are not great. One can
wear a very plain tail-coat even for the greatest festivities, and
if it be accompanied by the prescribed cloak it will be a per-

fectly correct costume. It is the same in the case of the mask.
The hat is not removed; it shows more respect to remain
covered.

The Piazza di San Marco being the general meeting-place of the

fair ladies of Venice, who congregate here at nine o'clock in the

evening, I arrived there punctually, and proceeded to inquire into

the customs of the place and the identity of those who were

present. On the very first day I made the acquaintance of M.
de Lascasas, the Spanish ambassador, a very pleasant man who
lives here in great state. Another man who was introduced to

me was the Emperor's minister, who also keeps up a very fine

establishment. His name is Brauner.

The foreign ministers in Venice lead the most melancholy of

lives, and have no social intercourse except with one another.

H
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The nobles and their wives are expressly forbidden to have any
communication with them, or with any one attached in any way
to the diplomatic corps j so much so that any foreigner staying

in his ambassador's house would, from the day he entered it, be
unable to speak to a noble or to visit one. Any noble disobeying

this rule would run the risk of severe punishment, and a lady in a

like case would at least be reprimanded by the inquisitors of the

State, The ambassador's circle of acquaintances is therefore

extremely limited, and is composed only of foreigners and the

nobles of Terra Firma : nobles, that is to say, who are not Venetians

enrolled in the Book of Gold, but inhabitants of Vicenza, Verona,
Padua, Trevisa, etc.—subjects of the State, not component parts

of the Sovereign Power. If a foreign minister or one of his house-

hold enter a cafe, all the nobles in the place promptly leave it.

I saw this happen in the case of the tutor of M. de Bombelle's

children. The Council of the State selects one of its members
to communicate with the ministers from the various Courts : he
receives their dispatches and requests, and the Senate never
answers in writing, but only through the mouth of this agent.

The custom of the cavaliere servente is more rigorous here than
in any other part of Italy. In Venice he is absolutely obligatory :

two women would not dare to go about alone together, nor is a
lady ever seen except on the arm of at least one man. Each has
her own habitual cavalier, who never leaves her for an instant,

neither in street nor theatre, in piazza, ball-room nor cafe, nor
even in her gondola. This custom of constantly dancing attend-

ance has altogether stifled the art of making love; for one can
hardly apply the word " favours " to the gifts that a lady grants
quite lightly, either from idleness or because it seems inevitable.

A lady of the nobility can only choose her cavalier from among the
nobles ; and so strict is this rule that, if she quarrel with her usual
attendant and cannot find another in her own circle, she is obliged
to take a barnabote, to whom she gives half a sequin a day, or

more, to act as her equerry in public. She gives him .his orders
for the day, as though he were a servant. Barnabote is the name
applied to certain very poor Venetian nobles who sell their votes
to their richer patrons. Ladies may go out alone in the morning,
either on foot or in gondolas, provided they be dressed in black
and enveloped in a large hood of taffeta, called a calash. After
dinner every one goes to bed for two or three hours ; and in the
evening the ladies make their toilette for the piazza and the
theatre, and do not return home till two or three o'clock in the
morning. The lives of the men are much the same : they pass
the whole evening in the cafS or theatre, and the morning at the
council.
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The majority of Venetian women are handsome ; but they appear
to the best advantage by artificial light, for they all use paint, and
powder not only their faces but even their necks, which they have
no objection to showing. Their figures are not good, as a rule,

and fat women are very common. Their teeth are seldom white

;

possibly on account of the dampness of the air, combined with the
perpetual drinking of coffee. I have seen one fair lady drink as

many as fifteen cups of coffee in a day.
The theatre only opens at eleven o'clock. Throughout the

Fair there are two theatres open, at both of which Grand Opera
is given. In the winter the performance is generally good, but
at this time of year the proprietors are rather careless, being
assured of a good attendance every night. The performance ends
at two in the morning, after which it is customary to take a final

stroll in the Piazza di San Marco, before going to bed at dawn.
The streets are lighted throughout the night, and many of the

shops open, especially those where provisions are sold. By six

in the morning there are crowds of people afoot, so numerous and
active is the population of this town.

18th May.—Glorious hot weather.—When one goes to bed so

late one cannot rise early in the morning. I am awaiting a calmer
moment, after the Fair, to explore the town. I dined to-day with
our ambassador, who had gathered a large and distinguished party,

including Prince Augustus of England, the Hereditary Prince of

Brunswick, and all the notable foreigners. The occasion was one
of great ceremony. Our ambassador affects considerable state :

he has a fine establishment, and lives above his means, for he has

no private fortune. But, circumstances being as they are, he
considers it a point of honour to represent his sovereign worthily.

The more the latter is humiliated in France, the more his am-
bassador regards it as a duty to uphold his dignity abroad.

Probably, however, he will not long be allowed to keep his post,

though its loss will reduce him to poverty. His wife does the

honours of his house in the most perfect manner.
I spent the evening in the house of a very pleasant, nice-looking

Venetian lady, Signora Marini, who speaks French very well, a

rare accomplishment here. She is well-read in our literature, and
has gathered round her a circle of intellectual people. At mid-

night I repaired to the Piazza di San Marco, where all the ladies

were congregated, and I only came home, according to custom,

when day was breaking. This is a bad example to give my son ;
^

but he takes no advantage of it and goes to bed early. I was
introduced to several ladies, of whom Signora Giustiniani was the

^ His eldest son Henri (6. 1773) had joined him in Italy.

H 2
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handsomest, her sister Signora Serego being also very good-looking.

There were, besides these, Signore Contarini, Mocenigo, Correr,

Venier, Erizzo, Cornaro, Pisani, Gradenigo, Bataglia, etc.—all

noble ; while among the lesser nobility and bourgeoisie I especially

remember the names Muratti, Danielucci, Basenelli, Peruzzi,

Scroffa, Papafava, etc.

19th May.—Raining in the morning ; but a fine, warm evening.

—I dined to-day with M. Brauner, the minister from the Court of

Vienna. The Due de Laval, who arrived here some time before

me with his son Achille, has already made some acquaintances,

and promises to present me to a noble Venetian lady, Signora Fron,

who is very rich, and lives in a splendid palazzo on the Grand
Canal. She is a silly old creature, once very pretty and still very
lively, with no regard for any prejudice of decorum or custom,

and no reticence in her love-affairs. At this moment she has under
her wing a little Greek, whom she introduces to every one, and
who never leaves her for a moment. She has familiarised society

with her habits, and her intimacy with a man who is not noble is

overlooked, though it would be considered extraordinary in any
one else.—I have spent this day much in the usual way, only

leaving the Piazza di San Marco at three o'clock in the morning
when I went to bed.

20th May.—Very fine and warm.—If one desires to be present

at a meeting of the Grand Council it is necessary to apply to one
of the nobles, who will arrange the needful formalities. Foreigners

of either sex who wish for admission must have their names
submitted to the assembled Council, and their nobility certified.

They are subjected to a ballot, for form's sake, and if not black-

balled are admitted to the great hall of the Council—but only on
the occasion of an election, for no foreigner may hear a discussion

on public affairs. Signor Renier, brother of the fair Giustiniani,

having undertaken to introduce several foreigners, we met before

nine o'clock at the entrance to the palace. This spot is known as

the broglio, and it is here that all the nobles assemble before

entering the Council. This is also a special scene of intrigue at

the time of elections or important crises in affairs. As no one
opposed our admission we were taken into the great hall of the
Council. The doors of the palace were closely shut after us, and
it is as well to know beforehand that no one is allowed to leave the

building till the sitting is over, however long it may be. The hall

of the Grand Council is immense. The nobles sit on benches, and
are arranged in classes, all the dignitaries being seated on different

platforms, according to their rank. The number of nobles com-
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posing the Sovereign is about nine hundred, of whom about seven
hundred attended this morning's sitting. Their costume, what-
ever their age, consists ol a large, wide, black robe, and an enormous
wig. A noble becomes a member of the Grand Council at the age
of twenty-five. He may be present at the sittings before this

age, but has no vote. No noble whose name is in the Book of

Gold can escape daily attendance at the Council, which meets at

eight o'clock in the morning ; nor may he leave the state without
express permission, nor enter the service of any foreign power,
nor refuse any post to which he is appointed by ballot. He pays
highly for the privilege of being a part of the Sovereign—the

supreme power that is altogether vested in the Grand Council,

but is administered through a variety of commissions. The
Doge, the head and representative of the Republic, is appointed
for life, but is the least independent subject of the State : he

may go into the country a few miles from the town, it is true, but
only for a short time, and he is then merely an ordinary noble

with no particular position.

The government of Venice has been in existence for more than
eight hundred years. Its duration is an evidence of its merit.

No changes are ever introduced into it, and the most insignificant

customs are scrupulously observed. So tenacious are the nobles

of their great robes and huge perukes that on festive or ceremoni-
ous occasions, such as the reception of the Doge, or of a procurator

of St. Mark, they even dance in this attire. The middle-classes

in Venice are well contented, and have no complaints to make of

the aristocracy, by whom they are never unjustly treated. Indeed
in any quarrel between a noble and a bourgeois, it is seldom that

judgment is not given in favour of the latter. The use of the

mask has a close connection with the policy of the government.
The people of Venice are not continually irritated, as in Genoa, by
the sight of the nobles; for beneath a mask all are equal, and
moreover the rulers of the state can gain information for them-
selves every day, with the help of a mask, on all that concerns the

people. For the mask, in Venice, is held sacred, and woe betide

the man who should treat one with anything but respect. The
Doge himself may be behind it, for he often uses one. The Pope's

nuncio always wears a mask, and I met Cardinal Doria in one
during the Fair. The ambassadors, too, always dress in this

way for the sake of freedom. This morning, after the Council

had dispersed, two nobles in robe and peruke began to quarrel

in a cafi, and came to violent blows in the eye of the public, to

the great scandal of all the " sovereigns." This is a very grave

affair, and will be judged by the Council of Ten, or by the three

State Inquisitors. The punishment cannot fail to be severe.
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I dined to-day with the Spanish ambassador, who entertained

us magnificently and gave us excellent fare. While the foreigners

are feasting all the Venetians sleep. At eleven o'clock we were

taken by that good and beautiful woman, Signora Giustiniani, to

a splendid fete given by the Philharmonic Society, the finest

thing of the kind that I have seen in Italy. The enormous
reception-room was magnificently decorated, and filled with a

throng of pretty women, who were covered with diamonds and
very handsomely dressed. No masks were worn. The men were
dressed in beautiful embroidered coats, but had covered them with
the customary cloak of white taffeta. The music was excellent,

but the dances were cold and monotonous. Five or six minuets
were danced at a time, and this lasted for the space of three-

quarters of an hour. Then came some quadrilles of a very slow

kind. When you enter the ball-room, if you seem disposed to

dance, those who are doing the honours of the occasion will present

you to a partner, by whose side you must remain for the rest of

the evening. This happened to my son, who was glued to a lady
of indifferent looks, Lauretta Mocenigo, who could speak no French
and was far from amusing.

The young ladies of Venice do not go into society, but those

who are betrothed are allowed to sit in a gallery above the

orchestra, and to watch the festivities through a grating. I came
away by daylight, leaving numbers of people still at the ball.

21st May.—Fine weather ; cloudy ; heat, thunder.—I dined for

the first time in my hotel, and was perfectly satisfied in every
respect. Judging from the prices of the moment, when every-
thing is twice as expensive as at other times of year, living must
be very cheap in Venice. A bachelor can have a gondola, a
lodging at 2 louis a month, and excellent food, without spending
more than 6 livres a day. On 10 louis a month, therefore, he
could do anything he chose. Moreover, Venice is, of all Europe,
the place where a man can be most free, and can most easily live

in the way that suits him. Whether he spend 100 louis a year
or 100,000 crowns, it will make no difference in the attention he
receives. The greatest noble has no greater social advantages
than the ordinary man. For this reason it often happens that
adventurers worm their way into society with perfect ease. For
instance, I met the other day, acting as cavalier to a lady of the
Venetian nobility, a certain rascal whom I remember in Paris,
where he posed as a Swiss noble, and deceived a girl who used to
live in the Marquis de Genlis's house at Popincourt. The girl,

who had taken the name of du Vernct, was fat, but fairly pretty,
and this man contrived to polish her and dress her up. She had
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made a respectable fortune, and as she wished to be Mme. la

comtesse she married the adventurer, who called himself the
Comte de Monmoni. Shortly afterwards he went off with all her
money and jewels, and is playing the seigneur with them at this

moment in Venice. I have told no one of my discovery, and
shall leave him to enjoy his imposture in peace, till he is exposed
by some one less discreet than I.—After dinner I paid some visits

in diplomatic circles, and then returned to take up my post in the
Piazza di San Marco, where I usually remain till three o'clock in

the morning, acting the gallant and altogether playing a rdle that
is beginning to be more suitable to my son than to myself.

22nd May.—Fine warm weather.—The theatres are closed for

two days—^the feast-days before Whitsuntide. Masks are left at

home, and the season is considered an opportunity for receptions

and private theatricals. The ladies wear their finest clothes.

We have a large choice of amusements, without neglecting the

Piazza di San Marco, which is all the gayer for the beautiful

toilettes of the Venetian ladies. There was a large, serious

gathering at the Palazzo Mocenigo—a great deal of ceremony
and very little gaiety. After putting in an appearance there for

a moment we proceeded to the Society of the Rinovati, where
there were some theatricals, and some very pretty women, both
noble and bourgeoise. After a rather dull play there was a per-

formance of a musical piece, The Rape of Proserpine. The
principal role was taken by Signora Correra, a charming Venetian
lady, a niece of the Countess of Rosemberg. She sang with great

charm and feeling, and is one of the most attractive women I have
seen in Venice. She has a very pretty face, a graceful figure, a
wonderful gift of song, and a very prettj"^ wit ; and to all these

qualities she adds one that is especially valuable to her admirers

—

she appears to be hot-headed and warm-hearted. She is twenty
years old, and lives quite openly with one of the young Contarini,

who seems to be less experienced than herself, and desperately in

love with her. He never loses sight of her for an instant, and
seems persuaded that if he were to leave his lively and devoted

Correra even for a few minutes, he would risk finding his post

occupied by another. It was for this reason that he kept her

away from the town at the time of the Fair. I confess that of all

the women in Venice she pleases me the most. After the sketch

I have just given of her, and the opinion I have expressed, the

readers of this Journal may think me rather a worthless person.

I will not contradict them. What an example, my dear son, your

father gives you ! But I appeal to all who knew my father, and

my father's father. Were they not good, honourable men ? I
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have the deepest respect for their memory. Yet all that could be

said of me might also be said of them. All things considered then,

my dear son, till it pleases God to make us better, let us be faithful

to the King, to Honour, and the Fair !

When we left the Society of the Rinovati there was still time for

us to hear the end of a very fine concert given by the Society of

the Orphei. There was a large and agreeable audience. The
whole party ended by taking a turn round the Piazza di San
Marco ; and we retired at daybreak.

23rd May.—Fine weather : very hot all day.—To-day being
Whitsunday, there were no masks. From twelve o'clock till

two every one was in the Piazza. The ladies, who were not in

full dress, returned home to dine and have their sleep ; and after-

wards—having been out in their gondolas before it grew dark, as

I shall presently describe—made a magnificent toilette and re-

paired once more to the Piazza.

We went to the church of the Mendicanti at six o'clock, to hear

some very good music. This is one of the four houses, called

conservatorie, where girls are educated by charity, the chief object

of their education being music. At each of these houses excellent

oratorios are performed every Sunday at about six o'clock. The
young performers were in a gaUery, behind a grating. If one
knows a music-master one can obtain permission to visit the

conservatorie, where there are some very pretty girls, who are

generally quite ready for a flirtation. They are very good-
natured, and willing to sing for you, if you wish it. But if you
seem to take a special interest in one of them the rest will tactfully

retire, and leave you to talk freely to the girl you like best. People
tell me it is often quite possible to come to terms with one of these

girls. They are allowed to go out in couples, and walk about the
town, but they must return in the evening. They can easily join

pleasure-parties among the islands near Venice. But the affair

must be conducted with a certain amount of mystery, and if a
man were to run off with one of these pupils—who belong to the
State that educates them—he would probably be punished, if he
were arrested, with the greatest severity.

The general meeting-place of all the gondolas, on Sunday
evenings at this season, is the Guidecca Canal. The gondolas
follow one another in a row, like the carriages on a promenade.
This is called the fresco. The gondoliers sometimes race with one
another, and their skill is really surprising. The canal is filled

with gondolas, some following the rest quite calmly, while others
dash through the water at an amazing pace. In them the indolent
Venetians lie at full length, innocently enjoying the fresh air.
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Others, of a more lively temperament, prefer to have their gondolas
closed, that none may know who are the happy couples hidden
within. There are little gondolas, too, with only room for one
person. These are extremely light, and the young dandies to
whom they belong amuse themselves by darting about with the
speed of a swallow. The gondolas never collide with anything,
and no accident has ever been known to happen.
On returning from this amusing scene we went to see the arrival,

in the Piazza di San Marco, of the fair Venetians in all their finery.

There was a surprising crowd of them. At eleven o'clock the
whole brilliant throng repaired to the concert of the Philharmonic
Society, where the performance was mediocre, and received little

attention from the audience. There was a profusion of refresh-

ments of all kinds. The magnificence of this occasion equalled
that of the ball, with the additional advantage that there was no
constraint. One could talk and walk about all the time, while the
music was going on. Afterwards we rejoined the crowd in the
Piazza, and only left it at break of day.

24iA to 31si May.—The weather was splendid and the heat
intense until the 30th, when there was a storm of rain, which
made the air fresher on the following day.—During this last week
I have been leading exactly the same life as before : that is to say,

frequenting the Piazza di San Marco every night till daybreak

—

where, I may add, the Due de Laval and the Comte de La Belinaye

have been my companions. Their boys, like my own, went
prudently to bed three hours earlier.

The whole Polignac family has arrived in Venice. They are

settling down here, to make final arrangements for Armand's
marriage; and they all alighted at my hotel. Mine host, who
begged me to vacate my rooms in favour of M. de Vaudreuil,

found me a nice lodging next door, in the house of a very pretty

woman. Her husband makes no objections to the attention paid

her by the Doge's physician; and as the hours of his visits are

regular I can make the most of my opportunities at other times.

We have been to dine with the Emperor's minister, and with
the Spanish ambassador; and to a very good ball at the Casino

of San Cassiano, This ball was not so magnificent as that of the

Philharmonic Society, but the room in which it took place is

very fine, and charmingly situated on the Piazza di San Marco.

Many fair ladies were present, and we were introduced by one of

the fa,irest, Signora Giustiniani. We stayed until the usual hour,

that is to say, till three in the morning. I forgot to say that this

club, the Casino of San Cassiano, is entirely composed of ladies,

who do the honours and invite the men. There is another club
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of the same kind, also on the Piazza di San Marco, called the Casino

San Samuele and composed of fifty ladies of the nobility. When
once a foreigner has been introduced into one of these clubs or

casinos he is allowed to return when he will : the ladies are kindness

and goodness personified, and the society one finds there is all

that could be desired. The usual occupation is a game of commerce,

or conversation; but sometimes there is dancing. One makes
pleasant acquaintances, and one has the opportunity of cultivating

them. Independently of these public clubs, every wealthy lady

who has been married for any length of time has a casino of her

own, where she receives her intimate friends. Here she sees

any one she chooses ; her husband can make no objection; she is

entirely free within those walls. It is but rarely that a second

lady is to be seen there. All these casinos are on the Piazza di

San Marco or near it; and the foreign ministers also rent places

of the kind in the same quarter. Here, too, every noble has a

little retreat of his own, where he can rest and change his clothes

after the Council. Generally speaking the palazzo is less lived in

than the casino. Signora Fron, who, as I have said, has a very

fine palazzo, is hardly ever in it, but almost always lives in a

casino of some size in its neighbourhood. She gave us a splendid

party, on the occasion of the Margrave of Bayreuth's visit to

her.

During the winter there are several theatres open : grand opera,

comic opera, comedy, farce, etc. All the nobles are owners of

boxes, in which they trade ; that is to say, if one wishes to rent a

box in one of these theatres, for the evening, one can find the

owner's servant on the Piazza with the key of the box, which
he will hand over at a varying charge, according to the merit of the

performance. But independently of this key, it is always neces-

sary to buy a ticket of admission, as in all parts of Italy. Masks
are obligatory during the theatre season ; and a noble, or his wife,

who should attempt to enter a playhouse without a mask, would
be refused admittance.

During the Fair of the Ascension two large theatres are open :

the San Samuele and the San Benedetto Theatres, at both of

which grand opera is given. We only went when we were able

to escort ladies, for the performance was poor and the dancing
indifferent. At San Samuele the subject of the grand ballet was
the Fairy Urgela, but it was badly done. During the Fair there

was a troop of acrobats in the Piazza di San Marco, who performed
on horseback : an entertainment that was all the more piquant
and attracted the more people because, in the whole of Venice,

one never sees a horse.

There are great numbers of filles publiques in Venice, owing to
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the sailors who abound there ; and the women who frequent the
little cajes are often very well dressed. If you take a girl into
one of these cafes and sit with her in a private room, you can leave
the door open without any fear of your conversation being inter-

rupted; for in Venice there is a great respect for the <gte-a-i^te. . . .

The police department in Venice is extremely efHcient. The
government, by employing a quantity of spies, is informed of
everything that it is concerned to know. Every foreigner, on
his arrival in Venice, is closely examined, and all his movements
are followed without his knowledge. The slightest complaint
against the government is instantly reported and punished by
expulsion if by nothing worse. The foreign ministers and their

whole suites are vigilantly watched, not only in the matter of

their general movements, but to prevent any communication
between them and the nobles, which is forbidden, as I said before.

A peaceable foreigner, on the other hand, who meddles in nothing
and does not concern himself with the government, is extremely
free : he can do what seems good to him, and live as he pleases,

without being interfered with in any way. In Venice there are

apertures in different places into which papers may be dropped,
containing denimciations, or warnings, or complaints. The
government makes inquiries, and profits by the information.

Every one in Venice enjoys the greatest liberty, with the exception

of the noble, who in virtue of his nobility is subject to an infinity

of laws, as I have already said.

The Venetian bourgeois has a share in the government, or

rather in the administration. From this class various official

and secretarial posts are filled, and residents are chosen for

certain foreign Courts. Embassies are reserved for the nobility,

and there is a regular rule observed in this matter. An ambassador
begins by being accredited to the Court of Spain, where he stays

for a limited time : he then goes to France ; then to Vienna ; and
finally to Constantinople, where he can retrieve his fortunes after

the heavy expenses of his previous posts, for the State does not
pay in proportion to the outlay that is necessary. If he misbe-

haves in any way while on one of these missions he is punished by
being dispatched to some little place in a distant province, such as

Dalmatia, where he is practically in exile. This was the fate of

the Chevalier Zeno after his mission to France, where the life he

led in Paris was really scandalous.

The Venetian nobles, as a rule, are very proud of their long

descent. And indeed, the antiquity of this nobihty is more
definitely authenticated than that of any other in Europe, through

its enrolment in the Book of Gold. In Venice there are a dozen

families, with many branches, whose origin dates from the
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beginning of the Republic, and who can therefore boast of eight

hundred years of perfectly authentic nobility. Such are the

families of Tiepolo, Giustiniani, Contarini, Fron, and Cornaro.

The ladies of the nobility, like their husbands, are subject to all

the police laws, and are liable, if they infringe them, to be repri-

manded by the inquisitors, and sometimes to be punished by
exile.

The Catholic Religion is the only faith practised in Venice, but
its ministers confine themselves to their own duties. They con-

cern themselves only with the obligations of religion, and keep
entirely aloof from affairs of State, in which they are allowed no
share. Moreover, it seems to me that the priests in Venice lead

very decorous lives. One does not meet them in society as one
does in other places. . . .

In spealdng of religion I forgot to say that the law of divorce

obtains in Venice. I have seen several women who have been
divorced and re-married; and among them one who has chosen

her first husband as her cavaliere, and is much happier in his com-
pany than when they were married. They are never parted, and
are now advanced in years.

The nobles and their wives spend part of their evenings in the

cafes. During the time of the Fair their masks make it possible

for them to sit in the principal room, but when masks are not

being worn their dignity obliges them to remain outside, or else

in little rooms attached to the cafe. There they eat ices, and drink

sherbet, and great quantities of coffee. The ladies never let a

day pass without visiting the cafe, before going to the theatre

or to their public or private casino.

I seldom dine out, having very good cheer at my oWn hotel;

while, in the afternoon, the attractions of my charming and pretty

landlady keep me at home. His Serenity's physician only comes
in the morning : the husband is out all the evening : my son,

like a well-brought-up and tactful youth, takes a stroll in the town
—and so everything is as satisfactory as it can be.

This evening the fresco, or airing, took place on the Grand
Canal, near the house of our ambassador. The string of gondolas

was endless. After paying a few visits it is the custom to proceed

to the Cafe San Mois^ for fresh air and ices. This is a very popular
meeting-place. Fair Venetians and foreigners congregate there.

Thence they go to the theatre ; then stroll to the cafi ; and finally

retire when day begins to dawn. One must be born to it to

endure such a life.

Uh June.—Continued fine weather. Heat.—A very pleasant
little concert, given by Mme. de Bombelles. In the evening we
went to the accustomed cafe ; then to the Teatro San Benedetto

;
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then to bed, after the usual manner, by dayhght. For some days
my son has not been so anxious to go to bed early as he was when
we first came to Venice. The arrival of two charming German
ladies has made a great change. He has fallen suddenly in love
with the beautiful Countess Kinsky, but his love is of the kind that
is usual at his age—respectful and timid.

5th June.—Cloudy weather, and in the evening a high wind.

—

M. and Mme. de La Guiche and M. de La Grandville arrived to-day
at Venice, having come from Milan, where they stayed for some
time. They have also seen Parma, Placentia, etc. I am delighted
to meet them all again, but shall be obliged to part from them
immediately.

5th to 9th June.—Variable weather for the first two days ; then fine

weather, and heat.—I prolonged my sojourn in Venice on account
of the arrival of M. and Mme. de La Guiche; and I settled to

leave on the 10th. We have been exploring Venice and its

neighbourhood, sometimes with the delightful German ladies,

sometimes with our compatriots; and spending every evening
in much the same way, at the casino, the cafe, and the theatre,

which closes by an irrevocable law at 7 o'clock. Masks are

removed at the same hour. At this moment the whole of Venetian
society is preparing to go to Padua for the Fair. There are no
sittings of the Council for a fortnight or three weeks, and the nobles

are taking the opportunity of a holiday on the banks of the Brenta
or in the neighbourhood of Padua, where they will enjoy the

pleasures of the country, and forsake their canals and gondolas in

favour of carriages.

AU the Polignacs are leaving Venice for their new abode, which
is to be used only in the summer, since they intend to return to

the town for the winter. This family, or rather this party, consists

at the moment of the Vicomte de Polignac, the Duke's father,

with some young children that he had by his second—and ridi-

culous—marriage a few years ago; the Due and Duchesse de
Polignac; the Due and Duchesse de La Guiche; the Comte
Armand and his future wife; the Duchesse de Niwenheim; the

Comte de Vaudreuil; the Comtesse Diane de Polignac; the

Comtesse de Vaudreuil and her husband ; M. de Riviere, and M. de
Fissart de Rouvre, two officers in the Guards.

Finally, on the evening of the 9th, we made our adieux to all

the fair ladies of Venice. My son bade farewell to the German
ladies, with a full heart at parting from the beautiful Countess

Kinsky. And I regretted leaving my pretty little landlady,

whom I shall probably never see again in my life. I arranged

with a gondolier to take us to Padua in a covered gondola, at a cost

of 18 livres. . . .



CHAPTER VII

THE RETURN TO TURIN ^

July 1790.

—

\st-Qth July.—Great heat : clouds : threatening

of storm. Thunder, but no rain.—After eight months of travel-

ling in Italy here I am again in Turin, and this time with my
wife, who arrived here on the 7th March. It is delightful to see

my former travelling-companions again, and our princes too.

I shall resume my old habit of dining with the princes, and shall

leave my wife and son together in their own little establishment.

The very day I arrived I could see that our affairs had in no way
improved. Our princes flatter themselves that happier times

are at hand, but I fear their hopes deceive them. I suspect that

the news they receive from home is greatly exaggerated, and
that events are never as propitious as they are made to believe,

nor as they desire. Their Court is not much larger than when
I left, and I observe with sorrow that no one of special mark
has joined them. I find them all suitably established in Turin.

M. le comte and Mme. la comtesse d'Artois, with the young
princes, are settled in a very fine house that the King of Sardinia

has rented for them. It is in a good quarter of the town, and has

a pretty garden, where we all gather after dinner. At the bottom
of this garden is a door communicating with the house that

M. le prince de Conde has taken for himself and his whole family,

so that our princes seem to be all living together. The greatest

harmony appears to reign among them, and M. le comte d'Artois

treats M. le prince de Conde with the most marked deference.

I do not know that the King of Sardinia is giving pecuniary aid

to M. le comte d'Artois, but I suspect it ; and several of the royal

carriages are daily placed at his service. The Court is at Mon-
calieri, and all the princes dine there regularly twice or three

times a week. The princes have established a sort of committee
for obtaining information on French affairs, disseminating news,

reporting any intelligence they may receive from home, and dis-

cussing their negotiations with the sovereigns they are trying

' M. d'Espinehal and his son left Venice on June 10th, and arrived at Tvirin

on July 1st, having visited Vicenza, Verona, Mantua, Cremona, Lodi, and
Milan.
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to interest in their cause. This committee is at present composed
of M. le comte d'Artois, M. le prince de Conde, M. le due dc
Bourbon, MM. le marquis de Serent, le marquis d'Autichamp,
le marquis de Vintimille ; with the Abbe Marie and the Marquis
de La Rousidre acting as secretaries and reporters. The persons
employed by the princes at the foreign Courts are the Baron
de Castelnau, the Vidame de Vasse, the Chevalier de Roll, and
the Comte de Montesson.
A few weeks ago four nobles from the province of Auvergne,

of whom two were the Comte de Fargues and the Comte de Bosre-
don, arrived here, to assure the princes of the loyalty of our
whole nobility and promise them that a word from them would
summon every noble in the Auvergne to their side at any meeting-
place they chose to appoint. I admit that this action on the
part of my neighbours in Auvergne gratifies me exceedingly.

One is glad to belong to a province of which the nobles show such
pronounced opinions in the present circumstances.

The circle of French ladies at Turin is not greatly enlarged.

There are Mme. la marquise de Vasse and Mme. de Montesson,
the widow of the man who was massacred at Le Mans last year

;

Mme. la comtesse de Pons de La Grange and Mme. de La Rousiere,

her sister-in-law, with their mothers ; Mme. la marquise de Balin-

court, the Marquis de Polignac's daughter; Mme. de Coetlogon,

lady-in-waiting to Mme. la comtesse d'Artois, etc. M. de Sonville,

Maitre des Requetes, and his charming wife, are staying again
in Turin for a time in their way from Nice to Chambery. I used
to see a good deal of Mme. de Sonville in Paris, and it gives me
the greatest pleasure to meet her again ; for this attractive woman
has not only an extremely pretty face, but also all the qualities

that conduce to social charm—gaiety, sweetness, good-nature,

and intelligence—combined with absolute rectitude and pro-

priety of conduct. Her reputation is already established in

Italy, where she travelled two or three years ago. In every
town I visited I heard her spoken of with interest and admiration.

After travelling for eight months I am not sorry to lead rather

a sedentary life, and have a little rest. Yet the wandering
existence that appears to be so fatiguing is really not unhealthy,

nor even disagreeable. Complete liberty of action, the absence

of all duties except pleasant ones and of all the ties of Court life,

and the comparative rarity of distressing news from our unhappy
country—all these things have their advantages. None the less

I am very far from being callous on the subject of public events

in France, in which one is kept well posted here, by the papers

and a large correspondence. On my arrival here I learnt many
details that I had missed during my travels. . . . The news from
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1 France is grievous. At Nimes, on the 16th June, the Protestants

I from the mountains joined those of the town and naassacred the
* Catholics. Horrible deeds were perpetrated. The 19th June

j
will be famous in the annals of the Revolution; for on that day

I a decree was passed to suppress the nobility, and all titles and
j orders of knighthood, such as the Orders of the Holy Ghost and

]
of St. Lazare. It is surely impossible that such men as Monte-

( squiou and Liancourt, to whom the cordon bleu was granted at

I

their urgent request, can ever wear it again, after having so

basely handed it over to the Assembly. The Order of St, Louis
! is to be preserved, as a reward for military services. Rochambeau
I and d'Affry, on relinquishing the cordon bleu, hastened to resume

I

the cordon rouge.

Life in Turin at this moment is extremely monotonous. The
Carignano Theatre is open, but nothing is being given but comedies
which attract but a small audience. The ladies drive in the

evening to the Valentino and the Citadel; but the heat is exces-

sive, and the air even more stifling after sundown than during
the day. All the French in the place come punctiliously, between
dinner and half-past six, to pay their court to the princes. Mme.
la comtesse d'Artois remains in the garden, which, at this time
of year, is the scene of all receptions. The princes, even M. le

comte d'Artois, entertain all the French at dinner in turn, without
any distinction of rank.

On Fridays the Casino is open as usual. I found a considerable

number of ladies there : there has not as yet been any general

flight into the country. I thought that such of our fellow-

countrymen as have spent the winter in Turin seemed more at

home than when I went away, but I did not see one who had any
air of real intimacy with the rest of the party. The Piedmontese,
who are naturally rather stiff, have hardly made any advances
to the French ; while the latter, for their part, have been at no
great pains to improve the acquaintance. The mocking air of

some of our young exquisites has given umbrage to the ladies,

who have been requested by the men, moreover, to hold aloof

from us. The Court, and especially the Prince and Princess of

Piedmont, have expressed a desire that there should not be much
intercourse with the French.

7th to 20th July.—The heat has been excessive nearly all this

time. On the 7th June there was some wind and a little rain,

but it failed to fre^en the air.—After dining with M. de Gherar-
dini, the Emperor's minister, I felt a slight sensation of gout

;

and on the following day, the 8th, the attack became violent,

and sent me to bed for several days. I am in the Hotel d'Angle-
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terre, for I have not yet taken a lodging in the town, and my
wife's suite of rooms is too small to hold three of us, and our
servants. Gout is a malady that I inherit from my father,

although it is said to skip a generation as a rule. After all, I

can bear it more patiently when I reflect that I well deserve it

:

I have suffered from it for some years now, without increasing
in wisdom.
We have received news of a violent insurrection at Marseilles.

M. le marquis de Miran, who has been in command in Provence
since M. de Caraman's recall a year ago, has shown more energy
than his predecessor in his dealings with that province ; but finding

it impossible to restrain the revolutionaries, and having remained
as long as he could, he determined to leave France. He has
come with his wife to Turin. The princes received him with
all the consideration due to his conduct, and have admitted him
to their counsels. He and Mme. de Miran are settling here. She
is a woman of a certain age, but was once very pretty : a daughter
of Mme. de Selle, and consequently a niece of the Comtesse de
L'Hopital. She is therefore a woman of breeding; she likes

to be hospitable, and is an excellent hostess. It was in this

capacity that I knew her in Paris, and also in Provence when I

was at Marseilles in 1781. Among the Frenchmen who have
joined the princes is the Chevalier de Guer, a Breton noble.

He is renowned in his own province for the influence he had in

the States, and during Cardinal de Lomenie's Ministry he possessed

the Honours of the Bastille. The Marquis de La Ferroniere,

who had the same privilege, is also at Turin.—After some days
of enforced retirement in my own room I resumed my ordinary

habits : dining, and spending the greater part of the day, with

the Prince de Conde. M. le comte d'Artois also asked me and
my wife to dinner. . . .

Since my return to Turin I have observed that the opinions

of certain persons have undergone a change. Our ambassador,

the Baron de Choiseul, in spite of the frequent and excellent

dinners that he gives us, does not satisfy us in the matter of

religion, and almost seems to subscribe to the principles of the

National Assembly. It is true that he has a difficult r61e to play.

He would infallibly lose his place if he were to stand openly by
the princes. He has lived in Turin for twenty years; he has

arranged his affairs very comfortably in the place, and has in-

creased his fortune. He would not be sorry to remain there.

Another person whose conduct here seems to me most extra-

ordinary is the Prince d'Henin, captain of M. le comte d'Artois's

guards. When the States General were convened he was at

Versailles, and his royalist opinions were extremely pronounced
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—indeed, they were so violent and so openly manifested that it

became necessary to exhort him to moderation. Since his

arrival at Turin his tone has completely changed : he has become

an apostle of the Revolution, approves of all the measures of the

Assembly, and openly blames the conduct of the princes. No
one knows the reason for this change of front. Does M. d'Henin

feel obliged to profess democratic opinions because his uncle the

Prince de Beauveau—Necker's intimate friend and partisan,

the titled academician, the whilom protector of the Philosophers

—has been summoned to the King's council-table ? Or is M.
d'Henin thinking regretfully of his shameless, dissolute life in

Paris, and longing to return to it ? Be that as it may, M. le

comte d'Artois, who has had him in his service since his marriage,

and has often found him disgracefully accommodating, is weak
enough to keep him in his household. No one, however, will have
anything to do with M. d'Henin, and he is often insulted to his

face.

I see a great deal of the young princes. M. le due d'Angouleme
has grawn, but M. le due de Berri, I fear, will be very small.

These two princes are wonderfully well brought up. The elder is

good-hearted and agreeable, but the younger is the more lively

and decided, and has singularly pronounced opinions on our

situation. There have been no changes among their instructors.

M. de Serent is seconded by the Abbe Marie, who is an excellent

teacher. The Marquis de Montaignac instructs them in horse-

manship, and the Chevalier de La Sarre teaches them mathe-
matics, engineering, and fortifications. M. le prince de Conti

remained in Brussels when we left that town, early in August
1789. M. le prince de Conde besought him in vain to join his

party : all entreaties were thrown away. The pusillanimous

prince retired soon afterwards to Frankfort, where he spent the

winter in the obscurity of the Maison Rouge. His panic fears

were succeeded by terror lest he should die of hunger in a strange

land, and above all by the 'dread of being deprived of all his

Parisian pleasures. It was in the hope of resuming these—his

mistresses, his opera-box, and the hunting provided by his pro-

perty at L'Isle-Adam—^that he secured permission to return to

France. He arrived in Paris on the 3rd April of this year. His
first visit was to the head of his District ; he next paid his respects

to Bailly, the Mayor, and General La Fayette ; and having accom-
plished these duties he presented himself to the King. He was
everywhere received with contempt; for his conduct and futility

have made him despised even by the democrats. No one makes
any secret of this feeling, and he lives in Paris in shameful peace,

not daring to show his face nor to resume his hunting.
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August 1790.

—

Ist-Slst.—The heat has been excessive all

through the month. Although there are storms at times the
air is no fresher afterwards, save for the one day. The heat
promptly returns, and is especially overwhelming in the evening
and during the night. In the mornings it is fairly fresh; and
therefore by six o'clock there are numbers of fair ladies to be met
walking on the paths of the Citadel. At eight o'clock the in-

creasing heat sends every one indoors. By mid-day it is unbear-
able. In the afternoon the air is so stifling that one positively
melts without even stirring from one's seat. Between seven and
eight the ladies drive in the promenade, which is now becoming
a less brilliant scene ; for nearly every one is retiring to the country
or to the little houses they call casinos, near the town or on the
hill.

M. le comte d'Artois is extremely unwell with a heavy cold
brought on by the heat. He has completely lost his voice. For
some time before this he was growing rather fat, and he seems
so much changed that there is some feeling of anxiety among us,

especially when we remember having seen the late M. le Dauphin
in the same condition. We may well be excused for being easily

made anxious about a prince whose life is so precious to all honest
Frenchmen, and who, on many grounds, deserves their devotion
and their love. It is impossible to praise M. le comte d'Artois

too highly. His behaviour here is perfect in every respect, and
it is hard to persuade oneself that he is the same person who,
at Versailles, was first so dissipated and then so idle. Now, he
gives every attention to public affairs, and spends a portion of

every day in work. He receives all the French who come to

this place, with the greatest condescension and keenest interest.

He fails in none of his duties to his revered father-in-law, and is

even outwardly contented and gay in the midst of this melan-
choly royal family. He treats his good, tender-hearted wife

with every consideration. He watches over the education of

his charming children, and is, apparently, the most affectionate

father to them. In short, M. le comte d'Artois has not given

the smallest cause for complaint, during the ten months he has

spent at Turin. He has even abstained, for that length of time,

from seeing the woman who has his heart in her keeping. She
has paid but one brief visit here.

Our fellow-countrymen arrive here daily, either from Paris

or from various parts of the kingdom. The most notable are

these. First, M. Ferrand, a counsellor in the Parlement of Paris,

who was, like myself, one of the twelve commissioners appointed

to draw up the list of grievances in the Hotel de Ville in Paris,

when the electors were assembled in the Archbishop's Palace, in

I 2
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1789—a man of pure and pronounced principles, and of great

energy. Secondly, M. Suppeau de Perigny, whose father, deputy

of San Domingo, is one of the most violent democrats of the Left,

and at the same time one of the most tiresome chatterboxes I

know. An elder brother of the man here is also notorious for

his principles, and is at this moment one of the missionaries

engaged in the conversion of Switzerland to democratic ideas.

Another brother, in the Navy—who was a Knight of St. Louis

before he was twenty, because he had lost an arm and had been

one of the King's pages—subscribes to the same errors. It

would seem that M. de Perigny has joined the princes to prove

that he does not share the sentiments of the rest of the family.

Then there is M. Berthier, second son of the unfortunate Intendant

of Paris, a young man of very pleasant appearance, who is interest-

ing on account of his father's misfortunes, and would be still

more so if he did not insist on being called M. le vicomte here.

There are several nobles from Provence and Le Comtat : the

Commandeur de Montauroux, the Comtes de Mons, de Raousset,

de Grimaldi-Rogus, de Caumont de Seystres, the Marquis de

Villeneuve-Tourette, and others. The Comte d'Oraison and his

son have come to show the princes how deeply horrified they

are by the conduct of their brother and uncle, the Chevalier

d'Oraison, one of the greatest scoundrels of the Revolution and
an agent of M. le due d'Orleans. He incited the provinces to

insurrection, and tried to corrupt the soldiers of the garrisons.

He was taken in the act, at Nancy, by the officers of the King's

Regiment. It is told as a fact, too, that the Chevalier d'Oraison

was one of the instigators of the riot at Reveillon, on the 25th

April, 1789. He was recognised there. No one would believe

that this disloyal subject, now one of the paid partisans of the

Due d'Orleans, was a pensioner of M. le comte d'Artois ! The
Marquis de La Fare is also here, a procureur from Provence and
a strong royalist, who ran great risks during the insurrections

at Aix in 1789. He is a brother of the Abbe de Bonneval, Canon
of Notre-Dame, a deputy of the Parisian clergy, and a member of

the Right. The Marquis de Sassenay, deputy for ChMons-sur-
Saone and a member of the same party, has retired from the

Assembly, and has come to pay a visit to M. le prince de Conde
and M. le comte d'Artois. Others are M. le comte de Grammont-
Caderousse and his son the Commandeur de Marcellanges ; the

Marquis de Clarac and the Vicomte de Vaux, both brigadier-

generals ; the Comte Charles de Polignac and his cousin the Marquis
d'Escars; M. de Bussy, who comes from Beaujolais;- M. d'Attily,

lieutenant-colonel of the Royal-Comtois Regiment, on his way
from Italy to France ; the children of the loyal Marquis de Vau-
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dreuil, lieutenant-general of the marine forces and deputy for

Castelnaudary, a very strong member of the Right ; all the children

of the Due de La Tremoille; and an endless number of others

whom I cannot remember.
In the course of this month the Baron de Viomenil came to

spend a week with the princes. We do not doubt that he was
charged with some important mission from the King and Queen.
The Baron de Viomenil is one of the good and loyal gentlemen
on whose fidelity a sovereign can always depend.
M. de Conzie, Bishop of Arras, also came to Turin, and devoted

himself entirely to M. le comte d'Artois, who admitted him to his

council. And at the same time Mme. de Vintimille, wife of

Mme. la comtesse d'Artois's gentleman-in-waiting, passed through
Turin with her two daughters, the Comtesse de Verac and Princess

Vintimiglia. The latter is as lovely as an angel. A few months
ago she married a man of the same name as herself, who has
settled in Sicily, where he has a large property. The marriage
took place in Savoy, and it was rather curious to see there, all

together, the Archbishop of Paris, the Keeper of the Seals, the

ex-Mayor of Paris, M. Lepelletier de Morfontaine, and the ex-

Lieutenant of Police, M. Lenoir. Another person we have had
here for a short tirne was one of those good courtiers of Versailles

whose devotion is unwavering, the Sieur Prioreau, who was Chief

Constable of Paris, and also held a small post in M. le comte
d'Artois's household. From this gentleman we heard a number
of details illustrating the ingratitude of the inhabitants of Ver-

sailles, of whom the majority owed their entire subsistence to

the Court. The King was betrayed and deserted by those who
were nearest to him. It would, however, be too distressing to

believe that all the servants of the royal family think alike.

Many of them give daily proofs of their fidelity, of which I will

record instances as opportunity offers.

I cannot forbear mentioning what M. Prioreau told us of Mme.
la Comtesse Du Barry. This lady, in her retreat at Louve-
eiennes, has made no secret, from the beginning of the Revolution,

of her royalist sentiments ; and it is known for a fact that she has

sold out some valuable shares and realised thereby a sum of

500,000 francs, which she has set aside for the use of the King
and Queen whenever they may require it. This incident should

lead to a deeper knowledge and a less severe judgment of a woman
whom calumny has cruelly misused, ever since a marvellous

stroke of fortune raised her to a rank to which she had no pre-

tensions. If Louis XV dishonoured the last years of his reign

by such an undignified liaison, we must blame him, and him alone,

for his shameful weakness, I have long known Mme, Du Barry :
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I saw her frequently in my youth. I never swelled her court in

the days of her power, when she did many kindnesses that were

repaid with ingratitude. I never asked a favour of her, nor ever

visited her at Versailles; but by chance I met her again after

Louis XV's death. Since then I have often been to Louveciennes,

and I saw her for the last time only a few days before leaving

France. I went to dine with her; and found her even then

imbued with the sentiments that she has since proclaimed so

nobly. Compare her conduct with that of Mesdames de Coigny,

d'Harville, La Chatre, Sillery, and many another, and judge

which is best. A brief sketch of the life of this woman, whom
Louis XV's last passion made famous, may perhaps be welcomed
here, though quite irrelevant to my Journal.

The mother of Mademoiselle Lange was, I believe, M. du Mon-
ceau's cook, a woman called Ranson : who her father was is un-

known. In 1765 she was about eighteen years old, and of so

remarkable an appearance that she was already well known to

the connoisseurs of the capital. M. de Monville, who saw her

frequently then, has several times told me that at this period

she was so pretty and charming that painters often wanted her

for a model. In 1766 a certain Comte Du Barry, since known by
the name of the Roue, who even then was a confirmed knave,

though he somehow cajoled Marshal Richelieu into making his

son, afterwards the Vicomte Du Barry, a page-of-the-bedchamber

—this Comte Du Barry took Mile. Lange into his house, chiefly

with a view to attracting dupes by her beauty, and so enriching

himself. That same year he brought her to Fontainebleau, and
it was there that I made her acquaintance. She had already

dropped the name of Lange, and called herself Mme. Veaubernier.

I often saw her in Paris during the following winter, when she

was with the Comte Du Barry in the Rue de la Jussienne. I

shall never forget one day, when she appeared at the opera-ball

without a mask, dressed entirely in white. I have never in my
life seen anything more lovely than that heavenly creature. She
was Hebe : she was one of the Graces. Voltaire's portrait of

Agnes Sorel would have described her perfectly :

" Jamais Vamour ne forma rien de tel, etc., etc.,

Elle avait tout : elle aurait dans ses chatnes
Mis les hiros, les sages et les rois, etc."

During that same winter of 1767 Mme. Veaubernier had several

rather serious love-affairs; and among her lovers were Sainte-

Foy, then very prominent in the financial world, and the one-
armed Vicomte de Boisgelin. It may be remembered that during
the following summer, while the Rifles were in camp at Compidgne,
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every one went to see them there, and the expedition was a very
briUiant affair. Du Barry rented a house for the occasion, and
cut a great dash there. His mistress did the honours of a very
good dinner. The Duke of Gloucester, brother of the King of

England, came to Compitgne, and no one doubted that the
intriguing Du Barry arranged matters between him and Mme.
Veaubernier, who was already giving herself airs and playing
the lady. She had provided herself with a lady-companion, and
sometimes called herself Mme. Du Barry. It was in 1768 that
Du Barry conceived the idea of ensnaring Louis XV. He made
the suggestion to Lebel, the King's first valet-de-chambre, the
minister of his secret pleasures and the manager of the Pare aux
Cerfs. While the negotiations were in progress Du Barry brought
up from the country a younger brother of his, a sort of imbecile,

and made him marry Mme. Veaubernier, who had acquired an
extremely presentable appearance—which indeed she always
had, in my opinion, whatever any one may say. She was then
brought to the King's notice as the Comtesse Du Barry, wife of

the Comte Guillaume, the Roue's brother. She had learnt her

lesson so well, and so completely captivated the monarch, who
was now approaching his sixtieth year, that Lebel, not without

reason, took fright. He knew his master by heart, and wished
to save him from the scandal of a maitresse en titre : he always
took care, when he saw the King becoming too much attached to

one of his sultanas, to accuse her of serious misconduct and so

secure her removal, substituting for her some one at least equally

attractive. This time, however, he was not successful; he could

not play his usual game, for Du Barry found a way to be rid of

him. He died somewhat suddenly, and it was generally believed

that he was poisoned.

It was, then, in 1768, during the expedition to Compiegne,

that Mme. Du Barry first became Louis XV's mistress. Shortly

afterwards, to the great astonishment of the whole Court, she

was presented at Versailles. The whole of Europe was scandal-

ised. I do not wish to recall the base conduct of many of the

courtiers on this occasion. Several ladies of the Court smiled

upon the favourite, and consorted with her. Chancellor Maupeou
claimed her as his cousin. A strong party was formed against

the Due de Choiseul, with Mme. Du Barry as the weapon for his

overthrow. She was prompted by the Due d'Aiguillon as well

as the Comte Du Barry, who had brought two very adroit sisters

from Toulouse to be her companions. The Due de Choiseul

was exiled—to the vexation of the Dauphine, who owed to him
the marriage that would some day make her a Queen. It annoyed

her, too, to see the favourite sharing the homage of a Court
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that naturally ought to be devoted entirely to herself. She hated

Mme. Du Barry, and treated her with insulting contempt.

It must be admitted, however, that the Comtesse Du Barry,

who was in no way suited to conduct Court-intrigues, was used,

during the time of her ascendancy, as a mere tool wherewith to

influence the King. She was extremely obliging; she did many
a good turn for others, and never in her own person attempted

to injure any one. Many of the courtiers owed their fortunes to

her, and I could mention many who forgot that fact. At last,

in May 1774, the King's illness brought the brilliant reign of the

favourite to an end. She left Versailles hastily, before the death

of Louis XV, which occurred on the 10th. She was bidden to

go; and she obeyed, without remembering to carry with her the

King's many valuable gifts, which—^very unjustly—were never

sent after her. She retired to the Abbey of Pont-aux-Dames,
near Meaux, where she won the friendship of the nuns so com-
pletely that from that day forward she has visited them repeatedly

and is always welcomed with the same eagerness and pleasure.

After a time she secured permission to establish herself in the

luxurious lodge at Louveciennes that the late King had given her

for her life. She has lived there constantly ever since, and
possesses no other house, though she sometimes pays a visit to

Paris.

It was in her early days there that I renewed acquaintance
with Mme. Du Barry. I met her at the house of the Vicomtesse
Du Barry, an interesting woman whom I knew particularly well,

and to whom I was related. She was both good and beautiful.

She died of consumption several years ago, after marrying her
cousin the Comte de Tournon, as her second husband. I kept
up my acquaintance with the Comtesse Du Barry, whose conduct
has been exemplary since the King's death. She has, in the kind-

ness of her heart, kept nearly all the servants she had at Versailles,

and she is very good to their wives and children. Her charities

in the village of Louveciennes, and throughout the neighbourhood,
are endless. Her circle of friends is small; but during the last

few years the loyal Due de Brissac has been greatly interested

in her, and she has the warmest feeling of friendship for him.
After a few years had passed the Queen's dislike of Mme.

Du Barry was modified by that lady's good conduct, and her
Majesty desired to meet her. The opera-ball furnished an oppor-
tunity of satisfying this whim. The Due de Choiseul was present,
and these three, concealed by masks, conversed for several hours
in one of the large boxes. The Queen was so completely satisfied

by Mme. Du Barry's explanations and so much impressed by
her good conduct that, when they parted, her Majesty gave her
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permission to apply to her at any time that she could be of use.

This Mme. Du Barry has since successfully done. Having watched
the whole affair at the opera-ball, I went to spend the following
evening at Louveciennes, and Mme. Du Barry told me these
details.

Since that time several ladies of the Court, and even some who
belonged to the opposite faction when she was in favour—such
as Mme. d'Ossun, daughter of the Comtesse de Grammont, who
was exiled on that very account—have seen the Comtesse Du
Barry at Louveciennes, and have been pleased by her air of good
breeding, her manners, and her behaviour. She has been left,

I am glad to learn, unmolested in her retreat. The good that she

does in the neighbourhood, and her complete abstention from
politics, should keep her undisturbed. She is now about forty-

four years old, and has lately grown somewhat inclined to embon-
point, and rather blotchy in the face; but when I last saw her,

in 1789, she was still very alluring. She still preserves much of

the charm that comes from scrupulous cleanliness and the use

of cold baths, which she takes daily in all seasons and all weathers.

She has no great wit, but her conversation is interesting, and since

her retreat to Louveciennes her principal occupation, after the

toilet, has been reading. She is good-natured, generous, a pleasant

companion, an excellent friend, very charitable and extremely

kind. Both at home and abroad she behaves with the most
perfect decorum, thereby giving the lie to all the coarse slanders

that calumny delighted to disseminate about her, when she was
in favour.



CHAPTER VIII

STILL AT TURIN

After that long digression on Mme. Du Barry, I will return to

Turin and continue my Journal.

25th Aug., 1790.—St. Louis's Day. There was High Mass in

the Church of St. Philip here, to celebrate the fete of the Bourbons'

patron-saint and of our present King. The service was attended

by all the French in Turin, including seven direct descendants of

St. Louis : namely M. le comte d'Artois and his two sons, M. le

prince de Conde, his son, his daughter, and his grandson. They
all walked to the church, and there at the foot of the altar, for-

getting the true causes of all our misfortunes, they besought the

Supreme Being to preserve the lives of the King and his family.

Such is the character of the French aristocrat. The King is

the object of all his prayers. For the King he is always ready to

sacrifice his life, his fortune, and everything he holds most dear.

.All our young folk in the hotel gave a dinner on the occasion.

There were forty people present, and, as can be imagined, there

were plenty of healths drunk. A great deal of homage was paid

to our unhappy sovereign in this way, and still more to our
princes, who are so entirely devoted to his cause. Nor was the

good King of Sardinia forgotten. . . .

September 1790.—The weather has been much fresher this

month ; there have been some rainy days ; the heat was bearable.

—The dull, uninteresting plays at the Carignano Theatre have
been succeeded by comic opera. There are not many people left

in the town, but the few who remain are regular in their attendance
at the theatre. The play begins at seven, and ends at about half-

past ten.

6th Sept.—While Mme. la princesse Louise de Conde was in her
room after dinner she unfortunately slipped, and dislocated her
knee again. This is her third accident of the kind during the
last few years. Her courage is so great that one would think
nothing whatever had happened to her ; for in her fear of making

122
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her relations anxious she hides the acute pain she must be enduring.
Half an hour after she had been bandaged and carried to bed she
was receiving every one with all her usual gaiety ; and by six

o'clock she was filling her accustomed post as her father's very
intelligent secretary, deciphering his secret correspondence or
putting it into cipher. Having long been wont to spend a good
deal of my time at Chantilly, where for several years I was in the
habit of acting in theatricals with M. le prince de Conde and Mme
la princesse Louise, I have seen them at very close quarters, and
have had especial opportunities of studying the character of the
princess. I cannot deny myself the pleasure of sketching her
portrait—or, in other words, of singing her praises.

Louise Adelaide de Bourbon, daughter of M. le prince de Conde
and Mme. la princesse de Rohan-Soubise, was born on the 5th

Oct., 1757. When this princess first appeared at Versailles, at

the age of fourteen or fifteen, she attracted the eyes of the whole
Court. Her face was charming, her colour wonderful, and her

figure and whole bearing most imposing ; but this has since been
spoilt, for she has grown excessively fat. There was an idea,

at one time, of her marrying M. le comte d'Artois ; but the match,
which was forwarded by one intrigue, was hindered by another.

After that, there was some question of Prince Max des Deux-Ponts,
and also, I believe, of a prince of the electoral House of Saxony.
But her own feelings, her devotion to her family, from whom she

would prefer never to be parted, would in any case have led her

to choose the single life. She was appointed Abbess of Remire-
mont on the 22nd August, 1786. Mme. la princesse Louise de

Conde is worthy in every respect of the illustrious blood that runs

in her veins, and, like her honoured friend Mme. Elizabeth, com-
bines in herself every possible virtue. Although she is devoted
to the duties of her religion her piety is always unobtrusive and
never inconvenient to others ; she is as charitable as her circum-

stances permit; as daughter, sister, and kinswoman she is most
tenderly affectionate; she is an excellent friend, and while un-

exacting towards others is herself always above reproach; she

is extremely shy and reserved in public, but most agreeable and
gay at home, in a small circle of friends; and she combines a

great deal of intelligence and common sense with a solid education

and several accomplishments, for she is an excellent musician and

sings delightfully. As for her principles with regard to the

Revolution, they are sound and consistent : her opinions are

most decided and admit of no modification. Since coming to

Turin she has been her father's only secretary, which makes her

life rather sedentary. She frequently visits the Court, however,

partly for the sake of accompanying her relations, and partly
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to see the Princess of Piedmont, whose habits, tastes, mental

attitude, and opinions are entirely in conformity with her own.

8th Sept.—The Nativity of the Virgin. There was a great

procession in Turin to celebrate the deliverance of the town when
it was besieged by the French in 1706. It was on this occasion,

in fulfilment of a vow made to the Blessed Virgin in return for

her intercession, that the magnificent Church of the Superga was
built. One of the local nobles was once visiting this church with

the French ambassador—I do not know who he was—and asked
him what he thought of the image of the Virgin :

" It is a striking likeness," answered the ambassador.
" What is the meaning of that pleasantry ? " asked the

Piedmontese.
" Yes," went on the Frenchman, " that image and the Duchesse

de Bourgogne are as like as two peas !

"

That princess, Louis XV's mother, was, as every one knows,
a daughter of Victor Amadeus, Duke of Savoy and first King of

Sardinia, and it was largely owing to her influence that the siege

of Turin was raised.

This was the day that the Archduke Ferdinand, and his wife

the Archduchess, arrived here from Milan, and went for the night

to Moncalieri, where the Court now is. The next day they came
to the town to see our princes, anticipating their visit in the same
way as last year. The Prince of Piedmont, too, came to see Mme.
la princesse Louise, who was in bed on account of her accident.

12th Sept.—The Archduke and Archduchess are still here.

They both came to dine in a friendly way with the Marquise de
Gherardini, the wife of the Emperor's minister at this Court;
and my wife and I were also invited. They were both as agreeable

and courteous as any one could possibly be. I am going, once,

to pay my court to the royal family at Moncalieri, but it is more
or less a waste of time, for it is doubtful if any one notices one's

presence. Not having put in an appearance since my return,

however, I feel it is my duty. Once it is over, I shall return no
more. The Princess of Piedmont is greatly to be honoured for

her virtues, and the sister of our King deserves our respect and
homage : but she speaks to very few people.

23rd Sept.—To-day, being that same princess's birthday, there
was a great Court at Moncalieri, and even a ball. The etiquette

that prevails on this sort of occasion banishes the pleasure, so I

preferred to return to the Carignano Theatre, where the whole
house was illuminated. It was a very brilliant scene, though all

the ladies of the Court were absent at Moncalieri, their places in
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the boxes being filled by the fashionable bourgeoises, whose
appearance of luxury was really surprising. Many of them were
very pretty, and each had an officer in her train, to feed her
vanity. It is very rare to see men and women of the bourgeoisie
together.—The mornings and evenings are becoming cooler.

The weather is still glorious. The fashionable drive is no longer
the Valentino or the Citadel, but the road to Moncalieri. The
drive continues till nightfall, when every one goes to the theatre.

October 1790.

—

1st to 12th.—The weather has been very
uncertain, with fairly frequent rain. On the 8th there was a
storm, and some lightning.

12th Oct.—Our ambassador gave a large and magnificent

supper-party for the Princess of Carignano and her sister-in-law,

Princess Doria. Our three princes were present, but did not sit

down at the table, on account of a discussion that took place last

winter with the Princess of Carignano, on a point of etiquette. It

was a most brilliant gathering, and a very sumptuous meal.

There were about ninety French people present.

13th Oct.—A large reception was given by the Princess of

Carignano, with conversation after the fashion of Italy. All

the Piedmontese ladies were there, as well as our princes and all

the French in Turin. Endless ices and refreshments were handed
round. Some of the guests played commerce; but games of

chance are forbidden—even quinze. At eleven o'clock every one
departed, without supper.—It is during this month that the

Court has its finest hunts, the meet being always at Stupiniggi.

The ladies often follow the hunt in two-wheeled carriages, but the

Princess of Carignano is always on horseback.

IGth Oct.—At the Carignano Theatre they gave an opera that I

often saw perfectly performed in Naples last winter : Paisiello's

Gli Zingari in fiera. The performance here is somewhat different.

19th Oct.—Glorious weather.—To-day the whole garrison of

Turin performed manoeuvres outside the town, under the command
of the King's second son, the Duke of Aosta. His Majesty was
present, accompanied by the rest of his family and all our princes.

The whole town was on the spot, or on the rampants, and it was a

magnificent spectacle. The object of the manoeuvres was to

attack the town on the side of the Porta Nuova. The great

avenues of the Valentino Palace, and the moats and streams,

produced some confusion; but the artillery was wonderfully

effectual—much more so than one would have expected. The
troops are in fairly good order, but it is so long since they had any
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experience of warfare that they need to be better drilled and

better disciplined.

On the two last days of the month there was some more thunder

and lightning, and very stormy weather. I have not, however,

experienced any great gales since I came to Turin : the neighbour-

hood of the Alps is a protection.—French people are arriving here

daily, some to see the princes, and some on their way to Italy.

The Bailli de Crussol and the Comte Fran§ois d'Escars, who were

deputies in the Assembly for the vicomte of Paris and the sene-

chaussee of Chatellerault respectively, and were both staunch

members of the Right, have joined M. le comte d'Artoisj one

as captain of the guard, and the other as gentleman-in-waiting.

The Bailli de Crussol has been attached to the household of M. le

comte d'Artois since it was first formed. He is an honest and
loyal gentleman, who loves his prince, but has never truckled to

him basely. Would that all our princes were always surrounded

by men of this type, who would advise them for their good and
never hide the truth from them, even at the risk of displeasing

them. The Bailli de Crussol has come to Turin to relieve M. le

prince d'Henin, whose presence here is an embarrassment to

every one. He can now return to Paris and be as democratic

as he chooses. But, as the Bailli is in very bad health and his

affairs demand his presence in France, M. le comte d'Artois has

appointed the Comte Frangois d'Escars as his assistant and
successor in reversion. Every one approves of this appointment,

for the Comte combines birth, wisdom, the greatest integrity,

and the best principles.

The Comte Mathieu de Montmorency, son of the Vicomte de
Laval and Mme. BouUogne, formerly held this appointment, but
has just sent in his resignation. He was hardly twenty-one years

of age when he received the post; but neither this kind action

on the part of M. le comte d'Artois, nor yet the friendship that

the prince has always shown for him, has kept him from throwing
himself ardently into the Revolution. Ever since he left college,

or the hands of his tutor, Mathieu has believed himself to be a

personage of importance. The fact that he was beginning life

with all the advantages of a great name and an attractive appear-
ance, combined with a certain degree of intellect, was enough to

spoil him. Being appointed Grand Bailli of Montfort I'Amaury
he presided over the meetings of that baillage, and had no difficulty

in getting himself elected deputy for the nobility, in spite of his

extreme youth, which should really have made him ineligible

for the States General. For, really, does it not seem absurd for

a person to be one of the nation's representatives, and to vote on
important matters of State, when the law does not consider him
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old enough to be capable of transacting his own affairs ? Mathieu
came to the States General filled with the doctrines of Semonville,

and especially instructed by the Abbe Siey^s, who behaved so

imperiously that he was given the nickname of Fesse-Mathieu.^

Mathieu carefully followed the teaching of his worthy instructors,

and became a most zealous member of the minority of the nobles,

with whom he went over to the Tiers fitat; and he has sat ever

since on the Left. Last year he ardently supported the suppres-

sion of feudal rights, in spite of the enormous loss that he was
bound to sustain in consequence, in the property of his wife, a
daughter of the Due de Luynes. He has, on all occasions, shown
the most violent animosity towards the nobility ; as, for instance,

quite lately, at the time of the suppression of titles. His name is

altogether too valuable to the revolutionaries : he is petted and
praised, and his little head has been turned. Moreover, Mathieu
is fortified in his revolutionary sentiments by his nearest of kin :

father, mother, father-in-law, and mother-in-law—the whole set

is democratic. Yet how many overwhelming reasons should

have kept them on the King's side ! This is the century of

ingratitude.

Among those who are passing through Turin on their way to

Italy, and are paying court to the princes, is M. de Pont, the

Intendant of Metz, where he has been cruelly persecuted. But he

is a feeble creature, without any energy or resource. He is the

father of a little lawyer's clerk, who suddenly became a revolu-

tionary while frequenting the H6tel La Rochefoucauld. His
education has been taken in hand by Mme. de Castellane, M. de
Jarnac's daughter. Judging from the stories I hear every day
the Revolution has gained many proselytes through the allure-

ments of women. With M. de Pont is his cousin, de Pont de
Virson, an officer in the Guards, and young Foissy, whose father is

a Receiver General of Finances and whose mother was once ex-

tremely pretty and is still extremely charming. She is an intimate

friend of my own. M. and Mme. de Maussion are also passing

through Turin, with M. and Mme. de Caze. These two couples are

spending a fortnight here. M. de Maussion was Intendant of Rouen
when the Revolution broke out, and acted with energy and
courage. He was one of the victims chosen out by that scoundrel

Bordier, an actor at the Varietes, who was in the pay of the Due
d'Orleans, and tried to stir up an insurrection in Rouen. He
suffered the penalty that his horrible designs deserved ; but none

of the other persons concerned was punished.

Mme. de Maussion is in the most deplorable state of health;

^ The ordinary meaning of the word is skmflint. In the present connection
it means Spank-Matthew. {Translator.)
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she is dying and cannot travel far. M. de Gaze, a Maitre des

Requites, is accompanied by a pretty, agreeable wife, a sister of

Mesdames Pajot, de Fougy, and de NeellCj who are all three as

pretty as she is herself.

Among the French who are daily arriving at Turin there are

many from the provinces, who gratify our princes by giving them
untrue or exaggerated reports, which unhappily they are only too

ready to believe. It is on these reports, which are hardly ever

accurate, that they are founding their designs for the future :

they were made to believe, for instance, in the existence of a camp
at Jales, and of a considerable band of Catholics who were pre-

paring to take vengeance for the massacres at Nimes. Two nobles,

Comte Charles de Polignac and the Marquis de Palarin, went off

to join them; and had the misfortune to be arrested.

It seems that there is a scheme on foot for organising a royalist

and counter-revolutionary party in the town of Lyons; but the

undertaking has been put in the hands of men who are so young
and thoughtless, or so wanting in stability, that they are not fit

to be trusted. Moreover, the princes have often confided their

correspondence in the provinces to men who are known to be in

the pay of the other party. It is useless to warn them : they turn

a deaf ear, and even regard with disfavour any one who throws
discredit on the tales that are told them.

20th Oct.—Young Desilles, who was dangerously wounded in

the affair at Nancy, died in this town, after a long illness caused
by his wounds.—The end of this month was marked by the

burning of a number of chateaux in Dauphine. Some of these

atrocities may be laid at the door of the rascal Barnave, deputy
of the tiers in that province, and one of the most rabid revolution-

aries in the Assembly. He was a lawyer at Grenoble, and even
in 1788 was a favourite pupil of Mounier. He is the author of a

work of some repute : De Vesprit des edits. He is now thirty years

old at most; he has a gentle, pleasant face, and a ferocious,

sanguinary character. Can one ever forget his horrible words,
when Berthier and Foulon were massacred ? " After all," he
asked, " is that blood we see flowing so very pure ? " From the
very beginning Barnave was Necker's sworn ally, and his agent
in Dauphine during the first disturbances in that province. When
he came to Versailles he was insolent and fatuous to the last

degree, and declared himself the relentless enemy of the nobility

and clergy. He plays one of the leading parts in the National
Assembly. With Lameth and Duport for his colleagues, he
directs the insurrections, and the ravages and burning of property
in the provinces. This trio, moreover, foments the troubles in

the capital. At this moment Barnave is president of the Assembly.
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Since he went to Paris he has been playing the gallant among the
fair dames of the democratic party, and has had his successes. It

is said that the Comtesse de Beaumont, the beloved daughter of

the Comte de Montmorin, had a weakness at one time for this

atrocious legislator.^ He is a Protestant.

We have lately heard news of massacres in various provinces :

at MontpeUier, at Avignon, and at Aix. The Marquis d'Escayrac,
M. de La Galaisiere's son-in-law, was killed while he was staying
with the Marquis de Clarac, the general, who was in Turin last

summer. His chateau has been burnt, and he himself imprisoned
in Toulouse. President d'Albertas, pere, was assassinated while
giving a fete to the peasants on his property in Provence. The
Chevalier de Beausset has been massacred in Marseilles; and it

is said that his nephew, the Abbe de Beausset, a consummate
ruffian, was a party to the crime. All these horrors are perpetrated
with absolute impunity, and no effort is made to find the criminals.

The Assembly would find accomplices, no doubt, hidden in its

own bosom. We have also heard of changes in the Ministry.

Necker has handed in his resignation ; and this time it was accepted
and his departure quite unnoticed. He has gone to hide his

shame and remorse in his chateau at Coppet, which he lent last

year to the Marechal de Castries, who lived in it for a long time,

but has since settled down in Lausanne with all his family.

Necker's post of Minister of Taxation is now filled by M. Tarbe,
one of his principal secretaries, who was employed by the govern-
ment in 1788 in the administration of provincial affairs. So the

career of the Genevese Protestant is over at last ! The character

of this horribly famous man, whom I and every honest person
must condemn to eternal execration, will be portrayed by abler

and more efficient hands than mine ; and I am but giving an
unfinished sketch of him when I say that he is ambitious without
principles, virtues, religion, or probity, though for ever professing

to be inspired by the highest morality ; that his pride and insolence

are excessive ; that he is cruel, while prating of humanity ; a despot,

while preaching liberty; convinced of his own merit, and always

boastful, while depreciating others. In all his writings he sings

the praises of his own talent for administration, while really he

is only fit for banking and stock-jobbing. He is hard, malicious,

intolerant, hypocritical, indifferent as to the means he employs
to attain his ends, and profoundly unprincipled.

November 1790.—The bad weather and constant rain delayed

the Hunt of St. Hubert and the Fair of Moncalieri ; but they took

' Mme. de Tess6 called Barnave " Neronet "; while Mesdames de Broglie,

La Chatre, etc., whom he often met, named him " the little savage." {Note

by M. d'Eapinchal.)

K
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place on the 3rd of this month, when it seemed that the weather

was more settled. The meet was a fine sight, on account of the

number of carriages and horsemen. After the hunt the King and
the whole Court returned to Moncalieri, as is the custom, to walk
round that wretched, pitiful Fair. The beauty of the day lent a

brilliant effect to the throng of carriages on the road to Turin.

The whole Court had supper together, and our princes were of the

party as usual. The King gave presents from the Fair to all the

guests, as he did last year. He filled the pockets of his grandsons,

the Due d'Angouleme and the Due de Berry, with watches, gold

chains, snuff-boxes and trinkets; and gave some to our princes,

too. . . .

Among the French who have recently arrived at Turin have been
several notable persons, including some deputies who have lately

left the Assembly. The four sons of the Due de La Tremoille

came in succession from Nice, where their mother, the Duchesse
de La Tremoille, died in the summer. It is a great loss for these

young people, who do not seem sufiiciently sensible of it, with
the exception of the youngest. The demeanour of the Chevalier

de La Tremoille, when he was here, was all one could wish : he
appeared deeply affected and won every one's sympathy. The
Prince de Leon, who has just arrived, wrote, before he came, to

M. le comte d'Artois, saying that he would be accompanied by the
Comte Archambault de Perigord; whereupon the prince made
haste to answer that he, M. de Leon, would be received here with
pleasure, but the same could not be said of his travelling com-
panion. No attention, however, was paid to this warning. When
the travellers, therefore, arrived at Chambery, they were greeted
with an order from the King of Sardinia, enjoining upon Archam-
bault to leave the State within twenty-four hours. For, if a man
have the misfortune to be the brother of the Bishop of Autun, it

behoves him to be more scrupulously irreproachable in his conduct
than any one else in the world. Archambault, however, was not
content with accepting a democratic post in a government depart-
ment : it is known for a fact that he was in the gallery of the
suppliants, or substitute-deputies, when the Assembly decreed
the abolition of the nobility, and that both he and his brother,
the Comte Boson de Perigord, openly showed their approval by
applauding conspicuously.

The Due de Caylus, deputy of the Haute-Auvergne, an energetic
and honourable young man, is one of those who have come to
offer their services, and have been eagerly welcomed. He is

absenting himself from the Assembly for a time, in order to give
his justifiable anger the opportunity of subsiding, after the passing
of the recent measures.—Other arrivals are the Due de Guiche
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and his brother the Comte de Grammont. The latter was a
deputy of the Bearnaise nobUity, but by the time he was able to

appear in the States General affairs had already taken a sinister

turn : and therefore, to avoid having a share in the illegal opera-

tions of that guilty assembly, he never took his seat. Other new-
comers are the Marquis de Clermont-Mont-Saint-Jean, deputy of

Bugey, a good, honest fellow; the Comte de Faucigny-Lucinge,
deputy of Bresse, a zealous royalist, certainly, but rather too fiery

a one, seeing that he once drew his sword in the Assembly and
proposed then and there to fall upon the party of the Left; the

Marquis de Badens, deputy for Carcassonne, an honourable man
who has resigned his seat ; the Marquis de Chambray, deputy for

Evreux, who has also resigned, and is on his way to Italy with his

wife ; the Comte de Panetiers, deputy for Conserans, who has come
from Spain; and, finally, the Vicomte de Mirabeau, who has left

the Assembly, after playing rather a prominent part in it. He
has constantly and courageously defended the rights of the nobility

and the throne, and has been through wonderful dangers and
adventures. I will say more of him on some other occasion, but
I must now record the arrival in Turin of a still more interesting

person.

Until the tenth of the month the rivers between Milan and
Turin were so much swollen by the constant rain that the road
was impracticable. The Ticino was impassable. None the less

M. de Calonne faced all the dangers of the journey and arrived

here on horseback on the evening of the tenth, alone and un-

attended, for he had left his possessions and his servants on the

further side of the Ticino. He received the warmest of welcomes
from M. le comte d'Artois and M. le prince de Conde. Two days
later he was presented to the King,—the presentation being made,
oddly enough, by the Baron de Choiseul. M. de Calonne was aU
the better received that he was the bearer of messages and compli-

ments to his Majesty from the King of England, who had treated

M. de Calonne with marked consideration while he was in London.
Our princes apparently give him their confidence, and he has

become, so to speak, the head of their Council. Will our affairs

be any the better, I wonder ? Misfortune, it is true, should have
steadied M. de Calonne's head, and given stability to the careless

temperament he showed in his government of the kingdom; but

I suspect he has not changed in the least. Another point is that

the secret council at the Tuileries may, very possibly, be displeased

that our princes should have for their adviser a man who is

positively known to be unacceptable to the King and Queen.

Is it not desirable that everything should be done in concert ?

The Baron de Breteuil, though at present out of France, enjoys

K2
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\ the entire confidence of the King and Queen. But he is Calonne's

I
inveterate enemy. May not the mutual hostility of these men

I
interfere with the union of the two parties, which seems to be

J considered desirable ? The sequel will show whether my con-

I jeetures be well founded or not.

M. de Calonne has described to us the many risks he has run

since leaving London. The Assembly, whose emissaries included

an extremely pretty woman, have done their best to catch him,

and laid many traps for him before he left England. He contrived

to keep secret the route by which he crossed Holland, but was
within an ace of being overtaken by some of his pursuers : and
finally, in Tyrol, on being warned that he was in danger, he

travelled alone by a secret route, and the carriage that he should

have been in was attacked. Another carriage full of travellers,

which was mistaken for his, was overturned and robbed. Fortu-

nately he has now reached Turin, safe and sound. I trust he

may be useful to us, and that his counsels may be wise and prudent,

as well as profitable.

About the same time Lieutenant-General the Vicomte de

Beaune came to Turin; and the Comte de Monteynard passed

through on his way to Milan for the winter. Another lieutenant-

general who has come to be with the princes is the old Comte de

Turpin, who has the Grand Cross of the Order of St. Louis, and
is an ardent royalist. He has long been attached to M. le prince

de Conde's household, and on hearing a rumour of the projects

that are afoot, he came to offer his services. With him came the

Comte de Serent-Dalhs ; while the brave and loyal Comte de La
Tour d'Auvergne, who had retired to Chambery with his wife and
children, sent a message to the princes, to express his sorrow that

he was dangerously ill in bed, and could not therefore be where
his honour called him. A few days later he died.

The Comte de Coigny, who is settled at Pisa with his charming
daughter, the Duchesse de Fleury, came on a courtier's visit to

M. le comte d'Artois, but returned without delay to Tuscany.
One would think, considering the circumstances, that the right

place for Mme. Elizabeth's gentleman-in-waiting was at that

honoured princess's side.

Throughout this month the rain has been continuous. The
weather has been the same everywhere, apparently; even in

France. When one mail after another failed to arrive, we began
to fear that some fresh horror had taken place in Paris, but we
have since learnt that the bridges over the Loire, at Roanne and
Nevers, have been carried away by considerable floods, and that
communications were stopped for several days. In the meantime,
on the 13th of this month, there was a little insurrection in Paris
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brought about by a duel between two deputies of the nobles, the

Due de Castries and Comte Charles de Lameth. The latter had
been seriously insulted by the young Comte de Chauvigny, whose
efforts to provoke him to a duel were all in vain, because he thought
a legislator ought not to fight with a private individual. He
picked a quarrel, however, with his colleague the Due de Castries,

on the ground that it was he who had prompted Chauvigny, The
duel took place, with swords ; and Charles was seriously wounded.
Instantly the sans-culottes who are in the Lameths' pay in Paris

made a rush for the Hotel de Castries ; and the Due de Castries

would infallibly have been strung up to a lantern if he had not

prudently taken flight. The house, however, was completely

wrecked and pillaged. Such are the methods of these ruffians.

As the Lameths are at this moment the principal leaders of the

people and the Assembly, and are still in full career, I shall wait

till the tale of their crimes is complete before I enlarge upon them.

Every day the numbers of French here is increased, and our

young men are very careful to examine each new arrival. Some
time ago we were informed that M. Herault de Seehelles had
arrived at Turin on foot, having come from Savoy and across

the Mont-Cenis Pass. It was known last sunimer that M. Herault,

while in Switzerland, professed the most revolutionary principles,

and an order was issued to arrest him, in a village where he was
zealously engaged in propaganda. This somehow reached his

ears, and he fled—not a moment too soon. The governor of Turin,

on being informed of M. Herault's previous record, bade him leave

the place without delay. This step was well advised ; for we hear

that M. Herault, who forthwith returned to Paris, has been

elected a member of one of the six new tribunals established to

administer justice and replace the Parlement.

The idleness of our young princes has given occasion for various

little affairs of the heart. Despite all the precautions of the

Piedmontese, and their determination to keep us at arms' length,

several of them have suffered the inevitable fate of the mistrustful

and suspicious husband. I have been behind the scenes of a very

secret affair between the Comte de Nonant and a lady of the

nobility, a very beautiful woman whose husband is extremely

jealous. It was his habit every day to escort his wife, in her

sedan-chair, to the theatre, where she always sat alone in her box.

After the play he would escort her home ; and she never appeared

in society. The whole town pitied the melancholy fate of this

fair lady. The intrigue began with a look; it went on with an

exchange of notes, and meetings in church ; and at last the beautiful

Marquise so far forgot herself that, instead of going, of an evening,

to visit the old relation with whom her husband believed her to
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be, she was carried in her chair to the rooms of the young French-

man. This state of things, however, did not last long; for they

feared the consequences of the husband's rage, had he discovered

their secret. Nothing was known of the affair in Turin, where

the virtues and sorrows of the Marquise were on every tongue.

Our princes, who still intend to attempt an entrance into France

before the end of the year, gave notice to all the French in Turin,

on the 23rd of this month, to provide themselves with horses, arms,

and everything necessary, in view of immediate departure. They
are counting on the favourable disposition of the town of Lyons,

and especially on the Comte de La Chapelle, who is in command
there, and entirely devoted to them. But it fills every reasonable

man with dismay to observe that the agents they employ, and send

to Lyons to prepare people's minds, are too young and thoughtless

for the work, and will bring M. de La Chapelle's wise precautions

to nought. Apart from this, one cannot see any really efficient

means of carrying out such an enterprise as this. They are

counting on the support of the King, who is to come out to Valen-

ciennes or elsewhere : yet surely no one is unaware of our sovereign's

weakness and want of character. The intrigues of the Queen will

be another obstacle in the way. The leaders of the Assembly are

well served by their agents—of whom some, perhaps, are in our

midst without our knowing it—and they areaccurately informed
of all that occurs. Taking all these cogent reasons into considera-

tion I think that a superior force and a well-contrived plan of

action are necessary to any enterprise of the kind.

The Carignano Theatre is always closed for Advent, during

which season no theatre is open in any part of Italy. Every one
has returned to the town, and the final performances are very

brilliant. In these last two months or so, four comic operas have
been given; and for the last few days of the season the best airs

from these different pieces have all been picked out, and made
into a single opera of three acts. In these circumstances the style

of the plot can be imagined. It is, indeed, difficult to guess what
it is. In spite of this there is a great crowd : the house is always
full. It is the correct thing to go, and the charming bourgeoises,

who make a great point of imitating the ladies of the nobility,

feel very kindly towards the officers who secure them the entry
to a box, and an opportunity of exhibiting their luxury and
attractions. This is an infallible method of winning the favour
of'a pretty bourgeoise for the winter.

The last performance of the Carignano Theatre takes place on
the 27th. . . .

December 1790.—The theatres being closed in Advent, it is the
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season for receptions. Sundays and Thursdays are sacred to the
Casino, which is now much frequented, but is of little benefit to
the French, as there is no increase of cordiality towards them.
The ladies come to the Casino with their games already made up,
and the men are anxious to see as little of us as possible. We are
allowed to visit the boxes at the opera, but all social intercourse
must cease, it appears, in the Casino. Private parties are infi-

nitely pleasanter for us. They are given alternately by the
Princess of Carignano, Mme. de Souza, wife of the Portuguese
minister, and Mrs. Trevor, wife of the British minister. All the
most attractive ladies of Piedmont, and all the Frenchwomen
in Turin, attend these parties regularly. There are games of

commerce, and refreshments; and at eleven o'clock every one
goes home to eat his supper in the bosom of his family.

Although the French circle here is not very large our ladies

sometimes have gatherings among themselves. From time to
time we give a party here, and have a little music ; and on one
occasion we had a regular concert and a brilliant audience : M. le

prince de Conde, his son, his grandson, seven cordons hleus, several

cordons rouges, some generals, bishops, and ambassadors, and
fifteen ladies—altogether about fifty people, whom we entertained

after the fashion of the country, with tea, ices, atid refreshments.

Throughout the month we have had these little gatherings from
time to time. The performers are French amateurs, with the
exception of a lawyer from the neighbourhood of Nice, Signor

Ribaudi, who sings with equal taste and good-nature. The fact

that all these guests seem to be at their ease here is a proof of

their goodwill towards us.

The Vicomte de Mirabeau, who was here for some time and
arrived without a sou in his pocket, has gone away with a large

sum of money to raise some troops on behalf of the princes, either

in Switzerland or Germany.—The Princess of Carignano has
been trying to repair the lack of hospitality towards us that has
hitherto been the rule. She gave a large dinner to all the French
married couples, and invited several Hedmontese ladies as well

;

but there is no feeling of ease or gaiety in these great ceremonious
gatherings.

In the meantime there was more talk than ever, at the beginning

of this month, of our departure for Lyons, where, according to the

reports sent to our princes, everything was prepared for their

reception. But there was a great division of opinion on M. le

comte d'Artois's council. There were wise and prudent men
who disagreed with our princes, and thought that we were without

the necessary means to carry out so great an enterprise successfully.

M. le prince de Conde, whose agents made all the preparations at
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Lyons, was strongly in favour of the expedition ; for according to

i the reports that he had received and that it pleased him to believe

j
the affair could not miscarry. M. d'Autichamp was one of those

; who deemed that the enterprise was impracticable, and that it

I
would be foolhardiness to endanger such valuable lives in this way.
This view was extremely displeasing to M. le prince de Conde,

who has shown marked coldness, ever since, to M. d'Autichamp,
whom he had previously treated with every sign of confidence.

Everything that occurs at the Council, instead of being kept a

close secret, is known almost at once ; and this diversity of opinion

made a kind of division among the French here. Some approved
of the enterprise ; others openly condemned it ; but all were ready
to follow the princes, whatever might come of it. The day of

departure was nearly fixed; but final reports from Lyons were
awaited.

5 At this moment there arrived at Turin an emissary from the

King, M. de Bourcet, with orders for M. le comte d'Artois to

abandon the enterprise. At the same time the King wrote to

the King of Sardinia, begging him to put a stop to any attempt
by the princes on the town of Lyons, and to persuade them to

remain quietly at Turin. The same day the most distressing news
arrived from Lyons. Everything had been discovered, owing to

the indiscretions of the young men employed in the affair. Num-
bers of people had been arrested—notably three of the princes'

principal agents : the Marquis d'Escars, Terrats de Teissonnet, a
captain in the infantry, and the Sieur Guillin, a citizen of Lyons
and an energetic, courageous, right-thinking man. They were
taken to the Castle of Pierre-en-Cise, and the people of Lyons, who
were said to be so well disposed, remained quite unmoved. All

the arrests were made without the least disturbance. About two
hundred nobles of Auvergne, who knew of the princes' scheme,
arrived at Lyons on the appointed day, and many were instantly

arrested. They have since been released, however.
All this grievous news arrived on the 14th and 15th. The

schemes of the year, then, have all come to nothing, and many
of the persons concerned are compromised. Those who approved
of the enterprise are all the more bitter against those who thought
it unduly rash. The prudence of the latter is almost regarded as

weakness by the former, some of whom, indeed, accuse the others
of treachery, and of complicity with the council at the Tuileries.

This creates a great deal of dissension among the French here. As
for me, I kept my opinion to myself. I was ready to follow the
princes ; and it distresses me that party-spirit should arise among
us, for our only strength lies in perfect harmony, and we can have
no success, nor can we even attempt any enterprise, if we be
disunited.
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On the 15th of this month the King and the whole Court
returned from Moncaheri to settle in the town for the winter.

Thenceforward etiquette became more rigorous than ever. On
one day of the week there is a reception at the Court ; that is to say,

the Princess of Piedmont and the other princesses receive ladies

in the evening. This is the order of the proceedings. The
princesses, in full dress, are seated, with their ladies-in-waiting

and equerries behind them. The King and the princes are in the
next room, of which the doors are left open. The ladies are

admitted, and after a few minutes the princesses rise and talk

to them. All the men stand behind the ladies. The ceremony
lasts for about an hour. I know nothing more absolutely boring.

One experience of the kind is enough, unless there should happen
to be some fair lady whom one is glad to meet in any circum-

stances. The Court dress is like our own, with rather a shorter

tail to the coat.—M. de Calonne is just bringing out a book on
the state of France.
We have received bad news from France. On the same day

that the arrests took place at Lyons several persons were arrested

at Aix. The princes had agents there, and, owing either to

indiscretion or treachery, the project for making an attempt on
the southern provinces was discovered. All these unfortunate
incidents have determined our princes to leave Turin, and their

departure is likely to take place during the first days of January.
M. le comte d'Artois is to go to Venice, whence he intends to

proceed to Vienna, if it be agreeable to the Emperor. M. le prince

de Conde does not mean to remain in Turin after M. le comte
d'Artois has left. The whole affair puts him in such a bad temper
that he cannot hide it; nor can he refrain from showing his dis-

pleasure to those who condemned the attempt upon Lyons. So
much had he this scheme at heart that he prefers to impute its

failure to treachery rather than the incapacity of his agents, the

absence of means, and the vigilance of the leaders of the Assembly,
who even employed the King to interpose his authority. All this

only increases the disunion among the more thoughtless wearers

of the white cockade. According to them, M. d'Autichamp is an
agent of the Queen and the Baron de Breteuil. This view has

led to language and scenes that are much to be deplored. The
Marquis de Lantivy, a friend and neighbour of the Marquis
d'Autichamp, was publicly and seriously insulted in M. le comte
d'Artois's own salon by M. du Chaffaut, a young artillery cadet

who had been prompted by others. The two men left the room
to settle the affair betweeen them. They were pursued on behalf

of M. le comte d'Artois, and adjured to avoid embarrassing the

King of Sardinia by fighting a duel in Piedmont. But on the

following day M. de Lantivy was so unpardonably insulted by
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some of the young men that he decided to call out M. du Chaffaut.

The duel took place the next day, with pistols, at a spot on the

Savoy road about two leagues from Turin. M. du Chaffaut was
the victor, and went on by the same road to get out of the country

as speedily as possibly. M. de Lantivy was brought back, dying,

with a bullet in his chest.

This affair took place on the 28th of this month, and it was not
till the 30th that M. Brillonet, M. le prince de Conde's surgeon,

succeeded in removing the bullet, by making an incision at the

back of the shoulder. Despite this operation, however, M. de

Lantivy is still in the greatest danger. This business has made
a great sensation here. It is the more unfortunate because pistols

are never used in Piedmont, since they give an appearance of pre-

meditation to affairs of this kind, which are forbidden by the law
and are punishable by death. It will be very difficult to prevent
the law from taking its ordinary course : all the necessary inquiries

have been made, and all the formalities arranged for the pursuit

of the delinquent. On the same day, the 28th, two other young
men, civilians whom M. le comte d'Artois had allowed to wear the

blue coat, had a fight with swords. The wounded man returned
to the town, the other fled to Genoa. This affair, too, was very
unpleasant for us all, but it has produced no consequences.

A few days before Christmas the rehearsals begin at the opera-

house, which opens on the 26th. I will give an account next
month of this performance, which is reaUy regal. This month
has been cold and rainy from first to last. There has been hail,

and even a considerable amount of snow, but it soon melts.

When it thaws the streets are cleaned with surprising ease, with
the help of the river Dora, whose waters are brought into any
street that requires clearing of snow or mud. A few hours after-

wards one can walk there with dry feet.

31st Dec.—To-day being New Year's Eve Mme. la comtesse
d'Artois received visits, in the morning, from the whole Court
and the officers of the Piedmontese army. In the evening she
received the ladies. M. le comte d'Artois was present, with his

sons, who fascinate all who see them. In the evening the Casino
was brilliant with all the beauties of Turin. The royal family
being forbidden by etiquette to be present, M. le comte d'Artois,

as the King's son-in-law, remained away; but M. le prince de
Conde and his family spent the evening there.



CHAPTER IX

LAST MONTHS IN TURIN

1st Jan., 1791.—Nearly the whole of this day was occupied
in paying court to the King and the royal family. It is the custom
of the country to perform the ceremony of kissing the King's
hand on New Year's Day, for which purpose all the nobles in the
State appear at Court : the men in the morning and the ladies in

the evening. This gave me an opportunity of seeing every one
who is included in the Court circle ; for no one fails to come. In
the evening there were about 150 women, many of whom were
very pretty. When the ceremony ended, at seven, every one
went to the opera. In the afternoon, moreover, the whole
Court visited the Princess of Carignano.

M. de Calonne left Turin to-day, taking the road to Mont-
Cenis and Geneva. He is to transact some business in Switzerland,

and then, it is said, will travel to Vienna, to ask the Emperor's
consent to a visit from M. le comte d'Artois. In the meantime
it is arranged that M. le comte d'Artois shall leave Turin on the

4th, for Venice, where he is to await the issue of M. de Calonne's

negotiations. Mme. la comtesse d'Artois and the young princes

are to stay in Turin, with the entire household of the prince,

who is only taking Comte Fran9ois d'Escars and two other young
men.
M. le prince dc Conde is to start on the 6th with his whole

family, and also his household, which has largely increased.

Having left France with this prince and arrived here with him
I should, naturally, follow him now, if it were not that my circum-

stances have changed. My wife and son are with me here, and
might possibly need me ; and moreover M. le prince de Conde has
made no definite plans, and does not yet know his destination.

He is going first to Berne, but does not know when or where he

will join M. le comte d'Artois, with whom he has cast in his lot. All

their projects depend upon Leopold, whom they are now, appar-

ently, about to approach ; so we must await the course of events.

Since there is no pressing reason for me to incur the heavy expense

of travelling with M. le prince de Conde and his immense train,

139
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I have decided to stay in Turin till I am certain he has some settled

and definite plan, and then I shall lose no time in hastening to

his side ; for I have dedicated myself to his service, and on many
grounds he deserves my undying devotion. In the meantime
I hear that the majority of my fellow-countrymen of the Auvergne,
who had gathered at Lyons, have crossed the Swiss frontier and
are mustering at Fribourg; while those who have returned to

their homes have promised to come forward when necessary.

If, as I hope, the whole nobility of Auvergne should band them-
selves together in one corps, I could not refrain from joining it,

for I think the most honourable post for a gentleman is among
his fellow-countrymen. I am much attached to my province

—

it is part of my creed—and if our affairs settle down I mean to

live much more in Auvergne than among the great ones of the

earth, in whose ambitions and errors I have no share.

Srd Jan.—M. de Lantivy is much better, and there is some
hope of saving his life. The unfortunate prisoners at Lyons are

not to be set free. Our princes hoped to effect their release, but
the attempt has failed. The Assembly has given orders for the
three wretched men to be removed to Paris, and we tremble for

their fate. D'Escars, Teissonnet and Guillin have been taken
away, therefore, separately, with chains on their feet and hands,
and a considerable escort of guards. The people of Lyons let

them go without protest. M. de La Chapelle, brigadier-general,

has been recalled, and superseded at Lyons by M. de Choisy,

Commander of the Order of St. Louis, who has become an ardent
supporter of the democratic party and the revolutionary regime,

consorting with the new municipal officers and frequenting the

club. Hitherto M. de Choisy has had a good reputation. He
owes his military honours to his own merits. He is a soldier

of fortune, a bourgeois by birth, who began by being a volunteer

in the dragoons. It is painful to be forced to withdraw one's

esteem from those whom one has come to consider worthy of it.

As M. le comte d'Artois is leaving to-morrow, every one has
been hastening to pay court to him—a labour of love not only
to the French but to the Piedmontese. For there is not a soul

in the place who does not sing the praises of his goodness, his

courtesy, and all his ways. During the fifteen months that this

prince has lived in Turin his conduct has been perfect in every
respect. It was touching to see the sad faces of Mme. la comtesse
d'Artois and her charming children.

4ith Jan.—M. le comte d'Artois left Turin at ten o'clock this

morning. The scene was profoundly moving. His wife, his
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children, and all the spectators, whether Piedmontese or French,
old or young, were in tears. No one could be more universally

regretted. Our one prayer is to be able to join him soon, and
to fight under his orders for the re-establishment of the royal

authority and the downfall of the usurpers. The suite of M. le

comte d'Artois is extremely small. He has taken Comte Fran9ois

d'Escars, Comte fidouard Dillon, the Chevalier de Roll, and two
servants. Prince Leone and the Prince of Taranto, who have
come from Milan, have received permission to follow him if he
should be welcomed in Vienna. He wished to take M. d'Auti-

champ with him, as a distinguished general, but M. le prince de
Conde desired that officer to accompany him to Switzerland, in

spite of the coldness with which he treats him, and the misunder-

standing that seems to exist between them.

5th Jan.—The numbers of the young Frenchmen who have been
filling all the hotels have sensibly decreased. They are all setting

off to Switzerland, as requested, and the Court is thankful to see

them go. The married couples who have settled here are not

moving. M. le prince de Conde is leaving Turin to-morrow, but
only the French have been to bid him farewell. Not a single

Piedmontese has appeared. As he has sown, so has he reaped.

The Lyons affair, moreover, has made him extremely morose.

He never says a pleasant word except to those whom he is urging

to transport themselves mysteriously into Switzerland. He is

singularly cold and reserved with every one else.

6th Jan.—M. le prince de Conde, with his son and grandson,

and a numerous suite composed entirely of his own household,

set off this morning at 8 o'clock. The only member of the

party not attached to the household was the Chevalier de Belsunce,

whom M. le due de Bourbon honours with a friendship that he

well deserves. This interesting young fellow hurried to Lyons
from the depths of Beam, in response to a letter from the prince,

and thence came on to Turin. Since the terrible death of Henry
de Belsunce, who was massacred at Caen in 1789, he has never

been happy for a single moment, and the only tie that binds him
to life, apparently, is the hope of avenging the brother he so

tenderly loved. The princes will travel but a short distance

daily, with hired horses; and will proceed straight to Berne, by
way of Chambery, the Lake of Geneva and Lausanne.

8tk Jan.—Mme. la princesse Louise left Turin this morning, to

follow her father's route and join him at Berne. She is travelling

with. Mme. de la Rochelambert, her lady-in-waiting, who arrived
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a few months ago at Turin to replace the Comtesse Amelie de

Lambertye, as the latter was obliged, for urgent reasons, to return

to France. Mme. la princesse de Monaco and Mme. Autichamp
have also accompanied Mme. la princesse Louise, as well as

several men of the household. I am sorry to part from all these

people with whom I left France, and among whom I have lived

for so long; but I am not overwhelmed with sorrow at escaping

a journey in such a large party, which could not fail to be un-

pleasant at this season. Moreover, for some time there has been
apparent among us an element of intrigue and party-spirit,

which is so much opposed to my usual habit of thought that I

am very glad, for a few months, to turn my back on it.

9th to Slst Jan.—The princes' departure has entirely changed
my manner of life. Formerly I had all my meals at M. le prince

de Conde's house; but now I share those of my wife and son,

and thanks to the efforts of our servants, we enjoy fairly good
cheer at a small cost. Living is very cheap in Turin, if one buys
one's own provisions. Our only Court duties now are to Mme.
la comtesse d'Artois, who receives the French that have remained
in Turin, on Tuesday and Friday afternoons. We all make a point

of waiting on her, for no one could have been kinder or more
considerate than this excellent princess, who has greatly improved
on acquaintance. No one who has seen anything of her at Turin
could fail to admire her.

Mme. la comtesse d'Artois was born on the Slst Jan., 1756,

and married in Nov. 1773. She is good-natured, gentle, warm-
hearted, and very kind. These excellent qualities were not
a sufficient equipment at a Court which had for its central figure

a princess of many charms, and could barely tolerate a woman
of no wit and no graces. The Comte d'Artois, who was just

beginning life with all the advantages of good looks, a fine

figure, and a kindly disposition, found so many distractions

in this gay Court and capital that he could think of nothing else.

His unattractive wife was soon neglected, and we only owe the
precious lives of M. le due d'Angouleme and M. le due de Berry
to his sense of duty and policy. Mme. la comtesse d'Artois,

deserted by her husband, was ignored by the whole Court. She
lived in great seclusion, only appearing in public on important
occasions, and at fStes or Court ceremonies. She could not, how-
ever, avoid the attacks of spiteful tongues, which were certainly

the tongues of liars. She was never known to be concerned in

any intrigue, but gave all her attention to her beloved and loving
children. Her husband's continued indifference was a great
sorrow to her, and affected her naturally delicate health so pro-
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foundly that it has never recovered. On the 17th July, 1789,
she heard, to her deep distress, that M. le comte d'Artois and her
sons were leaving the country. She was then unable to follow
them; but two months later she travelled to Turin without
encountering any difficulty, and was there united to all she loves

best. Since that time her husband has treated her with every
possible consideration, and she has enjoyed the happiness she
deserves on so many grounds.
The Carnival, which has already begun, makes our life a little

less monotonous. There is an opera every evening, and sometimes
there are pleasant balls at the Casino, of which I will give an
account. But first I must deal fully with the opera. For the
opera of Turin is conducted with the greatest care : it is regarded
as a point of etiquette for the Court to be present at its perform-
ances daily, and the royal family are able to pass from the palace

into the opera-house through a long covered gallery. The curtain

rises at six o'clock precisely. When the Princess of Piedmont
enters the great royal box her arrival is announced from the
orchestra by a trumpet-blast. The whole house rises; and this

is done for every member of the royal family who arrives in the
course of the opera. The five princesses—the Princess of Pied-
mont, the Duchess of Aosta, the Duke and Duchess of Chablais,

the Comtesse d'Artois and the Princess Felicite—are seated, each
according to her rank and all in brave attire, in a row of arm-
chairs along the front of the immense box, which is as large as

the royal gallery in the chapel at Versailles. The princes remain
standing, and pay visits to other boxes. The ladies-in-waiting,

all in full dress, occupy the back of the box, where they look like

figures in tapestry; and as the opera proceeds they hand refresh-

ments and sweetmeats to the princesses, who devour so many
of these things that all the teeth of the royal family are ruined.

The house is magnificent, and beautifully decorated : it has six

tiers of boxes and an enormous stage. AH the boxes are at the

King's disposal, and he usually gives them to the chief families

of the nobility, and to a few distinguished bourgeois. The boxes
are always held in the name of the ladies; and they cost only a

small sum each winter, because a ticket of admission must always
be taken at the door, at a charge of 37 sols in Piedmontese
money, or about 45 French sols. A sum of 50 or 60 livres, how-
ever, may be paid for the whole season, which begins on the

day after Christmas and ends on Ash Wednesday. During this

time two three-act operas are given; and great care is taken

never to give an opera that has already been heard in Turin.

The performers are chosen from among the best singers, but

they must never have sung here before. The management of
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the opera-house, and of all the performances that take place in

the course of the year, is in the hands of a committee of nobles.

The opera begins at six o'clock, and ends at ten with such absolute

precision that it is necessary to time the length of the scenes

and ballets at the rehearsals, in order that they may last for four

hours, but not a minute longer. After the opera the ladies linger

for half an hour or so, in the long, dim gallery that leads to the

palace. They await their carriages there, and return home before

eleven. There are no supper-parties, nor any other form of

social intercourse. One eats a mouthful in solitude, and then
one goes to bed.

The subject of the first opera of the present season is the

winning of the Golden Fleece, the prima donna being the famous
singer Maurichelli, and the leading actor Signer Celesini, the

tenor. It is a poor opera, but contains some pleasing music.

There are magnificent dresses and good scenery—the staging

is altogether first-rate—but the acting is bad and the singing

mediocre, and the choruses and ballets are irrelevant to the

subject of the opera. Here, as everywhere in Italy, there is a

ballet after each act. The first is Angelica and Wilson, a comic
subject ; the second The Crowning of Vladislas, King of Hungary,
a fine pageant, with a battle, etc.; and the third The Hunters
and the Dairymaid, a farce suitable for the boards at a fair. The
opera-house is crowded at this season. All the boxes are occupied
by eight o'clock : it is rare to see one empty, or without at least

one lady in it. As a rule the ladies go in couples. The whole
evening is spent in visits to one box after another : it is the only
place where we seem to have any social intercourse with the ladies

of the country, though indeed very few of the French frequent
the boxes. I and my son, however, have secured one. He, like

myself, prefers good society; and we spend the evening chiefly

with the Princess of Carignano, the whole Caraglio family, the
charming Comtesse de Montieello, the agreeable Mme. Del Borgo,
the amiable Comtesse de Lanza, Mme. de Cavour, the Princesse

de La Cisterna, the beautiful Mme. de Cambiano, etc.

I also visit certain ladies who are half noble and half bourgeoise,

who neither frequent the Casino nor consort with the bourgeoisie,

and consequently lead very dull lives : and I have made a few
acquaintances among the real bourgeoises, some of whom are
extremely pretty. They attend the opera a good deal; for it

devolves upon their attendant officers to provide them with
boxes, and as this is a certain passport to their favour they are
seldom unsupplied.

Throughout the winter the members of the Casino subscribe

to give the ladies a ball every week. Any one who has been
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presented at Court and at the Casino—whether a native or a
foreigner—and any officer in the army, may attend these balls,

which are very pleasant and much frequented. The dances
are the quadrille, the anglaise, and the montferrine, a sort of

pirigourdine. The ball begins at seven, and ends at about three
in the morning. The unmarried ladies dance, and some of them
are very pretty. My son attends these balls with great regularity,

and so do I. I have always derived infinite pleasure from
watching other people amusing themselves, and have often gained
some personal advantage thereby. The first Casino ball took
place on the 10th of this month, and there will be at least one
every week until Ash Wednesday. There are masked balls, too,

at the Carignano Theatre, which are well attended. All the fair

ladies of the place are present, and it is a good opportunity for

becoming intimate with the prettiest of the bourgeoises, and
observing the freedom of their manners with the young soldiers.

One evening I was in a box with the wife of a rich apothecary,

whom I saw every day at the opera, and who was a woman of

considerable fashion, when the Savoyard officer who was with
her insisted that she should show me her leg and arm. She
made no difficulty about it : and, indeed, what she allowed me
to see and touch was really superb, and worthy of the admiration

of a true lover of the beautiful, like myself—whose taste has been
refined in Italy by the study of the masterpieces of antiquity, as

well as of our modern artists, such as the Venus de Medici, and
Bernini's St. Theresa in ecstasy.

These masked balls are quite pleasant, and somewhat remind one
of our opera balls, though there are no intrigues nor adventures

such as make the charm of ours. There is merely dancing; and
the nobles mingle with the bourgeoisie. There are no rules with

regard to the costumes ; and the nobles often take part in the most
extravagant masquerades. The ball opens at ten, and ends at

four or five in the morning, according to the attendance. The
charge for admission is 30 sols.

On the 13th there was a large supper-party—a rare event in

Turin. It was for the Princess of Carignano that M. de Souza,

the Portuguese minister, made this effort; but the occasion was
not amusing. The guests arrived at half-past ten, and sat down
at eleven. An excellent meal was eaten solemnly, and very

ceremoniously; and at half-past twelve we all departed. It

reminded me of a supper in some big house of the Faubourg
Saint-Germain. We have dined several times with our ambassa-

dor, and M. de Souza, and Mr. Trevor, but there is no question of

dining with any of the local people. I am certainly one of the

best known and most welcome among the French in this place,

L
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and am most kindly treated by every one, but I am quite certain

I might be here for a year without being given so much as a glass

of water by a Piedmontese. It is the only countrj'- in which this

has been my experience. The French are considerably reduced

in numbers : none but the married couples remain, and a few men
who are awaiting orders to join the princes.

M. de Lantivy has not been so well during the last few days,

but there are still hopes of saving him. The affair has by no means
been dropped by the law, which is very severe in the matter of

duelling. The seconds, who are subject to penalties as well as

the principals, have discreetly disappeared. A sentry is posted
at the door of the wounded man, to prevent his removal and take
him off to the citadel as soon as he is well enough, to await the

end of the proceedings. But there is reason to believe that,

when he is fit to travel, his escape will be connived at, and his

flight facilitated.

One day this month the Marquis Del Borgo's beautiful home
in the Piazza San Carlo caught fire; but there was little damage
done, thanks to the efforts of the garrison, and of a band of

labourers who are especially deputed to give help in cases of

fire.

We have received news of M. le comte d'Artois's journey and
of his arrival in Venice, where he was received with all the con-

sideration and respect due to a brother of the King of France.

The Republic gave the most detailed orders for his security, and
even for his comfort on the journey, as soon as he entered the
Venetian State. At the same time we were told of a rumour
that is being spread about, to the effect that M. le comte d'Artois

is about to return to Paris. Never for one moment has the
prince contemplated anything so feeble as to return in this

disgraceful way. Such a step would dishonour him in the eyes
of all Europe. If the illustrious and honoured house of Bourbon
is stained to-day by the weakness of its cowardly head, and by
the treachery, crimes, and baseness of some of its many members,
there are happily many more whose nobility, sincerity, loyalty,

and consistency of conduct will eclipse the actions of those who
have so greatly degraded themselves.
We have also had news of M. le prince de Conde and his family.

M. le due d'Enghien, in the course of the journey, was kind
enough to write to us very fully. The crossing of Mont-Cenis
was a great trial for the ladies, who had rougher weather than
the princes. The latter only stayed at Chambery for the night,
but arrived sufficiently early to dine with Mme. la princesse de
Conti. In the evening they received the numerous Frenchmen
now in Savoy. They were six days on the road between Turin
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and Chambery. On the 12th they slept at Carouge, near Geneva,
thinking it wiser to avoid that town. Large numbers of French-
men came to pay their respects, and even to mount guard through
the night, in the fear of some offensive action on the part of the
ill-disposed persons with whom the town of Geneva is at present
filled. The night of the 13th was spent at Evian, on the shore
of the lake, which they were unable to cross till the 14th, for

lack of sufficient boats to convey the whole party. When
they landed at Ouchy, below Lausanne, they were met by the
Marechal de Castries, with whom they dined. He has settled

there with his whole family. In the evening they had supper
in Lausanne, at the house of Mme. la marquise de La Guiche,

where they met all the French whose opinions and principles

coincide with their own ; for in Lausanne there is a circle that has
rather democratic tendencies, and is entirely devoted to Necker.
It is composed of Mme. la princesse d'Henin, Mme. la princesse

de Bouillon, Mme. d'Agnesseau, Prince Emmanuel de Salm,
Lally-ToUendal, etc. From this section of society the rest of

the French keep entirely aloof.

The princes were obUged to spend the 15th at Lausanne,
since the rough weather prevented their carriages from crossing

the lake. The Baron d'Erlach, the Bailli of Lausanne, gave
them dinner. Their wish to see the imigris at Fribourg, many
of whom come from Burgundy and Auvergne, made them pass

through that town, where they dined on the 16th with M. de
Saint-Seyne, first president of the Parlement of Dijon, and had
supper in the evening with the Comtesse de Mandelot, a sister of

Mme. de La Guiche. In all these places, I am told, M. le prince

de Conde bore himself with perfect courtesy, as he always does

—

as far as my experience goes—when he is left to himself and
obeys his own impulses. On the 17th they arrived at Berne,

where they were to stay for a few days only. Mme. la princesse

Louise, who was delayed on her journey by the bad weather,

did not reach Berne till the 19th or 20th.

During the fifteen months, and more, that we have spent in

Turin, we have lost none of our fellow-countrymen until now;
but on the 22nd of this month M. de Bourmont was buried. His
son is an officer in the Guards. It is a noteworthy fact that,

since the beginning of the Revolution, we have lost very few
imigris of any distinction. The Prince de Luxembourg died of

small-pox in Switzerland, and M. le comte de La Tour d'Auvergne,

who had long been infirm, died at a great age at Chambery. But
in our own unhappy country how many victims have already been

sacrificed to the fury and barbarity of the revolutionaries !

At the end of the month the opera was changed. The subject

L2
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of the new one is the defeat of the Moors in Spain. It contains

a good deal of movement and pageantry : there are as many as

forty horses on the stage at one time, and one sees them charge

at the gallop. The grand ballet is also changed. The present

one is OrpMe, in five acts, all the scenes in Gluck's opera being

closely followed, and all the best airs preserved. The ballet is

really magnificent, as regards the scenery, dresses, and staging.

Nothing is lacking but good dancers. The opera is greatly

frequented and the house always full. It is the only form of

amusement in Turin, where they do not understand the pleasures

of social intercourse as we do in France. There is far more
amusement to be found, however, among the bourgeoisie, and it

is there I should certainly have sought it in other circumstances.

But in that class the democratic feeling of the men is aggravated

by the gallantries of their wives, whose cavaliers are all nobles

and officers. There are numbers of balls in this class of society,

but the ladies of the nobility rarely attend them. There is a

custom in this country that is greatly disliked by the bourgeoisie,

and has, to a certain extent, been modified : the officers of the

garrison have the right of entering any place where there is

dancing. They seldom exercise this right, however, and are all

the more welcome on that account when they appear.

M. le comte d'Artois, who was only supposed to be staying in

Venice to await an answer from the Emperor, is in no hurry to

move, although it appears that Leopold docs not much desire

his presence in Vienna. He is receiving every mark of respect

in Venice, it is true ; but it must be admitted that it is not very
discreet of him to stay so long in an hotel, and spend all his time
in the society that drew him to the place. All that he gained by
his good behaviour, during the fifteen months at Turin, has been
quickly lost. However, they seem to be perfectly content with
him in Venice. He has returned the visits of all the principal

personages in the Republic and all the most prominent ladies.

It is unfortunate that the prince has no loyal and candid servant

with him at present, to point out the serious injury that he may
do himself, by staying too long in Venice at this moment. The
eyes of Europe are on him, and it is of grave importance to him to

be favourably judged. The brave and gallant Rinaldo needs a
visit fromthe knight Danoistotearhim from the embrace of Armida.
Throughout the month the weather has been fairly unpleasant.

There was even a frost of some duration, and a great deal of snow,
fog, and rain. None the less the sun is appreciably stronger
here than in France, even in winter.

February 1791.—In this month the amusements of Turin are
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at their height, and the Carnival is really rather gay. It is quite

possible to find entertainment, and this year our young people
will have plenty of time for dancing, as Ash Wednesday is not
till the 9th March. When that time comes there is an end to all

amusement, and hypocritical piety succeeds the wild dissipations

of the Carnival. To please the Princess of Piedmont and her
husband the world of fashion fills the churches, and ostentatiously

practises the duties of religion. I believe that if the tastes of

this pious couple were consulted, there would be no Carnival in

Piedmont. In the meantime the present one is being celebrated

with enthusiasm. The balls at the Casino, where all the ladies

are of the nobility, are really delightful. As I have attended them
with great regularity I have become more intimate with the

beautiful women of this beautiful town, and can give some account
of them. The number of ladies reckoned to be in the Court
circle, and frequenting the Casino, is about two hundred and
fifty, including old and young. I will speak only of the latter,

and those whom we meet most frequently.

The family that takes the leading position here, it seems to

me, is that of Caraglio. The Marquise, though she is the mother
of three daughters and a son who have been married for some
time, has not lost her love of pleasure, nor yet her power of giving

it to others. She must have been a charming woman, judging
from what she is now. We saw her at a ball one night, dancing
quadrilles all the time with her three daughters, who were neither

so Ught of foot nor so vivacious as herself. Her eldest daughter,

the Marquise Del Borgo, is tall, and attractive both in face and
form. Her husband is extremely vain and extremely silly, but
is one of the richest men in the country ; while she herself is con-

sidered the leader of fashion in Turin, and would cut a very
good figure among our most modish Parisians. The Chevalier

de Puysegur has been attending to her education in matters of

this kind. For all his air of having won the favour of the Marquise
Del Borgo, he is not thought to have succeeded in doing so. The
Comtesse de Souza is the second daughter, and is very pretty,

but extremely capricious and not over-amiable. She is greatly

enamoured of Rodrigue de Souza, her husband, who is not young
enough to keep the affection of so young a woman; wherefore

it is to be presumed that, if she loves him, she will have no
difficulty in loving some one else by and by. The Marquise
d'Andogna, the third daughter, lives in the country. She enjoys

amusing herself, but is neither a beauty nor a woman of fashion.

Finally, there is a fourth daughter, a canoness of a Chapter in

France, who is vowed to celibacy on account of some personal

defect, it is said. The Marquise de San-Marsano, daughter-in-
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law of the Marquise de Caraglio, is recently married, and is very

fair, very gentle, very good-natured, and rather agreeable,—The
Marquise de Verolengo, the Princess of Piedmont's lady of honour,

was formerly very beautiful, and is the mother of a girl who has

recently married the Marquis de Cambiano. He does not

appreciate the fact that his wife is one of the loveliest women in

Italy, and she will not fail to make him regret his blindness

when it is too late. She is gay and lively, and loves pleasure

without, as yet, pausing to analyse it. The Comtesse de Roero
de Monticello is the daughter of the Marquis de Gorsaigne. She

has a tall, fine figure, and a very fair complexion, and is one of

the prettiest women in Turin. She has a sweet, good disposition,

and if she has also a touch of coquetry she is at heart much attached

to her husband, who is an excellent fellow and a friend of my
own. Theirs is the only house I have visited constantly and
increasingly while I have been in Turin.—The Marquise de Lanza
bears a different name from that of her old husband, though they

live together. She was once extremely pretty, and is still very

good-looking. She is not a great prude, but for a long time had
a grande passion for a young Englishman, whom she persuaded

to change his religion in the hope of marrying her after the death

of her aged husband. As the latter, however, declined to be so

excessively obliging, the Englishman went back to his own
country, where he returned to the bosom of the Anglican Church,

and married. The Marquise de Lanza is very agreeable and
a good conversationalist.—The Comtesse de Perone, a striking

beauty with pretensions to wit, is at this moment travelling in

Italy.—The Marquise de Cavour, a sister of the Comte de Sales,

is not pretty, but is very bright, well-educated, and agreeable.

—

The Marquise de Ricaldone has a pleasant face, but is as tall

and thin as a maypole. She is a woman of great amiability and

a decorous degree of coquetry, and is extremely good to a husband

who is over sixty.—The Princesse de La Cisterna is pretty, but

pious.—Others are the Marquise de Villafranca, the Comtesse

de Montcrivello, the Marquise Collegno, Mmes. de Villeneuve, de

Zey, de Ruffino, d'Ormea, La Valdiggi, Balbo, Garrin, Pam-
parato, Valperga, Menafoglio; the Marquise de Pue, who is

plain and makes faces, but is very good-natured; the Marquise
Gattinara—beautiful, gentle, sweet, and unhappy, on account

of her husband's jealousy; Miles, de Tournon, Salmatoris, Camin,
Ferrere, Verolengo, Carra, Frescia, Saint-Sebastien, etc., some of

whom are very pretty; and Mmes. de Castion, de Salmours,

Petiti, Piub^s, de Montfort, de Cravette, Del Carretto, de Paset,

de La Chambre, de Castel Delfino, de Faletto.

There are balls now and then at the Court, but they are not
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very gay on account of the strict etiquette that is observed.
There are two kinds : the balls of ceremony are the dullest : there
are only two or three during the Carnival. The ladies, of whom
only a few are invited, dance in their court-dresses ; there are no
men but the court-officials. The others are called " balls of

the alcove," and take place in the Princess of Piedmont's private
apartments for the amusement of the young Duchess of Aosta.
There are equally few people at these dances, but they are less

dull than the others, and the ladies wear ordinary ball-dresses. As
for the ladies who are allowed to attend for the purpose of paying
their court, they sit sadly round the room on benches, whence they
are not permitted to stir till the ball is over. It is pitiable that
the Duchess of Aosta, at the age of sixteen or seventeen, should
have to spend the best years of her youth in the boredom of so

melancholy a Court. But I am far from condemning this rigid

etiquette, which I think is more than ever needful in every
Court, for the preservation of decorum, and of the respect and
consideration due to the dignity of the sovereign. We are at

this moment a too fatal example of the unhappy consequences
that come from relaxing the time-honoured customs of etiquette

;

and our Queen is paying very dearly for any pleasure she may have
derived from her freedom and her much too informal manner of

living.

There are also a few private balls in the town, given by various

members of the nobiUty or bourgeoisie. The hospitaUty and
attention that one receives on these occasions are sufficient to

atone for the rest of the year. The Marquis de Coigny, whom I

saw last year at Florence, escorting Princess Joseph of Monaco
and acting as her cavalier, has been back to France on business,

and passed through Turin on the 15th of this month. He was
returning to the princess, and was taking to her one of her old

convent-friends, the Comtesse de Castellane-Saummery, who was
violating all the laws of friendship on the journey. It may be
asked : which is the more blameworthy of the two—she, or the

Marquis de Coigny ? I leave it to lovers, and to friends, to decide.

But in this perverse century, which has found it possible to

ally the word amiable with the new word roue, all these little

tricks have become excusable. After all, when they reach Rome,
the ordinary state of things will be resumed. The Marquis will

again be enchained by the good, gentle, too indulgent princess;

and the frail Castellane will return to her vagrant fancies.

We heard that M. le prince de Conde and his family left Berne,

where they only stayed for eight or ten days, and went on to

Stuttgart, where they have been settled in the hotel since the

28th January. The Duke of Wtirtemberg, who received us so
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graciously, and even enthusiastically, in 1789, left Stuttgart

suddenly on the arrival of our princes, in order to avoid seeing

them and please the National Assembly, of which, it appears, he

wishes to make use. This prodigal prince, who has so foolishly

wasted his fortune, is quite willing to repair it by any degrading

means that will enable him to indulge in fresh extravagances.

Our princes have been for some little time at Stuttgart, and the

Princesse Louise, while there, had the misfortune to dislocate

her kneecap for the fourth time, which will prevent her from
setting out to Worms with the rest. M. le prince de Conde is

going to establish himself in a chateau belonging to the Elector

of Mayence, Bishop of Worms. M. le comte d'Artois is not

stirring from Venice this month.
As the Carnival progresses the balls multiply. Those of the

nobility, in the Casino, are now crowded, and continue to be very

pleasant, owing to the freedom that prevails, and the air <^

enjoyment that one sees on every face. This is the only place

and the only season in which it is possible to be a little gay
among the nobles of Turin. There was a very fine ball at the

Hotel de Ville, given by the bourgeoisie, whose belles appeared
on the occasion in full force. Some of the ladies of the nobihty
were present, and received a warm welcome; but it is very rare

to see any mingling of the two classes, the line of division being

strongly marked. Hitherto this state of things has created no

discontent, but now that Turin, like other places, has been

reached by the democratic spirit, the bourgeois are beginning to

object to the nobles' exclusiveness at the Casino. Those who
attend the bourgeois balls are the wives of lawyers, bankers, and
merchants : the wives of shopkeepers are not admitted. . . .

About the same time there was a fete at Milan that was quite

another style of thing : a ball given to the nobility by the upper

classes of the bourgeoisie. More than five hundred ladies were

present, and the whole affair was most sumptuous and luxurious.

Milan is a rich and pleasure-loving town. Every lady on her

arrival at the ball was presented with a splendid bouquet of

natural flowers from Genoa.

23rd Feb.—The courier from Paris arrived, seventy-five hours
late. We heard that some damage had been done in the glorious

gardens of Chantilly, and that the municipality of Senlis would
allow no help to be given. M. le prince de Conde is meeting with
ingratitude from many persons whose only means of livelihood
was derived from him, and who are now his most inveterate
enemies. From Paris we heard that Madame Adelaide and
Madame Victoire were intending to leave France, to seek rest
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and peace in Rome, and that their departure had been fixed for

the 14th, but was postponed on account of all the obstacles that

had been put in their way. When, however, a decree was passed

by the Assembly, to the effect that every citizen was to have
perfect freedom of movement, it seemed as though the difficulty

were removed, and the princesses left Bellevue on the evening of

the 19th. On the 21st they were stopped at Arnay-le-Duc by
the municipality, and it was necessary to communicate with the

Assembly before they received permission to go on their way.
We shall know more of the matter when they arrive here, and
I will then deal with it more fully. We know, however, that

after a letter had been conveyed to the president of the Assembly
by Comte Louis de Narbonne the princesses were allowed to

continue their journey. It has been fairly cold throughout this

month, and there has been some frost, but lovely sunshine. At
the end of the month there was snow and heavy rain ; but now
that it is fine again it is like spring.

March 1791.—A person who had never seen Turin except at

the end of the Carnival would take it for one of the gayest towns
in Europe. The opera-house is always full; there are balls at

the Court, at the Casino, in the Carignano Theatre, and in many
private houses. On the three last days before Lent it is the

custom for all the carriages in the town to parade after dinner in

the Via di Po, the Piazza San Carlo, and other parts of the town.
The royal princesses appear with much pomp and ceremony in

state carriages, with six horses, and coachmen and postilions

in fine livery and large wigs—each with a hat under his arm

—

and footmen running at the side, and mounted pages in silk

stockings, and equerries in plain-clothes. The King and princes

follow them unceremoniously, in a little carriage with two horses.

The weather being continuously fine there has been a great

crowd : the ladies have all appeared in their most splendid

carriages, some of which are extremely sumptuous, and the

grandest liveries are all on view. M. le comte d'Artois, hearing

in Venice that his aunts had started on their journey, and thinking

they would shortly reach Turin, arrived here at mid-day on the

6th. He was received with every sign of enthusiastic pleasure

by both Piedmontese and French.

In the meantime the Carnival is drawing near its close. It

occurred to some of the nobles to give a fete to all the bourgeoisie

of the town, and a subscription list was opened at the Casino.

Each subscriber was to give 300 livres, that is to say 15 louis ;

and in a few days there were sixty names on the list, the result

being a sum sufficient to provide one of the finest entertainments
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I have ever seen. An immense and magnificent house was

borrowed from the Comte della Valdiggi, and the ball took place

on the Monday before Lent, at eight o'clock. The rooms were

decorated to perfection, and adorned by many a pretty woman.
The honours of the occasion were done by the subscribers, and
the whole affair was perfectly organised. The profusion of every

kind of refreshment was amazing, from the beginning till the end

of the ball, which went on for thirty hours. There were fifty

servants, richly clad, to wait on the guests. Five hundred women,
noble and boiirgeoise, were present, all exquisitely dressed. The
dancers occupied about fifteen rooms, the largest being an
immense octagonal salon, lighted by four hundred candles, with

a gallery running round it at a height of twelve feet, whence one

could enjoy the pleasant sight of fifteen lively quadrilles. In the

other rooms there were quadrilles, anglaises, and montferrines.

The ball never flagged for an instant till midnight on Shrove

Tuesday, when the band ceased playing, out of respect for Ash
Wednesday and the beginning of Lent. Though the dancing had
then been going on for twenty-eight hours, it was more animated
than ever. I saw one lady, Mme. Alemandi, who danced one

montferrine after another in the same spot for twenty-two hours.

I had the strength ol mind to remain at that ball from first to

last, and I saw several young ladies who only absented them-

selves for two or three hours, to repair their ravaged toilettes.

Mothers who had brought their daughters went home for five or

six hours' sleep, and then returned. As the guests remained for

two hours after the dancing ceased, that is to say, till two in the

morning, this magnificent fete lasted for thirty hours; and it

was as crowded at the end as at the beginning. I have never

seen the like in France.

On Ash Wednesday Turin reverts to its usual melancholy and

monotony : indeed it would seem that the dose is stronger in

Lent than at any other time. There are no theatres open.

Every one goes to church by day, and in the evening to the Casino

—where women who were bright, and pleasant, and familiar

during the Carnival, and danced Mdth one often, seem to regard

one as a total stranger and decline to say a word. They barricade

themselves in a group of intimate friends, and play some melan-

choly game.—On the morning of the 8th there was^'a storm of

some violence, with thunder, hail, snow, and rain." We knew
nothing of it while the ball was going on.

We hear that, on the 6th, Mesdames at last reached Chambery,
where they will rest after their journey till the 10th. They
will then start for Turin. We had news at the same time of the

deplorable things that have been happening in Paris for some
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days, especially on the 28th Feb. There was a serious insurrection
at Vincennes; but by far the most important scene took place
at the Palace of the Tuileries. A large number of gentlemen
had gathered there, having provided themselves with arms
wherewith to defend the King, in the event of the palace being in
danger from the insurrection. General La Fayette appeared on
the scene, and gave orders that every one who left the palace
should be searched and disarmed. At the same time the King,
on being urged to appeal to all these faithful nobles, actually
begged them to deposit, in his keeping, any arms they might
have upon them, on the understanding that such arms should
be returned at some future time. Who could refuse a request
of this kind from his sovereign ? Every man laid down his

pistols, swords, and hunting-knives in perfect confidence. Soon
afterwards, however, all these arms were handed over by the
King himself to La Fayette, who had the insolence to distribute
them to the National Guard, under the very eyes of the disarmed
nobles. The intentions of the latter, moreover, were basely
misrepresented to the people, who were atrociously made to
believe that an attempt on the King's person was contemplated.
Among these gentlemen were the most faithful servants of his

Majesty and the royal family. They were insulted, and even
maltreated, in the anterooms, on the staircases, and in the courts

;

and were offensively nicknamed the Knights of the Poignard.
This incident shows the amount of confidence that can be placed
in the feeble, pusillanimous King, who is the first to forsake,

and indeed to betray, those who desire to serve him. This must
surely greatly strengthen the opinion of those who hold that,

at this moment, there are better ways to defend the throne than
by staying with the King, who dares not support any attempt
made on his behalf, and appears bent on thwarting all the efforts

of good and faithful royaUsts, and favouring the revolutionaries.

12th March.—M. le comte d'Artois set off this morning to

Novalesa, at the foot of Mont-Cenis, where he will meet Mesdames,
who are to cross the mountain to-day. Comte Louis de Narbonne,
Mme. Adelaide's gentleman-in-waiting, escorted the princesses

to Chambery, and intended to come to Turin; but M. le comte
d'Artois wrote to his aunts that this plan must be abandoned,
since it could only result in unpleasantness for the democrat
in question. Consequently Narbonne has returned to France,

on the pretext of reporting to the King the events of Mesdames'
journey.

ISth March.—The weather is magnificent : a real spring day

—
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warm, but pleasant and temperate.—The Prince and Princess

of Piedmont set off at mid-day to meet Mesdames at Rivoli.

Our young princes, too, rode to meet their aunts. M. le marquis

de Miran, with about twenty other French nobles, rode to Rivoli

to escort Mesdames to the gates of Turin, and give them the

satisfaction of seeing the white cockade again at their side—the

badge, though now proscribed in France, that has always symbol-
ised the honour, faith, and loyalty of the French nobility and
army. In the meantime, either from curiosity or a desire to

please the King, who has shown his wish to welcome our royal

family, the whole population of Turin repaired after dinner to

the magnificent road that leads to Rivoli, which has side-walks

for a distance of three leagues. Such was the crowd that
Mesdames drove into the town between two rows of carriages,

which numbered—for I counted them—nearly twelve hundred.
There were not fifty ugly or shabby ones among them. Inside

the town the paths about the citadel, and all the streets, were
thronged with people to the very door of the palace, where the

King was awaiting Mesdames at the foot of a little staircase

—

for it is contrary to etiquette for him to descend the grand
staircase publicly. This good King received the princesses

with every mark of respect and profound sympathy, and
introduced them to his whole family. After a visit of some
length they were escorted by the Prince and Princess of Pied-

mont to the house that the King had made ready for them in

the town, where they are to live at his Majesty's expense as

long as they remain in Turin. It is the house that was occupied
by M. le prince de Conde, and they are therefore in direct com-
munication with M. le comte d'Artois. In the evening I paid my
court to Mesdames with a few others, and presented my eldest

son to them. They were extremely gracious and kind to me,
and seemed to take pleasure in recalling the fact that my grand-

father was an officer in the Bodyguard for thirty-five years, that

my father was their father's page, and that I myself had been in

the same position. It was a satisfaction to them, they declared,

to see the fourth generation with their own eyes. They related

all the incidents of their unpleasant journey, all the difficulties

they met with, and all the insults they received between Bellevue
and Pont de Beauvoisin. I cannot deny myself the pleasure of

enlarging a little on the subject of these two worthy descendants
of Henri IV and Louis XIV.
Mme. Adelaide was born on the 23rd March, 1732, and Mme.

Victoire on the 11th May, 1733. For twenty-five years, and especi-

ally since Louis XV's death, these virtuous princesses have led

the lives of private individuals, without forfeiting any of the
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consideration that was so justly theirs. The King, their nepliew,

always treated them with the greatest deference, and indeed

often consulted them. They had formed a little Court of their

own amid the tumult of Versailles, and lived in a circle of their

own contemporaries, all linked to them by love and gratitude.

For a part of the year they lived in the Chateau de Bellevue.

An immense fortune, which they possessed quite independently

of the State, assured to them the quiet, pleasant, peaceful life

that is enjoyable at their age. Having been brought up among
the still vivid memories of Louis XIV's brilliant Court, and
accustomed for over fifty years to the homage and respect of

the French nation, they were the more profoundly shocked by
the first outrages that occurred on the opening of the States

General. After the rebels of Paris had crowned those terrible

scenes of the 5th and 6th Oct., 1789, by carrying off the unhappy
royal family into captivity in their town, Mesdames seldom left

Bellevue.

It was then—since they could see no way of helping the King,

their nephew—that they formed the project of turning their backs

on the Revolution and its frequent storms. In the hope, how-
ever, that peace might return to the country, they waited in

patience through all the year 1790 ; but at last they decided upon
action, at the beginning of the present year. It required all

Mme. Adelaide's courage and patience, and at the same time all

her energy, to surmount the many difficulties that lay in the way
of their scheme. They left Bellevue on the evening of the 19tli,

in spite of much intentional delay on the part of their servants ;

and, an hour after they left, the fishwives of Paris and La
Fayette's hired sans-culottes were on the point of setting off to

their chateau to prevent their departure. They were stopped

for a moment at Moret, near Fontainebleau, but were extricated

from their difficulty by an officer commanding a detachment of

cavalry, who overawed the insurgents. They experienced little

further trouble till they reached Arnay-le-Duc, in Burgundy ; but

there they were again stopped by order of the local municipal

officers, and were obliged to secure an order from the Assembly
before they could proceed. Comte Louis de Narbonne went to

Paris for the purpose, and in their name wrote to the president

so ridiculous and unsuitable a letter that in any other circum-

stances they would promptly have disowned it. He brought back
the order for their release, and delivered them from the insulting

and disrespectful treatment of the insolent municipality of

Arnay-le-Duc. They met with further insults as they drove

through Lyons, but observed that there were numbers of honest

folk in the streets who were painfully embarrassed. At Pont
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de Beauvoisin they received all the consideration and attention

to which they were once accustomed, and which the King of

Sardinia's people have given them from the first. Mme. Adelaide

told us, with deep emotion, that when she reached the frontier she

sprang to the ground in her eagerness to stand on foreign soil;

but that this first natural joy at leaving a people who were dis-

gracing themselves with so many crimes was succeeded, in spite

of all her efforts at self-control, by a torrent of tears, as she

looked back, perhaps for the last time, at the glorious kingdom
that was once so prosperous under the rule of her ancestors. At
Chambery, however, they found a number of faithful subjects,

all eager to show their respect for the princesses and their devotion

to their King.
Mesdames' suite is at present composed of the Duchesse de

Narbonne, lady-of-honour to Mme. Adelaide, the Comtesse de

Chatellus, lady-of-honour to Mme. Victoire, the Comte de

Chatellus, gentleman-in-waiting, and the Comte de Boisseuil,

equerry to the King. But in addition to these there is a ridiculous

number of waiting-women and valets, doctors and surgeons,

and servants of every kind, among whom are some violent patriots.

The man who is at the head of the household and manages the

expenses of the journey is known to be a zealous member of the

Jacobin Club.

lUh March.—Mesdames dined at the Court with all the royal

family. After their return M. le comte d'Artois, in his own
gracious way, gathered together all the Frenchmen in Turin, took

them to his aunts' house, and presented each one by name to the

princesses. On the following days Mesdames received the whole

diplomatic corps, the ministers, local nobles. Knights of the Holy
Ghost, and all the ladies of the Court. Mesdames received all

these visitors standing, as is the custom in France and even at

the Court of Piedmont; but it offended the ladies, for Mme. la

comtesse d'Artois is always seated when she receives visitors,

and makes the other ladies sit down also. As for us, we see

Mesdames without any formalities, and they receive our ladies

quite familiarly.

20th March.—There was a little mutiny in the garrison here.

A few young officers of the Marine' Regiment, being annoyed at

having to leave Turin and go to a less pleasant garrison, incited

their men to make a protest and then seek refuge in a church,
an inviolable sanctuary. But they were promptly taken back
to barracks ; the whole affair was over in a day ; and those who
instigated it were severely punished. On that same day the
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King arranged a great parade of carriages to entertain Mesdames.
There was an immense throng of vehicles, but not so many as on
the day of the princesses' arrival.

We heard of the ridiculous marriage of M. Lepelletier de
Morfontaine and the Comtesse de Migieu, which was the occasion

of a rather serious rising at Chambery. The democrats were
only awaiting a pretext to break out. On the evening of the

marriage the bride and bridegroom were treated to the usual

hubbub at their door, and the malcontents took advantage of

this nocturnal gathering to excite the people to revolt. The riot

would have become much more serious had it not been for the

steady attitude of the troops and the firmness of the governor.

A few sword-cuts and a few thorough thrashings were all that

was needed to reduce the rioters to order. But this incident

will serve to illustrate the devices of the democratic propagandists,

and may show the government how urgent it is to take the prompt-
est and most vigorous measures to arrest this dangerous pest.

The Assembly's decree relating to bishops and parish priests

is already coming into force, both in the filling of death-vacancies

and in the appointment of bishops to new sees, or to the sees of

those who have refused to take the prescribed oath. On the

13th of this month a new bishop for the department of Paris was
chosen by ballot, the Archbishop having left France and refused

to take the oath. The choice of the electors of the capital fell

on M. Gobet, deputy of the clergy of Belfort in the States General,

and already Bishop in partibus of Lydda, and Suffragan of Basle

and the principality of Porentruy. He is one of the greatest

rascals in the Assembly, and one of the most rabid members of

the Left. There are but four of the former bishops who have
taken the prescribed oath : first, the Bishop of Autun, who none
the less has deserted his see with a view to living with greater

licence, and limits his episcopal duties to the consecration of the

new intruders : secondly. Cardinal de Lomenie, Archbishop of

Sens, who returned to France a year ago to devote himself to the

Revolution and deny his faith, in the hope of playing an important
role and becoming the patriarch of the new Church of France. On
his arrival in Paris this unspeakable scoundrel boasted of having
prepared the way for the Revolution by the extravagances of

his administration. Knowing the Pope's intention to put him
on his trial before the College of Cardinals he hastened to return

the hat for which he had condescended to beg so humbly. Every
day of his life he truckles to the leaders of the Assembly, and
nothing is lacking to make his infamy complete. The third of

the apostate bishops is the Bishop of Orleans, formerly known
in Paris as the Abbe de Jarente, a man of the most scandalous
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life. The fourth is Savines, Bishop of Viviers, who is said to be

mad.
—"The spiritual rulers of France, then, are the eighty-three new
bishops, who are nearly all known to be worthless characters, and
some of whom have been priests of the most scandalous and
criminal lives. It is the same with the parish priests : in the

provinces the most respected pastors have been replaced by men
of no principles whatever. It is a noteworthy fact that among
these new clergy, most of whom are chosen from the curS class,

very many have been taken from the ranks of the National

Assembly.
Mesdames are prolonging their stay in Turin, their departure

being postponed to the end of the month on account of a severe

cold from which Mme. Victoire is suffering. They are intending,

on their way to Rome, to pay a visit to their nephew the Infante,

at Parma. M. le eomte d'Artois, who is returning to Venice to

await the Emperor's arrival in Italy, will also visit Parma, to

see this prince of the House of Bourbon, brother-in-law to the

King and the Emperor Leopold,
As the Lenten devotions make Turin an extremely melancholy

place I have decided to set off, with my son, in the direction of

Germany, which seems to be the general meeting-place, where
we are all to join M. le comte d'Artois and the other princes.

I shall stay for a little time at Chambery, and my wife will remain
in Turin vmtil she feels disposed to come to Savoy or Switzerland.

Before leaving Piedmont altogether it may be well to speak of

one or two things to which I have not yet referred, in connection

with the Court and the customs of the country. I have already

alluded, more than once, to the elaborate and strict etiquette

that prevails at this Court, but the consequent dullness is largely

increased by the excessive piety of the Prince and Princess of

Piedmont, which occasions a great deal of hypocrisy in Turin.

Nothing would please the King more than to have a gayer Court

:

he has no horror of amusement, nor of gallantry. Indeed it is

said that he still, as a rule, has some kind of love-affair on hand.

But he looks infirm, and much older than his real age. In uni-

form and on horseback he has a delusive likeness to the late

King of Prussia. He is greatly beloved by his subjects, to whom
he is very accessible, for he never refuses an audience, even to the

least important of the townsfolk. He is respected by all ; but is

none the less weak and yielding. It is, moreover, complained
that his household is too large, that he maintains too many
troops, and that in every respect his expenses exceed his revenue.

I imagine there are few sovereigns by whom this accusation

would be undeserved; but it must be admitted that everj^hing
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here is managed on strictly economical lines. The ministers'

salaries are by no means large. M. Graneri, who is at the head
of the Ministry, in virtue of holding the portfolio of the Interior,

has no more than 40,000 Uvres. M. d'Hauteville, Minister for

Foreign Affairs, is treated like a clerk : he has an income of only
12,000 livres, and is provided with a carriage. Nor do any of

the ministers make any kind of display. The King sometimes
comes from MoncaUeri after dinner, to work quietly with them.
The Court officials have miserable salaries, but these posts are
none the less occupied by the most prominent nobles in the
country. The Court, for economy's sake, spends at least two-
thirds of the year in the country, either at Moncalieri or at the
hunting-box, and there the royal family leads a kind of conventual
life. The King's hunting establishment is well kept, but not very
large. As in France, there is a special dress—red, with gold lace

—which somewhat resembles the dress worn by the outriders

of the Queen of France. No men ever have meals with the royal

family, but ladies are permitted to do so.

As it is almost obligatory upon the nobility to serve in the army
there is, as a rule, a high standard in that service. The officers

are well paid, and their pensions are sufficient for a living. Pro-

motion is by seniority. The troops are in fairly good order, but
it is so long since they saw any fighting that they need more
drill and better discipline. Independently of the line-regiments

there are some provincial regiments that are mobilised for a

month every year, and, for a militia, are in excellent form. The
artillery is also in good order, as may be seen by visiting the

arsenal. All told, the King of Sardinia could easily put 40,000

men into the field. There is only a very small navy, and there

are few well-trained officers in that service.

The Piedmontese clergy strike one as being quite exemplary.
It is rare to meet ecclesiastics in public places, and the few who
frequent the theatre are not as a rule in orders. One never
meets a bishop in society. They are all at their posts, and it is

there they live.

The nobles are not generally very rich, but there is a great

deal of comfort, and there are many families in Turin with in-

comes of thirty or forty thousand livres. The daughters marry
with very small dowries; never more than twenty-five or thirty

thousand hvres. The King takes care that the nobles shall not

dissipate their fortunes : whenever one of them incurs large debts

his property is managed for him till they are paid, while he is

reduced to living on an allowance.—The Piedmontese are ex-

tremely vain and haughty, and not at all obliging nor cordial

to foreigners. They seldom leave their own country, being

M
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persuaded that there is not its equal in Europe. Indeed the

Prince of Piedmont told us one day that the four quarters of

the world, according to Piedmontese geography, were Asia,

Africa, Ameripa, and Piedmont. There is unconquerable hatred

between the Piedmontese and the Savoyards. The various posts

in the Court, the army, and the government, are divided between
the two countries, but the smallest preference given to the

Savoyards results in jealousy, complaints, and protests on the

part of the Piedmontese. The men here are wanting in gallantry

and breeding, and are fairly ignorant in most respects. The
women are more polished, and more agreeable to foreigners;

but indeed the latter are so coldly welcomed that they are not

likely to stay long in Turin. It is true, too, that those who
come hither are longing to be in Italy, the main object of their

journey; and when their tour is over they are impatient to cross

the Alps.

In spite of the piety at the Court the morality of Piedmont is

not very high, and the manners of Turin are more than gallant.

If the Court circles are secretive in these matters, it is otherwise

among the bourgeoisie. Money is omnipotent; and it is not

necessary to spend much to be considered lavish. So luxurious

are the smallest tradeswomen that they can only satisfy their

tastes by resorting to extraordinary means. One cannot walk
a step in Turin without seeing milliners' and confectioners'

shops, and cafes. All the materials for luxurious dressing are

very expensive here; and living is costly for foreigners. There
are few rooms to be had, and the price is exorbitant, even for

the people of the country who spend the winter in Turin.



CHAPTER X

SAVOY AND SWITZERLAND

22nd March, 1791.—After spending nearly nine consecutive
months in Turin I left that town without much regret, having had
very little pleasure there of a social kind, and knowing by experi-

ence how wearisome it is in summer, and how intolerably hot.

I bargained with a coachman to drive me to Chambery with four

horses, and pay all the expenses of board and lodging for me, my
son, and Picard, as well as the cost of crossing Mont-Cenis—taking
my carriage to pieces and conveying it and my luggage over the

pass, and providing mounts for ourselves—for the sum of ten
louis.

Chambery, 26th Marchr-2nd June, 1791.

—

2Qth-&Qth March.—
My first visit at Chambery was to M. le chevalier de Perron,

Governor of Savoy, who has received orders from the King to

banish all the French on account of the recent insurrectiop.

He appears in no hurry, however, to execute this command.
He received me with the greatest kindness, and even gave me
dinner—a thing he has seldom done here for any one—and allowed
me to take rooms for a month, which makes me imagine that the

order cannot be very stringent. I found here a great many of

my fellow-countrymen from the Auvergne, several of my friends,

and a great number of acquaintances from Paris and the provinces

;

altogether much pleasanter society, as far as we are concerned,

than we had at Turin. There were at Chambery, during the

winter, more than sixty Frenchwomen, of whom many were very
pretty. This makes me regret that I did not come sooner. The
most notable of the French now at Chambery are the Archbishop
of Paris and Mme. la princesse de Conti. The Archbishop lives

very apostolically, in seclusion and strict economy. I have
already spoken of his virtues, but at the same time of his weak,

pusillanimous behaviour at Versailles, on the occasion of the riot

that was designed to intimidate him into joining the tiers, which
he did. It is always a pleasure to see Mme. la princesse de Conti,

for though her circle is anything but gay, she is so pleasant to

every one and so charitable, that no one could help wishing to

M2 163
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treat her with respect. She was born on the 24th Nov., 1731,

and is a sister of the Duke of Modena. On the 27th Feb., 1759,

she married M. le prince de Conti, then Comte de La Marche,

who was three years younger than herself and had always shown
the greatest dislike to the marriage. They lived for a long time

in the same house without ever meeting each other; and finally

they separated, though the prince could never contrive to bring

the smallest charge against Mme. la princesse de Conti. When
she came to the Court of France at the age of twenty-seven she

had an extremely reserved manner, and never showed any taste

for amusement. She was neither pretty nor attractive. She
was very dignified in appearance, but extremely serious. She
was seldom seen at Court, and was never concerned in any in-

trigue. She is devout; but her religious duties are quietly, if

punctiliously, performed. She is very pleasant in her own circle.

A desire for peace led her to leave France at the beginning of

the disturbances, and she settled down at Chambery. She
maintains a certain degree of state, is very civil to every one,

and is as charitable as her means allow. Her own opinions are

untainted and her principles excellent, but she is weak enough to

keep several servants who are known to be ardent democrats.

Mme. la comtesse des Roches, Mme. de Courson, and the Chevalier

de Ravenel constitute the whole household of Mme. la princesse

de Conti.
• There are also at Chambery Mme. la princesse de Talmont, and
her mother, Mme. la comtesse d'Argouges; Mme. la comtesse

Francois d'Escars, and her mother, Mme. la comtesse de Ligny;

Mme. la comtesse de La Massaye, a sister of M. Douet and M. de

Labouleye, and with her a beautiful and charming niece, the

Demoiselle de Cernay, whose marriage to a Piedmontese noble

is being arranged; the Comte d'Apchon, Chevalier des Ordres,^

a worthy man, devoted to the good cause, but infirm ; the Bishop

of Saint-Pons, the Baron de Chalabre, and their sister Mme. de

Badens, whose husband was a deputy and a member of the

Right ; M. and Mme. de Montchal ; the Comtesse de Lusignem and

her husband, a lieutenant-general of strong royalist views, but

gouty and sickly. The Comte de Lusignem has the misfortune

of being the father of the Marquis de Lusignem, a deputy of the

nobles of Paris, and the colonel of the Flanders Regiment who
behaved so disgracefully. He declared for the Revolution at

the very first, and intrigued to be elected a deputy. Being a

first cousin of La Fayette and hand-in-glove with all the revolu-

tionary leaders, he joined the minority of the nobles, went over

with them to the tiers, and has always sat on the Left. When
1 i. (J. the Orders of St. Michael and of the Holy Ghost. (Translator.)
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the Flanders Regiment, of which he was colonel, was at Versailles

on the 5th Oct., 1789, he was not content to absent himself

from it on the ground that he was a deputy, but employed all

his influence to corrupt his men and incite them to insurrection.

The Marquis de Lusignem loves money, and for a long time has
been known to be a stock-jobber. All his property is in the bank,
and he dreads bankruptcy: self-interest made him a democrat.
He has been fortified in his principles by the Marquise de Gontaut,
with whom he is very intimate. For the rest, he always votes

in the Assembly in accordance with the wishes of the constitu-

tionalists, but has never as yet made a speech. To say " yes
"

or " no," to sit down or stand up, has been the extent of his

eloquence.

Also staying at Chambery are the Comtesse de Ricce and her

daughter, a canoness of Neuville, who is also, it appears, about
to be married to a Piedmontese (the Comtesse de Ricce is the

mother of the democratic Comte de Ricce, who is serving in the

revolutionary army); the Comtesse de la Tour d'Auvergne and
her children ; M. and Mme. de Sonville ; M. and Mme. de Medavy

;

M. and Mme. de Sennevoy; M. de Bosredon; the Bailiff of Ville-

franche. Grand Prior of St.-Gilles; the Abbe de Vermont; Mme.
d'Arnas and Mme. de Rochetaille, whose husband was massacred
at Saint-Etienne ; Mme. de Chousy and her daughter, Mme. de
Charnailles; and Mesdames de Fargues, de Besse, de Verdonnet,

de Bussy, de Valins, de Courtivron, de Mercy, de La Porte,

d'Agoult, de Baronnat, de La Baume, Delaubriere, etc., etc.

The charming and pretty Piedmontese, the Comtesse Roero
de Monticello, of whom I saw a great deal in Turin, is now at

Chambery, I am pleased to say. She has come to spend the

summer with her husband, a captain in the regiment of Savoyard
cavalry that is now garrisoned here. This lady, whom I seldom
saw in her own house in Turin, here makes us welcome every day,

and has even asked us to dinner several times. I have taken
rooms for my son and myself, at two louis a month ; and we have
made arrangements to board, for one crown each, with a party
of people who always have their meals together. Among them
is the President d'Ornacieux, of Grenoble, a most agreeable old

man of over eighty, who has been obliged to leave his property,

though he did nothing but good to the people.

Chambery is the capital of Savoy. The town itself is a horrible

place, and the houses are very bad. The King of Sardinia always
has a garrison here ; and there is a bishop, a governor, and a high

court of justice. There is plenty of society in the town, and a

number of nobles, but the French have been so numerous during

the last year that one hardly ever hears of the ladies belonging
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» to the place, who are not, as a rule, very well off. Moreover, the

I
French have not met with much civility, and have easily consoled

\
themselves for the lack of it. The winter has been very gay

; among our own people, who have spent a great deal of time in

i each other's company, meeting at the various houses alternately

l in a pleasant way, for games, dancing, and refreshments. The
I neighbourhood of Chambery is very picturesque, and there are

I delightful expeditions to be made. The most interesting places

;

are the cascades of Le Bout du Monde, St.-Jean-de-Cour, and La
Peisse, the Lake of Le Bourget, the Abbaye d'Hautecombe, the

I
springs at Aix, and various country-houses, such as Les Marches.

April 1791.

—

Ist-SOth.—I lead a very pleasant life at Chambery,
and am enjoying it extremely. To the pleasures of society is

added the satisfaction of being much better informed as to the

course of events in France. There are three posts in the week,

; and all the Parisian papers are received here with great regularity.

I
The situation remains unchanged in Paris. Our legislators are

I
still busy over their new constitution. The prisoners from

I
Lyons are confined in the Abbaye de Saint-Germain, while their

I
case is being considered by the Committee of Inquiry. We have

I reason to be uneasy as to their fate. On the 6th of this month
« we heard simultaneously of Mirabeau's illness and of his death,

I
which occurred at Paris on the 2nd. It is firmly believed that

5 he was poisoned at the instigation of his enemies, the Lameths,

i Duport, and Barnave, leaders of the Jacobin Club and the

I
Assembly. It is declared that Mirabeau recently sold himself

I to the King, and that this accelerated his end. Others say that

] his unbridled debauchery brought on some kind of inflammation,

] which killed him. Be this as it may, the world is rid of one of the

I
greatest scoundrels it ever produced. Even if it be true that he

i recently sold himself to the Court he could never have served the

!, King to anything like the extent to which he injured him. More-

l over, how could any reliance be placed on so despicable and corrupt

a creature ? I cannot deny myself the pleasure of portraying

5 this notorious man, the only actor in the Revolution, as yet,

to show any force of character.

The Comte de Mirabeau was born on the 9th March, 1749.

He was the eldest son of the Marquis de Mirabeau who wrote
VAmi des homines, and of Mile, de Vassan. It would be hard
to enumerate all the crimes that this ruffian committed against

society from his earliest days. Mirabeau's face was odious and
his bearing anything but noble, but nature had endowed him
with a powerful intellect. It was sad indeed to see such genius
allied with so unscrupulous a character, so many gifts with
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such deep depravity, so much ability with such shocking opinions !

Mirabeau served for some time in the Legion de Soubise; and
during the campaign in Corsica did not seem to deserve the
accusation of cowardice that was afterwards brought against

him. In 1772 he married a wealthy heiress, the only daughter
of M. de Covet, Marquis de Marignane. His ill-treatment of

his wife and his evil living soon brought about a separation ; and
about the same time he set himself to seduce the wife of Le
Monnier, first president of the Chambre des Comptes of Dole,

in Franche-Comte. He ran off with the lady, robbed the husband,
and fled to Switzerland. The letters written by Mirabeau to

Mme. Le Monnier in the course of this intrigue have been made
public since the Revolution broke out, and are a sufficient revela-

tion of his mind and character. A writ was taken out against

him, and he was brought to justice. On the 8th June, 1774,

the administration of his property was taken out of his hands;
and the injunction was still in force when he was elected a deputy
to the States General.

Several years before the Revolution Mirabeau had earned a

certain degree of celebrity by his writing, and was still better

known for his discreditable conduct. The government employed
him secretly at Berlin after the death of Frederick, but he was
not openly recognised. No self-respecting minister, indeed, could

have owned to employing such a person. On his return from Berlin

Mirabeau published a lampoon on the King of Prussia and all

his Court, which made a great sensation. At that time he was
living in great poverty on the proceeds of his works, with no other

means of livelihood but swindling. He was openly assisted by
the Abbe de Perigord, at that time Agent General of the Clergy,

and afterwards Bishop of Autun. There was, perhaps, no man
in France more notoriously disgraced than the Comte de Mirabeau.
When, on the convocation of the States. General, he appeared at

the Assembly of the nobles of Provence, they refused to admit
him—acting, in this, as an assemblage of gentlemen should
always act, if they care more for honour than for policy and
dissimulation.

From that moment Mirabeau cast in his lot with the Tiers

£tat, and vowed vengeance upon the Order of nobility. He
incited the whole of Provence to insurrection, taking advantage
of the weakness of the government, Necker's perfidiousness, and
the want of energy shown by the Commandant, who was vain

and silly enough to own him as a cousin. Mirabeau was elected

deputy of the tiers for the town of Aix ; and appeared in triumph
both there and at Marseilles. He then came to Versailles, and
sat in the States General in spite of the writ that was still in force
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against him. He appeared in the full costume of the tiers : black

coat, short cloak, long hair, and the most superb style of hair-

dressing. From the very first day he made a show of incredible

impudence, assuming an air of defiance towards the King, his

ministers, and the whole Court. He became the head of the

revolutionary party, allied himself with the Due d'Orleans

—

who was guided by him in all his atrocities—and led the Assembly
as long as he lived. He had sworn implacable hostility to Necker,

and actually brought about his ruin and overthrow. As Mira-

beau's character developed more fully he showed remarkable
talent, the most profound knowledge of all administrative affairs,

and every possible aptitude for playing the chief part in a Revolu-
tion. No one, with the exception of the Abbe Maury, was more
truly eloquent than he, especially when he had prepared his

speech. He was certainly the greatest jSgure—one might almost

say the only one—^that the Revolution has as yet produced.

Mirabeau, who coveted both money and fame, could easily have
been won over by the government at the beginning of the Revolu-
tion : but at that time he was despised, and the effort was made
too late. It appears that it was Comte Auguste de La Marck
d'Arenberg, deputy for Quesnoy, who, with a view to undoing
the evil effects of his detestable conduct, undertook the negotia-

tion, in which, they say, he was successful. Mirabeau was
apparently poisoned by the Jacobins. It is said that, in the course

of one of his many wild orgies, Mme. Coulon, an opera-dancer in

the pay of the triumvirate Duport, Alex. Lameth, and Barnave,

undertook the horrible commission. It is certain that Mirabeau,

a few days before he fell ill, opposed himself very forcibly to the

three rascals I have just named.
In any case, the illness that has just sent this famous and

atrocious revolutionary to his grave seemed to rouse the greatest

interest in the Assembly. The King himself, either from weak-

ness or policy, sent openly to inquire after the invalid. The
National Guard was deputed to maintain silence in the streets

of his neighbourhood. After his death the body was publicly

opened, to prove that he had not been poisoned. Divine honours

have been paid to him : his remains are to be placed in the

Pantheon : a week of mourning is prescribed for the whole country:

there is not a little town in France but feels called upon to pay
him a last tribute. There are busts and pictures of him every-

where. People say that Mirabeau was promised the post of

ambassador to Constantinople and a large sum of money if he

would join the King's party. He left a considerable fortune,

the spoils of the two years in which he took so leading a part in

the affairs of France. The ci-devant Bishop of Autun was very
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careful to be with him in his last moments, and has come in for

a considerable legacy. The executor of his will is Comte Auguste
de La Marck.
The Comte de La Marck is a younger brother of the Due

d'Arenberg. He is a brigadier-general in the French army, and
colonel propriStaire of an infantry regiment. In the early days
of the States General he sided with the majority of the nobles,

and only joined the tiers with the whole chamber; but his inti-

macy with the Vicomte de Noailles, and several other leaders

of the democratic party, led to his casting in his lot with those

scoundrels soon after the three Orders were united. Ever since

then he has sat, and voted enthusiastically, with the party of

the Left. At the time of the first disturbances in Brabant he

asked for leave of absence from the Assembly, that he might
go and preach the new doctrine to the Belgians, encourage their

revolutionary tendencies, and rouse them to shake off the yoke
of their sovereign. On his return from his mission he publicly

informed his colleagues of the success of his enterprise. Thus at

the same time he betrayed his legitimate sovereign the Emperor,
who has the first claim on his allegiance, arid the King of France,

who has admitted him to the French army and gives him a con-

siderable amount of annual pay. Treachery and ingratitude

such as this, on the part of a man so nobly born, can surely never
be redeemed !

M. le comte d'Artois, who went to Parma at the same time as

his aunts, has now returned to Venice, on the pretext of awaiting
the Emperor, who is, it is true, intending to come to Italy. The
prince hopes to have an interview with him in Milan or Mantua.

—

Mme. de Chousy, wife of M. de Chousy, one of the stewards of

the King's household, has just died at Chambery.—We hear that

the famous Count Cagliostro has at last been tried at Rome, and
condemned to be hanged. The Pope has commuted the sentence

to imprisonment for life. The Capuchin monk, his accomplice,

was condemned to the galleys ; and his wife has been shut up
in a convent. I have several times met this arrant impostor and
his wife, in Paris ; and with a view to seeing them at closer quarters

I visited them at Passy, when Cagliostro came out of the Bastille,

after the affair of Cardinal de Rohan. I saw the respect, sub-

mission, and blind devotion which some of his disciples showed
him. . . .

The heat is beginning to be felt at Chambery, and the sun is

already quite fierce. A great many people are leaving the town
now. The men are starting for Germany, to join M. le prince

de Conde at Worms. I shall do the same as soon as my wife

leaves Piedmont and settles in Switzerland or Savoy, for reasons
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of economy. Even now we are receiving hardly anything from

our property. Our peasants and farmers refuse to pay. Every

day our means are decreasing, and we shall be in a very awkward
position if affairs do not soon take a turn for the better. . . .

May 1791.

—

\st-'21st.—My wife having decided to leave Pied-

mont, and come to Savoy for the fine weather, I went on the 8rd

of this month to Aix to make arrangements for her little estab-

lishment. There are three leagues of a very good road between
Chambery and Aix, In the neighbourhood of the latter there are

charming drives, and at the place itself are some mineral springs

which generally attract a large number of visitors in the summer.
Last year there were a great many Frenchwomen there. The
orders to banish the French from Chambery have resulted in Aix
being filled with people, and married couples will settle there

this year more than ever, including many from Dauphine, Lyons,

and Franche-Comte. A great many, too, have settled at Annecy.
People are emigrating in greater numbers every day ; the constant

disturbances, and the persecution of the priests, have led the

inhabitants of the frontier provinces to take this step. Vacant
rooms are becoming rare in Aix, and are very dear, though it is

not yet the season for taking the waters. However, I have been

able to arrange a little establishment for my wife, whose retinue

consists of a maid and a man-servant. After dining with my
kinsman the Comte d'Apchon, where I met the Archbishop of

Paris, I returned to Chambery .^
. . .

The six days I am spending in Lausanne are being pleasantly

occupied in seeing the large and delightful circle of my friends

in this town, and hearing the latest news of all that interests us

most at this moment. Every one is preparing to set out to Ger-

many, which is evidently to be the general rendezvous. The
Marquis d'Autichamp, who is at present here and has just heard

from M. le comte d'Artois, is teUing all the men to be at Coblenz

by the end of June. Every day we see gentlemen of quality

passing through Lausanne in large numbers—on horseback, in

carriages, and even on foot—all coming from France and going

to Germany. M. le due d'Enghien has written so regularly to

my son or myself that we have been surprised at hearing nothing

from him for some time past; but we learn from the French
papers that a letter from that prince to the young Comte d'Espin-

chal, my son, has been intercepted, probably at Bale, and sent to

Paris for the information of the Committee. In it M. le due
d'Enghien warns us that we must be at Worms in good time if

^ Having settled Mme. d'Espinchal in her rooms he went to Evian to see

his aunt the Comtesse de Laizer, and thence to Lausanne.
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we wish to take part in coming events. This letter has made
a great sensation in the Assembly, and has provided occupation
for several committees.—M. Christin, M. dc Calonne's secretary,

arrived at Lausanne on the evening of the 13th and alighted at

the Lion d'Or, where I am staying. He came from Vicenza,

whence he set out very early on the 9th. He travelled with in-

credible speed, passing through Milan and crossing the Simplon.

He left M. le comte d'Artois at Vicenza. He assures me that the

prince is to meet the Emperor at Mantua, and will then set off

at once to Coblenz by way of Tyrol.'^ . . .

21st-Slst May.—I have been spending the last week at Aix
with my wife, from whom I am about to be parted, perhaps for

a long time; and I am making my preparations for setting out

at the beginning of next month. Nobles from our southern

provinces pass through Aix every day, on their way to the rendez-

vous to which honour calls them. We hear that M. le comte
d'Artois at last met the Emperor Leopold, at Mantua, on the

19th of this month. No one as yet knows what occurred at this

interview that meant so much to our cause. M. le comte d'Artois

has returned for a few days to Vicenza, where the Duchesse de
Polignac and all her party are living. He is to stay there till

the 25th, on which day he will start for Germany. The sur-

roundings of Aix are extremely pleasant, and there are charming
expeditions to be made. The informality of the life that one

leads at a watering-place is an added advantage; and in the

summer there are usually many visitors, both Genevese and
Savoyards. Since the Revolution broke out there have been
also many from France, and last year a number of notable persons

came to the place : such as M. and Mme. de Barentin, the whole
family of the Comte de Vintimille, the Archbishop of Paris,

M. Lenoir, M. Pelletier, etc.—as well as Mme. de Montesson
and her niece, Mme. de Valence, who showed signs of a democratic
tendency. The nephew Valence made open profession of the
same. . . .

I went to Chambery to make my adieux, and dined with the

Comte de Bosredon, of the Bodyguard, in the company of his two
brothers, the Knights-Commanders, and his three sons; all of

whom are on the point of starting for Germany, together with a
dozen other men of the same name. They all intend, like myself,

to join the nobles of our province, who have already mustered
in considerable numbers at Fribourg. . . .

June 1791.

—

1st June.—Weather glorious, and very hot.

—

' M. d'Espinohal then returned to Aix.
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To-day I have been making ready to set out to-morrow,^ for the

rendezvous of all the nobility of France. My son is overjoyed

at the prospect of his first campaign, and my wife very sad that

we must part, without knowing at all when we shall meet again.

2nd June.—Magnificent weather. We set out very early this

1 M. d'Espinchal describes his journey to Basle, by way of Geneva, Lau-
sanne, Berne, and Soleure; and, reverting to his travels in 1783, depicts
the scenes that he visited at that time. We have omitted these retrospective
descriptions ; but the following is his account of a naval battle on the Lake of

Zurich in 1783, and of a visit to Lavater

—

" I inspected the fleet of the Republic, which consists of two large boats,
armed with twelve guns each, and used for fetes on the lake. During my stay
at Zurich I was fortunate enough to see one of these fetes. By six in the
morning I was at a house with a unique position on the shore of the lake,
belonging to some wealthy nobles, whence we enjoyed a delightful sight, in

lovely weather. A little army of twelve hundred men left the harbour in

picturesque boats, of which two were larger than the rest, and after falling

into line farther up the lako, at a point about half a league from the town,
advanced to attack the fort. Then ten boats full of soldiers, supported by
the guns on the ramparts and bastions, defended the town. Everything
was carried out correctly, and the firing was excellent. Each soldier had to

fire eighty times. There were four batteries of six guns, each of which fired

twenty times. The attacking army was repulsed, and we all went home.
" The German poet Gesner, who is a native of the Canton of Zurich, lived in

the town. I had a great desire to see this famous man, but as he was in the
country it could not be satisfied. I received compensation for this in a
visit that was no less interesting, to M. Lavater, to whose house I was taken
by MM. Crammer and La Verpillifere. M. Lavater is the protestant minister
of a church in the town. He has written a book of some size on the science of

the human countenance; and it has appeared in French, in three quarto
volumes, illustrated with excellent engravings. It costs 9 louis. M. Lavater
is fully persuaded that the character may be read from the physiognomy,
the physique, and even the handwriting. In his book he supports this theory
with portraits of famous men of all periods, whose characters are known from
history; and he tries to prove that a man who possesses a given feature

must infallibly possess a given quality, good or bad. But he declines to

answer any questions on the subject in general society. He assured us,

however, that when the fathers of the neighbourhood consulted him on the
question of their children, he was able to point out the vices to which they
were specially inclined, by examining their physiognomies. He was kind
enough to explain, as well as his difficulty in speaking French would permit,
the laws on which his theory is founded. He was very amusing on the
subject of the Abb6 Raynal. Wlien that philosopher was at Zurich he saw
a great deal of M. Lavater, who could not conceive—judging from his physiog-
nomy and still more from his constant jesting—-how he could be the author of

the famous work : Vhistoire phUosophique et politique des Indes. To clear
up his doubts on this matter M. Lavater begged M. Raynal, one day, to remove
his peruke, which, as we know who saw him in Paris, hid a large part of his
head. ' Then,' said M. Lavater, ' while I saw pettiness and gossip in his
profile, I discovered the depths of his gonitis in the curves of his skull.' For
the rest M. Lavater struck us as having a quick mind and a vivid imagination.
His book is full of philosophy. I am not capable of judging whether his
theory be an absurdity ; but so it seems tn mo. He is by no means a charlatan

;

his convictions are perfectly sinccro. In Zurich he had the reputation of a
perfectly honest man, and he fulfilled his duties as a pastor with zeal and
piety."
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morning, and travelled no farther than Frangy, in accordance
with the wishes of our drivers. I have long been accustomed to

their ways.^ . . .

6th June.—Every one who passes near Coppet inspects that
little monument of pride and vanity. The church is small and
very nicely kept. Necker, the apostle of equality and liberty,

has an arm-chair and a place of distinction reserved for him in

this house of worship, and insists, as harshly as any one else, on
receiving all his heavy dues from the barony. His vassals

complain of his strictness in this respect. He is at this moment
at Coppet with his worthy wife, and the daughter who is the

only offspring of this perfect and well-assorted union. These two
individuals must be introduced. Suzanne Curchod is the daughter
of a protestant minister, pastor of the church at Cranier. She
was a schoolmistress at Montelimar; then governess to the

Demoiselles Leymandi at Marseilles; and when she married

Necker—at that time articled to a Genevese banker—she was
acting as companion to Mme. de Vermenon. Necker had made
a considerable fortune by banking, and had earned some celebrity

by his writings; and Mme. Necker, too, soon began to win a

reputation for wit among the philosophers, authors, and acade-

micians whom she gathered around her in Paris, and converted
into so many admirers of her husband. Being as great a hypocrite

as he, and at least equally deceitful, she made a great show of

endless works of charity and acts of benevolence—visiting hospitals

and prisons, lavishing money, and buying supporters of all kinds.

She made a point of always alluding to her husband as " the great

man," on condition that he, in all his works on ethics, politics,

and even finance, should always put in a word for the virtuous

spouse. She supported Necker admirably in all his intrigues,

and through all his ministries ; but her greatest efforts were after

the convocation of the States General. She employed every
means to ensure the triumph of the popular cause : bribery for

some, cajolery for others : she neglected nothing. The irregular

conduct of her daughter was no shock to her virtue, since it

might contribute to the advantage of her party.

Such, before and since the Revolution, has been Necker's wife.

So strong was the hatred they both bore to France that it over-

powered their vanity and pride. Their only daughter, the

heiress of their immense fortune, was desired in marriage by
several persons of quality—for, with such, the love of money
is often combined with degraded principles, and a difference in

' In the account of this journey we suppress all that is merely descriptive.

He reached Coppet on the 6th June.
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religion would be but a slight obstacle. The DUe. Necker married

M. de Stael, Swedish ambassador in France. Madame the

ambassadress is ugly, and of mean appearance : indeed she is

extremely common-looking, and shows her low extraction. She
thinks herself charming, however, and affects a degree of personal

disorder so extravagant that she looks quite disreputable—as

disreputable, in fact, as her behaviour. Mme. de Stael has
really a great deal of natural intelligence, and even a considerable

fund of learning and information; but all this is spoilt by her
excitable, feverish, exaggerated imagination, and her unbridled
vanity. She often imagines her heart is touched, but her love-

affairs are merely due to her vanity, or to some democratic senti-

ment. Thus she was proud of her supposed conquest of Comte
Louis de Narbonne, whose affections she stole from the sweet
and charming Contat; though afterwards she had to share them
with an actress whose feelings werd nobler than hers. For the
one object of the actress in question was to convert her revolu-

tionary lover to royalist principles worthy of her regard. The
ambassadress had previously showered favours on the early

leaders of the Revolution, who now regard her with disgust and
contempt. The Bishop of Autun and Alex. Lameth are among
these. Mme. de Stael is a zealous Jacobin and an ardent revolu-

tionary ; she has a vicious, bad nature ; she was an accomplice in

her father's crimes. Having preached sedition and revolt, and
expressed her approval of the horrors that result from these

things, she was openly triumphant at having contributed to the

atrocities of the 5th and 6th Oct., 1789. She plays the same
role in democratic circles that is played by Theroigne in public

places. In spite of her active devotion to the cause of the Revolu-

tion she is despised by all parties. She is derided and lampooned
by every journal in the capital, yet her effrontery is undiminished.

At this moment she is at Coppet with her parents, who, now that

they are so painfully remote from the political world, are inclined

to give less admiration to their daughter's patriotic activity,

and only to perceive her vices. Indeed we are told that her

visit will not be long. Her tastes will soon take her back to the

company of the Parisian sans-culottes and her worthy confederate.

Having satisfied my curiosity in the church at Coppet I went
on my way. It was a beautiful evening, and I was driving with
much enjoyment through the lovely scenery when I met a carriage

drawn by four horses. The servants' green liveries showed me
that the owner of Coppet was returning from his drive. I cannot
express my horror at the sight of this scoundrel, whose crimes
instantly rose to my mind. There, before me, was the author
of all my country's sorrows, the cause of my own impoverishment.
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the persecutor of my King, who was weak enough to trust this
man, and whom nothing now can save. My movement of horror
as he passed was so unmistakable that I was afterwards glad to
think he must have observed it and recognised me. If Heaven
be just, why is this wretch allowed to look upon this enchanting
spot, and the beautiful Lake of Geneva, with as much peaceful
enjoyment as any honest man ?

But let us leave the monster to his remorse. The tortures of

his conscience will be sufficient punishment. I arrived early at
Nyon, where I spent the night. It is a pretty little town at the
edge of the lake, at the point where the latter is widest. Part
of the town is on the hillside ; the view is magnificent and the air

extremely pure. I spent my evening with M. de Saint-M'aixent.

There are several families living at Nyon, or near it. M. Lenoir,

formerly lieutenant of police in Paris, and councillor of State,

has been here for a long time. He took flight only just in time
to escape being hanged by the insurgents on the fatal lantern,

which would infallibly have been his fate if he had been caught.
He arrived at Geneva disguised as a Swiss Guard. He was
an excellent lieutenant of police : a post that usually gives a
man enemies, though not among honest folk. Whatever his

detractors may say, M. Lenoir is a man of merit, and of pure,

strong principles. He has an only daughter, whom he married

to M. Boula de Nanteuil, intendant of Poitiers. Mme. de Nanteuil

has embraced the errors of the Revolution, and openly professes

its principles. She is a pretty little creature, but has a poor
figure. She is extremely sentimental, and has immense preten-

sions to intellect. I have seen her, most assiduous, at the various

lectures at the Lycee, and at the meetings of the Academy. She
associates with philosophers and men of letters, is very intimate

with the immoral and rascally academician Montesquiou, and is

a thorough democrat, as much in appearance as in principles.

She has deserted a father who loved her tenderly, and had every
claim upon her sympathy. M. le comte de Tourdonnet, of the

Guards, is also here, with his wife ; and the old Comte de Turpin,

the general, has come from Turin, full of zeal and enthusiasm,

to offer his services to the princes. He is about to join M. le prince

de Conde, to whom he is much attached. He was with him in

the Seven Years' War. . . .

18th June.—Cloudy weather; fairly cold; snow and hail about

mid-day.—In leaving Morat one has a delightful view of the

lake and the neighbouring country. Near the town, and on the

same side of it, there is a house that seems to be attractive in

every way ; in its situation, its grounds, and the tasteful care that
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is lavished on it. It is a new acquisition of the Comtesse da Tesse,

sister of the Due d'Ayen. She has settled there with her husband

and a party of intimate friends. In the early days of the Revolu-

tion the Comtesse de Tesse was so well known for her democratic

principles that I must give a brief account of her. She was
formerly lady-of-honour to the Queen, her husband being at the

same time her Majesty's Master of the Stables. In her early

youth, before her attack of small-pox, she not only had a splendid

figure and a dignified, graceful bearing, but also a most attractive

face. She was intellectual and well educated, but her pretensions

were immense. For a long time she constantly entertained

philosophers, authors, and wits, yet she never neglected to invite

pleasant men and women of the world, and she never lost her

circle of old friends. She saw a great deal of Necker and his

daughter, and from the moment that the States General were
convoked she was an enthusiastic supporter of the democratic
cause. She had a fine suite of rooms in the Palace of Versailles,

and was oftener there than in her splendid Parisian quarters in

the Queen's Stables. As soon as the States General were opened,
therefore, she set up a kind of democratic bureau in Versailles ; for

her vivid, ardent, uncontrolled imagination led her to fling herself

passionately into the cause of the people, and Necker's party.

The minority of the nobles and the most distinguished members
of the tiers were daily in her rooms ; and this circle may be regarded

as one of the most influential among those that set the Revolution

in motion. Once, during this period, I visited the Comtesse de

Tesse; but I felt so uncomfortably out of place that I never

set foot in her rooms again. These people also held their meetings

very often at Chaville, a magnificent house on the road between
Paris and Versailles. The Comtesse de Tesse's great revolutionary

zeal lasted all through the summer of 1789 ; but the terrible scenes

of the 5th and 6th October made such a deep impression on her

that she suddenly resolved to leave France. She came to Switzer-

land, and tried to make a home in the Canton of Berne, but met
at first with many difficulties. At last she obtained permission

to buy the little property on which she is at present Uving. I am
told she is now as enthusiastic as a royalist as she was formerly

as a democrat. But I fear there must still be a taint of constitu-

tionalism in her. She lives quietly in her own little circle; but
can she, I wonder, be perfectly happy ? Surely she must be
tortured by remorse when she remembers how much she did to

forward the horrors of the Revolution, the errors of her ungrateful
family, and the ruin of her nearest relations. , . .

15th June.—I spent the day at Soleure, in order to see something
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of the people who are staying there. For the past eighteen months
there have been a good many French people hving there : among
them the Baron de Breteuil and all his family, and indeed all his

particular circle—Mme, de Matignon, the Baron and Baronne de
Montmorency, Mme. de La Briffe, a girl of fifteen, the Bishop of
Pamiers, the Duchesse de Brancas, Mme. de Louvois, and M. de
Bombelles, who has lately come from Italy and is very busy over
some important affair, which makes me think that a great scheme
of some kind is afoot. I am grieved to see that M. de Bombelles,

'

who used to be so entirely devoted to M. le comte d'Artois, is

now apparently on the closest terms with the Baron de Breteuil,
a man well known to disapprove of our princes' projects. I hear
that, when M. de Calonne left Turin five months ago, he came
through Soleure, and had a mysterious meeting with the Baron
de Breteuil at the hotel, where they conversed for several hours.
This is an undeniable fact. Yet the two men are known to be
irreconcilably hostile. It is probable that this schism will be most
vexatious to our princes, since there is no doubt that the Baron
de Breteuil is entrusted with absolute powers by the King and
Queen. He possesses their entire confidence. He was his

Majesty's minister when the Assembly insisted on his removal,
on the 15th July, 1789; and since then he has done nothing
worthy of blame. I am disposed to think that his ambition to

be at the head of the Ministry, in which he was thwarted at the
time to which I refer, would lead him to oppose the schemes of

a party in which he could never play any important r61e; but
he is none the less faithful and devoted to his master, and full of

gratitude to the Queen, his benefactress. His principles are ours.

Like ourselves he desires our constitution to be restored in its

integrity. He no more wishes for a new one than we do ; and he
is as hostile as ourselves to the system of the two Chambers,
though his detractors declare him to be in favour of it. This

system is upheld by some members of the Assembly, and their

followers; and I must confess that the only other place where I

have as yet seen it suggested and described is in the book that

M. de Calonne published before leaving Turin.

It was a great pleasure to me to find at Soleure an excellent old

friend of my family, a man I have known from my earliest days :

the Comte d'Angevillers, Director General of Public Buildings.

He left France to avoid persecution, having proved himself

incorruptible in the administration of his department. He is a

brother of M. de La Billarderie, and was at one time an exempt ^

in the Bodyguard. The late M. le Dauphin honoured him with

^ A subordinate rank now obsolete. (Translator.)
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many kindnesses, and appointed him gentilhomme de la manche ^

to his children. Louis XVI, on his accession, made him Director

General of Public Buildings. His probity and the purity of his

morals earned him the confidence of his master. He is a sage,

a true philosopher of the purest principles, and has never adopted
the theories of modern philosophy, though often in the company
of those who preach them. Another man now at Soleure is M.
Lef^vre d'Amecourt, a very notable member of the Parlement
of Paris, a counsellor of the Grande Chambre, and at one time
reporter to the Council. He is very rich, and has brought a
considerable sum of money from France. At Soleure, too, is

M. le marquis de Verac, the King's ambassador in Switzerland,

who is still in possession of his post. I dined with him. He is

there with his whole family, which is composed of three sons

—

of whom one is destined for the priesthood, but is none the less

about to join M. le comte d'Artois with his brothers—and one
daughter, who has the misfortune to be married to the Marquis
de La Cote, and feels her position profoundly. M. de La Cote
is deputy of the nobles of Charolais, He began by entering upon
a diplomatic career, and was regarded as extremely promising;
but no sooner was he a member of the Assembly than he joined

the constitutional party, without dropping the false, hypocritical

air that was habitual to him. He joined the tiers with the minority

of the nobles, took his place thenceforward with the Left, and has

been one of the most zealous persecutors of the nobility and clergy.

—The Duchesse de Liancourt is living near Soleure. Though
she despises her husband as much as he deserves, and does not
live with him, she is none the less imbued with the principles

of democracy. She lives in seclusion ; no one consorts with her. . .

.

17th June.—^The weather is much milder. Yesterday it was
cold, and to-day it has been almost hot. There was a clear sky.

—

I reached Bale very early ; and stopped to dine at the table d'hote

of the Trois Rois. I met an acquaintance there, a young officer

of dragoons, M. de Pujol, whose regiment is at Hiiningen. The
soldiers of that garrison come over to BMe every day, and insult

the Emigres as they go through. Their insubordination and want
of discipline are extreme. The dragoons, however, are in better

order than the infantry.

I also met, in the same hotel, a Norman lady, wife of a counsellor
in the Parlement of Rouen, a pretty, graceful woman of a quick,
lively disposition, called Mme. de Coqueremont. She is going

1 The gentilhommes de la manche accompanied the royal cliildren wherever
they went, and being forbidden by etiquette to touch their hands, held them
by the sleeve. Hence the name. (Translator.)
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down the Rhine into Germany. A less pleasant encounter was
with the Princesse de Rochefort, who sent a request that I should
call upon her, though I know her very slightly. She informed
me that she had just come from the Cardinal de Rohan's house
at Ettenheim, where she had left her husband, from whom she

had finally separated. The mad creature told me all her affairs,

and insisted on my listening to them. Happily I devised a way
of escape, and, lest I should be caught again, determined to travel

four leagues farther before night. M. de La Verpilli^re and his

son came as far as Bale with me, but will wait there for news
from me, before joining me in Germany. I travelled on by a
fine road, which has a posting service. One follows the right bank
of the Rhine, but the road is not close to the river. It is in the

Emperor's territory. I am spending the night at Ralterberg,

where there is a posting-house.

N 2



CHAPTER XI

ON THE ROAD TO COBLENZ

18th June.—We set off at five o'clock in the morning, through
splendid country. The roads are good, and the large villages

through which one passes are very prosperous, and contain good
houses. The road runs through level country, and on the right

are the mountains beyond which the Black Forest lies. The
country is fertile and well cultivated, and all the slopes are beauti-

fully wooded. We reached Freibourg, the capital of Brisgau, in

time for dinner, and remained there for the night. . . .

A great many French families have settled in Freibourg since

the Revolution broke out, but they are all from the neighbouring

provinces, especially Alsace, and therefore I know none of them.
I learnt here, to my great sorrow, that M. le marquis d'Autichamp
had left M. le prince de Conde. I am grieved that the prince

should have lost the services of this gentleman, who has been

attached to him for twenty years, and is a soldier of recognised

ability, whose presence is in every respect an honour to the house-

hold. When I reach Worms I shall be in a better position to find

out the reasons for his resignation. M. le prince de Conde did his

best to keep him, but it seems that his feelings were too deeply

wounded, and nothing could shake his determination. He has

been replaced by Comte Alexandre de Damas, colonel of the

Beauvoisis regiment, to whom M. le prince de Conde offered the

post of Master of the Stables in recognition of his recent activities.

The Comte de Damas is of the same family as all the other men
of that name, but the branch of which he comes has long been

separated from the rest. His father settled in Auvergne, and left

him a little estate near Issoire. He has been constantly with

his regiment for the past year, trying to maintain a good tone

among his men. His efforts were successful till General Keller-

mann, an ardent Jacobin, was appointed to a post at Wissembourg,
and set himself to corrupt the garrison. He roused disaffection

among the men, and not only encouraged, but actually ordered
them to frequent the clubs. He succeeded at last in bringing
about a violent insurrection. The garrison became completely
insubordinate, and for a whole day the officers of the Beau-
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voisis regiment, with their colonel at their head, were fighting

in Wissembourg against their own men. The latter were driven
back to their duty; but as the same struggle appeared
imminent on the morrow, and the means of resistance were in-

sufficient, M. de Damas, with all the officers, came away. He
crossed the frontier the same day, and went to Worms—with a
band of over thirty other officers—to place himself at the disposal

of M. le prince de Conde, who seized this opportunity of showing
his regard for him.

It was at Freibourg that Theroigne de Mericourt was so long
imprisoned after her arrest in Germany. She has since been
removed, under a strong escort, to a fortress in Tyrol. I will

not at this moment give any account of this girl, whose crimes

have made her famous ; but I wish to find out how the Emperor
means to punish her, now that the wicked woman has been con-

victed of the appalling intention to assassinate his sister, the

Queen of France. Leopold, both as a sovereign and as a brother,

owes it to Europe to see that justice is done.

19th June.—Fine weather. Extremely hot.—Wishing to pay
a visit to the Cardinal de Rohan—whom I had not seen since I

paid my respects to him at Chaise-Dieu, at the time of his unjust

and extraordinary exile after the affair of the Necklace—I stopped
at Ettenheim, where he is now living. It is a little principality,

attached to the See of Strasbourg. He fled thither to avoid
persecution, and forfeited his see on refusing to take the oath.

He has been succeeded by the intruder ^ Brendel.

The distance between Freibourg and Ettenheim is supposed to

be something under seven leagues. The road is magnificent and
the country fertile. Half a league away on the left is the Rhine,

and on the right are cultivated slopes. It is at the foot of these

slopes that Ettenheim lies, at a distance of less than a mile from
the high road. The Cardinal's dwelling is not a castle, but a large

house : and it was there we alighted. He received us with his

usual graciousness, begged us to stay for several days, and provided

rooms for my son and myself. He seems as well, as agreeable,

and as gay as he ever was in the happy days of the past. His life

here is pleasant and quiet, and he has relations and friends round
him, who supply him with congenial society. He expects the

imperial government to give him back the estates of the See of

Strasbourg ; and in the meantime, till the affair is settled, Etten-

heim and several bailliages on this side of the Rhine bring him in

an income of about 100,000 livres. Staying with him at this

^ Intrus, or intruder, was the name of the royahst party for a constitutional

priest. {Translator.)
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moment is Lieutenant-General the Prince de Rohan-Rochefort,

his cousin, the husband of the lunatic I have just been seeing at

Bale. He is about to join M. le prince de Conde, and take part

in the campaign, if there should be one. He is the father of young
Prince Charles de Rochefort, a thoroughly worthless individual

who has remained in France, and has added Jacobinism to all his

other vices, being among the first members of the Club. He is

its agent and spy, and has denounced his own mother to it. Before

the Revolution he wasted a huge fortune in wild extravagance

and travels, and has since taken to cheating at cards and stock-

jobbing, and even to managing a cotton-manufactory near Ver-

sailles. Five or six years ago he married the daughter of the

Prince de Guemene, and has since deserted her. His father finds

some consolation for the behaviour of this dreadful creature in a

young son who is a canon of Strasbourg and is now with him,

and in a most attractive daughter of twenty-two.

I found M. de Janville here with his charming wife; and also

the Abbe d'Eymar, abbe prevdt of Neuviller in Alsace, who is

attached to the Cardinal's household. He was deputy of the

clergy of Alsace, and after behaving very well in the Assembly
gave in his resignation. There are also here two very worthy
Alsatian nobles, who were deputies for Alsace, and strong members
of the Right : the Baron d'Andlau, and the Baron de Rathsam-
hausen. They have both resigned. Visitors are constantly

coming and going, but none the less the Cardinal's household is

considerable. He has a guard of fifty Hessians, lest the patriots

of Alsace should attempt a surprise; and he is at this moment
forming a little company of hussars, to be attached to his own
household. He is allowing the Vicomte de Mirabeau to muster

his troops at Ettenheim. I will refer later on to this newly levied

body of troops ; and will now give some account of my host.

Prince Louis de Rohan was born in 1734, and was made
Coadjutor of Strasbourg in 1760, titular Bishop in 1779, and

Cardinal in 1778. In 1777 he became Grand Almoner of France.

He began life with every advantage that illustrious birth can

give, combined with all the charms of intellect and personal

attraction. His family having arranged that the See of Stras-

bourg and its immense revenues should be assured to him he

entered on an ecclesiastical career, for which he had no kind of

vocation. Indeed all through his youth his life was too con-

sistently that of a man of the world. Being appointed ambassador
at Vienna he lived there in the greatest magnificence. As early

as 1761 he was elected a member of the Academic Frangaise. His
fortune, dignities, and honours were such as might well have
flattered the vanity and satisfied the ambition of any sensible
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and moderate man. But his love of pleasure, extravagance, and
prodigality were altogether out of proportion to his means. He
contracted immense debts; his affairs became entangled; and
when his difficulties were at their worst he fell into the hands of

usurers, and then into those of charlatans, of whom Cagliostro

was the most notable.

It was at this time that the too-famous affair of the Necklace
occurred. In it the Queen was outrageously compromised, as
well as many other important people. This unfortunate affair,

in which the Cardinal played the principal rdle, remains an un-
solved riddle, and must now, more than ever, be shrouded in

mystery. It is a subject on which one dare not speak. I shall

therefore abstain altogether from reflections, and confine myself
to facts. The Cardinal, dressed in his pontifical robes, was publicly

arrested in the gallery at Versailles on Whitsunday, 178—, and
taken to Paris, where he was kept closely confined in the Bastille

until his trial. So strong was his sense of innocence that when he
received permission to choose his own tribunal he begged to be
tried by the Parlement of Paris, though well aware that he would
not by any means be favoured by that court. It was impossible,

however, to find the Cardinal guilty ; and the verdict was entirely

in his favour. Yet he was only released from the Bastille to be
exiled to a horrible spot, the Abbey of La Chaise-Dieu, among
the mountains of Auvergne. After a few months he left it for a
less rigorous exile in the Abbey of Marmoutier, on the banks of

the Loire, near Tours; and at last, at the end of a year, he was
allowed to return to Strasbourg, though not to Paris nor the
Court. He had been deprived of his post as Grand Almoner.
He endured all this persecution without a word of complaint.
At the beginning of our troubles, in 1789, when assemblies were
convened for the elections to the States General, and all the
agitators and malcontents were combining forces for the satis-

faction of personal ambition or revenge, the Cardinal de Rohan
was elected deputy for his clergy, and earnestly entreated to accept

the seat. But he obstinately refused, in spite of all pressure.

On the death of his substitute he was again nominated; and
this time was weak enough to yield, and take his seat in an assembly
that was illegally constituted, the Three Orders being united and
mingled. In such an assembly as this a Prince of the Church
was altogether out of place. This is the only respect in which
Cardinal de Rohan has been to blame since the outbreak of the

Revolution. From that day to this his conduct has been perfect.

He did not appear in the Assembly till the King had given his

consent : he remained away from the palace, lest the Queen should

be vexed at the sight of a man whom she had persecuted with so
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much animosity : he resisted all the pressure of the seditious,

who were for ever urging him to vengeance. He Would never

allow a word to be said against the King, nor yet against the

Queen. He behaved in every respect like a faithful subject, and
a loyal supporter of religious principles and of the true constitution

of the State. He remained but a short time in the Assembly

—

in which it would have been more dignified of him not to appear
at all—and crossed the Rhine to avoid the cruel persecution to

which the clergy were subjected by their enemies. Since then he

has been at Ettenheim. . . .

News came to Ettenheim that M. le comte d'Artois had quite

recently established himself in a palace belonging to his uncle

the Elector of Treves, less than a mile from Coblenz; and that

as he passed through Mayence the Elector received him as the

brother of the King of France, with every mark of distinction, and
indeed with honours that would not be unsuitable for a monarch.
Nothing could have been more magnificent. M. le prince de
Conde and his family were present at this splendid reception;

and all the French in the princes' suite, of whom the number
was considerable, were treated with great consideration and in-

vited to dinner by the Elector. A salute of a hundred guns was
fired on the arrival of M. le comte d'Artois; and the Elector,

with his whole Court, went out to meet him with the greatest

ceremony. After a visit of one day M. le comte d'Artois, accom-
panied by all the high officials of the Court, went from Mayence
to Coblenz by water, in the Elector's yacht.

20th to 24!th June.—I have been spending the last five days at

Ettenheim, with excellent company, several pretty women, and
capital fare. The time has passed very pleasantly. I have been

seeing the Vicomte de Mirabeau, who is occupied in forming his

corps of troops, and has his wife with him here. She came back
to him as soon as he turned over a new leaf. Early in April I

enlarged on the subject of the Comte de Mirabeau, of whose death
we had just heard : I will now speak of his younger brother. The
Vicomte de Mirabeau was for a long time a Knight of Malta.

He has rather a handsome face, but is very fat and short, like the
pictures of Sancho Panza; a fact which, combined with his

weakness for wine, has earned him the nickname of " Mirabeau
Tonneau "—Mirabeau the Barrel. He has brains, marked
originality of character, great facility in pubhc speaking, and
lungs that never tire. But he is in every respect inferior to his

elder brother. Indeed the Comte de Mirabeau used to say jokingly
that in his own family the Chevalier was regarded as a fool and a
good fellow, while the rest of the world considered him a man of
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intellect, but a rogue. The Vicomte de Mirabeau is endowed
by nature with extraordinary courage, which he carries to the
point of foolhardiness ; for he often braves the most obvious
dangers for no reason whatever, and his gaiety is always at its

maddest at the very moment that seems likely to be his last.

He behaved very well in the American War, and on his return
was made lieutenant-colonel of the regiment. Afterwards
he was made colonel of the Touraine regiment. It was about
this time that he married the Demoiselle de Robien, who came
of a noble Breton family. She was of age and her own mistress,

and married him from choice; but the two were not long in

harmony. He behaved so badly that his wife left him, and wished
for a separation. Owing to gambling and dissipation he found
himself in difficulties, and being entirely without means he had
recourse to the funds of his regiment. He drew upon them to

the amount of 30,000 livres, fully intending to replace the sum
at the first moment possible. But the existence of this deficit

became known, and the affair was becoming very serious for the
Vicomte when fortunately he found the means of setting it straight.

There remained, however, an extremely unfavourable impression

in people's minds, and he was in this critical position when the

electoral assemblies for the States General were convened. The
Vicomte de Mirabeau, whose mother owned some land in Limousin,
sat in the Assembly of Limoges, where the nobles elected him as

their secretary. His talents earned him partisans, and a little

intrigue secured his election as deputy, his colleague being the

Comte d'Escars, commandant of the province, who was then
in Paris. The Vicomte was elected in preference to the Due
d'Ayen, who had been giving himself high and mighty airs in the

Assembly, patronising some, and grovelling despicably to others.

He was laughed at, and defeated ; and he returned to the capital

crestfallen at the failure of all his little manoeuvres.

From the very first the Vicomte de Mirabeau opposed his

brother in the States General, where he appeared as a strong

royalist. He soon effaced the bad opinion that had been
previously formed of him; but at first he had some unpleasant

experiences. It may be remembered that a club was formed
at that time, in the Due d'Aumont's house at Viroflay, where
the seditious members of the three Orders were in the habit of

meeting daily, to settle what should be done on the morrow in

their respective Chambers. The majority of the nobles followed

their example, and established a similar club at Versailles, in

order that they too might fix upon a course of action and be

prepared for the attacks of their enemies. When the Vicomte
first sought admission to this club he was blackballed by twelve
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or fifteen of the members. On his good intentions being vouched
for, however, the ballot was repeated, and he was admitted. I

witnessed this myself. From that day the Vicomte has never

for a moment strayed from the straight path, and on several

occasions he behaved with great spirit in the Assembly. Every
one knows the story of his expedition with the Touraine regiment,

when he so nearly fell a victim to his insubordinate men, but
held them in check by his dauntless bearing. He removed the
tassels from the regimental colours, was arrested, and was in a
very dangerous position. For a long time he was a contributor

to Les Actes des Apotres ; and La Lanterne Magique was almost
entirely by him. At last, after running many risks, he determined
to leave France in the summer of 1790. He set out from Paris,

leaving debts behind him and taking very little money with him ;

and went to Frankfort, where he was present at the Emperor
Leopold's coronation. He won a large sum of money at play,

spent it all, and arrived at Turin without a crown in his pocket.

M. le comte d'Artois accepted his offer to raise troops. The
princes are paying all the expenses, which will certainly be
enormous, if one may judge from the Vicomte's constant and
incorrigible financial difficulties.

He has undertaken to raise 1800 men. They are coming in

well ; but every day there are numbers of desertions among the

recruits. The corps is to contain riflemen, hussars, Tyrolese

chasseurs, volunteers, and artillery. The uniform is black, with
differences for each variety of troops. Nothing could be quainter

than the appearance of the colonel in one of these uniforms,

especially that of the hussars. The Vicomte looks for all the world
like a mountebank. Moreover, there are two hundred gentlemen
in the corps, in the capacity of officers. I trust these troops may
one day prove useful to our princes, but in the meantime I will

answer for it that they will be extremely expensive. The
Vicomtesse de Mirabeau, whom I knew in Paris, used to be very

pretty, but amiability is now her only charm.
On the evening of the 23rd the Cardinal told us, after supper,

of the good news he had just received by a courier from M. de Gelb,

the lieutenant-general in command at Strasbourg. The King
and Queen, and all the royal family, left Paris secretly on the
21st, but it is still uncertain whether they have really escaped.
We were all in a state of the greatest delight ; and the Cardinal
was as much overjoyed as any of us. He said, in the first moment
of emotion, that all his misfortunes, and all the persecutions he
had endured, were obliterated. Another courier, however, in-

formed us of a rumour that the King had been stopped somewhere
near^^Verdun ; but we all refuse to believe in this horrible cata-
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strophe, two days having passed without any confirmation of the
bad news. The Vicomte de Mirabeau is so firmly persuaded of
the King's escape that he is indulging in the maddest performances
with his troops. He goes to the banks of the Rhine, and defies

the patriots posted on the other side. One day he even had the
temerity to cross the river in a little boat, with a few others as

reckless as himself, and—on the National Guards taking flight—to
plant the white flag and his own white cockade on French soil.

In the meantime we are growing increasingly anxious as to the
fate of the royal family, having had no further news of them.
The Baron de Breteuil, whom I left at Soleure, and who was
probably in the King's confidence, passed by in a great hurry to

join his Majesty and be among the first to greet him.

24fA June.—Splendid weather : great heat.—Having heard no
more, and being impatient for news, I left Ettenheim after dinner

and came for the night to Offenburg. But nothing has as yet

transpired, and we are in a state of the most distressing uncertainty

as to what has occurred.

25th June.—Hot weather unchanged.—I left Offenburg early

in the morning, full of anxiety on account of the vague rumours
of the King's capture. My road was splendid, the country prosper-

ous and beautiful, the opulence of the large villages very remark-

able. It is sad to think, as one travels through this fine country,

how often it has been the scene of war. It has witnessed the

exploits of Turenne, and one passes near the spot where that great

man was killed. The Cardinal de Rohan has erected a little

monument there : it is less than half-a-mile away from the high

road. He had even endowed it with a little sum of money, which

served as a pension for a retired officer of the Marechal de Turenne's

regiment ; but now the monument is becoming dilapidated. It is

already feehng the effects of these unhappy times.

Near this spot, at Ottersweiger, I stopped at an inn to dine, and
found it kept by some very worthy people. I am glad to observe

an excellent spirit among the inhabitants of this district. They
were most indignant at the treatment to which the King has lately

been subjected every day; and were overjoyed at his escape, in

which they firmly believe. I arrived very early at Rastadt, my
stopping-place for the night. My first care was to call on
Lieutenant-General the Marquis de La Salle, who is here with all

his family ; for I hoped he might be able to give me news of the

royal fugitives. With him were the Margrave of Baden and the

Hereditary Prince. They were as anxious as every one else, and

knew nothing. If the King were free all the country on this side
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of the Rhine would be ringing with the news : this uncertainty-

is the worst possible sign. The Margrave is returning to Carlsruhe,

whither I am to go to-morrow. Perhaps there will be some news
by that time. . . .

26th and 27th June.—On reaching Carlsruhe we learnt that a

courier, dispatched to Turin by M. le comte d'Artois, had passed

through the town in the night, with the news that Monsieur and
Madame had left France and arrived at Brussels, where the rest

of the royal family would probably join them ; but nothing was
positively known. We remained all day in the same state of

uncertainty. All the French in Rastadt came over here for the

day, hoping for good news. In the evening we were all in raptures

over a letter from Frankfort, which declared that the King was
safe. The news came to us from the Margrave, whose satisfaction

in sending it showed his deep interest in the matter. In spite

of all this I was still incredulous, and my sceptical attitude earned

me much abuse. In the morning our flattering hopes began to

fade : the rumours of the King's capture were confirmed : and
now at last we know the extent of the royal family's misfortunes,

and of our own. We have as yet heard no details of the disaster :

we only know that the King, the Queen, their children, and Madame
Elizabeth were stopped at Varennes, through the treachery of

the post-master of Sainte-Menehould and the promptitude of La
Fayette's aides-de-camp. The whole unfortunate family has

been taken back to Paris by an army of National Guards. We
shall hear more details at Mannheim, whither I am going at

once.

As I am spending a second night at Carlsruhe I dined with the

young Duchesse de Choiseul, who is settled here in a charming,

pretty little house, with courtyard, stables, and coach-house, for

which she pays six louis a month. This lady, with her usual want
of discretion, is here in the company of M. de Lanjamet, with whom
she has had a liaison since the time when the King's Regiment was
at Nancy. She is a daughter of the Marechale de Stainville, of

frail memory, and sister of the Princesse Joseph de Monaco. She
has small claims to beauty ; but her face is whimsical, and there

is something piquant about her character. For the rest, she is

like every woman of facile affections : she combines a good heart

with a weak head. The latest arrivals at Carlsruhe have confirmed
the bad news. I am so deeply depressed by it that I have declined

an invitation to supper from the Prussian minister. I wish to

be alone with my melancholy thoughts and forebodings.

28th June.—I set out for Schwetzingen at five o'clock in the
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morning. I forgot to say that the Comtesse de Fougidres-r-widow
of the Comte de Fougieres, the melancholy person who at one
time was assistant governor of the Children of France, and was
afterwards Chief Steward to M. le comte d'Artois—is living at

Carlsruhe with a new husband, the Chevalier de Pontgibaud,
major en second of the Dauphine Regiment, and a native of my
province. They have bought a pretty house at Carlsruhe, and
have set up a regular establishment. The Comtesse de Fougieres

is a daughter of the late Marechal de Vaux, and a lady-in-waiting

to Mme. la comtesse d'Artois. She was at one time very pretty,

very gay, very lively, and much addicted to amusing herself ; and
she could not have done better than replace the tiresome, bad-

tempered man who was her first husband with the excellent fellow

she has so sensibly chosen for her second. The Chevalier de

Pontgibaud was La Fayette's aide-de-camp in America, and was
much attached to his general till he began to show his revolutionary

tendencies. The loyal Chevalier left him on the spot ; and, later

on, refused all the brilliant offers made to him by the Commandant
of the Parisian National Guard, who found two others of his

former aides-de-camp, Gouvion and La Colombe, more amenable

and less particular.^ . . .

30<A June.—I went with my son to spend the day at Worms, to

pay my respects to the princes and see my friends and companions

of the last twenty years; and at the same time to express my
regret to M. le prince de Conde that I cannot cast in my lot with

him altogether, since I feel it my duty to join my fellow-country-

men from Auvergne. They have formed a confederation of con-

siderable size and marked influence, and are definitely bound
to M. le comte d'Artois. Five leagues of a fine road lie between

Mannheim and Worms. It v.as a great pleasure to me to see that

honoured family again, as well as the fellow-travellers with whom
I first set out from France. M. le prince de Conde greeted me with

his usual kindness, and the friendship he always shows me. M. le due

d'Enghien implored me to leave my son with him, but the boy is too

young ^ to be left to his own devices without me. We had dinner

and supper with the princes. They are most comfortably settled

at Worms, in the palace that belongs to the Elector of Mayence
in his capacity of Prince-Bishop. Over and above the convenient

quarters that it provides for them and their whole suite, they have

immense reception-rooms, which are very i;^eful in view of the

hosts of Frenchmen at present rallying round them. Three

hundred arrive daily, and the numbers are still increasing—

1 On the following day, the 29th June, M. d'Espinchal reached Mannheim.
* Henri d'Espinchal was born on the 12th July, 1773.
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some settling at Worms and some at Mannheim. They all take

turns to mount guard over the prince, without distinctions of rank.

He was obliged to yield, in this matter, to the wishes of the nobles,

to whom his life is so valuable that they dare not neglect any
means of protecting it against the atrocious designs of the

Jacobins.

I was very glad to meet certain members of M. le prince de
Conde's household whom I had not seen since 1789 : the good-
hearted, genial, excellent Chevalier de Maintier; the Chevalier

de Conty; Sarobert; d'Auteuil; and the Abbe Labdan, M. le

due d'Enghien's tutor, a man of the greatest ability, who at one
time taught the young Due de Richelieu, and travelled with him
all over Europe. Wherever they went the pupil won distinction

for the tutor.^ I am truly sorry not to see the Marquis d'Auti-

champ here. His successor, the Comte de Damas, is performing
the duties of his office, but is not lodging in the palace, as he prefers

to stay in the quarters provided for his brave comrades, the
officers of the Beauvoisin Regiment. He lives with them, and
shares his purse with them; and his mother the Comtesse de
Damas is there too. As for his wife, she has remained in France.
They are separated. Her chief concerns in Paris are gallantry

and democracy. She is an American, and most attractive in

appearance. M. le prince de Conde's behaviour here cannot fail

to make him adored and respected by all who see him. He not
only receives every one graciously and at the same time with
dignity, but also devotes himself entirely to the interests of the

new-comers, and attends personally to their domestic arrange-

ments and means of subsistence. After spending the whole day
very pleasantly at Worms I returned to Mannheim after supper.

July 1791.

—

1st to 4ih.—These days have been spent at Mann-
heim, almost entirely in the house of the Prince des Deux Ponts,

whose wife does the honours very charmingly. The number of

French in this place is very great, and constantly increasing.

There are about twenty of my fellow-countrymen, who have spent

part of the spring here and are awaiting the Auvergnats from
Friburg ; while several families have been here much longer. The
Marquis de Vaubecourt, lieutenant-general and Commander of

the Order of St. Louis, and formerly second in command in

Lorraine, is here with his wife. He is an excellent man and an
able soldier, and has^ it appears, placed his services at the disposal

1 There is an anecdote in this connection that does him honour. The
Emperor, Joseph II, when travelling in Italy, met the Mar^ohal de Richelieu's
grandson, with his tutor. He was so much pleased with the youth, and
thought him so well brought up, that when he asked him to dinner he included
the Abb6 in the invitation. (Note by M. d'Eapinchal.)
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of M. le prince de Conde, who evidently has a great regard for him.
M, le comte de Messey and his brothers and sisters are here ; and
M. and Mme. de Mahony, Mme. de Brachet, M. and Mme. de
Lattier, etc.

I dined with the Prince de Deux Fonts, in the company of

Mme. de Matignon and her daughter the Baronne de Montmorency,
who, with the Duchesse de Brancas, had just arrived from Soleure
on their way to Brussels, where the Baron de Breteuil will probably
remain for the present, his hopes being entirely shattered for the
time. I also met the pretty, charming Marquise de Rouge, who
is living with her whole family at Heidelberg. On the 2nd I dined
with the Marquise de Vaubecourt. On the same day M. le prince

de Conde and M. le due de Bourbon passed through Mannheim
on their way to Bruchsall to see the Bishop of Spires, who is a
strong supporter of our cause. So also is the Elector of Mayence,
who is calling upon the whole Empire, it seems, to resist the

Assembly's acts of usurpation and violation of every treaty. It

is a singular fact that the only rulers who are openly declaring for

a cause of such import to every European sovereign are these three

ecclesiastical princes, who have only a life-interest in their

domains : the Elector of Mayence, the Elector of Treves, and the

Bishop of Spires. . . .

While we have been at Mannheim we have heard a number of

details of the King's flight, and fatal capture. The story of this

remarkable and important event may be read in every newspaper
and journal of the day, and I am certain that no two accounts

will be found to agree in every respect. They are so contradictory

that only time can elucidate them. I will therefore simply record

the principal facts, with a few anecdotes that I have been able to

collect.

It seems that the King's flight has long been contemplated, and
even planned, with the connivance of M. le marquis de Bouille,

commandant at Metz. As the King insisted on escaping with
his whole family in the same carriage, it took a long time to have
one made of sufficient size to serve his purpose. An Italian lady
called Sulivan, the mistress of Mr. Crawford, an Englishman who
has long been living in Paris, undertook this part of the arrange-

ments, in conjunction with the Comte de Fersen. On the^ day
of the flight the latter acted as coachman as far as the first posting-

house. The royal family left the courts of the Tuileries on foot,

and missed the way for a moment before finding the carriage.

The Comte de Fersen, too, made a mistake about the barrier,

and was obliged to make a detour to reach the right one.

It was on the morning of the 21st that the King left Paris, and
in the night of the 21st that he was stopped at Varennes. He left
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a paper behind him, to be delivered to the Assembly after his

departure. In it his Majesty protested against all the measures

he had been forced to sanction, and declared that he only became
a free agent on the day that he left Paris. Great was the conster-

nation among the democrats of the capital. The tone of arrogance

that has lately been so noticeable in all parts of the kingdom—in

the garrisons, the Jacobins' Club, and all the other clubs—suffered

a marked and sudden change, which lasted while the King was
thought to have escaped. In the meantime the Assembly took
measures for his capture, and the Vicomte de Beauharnais, who
was then president, gave all the necessary orders to that end.

The Keeper of the Seal, Duport du Tertre, sealed the order for the

King's capture; while La Fayette, whose head was in danger,

dispatched his aides-de-camp in various directions. One of them,
Romeuf, the son of a large farmer on the general's property near

Brioude, had in his pocket the order to bring the King back to

Paris after effecting his capture. The Assembly assumed the

sovereign power, and all the ministers remained, under its orders,

in charge of the executive. Many persons attached to the royal

household were arrested. Every member of the Assembly was
required to take a new oath. Bonnay, on this occasion, showed
himself truly devoted to the King; declaring that he would not

have advised his Majesty to take this step, but that nevertheless,

had he received the King's orders to follow him, he would have
obeyed. Montlosier, whose over-heated imagination has some-

times led him astray, stood up boldly to profess his absolute

devotion to the King, and renew his oath of fidelity to his legitimate

sovereign. But many a notable soldier hastened, of his own will,

to the bar of the Assembly to take the oath. Conspicuous among
them were the old Comte d'Affry, colonel of the Swiss Guards,

Knight of the Orders, and the recipient of many kindnesses frohi

the King; and the Comte de Chabrillant, lieutenant-general in

command of the Rifles, captain of Monsieur's Guards, and equally

beholden to the Court. But what would really seem incredible,

if one did not know the contemptible creature in question, is the

latest proceeding of the miserable Comte d'Estaing, of which

I heard from an eye-witness. Accompanied by a colleague from
the Section of the Bibliothdque, in which he lives, he repaired to

the District Tribunal of the Oratoire, where he received a great

ovation from the riff-raft there assembled. He proceeded to

harangue them in the name of his Section ; telling them that he

had come on behalf of his colleagues—at a moment when the

highest of public officials had deserted his post like a coward

—

to discuss the means of saving the commonwealth. He was
escorted home amid the cheers of the sans-culottes of the quarter.
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Monsieur quietly crossed the frontier into Flanders, without
being molested in any way on the journey. He was accompanied
by the Comte d'Avaray only; both of them being disguised as

English merchants. Monsieur's flight created no sensation, nor
was any attempt made to pursue him. Madame, too, escaped
without difficulty in a separate carriage. She followed much
the same route, and was only accompanied by Mme. Gourbillon,

her reader, and Le Merchier de Criminil, her equerry in ordinary.

Monsieur and Madame are both, at this moment, in the neighbour-
hood of Coblenz. «.,».«„

In the meantime the King had no difficulty in reaching Varennes,
after passing through Chalons, where, it is said, he was recognised.

The arrangements had been made by M. de Bouille, and the secret

confided to very few officers, of whom one was the Due de Choiseul.

The latter was to meet the King with a detachment of dragoons
just beyond Varennes. The Due de Choiseul's horses were to be
harnessed to the King's carriage at the outskirts of this village,

and were to take him to the Montmedy road, where M. de Bouille

was awaiting his Majesty. But these horses were left at the

wrong spot, and no one was posted at the rendezvous to give news
of them. The Due de Choiseul awaited the King's arrival for

several hours, but it was delayed so long that, at last, in the fear

of arousing suspicion, he took away his men by a road that ran in

a different direction from the King's. When the royal carriage

reached Varennes it was obliged to stop. It was, I think, past

midnight. The horses were sought in vain ; inquiries were made
at every door. The postilions refused to go beyond the village,

and no one had the energy to make them do so. In the meantime
Drouet, postmaster at Sainte-Menehould, heard of the King's

flight, and had the tocsin rung throughout the district. The
National Guards hastened to Varennes ; the carriage was stopped

;

the bridge was barricaded to prevent the troops from coming to

the rescue. Hussars and dragoons arrived upon the scene; but

the King forbade any act of violence, and abandoned himself to

his fate. This occurred in the night of the 21st. The King, the

Queen, and all the royal family were placed in the custody of the

National Guard, who arrived from all directions. They arrested

three members of the Bodyguard who had driven all the way
from Paris on the box of the King's carriage : MM. de Valory, de

Moustier, and de Maledant. The Due de Choiseul and the Comte
Charles de Damas, who had by that time joined the King, were

also arrested and taken back to Paris in chains. A brave and

loyal gentleman, one of the local nobles, the Comte de Dampierre,

was hastening to the King's side when he was slaughtered under

his Majesty's eyes,

o
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Orders having arrived from the Assembly that the King and
his whole family should be conveyed to Paris, three commissioners

from that body were entrusted with the horrible task : Petion,

Barnave, and La Tour Maubourg, They travelled in the King's

carriage, the better to guard and insult their august victims;

Barnave holding the Dauphin between his knees, while one of

the others held Madame Royale. But it must have been harder

than anything else for the King to see, in such a position, a man like

La Tour Maubourg, a gentleman, who owed all his early education

to him, and to whome he had given the command of a regiment

as well as various favours for his brothers—a man who, far from
having any reason to hate or injure him, had many reasons for

gratitude. It must have been a sore trial for his Majesty to see

that man among his persecutors, rejoicing in his captivity ! It

appears that La Tour Maubourg was deputed to take charge of

the escort, and assume command on the journey. He rode beside

the carriage. Mme. de Tourzel, the governess of the Children of

France, was made to follow in another carriage. The three Body-
guards remained on the box, but were not bound, as was said at

first.

The procession left Varennes on the 22nd June, and travelled

along the road so slowly that it only reached Paris on the 26th.

As the King drove away M. de Bouille arrived on the farther bank
of the river with the Royal Germans, and watched from afar the

progress of that terrible cortege. What a moment of despair it

must have been for a loyal subject, who for eighteen months had
been working at this scheme that had just failed ! What a tragic

blow for a man whose noble ambition it had been to be his King's

deliverer ! In one day all his immense hopes were dashed to the

ground. A field-marshal's b§,ton would certainly have been his.

Honours and posts would have been given to his children. Mis-

takes may have been made; the scheme may have been ill-

conceived, or those who were deputed to carry it out may have
blundered—I do not know, and only time can tell us. M. de
Bouille hastened across the frontier, to escape the fate designed

for him by the nation, that is to say by the whole revolutionary

and Jacobin horde. The moment he was on foreign soil he dis-

patched to the Assembly a letter that was very proud and dignified,

but rather premature in its threatening tone.

In the meantime, when the King reached the gates of Paris,

the Assembly gave orders that the procession should make a long
detour, to avoid crossing the whole town. The King was taken
in through the Champs-Elysees, and the carriage entered the

garden of the Tuileries. La Fayette issued a general order that

no honour was to be paid to the King; he even forbade the
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spectators to remove their hats. This well-chosen leader of a
band of rebels and insurgents is at this moment the gaoler of

his King, and of all the royal family.

It appears that the princes knew nothing of the King's projected

flight, which was planned with M. de Bouille on one side of the

frontier, and with the Baron de Breteuil on the other. The latter

would not have wished M. le comte d'Artois and M. le prince de

Conde to reach the King's ear until all arrangements had been
made for the Ministry. It is even said that, when M. le comte
d'Artois arrived at Ulm on his way from Italy, he was met by a

courier from the Baron de Breteuil, with orders from the King to

advance no farther into Germany. If this be true, had the King
been fortunate enough to escape there would have been a week's

journey between his brother and himself. It is said that all the

places in the Ministry were already assigned. The Baron de

Breteuil would certainly have been at its head. M. de Barentin,

having received a word of warning, came by diligence from Milan,

where he had been spending the winter. Bombelles was in the

secret, and would have been employed. He had seen Leopold
at Milan, since the interview at Mantua, and the King's projects

had nullified the Emperor's promises to M. le comte d'Artois.

The garrison of Luxembourg was to give its support to the King,

who was going to Montmedy : but these are all mere rumours
and conjectures. No one can know what was determined, save

those who devised the scheme; and most certainly they have
divulged nothing.^ . . .

When M. le comte d'Artois was returning from Italy he travelled

by way of Heidelberg, in order to avoid Mannheim. He spent

the evening with Mme. la duchesse de Mortemart, the dowager,

saw all the French in the place, and was as charming as he always

is. Mme. la duchesse de Mortemart is still here,^ and has been

living here since the winter. She is the mother of the Due and the

Marquis de Mortemart, who were both deputies in the States

General, the former for Sens—he afterwards resigned his seat

—

and the latter for Rouen. They were both members of the

majority of the nobles, and sat on the Right. The Marquise de

Rouge, their sister, a pretty and agreeable widow, is here with her

children, whose sister she might easily be. Here too is the Marquise

de Pezay, the widow of the Marquis de Pezay, Mme. de Cassiny's

brother, who was known first for his pretty verses, and afterwards

for his intrigues and good fortune. Pezay was of the highest

nobility, and his brains and talents brought him into notice. He

' From the 4th to the 9th July, M. d'Eapinohal was travelling to Heidelberg
from Mamiheim.

' At Heidelberg.

02
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was employed by M. de Maillebois, who lived with his sister ; and
then by M. de Montbarrey, who was grateful to him for taking his

wife off his hands. Pezay thenceforward posed as a politician,

was patronised by M. de Maurepas, and aspired to the highest

posts. He had married the Dlle. de Murat, a girl of excellent

birth and angelic beauty. At the beginning of Louis XVI's reign

Pezay bethought him of writing a long, anonymous letter to the

young King, with an offer of his services, information, and counsel.

If the King were willing to accept the offer he was to make some
sign to that effect, on a certain list of appartements,^ as he went
to Mass; and the communications woiild. continue. The King
agreed to the suggestion, and the correspondence went on for

some time. It was on the advice of the anonymous Pezay that
his Majesty chose Necker as the colleague of the Controller General,

Taboureau. It often happened that the ministers, after making
all their plans to induce the King to act rightly, found he had
already adopted another point of view. They were unable to

guess the source of their discomfiture, till Maurepas at last dis-

covered that the King had a secret correspondent. The minister

succeeded in securing one of the letters, but could not identify the

writer. He applied to Sartine, who was at that time Minister of

Marine, and was especially qualified, by his experience as lieutenant

of police, to make the necessary investigations. Sartine broached
the subject to Pezay, with whom he was on very intimate terms,

and asked for his help in clearing up the matter for Maurepas.

The presumptuous and imprudent Pezay forthwith admitted every-

thing—confessed himself to Reynard the Fox. He was treated with

much apparent consideration. They gave him a splendid appoint-

ment. He was made inspector-general of maritime fortresses,

and given boundless authority; but at the same time all the

intendants were ordered to thwart his every action. He took up
his duties, and behaved with the greatest arrogance. Complaints

of his conduct poured in from every direction. So numerous were

they that Maurepas pointed out to the King how impossible it

was to leave his protSgS in so important a position. Pezay was
recalled, and ordered to retire to Pezay, his little property in the

neighbourhood of Blois. Whether from excessive mortification,

or from some other cause, he died there two months later, leaving

a charming widow who was deeply attached to him. Mme. de

Pezay is here with Mme. de Mortemart and Mme. de Rouge, who
are intimate friends of hers. She has never had any children.

With these ladies, too, there is a very pretty canoness, Mme. de

' The appartements were formal receptions held at Court two or three times
a week. Three hours were spent in listening to music and playing cards,

but no conversation was allowed. {Translator's note.)
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Tisseuil. There are also at Heidelberg Mme. de Mortagne, a very
agreeable and talented young woman, daughter of the Marquis
de Paroy, who is with her, having left the Assembly, where he
was a deputy of the nobles of Provins and a member of the Right

;

Mmes. de Vasse and de Montesson, who were at Turin with me
in the winter; Mme. de La Grandville and her daughter, the
Comtesse Louis d'Hautefort ; Mme. la princesse de Craon and her
son; Mme. de Gabriac, a Genoese, sister of Mme. de Ginestous;
Mme. de Vigney, a rich American, and her children ; M. le president
Roland, of Paris, with M. Ferrand, M. Nouette, and M. de St.

Roman, of the Parlement; M. de Beaucourt, solicitor-general of

the Parlement of Rennes, a lawyer much to be commended for

his high principle and integrity ; and several others. During my
little stay at Heidelberg I have been seeing a great deal of all these

ladies ; and have dined with Mme. de Mortemart, Mme. de Craon,
and Mme. de Mortagne. Few of the native nobles live in Heidel-

berg : the most notable family is that of Count Ludwig of Helm-
stadt, the Marechal de Broglie's son-in-law.^ . . .

The town of Offenbach, which stands below Rupelheim on the

Main, belongs to the Prince of Isenburg, who is allowing it to

become the centre of a curious religious sect, at present receiving

much attention from both travellers and natives. The leader of

this sect, an old man named Franck, settled down here about three

years ago, and for some time was alone. But one after another
his disciples joined him ; and now whole families are arriving daily

from Poland and Turkey. While we were at Rupelheim we saw
the arrival of three carriages full of men, women, children, and
baggage, which for several days had been expected at Offenbach.

The sect now numbers over eight hundred adherents. No one
knows the nature of their ritual and creed. Their leader Franck
is much revered, and his disciples pay him all kinds of honours.

He has a guard of sixty men, magnificently arrayed in Polish

dress, who wait upon him in his own house, and are drilled after

the Prussian fashion. Their expenses are considerable, but no
one knows whence the money comes. They pay cash for every-

thing. They have as yet acquired no property in the country;

and perhaps are intending to establish themselves elsewhere in

larger numbers. No one knows whether they be Christians or

Jews; but they have been present at Catholic ceremonies, and
appeared in the Corpus Christi procession in splendid Polish

garments. A youth of about sixteen was pointed out to us as

Franck's grandson, who is to succeed him as head of the sect,

it is said. He is distinguished from the rest by a different head-

dress. When questioned they answer little. Some of them speak

* From Heidelberg M. d'Espinchal went to Darmstadt and Offenbach.
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French. It is all very strange, and arouses one's curiosity.

Probably the Prince of Isenburg, who allows them to live in his

territory, is in the secret of their cult and dogmas.^ . . .

26th July.—In the hope that M. le prince de Conde might soon
return I decided to go to Worms, and on my arrival dined with
Mme. la princesse Louise, who is always kindness itself to me.

27th-Slst July.—It is a real delight to me to spend a few days
with the people among whom I lived for so long ; who have, I am fain

to believe, a friendly feeling for me. I am grieved that I must
part from them, probably for a long time. But my attachment
to my good comrades from the Auvergne will not allow me to

separate myself from them, or serve in any corps but theirs. They
have left Fribourg and are on their way to Coblenz. M. le prince

de Conde, with his son and grandson, only returned to Worms
in the afternoon of the 29th, and brought little fresh news. There
is as yet no definite promise from the Emperor, and if he gave
one at Mantua it has produced absolutely no result : there seems
to be no movement of any kind among the troops. We are

assured, however, that peace is declared between Russia and
Turkey. There is no longer, then, anything to prevent the Powers
from attending to our affairs, the outcome of which is profoundly
important to themselves.

In obedience to the most urgent entreaties from M. le comte
d'Artois, M. le marechal de Broglie has established himself at

Coblenz, leaving his family at Treves. He has undertaken a
task that will be equally unpleasant and difficult of execution,

especially if he aims at pleasing every one, and satisfying the

pretensions that no one has been willing to leave behind him in

France. His work is to organise the emigrant nobility, and form
them into different corps. Members of the King's old Bodyguard
are arriving at Coblenz every day to serve under the Due de

Guiche, who is the only one of their captains on whom they can
depend. M. de Calonne, to whom something extraordinary is

always happening, has just come back from a little visit to England.
Between Bonn and Andernach his carriage, with him in it, fell

into the Rhine from a considerable height. He was carried along
by the current for half-a-mile, but was dragged out absolutely

unharmed, and moreover was fortunate enough to save his papers,

his cash-box, and his luggage. He lost nothing but the loose

money intended for use on the journey. The postilions and
horses did not fall into the stream. Was the accident premedi-
tated ? None can tell.

It appears that Monsieur was only persuaded with difficulty

' After visiting various places M. d'Espinchal arrived at Worms on the
26th July. He remained there till the end of the month.
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to admit M. de Calonne to the Council ; but the affair was arranged
on M. le comte d'Artois consenting to the inclusion of the Marquis
de Jaucourt, an intimate friend of the Comtesse de Balbi. That
lady, on the pretext of joining Madame—whose lady-in-waiting

she is—has lost no time in arriving at Coblenz, to resume the
empire that she has exercised over Monsieur's mind for several

years, and uses most despotically. Indeed I am told that all

the intrigues of Versailles are reappearing at Coblenz. The place

is crowded with swaggering courtiers, braggarts, dandies, and
women. Worms presents quite a different scene : it is a real

garrison, with all the exaggeration of offences and grievances that

one knows so well at Court, and the provincial nobles' old, un-
conquerable jealousy of Parisians and courtiers. M. le prince

de Conde, however, is able to keep every^one in his place. He
never forgets his position, and, while he is none the less loved,

is all the more respected on that account. After dinner all the

nobles come to pay their court to the princes, until six o'clock;

but no one has supper with them but their intimate circle, and
the household. Dinner is very simply served. The table is

laid for thirty, and every day the seven gentlemen on guard are

invited to dine. Officers from the neighbouring frontier garrisons

are constantly arriving here. M. le prince de Conde, with the

kind help of the Elector of Mayence, provides quarters for all

who come. No one could take more pains ; he sees to everything

himself. The whole neighbourhood of Worms is crowded with

emigres. M. le prince de Conde does all he can to lessen their

expenses. This is a good example for Coblenz; but much as I

desire that the example may be followed, I have little hope of it.

We have, however, a number of idle young men here, which is

annoying. If M. le prince de Conde's intentions are to be
altogether fulfilled, it is to be hoped he may soon find some means
of giving them active occupation. The heat has been intense

every day.

August 1791.

—

1st.—Hearing that M. le comte d'Artois had
summoned the Auvergnats to Coblenz I left Worms, in order to

reach the rendezvous at the same time as they. We set out at

eleven o'clock at night, on account of the intense heat, and after

travelling all night, reached Mayence in the early morning.

2nd Aug.—I spent the day at Mayence. The latest news
from France is that, since the King's capture at Varennes and
return to Paris, the royal family has been more closely imprisoned

than ever in the Palace of the Tuileries. The gaoler La Fayette,

in his desire to keep his popularity, is exercising the greatest

possible ingenuity in insulting and tormenting his royal victims.

By his orders the rooms are constantly searched : even the Queen's
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bed is not exempt from his insolent investigations. The chimneys

are stopped up and barred to the very roof. All the palace gates

are carefully guarded. There is nothing lacking to make the place

a prison. The Due de Choiseul, the Comte Charles de Damas,
the three Bodyguards, and several other officers arrested at

Varennes are closely confined, and there is some talk of bringing

them to trial.

Srd Aug.—A storm has freshened the air, and the heat

is no longer intolerable. I left Mayence at five in the morning.
If it had not been for my horses I should have preferred to make
my journey to Coblenz by the Rhine ; for that mode of travelling

is extremely pleasant at this season, while the distance is shorter

and the expense less. The banks of that portion of the Rhine
are very picturesque ; but in the circumstances it is more prudent
not to add to one's expenses. We passed through Wiesbaden
without stopping. There are some mountains to be crossed before

reaching Schwalbach, which lies in a hollow, and is a very large

village, much frequented at this season on account of its mineral

waters. Many people visit it in search of pleasure as well as

health. I resolved to spend the day there, in order to see the life

of the place. Gambling, dancing, and walking are the chief

occupations. Quite early in the morning the gamblers repair to

a great hall that is no better than a barn. This is the hour of the

Jews and small folk. Any one who chooses acts as banker. There
are also at least a dozen little banks for faro and trente-et-un,

which have the appearance of little shops. At mid-day this hall

is closed. It was filled with such a low set of people that I only

glanced into it for a moment. At two or three hotels in Schwal-
bach there are immense tables d'hdtes, and no one has meals alone.

One therefore sees ladies at all hours of the day. At the table I

was placed by chance next to a certain Baroness von Freiden,

who usually lives in Frankfort; and by the end of the day we
were as intimate as if I had known her for a year. After dinner

every one has coffee in a large hall, where the gambling-tables are

set up. Then one goes for a walk. There are some charming
walks ; for the Landgrave of Hesse, who is the owner of Schwal-
bach and has an interest in attracting visitors, has taken care to

make some pretty ones. After the walk comes supper; then
play; then dancing till midnight. Though these springs are

much frequented the whole place has a very third-rate air : it

might be an anteroom of Spa. I retired early, having had the

luck to win a couple of louis from the rascals who kept the
bank.i ...

1 M. d'Espinchal reached Coblenz on the 4th August.



CHAPTER XII

COBLENZ

On leaving the bridge-of-boats at the entrance to Coblenz one
is taken before Lieutenant-General the Marquis de Miran by a

corporal of the Elector's troops, in accordance with an order issued

by the Elector and the princes. Its object is to keep French
suspects out of the town, but as a matter of fact very little advan-
tage is derived from it. The immense number of daily arrivals

makes it difficult to find room in the hotels. I am lodging in the
Three Crowns, where I shall stay till I can take rooms for myself.

As I arrived on the evening of one of the Elector's reception-days

I went off to the palace with my son, as our own princes were
likely to be there. M. le comte de Vergennes, the King's minister

to this Court, presented us to the Elector and the Princess Cune-
gund of Saxony, his sister; and we paid our court to Monsieur
and M. le comte d'Artois, who received us with great kindness,

as did Madame also. The reception was largely attended, there

being already a great number of French in Coblenz. At nine

o'clock the princes returned to Schonbornslust, the chateau lent

them by the Elector. It is less than a mile from the town.

5thr-10th Aug.—Every day Coblenz is inundated with fresh

arrivals of all ages and all ranks. The Emigration is perpetually

increasing. Considering, however, the urgency with which we
were all summoned hither, it is curious to find that no preparations

have been made. We hear a great deal of the arrival of foreign

troops : but there is not a single battalion on the march. Not
a single corps of nobles has as yet been formed. Indeed I see to

my sorrow that we are still far from being in a position to take

any active measures, and that M. le comte d'Artois was evidently

deluded with empty promises at Mantua. At the same time it is

more than probable that the secret Council at the Tuileries is

opposed to the princes' designs, and will prevent them from being

carried out.

Monsieur, Madame, and M. le comte d'Artois are, as I have
already said, established in the chdteau of Schonbornslust, where
the principal officers of their households are provided with modest
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quarters. On Sundays and Thursdays they come to the palace

at Coblenz, where the nobles are received and presentations made.
They dine with the Elector, whose table, on those days, is laid for

sixty. In accordance with German etiquette the guests comprise

officers of the higher ranks—including that of major en second—
the wives of the nobility, the judges of the supreme court, and
their wives, and all the Knights of Malta, the Elector being a

protector of that Order. After dinner a Court is held at the

palace at nine o'clock. It is attended by the ladies of the place,

the French ladies, and all the nobility, who amuse themselves by
playing commerce. The princes return to Schonbornslust for

supper. Monsieur and M. le comte d'Artois being here as the

King's brothers and the Sons of France the Elector is very puncti-

lious, every time they are here, in accompanying them down the

stairs to their carriage. He dines once a week with the princes,

who have conformed to the established rules in the matter of

invitations. On other days no one is invited to dine at Schon-

bornslust; but there are supper-parties at nine o'clock, and the

princes sometimes ask people to spend the evening there.

For the first few days after my arrival I dined at the Elector's

palace and supped with the princes. Everything that I was told

before coming to Coblenz was perfectly true, as I can see for myself.

The tone, the airs, the intrigues with which one is so familiar, are

all apparent at Schonbornslust, though now, more than ever, it

behoves the princes to banish this style of thing from their house-

hold. Some of the nobility here have been greatly ruffled by
much that has been going on for the past month : the little cliques

of women and dandies, the mocking laughter, the impertinence,

and the high stakes at quinze, which are a positive insult to the

poor but worthy nobles in the room. Mme. de Balbi gives herself

all the airs of the favourite in this little Court, and Madame is

not treated with the deference that is her due. For, if her be-

haviour and character at one time were not all that could be

wished, it must be admitted that since the outbreak of the Revolu-

tion she has been above reproach. In Paris the excellence of her

principles was undoubted : she showed herself devoted, not only

to the King, but to the Queen, whom she befriended in misfortune,

though her Majesty loved her little. To the last moment she

maintained the dignity of her rank : she would permit no liberties,

nor would she submit to any humiliation. She indulges in a con-

siderable amount of plain-speaking with regard to all she sees

here, which sometimes becomes embarrassing for her confidants,

of whom I have been one. She has said the most imprudent things

to me, which it would be useless to repeat. M. le comte d'Artois

occupies a very small suite of rooms on the second floor ; and near
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him is the office of M. de Calonne and his secretary. The Marechal
de Broghe is quartered in the same corridor, and is assisted in

his work by M. de La Rozi^re, a general officer of much ability,

who has earned distinction on the General Staff. The Bishop of

Arras and the Marquis de Jaucourt, who are on the Council, are
also lodged in the chateau. The first floor is occupied by Monsieur,
Madame, and Mme. de Balbi, with whom Monsieur spends the
whole day.

M. le due d'Havre saw the princes as he passed through Coblenz
on his way to Spain. It seems he has been chosen to carry on
negotiations with that Court, on account of the Queen's attachment
to him when she was Princess of the Asturias. The Due d'Havre
has the reputation of being an honest man. He was deputy of

the nobles of Amiens, and sat on the Right.
The Marechal de Castries and his son arrived here on the 9th,

and have been given rooms at Schonbornslust, as the Marshal is

to be admitted to the princes' Council. He will only be here for

a short time. He and his whole family are going to settle in

Cologne. On the same day the efforts of the Marechal de Broglie

resulted in the princes signing the order for the formation of

Mirabeau's force. The Vicomte, whom we have had here in his

whole ridiculous outfit, has gone off in great satisfaction at

obtaining all his demands for his corps, including the necessary

funds. That corps will be very costly, while the number of

desertions is considerable. While I was at Ettenheim I saw some
of the officers received. This was the formula employed by the

Vicomte de Mirabeau. " By order of the princes of the house of

Bourbon, in the name of the captive King of France, you will

recognise the authority of M. , and will obey all his orders in

the service of the princes."—Since Monsieur's arrival the formula
has been altered.

All the nobles visited the Marechal de Castries, who received

them in the fine rooms occupied by M. le marquis de Miran in the

Hotel de Treves. The Marquis is the princes' commissary for

the nobility, to compensate him for no longer being on the Council

as he was at Turin. . . .

10th Aug.—The Chevalier de Coigny, brigadier-general, Com-
mander of the Order of St. Louis, and younger brother of the Due
and the Comte de Coigny, who has been until now with the King
and appears to possess his confidence, arrived to-day at Coblenz,

on an important mission, it is said, to the princes. He came away
with the consent of the National Assembly, which gives his errand

rather a suspicious appearance. The princes have given him a

cold reception, and all the nobles look at him askance, believing
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him to be the bearer of some disingenuous suggestion, designed to

prevent them from taking active measures. He appears rather

uncomfortable himself, in his present r61e. In vain he protests

that he took this opportunity of getting away from Paris, and of

giving the protection of his passport to his friend Mme. de Mont-
sauge, the Comtesse Etienne de Durfort, and the Archbishop of

Rheims : no one appears to be taken in by him. Every one is

convinced that he will soon return to Paris, to report the result of

his mission to the King and Queen. He is spending two days in

Coblenz, after which, he says, he is going to Spain in search of

peace and quiet.

11th Aug.—The Comte d'Esterhazy, brigadier-general and
Knight of the Orders, a protege of the Queen and a member of her
most intimate circle, has also arrived at Coblenz ; but he appears
entirely devoted to the princes, who intend to accept his services.

—

The King's old bodyguards are rallying round the princes in daily

increasing numbers. The Due de Guiche seems to be counting on
the arrival of the whole corps. There are now more than 200 of

them. Many of their officers have also come, and there is reason

to believe that, with the exception of a very few who have declared

for the Revolution, they will all join their brave comrades. Paul
Noailles, formerly the Due d'Ayen, after spending some time at

Spa, where he was openly treated with contempt—especially by
the King of Sweden—is on his way to Switzerland, to visit his

sister the Comtesse de Tesse. He has been spending the last few
days at Andernach, about twelve miles from here, and, while there,

met the loyal Marquis de Monspey, a lieutenant in the Scottish

company, then on his way to Coblenz to join the Bodyguard.
Paul Noailles was rather disconcerted by the encounter, and a little

embarrassed at being unable to follow the example of one of the

chief officers of his own company. He passed through Coblenz in

strict incognito, and no one would have known he had been there

if the Marquis de Monspey had not spoken of it. I will return, at

some other time, to the subject of this wretched individual and
the other members of the ungrateful house ofNoaiUes. The
Marquis de Monspey, to whom I have just referred, was deputy of

the nobles of Beaujolais, and as a member of the Right held

extremely pure principles. He is a brigadier-general.

The whole Bodyguard is established at Thai, a suburb of Coblenz
on the other side of the Rhine, where the Elector's old palace is

situated. It is there, too, that the Auvergnats are to be quartered.

The Elector has lent some stables. There are very pleasant and
inexpensive lodgings in Thai, and living is cheap. At this time
of year there is no difficulty in crossing the Rhine by the bridge of
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boats, which the Elector, moreover, has made free for all the
French. The situation of Thai is charming, and the place will be
all the pleasanter for the fact that it is inhabited by a large number
of pretty women, of lively appearance and gay temperament.
We shall hear a good deal more of them if the French make a long
stay in Coblenz. . . .

M. le comte d'Artois announces that he is starting for Vienna.
He has resolved upon this long journey in order to find out from
the Emperor what to expect, and how far his promises may be
depended on. Our princes' Council is occupied with most impor-
tant affairs at this moment : a letter to the King, the great charta

embodying the Constitution, and the decision of the Diet of

Ratisbon, which places everything in the hands of the Emperor.

12th Aug.—Various notable personages have arrived at Coblenz.

Among them to-day was M. le comte de Maillebois, who has

been a lieutenant-general since 1748, and for some years a
Knight of the Orders of the King and a lieutenant-general

in the Dutch army. He is greatly devoted to the King,
and to the cause of the nobility and monarchy. He was
born in August, 1715, and served in his earliest youth under
his father the Marechal de Maillebois. Every one is agreed as to

his mihtary ability. He was a lieutenant-general before he was
thirty-three ; and would long ago have been a field-marshal had
he not been rather under a cloud since the beginning of the Seven
Years' War. The Marechal d'Estrees accused him of causing the

loss of the battle of Hasteimbcck. M. de Maillebois afterwards

sought to clear himself of so serious an imputation, and attacked

M. le Marechal d'Estrees on the subject. Various papers were
published at the time. The Court of the Marshals of France

intervened, and M. de Maillebois was not cleared. When, under
the Ministry of M. de Monteynard, he was nominated one of the

three new directors-general of the army, the same court begged the

King to revoke the appointment. M. de Maillebois, seeing that

there was no hope of his ever being a field-marshal, and having,

moreover, a great many debts, entered the Dutch army, in which
he is still serving, and receiving very good pay. From the earliest

days of the Revolution he has shown himself an ardent royalist,

and has done his best to serve the King by suggesting various

counter-revolutionary schemes. He was even compromised and
betrayed by a secretary. And on the 12th he came to offer his

services to the princes. I know for a fact that he told some one

he had no ambition left, at his age (he is 78), except to serve the

King and the monarchy with all his talents, if he were thought to

have any, and to blot out the memory of his wrong-doing, if wrong
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he had done. But the Marechal de Broglie was inflexible, and

declared that if M. de Maillebois appeared at Schonbornslust he

would leave the place and return to Treves. The two men met
at the palace, but did not exchange a word. Monsieur did not

see M. de Maillebois at Schonbornslust, but could not avoid

receiving him at the audience in the palace on the 15th. As for

M. le comte d'Artois, he saw M. de Maillebois in M. de Calonne's

room on the eve of his departure for Vienna, and treated him with
the greatest kindness, M. de Maillebois set out for Maestricht on
the 16th, in despair at his cruel reception at Coblenz. Those who
know his ability, and the advantages that might be derived from
it at this moment, are distressed that the Marechal de Broglie's

hatred should be so inveterate and unyielding as to prevent the

employment of a man whose only desire is to prove his repentance,

and to redeem the faults of which he has been accused,

18th Aug.—M, le comte d'Artois started this morning on his

journey to Vienna, which may be extended to Berlin if necessary.

He took with him the Comte d'Esterhazy, M. de Calonne, and
Comte Fran§ois d'Escars, the captain of his Guard, M, de
Bouille, who arrived from Mayence in the night, saw M. le comte
d'Artois before his departure. And all our fellow-countrymen
from Auvergne, who have been living at Fribourg in Switzerland,

arrived here yesterday evening in obedience to a summons from
M, le comte d'Artois. There are about sixty of them, well mounted
and equipped. They are all quartered at Thai, where M, le comte
d'Artois saw them as he passed through. He expressed his regret

that he had brought them to Coblenz so soon, and so needlessly,

but assured them of his prompt return, and spoke hopefully of

the probable results of his journey.

The arrival of all these gentlemen from Auvergne, and the fact

of our all joining forces here, to the number of over a hundred, has

made a great sensation. According to the princes' new regulations

with regard to the organisation of the nobles into companies we
are in a position to form a squadron, and have reason to believe

we may be able to form a second later on. We have announced
our intention of putting the princes to no expense whatever : we
shall provide our own equipment and support ourselves entirely.

But our conduct, which seems praiseworthy enough, and indeed
has been very generally praised, has also aroused envy and
jealousy. There are many who oppose the banding together of

the nobles from one province, and foresee various imaginary
consequences of this system. The Marechal de Broghe, it seems,
strongly objects to it ; and to prevent the formation of other such
squadrons there is some idea of re-organising the four Red com-
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panics that the King abohshed several years ago. As a nucleus
for these companies the gendarmes and light cavalry formerly
belonging to the King's Guard, and the old musketeers, are being
mustered, and every gentleman who arrives from the provinces
is immediately enrolled in them. I will say more of the organisa-
tion of the nobility as soon as the regulations, of which we already
know the import, have been definitely decided upon and printed.

lUhr-19th Aug.—The son of the famous Mr. Burke has been
spending several days in Coblenz, and has received every attention

from Monsieur and all the nobles in the place, out of compliment
to his father. It is a compliment that Mr. Burke well deserves,

for his profound writings have made the dangers of our Revolution
plain to all the world. He is the only foreigner, so far, who has
grasped its true significance, and shown the need for arresting its

progress while there is yet time.

Although Monsieur daily receives all who come, the absence of

M. le comte d'Artois makes itself felt; those who come are not
so many. It must be said in justice to Monsieur, however, that
he does his best to win the confidence that the whole of the nobility

appears to place in his brother. But there are those in his imme-
diate circle who make all his good intentions of no effect. I will

return to this subject when I have given some account of Monsieur.
He was born on the 17th Nov., 1755, and married on the 14th May,
1771. He has had no children. The prince is of medium height

:

he has a handsome face and remarkably fine eyes, but his move-
ments are slow and his walk heavy, owing to his increasing weight.

He has a cultivated mind and a wonderful memory. From his

youth he has been interested in the study of science : he speaks

English and knows Italian. His tastes being sedentary he has not
indulged in a passion for hunting, like his brother the King, nor

in the dissipations and pleasures of the capital, like M. le comte
d'Artois. Most sovereigns adopt the course of allowing their

nearest kinsmen no share in the administration of the State ; and
Monsieur, in consequence of this mistaken policy, was never

admitted to the King's Council before the convocation of the

States General. Monsieur lived at Versailles, surrounded by a
little court that he had formed for himself, with Mme. de Balbi in

the post of favourite. He divided his time between his friends

and the pursuit of literature. Those who are on intimate terms

with him have read and admired his literary efforts ; and on several

occasions he has amused himself by contributing to the Journal de

Paris in a bright and piquant style. Being an avowed patron of

men of learning and letters he was always surrounded by them.

He apparently adopted the doctrines of the philosophers at an
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early age, and was an ardent partisan of Necker and his system.

Even in 1788 he openly expressed himself in favour of the double

representation of the tiers in the States General. At the time of

the Assembly of the Notables his bureau was alone in supporting

this view, and Necker took advantage of the fact, and laid stress

__2ji it in his treacherous report to the Council. Monsieur, doubtless,

had not foreseen all the disasters that would result from this

innovation in the constitution of the Monarchy. With the most
excellent intentions, no doubt, he listened to no one at that time
but the many treacherous counsellors in his own household, who
were all sold to Necker. He shut his eyes to all the considerations

of the future that some would fain have put before him. He
disapproved of the memorial published, at this time, by M. le comte
d'Artois, M. le prince de Cond6 and his son and grandson, and even
signed by M. le prince de Conti. This memorial, which at the time
seemed exaggerated to many people, only anticipated a portion

of all that has happened since, and all that we have good reason to

fear. There is no denying, of course, that it was of paramount
interest to Monsieur that the true principles of the Monarchy and
the constitution of the State should be maintained, seeing that he
might one day be its head ; but neither can one conceal the fact

that this prince, at the beginning of the Revolution, did much to

forward the illegal constitution of the States General, which, by
putting power in the hands of the people and finally mingling the

Orders, resulted in disasters from which France will not recover

for centuries. However, in the light of sad experience. Monsieur
saw his mistake ; but prudently kept his own counsel till he was
able to leave France and join his brother. This prudent dissimu-

lation—which he practised for the King's sake as well as his own

—

led Monsieur to adopt a course of action that would show him in

an unfavourable light if his reasons had been less excellent. It

was this that prompted him to pay his ridiculous visit to the Mayor
of Paris. Since Monsieur came to Coblenz he has repeatedly shown
his desire to efface any bad impression he may have made by the

mistakes he has now openly abjured. The most complete har-

mony reigns, apparently, between Monsieur and M. le comte
d'Artois. These two brothers, our natural leaders during the

King's captivity, are bound together in the closest intimacy;
and their union means the union of all the prayers, love, and devo-
tion of the whole nobility, and of all good and faithful royalists.

Monsieur's household is at present greatly reduced. Several

of its most important members joined the Revolution : such as

Montesquiou, his Master of the Stables ; the Due de Levis ; the
Comte*de Chabrillant and his son, captains of his|Guard; the
Marquis de Noailles, his first gentleman-of-the-bedchamber ; the
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Prince de Saint-Mauris, captain of his Swiss Guards; Cadignan,
his chief falconer ; CoUier de La Martiere, Master of his greyhounds.
I will return to the subject of these democrats, whose revolutionary
activities will give me occasion to refer to them more than once.
Monsieur left France with the younger Comte d'Avaray, Master
of the Wardrobe in reversion from his father. Monsieur has made
him Captain of his Guard. The Marquis de Fumel is the only
gentleman-in-waiting here as yet, but several others are expected.

After speaking of Monsieur, it is only right to introduce Madame
also. She is the eldest daughter of the King of Sardinia; was
born on the 2nd Sept., 1753; and married on the 14th May, 1771.
When she first came to Versailles, with her rather awkward figure

and rather plain face, she failed to show, in compensation for these
natural disadvantages, a single amiable quality. Her unsociable
temperament, combined with a vice that one can neither imagine
nor excuse in a woman—an addiction to drink—did much towards
alienating her husband, to whom she never gave the happiness of

fatherhood. Madame was entirely disregarded and unimportant
at the Court, was disliked by the Queen, and detested in lier own
household, where she made endless disturbances, and constantly
failed in her engagements. Her only companion was Madame
Gourbillon, her reader, to whom she gave her confidence and
intimate friendship. It must be admitted,' however, that in

connection with the Revolution, Madame deserves nothing but
praise. In its early days she became reconciled to the Queen,
and till the moment of her departure from Paris was warmly
sympathetic and absolutely devoted to her Majesty in her mis-

fortunes. After the meeting of the States General Madame made
no secret of her strong royalist opinions, which she frequently

expressed with great energy. She never forgot, at this time, the

dignity of her rank and birth, nor did she ever descend to any
humiliating action; for she strongly disapproved of those who
conformed outwardly to the decrees of the Assembly, which, in

her eyes, was simply a company of rebellious subjects. She ex-

pressed her opinions quite as frankly then, in the Luxembourg,
as she does now in the salon at Schonbornslust, amid the emigrant
nobility. On hearing of the royal family's projected flight she

promptly determined on the same course, and set off with her

friend Mme. Gourbillon, and M. de Criminil, her equerry in

ordinary. She met Monsieur at Namur, having experienced no
difficulties in her flight. The Comtesse de Balbi, her lady-of-the-

bedchamber, on hearing of Monsieur's departure, immediately

joined Madame, and acted as her lady-of-honour. The Duchesse

de Caylus and the Comtesse de Montleart have arrived at Coblenz

and resumed their posts as Madame's ladies-in-waiting, and the

p
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young Comte de Berenger has also taken up his duties. He is

gentleman-of-honour in reversion from his father.

M. de Bouille did not stay long in Coblenz after the departure

of M. le comte d'Artois. As I know him particularly well and was
much at his house in Paris, it was a great pleasure to me to see

him again. He seems greatly changed : he has an absent-minded

air, as though his misfortune had crushed him. And indeed his

hopes were short-lived. At one moment he saw himself in the

finest role that a loyal subject can play, as the deliverer of his

master—and in the next the flattering vision was shattered. The
King of Sweden, who was at Spa and Aix-la-Chapelle at the time

of the King's flight, has made M. de Bouille a lieutenant-general in

his army. It appears that M. de Bouille is going to Berlin to the

Prince of Prussia, and will join M. le comte d'Artois in Germany.
Among the many gentlemen of quality now arriving at Coblenz

there are some whose presence is an offence to those whose conduct
has always been immaculate and irreproachable. The Comte
d'Aubusson, major en second, who has been accused of being an
ardent member of the Society of the Friends of the Blacks, and
has never denied the fact, was so coldly received by every one that

he was obliged to go away.
The Prince de Saint-Mauris, only son of the Prince de Mont-

barrey, colonel of Monsieur's infantry regiment and captain of

his Swiss Guards, arrived at Coblenz on the 18th of this month.
The news of his arrival instantly produced a vast amount of excite-

ment. The Francs-Comtois declare roundly that M. de Saint-

Mauris was one of the most active revolutionaries of their province,

that he was at the head of the administration of Besan9on, that

he could have prevented the horrors that were committed and the

firing of several chateaux, that he was in favour of these crimes

being left unpunished, and that he cannot be so lightly forgiven.

It is known, moreover, without any possibility of doubt, that his

wife is professing democratic views in Paris, and flattering herself

that constitutional principles are about to be introduced at

Coblenz. In the meantime the Prince de Saint-Mauris, having
been warned of the disfavour with which he was regarded in the

place, remained in seclusion at his inn. It was in vain that all his

friends in Monsieur's circle sought to protect him. Our hot-

headed young men only grew the more excited, and the imperious
tone that Mme. de Balbi adopted on the subject was not calculated
to soothe them. In spite of her resentment the Prince de Saint-
Mauris was obliged to leave Coblenz on the following day, for fear

of some scene that might be disagreeable for Monsieur, who
appears much attached to this member of his household. The
latter was prudently advised to remove himself promptly.
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If M. le comte d'Artois had been here he might possibly have
succeeded—so truly do all the nobles trust and love him—in
calming the excitement, and creating the tolerant spirit that we
ought, perhaps, to cultivate, especially towards a man who
repents of his errors. A few days after M. le comte d'Artois first

came to Coblenz, in June, the arrival of the Comte Boson de Peri-
gord made a sensation of much the same kind. But the circum-
stances were less serious, though he was accused of showing very
democratic feelings on more than one occasion, especially in the
substitute-deputies' gallery, where he enthusiastically applauded
the Assembly's decrees for the abolition of the nobility. He was
also greatly blamed for remaining on friendly terms with a brother
of such deep depravity as the Bishop of Autun. M. le comte
d'Artois summoned all the nobles then in Coblenz, and told them
that Comte Boson wished to exculpate himself and make his

profession of faith. Boson then appeared, and assured the
assembled nobility that he shared the sentiments of all honest
supporters of pure royalism; that he held his brother's conduct
in horror and had entirely cut himself off from the Bishop of

Autun ; and that he would engage to make open profession of his

feelings on that subject, in the public papers. After hearing this

statement M. le comte d'Artois asked the assembled gentlemen if

they were satisfied, and on their answering in the affirmative

turned to Boson with the words :
" In that case I too am satisfied."

The formation of the nobles into companies, which is now going
on, is making a great stir. Every one would like to be in command.
Even those who have hitherto given a good example are intriguing

to that end. As I have no pretensions of the kind, and always,
before the days of the Revolution, showed my lack of ambition
by my manner of living, having indeed almost retired from the
service, I shall be very careful to put forward no claim. I shall

wait till my place is assigned to me, among my compatriots. And
as I prefer to avoid the sight of all the little schemes that are being
hatched in the absence of M. le comte d'Artois, whose return

will put an end to them, I have resolved to visit the springs at

Spa. I shall be back again before M. le comte d'Artois returns.

Visit to Spa.—22wd Aug.-lst Sept.—On my arrival at Spa I met
an immense number of acquaintances and Parisians. I was carried

off at once to the assembly-room frequented in the morning, where
I felt as though I were in the heart of the capital, so many were
the young men and women gathered there. It did not take long

to find out the kind of life that is led here : a life of amusement,
gadding about, dancing, gambling, and love-making, for intrigues

are here carried on with greater liberty than in any other place

P 2
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in the world. This year Spa is more lively than it has ever been.

It is truly said to be the rendezvous of all nations. The King of

Sweden was here at the beginning of the season, but has long been

gone ; and though there are still many people in the place, numbers
have already left. There are at least a hundred Frenchwomen
here. Among them, I am pleased to say, is Mme. la princesse de
Lamballe, with whom I was on very intimate terms fourteen years

ago at Plombidres, where I spent a whole season in her company,
and took part in theatricals with her. Mme. la princesse de Lam-
balle is tenderly attached to the Queen, and on hearing of the flight

of the royal family followed their example. She reached Dieppe
after running various risks on the journey, and even had some
difficulty in crossing the channel to England. If she had set sail

a moment later she would have been captured and taken back to

Paris—and might easily have suffered worse things than this, at

the hands of a populace that has lost every feeling of respect and
humanity. She was welcomed in England with all the considera-

tion that is her due, and the interest that she always inspires.

After staying for some time in London and Bath she went to

Brussels, and thence to Aix and Spa. I shall have occasion to

return to the subject of this good and charming princess. Mme.
de Lamballe has with her Mme. de Las Cases, her lady-of-

honour. . . .

The life at Spa is very amusing for those who enjoy spending

their whole day in a whirl of brilliant society. In the early morn-
ing all the young women are to be seen dashing about the place

on the little native horses known as escalins, or sixpennies, because

one can hire them for the whole morning for two or three sixpenny-

pieces. One would think, from the gaiety of all the giddy-pates

who dance attendance on these fair ladies, that our unhappy
country were in a state of perfect peace, and our sovereign and
his unfortunate Queen—to whom a number of them owe many
favours—were enjoying a life of liberty. Versailles, it would
appear, is only waiting for them to return to their daily avocations.

One would think that their fortunes were intact and all their

relations living in peace, rather than in danger every day from
the assassin's knife. The whole crowd of courtiers is here, too,

as incorrigibly insolent as of old. They seem to me to have altered

in no respect since I saw them last, just before I left France ; and
if our sorrows should be heavier yet, these men will still remain
unchanged. But let us return to the life at Spa.

After the exercise of the morning and the little private cUjeuner
every one proceeds, at about mid-day, without any change of

dress, to the assembly-rooms, which stand on a hill at the outskirts
of Spa. Here there are splendid rooms, whether for dancing.
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holding receptions, or gaming. The principal room is 68 feet long
by 38 wide, and is beautifully decorated. In other rooms there
are banks for faro, hiribi, and trente-et-un, the chief one being of

3000 louis. This year there has been a great deal of play. At
about three o'clock, which is the hour for dinner, the assembly-
rooms are deserted. There are excellent tables d'hbtes at the Hbtel

de Flandres and the Aigle Noir, and indeed the living at Spa is

usually very good. The ladies have their meals in their own
houses. After dinner, while the ladies are making their toilettes,

the men repair to the public rooms known as the Redoute, in the
principal street of the town, where a couple of hours are spent in

gambling. There are coffee-rooms and billiard-rooms on the
ground-floor, and upstairs several fine rooms for gaming and
assemblies. There is a very pretty theatre near the salon, and
sometimes the two rooms are used for balls. The theatre opens
at six o'clock and closes at nine, after which the rest of the evening
is spent in the Redoute, till twelve. When there is no play, there

is a ball in the assembly-rooms on the hill. Men are charged only

3 francs for admission. At other times these places are open to

the public, without charge.

Every day is spent in the same way, but there are some charming
expeditions in the neighbourhood. It would take me too long to

describe them, or the various mineral springs to which visitors go
in the mornings to drink the waters. The season at Spa usually

begins at the end of June, and closes in the course of September.
Lodgings are good, as a rule, but dear. Independently of the

hotels, which are very numerous, every house in the place is

occupied by visitors during the season. It is an expensive place

to set up an establishment, or to live luxuriously; but a sensible

man who wished to enjoy all the pleasures of Spa for four months
might live very comfortably, with his servant, for 10 or 12 louis

a month. The society is excellent, one can form new acquaint-

ances of interest from every point of view, the fare is good, the life

is free and pleasant, and there are occupations to suit all tastes;

but one must try to abstain from gambling, or to indulge in it with

the greatest discretion. Unfortunately the temptation is ever

present and hard to resist. I made a little attempt at wooing

fortune, and for a moment she smiled on me. I won 40 louis,

which I instantly dispatched to the Vicomte de Mauray, com-
missioning him to buy me a riding-horse.

Spa is in the principality of Li^ge, but a detachment of Austrian

troops is at present keeping order in the place, and is seeking out

the originators of the recent disturbances. To the satisfaction

of all the well-intentioned inhabitants one of the chief actors in

the late insurrections was placed in the pillory the other day.
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We have had news of M. le comte d'Artois's journey. After

leaving Coblenz he stayed for a few hours at Aschaffenburg, to

see the Elector of Mayence. He reached Vienna on the 18th,

before the departure of the Emperor, who welcomed him very

cordially and took him to the theatre. Here he was greeted with

loud cheers and other signs of marked interest. He stayed with

the Spanish ambassador, as he wished to avoid the constitutional

Marquis de Noailles, On the following day he left Vienna at the

same time as the Emperor, to attend the conference at Pilnitz,

where he expected to meet the King of Prussia; and he is to be
back at Coblenz by the 3rd or 5th September.
Every day there are Frenchmen arriving here on their way to

Coblenz, where they intend to be by the time that M. le comte
d'Artois returns. Numbers of notable people are making ready
to go thither; and one cannot help hoping, since the Court folk

are taking this step, that affairs may be about to improve. As
far as this year is concerned, however, no preparations have been
made, nor are any troops on the march, . , .

September 1791,

—

Uh-lSth.—I reached Coblenz ^ very early,

in time for dinner. M. le comte d'Artois, having slept at Schwal-

bach and dined at Nassau, was expected in the afternoon. During
the fortnight of my absence the number of fresh arrivals has been
extraordinary. Every one went to meet M, le comte d'Artois,

at least as far as the bridge of boats, and many rode a mile or two
out of the town. Among the latter were all the Auvergnats now
in Thai. Monsieur, M. le prince de Conde and his son and grand-

son, followed by a crowd of nobles and persons of quality, crossed

the bridge of boats, in order to meet the prince who is so dear to

the nobility and loyalists of France as he alighted from his carriage.

The two brothers eagerly fell into each other's arms and kissed

one another tenderly. Again and again, from the bridge and from

the river-banks, rose shouts of Vive le roi ! and Vivent les princes

!

Every one wept with joy and emotion. - The scene was touching

and striking beyond words. If any democrat were present on

the occasion it might be well for him to compare it with all the

scenes of horror that have been enacted in Paris. The Marechal
de Broglie was at the steps leading to the bridge. M. le comte
d'Artois embraced him ; and then walked to the palace, with an
escort of over five hundred persons. M. le comte d'Artois was
present, on the 26th and 27th August, at the interview that took
place at Pilnitz, near Dresden, when the Emperor and King of

Prussia met to discuss their respective interests, and more especi-

ally the affairs of France. The following declaration is the result

:

1 After his short visit to Spa, M. d'Espinchal returned to Coblenz.
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" Declaration signed conjointly by the Emperor and the King
of Prussia, August 27th, 1791. His Majesty the Emperor and
his Majesty the King of Prussia, having heard the wishes and
representations of Monsieur, and M. le comte d'Artois, conjointly
declare that they regard the present position of the King of France
as a matter that affects the interests of all the sovereigns of Europe.
They hope that this interest may be recognised by the powers
whose assistance is sought, and that in consequence they will not
refuse to employ, in conjunction with their said Majesties, the
most effectual means, in proportion to their capacity, of enabling
the King of France to establish, in absolute freedom, the founda-
tions of a monarchical government which shall be equally consis-

tent with the rights of the sovereigns and the welfare of the French
nation. In which case their said Majesties the Emperor and the
King of Prussia are resolved to act promptly and with one accord,
with the forces necessary for the attainment of the object desired
by all. In the meantime they will issue orders to their troops to
be in readiness for active service.

" Pilnitz, 27th August, 1791.
" Signed : Leopold and Frederick William."

Assuredly, if we be satisfied with this declaration, we are not
hard to please. It seems to me very ambiguous, and involved in

style—^the kind of statement affected by politicians who do not
mean to keep faith. It is said, moreover, that while the King of

Prussia is very favourably disposed towards our cause, the Emperor
does not seem to be so frankly and decidedly with us. M. le comte
d'Artois was everywhere treated with the consideration and dis-

tinction due to him. The Baron de Montesquiou, son of the

Marquis, and at present the King's minister at the Court of Saxony,
left Dresden rather than receive M. le comte d'Artois. This was
a fairly plain expression of his sentiments : no man who was not

a decided democrat could fail in the performance of his duty to

the brother of his King. It is a fact worthy of comment that the

Baron de Montesquiou is Monsieur's Master of the Stables in

reversion from his father. M. le comte d'Artois, who left Coblenz

on the morning of the 13th August, accomplished his long journey

in twenty-two days, and performed his task with all the zeal and
energy that he has consistently shown, during the last two years,

in support of the cause he has embraced. Some one said to him
that he was following in the footsteps of Henri IV. " I shall be

more fortunate than he," answered the prince. " He was working

for himself : I have the happiness of working for my brother."

The presence of M. le comte d'Artois was beginning to be greatly

needed here. There was already a certain amount of discontent
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among the nobles, in connection with the princes' regulation for

the formation of companies. Monsieur, knowing the deference

that the whole nobility always shows to his brother's wishes,

refused to express an opinion on anything till M. le comte d'Artois

had returned. With a word from the latter peace was restored,

every objection was silenced, and every one conformed to the

regulation, which dates from the 19th of last August. The opening

words of this regulation are as follows :

" Monsieur, and Monseigneur Comte d'Artois, who, like Henri

IV, prize the name of a French gentleman as one of their finest

titles, and desire to place the illustrious and faithful nobility that

has so zealously rallied round them, and has in all ages been the

ornament and support of the Monarchy, in a condition to render

it the most effectual aid possible in its present dangerous crisis,

have decided, and decide, as follows . . . etc."

According to this regulation, which the Marechal de Broglie

has been deputed to carry out, the whole nobility, whether infantry

or cavalry, is to be divided into three classes : officers at present

in the service, retired officers, and gentlemen who have never

served in the army before. Each of these classes will be formed
into companies of 54 gentlemen or officers, with two captains and
four chefs de section. Two companies of cavalry will form a
squadron; eight companies of infantry will form a battalion.

Each man's position will depend on his rank in the army and his

length of service. The princes approve of the companies of pro-

vincial nobles, if they be formed in accordance with the general

regulation. Each squadron will be commanded by a general

officer, while for each battalion more than one will be appointed.

The Bodyguard and the princes' Guard will adhere to their own
regulations, but will conform to the general regulation as regards

the strength of their squadrons. The Red Companies are to be
formed one by one in brigades of 54 troopers. Their old officers

oj the gorget will be permitted to resume their posts; and the
princes will themselves appoint the commanding officers of the
brigades.

As for the uniform, officers at present in the army are to wear
that of their own corps. The others are to have blue coats, red
waistcoats, yellow breeches, copper buttons with a Heur de lys, a
white plume in the hat, and the white cockade. The officers of

the various companies will be formally placed in command of their

men by a general officer, with this formula :
" In the King's name

and by order of the princes. Messieurs, you will recognise as your
commanding officer, or, etc. , . . M. N , and will obey all his

orders for the King's service and in the princes' name."
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The answer will be as follows :
" We recognise him as our com-

manding officer, and promise on our word of honour to obey him
in all matters connected with our military duty."

This regulation ends with an article on subordination. " Strict

subordination in accordance with rank being the invariable founda-
tion of order and of success in war, Monsieur and Monseigneur
Comte d'Artois are persuaded that there is no need for them to

impress this important fact on gentlemen and officers whose zeal

is well known, and who are anxious to support by every means in

their power the efforts that the said princes will soon be in a
position to make, to replace the King upon his throne and restore

order and peace to the kingdom."
Our Auvergnat companies are being formed in accordance with

this regulation, and we already have a complete squadron. The
Commandeur de Seyssel, a man of sixty-seven, who was formerly
in the navy and has now a Commandery in the Auvergne, is captain

of the first company, while I am in command of the second. Our
two captains en second are the Vicomte de Montboissier-Canillac

and the Comte de Retz. Judging from what we hear from our
province we shall be able to form several more companies. I will

give, later on, an exact statement of our numbers, as well as the

form of agreement that bound us together.^

The number of the bodyguards is growing every day : they are

arriving twenty at a time. The other day twelve guards of the

Scottish company came to join the corps, and brought their

colours with them. The Prince of Nassau-Siegen, who at present

has a command in the Empress of Russia's naval and military

forces, has come, with his sovereign's permission, to offer his

services to M. le comte d'Artois and the other princes. Wherever
an opportunity occurs to win glory and fame, there the Prince of

Nassau is certain to appear on the scene. His life would make a

fine romance of chivalry. This characteristic of his is recognised

in all parts of Europe, except in the Empire. His grandfather

was the youngest son of the Prince of Nassau, head of the branch
of Nassau-Siegen, who died in 1699. He was a field-marshal and
chief of the Emperor's staff in 1734, and married, at the age of

twenty-three, a daughter of Louis de Mailly de Nesle and Mile, de

Coligny.

The Prince of Nassau was born in 174- and is personally attract-

ive and full of vivacity. He is undeniably one of the most
courageous men of the century. Indeed his courage amounts to

recklessness, as he has repeatedly shown in the course of his very

active life. He would have done greater things if he had had more

1 All these details are in the Introduction to La coalition d'Auvergne, by
the Commandant de Champflour.
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steadiness of character, less instability, a more careful education,

and greater resource and ability. Hardly was the Prince of Nassau
known in Paris and the Court before his expenses reached such a

point that he could only straighten his affairs by making a voyage
round the world. He set out with M. de Bougainville in 1766, and
returned in 1769, after the most romantic adventures. In

Otahiti and the Society Islands he performed the most wonderful

exploits under the eyes of his travelling companions ; and on one

occasion he engaged in mortal combat with a royal tiger, which he
killed not a moment too soon. After his return to France he was
made colonel-proprietaire of the Royal Germans. He resumed his

extravagant courses ; lived like a prince everywhere, and incurred

so many debts that he was obliged to sell the property he had
inherited in France from his mother. He was obliged for the same
reason to sell the colonelcy of his regiment to the Prince de

Lambesc. Inaction being impossible to him, however, he raised

a force with which he designed a descent upon Jevrey.^ His next

project was to conquer a part of the African coast, and set up a

kingdom there. He even appointed his chancellor, the Abbe
Beaudeau, who granted, in his name, patents and titles appropriate

to the form of feudal government that he proposed to establish in

his domain. All these extravagant schemes were actually set

on foot. The bureaux he established in his house at the Barriere

Blanche, in Paris, were open to the inspection of any one who
desired the evidence of his own eyes.

This glorious scheme being very quickly shattered the Prince of

Nassau next repaired to Spain, and entered the service of that

Court. He threw himself enthusiastically into M. d'Argon's

project for employing floating batteries before Gibraltar; and
despite all the perils of the enterprise he mounted one of these

batteries, and escaped unharmed. He was made a Grandee of

Spain and obtained considerable grants from the King, from which
any other man would have derived more profit. He, however,

promptly dissipated all that he had won. He travelled to Warsaw,
Berlin, and Vienna ; came round by Paris, and returned to Madrid
after an absence of five months, in the course of which he had been
entertained by five or six reigning sovereigns. He has since

married a Polish princess, a rich divorcie. He left the Spanish
service, and, returning to Warsaw, became a naturalised Pole.

I should not be surprised if the idea of being one day elected King of

Poland had entered his foolish head. He afterwards offered his

services to the Empress of Russia, to whom his active, romantic
character fortunately appealed. He soon obtained a command in

the navy, and so well did fate serve him that he defeated the King

^ Jersey?
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of Sweden himself in a naval battle. The grateful Empress loaded
him with favours, titles, and money.

It was in these brilliant circumstances that he set out to Coblenz,
to join the Princess of Nassau, who was awaiting him there. His
establishment is most sumptuous, the table being laid every day
for thirty or forty people. The princes have admitted him to their

Council. He assures us that the Empress of Russia is most
favourably disposed towards our cause. The Princess of Nassau
must once have been very attractive, and she still has pretensions
to good looks. She is full of originality, and tells a story well, but
is inclined to be too careless about the truth. Her own name was
Princess Sangusco, and her married name before her divorce

Sapieha. She fell in love with the Prince of Nassau at Spa, and
married him in 17— ; she brought him some fine lands in Poland.
She has no children, but has with her a girl who is the offspring

of an old amour between the Prince of Nassau and Mme. Fleury,

a German courtesan of great notoriety in Paris.

Our princes' chief concern at this moment is the dispatch of a
letter to the King, protesting, apparently, against everything
that has already been done, as well as against the new constitution

that his Majesty, it seems, is about to accept. This letter is to

be conveyed to the King from his brothers before the Assembly is

dissolved, but there is reason to believe that it will arrive too late.

It has been read to the whole of the nobility, and is to be printed

and scattered broadcast.^ M. de Calonne, in whom M. le comte
d'Artois places absolute confidence, is the author of this letter,

both in substance and in form.

Idth-SOth Sept.—A large number of the bodyguards now here

rode out together to Schonbornslust, to present their colours to

the princes. The Due de Guiche was at their head, and the Elector

was present on the occasion, which was a kind of review. No one
could be a better kinsman, in the present circumstances, than this

prince of the House of Saxony, the uncle of the King and our

princes. Clemens Wenceslaus, Prince of Saxony, who was born
on the 28th Sept., 1739, was the youngest son of Augustus III,

King of Poland and Elector of Saxony, father of the late Dauphine,

the King's mother. He was made Elector and Archbishop of

Treves on the 10th Feb., 1768. He is a combination of excellent

qualities : he is kind, charitable, very religious, and lives as

becomes his station. His net income must be nearly two millions,

for he has also been Prince-Bishop of Augsbourg since 1768. No
one could possibly show more interest in our cause, or be more
cordial and hospitable to all good Frenchmen than this kind,

1 It appears at the end of Vol. V of M. d'Espinchal's manuscript, with
various other documents relating to the Revolution.
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excellent Elector. But he lacks energy and character in dealing

with his Council, who are not so favourably disposed, some of the

members being already imbued with democratic principles. None
the less he takes no steps to prevent our various corps from being
formed and quartered in the Electorate : indeed his minister is

preparing to provide barracks for aU these troops. He seems to be
entirely at the princes' orders in this respect, and in everything
that concerns the organisation of the nobility. Baron Duminique
is extremely obliging to all the French, and as far as I am concerned
I am most grateful for all his civility. I have dined with him
several times, as well as with the Baron de Kerpen, who is president

of the nobles in the immediate vicinity, and has an extremely
charming wife. I spend nearly all my evenings in this lady's

drawing-room : she is very anxious to gather the French round
her, and is on friendly terms with several of our ladies, of whom the

number is increasing. . . .

In the meantime the organisation of the troops is going on, both
in Coblenz and Worms. It is already possible to carry on
manoeuvres without any difficulty. Every one is buying horses,

at a very high price. The new arrivals from France are all supplied

with money, and no one considers the question of expense.

The brigades already formed in the new Red Companies, and
our Auvergnat squadron, marched out to Schonbornslust and were
reviewed by the princes, who performed the ceremony of receiving

the officers, in the King's name. Our two companies won universal

admiration, on account of our beautiful horses and our own
deportment. Our little force has quite the appearance of a long-

established corps. The uniform we have adopted, with the princes'

consent, is a blue coat with yellow collar and facings. Our horses

will all be equipped alike with fine bearskin shabracks. It is a

fact worthy of note that our two companies contain eight Com-
manders of the Order of Malta, and about thirty Knights. One
section is entirely composed of members of the Bosredon family.

The Comte de Romanzow, the minister of the Empress of Russia
to the minor German Courts, came to Coblenz with letters of

credence to our princes. M. le marechal de Broglie, accompanied
by all the nobles in the town, visited the Comte de Romanzow
and made him a speech ; to which he answered with all the charm
of an accomplished and agreeable Frenchman. The Russian
Empress's marked sympathy prompted the nobility to address a
letter to her. It was signed by all the nobles quartered in the
Electorate and its neighbourhood, and in fact by nearly all the
emigres. The letter composed by M. de Macarthy-Levignac was
the one finally dispatched to the immortal Catherine.^

1 This letter, and the Mar6chal de Broglie's speech to Coimt Romanzow,
are in the appendix to Vol. V of M. d'Espinchal'a manuscript.
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It seems as though our affairs were at last about to take a turn
for the better. If one may judge from the Russian Empress's
demonstrations the principal European powers are preparing to

take active measures, at all events in the spring. The fact of our
unfortunate sovereign's imprisonment is more than ever undeni-
able. His acceptance of the new constitution cannot be regarded
as a free action, and if for the moment he is enjoying a certain

amount of apparent liberty he is none the less under supervision.

He is not able to choose his own ministers. His present advisers,

who were forced upon him, are all tools of the Jacobin party.

Our princes declare very firmly to all the nobles here that nothing
will induce them to change their opinions, and that they will

remain constantly and eternally faithful to the true principles of

the French Monarchy. But at this moment it seems possible that

a congress, composed of ministers from the principal Courts of

Europe, may be convoked at Aix-la-Chapelle. The Baron de
Breteuil, apparently, is still in the confidence of the King and
Queen. He is greatly esteemed at the Court of Vienna : he has

agents there, and at other Courts also, and is engaged in some fresh

negotiations that will frustrate the projects of our princes. He
has not lost all hope of returning to the Ministry, and fears,

perhaps, that his want of consideration for M. le comte d'Artois

might lessen his chances if our princes' position were strengthened

and improved. The Baron de Breteuil is living in Brussels with

his family. The Archduchess Christine treats him very well,

though she professes to regard the many imigris in Brabant as

rather unwelcome guests.

The number of Smigres now at Coblenz is extremely large : it

has been remarked that very few notable families have failed to

send some of their members to stand by the princes. The following

are among the families represented : Montmorency, Durfort,

Choiseul, Rohan, La Tremoille, d'Harcourt, Perigord, Mont-
boissier, La Tour d'Auvergne, Uz^s et Crussol, La Rochefoucauld,

Broglie, Mortemart, Villequier, Castries, Havre et Crouy, Coigny,

Caumont La Force, Mailly-Nesle, Grammont, Maille, Craon, de

Gand, Brancas, de Rieux, Fleury, Richelieu, D'Escars, Cosse, and
an endless number of others.

The house of Noailles is perhaps the only one that cannot be

added to this honourable list. It makes one really indignant to

think of the ingratitude of this family, which has been raised to

its present position of distinction and wealth by the royal favours

of the past hundred years.^

1 Here (Vol. V, p. 25, et seq.) M. d'Espinehal gives some rather detailed

biographical notes on certain members of the Noailles family.



CHAPTER XIII

GEOWTH OF THE EMIGRATION

October 1791.—On the 1st Oct. the Elector, after an absence of

some length, returned to Coblenz, and was enthusiastically greeted

by the French, who were anxious to show all the gratitude and
admiration he has roused by his treatment of our princes and
nobility. As I have already said, when the King accepted

and sanctioned the new Constitution the Assembly released and
pardoned all prisoners who had previously been convicted of

treason towards the nation. Several of these released prisoners

have arrived here : among them the Marquis d'Escars, the

Marquis de Teissonnet, and the Marquis de Guillin, who were
arrested at Lyons at the end of last year, and have ever since been
imprisoned in the Abbaye Saint-Germain. The Marquis d'Escars,

who has some property in our province, insists on serving with

the nobles of Auvergne, and has declined, on that account, to be
M. le prince de Conde's aide-de-camp, although he is deeply

attached to him. M. Terrats de Teissonnet, captain in the

infantry, has accepted the honour. At the same time Comte
Charles de Damas arrived from the prisons of the Abbaye,
where he has been confined since the King's fatal capture at

Varennes. The Comte de Damas is colonel of Monsieur's own
regiment, and gentleman-of-honour to that prince. He has

acted with absolute and unvarying loyalty ever since the Revolu-

tion broke out. He maintained discipline in his regiment to the

last possible moment, and the province of Lyonnais owes its

peaceful condition to him and his dragoons. He is a brother of

Mme. de Simiane, a sweet and charming woman to whom I must
devote a few lines.

The Comtesse de Simiane has been a widow for some years,

the Comte de Simiane—unsuccessful both as a lover and a husband
—having found life intolerable and blown out his brains. She
was lady-in-waiting to Madame, and an ornament to the Court
of France. She has every possible attraction and charm : her
face, figure, bearing, and graceful movements are all enchanting,
and are combined with an amiable character, an intelligent mind,
and a discreet amount of coquetry. Even before the Revolution
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she had a soft corner in her heart for the hero of America. One is

regretfully obliged to count her among the ladies who affect

democratic opinions ; but, after all, she was the beloved niece of

the Due de Chatelet, was dear to the heart of La Fayette, and was
extremely intimate with the Comtesse de Tesse; and she could
hardly have avoided imbibing some of the doctrines of her

habitual companions. But her democratic sentiments are of a
very gentle kind. It is believed that she saved her brother,

Comte Charles de Damas, by inducing La Fayette to use all his

influence to secure the recently granted pardon. Truly Love is

the most potent of the gods ! He inspires mankind with generous
impulses, and softens the most ferocious hearts.

The Due de Choiseul, too, is out of prison ; but he has remained
in France, and is resolved, it appears, to share the fate of his

master, and of his benefactress the Queen. Valory, Maledant,

and Moustier, the three bodyguards who accompanied the King
and were imprisoned on their return to Paris, have also arrived

at Coblenz.

The Landgrave of Hesse-Rothenburg paid a visit of a few days
to Coblenz, and came to see me. I was very intimate with him in

Paris, where he usually spent the winter. His views are rather

different from those of his brother. Prince Charles of Hesse, who
is a general in the French Army and draws a considerable amount
of pay. This worthless creature, whose mind is as degraded as

his body, threw himself heart and soul into the Revolution, being

influenced quite as much by the love of money as by his opinions.

He is a rabid Jacobin, and one of the most unprincipled of them
all.

The Comte de Fersen, colonel-proprietaire of the Royal Swedish

Regiment, who is famous for the attachment he inspired in a great

and most unhappy Queen, passed through Coblenz and had
supper with our princes at Schonbornslust. He was forced to fly

from France, having been compromised on the occasion of the

King's flight. He superintended the building of the special

carriage used by the unfortunate royal family on their journey,

and drove them himself, it appears, out of Paris and as far as the

first posting-house.

On the 7th there was a fire in Coblenz, on the banks of the Rhine.

The Elector, who soon appeared on the scene, can bear witness to

the zeal with which all the French nobles tried to subdue the

flames. They worked far more effectually, indeed, than the

people of the place. M, le prince de Conde often comes over

here from Worms. He paid a visit about this time to act as

peacemaker in a quarrel that arose, in the princes' Council,

between M. de Calonne and the Marquis de Jaucourt, whom
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Monsieur openly supported. Calonne accused the Marquis de

Jaucourt of treason, declared he would have nothing more to do
with him, and using his health as a pretext went oft to drink the

waters at Ems, about nine miles away. M. le prince de Conde
succeeded in patching up the affair, and brought M. de Calonne

back to Coblenz; but the Marquis de Jaucourt is still regarded

with some suspicion by the nobles, who already disliked him on
account of his intimacy with the Comtesse de Balbi, and the airs

of importance he gives himself.

Since the acceptance of the Constitution the number of emigres

has become larger than ever. Every day sixty or eighty arrive

at Coblenz. They leave Paris openly to come here, but sometimes
meet with difficulties at the frontier, though more often there are

none. A great many emigrant officers have stayed in Brabant,
especially at Ath, where they are forming themselves into com-
panies, under the supervision and command of the loyal Comte de
La Chatre, brigadier-general, and gentleman-of-the-bedchamber
to Monsieur. The Comte de La Chatre sat in the States General
as deputy of the nobles of Berry. His conduct was as irreproach-

able as his principles, and his seat always with the party of the

Right. At the beginning of our troubles he risked displeasing

his prince, who honoured him with his friendship, by openly
opposing the innovations that resulted from the popular system
of government and the double representation of the tiers. With
a view to reducing the financial difficulties of his family the Comte
de La Chatre made a marriage that he must very soon have
regretted, seeing that he is, at this moment, in the unpleasant

position of having one of the most ardent democrats in Paris for

his Avife. The Comtesse de La ChS,tre is the eldest daughter of

the late Bontems, the King's first valet-de-chambre, whose widow
has since married the Comte de Bissy—she being a daughter of

Teyssier, a notary in the Ch^telet of Paris and agent to Samuel
Bernard. The rich financier Beaujon having married a sister of

Bontems and given his niece a dowry, the Comte de La Chatre
decided on the marriage, in the hope of gaining much more by it

than he finally secured. The Comtesse de La Chitre is tall, pretty,

and very agreeable. She is destined by nature to grow fat, but
has succeeded, to the detriment of her health, in giving herself a
slight and elegant figure. She is good-natured, but inclined to
flirtation, and even to gallantry. When the Revolution broke
out Comte Frangois de Jaucourt had for some time been her lover,

and from the very beginning she adopted his opinions. Thence-
forward her boudoir became the meeting-place of all the dandies
of the democratic party, prominent among whom were the
Lameths, Barnave, the Prince de Broglie, etc. She is reputed one
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of the most zealous of the patriots. She seizes every opportunity
of testifying to her civic principles. She has been seen in the
galleries of the Assembly, and in public gardens and promenades,
followed by a court of revolutionaries. She made herself con-
spicuous in the Champs de Mars, with the Princesse de Broglie
and some other women of that stamp, when the altar was raised
to La Patrie on the occasion of the Federation of July 14, 1790.
She wheeled her barrow with her worthy companions, in complete
indifference to the coarse remarks made by the onlookers, many of

which were not fit to be repeated. She is known now as one of

the most ardent Constitutionalists in the capital. But let us
return to the aristocrats. The officers of the navy are leaving

France in crowds, and gathering, under their own leaders, at

Enghien and Binch, in Brabant. Admiral the Comte Hector is

the senior officer, and has taken command.
The National Assembly was at length dissolved on the 30th of

last month, and the new Assembly met on the 1st October. As
may be imagined, it is chiefly composed of the most rabid Jacobins
to be found in the country, and is crowded with rascals who have
long been recognised as such. It contains a great many lawyers
and doctors, a few constitutional priests, some of the new bishops,

and hardly any soldiers, the few that there are being of the

engineers and artillery. There are not a dozen gentlemen of

quality. . . .

Since the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly a great many
nobles of the party of the Right, with a few of the clergy and of

the tiers, have left France and come to Coblenz. They are all

going to meet at Treves, to sign a very comprehensive protest

against everything that has been done in the course of the past two
years. Would it not have been better to leave the Assembly at

the beginning, than to go on voting ineffectually, and giving weight,

by long discussions, to all the enactments against which they are

now protesting ? However, they received a warm welcome from
our princes and the Elector. Etiquette was disregarded on their

account : they were all invited to dinner, even the deputies of the

tiers.^ Prominent among them is the Marquis de Bonnay, second-

lieutenant in the Bodyguard, whose principles for a time seemed
rather doubtful, and who created much surprise by being President

of the Assembly at the time of the Federation of July 14, 1790.

He was at first received rather coldly, but he defended the body-

guards so well and expressed himself so strongly in the King's

favour at the time of the capture at Varennes, that his old brother-

' In the appendix of M. d'Espinchal's fourth volume there is a list of the

deputies of the nobles who joined the princes, and of those of the tiera-^ta(

who took part in the campaign of 1792.
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officers have given him a welcome. Among the deputies of the

tiers are Martin d'Auch, Guillermy, Henri de Longueve, Durget,

Roi, Gontier-Biran, and Dufreisse-Duchey. Casales also has been

here. While wishing to do justice to his energy and talents one

is sorry to find him craving for another meeting of the States

General, and a new Assembly. We have had enough of them
one would think. But there are men who cannot be happy
without a rostrum and an audience. . . .

On the 29th of this month the Abbe Maury, whose coming has

been so long expected, arrived at Coblenz at last. He was
received with marked distinction by the princes and the Elector,

as well as by the nobles. He was treated in the same way at

every stopping-place on his journey : at Ath, among the troops in

Brabant, at Brussels, and at Aix. The corps of Auvergnats paid

him a visit. He spent very few days in Coblenz, being in a hurry

to reach Rome, where he is certain, it is said, to receive the just

reward of his labours and efforts in the cause of religion and the

Monarchy. He has been promised a cardinal's hat, I am told.

That will assuredly be a splendid windfall for him. . . .

The Abbe Maury's triumph was complete in the evening at the

palace. There being now an immense number of emigres at

Coblenz, more than five hundred of them came to see him and pay
him a sort of homage. While the princes were surrounded by
this numerous court M. le comte d'Artois asked the Abbe Maury
if he thought him changed. " I think you have grown, Mon-
seigneur," was the Abbe's answer.

On the 30th of this month the princes issued a regulation ^

relating to the order and management of the cantonments. In
the letter they addressed to the officers in command, when sending
them the regulation, it is delightful to see how they speak of the
nobles, and with what fatherly care they consider the interests

of those who have rallied round them. And lest there should be
any doubt as to their principles they add a formal statement of

the sentiments by which they are inspired. It is written in a
frank, straightforward style, worthy of their ancestor Henri IV.
The regulation has met with general approval, but has been so
openly distributed that the National Assembly cannot fail to
protest. The princes, coimting on the aid of the foreign powers,
promise 75 livres a month to the cavalry and 45 livres to the
infantry. The Auvergnats, who do not wish to cost the princes
anything, have announced that they will take no pay, and will
serve entirely at their own expense.

1 This regulation is in the appendix of the fifth volume of M. d'Espinchal's
manuscript, with other documents relating to the organisation of the army
of the imigHa.
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November 1791.

—

Istr-SOth.—The number of arrivals continues
to increase. People are quite openly setting out for Coblenz from
Paris. Several conveyances belonging to the Government, with
the King's livery, have arrived here filled with Smigres, who met
with no difficulty whatever on the road. On reaching the town
they are taken to M. Prioreau, formerly chief constable of Versailles,

who questions each person and takes notes of the answers. To
help him in this work, which at first he carried on by himself, a
bureau has been set up for him with a warrant from the Elector,

and the ex-lieutenant of police of Lyons, M. Rey, a very active
and intelligent man, has been appointed his assistant. By these

means the introduction of suspects should be avoided. But the
Town Council here is in favour of democracy, and puts obstacles

in the way of the Elector's wise precautions. The Archbishop of

Rheims and the Bishop of Laon came to Coblenz to pay their

respects to our princes, and returned at once to Aix. They were
both deputies, of the party of the Right. The princes apparently
intend to pass the winter here, and are making arrangements to

leave Schonbornslust and settle in the town. They are taking
a house of some size, in which, however, there will only be room for

themselves and a very small proportion of their households. For
the rest they will rent expensive quarters in the town.

Mh Nov.—The weather is horrible, and there has been a heavy
fall of snow. To-day is the feast of St. Charles, the fete-day of

M. le comte d'Artois. Every one made a point of going out to

Schonbornslust, to pay court to a prince who deserves to be the

idol of the French. The Auvergnats went on horseback in a body,
and formed up in the courtyard.

8th Nov.—The Elector opened the States of Treves at the palace.

They consist of the clergy and the tiers-Mat, the nobility being

directly dependent on the Empire. The spirit of democracy is as

rife here as everywhere else. The tone in which the sovereign is

addressed is quite different from what it used to be. The States

demand that the corps of emigres now forming in Treves shall be

dispersed. In taking this step they are obviously prompted by
the agents of the National Assembly. Nevertheless the number
of cantonments continues to increase daily, to accommodate the

many officers and nobles who are still arriving. The Bodyguard
has already been formed into four companies of considerable

size. Many of the old officers have joined their corps. Very
few of them will be missing, it seems : only a few democrats and
invalids.

The Comte de Montboissier, who is nearly 80, and is the oldest
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lieutenant-general in the army, has arrived here, and the princes

have given the worthy old man the command of the Red Com-
panies. The Comte de Montboissier was born in December 1712.

His family is one of the most distinguished in our province. After

the reduction of the musketeers, in which he commanded a com-
pany, he received the Order of the Holy Ghost and was made
commander-in-chief in the Auvergne. He is one of those brave
and loyal gentlemen on whose honour and right feeling it is always
safe to rely, but whom it is wiser not to employ in matters of

policy and administration. Having been in the first Assembly
of the Notables, in 1787, he was recalled to that of 1788. In
Monsieur's bureau he voted, with excellent intentions, for the

double representation of the tiers in the States General, and on
being roused from his stupor could give no reason but that he
had heard Monsieur approved of it. The bureau was equally

divided in opinion, and his vote was decisive. It will be remem-
bered how craftily Necker made use, in his deceitful report to the

Council, of the opinion of Monsieur's bureau. The Comte de
Montboissier was afterwards elected deputy of the nobles of

Clermont in the States General, The excellent List of Grievances

that he brought to the Assembly was animated by the purest

principles, and expressed his real opinions. Being the oldest of

the nobles he presided over them during the first sittings, until the

chamber elected the Due de Luxembourg. The Comte de Mont-
boissier was a strong member of the Right, and as long as he re-

mained in the Assembly his opinion never wavered. But he left

it long before its dissolution, and emigrated with his wife, who was
a Mile, de Rochechouart, an accomplished woman and ardent

royalist, once very pretty and still very amiable. With them
went their only daughter, the Marquise de Mirepoix, whose
husband was a deputy for Paris. They settled at Bonn.
The enormous increase in emigration, and the mustering of

troops at Coblenz and in the Electorates of Treves and Mayence,
are causing anxiety to the Assembly, which has passed a law
against the emigres. The King refused to sanction it, and
exercised his right of veto. At the same time he wrote to his

brothers, insisting on their return. The tone of this letter is

hard, and not in the least like the King, which shows that he is

not a free agent and that his captive condition is undisguised.

I2th Nov.—The princes finally left Schonbornslust and settled

in Coblenz. Their establishment is immense : they have a
guard-room, and pages, and numbers of men in livery, and
sentinels at their doors, and covers laid for nearly a hundred
every day. Many members of their households have now arrived,
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and they are maintaining them all. The house is not large
enough for so much display, which seems rather premature and
distresses sensible people. Each of the princes has set up his

two companies of guards. They are already complete, and indeed
there are numbers of supernumeraries. Altogether there are
about 300 guards, mounted, equipped, well-clothed—gold lace
and all—and receiving 96 Uvres a month. All these expenses are
alarming to every one but the incorrigible Calonne, who is in
charge of the finances and appears to think he is still Controller
General. On five days in the week the princes have a large
dinner-party, and receive the nobility and the new arrivals. At
half-past five they return to their private apartments, and
Madame also retires. The Princess shuts herself up in her own
rooms, and sees no one till the following day. The princes hold
their Council, which is habitually composed of Monsieur, M. le

comte d'Artois, Prince Xavier of Saxony, the Prince of Nassau,
the Bishop of Arras, the Marquis de Jaucourt, the Marechal de
Broglie, the Comte de Vaudreuil, Calonne, and the Baron de
Flackslanden ; with the addition of M. le prince de Conde and
M. le due de Bourbon when they are in Coblenz, as well as the
Marechal de Castries and the Marquis de La Queuille. The
Marquis de Bouille was also admitted when he was here.

Mme. de Balbi, being Madame's lady-of-the-bedchamber, has
rooms in the princes' house, and Monsieur devotes to her all the
time that is not occupied with public affairs. Before nine o'clock

in the evening her door is open to certain persons, chosen by the
princes. Monsieur is always already in the room, and M. le comte
d'Artois is very regular in his attendance, and remains till past
midnight. It must be admitted that Mme. de Balbi is an ex-

cellent hostess, and makes one feel quite at home. Monsieur,
who always has supper, sits down with ten or twelve guests. The
house is delightful : one sees the princes there with absolute

freedom, and one meets all the most interesting people who pass

through Coblenz. All the public papers are to be seen there, and
all the political news is to be heard. I go to the house regularly

every evening, and am treated equally well by the two princes.

The Comte de Cosse told me, in Monsieur's name, that I was to

dine there whenever it was convenient, and I take advantage of

the invitation about once a week,
M. le comte d'Artois, whenever he is not transacting business

in his own rooms, is with Mme. de Polastron, round whom a little

circle of friends is always gathered : Mme. de Lage, Mme. de

Poulpry, Mme. and Mile, de Montaut, and a few men who are

intimate in the house. Sometimes the prince works there with

M. de Calonne. These ladies often spend the evening in Mme, de
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Balbi's rooms. Twice a week the princes dine with the Elector

and spend the day at the palace. They hold a great Court ; and,

on account of the throng, an immense hall, designed to seat eighty

at dinner, is used for the purpose. Eight or nine hundred persons

attend these Courts.

Monsieur has been making great changes in his household.

Before the arrival of the Comte de Cosse, his first gentleman-of-

the-bedchamber in reversion from the Marquis de Noailles, there

was no one holding this particular post in his household, and he

therefore gave the reversion from the Comte de La Chatre to

Comte Louis d'Hautefort. Is this a time to be granting

reversions ? The two captains of the Guard, the Due de Levis and
the Comte de Chabrillant, have been replaced by the Comte
d'Avaray fils—who accompanied the prince when he left France,

and whom Monsieur calls his dear Blondel—and the Comte
Charles de Damas, who refused the honour for some time, pro-

testing, to his credit, that he had not come to Coblenz to obtain

posts. The Due de Levis had received many kindnesses, and
even marks of friendship from Monsieur ; but either from inclina-

tion or complaisance he accepted the new theories from the first,

and embraced the popular cause. He was deputy of the nobles

of Senlis in the States General, and joined the tiers with the

minority. He sat on the Left. However, without wishing to

excuse him, one may believe that he was not as guilty as he
appeared, and it is easy to guess the reasons that determined his

course of action. But one cannot help blaming him for descending

so far, and for his subsequent weakness in adhering to his errors.

He is said to be repentant. Be that as it may, when Monsieur
kept his projected departure a secret from him, he resigned his

post. As for the Comte de Chabrillant, I have already referred

to that ungrateful and mean individual, in connection with his

unworthy behaviour at the bar of the Assembly, on the occasion

of the King's flight. He is the father of the Comte de Moreton,

an execrable wretch with whom I will deal at some other time.

He is at this moment playing an active part in the ranks of

the Jacobins. I will speak of him in some more appropriate

connection.

M. le comte d'Artois, having at last received the Prince d'Henin's
resignation, has replaced him by the Chevalier de Puysegur. One
would have thought that, in such an important crisis as this, our
princes would prefer to surround themselves with men of mark
and maturity, instead of choosing all these young people. But,
independently of the officers of their household, they have
appointed a crowd of aides-de-camp, all chosen from among the
most frivolous exquisites of the Court, some of whom have not
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been altogether irreproachable in their conduct. In short, there
is nothing lacking to remind one of the abuses of the Court, and
set the provincial nobles against all these courtiers and rufflers.

As a matter of fact, whenever a man of any distinction or of
mature age has appeared here, he has hurried away after a very
short visit. . . .

23rd Nov.—St. Clement's Day, the fete of the Elector of Treves,
All the French in Coblenz or its neighbourhood were eager to
pay their respects to the revered sovereign who has given them an
asylum. At nine o'clock in the morning a rumour began to be
spread about the town that the King had escaped from Paris, and
had actually reached Presmes, near Conde. The Comte de
Vergennes had received a letter from Brussels, from a trustworthy
person, which apparently confirmed the story. So many details

were given that it was hardly possible to doubt their truth. The
King had escaped with the Due de Choiseul, having entrusted the
Queen and his children to the Baron de Viomenil, and Mme.
Ehzabeth to young Montmorin of Fontainebleau. Our princes

joyfully hurried off to impart the happy news to the Elector.

Every one rushed to the palace, and the Elector embraced all the

Frenchmen within reach of him. More than three thousand
emigres thronged the streets, the squares, the courts, and the

rooms of the palace. The joy was universal : all the inhabitants

of Coblenz seemed to share our satisfaction. Every one was
weeping with delight, and indulging in the happiest illusions. It

was said that the royal family was protected by 12,000 Austrians,

that Valenciennes had opened its gates, and that some of the

French regiments were with the King. According to the letter

this news was firmly believed in Brussels. The princes wished to

join their brother the King without a moment's delay, and with this

object carriages were made ready and relays of horses ordered;

but they waited for some confirmation, by courier, of the great

news. The whole day was spent in this cruel state of uncertainty,

and a sleepless night passed without further information. At
last, on the following day, our illusion was shattered by a letter

from the Archduchess. She herself, with all Brussels, had believed

the false report ; but there was not a word of truth in the whole

story. The King had not stirred from Paris, nor had there been,

apparently, the slightest attempt at escape. What does it all

mean ? Was it a new trick on the part of the propagandists ?

Or was there really some scheme discovered and frustrated—some
ill-kept secret, or new weakness in the King ?

The King of Sweden, following the example of the Empress of

Russia, has sent a minister to the princes. Count Oxenstiern,
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who is charged with this mission, has come to Coblenz, where he

will live in his official capacity. The French nobles paid him a

visit, with the object of sending a message of respect and gratitude

to his master. The promises of the King of Sweden are apparently

quite definite. He will command the troops himself : the Marquis
de Bouille will be his field-marshal, and young Bouille his aide-

de-camp. . . .

December 1791.

—

lst-31st.—The equipment of the Guards has
been seriously taken in hand. Horses are being bought in large

numbers, but the expenses are becoming excessive on account
of the disorder that prevails in the princes' financial affairs,

although large sums are being received from the different powers.
The Empress of Russia has sent some money; Leopold has
promised to do the same; and yet more is expected from Spain
and Naples. Many of the emigres, too, who have brought large

sums from France, have lent money to the princes : I am
personally acquainted with several who have acted in this meri-

torious way. The officers of the Guards who have joined the
princes—that is to" say, two-thirds of the whole number—hoped,
when they saw the King's household being reorganised, that they
might have obtained permission to form a new corps. To avoid
causing expense, therefore, the thirty-two senior officers made a
fund of 800,000 livres, each contributing 20,000 livres in assignats

with a view to forming and equipping thirty-two companies. On
this scheme being frustrated the thirty-two officers brought their

fund of 800,000 livres to the princes, begging their Royal High-
nesses to use the money for the good of the nobility. They would
serve, they said, like all the other officers of the army, in

companies composed of gentlemen.

At this moment the King's Bodyguard numbers 1200 men, of

whom more than 800 were previously in the corps. The rest

have been newly admitted, and include many young men of

distinguished families, and the brothers and near relations of some
of the old guards. The du Rcpaires, Miomandre, Valory, Male-
dant, and Moustiers are here. The officers, who number about
70, have joined their own companies. All that are missing arc

a few who are too infirm to serve, and five or six notable democrats :

the Due d'Ayen, the Prince de Poix, Pontecoulant, Grouchy, who
is Condorcet's brother-in-law, Durfort-Leobard, and the Chevalier
de La Tour-Maubourg. The Guards are quartered in companies
at Thai, at Boppard, and in the outskirts of Coblenz.

The Red Companies are being formed partly at Andernach and
partly in the principality of Neuwied. The Due de Lorge has
settled at Limbourg, eight leagues from Coblenz, and is gathering
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round him a considerable number of cavalry officers. There are

others at Montebaur ; while the Poitevins, who have mustered in

great numbers, are being formed at Castellaun. In short the
Electorate of Treves is full, from one end to the other, of canton-
ments of emigres, both cavalry and infantry. The Elector has
fallen in with all these arrangements, in spite of the National
Assembly's strong representations, which are becoming more
urgent every day. The King's Minister to this Court, the Comte
de Vergennes, who is the recipient of all these protests, is entirely

devoted to the princes and does exactly as they wish, both as

regards his requirements from the Elector and his answers to
the Minister for Foreign Affairs. The King's acceptance of the

Constitution has produced so marked an increase in the emigration

that more than 6000 officers and gentlemen are reckoned to

have crossed the frontier without difficulty, and there are fresh

arrivals here daily. The Marechal de Broglie, who is in charge of

everything relating to the army and the organisation of the troops,

has set up a bureau, where he is assisted by M. de Miran, lieu-

tenant-general, MM. de La Roziere and de La Capelle, brigadier-

generals, and M. Bouthillier, who was a deputy in the first

Assembly, and a member of the Right, and is now employed in

drafting letters, orders, and regulations. M. de Calonne, being

in charge of the finances, has selected his nephew, M. de Ballain-

villiers, as Intendant of the Army. M. de Laqueuille is the

princes' agent in Brussels. Wishing to show our appreciation of

his good conduct in the Assembly, we begged the princes to appoint

him Commandant of the Auvergnat Companies, which they have
done. The Due de Polignac is the princes' agent in Vienna, the

Comte d'Esterhazy in Petersburg, the Baron de Roll in Berlin, the

Marquis de La Rousiere at Ratisbon, the Baron d'Escars in

Sweden, the Baron de Castelnau in Switzerland, the Due d'

Havre in Spain, and the Baron de Talleyrand in Naples.

On the arrival of some bourgeois at Coblenz the princes flattered

themselves that a great many others would join them, and were

encoviraged in this belief by the usual exaggerated reports. Last

month, therefore, they issued a regulation for organising some
companies of the tiers-etat.^ With the same object they are

re-forming the old gendarmerie under the name of mounted men-
at-arms. The command of this force having been firmly refused

by the Marechal de Castries and his son, it has been given to the

Marquis d'Autichamp, who is entrusted with its entire formation.

Many of the old gendarmes have come to serve under the Marquis

d'Autichamp, who was their seeond-in-command under the

Marechal de Castries. Some of the old officers will return to the

' It is in the appendix of Vol. V of M. d'Espinohal's manuscript.
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corps, and any posts that are vacant will be given to cavalry-

officers. There will be thirty-two officers of the higher ranks, each

of whom is to provide 15,000 francs in specie, for the purchase of

horses and the initial equipment of the men. The major of the

corps is to be the Marquis d'Apchier, who was a captain in the

old gendarmerie. He represented the nobles of Mende in the States

General, and was a strong supporter of the Right until his resigna-

tion, when he was succeeded by a member of his own family, the

Marquis de Chateau-neuf-Randon. The latter was, I may remark
incidentally, a decided Jacobin. The Chevalier de Boisgelin,

brigadier-general, and lieutenant-colonel of the Guards, died at

Coblenz in the course of this month.
At this moment Coblenz is full of ex-deputies. Though their

mission is entirely at an end, and few people, assuredly, would
wish to see another meeting of the States General, several of them
behave as if they thought they were still deputies. Having
contracted the habit of discussion, and a passion for plajring an
active part in affairs, they cannot abstain from hatching plans

and financial schemes. They have been suggesting a coalition of

the different provinces, which should borrow a sum of forty millions

and offer the property of the nobles as security. A variety of

intrigues and meetings M^as the result, Calonne fell in with these

schemes and persuaded the princes to support them. Commissions
were appointed ; the matter was actually discussed ; factions were
formed on both sides; a good deal of heat was displayed, and the

effort to promote general union was on the point of ending in a

general quarrel. Fortunately all these extravagant projects

—

as senseless in theory as they were impracticable—died a natural

death. We contributed something to that end by stating very

definitely, when the plan was communicated to us by order of the

princes, that we had not come to Coblenz to discuss political and
financial schemes, but to play the part of soldiers, and place

ourselves unreservedly under the princes' orders, with a view to

supporting their efforts for the service of our unhappy sovereign,

and the restoration of our religion and the Monarchy in all their

integrity.

On the 14th of this month I met with a little misfortune that is

especially vexatious in my present circumstances. My rooms on
the ground floor of the Hotel de Treves were entered in the evening
by thieves, who broke one of the window-panes, and stole two
repeater-watches, two gold chains, several snuffboxes, rings, and
other pieces of jewellery, which were locked up in a box. Fortu-
nately there was not much money in the box, but it contained
some little books, and the journal of my travels. I made in-

quiries, but in vain. After several days had passed, however.
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my box was returned to me, having been found in the Rhine ten
leagues below Coblenz, The books and manuscripts i were still

there, but the jewellery was gone. It was worth about a thousand
crowns.

News has arrived of the death of M. de Maillebois at Maestricht.
When the story of the King's escape reached that town M. le

comte de Maillebois, though dying, rallied the little strength that
was left to him, rose from his bed, dressed himself in full uniform,
and rushed all round the town making preparations to hasten to
the King. Then he heard that the rumour was false. As his

hopes vanished he returned to his house, laid himself down, and
died.

The value of assignats has suddenly decreased to the extent of

forty or fifty per cent. This must surely bring discredit on the
Assembly, and even on the new Constitution. There has been
very sad news from San Domingo : violent insurrections recently

broke out among the blacks of the colony. Numbers of houses
were burnt and destroyed, and people were massacred. The
disturbances began as long ago as last March, and M. Duplessis-

Mauduit, a very able officer, was killed by his men. This is what
results from the teachings of the Friends of the Blacks, who profess

to be friends of humanity. The Revolution has already spread to

the East Indies. M. de Macnamara, a distinguished officer in the

navy, has been massacred in the island of Mauritius.

In the meantime the situation in Paris is becoming more serious

every day. Although a great many different parties have been
formed, there appear at this moment to be only two very distinct

ones in the Assembly and the capital : the Republican and
Anarchical Jacobins, who lead all the clubs and sans-culottes,

and the Constitutionalists, who include the Monarchists, the

Feuillants, and all feeble and indeterminate folk. As for pure
royalism, there is not a single man of such opinions in the Assembly,
and very few with the King. The true friends of the throne and
Monarchy have nearly all emigrated, and are to be found in

Brabant, at Aix, and in the ecclesiastical States. The centre of

that party, naturally, should be our princes, and within the circle

of their influence there should be but a single, harmonious opinion.

But unhappily quite the opposite is the case : self-interest and
ambition have sprung up, where honour should be the only

motive. If Coblenz is a hotbed of intrigue, however, Brussels is

at least no better. The Queen, who has every reason to desire

release from her present painful situation, and is impatiently

longing for a new order of things, nevertheless disUkes the idea

of a counter-revolution effected by the princes, and partly brought

' See the Preface.
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about by M. le prince de Conde, with whom she has never been in

sympathy. Moreover, she has Httle hking for the nobihty, and

has succeeded in imparting the same feeUng to the King. The
Baron de Breteuil is their Majesties' agent at the Court of Vienna.

He is surrounded by men who count on his return to the Ministry,

and they all seem opposed to the projects that are taking form in

Coblenz. One cannot tell what to think of Leopold's intentions.

It would seem that he recognises the new Constitution, and regards

the King's acceptance of it as a free action.

The Assembly, in the meantime, is employing every means to

ward oft the storm that threatens it. Its agents are descending
to the most atrocious methods. There is nothing of which the

Jacobins are not capable. During the last few days a Knight of

Malta, named Busselot, a native of Lorraine, has been arrested

at Worms, having come from Thionville with the purpose of

assassinating M. le prince de Conde. The ruffian was recognised

by some officers who had been outrageously maltreated, by his

orders, as they passed through Thionville when leaving France.

He was in command of the National Guard in that town. The
monster has confessed everything. The Mayor of Thionville

bribed him with 10,000 livres to execute this horrible crime. He
is closely guarded by the officers of the Beauvoisis Regiment. He
had some accomplices, who escaped on hearing of his arrest. When
he was first imprisoned he behaved with great arrogance, hoping
that he would be rescued, and during the night some men were
heard prowling round the house with that object, but they found
him so well guarded that they dared not do anything. WTien
the cowardly assassin saw that there was no hope for him, he

confessed everything. He is to be handed over at once to the

Elector of Mayence. Busselot has two brothers among the

emigres, who are good fellows, at present in Monsieur's Guard.
It is their wish that the criminal should be punished as he deserves.

We have suddenly received an order putting a stop to all our
manoeuvres and drill. The regulations relating to the formation of

corps and discipline in the cantonments have been too widely
disseminated by the princes, and are causing anxiety to the
National Assembly. M. de Vergennes has been severely repri-

manded by the Constitutional Ministry, and the Elector has also

received complaints and protests couched in the strongest terms.

I

Letters have even been written in the King's name to all the
» sovereign princes who have allowed the imigres to assemble in

itheir States, calling upon them to put a stop to this mustering of

itroops and to insist on the French nobles leaving their territory,

krhe alternative, should they refuse, is the invasion of their States
by an army of 150,000 men. All these little sovereigns, seeing
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no sign of activity among the Austrian troops, have taken alarm.
At the same time the Comte de Vergennes has been recalled, and
summoned to Paris to give an account of his conduct, an order
which he will certainly disobey. Every one here called upon
him at once, to express regret for the occurrence. As his whole
family is settled in Coblenz with him, and the Elector and the
princes treat him very kindly, he will remain here.

The States of Treves, which are now sitting and have been
worked upon by the democrats, have made some very insolent
suggestions to the Elector, insisting that he should banish us
from the Electorate, to avoid the threatened invasion by France.
The Council, too, which contains a considerable number of

democrats, is urging our removal. The harassed Elector, who
wishes as well to the nobility as to his nephews the princes, has
dispatched a courier to Leopold, and we are awaiting his return
with the greatest impatience. The Elector of Mayence is equally
alarmed ; for his State, being nearer to France, is more exposed to

invasion. Although he has hitherto shown us every mark of

goodwill, he now seems inclined to yield to the Assembly's demands,
and it is much to be feared that M. le prince de Conde will be
obliged to leave Worms.
Amid all these disturbances, and orders to cease manoeuvring

and mustering and arming, our princes have bethought them of

forming a new corps, M. de Bussy, a gentleman of Beaujolais

and captain of dragoons, whose chateau suffered a little siege in

1790, was captured on that occasion and imprisoned in Paris,

and only obtained his release by bribing the members of the
Committee of Inquiries, of which Voidel was the president. He
immediately returned to his province, where his influence created

an excellent spirit among the young bourgeoisie of the district.

He was to have taken part in the abortive affair at Lyons. From
that day he has kept on good terms with these young men, who
are devoted to him. He has just obtained permission from the
princes to form them into a corps, and name them the Dragoons
of the Crown. Their composition is to be similar to that of the

gendarmerie. The corps will be raised under the supervision of

M. le prince de Conde. Prince Maurice de Salm-Kyrbourg,
colonel of Esterhazy's Hussars, and younger brother of the Prince

de Salm who commanded a battalion of the Parisian National

Guards in 1789 and 1790, has also obtained permission to raise a
corps of hussars. And the princes have accepted an offer from a
certain Comte de Wittgenstein to raise a regiment of infantry to

serve with us.

On the 14th of this month the Baron de Viomenil arrived at

Coblenz, to stay till the 6th January. It is quite evident that
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he is an envoy from the King and Queen to our princes, but the

object of his mission is unknown. We are all pleased to see him,

however, for we know his loyalty and his pure royalist principles.

He is equally attached to the King, the Queen, and the princes,

and is esteemed by every one alike.

The Comte de Vergennes's successor has arrived : the Sieur

Bigot de Sainte-Croix, a man I often used to meet in Paris. He
insisted, at the time when the nobles were holding their assemblies

for the election of the deputies, on calling himself the Comte de
Sainte-Croix, though he is the son of a worthy lawyer in Rouen.
He is well-educated, and indeed a very agreeable man. He was
formerly Secretary of Legation at Turin, and afterwards at

Stockholm, and was given a commission in the army which after-

wards enabled him to obtain the Cross of St. Louis, though he
never served in the army. He spent several years in Paris, where
he consorted with men of letters, and bankers, and gave himself

airs of great importance. When the first district-assemblies of

nobles were held he appeared in that of the Bibliotheque du Roi,

in which I myself was sitting. It occurred to no one to dispute

his claim to a title of nobility. Indeed he appeared to such
advantage that he was chosen as an elector at the Archbishop's
Palace, and was given the title of Comte in the list of electors.

He behaved with great modesty in that assembly of 300 nobles,

and gave no one any reason to suspect that he favoured the

popular party. He frequented Necker's house, however, and was
much in his society. One heard nothing of him during the first

two years of the Revolution, but when the Assembly seemed
desirous of renewing the entire diplomatic corps he took advan-
tage of the circumstance. To be entrusted with this delicate

mission at Coblenz he must be in favour with the Jacobins,

However, he is declared to be no worse than a Feuillant at heart.

Be that as it may, Sainte-Croix arrived here in the evening of

the 27th, and alighted at the post-office. Instantly there arose

a vast amount of excitement among the youth of the Emigration.
He dared not leave his room. The princes enjoined the greatest

discretion on all these young people, for fear of compromising the
Elector. On the following day Sainte-Croix proceeded to visit

the Comte de Vergennes, whose father had at one time been his

patron. He met with the coldest reception. He then went to

Baron Duminique, his Electoral Highness's minister, to show
his letters of credence and ask permission to present them to the
Elector. Then arose the question whether the Jacobins' envoy
should be received. Our princes were consulted by their uncle :

the Russian and Swedish ministers were called into the council

:

a courier was dispatched to the Elector of Mayence to inquire how
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he intended to act ; for to him, too, a new French minister has been
accredited. The decision was that it was impossible to refuse an
audience to an envoy who brought letters from the King. In
short, whether from policy, prudence, or weakness, the Elector
consented to receive the Sieur Bigot de Sainte-Croix ; but the
latter has been given to understand that he must not appear at
the palace when a Court is being held, as our princes are always
present. It has been decided that, in accordance with the usual
custom, he is to dine with the Elector on the day of his audience,
but that no other Frenchmen are to be there. During the two or

three days that this discussion was in progress the Sieur Bigot
hardly dared to move from his inn. Out of consideration for the
Elector and our princes he was not seriously insulted, but our
young folk pestered him with a hundred jokes at the door of his

room. They sang (^a ira to him : they deafened him with shouts
of Vive le roi ! they read, very loudly and clearly, a most satis-

factory letter just received from the Emperor by the Elector,

whose fears of the threatened invasion were greatly relieved

thereby. All this commotion went on through the whole night,

and disturbed the slumbers of the democratic minister, who com-
plained bitterly. He was afraid to go out except in the dusk of

the evening, and in a carriage. He has German servants with
him, who wear the King's livery. It seems that this is a new
custom, adopted by the constitutional ministers since the nobility,

and with them their liveries, were suppressed.

Every movement of the Sieur de Sainte-Croix is vigilantly

watched, with a view to discovering, by observing his companions,
any propagandists and agents of the Assembly who may have
found an entrance here. On the 30th he was at last granted

an audience by the Elector. He arrived at the palace, as is

the custom, in one of the Court carriages, and dined with the

prince. He formally demanded the disbandment of all the

corps of emigres, and the dispersion of the assembled nobles.

He attacked Baron Duminique on the subject, and was promised
satisfaction. He has asked, as the King's representative, for an
interview with the princes, but they think it best not to receive

him, lest his visit should bring the prevailing excitement to a

head. For there is really some question of sending away all the

French from Coblenz. We are to be subjected to this humiliation,

it seems, in obedience to an envoy from the ruffians who are keeping

our King captive, and encouraging the disorders by which our

unhappy country is distracted.

In the meantime the Elector of Mayence has already decreed

the departure of M. le prince de Conde, and of all the imigrSs now
assembled at Worms; and they are preparing to obey this hard
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and humiliating order. The King's Bodyguard, being the largest

and most notable corps in Coblenz, is the most offensive to Sainte-

Croix. To make some show of satisfying him, therefore, its

disbandment has been ordered, and twenty of the guards are to

leave the Electorate daily. They are to look for quarters on the

other side of the Rhine, scattering themselves in the villages and
avoiding any united action. The other cantonments are left

comparatively undisturbed. The nobles are exhorted to be
patient, till the promises made by the Emperor and the King of

Prussia at Pilnitz have borne fruit.



CHAPTER XIV

THE EARLY MONTHS OF 1792

January 1792.

—

Ist-Slst.—On New Year's Day more than
1500 Frenchmen visited the palace, to pay their court arid do
honour to the Elector, who is making every effort to prolong his

hospitality towards them. The minister Sainte-Croix did not dare

to show his face : it would have been most imprudent of him to

do so, for his diplomatic dignity would have been compromised,
and our young people could hardly have been kept within bounds.
He avenged himself for the mortification by renewing his threats,

and his demands for our dispersion.

We are beginning to hope, however, that Leopold's intentions

are becoming more definite. Since the belligerent Assembly has

been so boastful his answers have seemed to be less vague; and
indeed, in the light of the past year's events his conduct does not
appear so unreasonable after all. It is now known that, after

meeting M. le comte d'Artois at Mantua and signing the treaty,

he received a message from the Queen by the Sieur Bernard!, one
of the bodyguards, informing him that the King intended to leave

Paris and proceed to the frontier. This news prevented him from
fulfilling his promises to M. le comte d'Artois. After the King's

unfortunate capture at Varennes M. le comte d'Artois went to

Vienna, and thence to Pilnitz, where he effected a fresh agreement
between the King of Prussia and the Emperor. These sovereigns,

it is said, fully intended to take action ; but Leopold's preparations

were paralysed by fresh negotiations on the part of the cabinet

at the Tuileries. When the King secured an increase of liberty

by accepting the Constitution it was thought that some new plan

of escape might be contrived, more successfully than the last.

But when this too was discovered, and consequently failed, it is

said that the King, having lost all hope of escape, resolved to let

the Emperor take active measures. All this, however, is the

merest conjecture. It is very difficult to fathom the workings of

the cabinets in the Tuileries and Vienna. The Empress of Russia

continues to be very well disposed towards us, and better news has

come from Berlin. The King of Sweden still intends to lead his

troops in person.

R 241
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We hear from Paris that the Assembly subjected the King and
royal family to fresh mortification' by suppressing the ceremonial

customary on New Year's Day, and on the 30th December ordered

the release of the mutinous soldiers belonging to the Swiss regi-

ment of Chateauvieux, who have been in the galleys since the affair

at Nancy. Paris seems to be in a state of acute excitement, and
the clubs of Jacobins are acquiring more power every day. The
Assembly seems to be seriously disturbed by the preparations of

the Powers, which are now undeniable; and several large armies
are being formed in consequence. New generals are being ap-

pointed; and Luckner and Rochambeau, who are to have the
chief commands, have been made Marshals of France by the

Assembly itself. Their promotion dates from the 27th December.
In the meantime the threats and preparations of the Assembly

are creating great alarm in the Electorates. The Elector of

Mayence has definitely dismissed the French from his territory.

M. le prince de Conde, therefore, summoned all the nobles in

AVorms, and made them this little speech :

" Gentlemen,—It is no news to you that we are forced by
circumstances to leave Worms. It is a misfortune, no doubt, but
neither your courage nor mine will be weakened thereby. I shall

not desert you either in life or in death. As we draw nearer our
goal—and we are already advancing in that direction—we must
expect persecution to increase. But the road to success lies

through persecution : to reach the one we must submit to the

other."

The order to leave Worms was then given. Several companies
left on the 30th of last month : the princes followed on the 2nd,

and by the 7th no one remained. The Cardinal de Rohan is giving

them all an asylum in Ettenheim. They were not able to march
in proper order, and had to live as best they could on the road.

All these brave nobles bore their hardships with perfect courage,

and even gaiety, though the weather was inclement and the roads

were covered with mud and snow. The princes set an example
of endurance. On their way through Brisgau they met with
many difficulties, owing to the orders of the Emperor, whose
conduct is inexplicable. Finally, after at least ten days' marching,
they all reached Ettenheim, and settled themselves in the neigh-
bourhood as best they could, which was by no means comfortably.
The Cardinal did all he could for them, despite the close proximity
of Alsace and the patriots. M. le prince de Conde had flattered

himself for a short time that his secret correspondence with
Strasbourg might have opened the gates of that town to him ; but
the scheme failed, it is thought, through the opposition of those
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who had the strongest reasons for wishing it to succeed. M. le

prince de Conde has established himself at Oberkirch, and though
far from comfortable seems fairly quiet for the time.

In the meantime the demands of Sainte-Croix have been growing
more urgent every day, and it has become impossible for the
Elector to disregard them. Orders have been issued for the
complete disbandment of the Bodyguard : uniform is no longer
to be worn : and all the other corps are to leave the place, Sainte-

Croix seems satisfied with these demonstrations, and I must confess

that, if he had wished to push his advantage and make further

demands, he was master of the situation, and anything he had
chosen to exact would have been granted. In fact I have rather

altered my opinion of Sainte-Croix, who is better disposed than
he was thought to be. Any other man in his position would have
done worse things than he. In order to make a public demonstra-
tion of yielding to his demands Monsieur summoned all the nobles

and addressed them thus :

" Gentlemen,—We wish to tell you ourselves how profoundly
we regret the circumstances that have arisen, and how much our
sorrow is enhanced by our tender regard for the interests of every
true Frenchman. Owing to the unfortunate position of the revered

Elector who gave us so cordial a welcome, and to the proclamation

of the Emperor, we are forced to consent to the temporary removal
and dispersion of the corps and companies whose zeal has prompted
them to rally round us. We have never yet, gentlemen, taken

a step that gave us more pain, and if we could have followed the

impulse of our hearts, if we had not been bound by our inevitable

duty to care unremittingly for the vast interests of the King our
brother and of his brave nobility, we should have set out ourselves

at the head of the first squad that our orders removed, and,

glorying in our title of the first nobles of France, should have
lightened our own hardships by sharing the labours and difficulties

of our brave brothers in arms. For the rest, knowing as we do
that we are addressing Frenchmen who have no guide but honour,

we declare, on the faith of gentlemen, that no misfortune, nor any
of the endless obstacles that beset us, shall ever weaken our courage

or undermine our constancy. We beg you therefore, gentlemen,

to continue giving us the confidence that you have always had
in us, and that we are quite certain we shall always deserve, on
account of the sentiments that inspire us."

After this speech we all expected we should be obliged to move

;

but the order is only enforced in the case of the Bodyguards.

The position of the latter is especially unpleasant in that the

B 2
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princes, owing to lack of funds, have been forced to keep back

the pay they had arranged to give them every month, whieli was

much too high, considering the circumstances. Each of the King's

guards was to have, in addition to his mount, his outfit, and his

horse's food, 84 Hvres a month ; whereas, according to the princes'

regulations, the officers and nobles who were mounting and
equipping themselves, and paying for their own food and that of

their horses, were only to receive 75 livres a month. At this

moment, however, every one is in the same plight. The princes,

it is true, have received help from some of the Powers, but, in

their reliance on promises that have not been fulfilled, they have
been absurdly extravagant. All these things have contributed

to the excitement that the mortifying demands of Sainte-Croix

have created in Coblenz. Moreover, it is undeniable that, among
the hordes that the emigration has brought hither, there are

incredible numbers of rascals. Independently of those whom
royalism has failed to improve, there are many whose language

and behaviour lead one to suppose that they are emissaries of the

democratic party. Both of these classes are to be seen at any
time of day, in large numbers, in the Three Crowns, where a cafe

and a variety of games have been set up. It is the most infernal

gambling-hell that ever existed : where all the rogues and gamblers

and low-class malcontents meet together to criticise everything

that is done in Coblenz. They pass resolutions, after the fashion

of the Palais Royal. The princes have repeatedly begged in vain

that the infamous place might be suppressed. So well is Paris

informed of the course of events in Coblenz that at this moment
a farce called Le Cafe des Trois Couronnes is being played in one
of the little theatres of the capital ; and the vexatious part of it

is that the scenes are mostly quite accurate and true to life.

But let us return to the critical situation of the moment. . . .

In spite of the reiterated demands of Sainte-Croix, neither the

departure of the King's Guards, nor that of many gentlemen whom
the princes have dispatched to the cantonments assigned to the

various companies, has had any apparent effect on the crowded
condition of Coblenz ; and the protests of the Assembly have ended,

it seems, in being very nearly null and void. This shows that
Sainte-Croix is satisfied with an ostensible submission, and does

not mean to be too particular about realities. He leads a most
melancholy life here, never leaving the house except to dine once
a week, in accordance with custom, at the palace : he says he is

ill. It creates a great deal of surprise, naturally, that he should
allow himself to be mortified in this way. It was certainly not
the intention of those who sent him hither.

The Prince of Nassau left Coblenz on the 7th of this month, and
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went to Vienna on the princes' behalf, to ask Leopold what they
may expect from his promises. From thence he is to go to BerHn
on a similar mission, to find out the intentions of the King of

Prussia; and he will probably go on at once to Petersburg and
return in the spring. One must do justice to the Prince of Nassau :

no one could be more in sympathy with our cause, nor more truly

devoted to M. le comte d'Artois than he has been for the past six

months. Notwithstanding the great favour in which he is held
by Catherine, and the brilliant fortune he has every reason to

expect at her hands, he left her without a moment's hesitation

to join the princes, at the risk of losing the patronage that means
so much to him. Prince Potemkin, the only man who stood higher
than himself in the Empress's regard, died a few months ago ; and
as we all know, les absents ont toujours tort.

According to the news from Paris the Assembly is more bellicose

than ever, and is making serious preparations for war. A decree

has been passed by which the Emperor is allowed till the 1st March
to decide whether he will have war or peace. The new Minister of

War, Narbonne, is making a tour round the frontiers to inquire

into their condition and report on it to the Assembly. But it

appears that the most absolute anarchy reigns in all parts of the
kingdom. All the regiments are in a state of mutiny; all the

officers who have emigrated have been replaced by privates; all

the provinces are in disorder ; and neither the National Guards nor
the line regiments can make up their minds to march. They are

in want of leaders. It must be confessed, however, that their

artillery is the most efficient and the best-manned in Europe. So
far, very few officers of that corps have come to Coblenz ; and M.
le marquis de Thibautot, who was deputy for the Pays de Caux
and a strong member of the Right, is the only general officer of

artillery who has been here. Not one has come from the Engineers

;

and speaking generally there have been more democrats in those
two corps than in all the others.

The value of assignats continues to decrease by leaps and
bounds. ...
We hear that M. le prince de Conde is being again disturbed in

Ettenheim. The Emperor, whose conduct is really inexplicable,

has directed the Council of Freiburg to insist on the dispersion

of the emigris now in Brisgau, and to call upon Cardinal de Rohan
to turn them out of the principality of Ettenheim. Mirabeau's
Legion, the Rohan Rifles, the Barwick Regiment, and the Dragoons
of the Crown, which are all being formed in that district, will have
no refuge, apparently, and will be reduced to the greatest straits.

It requires the brain and character of a leader like M. le prince

de Conde to contend with all these obstacles, and face the menacing
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storm. He is still at Oberkirch; and all the emigrSs who have
cast in their lot with him are quartered in Renchen and the

neighbouring villages. They are all sleeping on straw : fifteen

or twenty of them in one room. No one utters a word of complaint.

The prince, and his son and grandson, are the first to give an
example of patience; and they all three do their utmost for the
health and the most pressing needs of the brave nobles round
them. Whatever the severities of the season may be they are all

contented ; and this little corps is showing Europe what men can
bear when they are inspired by a sense of honour and by love

for the Bourbons. The situation, however, may become infinitely

more critical at any moment. It is bitterly cold ; there is a hard
frost; and the Rhine, which is less than two miles from them,
may be frozen over. Moreover, the Duke of Wiirtemburg, who
gave M. le prince de Conde such a good reception in 1789, has
become an ardent friend of the patriots, in the hope of obtaining

considerable indemnities from them. He has surrounded his

territory with a cordon of troops, to prevent the Smigris from
taking refuge in it, in case of an attack; and he has promised
Dietrichj the Mayor of Strasbourg, to give up any that may be
captured. It is known for a fact that the Duke himself visited

the frontier to make the necessary arrangements. He was seen

and recognised as he returned, in disguise, from a conference with
General Luckner on the bridge at Kehl. What a mean, degrading
performance for a young prince of the Empire ! Mme. la princesse

Louise, being unable to stay in Ettenheim, has gone to Freiburg
in Brisgau. I wrote to M. le prince de Conde to express the deep
sympathy that I, and all of us, have for him in his present position

;

and I received an answer from him that will serve to show
what that position is, and how he regards it. Here is his

letter

:

" I am greatly touched, my dear D . . . by all the kind things

you say in your letter, and by the interest that the nobility in

Coblenz is so good as to take in our cause, our fatigues, our labours,

and all the obstacles of every kind that we have encountered and
are still encountering. I think, in very truth, that the nobles have
given more undeniable proof of their courage in the course of this

march than they would have given in any battle, and one cannot
say more than that. People are trying to drive us away from this

place. They will succeed. But I shall only move by the orders

of the princes, who sent me hither for reasons of their own. The
Emperor too, no doubt, has his reasons for showing his intentions

so plainly, and the object he has at heart must surely be the
highest interests of France. I have only time, my dear D . . .
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to assure you once more of my regard, and of the friendship that
you know I have for you.

" Oberkiroh, Jan. 24th, 1792."

The Marechal de Castries, who is living at Cologne with his

whole family, comes to Coblenz fairly often, as the princes send
for him whenever anything of special interest occurs. In the
course of the month M. de Bouille also spent a few days here. His
eldest son is in Sweden, with the Kng. Our good and respected

Elector is harassed to such a degree by the reiterated demands
of France, the representations of his own Council, and the dis-

respectful protests of the States of Treves, that he has fallen ill.

He has a sharp attack of gout. His minister, Baron Duminique,
whom I believe to be a very honest man, of sufficient ability to

conduct the affairs of the little State at any other time, does not
possess the brains required for such a critical moment as this.

The adroit Sainte-Croix has no difficulty in dominating him and
reducing him to a state of panic.

In spite of all the little annoyances to which I have referred,

and though the Carnival in Coblenz has been melancholy enough,

I am still leading a very pleasant life and am spending my winter

less disagreeably than any one else. Every evening is passed in

excellent society, I remain with our princes in Mme. de Balbi's

rooms till midnight ; or sometimes spend the evening with the

Baronne de Kerpen and her party. She is an extremely good-

natured woman, and both she and her husband have loaded me
with kindnesses ever since I came to Coblenz. My son is treated

like a member of the household : he has supper there every evening.

The Comte de Bassenheim, one of the nobles of the place, gave a

splendid ball and supper one evening, at which the princes were

present. Our ladies were the chief ornament of the occasion, as

they always are : Mmes. de Polastron, de Rochemore, de Fougy,

de Montleart, de Menars, Mile, de Montaut, etc. German society

in Coblenz provides very few pretty women. Baron Duminique
often gives little concerts and dances, with supper, and the

Baronne de Kerpen does the same; and these evenings are ex-

tremely pleasant. There are plays and German comic operas

throughout the winter. The theatre attached to the Hotel de

Treves is fairly pretty. The Elector patronises it regularly,

neither his archiepiscopal dignity nor the religious duties that he

performs so punctiliously preventing him from enjoying this

innocent amusement.
The Marquis d'Estourmel, to our surprise, has been here. He

is known to be employed by the nation in securing remounts for

the cavalry, and was actually engaged in this work at the time
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of his visit. Being Mme. de Balbi's uncle by marriage he went
to see her, and received a very cold welcome. She assured him
that he was running a risk of being ducked in the Rhine, at the

very least; but he remained with her all the evening, being bent

on seeing Monsieur and M. le comte d'Artois, who hardly glanced

at him. He was treated in the same way by every one he addressed,

and more especially by me. On the following morning he visited

the Bailli de Crussol, the Comte de Vaudreuil, and the Bishop of

Arras. They all counselled him to leave the place without delay,

for fear of a scandal, and profiting by this wholesome advice he
prudently departed at mid-day. It is said that this inconsequent

individual tried to curry favour with the princes by offering to

hand over to them 4000 horses that he was expecting to come in,

though he could not possibly have delivered them, even if he had
really intefided to do so. Be that as it may, he went straight

back to Paris, and we hear he was made a lieutenant-general on
his arrival.

The Marquis de Jaucourt has been lately subjected to a most
unpleasant ordeal here. A certain Count Cardo, a Corsican, who
professed to be a noble of Genoa and the Duke of Modena's
chamberlain, came here a few months ago in search of funds, and,

like other adventurers of his kind, proposed to raise a corps of

Corsicans for the princes. He heard that the rejection of his offer

was due to the Marquis de Jaucourt's opposition. Either desiring

revenge on his own account or being urged to it by others Cardo
proceeded to indulge in the most violent abuse of the Marquis de
Jaucourt. Not content with attacking him openly in the gambling
hell of the Three Crowns, he repeated his insults in the very salon

of the princes. He declared the Marquis de Jaucourt was a traitor,

and quoted several facts. M. de Miran was instructed to send for

Count Cardo, and interview him on the subject. By M. de
Miran's request Cardo was rash enough to make a statement in

writing of all his accusations against the Marquis de Jaucourt,

with an offer to prove their truth. The latter complained to the
princes of the publicity of this statement. A commission of generals

and officers in command of regiments was appointed to inquire

into the matter, which has made a much greater sensation than it

deserves. They decided that Cardo was an impostor, or at least

a madman. The Corsican then published a httle pamphlet that

was certainly written by some one else, in a bright and mordant
style. It was very widely distributed, and covered the Marquis
de Jaucourt with ridicule. The latter has now brought an action

against the enemy. The affair is still going on, and can only be
stopped by giving money to the adventurer, who will, however,
certainly decamp if the case be tried.
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I am much grieved to hear of the death of Mme. de Souza, the
Portuguese Ambassadress in France. This lady, a sister of my
friend and brother-officer the Vicomte de Montboisier-Canillac,
was undeniably one of the prettiest women in the kingdom.
Heaven, in bestowing the gift of beauty, often makes a very fatal

present. It has just cost the imprudent, warm-hearted ambas-
sadress her life.

February 1792.

—

lst-28th.—The cold has been fairly severe all

through the past month. There has been a great deal of loose

ice floating in the Rhine, and crossing to Thai was a matter of

difficulty. For a long time the bridge of boats was impassable.
The thaw created a considerable flood : one had to embark at
the quay or in the streets of Thai, and boats were necessary in the
lower streets of the town.—Baron Westphalen, the Emperor's new
minister to the Courts of the ecclesiastical Electors, has arrived

at Coblenz. He came at once to see our princes, who received
him very cordially. On the same day he visited the French
Constitutional Minister, a step that neither Count Romanzow nor
Count Oxenstiern had thought necessary. The Empress of Russia
could not have sent a minister to our princes more acceptable
to them and to the French nobility than Count Romanzow : no
one could take a keener interest in our cause, nor express it more
gracefully. He is not only a most agreeable man, but is so familiar

with our hterature, our history, and all that concerns us, that it

would be hard to find a Frenchman equally well-informed. More-
over, he has all the acuteness and balance of mind necessary to

an ambassador and a negotiator. He appears to feel real affection

for our princes. His fellow-minister from Sweden is far from
resembling him, either in mind, manners, or conduct. One can
have nothing but praise, however, for the Swedish minister's

openly expressed opinions, which are of course those of his generous
and true-hearted sovereign.

Couriers arrived during the month from Vienna, Berlin, Stras-

bourg, and even Paris. But all the dispatches were not equally

satisfactory. The Chevalier de Roll, who is our princes' agent
at the Prussian Court and is said to fulfil his duties admirably,

sent an account from Berlin of the reception given to the Comte
de Segur, the new Minister Extraordinary accredited by the

nation and the Jacobins to that Court. . . .

The Comte de Segur ^ at first aspired to a post in the Ministry,

but after watching the course of events and observing the slight

regard in which these ephemeral ministers were held, he changed

' M. d'Espinchal first gives biographical notes, in some detail, of various
members of the S^gur family.
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his plans, and succeeded in being appointed Ambassador to Rome,
that office being vacant on account of Cardinal de Bernis's refusal

to take the oath. He made all his preparations, and even sent

some of his servants to Rome, to make his house ready for him.

But to his surprise and mortification he was rejected by the Pope,

who firmly declined to receive the new Constitutional Minister.

All Segur's schemes and negotiations to overcome this decision

were in vain, and he was forced to relinquish the brilliant post.

As, however, the alliance between the Emperor and the King of

Prussia was causing well-founded anxiety to the Assembly, the

Jacobins, at the beginning of this year, sent the Comte de Segur

to the Court of Berlin as Ambassador Extraordinary. He left

Paris with a large supply of money, assignats, and everjrthing that

was thought necessary for the corruption of the ministers, mis-

tresses, and other associates of the King of Prussia. But Frederick,

being warned in time of all these schemes, was on his guard.

Segur has just been received in the most mortifying way by the

King of Prussia and the royal family, and consequently by the

whole Court. All the people in the princesses' circle turned their

backs on him, and began to talk, with an air of the deepest interest,

of our princes and nobility. Segur was so much upset by this

experience that on his return to his house he was taken ill, and
it was rumoured in Berlin that he had attempted suicide. As to

this, nothing is known for certain. But certain it is that shame
and fury kept him under his own roof, where he remained in

seclusion till he could leave Berlin, and return to France to report

the result of his embassy.
The Vicomte de Segur, youngest son of the Marechal de Segur,

also deserves attention for a few moments. Even if the secret

of his birth were not betrayed by a striking likeness, the Baron
de Besenval's marked affection for him would leave no doubt as

to the relationship between them. The Vicomte de Segur, like

his elder brother, is a man of parts, both physically and mentally

;

but being without his brother's ambition, he has used his natural

advantages in the pursuit of pleasure, rather than in that of worldly
advancement. He was, moreover, as they used to say in Paris,
" the fashion." The prettiest and most charming women at

Court, as well as the courtesans most in vogue, wrangled for him
or broke their hearts over his fickleness. When he was at the
height of his success he fell desperately in love with the DUe.
Julie, with whom he spent all his time. When, owing to an
accident, the amiable Vicomte was confined to his room for several

months, Julie never left his side, and nursed him assiduously ; but
her presence failed to scare away the many fair ladies who came
on the wings of the wind to visit the interesting invalid, and see
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their rival. Men of letters, wits, and academicians were also

added to the party. The Vicomte was perusaded that his Julie

would be the "Ninon " of the century; and the Abbe Arnaud,
who said laughingly that she would only be a " Ninette," little

dreamed that the affectionate, warm-hearted courtesan would
become an ardent revolutionary, and would marry Talma the
actor, a violent Jacobin and a captain in the National Guard.
The Vicomte de Segur, after living with the DUe. Julie for a long
time, in scandalous publicity, and winning the capricious affections

of several other notorious women, such as Mmes. Dugazon and
Raimond, returned to what is usually meant by the term " good
society." Absorbed as he was in his pleasures, in his own affairs,

and even to a certain extent in literary pursuits, he held aloof

from politics and took no direct part in the Revolution. He was
colonel of a rifle regiment, but paid little attention to it. In 1791
he eagerly seized the opportunity of being made a general, but
did not attempt to obtain employment. When the Baron de
Besenval—who treated him as a son—^left him a share of his

fortune, the Vicomte was heard to say quite openly that a man
who had an income of 100,000 livres was not likely to emigrate.

However, the will seems to have been disputed by the Baron's
legitimate heirs. But the Vicomte de Segur was determined to

remain in Paris, whatever might befall. The Revolution, the

National Assembly, the Constitution, the Jacobins, the various

factions, have all, for the past two years, yielded him a constant
supply of the jokes—good, bad, and indifferent—wherewith he
daily amuses the public, in the paper to which he is the principal

contributor. And so he will go on, till it pleases the sans-culottes

to make him change his tone. . . .

We hear that the King, intimidated by the threats of the

Jacobins, has sanctioned the decree against his brothers, as well

as the sequestration of the property of emigrSs. No one here

appears to be at all disturbed by the latter decree,- nor does

any one dream of returning to France to take care of his property :

the only people to do so being a few women whose prudent
husbands have prevailed on them to adopt this precaution. As
for the men, they are emigrating in larger numbers than ever.

There are still many fresh arrivals at Coblenz. France seems to

be in a state of complete anarchy, in every department of the

administration. The price of food has risen prodigiously. A
louis in gold is worth 50 livres in assignats. Every day there are

fresh insurrections in all parts of the kingdom. Popular societies

and clubs of Jacobins have been established in every little town,

and have the upper hand everywhere. On the 14th of this month
the members of the Jacobin Club in Paris adopted a red cap as
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the symbol of boundless liberty. Every day the royal family

is more grossly insulted by the insurgents. At their dreadful

meetings they pass the most horrible resolutions against the King
and Queen. Priests and nobles are shamefully persecuted in every
part of France. The Assembly is divided into several distinct

factions, the dominant party being composed of republicans,
anarchists, and ruffians. They are called the Mountain, because
they usually sit on the benches at the top of the hall. . . .

M. le prince de Conde has been obliged to leave Oberkirch with
all his followers, and return in the direction of Mayence. He is

forced to give up all hopes of an attempt on Strasbourg, for fear of

being attacked by Luckner and betrayed by the Duke of Wiirtem-
burg, who sold himself to the Jacobins when he was last in Paris.

He habitually consorted with those scoundrels, and often attended
the sittings of the National Assembly. M. le prince de Conde,
with his son and grandson, came to Coblenz, while the whole of

his division found quarters in Bergstran, on the other side of the
Rhine, opposite to Worms. The princes arrived in terrible

weather, and very deep snow. They were upset at Nastetten,

and M. le due de Bourbon hurt his leg. Every one was eager to

show M. le prince de Conde the deep respect that his recent conduct
has won ; while all the nobles, who regard him as their father as

well as their chief, placed themselves under his orders. His Court
here was as brilliant and numerous as it used to be in the old

days at the Palais-Bourbon when there was a state-dinner. A
few days later the princes went off to settle themselves at Ben-
sheim, near Heppenheim, in the neighbourhood of Darmstadt, on
the right bank of the Rhine. . . .

Some time ago there arrived at Coblenz a man called Suleau,

who made a name for himself in Paris by some very racy writings

in favour of the aristocrals. His treatment of the Due d'Orleans
and La Fayette was far from complimentary. He was arrested,

and for some time the whole of Paris was entertained by the
humours of his trial. He is a madcap and an enthusiast—the
very man to do silly things. Though a royalist he is by nature
an insurgent. At first he received a cordial welcome from the
princes, who accepted his offer to set up an aristocratic journal,

which he undertook to have printed in Neuwied. But I doubt,
judging from the first numbers of this paper, whether the Sieur
Suleau would very long have satisfied the majority of his readers.

His political article was full of invectives against the Powers, and
more especially against the Emperor, who could not fall to be
annoyed by these insults in a paper that was apparently produced
under the princes' eyes. But Suleau did not confine himself to

these strictures. He was far too frank in his criticism of the state
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of things in Coblenz, and did not consider Monsieur's feelings nor
those of his associates. This led to the dismissal of a man who
had been M. de Calonne's secretary, and afterwards secretary to

the princes' Council. The Sieur Cristin, in whom Calonne seems
to have had absolute confidence, was employed to distribute

copies of Suleaii's paper. The latter was so much annoyed by the
princes' displeasure that he gave up the undertaking, left Neuwied,
and returned to Paris, where he will certainly fulminate against

Coblenz. If the princes wished to follow the example of the

revolutionaries, and use the pen as a weapon—a means that they
have neglected too much from the first—they should have chosen
a more able, and at the same time a more discreet writer. Their
money would have been better employed.
M. d'Albret de Riom, an admiral and commander of St. Louis,

has been here, having ridden all the way from Provence at the

worst season of the year and at a very advanced age. His name
was very much before the public at the beginning of the Revolu-
tion, partly because of the persecution to which he was subjected

when in command at Toulon, and partly because, when he was
in command of the squadron at Brest, in 1790, there was a mutiny
among the sailors, and he narrowly escaped death at their hands.

After staying here a very short time he joined the other naval

officers, of whom there is now a considerable number, which is

increasing daily. They are forming companies of infantry, and
even of cavalry, and are manoeuvring and drilling with exemplary
zeal. There are already many flag-officers in this corps, and a

great number of naval captains.

M. de Calonne has been visiting Frankfort and Cologne, in

search of the million that Leopold has been promising the princes

ever since the Treaty of Pilnitz. But whenever there is any
question of the money being actually handed over one obstacle is

raised after another, now by the bankers, now by the Austrian

Cabinet, whose proceedings do not seem to be altogether straight-

forward. The princes are also still waiting for the promised

1,500,000 livres from Spain, and 1,200,000 livres from Naples.

All these delays are most embarrassing for them, and for those

who have been counting on the pay that was promised in their

regulations.

However, at the end of the month, a courier arrived from Berlin

with the most satisfactory news. The members of the Council

agreed to keep it a secret, but M. de Calonne could not remain

silent : he told the news to some one as indiscreet as himself, and
before nightfall every one in Coblenz knew that the King of Prussia

intended to send a considerable corps to support our princes and
the emigres. It is to be commanded by the Duke of Brunswick,
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who has the reputation of being the best general in Europe, and
was highly valued by the great Frederick. During the Seven
Years' War with France, in which he won the greatest distinction,

he was known as the Hereditary Prince of Brunswick.
The Prince of Wales, wishing to show, apparently, that he has

completely broken off all relations with the Due d'Orleans, has

given M. le comte d'Artois a mark of his esteem in the form of a

very fine English horse, which has arrived at Coblenz. In the

course of this month Monsieur had a violent attack of gout. M.
de Laborde's younger son, a captain in the service of the Emperor,
in the Kinsk Regiment of light-horse, passed through Coblenz on
his way from Vienna. He had the honour of paying his court to

our princes, and was very well received by them. This young
man's opinions are the more creditable that his elder brother was
one of the most culpable members of the first Assembly. The
Sieur de Laborde de Mereville had no difficulty, in view of his

enormous fortune, in securing a seat in the States General as

deputy of the tiers of Etampes. His opinions being of the most
revolutionary kind he allied himself closely with the leaders of

the insurgents, who used a good deal of his money in setting their

atrocious schemes on foot. From first to last Laborde was one of

the most zealous members of the Left, and he is still a violent

Jacobin. His father, whose fortune amounts to over thirty

millions, is not altogether above reproach. Self-interest, which
has always been his guide, is still his only motive and the only

foundation of his opinions.

At the end of this month the minister Sainte-Croix, after

professing to be ill for several weeks, suddenly left Coblenz. He
departed like a fugitive ; leaving the town on foot and in disguise,

without a word even to his landlord. The lights in his house were
left burning, as though he were still there ; his carriages followed

him a long time afterwards. This air of mystery seems to point

to something very strange. He left his secretary Bordeaux in

Coblenz, as charge d'affaires. This young man has told several

people that, at the beginning of March, a great event will take

place, which will astonish the whole of Europe. . . .

March 1792.—On the 6th a courier from Vienna, who arrived

at Coblenz at mid-day, and was sent by the Due de Polignac to

the princes, brought the news of the illness and death of the

Emperor Leopold, and three hours later it was confirmed by a
second courier, who came to the Elector of Treves. The Emperor
fell ill on the 28th February; and was bled. On the following

day he was bled again, and his condition seemed to be improved,
but on the third day, the 1st March, he died after a violent attack
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of vomiting. The account of his illness is most alarming. So
sudden a death gives rise to many conjectures. It is feared that
it may have been caused by poison. At the first moment this

news fell like a thunderbolt upon the French royalists. We were
all bewildered by the shock, which came at the very moment when
it seemed that something was about to be done at last. But the
disaster does not seem so great when one remembers all the harm
that Leopold's delays have caused us, the empty promises he
made at Mantua and Pilnitz, his conduct in connection with the
acceptance of the Constitution, and quite recently, his treatment
of M. le prince de Conde's troops in Brisgau. On the other hand,
every one is agreed in speaking well of the Archduke Francis, his

eldest son, who is at present the King of Bohemia and Hungary,
and must inevitably be Emperor. There is reason to fear that
our operations will be further delayed, however. The young head
of the House of Austria is much beloved by the troops. He was
a pupil of the Emperor Joseph II, his uncle, with whom he went
through his first campaigns. At the age of twenty-foura man should
be greedy for honour. What a fine role it would be for a young
sovereign to begin his reign by bringing peace to Europe, which
isthreatened with a universal conflagration if theFrenehHevolution
should be firmly established ; to revive a great monarchy, which is

necessary for the balance of power in Europe ; and to restore the

crown to Louis XVI, the husband of his father's sister 1 Unfortu-

nately, however, this noble ambition must be subordinated to the

false policy of the house, which has no aim but its own aggrandise-

ment, and the abasement of the House of Bourbon. I have read
the actual letter that the new King of Hungary wrote to his uncle

the Elector of Treves. Baron Duminique was kind enough to

show it to me. It is entirely in his own handwriting, and is

clearly written in language full of feeling, and in excellent French.
It is dated the evening of the 1st March, the day of his father's

death. He must have written at least a dozen similar letters.

.

This shows great presence of mind, and strength of character that

no sorrow can overcome. But princes are altogether different

from other men. They are a race by themselves.

Our princes, at this important moment, would do well to send
able and discreet negotiators to the different Courts, where the

cabinets must all be in a state of agitation owing to Leopold's

death. If they would take the trouble of searching among all

these honest gentlemen who are here under their orders, they
would surely find some very capable men. But the habit of

employing only those who enjoy their favour is as strong here

as at Versailles. They think it necessary to confide every mission

to the courtiers of their own particular circle, men who are familiar
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with all their weaknesses, and encourage them by their base

compHance and constant flattery. At the present moment an
envoyis about to be dispatched to Bonn, to condole with Leopold's

brother the Elector of Cologne, whose good offices may be needed
at any moment. The commission is being entrusted to the Due
de La Force, Mme. de Balbi's brother, who is so well known that

I need say no more of him. The envoy who is going on a similar

errand to the Governess of the Netherlands is young Lamoignon
—second son of the late Keeper of the Seals—whom Monsieur
made his aide-de-camp, and who is a member of the favourite's

intimate circle. The Comte Boson de Perigord, whose conduct
at the beginning of the Revolution was not irreproachable, is

being sent to Naples, and his expenses on the long journey are

to be defrayed. One would think that being the brother of the

Bishop of Autun would hardly entitle a man to be specially

favoured

!

I am grieved to see that everything is achieved, as of old, by
intrigue, by favour, and by women. And more : any adventurer
who chooses to come forward with some absurd proposal is more
sure of a hearing than the most sensible adviser. A few months
ago there was a man here who professed to be a Pole and called

himself the Comte de Wilts, though he is now known to be the

son of a Venetian vice-consul at Trieste. He wore a decoration

that he had obtained, I do not know how, in Poland. After

staying for some time in Paris, where he tried to raise money by
proposing to levy troops for the nation, he chanced to meet some
one who was coming to Coblenz and advised him to carry his

suggestions to our princes. This plan succeeded. He offered to

raise a corps of 6000 lUyrians or Albanians : the offer was accepted,

and a contract concluded on the spot. It is supposed that these

Illyrians, whom we shall never see, will form five regiments of

1200 men each, with the Comte de Wilts as generalissimo. The
colonels are already appointed, and some of them, in virtue of a
brevet granted by the princes, are already wearing the signs of

this distinction. Calonne's son is one of them. In spite of the
princes' lack of money at this moment, they have given some to

this adventurer, who has set out to Dalmatia to levy his Illyrians,

taking with him, in addition, funds supplied by various silly

individuals, who hoped to win promotion thereby. This is the
kind of way that our princes are taken in every day ; and they are
incorrigibly averse from being enlightened.

M. le prince de Conde was not long left undisturbed in his latest

refuge in Bergstran. The Landgrave of Hesse-Darmstadt found
his new neighbours rather an anxiety, and went so far as to
behave rudely to M. le prince de Conde. What sad thoughts are
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forced upon one now-a-days, when one sees the unhappy French
nobiUty reduced to wandering in exile, for no reason but their

devotion to their sovereign, their reUgion, and the ancient mon-
archy that has been brought so low, and humiliated by little

princes who should feel themselves honoured by this unique
opportunity of protecting them. These princes forget that, only
a few years ago, they were asking favours, and obtaining them,
from the Court of France ! But how can these little sovereigns

help being ungrateful, when they are so obstinately blind to their

true interests ? It seems that they admire this Revolution, by
which they must themselves be struck down unless all the Powers
unite in a genuine effort to crush its fatal doctrines,

M. le prince de Conde came to Coblenz on the 8th, and told us

that he and his whole division are to settle in Bingen, which is

on the left bank of the Rhine, in the Electorate of Mayence, but
dependent on the Chapter. Mirabeau's Legion has been obliged

to go off into the depths of Germany. After encountering many
difficulties the Vicomte has at last found a refuge in the territory

of the princes of Hohenlohe, who are unique, so far, in taking a
genuine interest in our cause. This corps, after costing an enormous
amount of money, is satisfactory in every respect. M. le prince

de Conde is delighted with it. It would indeed be a pity if all

the expense it has occasioned were a sheer loss.

To-day, the 18th, my youngest son, Hippolyte, arrived at

Coblenz. When I left Paris, in 1789, this boy remained there.

His mother took him into Auvergne, and left him there when she

came to Turin. As I then intended him for the navy I sent him
to the College of Alais, in Languedoc; but when that house was
suppressed by the Assembly he was taken to Marseilles, and
placed in the care of a certain professor of mathematics whom
I knew to be a democrat. I wished, therefore, to take him away,

and have him with me here, for it was impossible to put him into

a service that was being left by all its officers. My friend the

Marquis de Floirac, being in exactly the same position as my-
self, kindly arranged for my son to travel with his own. They
were taken from the professor's charge, and leaving Marseilles

in January, travelled by Nimes, Montpellier, Narbonne, and

Toulouse, to Cahors, v/here they remained for three weeks. Thence

they were sent to Paris, through Limoges and Orleans. The
worthy Abbe de Floirac, Grand Vicar of the diocese of Paris,

was good enough to take charge of my son, and after a few days

sent him off in a carriage to Tournai. As ilMuck would have it,

on the day he left Paris there was a rumour abroad that the King
was escaping, for which reason all travellers were stopped at

SenUs. About thirty emigrants were put in prison, with my
s
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young son among them. They were maltreated and kept in

confinement for about eleven days, and then taken back to Paris.

As the Moniteur gave an account of the arrest, and I knew my
son was on his way hither, my anxiety, as may easily be imagined,

was very acute. At last, however, the Abbe de Floirac dispatched
him to Tournai for the second time. At the frontier, near Orchies,

he was on the point of being arrested again, and only escaped at

the cost of two louis. And now at last, after all these difficulties,

whence this child of fourteen-and-a-half extricated himself very
intelligently, I have him here, safe and sound, delighted to see his

father and eldest brother again, and enchanted at the thought of

fighting. As for me, my satisfaction is not hard to imagine. I

hope soon to have my second son with me, too. He is a midship-
man, and is now with his ship in the Levant ; but he will soon be
returning to Toulon, and will not fail to follow the example of his

brother-officers.

My wife, after spending five or six months at the springs of Aix
in Savoy, has gone to Chambery, where she finds the society,

though as numerous as last year, not nearly so agreeable. It

seems to be decided that Madame is to go to Turin while we are

in the field. Her father the ICing has consented to receive her,

provided she takes a small retinue and pays her own expenses.

The fear that the sequestration of property recently decreed

will shortly be followed by its confiscation is beginning to cause

anxiety to a few individuals; but the number of those who are

returning to France is extremely small, while the new arrivals

are every day more numerous. After a very slight show of

dispersing the troops, by way of satisfying Sainte-Croix, all

attempts of the kind have been given up. The bodyguards have
been the only sufferers. Little bands of them are scattered here

and there on the farther bank of the Rhine, and in the country
round Mayence. In the meantime the emigres in Brabant have
been greatly harassed by the Archduchess Christine, Governess of

the Netherlands. The sailors who were quartered at Enghien
and Binch have gone to Malmedy, in the little principaUty of

Stavelot, where the prince-abbot has made them welcome. All

the officers of this fine corps marched through the towns of
Brabant with their knapsacks on their backs. They had a
splendid example before them in the senior flag-officers of the
service, who marched at their head : MM. Hector (Commander of
St. Louis), de Chabert de Souillac, d'Albret dc Riom, d'Aymar
(with only one arm), de Nieul, de la Grandiere, de la Porte,
d'Amblemont, de Soulanges, and others. Wherever they went the
Austrian guards turned out, to do honour to these venerable
warriors—a more valuable tribute, surely, than the ovation that
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a rebel mob accords to some raging demagogue in recognition of

his crimes.

The emigrSs who have been quartered at Ath have all come to

the neighbourhood of Treves. The conduct of all these gentlemen
on their way from the Netherlands was really moving : they faced

the fatigues and hardships of the journey quite Ught-heartedly,

and spent no more than five or six sols a day on their food. Among
the young ones was the Chevalier de La Tremoille, walking with
his knapsack on his back; for he refused to be parted from his

brother-officers of the Colonel-General Infantry, preferring to

share their honourable poverty. But what a contrast there is

between this touching sight, this procession marching through
the streets of Brussels, and all the crowd of swaggering triflers

in this town of Coblenz ! These men can do nothing but dress

themselves up in fine clothes, like the women they take out in

their chaises and phaetons, and drive about the roads interfering

with the march of the gallant troops whose example they ought
to be following ! How can we hope for any future improvement,
or any present success, when we cannot help seeing that these

same triflers, who spend all their time on the road between Brussels

and Coblenz, are always preferred above every one else, and, worse
still, can win for their extravagant counsels a hearing that is

denied to reasonable men of irreproachable conduct ? This out-

burst on my part might give an impression of ill-humour, if it

were not that every one knows the tragic truth of what I have
just said.

The number of imigrSs from Poitou is estimated at about 1500.

They are scattered in various corps, but there are seven or eight

companies entirely composed of them. There are five or six

hundred Bretons, formed into companies. One company of these

brave gentlemen has been through Coblenz, and M. de Kermadec,
their commanding officer, presented them to M. le comte d'Artois,

with a short and forcible speech :
" Bread, arms, and the road

to Paris." There are also four or five hundred gentlemen from
Normandy, some companies of whom are mounted. . . .
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CHAPTER XV

FINAL PREPARATIONS

The Comte Louis de Narbonne, who has been Minister of War
for the last few months, has also been superseded.^ But before

speaking of his successor I must introduce the Comte Louis de
Narbonne-Lara himself, and say something of his family.

The Comte de Narbonne, now the Due, who was born in 1718,

would have remained all his life in the obscurity for which his

insignificance fitted him, had not his wife, Madame Adelaide's

lady-of-honour and intimate friend, secured for him a share of

the good fortune and many favours that were showered upon
her. One fine day the Comte de Narbonne learnt by chance
that, thanks to his wife's good offices, he had been made a duke.

Since then he has left Paris, where he merely vegetated, and has

retired to his own province. His two brothers have also benefited

by the favour in which their sister-in-law is held. One is Bishop
of Evreux, and on the other various benefices of great value have
been bestowed. The Duchesse de Narbonne is a daughter of the

Comte de Chains, of the province of Auvergne, and her family

claims to be derived from that of Saint Amable, patron-saint of

Riom, who died in the fifth century. The Duchesse de Narbonne
has been connected with Mesdames for about forty years. She
went with the Infanta to Parma, and afterwards attached herself

to Madame Adelaide, whose intimate friend and constant com-
panion she became. She spent the whole year at the Court,

having no other place of abode, and could therefore take full

advantage of the princess's favour, and secure everything she
desired for herself and her family. She was made a duchess by
letters patent, and received a considerable salary. She left

France with Madame Adelaide and is now in Rome with her. Her
opinions are undoubtedly above reproach, but one cannot help
regretting her unalterable affection for Comte Louis de Narbonne,
which neither his dissipation nor his revolutionary conduct has
been able to shake. She has two sons. I will first speak of the
elder.

1 M. d'Kspinohal has been enumerating various changes in the ministry.

260
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The Vicomte de Narbonne, Colonel of the Forez Regiment,
was promoted to the rank of brigadier-general in 1790. He was
my brother officer in the Reine-Dragons, in which regiment we
were captains together for six years. The Vicomte de Narbonne
is an able and upright man of good royalist principles, and has
always led a blameless life, but Nature has not favoured his person
so much as his morals. He is small, rather ugly, and singularly

deaf. He has always been disliked by his mother, whose affections

are centred on his younger brother. Being invariably slighted in

Mesdames' circle, and repulsed even by the woman to whom his

family married him—a sister of MM, de La Roche-Aymon—the
Vicomte de Narbonne preferred to be very little in Paris, and
therefore remained in the country whenever he was not with his

regiment. He found some consolation for his mother's harshness
in the friendship and esteem of his neighbours and brother-officers.

Then came the Revolution to disturb his peace. His brother's

support of the democratic party was, quite rightly, a bitter grief

to him. He was preparing, in 1791, to leave his retreat and follow

the stream of emigrants, when he received a letter from his brother,

telling him of his appointment to the Ministry of War, begging
him to come and share in his good fortune, and assuring him that

he had only accepted office in the hope of being useful to the King,

which is what the constitutionalists usually say. The loyal

Vicomte instantly replied that his brother's news was the signal

for him to hasten to the spot to which duty and honour called

him; but that it was at least some consolation to him to know
that, since Comte Louis was in the Ministry, he would be spared

the horror of meeting his brother in the field. The Vicomte
showed me this letter. He set out at once, and after making his

way across the whole kingdom, arrived at Coblenz two months
ago. He was warmly welcomed by the princes, and we have
all done our best to console him for his brother's distressing

behaviour.

The Comte Louis de Narbonne, second son of the Duchesse de
Narbonne, is gentleman-in-waiting to Madame Adelaide : he was
colonel of the Piedmont Regiment, and was made a brigadier-

general in 1791. His birth is an unsolved problem : so many
and so strange are the stories told that it would be hard indeed

to disentangle the truth from the mass of gossip on the subject.

According to one tale there was an affaire de cceur between Don
Philip the Infante and the Duchesse de Narbonne, when that

lady visited Parma with Mesdames de France. According to

another the child did not belong to the Duchesse de Narbonne at

all : she only took charge of him to oblige some one else, and
owed all her brilliant fortune to the gratitude of the real parents.
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It is best not to say too much about it all, but leave every one to

form his own opinion. In any case it seems that the Due de

Narbonne need not flatter himself he had anything to do with

the matter. The Comte Louis, with his olive complexion and

Bourbon type of feature, is not unlike Louis XV, and has always

been an object of the tenderest affection to Madame Adelaide,

whose blind attachment was as strong as ever last year.

The Comte Louis de Narbonne, who, before the Revolution,

might have been compared to Lovelace, or Valmont in the Liaisons

Dangereuses, is richly endowed with mother-wit and fairly well

educated. But he has neither principles, morals, nor refine-

ment ; he is intriguing and ambitious, yet cares too much for his

pleasures to pursue his schemes for advancement with any con-

sistency; while his inconsequence and frivolity earned for him,

during his short period of office, the nickname of " Linotte." He
persistently dissipated the gifts that were lavished upon him

by his august patroness, who several times paid his enormous

debts ; and, in short, he played the part, to perfection, of an

agreeable Parisian roue—whether in town. Court, or garrison

—

with the women of his own class as well as the most notorious

courtesans. In his youth he served in the gendarmerie, neglecting

his duty culpably, and greatly annoying his chief, the Marechal

de Castries, by his constant and inopportune jesting. Later on

he was given the Piedmont Regiment, which he entirely neglected.

The pretty, charming, good-natured Contat, an actress at the

Theatre Fran^ais, then very much the vogue, fell deeply in love

with him, and monopolised all his time. He appeared every-

where with her quite unblushingly, and did the honours of her

house, both in town and country. A few years ago the whole

of Paris was present at some charming theatricals that were given

at Auteuil, in a little house belonging to the Dlle. Contat. I

was among the spectators : two pretty, bright little pieces were

played, the Comte de Segur being the author of them both. It

was quite the correct thing to be there. All the ladies of the Court

were present, with all the prettiest courtesans. They were all

in the salon together after the play, and many of the ladies would
have stayed for supper with the demoiselles if they had dared.

It was a brilliant repast, and the officers of Mesdames' table handed
round the ices. The princesses must have known of it ; but their

blind indulgence of the Comte Louis was limitless.

While this shameful intimacy was still going on—and indeed

it did not cease afterwards—Mesdames in their kindness provided

the Comte with a very rich wife. Montholen, a very ambitious
Councillor of State, whose vanity was flattered, gave him his

daughter and sole heiress, who owned an immense property in
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San Domingo. The Comte made no change whatever in his

manner of life. His domestic circle consisted of some very dull

relations and an ugly, cross-grained wife. The reputation for
intellect that was then enjoyed by the writer of the ardent,
romantic Letters on J.-Jacques Rousseau, fired the Comte Louis
with a desire to know the daughter of the Great Man and the
Virtuous Spouse. The ugly Genevese, in her ridiculous vanity,
conceived the idea of robbing the charming Contat of Comte
Louis's affections; and, extraordinary as it may seem, her
advances met with some success. The actress, however, had
no difficulty in keeping a hold over her faithless lover, whose
democratic opinions she sometimes attacked with little ceremony

;

and the ambassadress, a woman of coarse feelings, was willing to
share the Comte's affections with Contat. But in the eyes of the
world Narbonne was the lover en litre of Mme. de Stael, whose
many infidelities he condoned lest he should be reproached for

his own; and in this way he became a courtier and disciple of

the great Necker. When the Revolution broke out, therefore,

he was closely allied with the leading insurgents, and especially

with the Bishop of Autun ; and he joined the movement enthusi-
astically. The Piedmont Regiment being at that time quartered
in Franche-Comte Narbonne was dispatched to that province
at the time of the first insurrections. Necker's allies brought
him forward, and with the help of his friend the Prince de Saint-

Mauris he was elected Commandant of the National Guard in a
province to which he was an entire stranger. He lost no time in

replacing the uniform of the Piedmont Regiment with that of

the Nation. It is only just to say that, all the time he held this

command, his conduct was blameless and perfectly discreet.

In the meantime his liaison with the atrocious ambassadress
was becoming more closely cemented, and the ghastly scenes of

the 5th and 6th October, from which the horrible woman appeared
to derive pleasure, did nothing to cool the Comte's affections.

The humiliations of the royal family, which were mainly instigated

by Necker, made no break between him and the inveterate enemy
of his benefactors. But strange to say, though the Comte Louis

professed the principles of democracy with perfect frankness, he
never lost Madame Adelaide's friendship. He skilfully persuaded

her that his motives were pure ; she was weak enough to believe

him, and to excuse his behaviour. Yet Mesdames might surely

have been disillusioned in 1791, when they wished to leave

Bellevue, and must have plainly seen that the many obstacles

that delayed them were due to Narbonne's procrastination,

and his deUberate intention to keep them from starting on their

journey. They were stopped at Arnay-le-Duc, and even in this
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he may have been concerned. Mesdames sent him to Paris, to

ask permission for them to continue their journey ; and he abused

their confidence by addressing the president of the Assembly,

in their name, in terms so humble and unsuitable that these

royal ladies would certainly have disowned the letter in any other

circumstances. On his arrival in Paris Narbonne drove to the

house of his infamous mistress, Mme. de Stael, and the two talked

themselves hoarse over all that had happened. He secured fresh

passports, however, and returned to Mesdames with an order for

their release. He accompanied them as far as Chambery, where
he was subjected to all kinds of mortifications by the French who
were living there. He was about to follow Mesdames to Turin,

but M. le comte d'Artois, on hearing of it, wrote to his aunts to

prevent the Comte from carrying out his intention ; so he returned

to Paris, on the pretext of reporting Mesdames' arrival to the King.
He afterwards joined the princesses in Italy, but travelled by
Antibes and Genoa.
He did not stay long with them. His intimacy with La Fayette

recalled him to the centre of the Revolution. He was made a

brigadier-general in September, and after being employed in that

capacity for a short time was appointed to the Ministry of War
at the end of the year. At first this selection was thought to be a

bad joke on the part of the Jacobins. He made some grandilo-

quent speeches in the Assembly, where he constantly appeared
and was treated with marked respect. A short time ago he made
a tour in his ministerial capacity to inspect the frontiers, which
he did in the most superficial way, and with all the ostentatious

luxury of the old regime. The report he made to the Assembly
on his return was a masterpiece of absurdity. At this time there

were still a few people who liked to believe that the Comte Louis's

intentions were good; but it is known, without any possibility

of doubt, that during his short period of office he offered the

dictatorship of France to the Duke of Brunswick, who is to have
the command of the Prussian Army. Finally, after many
frivolous, inconsequent actions, and many that were actually

displeasing to the King, he has just been dismissed, to the great

annoyance of the Jacobins in the Assembly. With a view to
mortifying his Majesty afresh, they insisted that the regrets of the
Nation should be expressed on the occasion. . . .

The Marechal de Broglie has gone to Treves to visit his family,
who are living there. For all my devotion to the fair sex, I think
it would have been a good thing if every one, and especially our
princes, had followed the Marshal's example in leaving the women
at a distance. Many things here would have been the better, and
no harm would have been done. The Marshal has been absent
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for a month, and is in no hurry to return. While he is occupied
in his Lenten devotions much of our business is neglected. The
staff of our future army has not been appointed, and the corps

that are in process of formation do not know to whom they should
apply for orders.

April 1792.

—

Ist-SOth.—At the beginning of the month we
had the most disastrous news from our province, and especially

from Le Cantal, where my property is situated. Many chateaux
have been pillaged or burnt. Their owners are all here with us.

There have been several assassinations, among the victims being
the Sieur de Niocel, an official in the criminal court of the sene-

chaussee of Aurillac, whose head was borne triumphantly away by
the brigands. The two Sieurs Collinet de Labaud, his sons, are

now at Coblenz, and the princes wrote them a very touching letter

of condolence, sympathising with them in their sorrow. The
chief instigator of all these crimes is a lawyer named Hebrard, who
was a deputy for the Haute-Auvergne in the first Assembly, and
a violent member of the Left—an atrocious Jacobin whose talents

make him particularly dangerous.

3rd ^pn7.—Coblenz has been filled with consternation by the

most terrible news. The King of Sweden was assassinated at

Stockholm, at a masked ball, in the night of the 16th of last

month. A pistol was fired point-blank at his left side. The
regicide was arrested, with several accomplices. It is said that

ever since the 1st March this horrible crime has been discussed

in the Jacobin clubs and the streets of Paris. Gustave's enter-

prising, upright character stood in the way of our atrocious

revolutionaries, who knew what he could do, and how much he

desired to play an active role in the counter-revolution that he
had so much at heart. At first, however, it was thought that the

injury was not mortal. On the 5th we heard by courier that the

bullets had been extracted and the wound was doing well; but
the wish was father to the thought ! The princes instantly dis-

patched Monsieur's aide-de-camp, the Baron de Damas, in the

hope that he might arrive in time to show Gustave how deeply

they felt this sad blow. But since then we have received several

less satisfactory bulletins, and are now expecting the worst. So
two sovereigns in the same month have fallen victims, as we have
every reason to think, to the regicidal principles openly professed

by the ruffians who are at the helm of the French Revolution !

How can we doubt it when the club at the Cordeliers publicly

calls itself the society of tyrannicides ? As for the Jacobins, they

are passing the most shocking resolutions every day against our
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sovereign and all the rulers of Europe. Surely these terrible

warnings might open the eyes of the other Kings to all that is

menacing them ! Surely they might be convinced of the necessity

of laying aside their ambitious schemes and false policy, and
giving their whole attention to the saving of their states, their

Clowns, and their lives !

The King of Sardinia is beginning to fall out with the National
Assembly. The Baron de Choiseul, Ambassador to that Court,

has been recalled, and M. de Semonville, at present Minister at

Genoa, appointed in his place. But Amadeus has refused to

receive the Jacobins' envoy. He was stopped at Alessandria,

and on being refused an entrance into Piedmont was obliged to

return to Genoa. In response to his complaints the Assembly
threatened the King of Sardinia with war if he persisted in rejecting

their ambassador. But Semonville is too well known to be
accepted, and the King of Sardinia remains firm. . . .

11th April.—Madame set out for Turin. Her departure is a
terrible grief to Monsieur—not by any means on his wife's

account, but because her lady-of-the-bedchamber, the Comtesse
de Balbi, is going with her. This lady, who has a vast amount
of intelligence, felt the necessity of leaving Coblenz, since her

presence, when there was no longer any decent excuse for it,

might be injurious to Monsieur, Moreover, every one in the

place seems to be up in arms against her. Although Madame,
who used to be much attached to her, cannot now endure her,

she has decided to accompany the princess to Turin, where she

will only remain a fortnight and will be replaced by the lady-of-

honour, Mme. la duchesse de Vauguyon, who is to join Madame
there, it is said. Then Mme. de Balbi will come back to Germany,
to await the issue of the approaching campaign.

Although, when the King of Sardinia consented to receive his

daughter at Turin, he requested that her suite might be very small,

it has been thought necessary to give her one that is much too

large in the circumstances, and is all the more ridiculous that the

princes are extremely short of money, and were put to many shifts

to supply funds for Madame's journey. She has taken Mme. de
Balbi, the dowager Duchesse de Caylus, the Comtesse de Montleart,
a number of waiting-women and valets, young Berenger, gentle-

man-of-honour, who is to return at once, and Brigadier-General
the Vicomte de Virieu, who is the oldest of Monsieur's gentlemen-
of-honour and is in charge of the whole caravan. In addition to
these, Madame has an equerry, a private secretary, and her reader
and intimate friend, Mme. Gourbillon, whom she cannot live

without.
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Monsieur is accompanying the party for the first day or two.
They originally intended to travel by Frankfort, where Count
Romanzow, the Russian Minister, whose headquarters are there,

was to entertain Madame. But the route was very wisely changed,
for this independent commercial town is infested by patriots to

such an extent that the travellers might very likely have been
insulted by a mob in the pay of the democrats. It was therefore

decided that they should go through Mayence. They arrived

there the same evening, and stayed for the night, in order that

the Elector might entertain them with his usual lavishness. But
the fete was interrupted by the overwhelming news of the death
of the King of Sweden, which happened on the 29th March, thirteen

days after the crime was committed. We heard of it at Coblenz

on the same day ; and after dinner all the French went in a body to

express their sense of irretrievable loss to Count Oxenstiern, the

Minister accredited by Gustave to the princes.

13th April.—Madame continued her journey in the direction of

Tyrol. She is to stop at Augsbourg and Milan. On the same day
Monsieur went down the Rhine to Bingen to spend the day with

M. le prince de Conde, and see all the brave troops who are with

him there.

M. le eomte d'Artois also started off by water to Bingen, before

midnight on the 12th, timing his journey so as to arrive at the

same hour as Monsieur. The wind being against him he was
seventeen hours on the way, though he had expected to be no
more than ten or eleven. The princes saw every one that same
evening, and seem to have been rather surprised by the order

that reigns at Bingen—the complete organisation of the companies,

and so on—compared with the state of things at Coblenz, where
there is no order at all, and no kind of organisation.

The princes returned to Coblenz in the afternoon of the 14th,

having slept at Bingen and made the journey by water.

17th April and following days.—M. Reynaud de Montlosier, a
gentleman of Auvergne, who was a deputy of the nobles of Riom
in 1789, joined us after the dissolution of the Constituent

Assembly; but soon left us, to return to Paris for the winter.

Since then he has yielded to his passion for writing on public

affairs, and has expressed himself in favour of the Two-Chamber
system, the very name of which is enough to create an uproar

in Coblenz, and still more in Bingen. I believe that Montlosier's

heart is sound, and that his opinions would be equally so if his

disordered imagination, his overweening vanity, and his mania
for speaking and writing had not sometimes led him astray. When
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he appeared in the States General after the retirement of M. de La
Rousiere he joined the party of the Right, and occupied the

rostrum as often as he possibly could. His occasional outbursts

of eloquence earned him the praises of the aristocratic journals.

He was an ardent defender of the King, and, at the time of the

capture at Varennes, refused with great courage and firmness

to take an oath to the Assembly that he thought he owed only

to his sovereign. About the same time as he made this open
demonstration of loyalty his mania for writing led him to publish

a wretchedly bad book on the constitution of nations. In this he
gave rein to his wild imagination, and sketched an impracticable

constitution without any order of nobility, in every respect still

worse than the scheme of the assembly, which he, as a royalist

and a member of the Right, was at that very time opposing tooth

and nail. In spite of his writings we did our best to believe that

he was a good royalist at heart, and we all welcomed him last

autumn as if his opinions were the same as our own. He has just

returned from Paris after spending the winter there, frequenting

the houses of various famous constitutionalists, consorting on
intimate terms with such men as Malouet and Mallet du Pan, and
again indulging, as I have already said, in his passion for writing.

He was received coldly by nearly all the gentlemen of our province,

and his presence in Coblenz made a great stir, which was kept
alive and nourished by M. le vicomte d'Ambly, the deputy's

cousin and son-in-law, who declaimed against him in public.

At a general meeting of the Auvergne Coalition, Montlosier gave
us an explanation of his conduct. He completely exculpated

himself, confessed that his pen had committed sins in which his

heart had no share, and made a profession of faith that was all

we could desire. To put a stop to all the talk he sought out

M. d'Ambly; fought with him; wounded him; and now the

whole thing is over.

For some time past the princes have been planning the formation

of a new corps, for the officers of the Guards who gave them the

sum of 800,000 livres in assignats, to which I have already referred.

The corps in question is to have no resemblance whatever to the

French Guards whose conduct was so disgraceful, for it would
distress every one to be reminded of them. The princes, therefore^

with a view to employing all the bourgeois they are expecting,
have created a corps of unmounted gendarmerie, with the same
privileges as the mounted gendarmerie. The corps is to be called
" the unmounted men-at arms," and is to be composed of thirty-

two companies forming eight brigades. Each company will

contain fifty-four men, and will be under the command of a
captain, a lieutenant, and a second-lieutenant; and young men
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are to be attached to the corps as volunteer officers. All the
officers of the Guards are to keep the rank that they had in their

old regiment. The brigades are to be commanded by general-
officers. M. le comte d'Artois has been kind enough to give me,
without my asking for it, a place as volunteer officer for Hippolyte,
my youngest son. I am of course most grateful for the prince's

goodness, but if this corps should become very expensive, as is

probable, it will not be suitable for a younger son ; and perhaps
it is unwise to let the boy acquire extravagant habits that he will

not be able to keep up.

24<A April.—We hear that the Austrian troops are actually
on the march ; and the new head of the House of Austria seems
to be so well-disposed towards us that we need not regret Leopold,
whose policy was inexplicable, and whose treatment of his sister

the Queen of France was, to say the least of it, extraordinary.
He must have known that the virago whom chance put into his

power, the infamous Theroigne de Mericourt, was concerned in

the atrocities of the 5th and 6th Oct. 1789, and was one of the
furies who sought the Queen's life. This wretched woman, after

being confined for some time in a fortress in Tyrol, was released

and went to Vienna, where, it is said, the Emperor succumbed
to her charms. After this she took advantage of her liberty to

show her shameless face in Brussels and Tournai, before returning

to France to devise and carry out fresh crimes. This woman
Theroigne, who is notorious for the part she has played in all the

most violent scenes of the Revolution, is a native of Luxembourg.
Her early youth is veiled in obscurity ; but those who, like myself,

were in the habit of frequenting the theatres and public places

before 1789, \nl\ remember, a few years earlier, a certain unknown
figure that often appeared alone in a large box in the Opera House,
especially at oratorios. She called herself Mme. Campinados;
she was covered with diamonds, and kept a carriage; she was a

stranger in Paris, and had all the appearance of a courtesan, but

gave no clue as to the source of her income. She was the same
person who has reappeared in the Revolution under the name of

Theroigne de Mericourt, whose fictitious amours with the deputy
Populus were the subject of many pleasantries in the Actes des

Apdtres. She is small and not particularly pretty, and was rather

faded even when I knew her, though she showed no signs at that

time of the ferocity that has since characterised her. It is an
unquestionable fact that on the 5th October she was among the

fish-wives at Versailles, inciting the furies to action. It is said

that for a time, the wretch was Petion's mistress, to say nothing

of several other leading revolutionaries. If there should be any
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further atrocities in Paris we shall hear of her again. How could

Leopold be so shameless as to let such a monster loose upon the

world, when he had her in his power ?

On the 25th of the month the princes, who are still full of the

excellent organisation at Bingen, and the order that prevails

there, set out to inspect some of the cantonments near Coblenz.
They went first to Wallindar, to see the new corps of unmounted
men-at-arms—or all that there is of it, which as yet is not much.
There are more officers than men, and the number of the latter

will not easily be increased. The princes then went to Neuwied,
and reviewed the first division of the Red Companies, which is

composed of the old gendarmes and light-horse of the King's
Guard, and numbers about 600 first-rate horsemen; all well-

mounted, well-equipped and well-clothed, entirely at their own
expense. The second division, which is at Andernach and is to

be inspected some other day, is at least as large. The Comte de
Montboissier, who is in command of the Red Companies and is

now in his eightieth year, received the princes at the head of his

troops. At the same time the princes saw the Barwick Regiment,
which numbers 500 men, of whom some were in the old regiment
of the same name. All the original officers have joined, headed
by the Die de Fitz-James, a peer of France and the colonel-

propriitaire of the regiment. With him are his two sons, and his

brother the Commandeur de Fitz-James, who like himself is a
brigadier-general. The regiment is in excellent order, and quite

ready to take the field. It will constitute the Irish Brigade,

together with the partially formed Dillon and Walhs Regiments.

Nearly all the officers of these two regiments having obtained leave

from the princes to raise a new corps, there were about 200 very
satisfactory recruits to be inspected. The one thing that rather

disfigured the review was a new corps raised by an English gentle-

man called Saint-Clair, whose 250 men looked like the veriest

sans-culottes.

The Prince of Neuwied entertained Monsieur and M. le comte
d'Artois at his house, and gave them and their numerous suite

a mid-day meal that was better in the intention than the execution.

However, our princes have every reason to be grateful to this

little sovereign, who, amid all the obstacles that have been put in

the way of our forces, has been consistently good to us, has given
us every facility to organise our troops in his little principality,

and has been deaf to every protest on the subject. In the evening
of the same day, the 25th, the Courrier de Paris brought us the
news that war was declared against Austria. The ICing appeared
in the Assembly on the 20th, and war was decreed. Though we
have now no doubt that the Powers are preparing to act promptly.
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we are very glad that they should be further provoked by this

step on the part of France. Every one here is in raptures. We
may really allow ourselves to hope, now, that affairs are about to

take a turn for the better, especially if the allies act in concert
and in good faith. . . .

The Marechal de Broglie, who for the last two months has
apparently been sulking at Treves with his family, has at last

returned at the urgent request of the princes, who felt it was high
time to organise all the corps and put some unity into the disorder

here, so that our forces might have the appearance, at least, of a
little army. But, notwithstanding the bureaux that the Marshal
has set up, nothing is completed. He cannot make up his mind
to name the chief officers of the staff, on whom everything must
devolve, and who ought to be attending to all the details that

are really their concern, though the Marshal insists on making
them his. . . .

As soon as the Assembly had decreed the declaration of war
against the King of Hungary they hastened to mobiUse their three

armies. The first in the field is to be that of the new Marshal
of France, the Comte de Roehambeau, whose operations are to be
directed against Brabant.

In this army two young princes are to have their first experience

of war : the Due de Chartres and the Due de Montpensier, worthy
sons of the monster to whom they owe their existence. The
elder was born on the 6th October 1773, the second on the 3rd

July 1775. Their education was entrusted in their earliest child-

hood to the Comtesse de Genlis, afterwards the Marquise de Sillery,

and since the suppression of titles Mme. Bruslart. This lady,

who practised gallantry, letters, philosophy, and piety in turn,

before her enthusiastic acceptance of revolutionary doctrines,

became the young princes' tutor after being their governess, a

thing previously unheard of. What good could be expected to

result from an education entirely directed by this immoral woman,
whom every one knows to have been the mistress of the Due
d'Orleans ? Her pupils imbibed the principles that she professed

;

and indeed the Due de Chartres must have been incUned to them
by nature, since Mme. Bruslart declares, they say, that in his child-

hood his character contained the germs of every vice. She adds,

however, that his patriotism has replaced them by every virtue.

From the earliest days of the Revolution the Due de Chartres has
adhered to his father's party with apparent enthusiasm. When
he went to Lille he was treated with contempt by the honest

officers of the garrison. With a view to winning popularity and
helping to corrupt the troops he would drink with the private

soldiers, and take them to the clubs, of which he had been made
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president. As for the Due de Montpensigr, who is two years

younger than the Due de Chartres, it is said that he is even more
viciously inclined than his brother.

The second army, which is mustering in Lorraine under General

La Fayette, is to have among its generals a number of consti-

tutionalists, though a few of them will be zealous Jacobins.^ . . .

On the 21st of this month the princes issued an order for the

examination and verification of all commissions and promotions
of later date than July 17, 1789, on which day, they consider,

their brother the King became a prisoner. All honours, therefore,

granted after the memorable day when the King was carried by
force to the Hotel de Ville, are regarded as non-existent at Coblenz,

where every one's rank is to be the same as it was before that date.

Generals, colonels, lieutenant-colonels, and majors, all placed

their constitutional commissions in Monsieur's hands; and the

new Knights of St. Louis gave up their crosses.^ . . .

ISth-SOth May.—Some new arrivals from Vienna have brought
the news that the troops are really on the march. In less than six

weeks the Austrians and Prussians will be on the banks of the

Rhine. The King of Prussia will be at the head of his army, and
the King of Hungary, who is coming to be elected Emperor, may
perhaps feel moved to march with his troops, rather than allow

Frederick to monopolise an honour in which he might himself

have a share. It is said, too, that a combined force of Pied-

montese and Austrians, numbering more than 20,000 men, is on
its way to Savoy. The Comte de La Chaitre and the Baron de

Galliffet have come to Coblenz from Beaulieu's army, in which
they and the 600 emigrds then at Ath were very actively employed
for a fortnight. They have given us a most interesting account

of the repeated routing of the patriots, and the pillage of their

camp. The 600 Emigres in question are now at Huy, by order of

the Mareehal de Broglie, who could not conceal how much he was
annoyed with the Comte de La Chatre for fighting without him in

the Netherlands.

The charming Duchesse de Guiche has left her whole family

in Vienna, and has come to be with her husband here for a time.

He is in command of all the King's Guards. It appears that the
princes had formed a project of summoning all the peers of the
realm, and convoking an assembly composed of the most important
seigneurs of France and the principal judges of the different

sovereign courts, with a view to announcing the fact of the King's

• M. d'Espiuchal gives biographical notes on the generals commanding
our armies CVol. V of his manuscript, p. 229 et seq.).

» The order in question is in the appendix of the fifth volume of M
d'Kspinohal's MS.
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captive condition, and proclaiming Monsieur the Regent of the
Kingdom. But the scheme required the sanction of the foreign
Powers, and so many obstacles were put in its way that it had to
be abandoned. The Queen's advisers have inspired her with
unjust suspicions of our princes' loyalty, and of the honesty of
their motives ; and, in her name and the King's, are urging the
cabinet in Vienna to prevent Monsieur from assuming an authority
that would put an end to their own ambitions. The number
of emigrant peers, and great landowners, and members of the
parlements, is quite large enough to form an assembly of consider-
able weight ; and the principal church dignitaries of France would
also have been summoned. . . .

The Marechal de Broglie's bureaux are hard at work. The
organisation of our future army has at last been taken in hand,
and it is no easy matter : the habit of taking personal considera-

tions into account is not yet lost. It is difficult to organise the
companies into corps. Many companies are already formed, and
more are being formed every day : some have more than their

right complement of men, and some have less. Nearly all the

provinces have followed our example in forming companies of

men of quality, some of cavalry and some of foot-soldiers. But
still the Marshal cannot make up his mind to appoint the staff;

and his indecision puts a stop to everything. In spite of all the
orders and protests of the town-council the cavalry is drilling and
manoeuvring in every direction.

June 1792.—On the 2nd of this month the Marquis de Bouille

arrived from Berlin, and gave us excellent news of the progress

of our affairs. He assures us that the Russians promised by
Catherine are also coming; but on this subject many of us are

incredulous, for it seems hardly possible that the brave fellows can
come to our assistance in time for this campaign. The death of

the King of Sweden may have changed the Empress's plans, and
the affairs of Poland may, moreover, be causing her anxiety.

General Schonfeld, a Prussian lieutenant-general, arrived at

Coblenz at the beginning of the month, and came to lodge in the

house where I am quartered. He has come to manage all the

concerns of the Prussian army, which is now on its way to us;

and he is also empowered to treat with our princes in all matters

that relate to our affairs. As may be imagined he was received

with every mark of respect, and the princes have summoned him to

their Council more than once. I have had occasion to see General

Schonfeld, and found him extremely civil. He was employed by
the IQng of Prussia a short time ago, in connection with the last

insurrection of the people of Brabant and the patriots of Liege.

I have another attack of gout and rheumatism in the back, which
T
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has kept me in the house for several days. I trust I shall be free

of it for the rest of the year.

Since Madame left Coblenz, and took Mme. de Balbi with her,

our princes' manner of life has completely changed. By way of

appearing to reform the extravagance of their establishment they

now only give a dinner once a week to the nobles, and do not

invite nearly so many guests as before. Monsieur, who is in the

habit of having no dinner, has supper every day with twenty
guests, and spends the evening in the rooms of MM. d'Hautefort

and d'Avaray. It is here, until ten o'clock, that all the important
people, whether visitors or inhabitants of Coblenz, pay their court

to the princes and hear the latest news. Sometimes there are

ladies at supper. As M. le comte d'Artois has no supper he only

appears for ten minutes, if at all. Yet it is only here that there is

any possibility of paying court to him, for he spends the entire

day, from ten in the morning till midnight, in Mme. de Polastron's

house. Most of his time is employed in working with M. de

Calonne, and the rest is devoted to a circle of intimate friends

—

four or five women and a few young men, among whom no rational

man ever appears unless he is obliged to see M. le comte d'Artois

on urgent or necessary business. I was quite distressed to see

General Schonfeld there, transacting public affairs. This foreigner

to whom the King of Prussia entrusts so much must think it

strange indeed that our prince, the hope of the nobility of France
and the cynosure of Europe, should lead this meaningless, frivolous

life at such a moment, when all the foreign Courts are engrossed

by matters that vitally concern the fate of France, to say nothing

of the lives of the King, his loyal subjects, and the prince himself !

Mme. de Polastron's house overlooks the square in front of the

palace and the promenade; and hundreds of the gentlemen of

France are daily witnesses of the painful spectacle of M. le comte
d'Artois at the window among his familiar courtiers. We all

do justice to Mme. de Polastron, however. This warm-hearted
woman is deeply attached to M. le comte d'Artois. Her passion

for him entirely absorbs her. She is gentle, reserved, and retiring,

and does not concern herself in the least with intrigues nor public

affairs. The same, however, cannot be said for all her associates.

The whole thing is most injurious to the prince, whom we all

idolise ; and indeed his goodness of heart, his excellent principles

and intentions, and his irreproachable conduct for the last three

years, have well earned all the love we can give him. It seems as

though Monsieur were gaining what his brother is in danger of

losing. He is winning popularity by being more communicative :

he listens attentively when he is addressed, and he never forgets
his proper dignity. He seems less familiar with the young men.
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and would have fewer of them about him, perhaps, if he were not
foolishly induced by his weakness for Mmc. de Balbi to submit to
the presence of every empty-headed youth for whom that volatile

lady has a fancy. But the time has come for the trumpet to
sound, and for the descendants of Henri IV to lead us out to

battle. Their white plumes must show us the path where glory
calls us ; it is they who must lead us to the foot of the throne that
the nobility are longing to uplift and to endow with new splendour,
by restoring to it the King whom they so ardently desire to deliver

from his atrocious oppressors.

My second son, Alexis, whom I put into the navy, left the
College of Alais and entered the service in 1789. After the usual
little cruise along the Genoese coast he was sent to the Levant,
and spent the customary eighteen or twenty months in those

parts, in the Archipelago and at Smyrna. He returned to Toulon
early in the spring, and joined me here at the first possible moment.
He passed through Lyons, where he was obliged to wait for some
time for passports. He saw his mother at Chambery, and after

travelling through Switzerland and Brisgau, reached Coblenz at

the beginning of this month. He is delighted to be with his

brothers, and with a father who, as the boy well knows, is equally

devoted to all his children. As for me, I am more glad than I

can say that my sons are all out of France, and that my wife, too,

is safe ; so that none of those who are dearest to me is any longer

at the mercy of our atrocious persecutors, whose crimes against

us have made them our most implacable enemies.

The Marechal de Broglie has at last decided to nominate the
staff. M. de La Rousiere (promoted to brigadier-general in 1781)

is quartermaster-general ; M. le comte de La Chapelle (brigadier-

general in 1784) is Chief of the Staff for the infantry; and the

Comte de Chalup (brigadier-general in 1784} is Chief of the Staff

for the cavalry. To these are added subordinate staff-officers

in sufficient numbers for an army of 200,000 men. Each of these

posts was the object of as many intrigues as there used to be at

Versailles ; and intriguers and patrons alike played their rdles as

of old. The Minister of War insisted on being courted with as

much assiduity as though he were disposing of generalships and
regiments. We shall be more fortunate than we deserve if, after

all that has gone on here, our affairs have a happy issue.

At this moment, when we should be seriously thinking of setting

out upon the march, some new regulations have appeared, relating

to the manoeuvres of both infantry and cavalry. They might,

and should, have been issued three months ago ; and then we could

have learnt something of the matter. A regulation has been

issued, too, relating to our service in the field. Although all the

I 2
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nobles have turned themselves into private soldiers, it has been

thought necessary to give a new form to the old ordinances, and
even to the organisation of the corps. M. de Ballainvilliers, who
is in charge of the commissariat, has so many subordinates of all

kinds that one would think the most enormous army were going

into the field. Hosts of commissaries are employed. The prepara-

tions for hospitals, and for carrying provisions, are on a scale that

might lead one to suppose the princes had money enough and
to spare. Yet their difficulties are overwhelming. Every day
they are put to fresh expedients, though they have repeatedly

received help from men who brought a great deal of money from
France and generously laid it at their princes' feet, without stop-

ping to think whether it could be repaid, or whether they were
risking future poverty. I could mention many a man who has

acted in this generous way, and that without any desire for

publicity. M. de Calonne himself, whose natural taste for extrava-

gance makes money especially necessary to him, has advanced
considerable sums to the princes; and his wife, who has a large

fortune of her own, has mortgaged nearly all her capital since she

came to Coblenz, I cannot refrain from recording a fine action

on the part of the Vergennes family, who are living here. Hearing
of the princes' difficulties they all came in a body to their Royal
Highnesses, bearing their plate, their diamonds, and their other

jewels. The elder Comtesse de Vergennes gave up all the hand-
some presents she had received during her husband's various

embassies, saying very finely that as their real source was the

kindness of the King it was only just to use them in his Majesty's

service.

As the Prussians are to reach Coblenz at the end of the month
or the beginning of July we have all been warned that we shall

have to leave, and are therefore making our final preparations

for the campaign. Horses are being sold at exorbitant prices,

but no one thinks of the expense of anything now, so certain are

we all that our enterprise must succeed and the counter-revolution

inevitably take place. Late as it is, emigrSs are still arriving every

day. Several have been very coldly received by the corps they

I
wished to join. Some have even been rejected ; and to avoid the

I
unpleasant consequences of over-severity, and possibly injustice,

S the princes have appointed a committee of generals to inquire into

I
the giievances of those whom their regiments have refused to

I
receive. There are many complaints of the undue severity

f encountered at Worms and Coblenz by men whose repentance is

1 sincere. It is certainly wrong to be so fastidious, and in my
? opinion a man who shows his regret and his intention of reverting

I
to right principles should always be forgiven. But when the
officers of a regiment are asked to receive an old comrade of their
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own, who stayed in France when they emigrated, profited by their

absence to obtain command of the regiment, took all the oaths
required of him, and consorted with privates in democratic clubs,

is it likely that they should welcome a man whom they consider
dishonoured ? Is it reasonable to ask men who have forsaken
their own lands, their homes, their families, and all they hold
most dear, at the call of honour and duty and loyalty, with one
noble ambition, and one only—to restore the authority of their

King and the glory of their religion—is it reasonable, I say, to ask
their welcome for one who comes at this late hour, and has stayed
in France until now merely to add to the sorrows of their kins-

folk ? Hov/ can they welcome a man who has been a member of

some democratic club, or has gained the applause of the insurgents

by serving in the National Guard, or in some judicial or municipal
post, or has forwarded the Revolution by buying church property,

and, having no guide but self-interest, has only left France because
he thinks the shapeless fabric of the constitution is on the point of

falling ? Is it right that gentlemen of irreproachable principles

should receive as an equal some ex-deputy, once in that guilty

minority of the nobility who joined the tiers, weakly deserted their

order, broke their vows, were the original authors of all our sorrows,

and, by siding with the insurgents and sharing their principles,

co-operated in all the decrees of the wicked Assembly ? And yet,

in spite of the intolerance of which Coblenz is accused, there is

here, among the officers of the Bodyguard, one of the deputies for

Dauphine, who could not wait for his comrades of the minority,

but went off with his brother-in-law and colleague, the Marquis de
Blacons, to join the tiers in the Church of St. Louis, the day after

the seditious meeting in the tennis-court. The Comte Antoine

d'Agoult remained in the party of the Left from sheer weakness.

Yet for the last six months he has been here with all his brother-

officers. M. de Marsanne, too, another deputy for Dauphine, who
warmly advocated Necker and his popvilar system in that province,

and was a member of the Left, came to Coblenz the other day.

There is not a company in the place that does not contain some
one who has erred in a greater or less degree.

The Comte de Luxembourg, a young captain in the Body-
guard whose abilities are slight, and who was blamed for his lack

of energy in the King's service, has arrived here with the intention

of serving as a volunteer in his old company. Several consti-

tutional generals, who have been employed in France with the

princes' consent and are known to have sound principles, have

arrived in the course of the month, having left the constitutional

army because they could find no way of being useful. They could

not win the men over, as they had hoped. They are MM. de

Wurmser, de Pestalozzi, and Dulau d'AUemans. . . .
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As the Prussian army is definitely expected at Coblenz quite

early in July the orders are that the town and its neighbourhood

must be completely evacuated by the troops of the emigres, which
are to be dispersed through the electorate of Treves, to await

further arrangements. The princes are also to leave Coblenz with

their suite, and make their head-quarters elsewhere. We have
received orders to leave Coblenz on the 2nd July, and proceed

on the same day to the cantonments assigned to us on the banks
of the Moselle, at Carden, Treis, and Clotten, six or eight leagues

from this town. On the 29th of this month the Bishop of St.

Omer, chief almoner to M. le comte d'Artois, came to Thai to

perform the ceremony of blessing the two standards that the

princes gave us. A detachment of our corps appeared for the

occasion in great state, with drawn swords, trumpets sounding,

and standards flying, which no corps had previously been allowed

to do. Since it has been known for certain that the Prussians and
Austrians are on their way hither the town-council has held its

peace, and has left off worrying us.

According to the princes' regulations there are to be four

squadrons in a brigade. The Due de Lorge, who has been at

Limbourg for the last six months, has gathered a sufficient number
of cavalry officers, chiefly belonging to the Colonel-General, Royal
Piedmont, Royal Lorraine, and Royal Guyenne Regiments, to

form four companies. The Vicomte de Vergnette, flrst major and
then lieutenant-colonel of the Colonel-General, having brought
the white standard away with him when he emigrated, the princes

have decided that the first brigade of cavalry shall bear the name
of Colonel-General, and that the white standard shall be carried,

in the first squadron, by M. le Marquis de BeUegarde, who held

the office of standard-bearer in the old regiment. As the Due de

Lorge knew the good condition of our corps, and we, on the other

hand, knew the excellence of his two squadrons, we combined to

ask the princes if we might be united to form the Colonel-General

brigade. Every brigade is to be commanded by a lieutenant-

general, and the princes have paid another compliment to our
province in appointing an Auvergnat, the Vicomte de Beaune,
who was promoted to the rank of lieutenant-general in 1784.

His son, the Marquis de Montagu, having married a daughter of

the Due d'Ayen, is the brother-in-law of the Vicomte de Noailles

and La Fayette, and has not yet joined the emigration, which is a
great grief to his father. The Vicomte de Beaune still hopes,
however, that his son will appear in the end. Better late than
never. The Marquis de Bouzols, who was made a brigadier-
general in 1781 and is a Commander of St. Louis, is here now.
He is the younger brother of the Vicomte de Beaune. . . .



CHAPTER XVI

THE EMIGRES LEAVE COBLENZ

July 1792.

—

1st July.—At last, it seems, we are on the point of

realising all our hopes and seeing the end of our troubles, since

the Powers are making a genuine effort to release the King and
restore peace to our unhappy country. The Austrian and
Prussian troops, who have for so long been on their way to us, are

actually on the banks of the Rhine. Prussian officers are arriving

here every moment, to arrange for the quartering and provision-

ing of the army. The ovens and bakery are to be in the old

palace in Thai. The Duke of Brunswick's headquarters will be
on this side of the river, less than a mile from the town. His
baggage is there already. The King of Prussia will be at Schon-
bornslust, and his army, when the whole of it has arrived, will

camp in the neighbourhood. The French emigris have received

definite marching orders, with instructions to join the companies
in which they are to serve during the campaign. The princes

will leave Coblenz without delay, as soon as they have found
temporary head-quarters in which to await the arrival of the

King of Prussia and the rest of the army. They are to go to

Bingen, apparently; and M. le prince de Conde will move with

his force to Kreuznach.
The Marechal de Broglie has issued some new regulations

relating to service in the field, and defining the various ranks in

the different corps of nobles, the composition of which is quite

as curious as the formation and organisation. The order of

battle has not yet been decided, but apparently the King's House-
hold Troops are to form the first line, while the second will be

composed of the corps of officers and the companies of gentlemen.

All the privileges of the King's old Household are to be revived.

His Majesty was certainly wrong to make so many changes in it,

as he did on the advice of the Comte de Saint-Germain ; but the

King was then in the possession of his full powers, and absolutely

free. At this moment there should be no object in view but to

break the chains of our unhappy sovereign, to restore his full

authority, and to re-establish all the rights of the nobihty, which

has always been the strongest support of the throne. Would it

279
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not have been wiser, and indeed more respectful, to allow the

King to form his new Household according to his good pleasure,

rather than to revive all the prerogatives of the old corps, to the

injury and profound mortification of the whole nobility, who
have rallied round the princes from all quarters of France ? The
Marechal de Broglie's intentions were excellent; but he was
unable to regard the matter from the diplomatic as well as the

military point of view.

My three sons, who are still with me, are to be in three different

corps. The eldest is to remain with me throughout the campaign :

the second will join the naval officers and serve in their corps of

infantry : and the third is a volunteer officer attached to the

unmounted men-at-arms. But, as is the way with messieurs the

oflRcers of the Guards, this corps seems disposed to be very
expensive ; and I think of removing my son, who is too young to

be without a watchful eye upon him, and will take only too kindly

to expensive tastes that he cannot satisfy. I shall have him
with me, and shall put him in charge of his eldest brother, on
whose steadiness I can rely.

2nd July.—Rain all the morning.—In accordance with our
orders the four Auvergnat companies left Coblenz in the morning,
and proceeded on the same day to the cantonments assigned to

them on the banks of the Moselle, at Garden, Treis, and Clotten,

six good leagues away. We rode through the town of Coblenz,

and for several miles followed the high road from Coblenz to

Treves. The village of Garden was the destination of my company,
and we reached it sufficiently early to supply ourselves with
quarters, food, and forage, which we did entirely at our own
expense. I am lodging with a canon, and am fairly comfortable.

The Red Companies, being obliged to leave Andernach, are

quartered in Kirn and its neighbourhogd. Every village and
country town in the Electorate is filled with the troops of the
emigres.

2nd^l9th July.—We stayed at Garden.—Since we came to
Garden the Duke of Brunswick has arrived at Coblenz, and has
made Orcheim his head-quarters for the time. The day after his

arrival he waited upon our princes, who remained for some days
at Coblenz, to make all arrangements connected with the imigrSs
and our army. They received the Duke of Brunswick with the
greatest courtesy, meeting him at the foot of the stairs and
embracing him most cordially ; for they regard him as the future
liberator of France. On the following day they went to Orcheim
to return his visit. M. le prince de Conde, the Marechal de
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Broglie, and the Marechal de Castries, who had many dealings

•vfith. him during the Seven Years' War, were apparently very
glad to meet him again. M. le prince de Conde, after the Peace,

entertained the Duke at Chantilly in the lavish and gracious

way that is all his own. At that time the Duke of Brunswick
was merely Hereditary Prince. While he was in France he was
f^ted to a remarkable extent, both at the Court and in the town,
and he must surely have rather a grateful recollection of his visit.

M. le marquis de Bouille came to Coblenz to see the Duke of

Brunswick, and, strange to say, on this occasion he saw neither

Monsieur nor M. le comte d'Artois—so I am told—but went back
at once to Mayence, where he has been living. It is difficult to

understand his behaviour, and his concerns altogether; for he is

a general of undoubted ability, and yet seems to have no post

assigned to him. There is more in it than meets the eye. M. de
Bouille has been several times to Berlin, where the King treated

him very well, and took his son into his own service. He seems
to have tried, even, to be useful to the princes, who have more
than once admitted him to their Council. Has he fallen out with

them ? No one can tell. And now I have just heard that M. de
Bouille has offered to serve with M. le prince de Conde in the

capacity of a mere aide-de-camp, and that his offer has been
accepted. Can it be that he disapproves of the plan of campaign,

or is he annoyed at not being consulted ? In the crowd of general

officers who mustered at Coblenz the number of capable soldiers

was not so large, it seems to me, that we can afford to neglect a

man who possesses the confidence, apparently, of both officers

and men, and who is, moreover, held in awe by the patriots. And
yet, since the King's disastrous capture at Varennes, M. de
Bouille seems as much changed in mind as he is in body. He
has the air of a man in a dream, or in a constant state of acute

anxiety : he seems permanently crushed by his misfortune. And
after all, has he not some reason to reproach himself ? Had
the affair been better organised and better carried out, the

King, and France with him, would have been saved.—Quite at

the beginning of this month the formality of electing an emperor

took place at Frankfort. Francis II, King of Hungary and
Bohemia, and sovereign of all the hereditary States of the House
of Austria, was elected, as was inevitable. He arrived at Frank-

fort on the 11th, and was crowned on the 14th with all the usual

ceremonies.

On the 12th of this month our princes finally left Coblenz, and
went up the Rhine to Bingen. The transport of their inconceiv-

ably cumbrous baggage and their immense suite presented an

extraordinary, and in the eyes of rational people a distressing
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contrast to the simplicity of the Duke of Brunswick, under whose
orders they are to be; for he is to command all the combined
forces of the Emperor and the King of Prussia, from Bile to the

Netherlands. The King of Prussia's suite will consist of a few
aides-de-camp only. The Crown Prince of Prussia is marching
with the regiment in which he is a major, and has hardly any one
with him. Independently of the officers of their households,

whose numbers are by no means small, each of our princes has

some thirty aides-de-camp. The Marechal de Broglie, following

their example, has about twenty; and there are more than a
hundred officers on the various staffs, I fear we must expect

our army of nobles to appear very ridiculous in the eyes of the

Prussian and Austrian generals, and this will not improve our

position with the sovereigns we imagine to be interested in our

cause. . . .

19th July,—Rain all the morning.—In accordance with orders

received yesterday from M. le marechal de Broglie, in the princes'

name, the four Auvergne Companies left their cantonments, and
set out on a three days' march to the villages of Nieder and Ober-
Ingelheim, about four miles and a half from Bingen, on the

Mayence road. We are all the better pleased to be off that we
hope soon to see some fighting, and that we flatter ourselves we
may have a share in restoring peace to our unhappy country, and
in liberating our sovereign, for whose sake we have taken up arms
and made so many sacrifices.

Our first stopping-place is Castellaun, the little town in which
the Poitou Companies were formed and are still quartered.

About 1500 gentlemen of that province have emigrated. We had
great difficulty in finding beds and procuring forage in Castellaun,

for it must be remembered that we are marching without any kind
of supplies, and are obliged to obtain food for ourselves, and to

bargain for forage. The Poitevins here are commanded by
Lieutenant-General the Marquis de Perusse d'Escars, who has

four brigadier-generals under him : MM. de Chateigner, de La
Salle Lezardiere, de Marmande, and de Lambertye the ex-deputy.
The deputies who represented the province of Poitou in the States

General are all here—or, at least, have all emigrated—with the
exception of the Marquis de Crussol d'Amboise, a member of the

Left, who is a lieutenant-general, at present employed in

Normandy. The following are the Poitevin deputies who have
joined the Emigration : the Vicomte de La Chitre, the Due de
Luxembourg, the Marquis de Villemort, the Marquis de Lambertye,
the Chevalier de La Coudray, the Comte d'Yversay, and M. Irland

•Ttfc Baroges, who replaced M. le due de Luxembourg when the
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latter precipitately retired after the mingling of the three Orders,

though he should still have regarded himself as the president of

the Order of the Nobility, Among the Poitevin deputies must
also be reckoned Lieutenant-General the Marquis de Juigne,
deputy for Les Marches, the Comte Fran§ois d'Escars, deputy for

Chatellerault, and the Marquis de Ternay, deputy for Loudun.
There are five or six companies of infantry, and two of cavalry,

composed of the gentlemen of Poitou.

20th July,—Rain all the morning.—Half of us are spending
this second night at the pretty little town of Stromberg, a depend-
ency of the Elector Palatine; and half at Wald-Algesheim, a

village in the same territory.

21st July.—Rain all the morning ; fine for the rest of the day.

—

Being only a few miles from Bingen, and hearing that M. le

comte d'Artois, who calls us his good Auvergnats, wished to see

us as we passed, we stopped at the gate of Bingen and drew up
in order of battle on the high road, at seven o'clock in the morn-
ing. M. le comte d'Artois then came out to inspect us, and paid
us many compliments on our military bearing and beautiful

horses. And, indeed, many a mere trooper in our ranks has a
mount worth eighty or a hundred louis; and there is not a bjjrin

that cost less than thirty-five or forty louis. After thisj,bout
review we crossed the town of Bingen in perfect order, anc^^val
universal admiration. All our companies have more than ^o-^ir

full complement of men. We are followed by our servants, who
form a little troop of their own, and are dressed like riflemen in

a green uniform. They are all well mounted, and armed with
swords, and have four hunting-horns at their head. We arrived

early at our destination, the palatine villages of Nieder and Ober-
Ingelheim, We found some difficulty in securing quarters and
supplies, and the inhabitants took advantage of our circumstances

to make us pay enormously for food, forage, and lodging. Many
of our comrades have to sleep on straw ; but it is easy to laugh at

these little discomforts, especially in the summer, in view of thi

cause that has brought us together. ^

22nd July.—Fine and clear, but cold.—At about midjyght wci
received orders to proceed to Bingen very early in tlie morning,
as the King of Prussia was to dine there with our princes on his

way down the Rhine from Mayence to Coblenz. In spite of the
inevitable inconveniences resulting from our recent march, the
four Auvergne Companies were drawn up in the square, in full

dress, by three o'clock in the morning ; and by five o'clock we
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were at the gates of Bingen awaiting the princes' orders. After

waiting for about two hours without receiving any, we were let

into the town and lined up on the banks of the Rhine, in the rear

of the Princes' Guards and a few companies of cavalry officers

who, being in the neighbourhood of Bingen, had been summoned
with the same object as ourselves; namely, to receive the King
of Prussia as he landed. He was very late in arriving. He was
accompanied by the Crown Prince and a few general officers

;

and was met on the river-bank by Monsieur, M. le comte d'Artois,

M. le prince de Conde, M. le due de Bourbon and his son, and an
immense crowd. The princes, as they took the King to their

house, brought him past our line of cavalry. His Majesty was
most complimentary, especially to our corps; and seemed struck

by the sight of eight or ten Commanders of the Order of Malta
in our ranks, and by the number of Chevaliers. And indeed we
have over forty of them. The King of Prussia dined with all

our princes, and a very small number of the most important
people. Among those who had that honour was M. de Calonne,

which created some surprise. After dinner his Majesty stopped
on his way to the boat that was to take him to Coblenz, and
watched the cavalry march past. When he embarked he was
jsaluted with guns, as on his arrival, and was cheered again and
hbj«n. After being fourteen hours in the saddle we started off

may\to our cantonments, full of satisfaction at having been
Jnlib(3ted by the great Frederick's successor—a sovereign who
sid Jj to feel deeply for our own unhappy King, and to be frankly

and genuinely interested in our cause.

The King of Prussia is a man of gigantic height, and must cut

a fine figure at the head of an army, and all the finer that his

valour is universally acknowledged. He has the reputation of

being extremely susceptible to the charms of the fair sex. - I have
been too prone to that weakness myself to inveigh against it

so late in the day. I should, however, think it wrong in any
sovereign to be volatile or coarse in his tastes, or to devote so

i-nuch time to his amours that the duties of his rank were neglected

Snd his royal dignity compromised—the dignity that now, more
Tian ever, should be upheld to the full.

G
P 2Srd July.—Our princes went to Coblenz, on the invitation of

the King of Prussia, to be present at the review of his army.

They returned to Bingen immediately afterwards.

23rd^S0th July.—From the 23rd to the 30th we remained in

our cantonments between Bingen and Mayence, and finished

supplying ourselves with necessaries for the campaign. At
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Bingen, in the meantime, the organisation and order of battle

of the emigrant army were being finally settled. If the princes
had been able to consult their true interests one cannot doubt
that they would have wished to unite all their forces in a single

corps. Up to the last moment we imagined they would do so.

But probably they were not sufficiently free agents to prevent the
division of their troops into three httle armies. The Powers
insisted upon it, apparently, on the pretext of some mysterious
advantage that no one can understand. It is more likely to have
resulted from some intrigue in the Austrian cabinet, hatched by
our unhappy King's advisers, who wish to prevent his brothers
from playing a prominent part in the affair, and still more to

dispose of M. le prince de Conde, whose uniformly energetic and
high-minded behaviour is a cause of offence. Whatever the
reason, it is decided that our forces are to be divided into three

corps. Monsieur and M. le comte d'Artois will remain with the
King of Prussia and the army of the Duke of Brunswick, and will

have with them all the troops supposed to belong to the King's
Household: 1500 Bodyguards; 300 of the Princes' Guards;
1200 men of the Red Companies; 600 mounted Men-at-Arms;
a new squadron of mounted Grenadiers under the command of

Brigadier-General the Vicomte de Virieu, Monsieur's gentleman-
in-waiting, who has just returned from his journey to Turin
with Madame; the unmounted Men-at-Arms, numbering about
800; 200 of the Gardes de la Porte; the whole corps of naval
officers, both foot and horse; some companies of officers; some
companies of nobles, both foot and horse; the Royal Germans;
the Saxe Hussars; part of the Bercheny Regiment; the newly-
raised corps of the Princes' Royal Rifles, numbering 200 ; 200 of

the Gerduck Regiment ; the Barwick and Dillon Regiment, 900

;

the Wittgenstein Regiment, 500; the Foreign Rifles, a new
cavalry corps raised by the Marquis de Polignac; and about 250
Artillery and Engineer officers.

The Auvergne Companies, combined with the troops raised

by the Due de Lorge, will form the Colonel-General Brigade, and
will be in the Army of the Centre, which, as we have just seen,

will be composed of the best-organised and most complete corps,

and will contain the largest body of cavalry. As M. le comte
d'Artois's sons are coming from Turin to take part in the campaign
this little army will contain 4 princes of the royal family, 2

marshals of France, 16 lieutenant-generals, 118 brigadier-generals,

and 16 flag-officers; with infantry to the number of about 8000,

and 6000 cavalrymen, of whom 12,000 may be reckoned to be

gentlemen or officers. But it is a monstrous and inconceivable

fact, which cannot fail to produce disastrous consequences,
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that there are about 120 officers and aides-de-camp in the princes'

suite, 70 staff-officers, 16 commissaries, 50 officials at head-

quarters, and, to crown all, about 350 aides-de-camp for the

generals.

The second division, under M. le prince de Conde, is to serve

on the banks of the Rhine and in Brisgau, in combination with
the Prince d'Esterhazy's army. This division, comprising 5000
or 6000 men, of whom 1500 are mounted, will be composed of

various corps of officers and gentlemen, both horse and foot

:

Mirabeau's Legion, numbering 1500 foot and 300 horse; the
200 men raised by M. de Bussy, and called the Knights of the

Crown; the Rohan Regiment—400 men raised by the Cardinal

and commanded by his nephew. Prince Louis de Rohan; two
corps containing about 600 men raised by the Princes of Hohen-
lohe, who have embraced our cause ; a corps of 200 hussars raised

by Prince Maurice of Salm, a younger brother of Prince Frederick
of Salm-Kyrbourg ; and about 100 Artillery and Engineer officers.

In this division there will be about 3000 gentlemen of quality
or officers, one prince of the blood, 6 lieutenant-generals, 30
brigadier-generals, 50 staff-officers, commissaries, and employis,

25 officials and aides-de-camp to the prince, and about 60 aides-

de-camp to the generals.

The third division will be commanded by M. le due de Bourbon,
who will have with him the Due d'Enghien, his only son. This
division will form part of the Army of the Netherlands, and will

be under the orders of General Clerfayt. It will contain 4000 or

5000 men, of whom about 1200 will be mounted. It will be
composed of the following corps : some of the companies formed at

Ath, of officers and gentlemen, horse and foot; the Carneville

Legion, a rifle corps of about 300 men, raised by M. de Carneville,

a gentleman of Normandy, major in the cavalry regiment of

Artois; some independent companies raised by MM. de La
Rianderie, de Breuilpont, and de Calonne; a company of 80
horsemen, nearly all belonging to the old constabulary, raised by
the Sieur Maillard, chief constable of Valenciennes, an excellent

fellow; and about 75 Artillery and Engineer officers. In this

division there are about 3000 gentlemen and officers, including

2 princes of the blood, 2 lieutenant-generals, 24 brigadier-generals,

about 40 staff-officers, commissaries, and subordinate officers,

25 officials and aides-de-camp to the two princes, and 50 aides-

de-camp to the generals.

It is plain that these three divisions, if united, would have
formed an army corps of 23,000 or 24,000 men. It would, how-
ever, have lacked the most essential thing, namely ordnance ; for

notwithstanding all the money that the princes have been made
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to spend on guns there do not seem to be too many of them
at present. Moreover, though about 400 Artillery officers have
joined the Emigration very few of them have any experience,

and there are only two general officers : the Marquis de Thiboutot,
commander-in-chief of the Artillery, an upright, loyal man, who
was a deputy in the States General and a member of the Right

;

and M. de Bellegarde. Independently of the general officers

commanding or serving in the three divisions, there are others

whom the princes mean to employ in Savoy or Nice, should the
occasion arise. There are also a few in Spain.

Our generalissimo, the Duke of Brunswick, has at last published
a declaration, dated the 25th of this month, in the name of the

Emperor and the King of Prussia. It is a kind of manifesto
addressed to the inhabitants of France, protesting against the
violation and usurpation of the rights possessed by the princes

of the Empire in Alsace and Lorraine. The Duke states, further,

that the object of the alliance between the two sovereigns is to

stop the lawlessness now prevailing in France and the attacks

that are being made upon the throne and altar, and to liberate the

King, the Queen, and the royal family; that no attempt will be
made to acquire spoils by conquest, at the expense of France;
that any National Guards who shall oppose the troops of the

allied Courts will be treated as enemies and punished as rebels;

and that any inhabitants of cities or towns who shall dare to

defend themselves against the troops of their imperial and royal

majesties will be punished on the spot, with the utmost rigour

of martial law. He declares that if the palace of the Tuileries

be stormed or injured, or if the slightest violence or the slightest

injury be done to their Majesties the King and Queen, or to the

royal family, he will take such a revenge as shall never be forgotten

:

that his army shall fall upon Paris and utterly destroy it, and
that the rebels shall be sent to the death that their crimes

deserve.—This declaration seems to meet with general approval.

And yet it seems strange, considering that the Emperor and the

King of Prussia have in their army the brothers of the King of

France and several princes of his House, the greatest seigneurs

and richest landowners of the kingdom, nearly the whole of the

nobility, and about 18,000 gentlemen of quality, that the Duke
of Brunswick should make no kind of reference to them in this

manifesto of the Powers. It seems, indeed, to have been adopted
by the Austrian cabinet in preference to several others that

were put forward. In spite of the princes' efforts the one pre-

sented by M. de Calonne was rejected. The Brussels intrigue

is concerned in this affair too. It is said that Limon is the author

of the declaration, and that it was owing to the influence of the
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Archduchess Christine and the Baron de Breteuil that it was given

the preference over all the rest. . . .

Mayence was extremely pleasant last winter. The Elector

showed the greatest courtesy towards all our ladies, who were
there in great numbers ; and every week there were concerts and
parties. The numerous French society in Mannheim, Rastadt,
and Heidelberg was also very gay; but at Aix-la-Chapclle, and
still more at Brussels, the whole Court of France and the whole
town of Paris se^ to have been gathered. The Carnival there

was brilliant. Our young women displayed the same luxury and
fashion as in happier days. The same state of things is still

prevailing in Brussels—so quickly do people grow accustomed to

their own misfortunes and indifferent to those of others. Certain

persons of the first importance, who have always made a great

parade of devotion to the King, and still more to the Queen,
have none the less given a ball, and have been entertaining largely

and making a great display. By denying themselves none of

the pleasures of their old life they contrive to forget the sorrows

and tribulations, the outrages and humiliations that are daily

being endured by their unfortunate sovereign, and by her whose
devoted servants they profess to be.

We shall be for a time long without news from France, for

when once we are on the march it will be hard to obtain any.

According to the princes' regulations brigades are to be formed
of both cavalry and infantry. The cavalry brigades are to consist

of eight companies of 56 men, including officers. Two companies
will form a squadron. Four squadrons, therefore, mil form a

brigade, in which, counting all the supernumeraries, there will

be about 500 men, one lieutenant-general, 4 brigadier-generals,

one brigade-major, 8 captains en premier, 8 captains en second,

and 4 surgeons. Each company will' comprise 40 troopers, and
will have 4 chefs de section, 2 quartermasters, and 8 corporals.

The 4 companies raised by the Due de Lorge, in combination with

which, as I have already said, we are to form the Colonel-General

Brigade, arrived in the neighbouring villages on the 25th of this

month. Wishing to make friends with our new comrades we
went to meet them on their arrival, and gave them a soldiers'

meal of cold meat and plenty of wine—enough to make many of

them drunk, by the time we had toasted our chiefs, our princes,

all the sovereigns of Europe, and all loyal and faithful royalists.

This amicable and informal welcome should do much towards
creating harmony among us—the harmony that ought to prevail

among gentlemen who are about to fight side by side in a noble
cause.

Nearly all the various corps that are to constitute the princes'
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army are quartered in the neighbourhood of Bingen. M. le

prince de Conde and M. le due de Bourbon are preparing to leave
Kreuznach for their respective destinations. We have received
marching orders for the morning of the 30th. We are to be at the
camp at Bellingen, near Treves, in a week's time. All the other
corps have received orders to proceed to the same point in different

columns. We have been informed that, by the princes' orders,
we shall receive rations of food and an allowance of forage while
on the march, and that, on reaching our destination, we shall be
supplied with tents and utensils for the campaign.

30th July.—Horrible weather. Rain in torrents all day.—We
left our cantonments at Nieder and Ober-Ingelheim, for Langen-
losheim. We parted company with the troops of the Due de
Lorge, and shall not see them again till we are near Trdves. In
spite of all my efforts at economy I am being put to great

expense, for I have two of my boys with me, now that I have
removed the youngest from the Mcn-at-Arms. I have four
riding-horses, and two others for my carriage and all the baggage

5

and my retinue consists of two stablemen and the faithful Picard,

who superintends everything. I have arranged to mess, during
the campaign, with the Comte de Retz, my second in command,
the Due de Caylus, the Comte de Pons, his two nephews, his

cousin the Comte de Macheco, my two sons, the Vicomte de
Retz, and the Vicomte de Fleury : all serving in my own company
with the exception of the last, who has asked to be with us.

My Jack-of-all-trades, Picard, who plays the factotum with the

best will in the world, is steward and head-cook for the whole
party, which consists of eleven masters and about twelve servants.

To reach Langenlosheim we passed through Bingen and followed

the course of the Nahe for* about two hours, by very bad roads,

which have been made still worse by the rain. Langenlosheim
is a village large enough to provide shelter for us all in tolerable

comfort ; but we have to pay for our lodgings, food, and forage.

31st July.—Fine weather once more.—We are still at Langen-

losheim. Kreuznach being only a league away, I went over there

with my two boys to pay my court to M. le prince de Conde;
but the three princes having gone to Bingen to make their final

arrangements I only found Mme. la princesse Louise, with whom
I and my sons dined. It was a great pleasure to see that good

princess again. My affection for her equals my respect; and it

was a year since I had last seen her, at Worms. I found her very

sad at the thought of parting from her father, whose confidential

secretary she has been for the last three years, and from the brother

u
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whom she so dearly loves. She spoke of her justifiable annoy-

ance at the division of our three little armies, and at the way in

which M. le prince de Conde has been slighted in the apportioning

of the corps and companies. Indeed, in this connection there

are details that are better forgotten. Mme. la princesse Louise

has not yet decided where she will stay during the campaign.
But I think she will fix on some place between Frankfort and
Mayence, since she would be more in the way of the latest news
in the neighbourhood of a large town.

August 1792.

—

1st Aug.—Fine weather : the first hot day.

—

Still at Langenlosheim.

2nd Aug.—A fine, hot day.—In accordance with our orders we
left our village this morning for Stromberg, only nine miles away.
It is a very pretty little town, a dependency of the Elector

Palatine, who, wishing to preserve neutraUty, would have refused

us permission to pass through his territory if we had not been
preceded by the King of Prussia. We are nominally billeted on
the town, however, though practically we have to pay for our
lodgings; and we have received our first allowance of forage in

exchange for the princes' vouchers. Several other corps are with

us at Stromberg, but none the less we are fairly comfortable.

Our princes have left Bingen and are on the march, with a column
of cavalry and unmounted men-at-arms. They are a day's

march in advance of us, and are on their way to Treves.

3rd Aug.—Weather fine and hot.—To-day we only marched
three leagues—if as much—^to Zimmeren, another pretty little

town of the Palatinate. We are well lodged, and have received

rations of meat, bread, and forage. The squadron composed of

officers of the Rifles is here with us. I have nothing to say about
Zimmeren, except that our young men spent the evening dancing
in the manor-house with the daughters of the concierge : very
pretty, graceful girls, who would have been quite ready to

capitulate at the end of another twenty-four hours, if one may
judge by the eyes they made on the first day.

ith Aug.—Bad weather : rain and wind.— Our march to-day
was to Kilchberg, a little town about twelve miles from Zimmeren.
Our lodgings are bad, and we are reaping the disadvantages of

being preceded by the princes and their enormous suite, who
slept here last night. Our compatriot, Lieutenant-General the
Vicomte de Beaune, joined us to-day at Kilchberg. The princes,

at our request, have given him the command of the Colonel-
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General Brigade, of which we form one half. Had he chosen to
do so he might have avoided the inconvenience and unpleasant-
ness of having to send away his son, whom he had taken for his

aide-de-camp, and who appeared here to-day for the first time.
He came from Paris, where he was not sufficiently particular
about his associates ; but on this occasion I cannot help thinking
my comrades are a great deal too hard. The Marquis de Montagu
is the brother-in-law of La Fayette and the Vicomte de Noailles,
and has only sinned in not breaking with those guilty revolution-
aries more promptly. The Marquis has taken no active part
in public affairs in France, and I believe his principles to be as
blameless as his conduct. But though his father was warned
that the Auvergnats were ill-disposed towards him, he would
not allow the fact to influence him. The Marquis de Montagu
has gone to join his uncle the Marquis de Bouzols, in M. le due
de Bourbon's army.

5th Aug.—Bad weather : rain.—Still at Kilchberg. We are
beginning to find some difficulty in persuading people to accept
the princes' vouchers for food and forage. M. de Calonne passed
through Kilchberg on his way to the princes, and settled matters,
not without difficulty, by paying something on account. The
contractors agreed to accept this for the moment, in payment
for supplies consumed by the corps that have already been here.

6th Aug.—Weather fairly fine.—After sleeping at a place nine
miles from Kilchberg, we came on to the villages of Gunzvodt
and Hundheim, where we are very badly lodged. The numerous
staff-officers of our army do not exert themselves so far as to
prepare our way for us in these miserable villages. Consequently
we receive no kind of rations, and are forced to provide for our-

selves at very high prices.

7th Aug.—^We spent the day in our villages. In obedience
to orders we received, dated the 1st of the month, we sent off

a detachment in the night to the camp supposed to be at Pellingen,

near Treves, to receive the promised tents, and to make a place

ready for the rest of us. Both tents and camp, however, were
non-existent. When our detachment reached the appointed spot

they found not a single member of the staff, nor yet any orders

;

but only various detachments of other corps, in the same difficulty

as themselves. Consequently they had no idea what to do,

nor where they should find us again ; and it was four or five days
before we heard anything of them.

8th Aug.—Very fine weather.—We left our villages at five

U2
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o'clock in the morning, and set out to Treves, in the firm per-

suasion that we should reach the camp at Pellingen early in the

day. As our new general, de Beaune, though an excellent

fellow, is not a very provident soldier, he had made no attempt
to find out the best route, and we lost ourselves in the woods in

consequence. While we were in this dilemma a peasant, who
met us by a happy chance, gave to our commanding officer an
order signed by Monsieur, telling us to proceed to Holzberg, a
village in which the princes spent the night and only left this

morning. What is the use of our princes' sixty aides-de-camp,

and the eighty officers of the staff ? Could there be a more
ridiculous beginning to a campaign ? What kind of order will

there be in our army, if all the corps have the same experience

as ourselves ? Finally, after securing guides to take us through
the wood, and finding the right road—whence we had strayed a
long way—and marching for nine hours, we reached the wretched
village of Holzberg, which cannot conceivably have housed the

staff and suite of our princes. We found the inhabitants of the
little place very naturally exasperated by the waste and robbery
of the said suite, and disposed to refuse us the supplies we needed
—and all the more so that no officer of the staff had warned them
of our coming. Though we behaved very differently from those

who were here before us, and paid the full price in cash for every-

thing that was forthcoming, it seemed likely at one time that we
should be left without the necessaries of life. The sight of our
crowns, however, restored confidence, and forage and provisions

appeared ; but all our horses and many of ourselves had to spend
the night in the open air.

9th Aug,—Still at Holzberg. Fortunately the weather is

fine, and the heat made the inconveniences of our first bivouac
quite tolerable. The day has gone by without our hearing any-
thing, or knowing what is taking place, but there is no question

now of camping at Pellingen. One can make nothing of such
behaviour. Yet we have the Marechal de Broglie for our com-
mander-in-chief, and his assistants in matters of detail were all

chosen by himself.

10th Aug.—Fine, warm weather.—At last we received orders
to proceed this morning to Treves, where we should be informed
of our destination. The distance between Holzberg and Treves
is about five leagues. As we drew near the town we found a
number of corps quartered in the villages. Our princes have
established themselves close to Treves. The King of Prussia's
head-quarters are three miles from the town, and his army is
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farther in advance. Our orders were to proceed to the chateau
of the Quint, three leagues beyond Treves, and we therefore had
to cross that town from end to end, by detestably-paved streets.

A fine bridge took us over the Moselle, and we followed the left

bank of that river to our destination. Had we been left in our
cantonments at Treis and Garden we should have been spared
the inconveniences and expense of several moves, and a march of

sixty leagues. Our expenditure, which has been considerable,

was sheer waste and totally unnecessary ; for the Poitevins only
left Castellaun to come to Treves, which we too could have reached
in two days. But it is fated, I think, that everything should
be done in the most senseless way. However, here we are at
the chateau of the Quint, and here we found the detachment we
sent to the camp of Pellingen. Our quarters consist of an
enormous furnished house, several mills and forges, and a beautiful

wood, which is the only place for our horses. Each of our generals

has a room in the house, and the rest of us are allowed to sleep

on straw in several of the great rooms, which are large enough
to accommodate fifty. For myself, I followed the example of

several other men, and for lack of a tent had an arbour made for

me in the wood, where I slept surprisingly well. The princes

having proposed to show the King of Prussia a portion of our little

army, and especially the cavalry, we received orders on the night
of the 10th to proceed on the following morning to the plain

beyond Treves.

11th Aug.—Fine and very hot in the morning: storm in the after-

noon.—We started off very early to be reviewed again by the
King of Prussia, at a spot four leagues distant from the place we
reached only the day before. We had to cross the unpleasant
town of Treves once more. We were posted in the rear of the
King's so-called Household Troops. Many corps quartered at

too great a distance did not take part in the review, but the King
of Prussia inspected between eight and nine thousand men, of

whom half were cavalry. His Majesty, accompanied by the

Crown Prince, the Duke of Brunswick, our own princes, and a
very large suite, arrived at about mid-day. When the King had
reviewed us we all marched past, in a cloud of dust so thick that

his Majesty cannot possibly have seen us. He was none the less

kind; and said the most flattering things of the French nobility

in general, and of each corps in particular. Sovereigns, to be
sure, must have a set of complimentary formulte for use on these

occasions ; but there are some who produce them more graciously

than others. After this useless review, which gave us the same
fatiguing march of eight leagues that wc had on the previous
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day, we returned to our quarters in the -woods of the Quint,

where later on a violent storm somewhat disturbed our arbours

and kitchens.

12th^l8th Aug.—We remained at the Quint till the 18th. In

the course of our stay we had several rainy days that made
bivouacking very uncomfortable. Long ago we were promised
a complete outfit of camp furniture and kitchen utensils, and
therefore neglected to buy them for ourselves; an expense we
could easily have borne with so many other greater ones. We
asked in vain for the tents that were to be supplied to us, accord-

ing to the princes' regulations. All we could secure, for 260

troopers, was a dozen little tents and some water-bottles and
saucepans. Many of us have had tents made at our own expense.

We have received rations here of food and forage, but everything

is served out so unmethodically that it is evident there is a great

deal of waste in this department. And yet our array is supplied

with a commissary-general, and assistant-commissaries, and
victuallers, and contractors of every description, and all the

expenses are controlled by M. de Calonne. As a matter of fact

everything is absorbed at head-quarters. Over and above the

enormous and ridiculous number of persons already employed

—

the princes' households, and adjutants, and aides-de-camp, and the

large number of guards always on duty, and the three staffs—it has
been decided that two companies of the infantry corps composed
of naval officers are to be in daily attendance on the princes.

About twenty of the King's Hundred Swiss, who joined our army
when the King's Guard was suppressed and its commanding
officer, M. le due de Brissac, was imprisoned, are doing sentry

duty in the princes' own quarters, and are temporarily under the

command of Brigadier-General the Comte de Cosse. There are

also the commanding officer of the gendarmerie and his sub-

ordinates, and the doctors and surgeons, etc., to say nothing of

the members of the princes' Council. To these must be added
a large number of general officers who have no commands, and
are established in great style at head-quarters, with no work
to do, but with plenty of aides-de-camp notwithstanding. No one
could imagine the extravagant number of individuals in our
princes' retinue without seeing a list of them.

After the princes came to Treves they issued a declaration of
their sentiments and intentions, addressed to France and the whole
of Europe.^ This manifesto was dated from head-quarters, near
Treves, 8th Aug., 1792, and signed by the King's two brothers
and the princes of the House of Conde. It was also signed by

1 It appears in the appendix to Vol. VI, in M. d'Espinohal's MS.
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the two sons of M. le comte d'Artois, who have now set out from
Turin to join our array. The document is too long to be re-

produced here.

Ever since the outbreak of the Revolution the town of Treves
has been one of the places to which French families have retreated

in the largest numbers. Many of the clergy, too, have sought a
refuge there from persecution. On the 7th August, when the

King of Prussia passed through Treves, the Archbishop of Nar-
bonne, accompanied by the Bishops in partibus of Tricomie and
Orope, presented to his Majesty 300 ecclesiastics from the

cioceses of Metz, Toul, Verdun, Nancy, Saint-Die, Rheims, etc.,

and made an address to him.^ On the 25th August, the Feast
of St. Louis, the Archbishop of Narbonne celebrated Mass in

the Church of St. Gangoult, and preached a sermon appropriate

to the circumstances.

While we have been waiting till it should please the Duke of

Brunswick to give us our marching orders the Prussian army
has been advancing on Longwy and Thionville, beyond Luxem-
bourg. General Clerfayt is also marching in the direction of

Longwy, from the Netherlands ; and the Austrian Prince Hohen-
lohe is coming from the Haut-Rhin with an army of 20,000

men. We are receiving no news from France, Neither letters

nor public journals reach us here. We know absolutely nothing

of the course of events in France at present. But considering

the ferment that has prevailed in Paris since the 20th June,

and the struggle that has been going on between the constitu-

tionalists and the Jacobins, we cannot help fearing the worst

for the royal family, and it is impossible to doubt the atrocious

intentions of the republican party and the anarchists. However,
a few belated entigris are still coming in : men who have already

been with us at Coblenz, but were obliged by important business

to return to France. Knowing their principles we have been

counting on their reappearance. We now number 260; four

companies of more than their full complement. Mine contains

68 men, including officers.

18th Aug.—Torrents of rain nearly all day.—We left our woods

at the Quint. Our whole army is on the march. The roads

are horrible, on account of the heavy rain. The princes have

moved their head-quarters to Grevenmachern, on the road between

Treves and Luxembourg; and we had many difficulties to en-

counter in passing them on our way to the village of Berdorf,

a league farther on, where we were to bivouac. We met there

the two squadrons commanded by the Due de Lorge and Brigadier-

> This address appears in the appendix of M. d'Espinohal's Vol. VI.
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General the Comte de Toustain de Viray. The Comte de Toustain

was a deputy of the nobles for the Bailliage of Mirecourt, and a

member of the Right. The whole brigade had to bivouac on

a piece of cultivated land, which was most disagreeable for both

men and horses, on account of the bad weather. There was
little room in the village, and the chateau was occupied by our

generals. According to the order of battle ordained by the princes

the Royal Germans and ourselves are to form the right wing of

the second line of cavalry. M. le comte de Caraman, who was
promoted to the rank of lieutenant-general in 1780, and has the

Grand Cross of the Order of St. Louis, is to command this wing.

He joined our brigade at Berdorf, to our great pleasure. His
military reputation is excellent. He understands his work and
devotes himself to it entirely; and his presence inspires us with
a degree of confidence that we could not feel in the inexperience

of those who have hitherto been our commanding officers. The
Comte de Caraman, when the troubles began, was commander-
in-chief in Provence. He did not act with all the energy, in that

position, that has since been shown by his second in command,
the Marquis de Miran. The Comte de Caraman was not alto-

gether blameless in that respect ; and his insistence, at that time,

on his relationship to Riquetti Mirabeau did him harm. But he
is a good royalist, and an upholder of the truth. His present

conduct is a sufficient proof of the excellence of his sentiments.

The four squadrons of our brigade, as I have already said, are

commanded by brigadier-generals : the Due de Lorge, the Comte
de Toustain, the Marquis de La Roche-Aymon, and the Marquis
de Laqueuille. A fifth brigadier, without a command, is attached

to the brigade as a volunteer : namely the Marquis d'Hargicourt,

youngest brother of the famous Comte Du Barry and Comte
Guillaume, the husband of the Comtesse. The Marquis d'Hargi-

court is a very good fellow, who has always had an excellent

reputation, quite different from that of the other Du Barrys.

When that family's favour was at its height the ambitious Comte
de Fumel gave his only daughter to the Marquis in marriage,
which seemed very strange to every one at the time. The
marriage has been a happy one ; but it pointed to a lack of delicacy
in the Comte de Fumel's feelings. Not content with an enormous
fortune he aspired to high honours. He was promoted to
lieutenant-general in 1780, and was invested with the Grand
Cross of the Order of St. Louis; and at the beginning of the
Revolution was commandant in Basse Guyenne and Bordeaux.
The fear lest his splendid property at Margot should be pillaged
and destroyed led him to accept the position of Mayor of Bordeaux,
where he transformed Government House into a town hall
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His daughter, Mme. d'Hargicourt, however, is as much respected
as her husband. She has remained at Bordeaux.

In our brigade there are eleven ex-deputies of the States

General : the Comte de Toustain and the Marquis de Laqueuille,

brigadier-generals ; the Due de Caylus ; the Baron d'Aurillac ; the
Baron de Rochebrune, of Saint-Flour; M. Montlosier, of Riom;
Lieutenant-General Dufreisse-Duchey, deputy of the tiers for

the Bailliage of Riom, but a noble, and an excellent member of

the Right; the Chevalier de Chalons, of Castel-Moron-d'Albret

;

the Chevalier de Verlhamont, of Bordeaux, who is in command of

a company; the Comte de Panetiers, deputy for Conserans; and
the Comte de Marsanne, deputy for Dauphine, who began by
being an ardent partisan of the popular system of government,
and for a little time was a member of the Left, but now assures

us of his repentance and repudiation of his errors.

M. le comte de Caraman is beginning to bring military order

into the brigade, which is assuming an air of unity and is really

not a bad corps. Indeed, a corps of 500 gentlemen, perfectly

equipped, and animated, as will easily be believed, by the senti-

ments that characterise the French nobility, may be usefully

employed in almost any direction. It cannot be denied, how-
ever, that it would be a good thing if all these officers and gentle-

men of quality who are serving as private soldiers could forget

their rank and position a little more, and would be more amenable
to discipline. But our fearful Revolution has infected every one
with a spirit of independence. There are very few who can
truthfully claim to be free from it. When once we are actively

employed, however, all M'ill be well; for action occupies the

thoughts, and leaves no room for the reasoning that has so terribly

poisoned our minds of late.

19th Aug.—^Nasty weather. Rain.—We proceeded to-day, by
cross-roads that were in horribly bad condition, to the village of

QLttringen and its neighbourhood. It is two leagues from Luxem-
bourg, on the high road between that town and Remich. Our
princes' head-quarters are at Statbredimus, a horrible place that

is made still more disagreeable by the bad weather. Every one

is camping or bivouacking in the mud. We are a good league

away from it.

19th-29th Aug.—During these ten days the weather has been

almost continuously as wet as it could be. The rain has done a

great deal of harm to the supplies, and has seriously hindered the

operations of the Prussian and Austrian armies. We are no

better off at QLttringen than they are at head-quarters at Stat-

bredimus, Not one of our horses is under shelter, and we are
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sleeping on straw and in haylofts for lack of tents, though many
of us have provided ourselves with these at Luxembourg during

our stay here. The army corps under the Prince of Hohenlohe

reached Remich, on the Moselle, and after a few days of rest

marched on Thionville. General Clerfayt arrived at Longwy
from the Netherlands, and attacked that town, which surrendered

to the Austrians without much resistance, the garrison being

small. Monsieur went to stay with the King of Prussia, from the

24th to the 27th of this month, in his camp near Longwy, and
passed through the town. He was well received by the towns-

folk, and the municipal authorities made him a speech; but
apparently he was not able to publish anything in the King's

name. It is said, however, that the question of recognising him
as Regent has been seriously considered, and that the King of

Prussia has given his consent, but that no steps will be taken

till the decision of the cabinet of Vienna be known. That cabinet,

it seems, is inclined neither to regard the measure with favour,

nor to be frank on the subject.

We can judge now how much confidence can be placed in the

Duke of Brunswick's pompous declaration of the 25th July last,

since he has neglected to enforce its principal articles. The National

Guards who were under arms at Longwy are still at liberty, and
no punishment has been meted out to men who are well known
to have taken part in the various atrocities that have been com-
mitted. Nothing has been done in the name of the King of France.

All this augurs very ill, and points to a decided want of good faith

on the part of the allied Powers.

During our stay at GEttringen I have been twice to Luxembourg,
to have a couple of little tents made for me of ticking, and to buy
a few other things. I was much interested in seeing this place,

which is supposed to be one of the most important fortified towns
in Europe. It struck me as being rather a pretty town. Numbers
of French families have been living there during the last three

years, and several of them are there still. I was pleased to see

Mmes. de Ballainvilliers, de Fouquet, and de Cherisey, and the
sister-in-law of the last, the Baronne d'Hunolstein ; the Comtesse
du Puget; Mme. de Verthamy; and the Baronne de Pouilly,

whose husband was a deputy of the nobles of Verdun and behaved
admirably in the States General. He is a brigadier-general, and
is at this moment employed by the princes with the Austrian
generals. There are many more than these still in Luxembourg.
I paid my court to the Archduke Charles, who remembered seeing
me at Pisa in 1789. In the officer commanding the garrison
I discovered a fellow-countryman from Auvergne, who used to be
in the Emperor's army : the Chevalier de Rochefort d'Ailly.



CHAPTER XVII

THE TENTH OF AUGUST

On returning to our village I met a new arrival from Paris,

M. Aubier, a gentleman of Auvergne, who came away after the
horrors that took place on the 10th August. M. Aubier is one of

the King's gentlemen-in-ordinary. For the last two years he has
devoted himself entirely to his Majesty and the Queen, whom
he has never left for a moment through all these stormy times,
and from whom he has now only been parted by force. He has
come to join us, and we have given him the cordial welcome due
to his conduct and his devotion to the King. Though in danger
of being massacred, and indeed actually chosen out for that fate,

he only determined upon flight when the imprisonment of the
King and Queen in the Temple robbed him of his last hope of

being useful to them. M. Aubier being a witness of unexception-
able authority I will give a brief account, founded on his interesting

narrative, of all the horrible scenes that recently took place under
his eyes.^ M. Aubier, on his arrival, at once waited on M. le

comte d'Artois, who gave him the warmest reception, and, after

hearing all the interesting and touching details of his story, sent
him to the King of Prussia and the Duke of Brunswick, that

they might know the true state of Paris at this awful moment.
M. Aubier was received with every mark of distinction by the
King of Prussia, who did him the honour of inviting him to dinner,

and conversed with him, as did also the Duke of Brunswick,
for several hours. He then came back to us. Having had
several conversations with him I shall try to give an accurate

and faithful epitome of all that occurred between the end of July
and the 12th Aug., the day that he left Paris ; and if in the course

of the story I should have occasion to refer to some new actor in

these events I shall give any biographical notes I may have been
able to secure. I shall also add any details that I have happened
to hear from other sources.

The Constitutional party, having failed to persuade the King
to any forcible measure, was losing credit every day, and its

' It is for this reason that we give the story, though M. d'Espinchal did
not himself witness the events in question.
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principal leaders had joined our armies. The Jacobins kept the

capital in a constant state of ferment. Their agents were agitating

in all the Sections, especially in the suburbs. Ruffians were

trooping into Paris from every direction. A horde of armed
Marseillais was expected to arrive from Provence, thirsting for

blood. On the 27th July M. d'Epremenil was walking on the

terrace of the Feuillants after dinner when he was recognised by
some cut-throats of this kind; and in a moment, without a

provocative word or gesture on his part, the scoundrels fell upon
him, tore his clothes off his back, attacked him with swords and
sticks, and threatened to hang him and cut off his head. Being
recognised by the National Guards of the guard-house at the

Palais Royal he succeeded, with the greatest difficulty, in reach-

ing the garden in a dying condition, covered with wounds and
streaming with blood. It was thus that Petion found him when
he came to make professions of sympathy. D'Epremenil's only
remark was :

" And I too. Monsieur, have been the idol of these

people !
" Petion was so much upset by the sight that he turned

faint. D'Epremenil was taken home, and none of his wounds
has proved fatal. He is now out of danger.

On the 30th of last July the brigands of Paris were reinforced

by the arrival of all the bloodthirsty federates from Marseilles,

who were driven out of Lyons, and followed with curses every-

where upon their journey, but found no difficulty in entering the
capital with all their arms and baggage. Nay, Petion, as the

representative of the municipal council, found quarters for them,
while the Assembly undertook to pay their expenses, and a

certain violent Jacobin named Sergent provided them with

powder and cartridges. Petion, who was the first person to whom
they paid their respects, made them a speech and impressed on
them the importance of absolute unity. The ruffians were soon

fraternising with all the brigands of the suburbs and the town.
All the assassins who took part in the atrocities in Comtat were
among them, A man named Barbaroux was their leader, guide,

and chief. When this monster was leaving Marseilles, and
bidding farewell to the Jacobins of that town, he showed them
a dagger, and told them that he was starting for Paris with no
more luggage than that. Another leader of the Marseillais was
a certain Fournier, a man of sixty, the owner of some land in San
Domingo, who was very bitter against the Government because
his house had been burnt down, and he had lost the action he
brought against the people he suspected of the deed. A
desire for revenge, combined with natural brutality, led him to
play a very sanguinary part in the Revolution. After the arrival
of these Marseillais, whom Brissot dubbed " the Providence of
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the South," all Paris was in an uproar. They picked a quarrel
with the National Guards who were known to be faithful to the
King, and their insults went unpunished.

It was amid all this horrible agitation that Petion, on the 3rd
of this month, laid before the Assembly an address from the
commune of Paris, demanding the deposition of the King and of

the whole House of Bourbon. The Assembly gave orders for the
printing of this shocking petition, the final words of which cannot
be read without a shudder :

" May every man of us make his

memory illustrious by putting to death either a slave or a tyrant !

"

The discussion of this great, this vastly important question, was
adjourned till Thursday, the 9th of this month. During the
interval the departement made a last futile effort to save the King
and the Constitution. The rebels made their preparations openly.

On the 8th, the departement gave orders to Mandat, the com-
mandant of the National Guard, to increase the King's guard,
and Petion added a positive order, in writing, to repulse force

with force. Petion, though the leader of the rebels, was obliged

to accompany the Sieur Roederer, the procureur giniral syndic,

to the Assembly, to give warning of a possible outbreak of the
populace. The Assembly received the warning coldly, and passed
on to the order of the day. But Mandat made his arrangements
accordingly, and trebled the guard on the 9th, from six o'clock

in the evening.

The Swiss Guards, whose numbers had been reduced to about
800 men, had been on duty at the palace for two days. They
were commanded by Lieutenant-General de Maillardor, their

lieutenant-colonel, and the Comte d'Affry,who behaved shamefully,

declaring he was too ill to perform his duties as colonel. Major
Bachmann, a royalist of the purest principles, was at his post.

At eleven o'clock that night the regiment was under arms, the

sentries were at their posts, and a large guard was at the foot of

every staircase. A Marseillais in his shirt-sleeves came up to

one of the Swiss Guards, with a drawn sword in his hand, and
cried insultingly :

" Wretched man, you will never mount guard
again ! We are going to exterminate you !

" Then the uproar

began, and the alarm was given. All the National Gendarmerie,

both foot and horse, were under the orders of the general in

command of the division. Since Lieutenant-General Witteng-

hoff's resignation, this post had been held by Brigadier-General

de Boissieu, a distinguished veteran and a native of Auvergne,

who served as a lieutenant-colonel in India during the last war.

He had received express orders, on account of his well-known

devotion and fidelity to the King, to remain near his Majesty.

But M, de Boissieu's colleague was the new brigadier, Jacques
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Menou, a decided Jacobin, who was a deputy of the nobles of

Touraine in the States General and one of the worst scoundrels

in that wicked Assembly, of which he was president more than

once. With such a colleague M. de Boissieu's wise precautions

could not fail to be frustrated. These two officers did not com-
mand either the National Guard or the Swiss Guards. The
mounted Gendarmerie, who numbered 600, were under the orders

of M. de Rulhiere, formerly the commandant of the mounted
watch, an excellent fellow, who was true to the King from in-

clination as well as principle, and was a brother of the academician

Rulhiere, who died at the beginning of the Revolution. This force

was drawn up in order of battle at eleven o'clock at night, in the

Place du Louvre.

At the same hour all the officers of the King's Guard, which
had lately been disbanded, had hurried to the palace, and with

them some other devoted adherents of the King, though not so

many as was reported. They were armed with pistols and swords.

According to M. Aubier there were at the Tuileries not more than
150 officers or volunteers of the King's Guard; 60 or 80 officials

or servants of the Household ; and at most 60 persons of quality.

As for the reported banding together of all the honest men in

Paris, and of those who professed to be remaining there to serve

the King, he does not know where they can have been. I should
have liked to secure a list of those who stood by the royal family

at this terrible time, but I have been unable to do so. Among
them the following were distinguishable : the octogenarian

Marechal de Mailly, to whom the King gave the command of

this faithful little band, with two lieutenant-generals under him,

the Comte de Puysegur and the Baron de Viomenil; the Due de

Choiseul; the Prince de Poix, trying by his devotion to earn

pardon for his past faults ; the Baron de Pontlabbe ; the Marquis
d'Hervilly; the Marquis de Clermont d'Amboise, Knight of the

Orders; the Chevalier d'Allonville, brigadier-general, who was
assistant-governor to the first Dauphin ; the Marquis de Clermont-

Gallerande, brigadier-general; the Comte de Briges, Master of

the Horse; and several others whose names will appear in the
course of the story. All the ministers, too, hastened to the
King's side.

On the 6th Aug. M. Aubier had learnt through one of the
deputies that a certain Abbe Dubois de La Mathonie, a native
of Aurillac then living in the Palais Royal, was paying a daily
wage of 30 sols to two thousand brigands, of whom some had been
summoned from various departments by the deputies, and were
banded together in a kind of organisation under the leadership
of the most ruffianly deputy in the dipartement. The rest were
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foreigners : fifty Genoese were lodged in a single house in the
Faubourg Saint-Antoine. On the evening of the 9th there were
dissensions among the Jacobins. The fury of the Marseillais

seemed to be directed less against the King than against the
Assembly, which had enraged them by deciding that there was
no ground for indicting La Fayette.

At midnight, however, the tocsin rang ; the alarm was sounded

;

the agitators roused the Sections to action. Petion had been at

the palace since eleven o'clock, but could nowhere be found.
He was making his plans with Rcederer and his confederates.

Two of the municipal officers, Borie and Le Roux, passed the
night at the Tuileries. The National Guard in the palace seemed
to be perfectly trustworthy. The detachments summoned by
Mandat were arriving all through the night, and by six o'clock

in the morning they numbered 2400 men, with eleven guns.

The Swiss declared they would behave exactly like the National

Guards, and would do neither more nor kss. In the meantime
the first effect of the tocsin had been less than the agitators had
expected, and it was not till Mandat was seized at the Hotel
de Ville and robbed of the order that Petion had given him that

the rebels became really active. At the same time some com-
missioners were dispatched from the Sections to the Hotel de
Ville to form a new commune. They dismissed the existing

municipal body, with the exceptions of Petion, Manuel, and Dan-
ton, and formed a new one composed of all the greatest scoundrels

in the capital. The president of this General Council of the

Commune is a man called Huguenin, who deserted from the

Rifies and became an exciseman, and afterwards kept a gambling-
hell and other kindred places. The secretary of this commune
is a young man of twenty-five, named Tallien, the editor of a
daily paper called L'Ami des Citoyens ; and the principal members
are Marat, Robespierre, Panis, Sergent, Santerre, Billaud-Varenne,

Osselin, Leonard Bourdon, Yon, Collin, Chaumette, Hebert,
Collot d'Herbois, Camille Desmoulins, L'Huillier, Fabre d'Eglan-

tine, and a vast number of other ruffians who have hitherto only
been famous for their crimes.

Meanwhile the Marseillais, led by Barbaroux and Fournier,

and supported by Alexandre, commandant of the Bataillon

des Gobelins, and Santerre's brother-in-law, came from their

quarters in the Faubourg Saint-Marceau and took up their position

near the Theatre Frangais ; whilel5,000 brigands from the Faubourg
Saint-Antoine, led by the committee of the new municipal body,

assembled in the neighbourhood of the Arsenal, The heads

and leaders of this horrible conspiracy were the four counsellors

of the Due d'0rl6ans, men well fitted for that post : Laclos
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Sillery, Sieyds, and Condorcet, On the 10th Aug., at six o'clock

in the morning, these brigands marched upon the palace in different

columns : by the bridge and wicket-gates, by the Rue Saint-

Nicaise and the Carrousel, by the Rue Saint-Honore, etc. It was
eight o'clock before the whole army, with no guns but the two
belonging to the Marseillais, were in the Carrousel.

No one in the palace had been in bed that night, save

the Dauphin and Madame, for whom the Queen sent at five o'clock.

In the course of the night the King saw his confessor, the Abbe
Hebert, and calmly and resignedly prepared himself, by religious

exercises, for anything that might occur. The Queen, as she and
Madame Elizabeth went from room to room, never for a moment
lost her air of dignified, cold, majestic courage. The ministers

and the royal family concerted together as to the best means of

defending the King, and saving him from the daggers that menaced
him and his; and in this they were seconded with apparent

sincerity by Roederer, the procureur-syndic of the department,

and the two municipal officers. Petion, the Mayor, on being

summoned to the Assembly to account for the condition of Paris,

shut himself into his house with a strong guard before the door.

At six o'clock some battalions arrived at the palace, armed with
pikes. They brought some guns with them, on pretext of de-

fending the palace, but their intentions were hostile. It was at

this moment that the King was begged to make a visit of inspection

to all the guards posted round the palace. After his night of

vigil his dress was disordered. He wore a simple violet coat, and
carried his hat under his arm and his sword at his side. He was
accompanied on this visit of inspection by the Queen, his children,

Mme, la princesse de Lamballe, and some of the Queen's ladies.

The King addressed his defenders in the most moving language,

and the Queen, stifling the sobs that she could not altogether

suppress, spoke graciously, but with no loss of dignity. The
National Guards appeared touched, and seemed to have the best

intentions. But while the King was engaged in his prolonged

inspection in the courts of the palace, followed by MM. de Boissieu,

de Menou, de Maillardor, de Bachmann, de Lageard, de Sainte-

Croix, de Briges, and de Poix, and accompanied by shouts of

Vive le roi ! the gunners in the rebels' pay and the Croix-Rouge
Battalion were incessantly crying : Vive la nation ! At the same
time there arrived another corps of 2000 National Guards, who
were in the conspiracy and were the first to break the peace.
Menou was apparently on very familiar terms with them. While
he was standing near a group of them one of the gunners said,

pointing to the King :
" In another hour we shall be rid of his

stupid face," The absence of Mandat, who had been summoned
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to the H6tel de Ville and had taken with him the written order
to repel force with force, seemed to have an intimidating effect

on the well-intentioned oflfiicers of the National Guard. Indeed
they lost their heads, and the fact that there were rebels among
themselves put the finishing touch to their disorder.

As for the unfortunate Mandat—a man of limited intelligence

and feeble character, who had been an officer in the French
Guards, and since the outbreak of the Revolution had been
employed in the National Guard, and was personally devoted
to the King, though a Constitutionalist—he liad great difficulty

in reaching the H6tel de Ville, in obedience to the summons.
He found the Council of the Commune and the municipal body
replaced by the band of ruffians to whom I have already referred.

He was commanded to account for his conduct. The written

order he had received was taken from him ; he was accused of

treason, and sentenced to imprisonment in the Abbaye. The
brutal President Huguenin made the prearranged gesture and gave
orders that he should be removed. The wretched man was
massacred on the steps of the Hotel de Ville : first shot down,
and finally dispatched with swords and pikes. His body was
flung into the Seine. This scene took place at four in the morning.
Meanwhile the Arsenal was taken by storm and all the muskets
it contained were seized.

After inspecting the courts and terrace of the palace, the King
was entreated so urgently by the faithful Grenadiers to visit the

Guards posted in reserve at the swing bridge that he could not
refuse, although, as was pointed out to him, there was a risk of

his being attacked on the way by the rebel battalions, who were
shouting with all their strength :

" Down with the Veto ! Down
with the traitor !

" The visit went off peacefully, and the Guard
was as well-disposed as possible. But the return to the palace

was most alarming, threats and horrible insults being hurled at

the King by the rebels.

During this last visit of inspection the Queen and the royal

family had remained in the palace. The ladies who stood by
the Queen through this critical night deserve to be mentioned

:

Mme. la princesse de Lamballe, Superintendent of the Queen's

Household; Mme. la princesse de Tarente and Mme. la marquise
de La Roche-Aymon, ladies-of-honour ; Mme. la marquise de Tour-
zel, governess of the Children of France ; Pauline, her daughter

;

Mmes. de Mackau, de Soucy, and de Villefort, assistant govern-

esses ; Mme. la marquise de Ginestous, Mme. de Lamballe's lady-

in-waiting; and the waiting-women on duty. The Duchess de

Maille, lady-of-honour to the Queen and daughter of the Duchesse

de Fitz-James—a girl of twenty, who when she first appeared at
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Court was as bright and fresh as a rose—fully redeemed her brief

aberration at the beginning of the Revolution by her devotion

to the Queen, to whom she proved her gratitude by every means
in her power. Mme. de Maille did not spend the night in the

Tuileries; but in the morning, when she heard of the attack on
the palace, she made her way to it on foot through the frenzied

mob, and tried to push past the Guard at the gates. Reckless

of danger, she cried that she was one of the Queen's ladies, that

she must go to her Majesty, that it was her duty to be at her

post. Fortunately she was recognised by some well-intentioned

people, who took her away by force, and saved her from the
death that would otherwise have been certain. It is worthy of

notice that at this moment the husbands of several of these ladies

are in our army : the Prince de Tarente, aide-de-camp to M. le

comte d'Artois; the Marquis de La Roche-Aymon, with the
Auvergne Companies ; the Due de Maille, with M. le comte d'Artois,

to whom he is first gentleman-in-waiting ; and the Marquis de
Ginestous, a second-lieutenant in the Bodyguard. As for M. le

Marquis de Tourzel fils, he was among the faithful servitors who
remained in the palace. But Mackau fils and Soucy must be
numbered with the ungrateful. They are both serving the

Revolution : one in the field of politics, and the other in the army.
It was half-past seven when the King returned to the palace

after inspecting the Guards posted outside the building. It then
occurred to the officers and gentlemen in the palace to form
themselves into two companies, under the orders of the Marechal
de Mailly. One company, commanded by Lieutenant-General

the Comte de Puysegur (Grand Cross of the Order of St. Louis),

with M. le marquis d'Hervilly under him, was posted in the

Galerie des Carrache, at the door of the Queen's rooms. These
officers, as I have already said, were insufficiently armed. There
were about twenty Grenadiers of the National Guard mixed with

these gentlemen. The King and Queen walked as far as the end
of the ante-room, between two lines of these faithful and devoted
servants. The Queen, addressing herself more particularly to

the Grenadiers, said :

" Gentlemen, everything that you hold most dear—your wives,
your children, your lands—everything depends to-day upon our
existence. Our interests are the same : you must not feel the least

distrust of these brave servitors of ours, who will share your
dangers and defend you to their last breath." The dignity and
fervour with which the Queen uttered these few words brought
tears to every eye. The King spoke to the same effect ; and the
Grenadiers were so deeply moved that they loaded their muskets
in his Majesty's presence. Perfect harmony reigned within the
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palace. A few minutes before this, M. de Belair, chej de Ugion,

had come to tell the Queen that the gathering of people within
the building was causing anxiety to the Guards posted outside.

The Queen answered quickly, in a voice full of feeling :
" Nothing

can part us from these gentlemen,who are our most faithful friends

;

they will share the dangers of the National Guard, they will

obey your orders ; put them at the cannon's mouth, and they will

show you how a man can die for his King." It seems that the

Queen was resolved neither to leave the palace nor to let the King
fall into the hands of the National Assembly. She even said in

confidence to two of her companions that she would rather have
herself nailed to the walls of the palace than leave their shelter.

But every moment the danger was increasing. The Minister

of War, d'Abancourt, who showed true devotion to the King that

day, gave orders that, if the palace were stormed, the Guards
within it should fire upon the rebels. But outside the palace

the Guards were growing more and more demoralised, partly

owing to the increasing numbers of rebels who were mixing with

them, and partly because the absence of Mandat and his written

orders had reduced the other officers to a state of indecision.

The various columns of the rebels were advancing on the Car-

rousel and all the approaches of the palace. They drew up in

order of battle on three different sides : five guns directed against

the palace from the front of the Hotel d'Elboeuf, and one at each

end of the Rues Saint-Nicaise, de I'Echelle, and des Guichets.

Other columns were at the Pont Royal and the swing bridge.

Then Roederer, procureur-general-syndic of the Department, whose

conduct had been very suspicious for the last twenty-four hours,

arrived in his official sash, followed by the directors of the De-

partment. " No one," he said, " must intervene between the

King and the Department." The King, the Queen, the directors,

and the ministers then went into an inner room. Roederer

assured his Majesty that the danger had reached a climax ; that

it was beyond expression ; that only a few of the National Guards

were still faithful ; that the others were bribed and would be the

first to fire on the palace ; that the King, the Queen, their children,

and every one with them would inevitably be murdered unless

the King instantly decided to go to the hall of the National

Assembly. The Queen energetically opposed the suggestion, but

Roederer retorted :
" Do you wish, then, Madame, to be respon-

sible for the King's death, as well as for your son's, Madame's,

your own, and those of all the people who are here to defend you ?
"

At this they all cried with one voice :
" Ah, would that we might

be the only victims !
" It seems that Mme. Elizabeth was

misled by the advice of the deceitful Roederer and the perfidious

X 2
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Minister of Justice, Joly, who afterwards congratulated her on

having persuaded the King. For his Majesty, abandoning himself

to his fate, now resolved to leave the palace, accompanied by his

family and a very small number of attendants. He ordered the

rest to remain in the Tuileries, and the Queen assured them that

she would soon return.

How can one explain this new move on the King's part ?

Only an hour earlier he had behaved with great courage, and had
made all arrangements for defending the palace : he knew himself

to be surrounded by faithful servants : he could count upon the

Swiss, and even, if he chose to take a decided line, on some of

the National Guards ; yet he went out to face humiliations of

every kind, to incur inevitable dangers, and to put himself at

the mercy of his worst enemies. It was almost certain, more-

over, that his actions must entail the death of the handful of

brave men who had sworn to defend him; for their sentiments

were not fluctuating nor easily disguisable, like those of the

National Guard. The same fate, too, seemed likely to befall

the Queen's ladies, the waiting-women, and the other servants !

It is deeply distressing—^it wrings the heart—^to inquire too deeply

into our unfortunate sovereign's inexplicable character. It is

unique in the long line of Kings that have governed our ancient

monarchy; and indeed I doubt if the world has ever seen its

like.

The King and his party crossed from the palace to the terrace

of the Feuillants without difficulty : they were protected by de-

tachments of Swiss and National Grenadiers. But at the foot

of the terrace stairs they were stopped by the enormous crowd
that had gathered there ; and for a quarter of an hour they stood

while the rebel mob shrieked :
" We want no more tyrants !

Death to them ! Death !
" The King and the royal family

were loaded with the most horrible insults and atrocious curses

;

and twice a musket was levelled at the King. The Dauphin was
dragged from the Queen's side by one of the worst ruffians, a

man called Rochet, who has a fearsome face and is known to

have played a leading part in the recent insurrections. He set

the Dauphin down in the Assembly, where the King was received

at the request of the departement, on condition that his escort

should remain outside. Those who accompanied the King were
the six ministers, Joly, Sainte-Croix, d'Abancourt, du Bouchage,
Le Roux de La Ville, and. Champion; and he was joined by the
Prince de Poix, the Marquis de Tourzel, the Marquis de Mont-
morin, governor of Fontainebleau, the Comte de Briges, d'Her-
villy, Aubier, and others, who arrived one after the other.

The municipal officer, Le Roux, announced to the Assembly
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that the King had arrived. A deputation was sent to meet his

Majesty. On entering the hall the King said :
" I have come

hither to prevent a great crime from being committed, and I

beheve I could nowhere be in greater security than in your midst,
gentlemen." Verniaud, who was President at the time, answered :

" You may count, Sire, on the firmness of the National Assembly.
Its members have sworn to die in support of the people's rights,

and of the constituted authorities." The King first seated
himself beside the President, but he soon afterwards moved,
with his family, to the reporters' box of the Logographe news-
paper. While the King was sitting beside Guadet, and the royal

family were at the bar of the hall, seated on the chairs appro-
priated to the use of ministers and administrators, there was a
discussion as to whether M. le Dauphin should go to the King
or remain with the Queen. He was carried to the King. M.
Aubier declares that while the Prince was crossing the hall,

though all the galleries were crowded with strong Republicans,

the sight of this charming boy created a distinct feeling in his

favour, which the leaders had some difficulty in suppressing.

Three quarters of an hour later an officer of the National

Guard announced at the bar that the gates of the Tuileries had
been forced, and the rebels were preparing to cannonade the palace.

The King sent M. Aubier to see what was happening. He made
his way into the Cour des Suisses, on the side near the H6tel de

Marsan. He found the officers complaining of the indecision

of their leaders. The Commandant of the National Guard having

gone away with the written orders, and being alone responsible

for their execution, the officers next in command were uncertain

whether they should fall back on the Assembly Hall to defend the

King, or continue their defence of the palace. Their position was
particularly difficult, because they were divided into several

bodies, and among them were numbers of National Guards,

some of whom were disheartened, while others were ready to

attack them in the rear. M. Aubier found the Bataillon de

I'Oratoire, which, when he left it at midnight, had showed no

sign of disaffection. An officer in whom he had perfect confidence

told him that, an hour before, there was not a man under arms

who was not eager to fly to the King's defence, but that on hearing

of the retreat to the Assembly all the loyal ones had left the bat-

talion and gone home. The more violent rebels, who had kept

away when they heard the King was to be defended, had now
arrived, and were being obeyed by the more stupid and cowardly

;

for so completely had they lost their heads that twenty ruffians

were forcing men to fight who had only taken up arms from fear.

Hadancourt, the captain, begged M. Aubier to retire. He ran
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to the Bataillon Saint-Honore, and found the same state of things,

for the same reasons. He knew from that moment that every-

thing was hopelessly lost.

It was nearly nine o'clock when the attack on the palace began.

The brigands had beaten back the mounted gendarmerie, who
were drawn up in order of battle in the Place du Palais-Royal.

Two wagons, one of powder and one of shot, had been driven

into the Carrousel. The leader of this rebel horde himself beat

upon the royal gates, demanding an entrance, which was refused.

The people seemed to regard the Swiss with special hostility.

Inside the palace the gentlemen commanded by the Marechal de
Mailly, and the volunteers and grenadiers who had been formed
into a little corps with them that morning, were making ready to

defend themselves. But their mustering and arming had roused
disaffection among the National Guards in the palace courts,

on whom the King's departure had had a very bad effect. Those
who were genuinely devoted to the King were hurt by his retreat.

The Swiss, especially, showed a strong desire to follow his Majesty
to the Assembly and guard him there. All the troops were
disorganised ; and in the palace every one was at sixes-and-sevens.

No one gave any orders. Bachmann, the officer in command of

the Swiss, had accompanied the IQng with his staff. In short,

disorder reigned supreme. But soon the gates of the palace were

burst open, and the mob crowded into the royal court. The
National Guards lost their heads, and, according to M. Aubier,

the defenders of the palace were reduced to 700 Swiss, distributed

at various points, the band of gentlemen, and a few National

Guards—^the whole of them hardly amounting to 1200 men,
without leaders, without orders, without arms, and without

ammunition. The attacking force numbered over 30,000, and

may be reckoned as 100,000, including the mob ; and by this time

the rebels had thirty guns at their disposal. The gunners em-
ployed in the defence of the palace turned their six guns against

it. The Swiss were called upon to lay down their arms, but the

brigands dared not advance any farther : they were frightened

by the steady bearing of the Swiss. The least movement filled

them with terror.

This state of things went on for some time. But at last a dozen
sans-culottes, with an officer of the National Guard who had more
courage than the rest, advanced to the foot of the grand staircase,

and contrived to seize six Swiss sentries, one after the other, by
means of hooked pikes, with which they pulled the men down,
disarmed them, and Idlled them. Soon afterwards the whole
mass of brigands followed, and the Swiss posted themselves on
the staircase. When Turler, their captain, and M. de Castelberg,
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their lieutenant, saw these men massacred, they gave orders
to fire. The foremost assassins were shot down, and several
muskets were discharged out of the palace windows. In response,
three guns were fired from the Carrousel on the palace, but were
so badly aimed that the balls struck the topmost point of the roof.
In the meantime, the first shots fired by the Swiss created such
a panic among the assailants that the courts were cleared in a
moment, and were strewn with the pikes, muskets, and caps
of the runaways. The gunners deserted their guns, and fled

like the rest. Captain Turler, with 120 Swiss Guards, made a
dash into the courts, swept them clear, seized the abandoned guns,
and dragged them into the vestibule of the palace. He could
make no use of them, however, having neither the ammunition
nor the implements required for these guns. But he kept up a
rvmning fire on the rebels still in the Carrousel,

The results of Captain Turler's vigorous sortie have been greatly
exaggerated, M. Aubier, who saw it, told me that, though the
greater number of these 30,000 armed brigands ran away, there
were a few, both in the square and in the court, who behaved
with courage, and, though they fell back a little, never became
disorganised nor really lost ground. The rather wild firing

through the windows did less harm to them than to the crowd
behind their ranks. The Swiss in the Cour de Marsan defended
themselves feebly. But the formidable force in the Carrousel
no longer existed. The fugitives had abandoned four guns,
opposite to the Hotel de Longueville, and were dashing through
all the neighbouring streets, shrieking horribly as they went

:

the quays were covered with the chicken-hearted scoundrels.

In the meantime Captain Salis, with another detachment, took
possession of three other guns that were at the door of the Riding
School, and dragged them to the terrace of the garden, close to

the gate. This was a murderous affair. The Swiss were fired at

from the terrace of the Feuillants : the assailants lost about thirty

men, but killed a prodigious number.
Inside the palace the National Guards on duty were in the

greatest agitation. They seized their arms and fell in as best

they could. They joined forces with the Swiss, and went down
to the courts. As for the band of gentlemen, being insufficiently

armed, and entirely without muskets, they remained in the rooms.

It was ten o'clock in the morning. The mounted National

gendarmerie posted near the Louvre began to break their ranks

;

and soon the Rue Saint-Honore and the streets adjoining it were

filled with horsemen in flight. There was one detachment of

about a hundred men, posted by the royal carriages, whom their

officer wished to take back to the main body of the corps. They
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were riddled with shot as they passed the Pont Royal, and about

twenty-five of them were killed. But the rest joined the mob
and fired on the Swiss,

When the King, in the reporters' box of the Logographe, was
informed of these things, he sent M. d'Hervilly to the palace to

order the Swiss Guards to retire and join him at the Assembly
Hall. D'Hervilly arrived at the Tuileries at the moment when
Captain Turler and the Swiss, after their successful sortie, were
taking the abandoned guns across the Carrousel, and were trying

to spike them with their ramrods. M. d'Hervilly called to them
from the terrace :

" Gentlemen, in the name of the King, who
gave me the order, come to the National Assembly, and bring

your guns I
" The last part of the order could not be carried

out, for want of ammunition and of the necessary implements,
as I have already said. Captain Turler, with about a hundred
Swiss and a very few National Guards, marched away to the
Assembly, and were fired at continuously as they went. Being
short of cartridges they could only return the fire very feebly,

and lost about thirty more men. When they reached the
Assembly they were ordered to the guard-house of the Feuillants,

where they were disarmed and robbed of their uniform. Their
muskets and clothes were carried in triumph about the streets.

The officers, of whom there were eleven, were taken to the office

of the inspectors of the hall. An order to this effect was given
in writing by the King to Captain Turler.

Meanwhile the brigands had rallied, and had returned in force

to the Carrousel, with new guns. The mob had broken into the

garden, and were attacking the palace from that side. The Swiss

who were left in the palace had no means of receiving orders, and
disquiet and confusion began to spread among them. But a

band of about eighty of them rallied, and in twenty minutes shot

more than 400 rebels. All the brave fellows themselves, however,

died in this effort, and the populace, finding that all resistance

was over, streamed into the rooms. The remnant of the Swiss

made a feeble stand : they were all massacred with the greatest

barbarity. The National Guards who were with them joined with
the mob in slaughtering them. Seventeen Swiss Guards, on being
discovered in hiding in the vestry of the chapel, threw down their

arms and cried : Vive la nation ! in the hope of saving their lives.

They were massacred on the spot. A hundred fled through the
Cour de Marsan. Eighty of them were killed; the rest were
fortunate enough to escape.

As for the gentlemen who had remained in the rooms of the
palace while the firing was going on, they determined to join the
King in the National Assembly. They gathered together the
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Swiss who were in that part of the building, and a few National
Guards, and went down into the garden—about 500 in all. To
get out of the palace they were obliged to break down the Queen's
Gate, and as they could only pass out one by one and were but
thirty paces away from the battalions posted on the Pont Royal,
their peril was very great. The two Swiss Guards who were
the first to pass out were killed. Two gentlemen of quality also

perished as they crossed the garden : Lieutenant-General the
marquis de Clermont d'Amboise, Knight of the Orders, and M.
de Casteja. The Baron de Viomenil was wounded in the thigh,

and had great difficulty in escaping. Hardly one of the whole
band was able to go farther than the steps of the terrace of the
Feuillants. A very few, of whom one was the Due de Choiseul,

arrived safely at the King's side in the hall of the Assembly.
The other gentlemen and Swiss Guards escaped as best they could
under shelter of the trees ; several were killed. Brigadier-General
the Chevalier d'Allonville, assistant-governor to the Dauphin,
was killed on the terrace. The Chevalier d'Allonville, whose
two brothers are both employed in the army of the emigres, was
greatly beloved and respected by the King. His Majesty had
given him permission to spend a fortnight with his mother in

Champagne, but had written to urge his return when the danger
became imminent ; for the King wished to have so loyal a subject

close at hand. The Chevalier reached Paris on the 8th.^

Brigadier-General the vicomte de Maille, uncle of the present

duke, was seriously wounded, and reached the Assembly with
great difficulty, covered with blood.

When the Swiss saw the gentlemen who were with them trying

to save themselves by running under the trees of the garden, they
determined to force their way through the Passage dcs Feuillants

and into the Assembly Hall, headed by the few National Guards
who had accompanied them. They actually penetrated as far as

a third of the way up the hall. At the sight of these armed men
the deputies were terrified. More than half of them rose from
their seats and prepared to fly. But the National Grenadiers

were ordered to turn back, and the King, in giving the same

^ His elder brother, the Comte d'Allonville, who was made a brigadier-

general in 1784, is an able soldier and an honest and loyal gentleman. He
is in command of the Gentlemen of Champagne, a squadron in the Arm^e
de Bourbon, and has with him his four sons, the eldest of whom, a major en
second, wrote an excellent letter to M. Malouet a few months ago. This
little paper is called : Lettre d'un Royaliste, and is signed by the Comte Armand
d'Allonville. It completely disposes of the constitutional system, and
more especially the sytem of two chambers. The third brother, the Baron
d'Allonville, is colonel of the Normandy Chasseurs. He was promoted to

brigadier-general in May 1790, and at this monient is on the Staff of M.
le prince de Condi's cavalry. (Note by M. d'Espinchal.

)
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order to the Swiss Guards, bade them lay down their arms.

In the meantime, some of them had followed the gentlemen who
were escaping from the garden by the steps of the passage to

the orangery. Several took refuge in the Hotel de I'lnfantado,

where the Venetian Ambassador, Signor Pisani, gave them hospi-

taUty and every possible attention. The Baron de Viomenil
reached this house with great difficulty, with the help of M. le

chevalier d'Etigny, late of the Guards, a brother of M. de Serilly,

Treasurer of the special War-chest. M, de Mondragon fls, the
King's Steward in Ordinary, took refuge in a house hard by,

in the Rue Royal. But many were massacred in the streets and
the Place Louis XV as they fled towards the Champs-Elysees.
Charles d'Autichamp, second son of the Comte d'Autichamp and
nephew of the Marquis d'Autichamp, was stopped by two men
as he left the palace by the Rue de I'^fechelle : he killed them on
the spot with a couple of pistol-shots. He was seized by the

mob, who led him away to the Place de Greve to cut off his head.

Charles, who is tall, and extremely active and strong, attacked

his two guards with a knife, succeeded in shaking them off, and
escaped. This interesting young fellow came to Coblenz in 1791,

but his father sent him back to France, and he joined the King's

Guard. The seventy-year-old Vicomte de Broves, who was
deputy for the Bailliage de Draguignan and a member of the

Right, was wounded as he left the palace, and massacred before

the church ofSaint-Roch.

When the brigands found themselves in possession of the palace

they proceeded to massacre every one they met. There were

streams of blood in all directions. Ushers-of-the-bedchamber,

servants, porters, even the most insignificant menials in the

palace—all were murdered indiscriminately by these horrible

ruffians. And yet most of the kitchen staff were democrats, and
took so little trouble to hide the fact that, a few days before, they

had been openly rejoicing over the petition for the King's deposi-

tion. But the MarseiUais knew nothing of this : they only saw
gold lace and livery, M. Aubier, on his first expedition to the

palace, had been unable to get into the building, or to find out
what had become of the Queen's ladies and the other ladies on
duty, concerning whose fate the King and Queen were acutely

anxious. He made a second expedition, therefore, and learnt at

once that they had been saved by some of the attacking party
themselves—some Marscillais, who protected them against their

most violent assailants, the Parisians. For these, with the cruelty

common to cowards, though afraid to fight themselves, were
mangling and torturing the victims and prisoners of the others.

The MarseiUais fought like soldiers determined to earn their pay.
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At nine o'clock in the evening M. Aubier again returned to
the palace, by the King's orders. It seemed to him that the
number of dead among the assailants was over 1800, and that
the murdered Swiss Guards and other employes in the i>alace

amounted to more than 600, But the courts were strewn with
rifled corpses. Within the palace almost incredible atrodties
were committed. A ruffian called Grammont Roselli, an indif-

ferent tragedian belonging to the Comedie fran^ise, where he was
constantly hissed, played a prominent part on this occasion,
having been an ardent Jacobin from the first. He pubUdy
drank the blood of one of the Swiss Guards. The famous The-
roigne de Mericourt reappeared upon the scenes. A man named
Bonjour, an ex-paymaster in the navy and a violent Jacobin,
was presiding in the Section dcs Feuillants, to which several

persons arrested in the night had been taken. By seven o'clock

in the morning a mob had gathered in the Cour des Feuillants,

and were demanding the massacre of these wretched people, while

the fury Theroigne hounded them on. Mounted on a platform,
and dressed in the uniform of the National Guard, with a sword
slung over her shoulder, this amazon harangued the populace.

Then, with a httle band of rulfians at her back, she made her way
into the committee-room of the Section, and took possession of

the victims, whom she helped to slaughter with her own hands.
Among them was Suleau, the journalist, to whom I referred in

1792. Theroigne caught the unfortunate man by the collar.

After a struggle he contrived to sdze a sword, with which he
was on the point of stabbing this infamous virago, when he was
disarmed by the mob and massacred. He had just seen the same
fate befall another man : the Abbe Bouyon, a dramatist who
worked for the Montansier Theatre, and was one of the editors

of an aristocratic journal called Les Lunes du cousin Jacques.

After them an ex-bodyguard named Vigier, and another named
Solminiac, were also massacred, together with five other prisoners,

Suleau had just married one of the two daughters of the famous
painter, Hall. I have known them since their childhood, and when
I left Paris in 1789 they were extremely pretty. It is impossible

to tell with any accuracy, and it will never be known, how many
people perished on that terrible day. The rebels had considerable

losses : it is no exaggeration to put the number at over 4000.

But on the King's side it is reckoned that, of about 900 Swiss

Guards, not more than 180 escaped. That faithful regiment is

demolished. Nearly all the officers are dead, and the few who
remain are in prison. To these must be added at least 300 of the

King's Household and other gentlemen of quality.

I will now return to M. Aubier's account of the proceedings of
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the National Assembly, after the arrival of the King and the royal

family. They were placed, as I have already said, in the reporters'

box of the Logographe : a little gallery ten feet square raised six feet

above the floor, with white walls that reflected the sunshine. The
heat was excessive. This was the place in which the King, his family,

and several of their suite spent fifteen consecutive hours. The
King, for the whole of this time, remained with his eyes fixed on
the Assembly, listening attentively to every word that was said. He
took no food but a peach and a glass of water. From time to time
his Majesty spoke to the deputies on the benches near his seat,

and was treated with great impertinence by some of these scoun-
drels. Amid all the confusion occasioned by the attack on the

palace, atrocious petitioners were perpetually arriving from the

different Sections, to demand the King's deposition. There was
a deputation, too, from the new General Council of the Commune,
composed of Huguenin, Bourdon, Tronchon, Deriem, Vigaud,
and I'HuiUier. Huguenin, as spokesman, said :

" It was our
country's danger that caused us to be appointed. The people,

weary of being for four years the plaything of the perfidious and
intriguing Court, resolved to arrest the State at the very verge

of the abyss. The people have placed their confidence in us, and
our zeal shall justify their choice. Petion, Manuel, and Danton
are still our colleagues. Santerre is at the head of our armed
force. The blood of the people has been shed. Some foreign

troops, some Swiss soldiers—whose continued presence in Paris

is only owing to a fresh delinquency on the part of the executive

power—have fired on the citizens. Widows and orphans are

asking in vain for their husbands and fathers." At last all the

uproar and disorder led Vergniaud to propose various measures,

which were adopted. With a view to calming the general excite-

ment, the Assembly drew up an abstract of these decrees, and had
the following announcement published and placarded :

" The King is suspended : he and his family are being kept as

hostages. The present Ministry does not possess the confidence

of the Nation, and the Assembly is about to replace it with another.

The Civil List is abolished."

It ought to be known that, though the sitting of the Assembly
began in the night, not more than thirty deputies had come to
the hall by seven o'clock the next morning, and throughout that
day only 284 of the 745 deputies were present to pass all these
decrees. The hall was full of strangers, seated on the deputies'

benches. The President's chair, on this memorable day, was
occupied successively by three lawyers from Bordeaux, deputies
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for the Gironde : Guadet, Vergniaud, and Gensonne. Merlet,

deputy for Maine-et-Loire, who was President for the fortnight,

dared not fulfil his duties that day. -.„-—'
At six o'clock in the evening the ministers, Joly, Sainte-Croix,

du Bouchage, d'Abancourt, Le Roux de Laville, and Champion,
being removed from office by the decree of the Assembly, were
obliged to retire speedily to take measures for their safety. They
were quickly replaced. The Minister of Justice appointed by
the Assembly was Danton, a brutal, bloodthirsty man, one of

the principal actors in the terrible events of this day, a native of

Arcis-sur-Aube, aged thirty-two. He has a sinister, ignoble face,

a powerful figure, and a stentorian voice. He was at one time
a barrister in the Court of the King's Councils. This double-dyed
scoundrel was the founder of the Society of Tyrannicides, which
holds its meetings in the Cordeliers. The Minister for Foreign

Affairs is Lebrun, who was born at Noyon in 1755, and dubs him-
self " Pierre Marie Tondu, called Lebrun." He began life by
settling in Maestricht as a printer, but afterwards became a
journalist, his first venture being the editing of a paper that was
published at Herve, near Aix-la-Chapellc. He was one of the

leading spirits in the revolution at Liege, and afterwards edited

the Journal de I'Europe. He is an ardent Jacobin, a firebrand,

and a cut-throat. Servan has been restored to the War Depart-
ment, whence he was removed by the King two months ago.

The Ministry of Marine has been given to Monge, professor of

mathematics, member of the Academic des Sciences, examiner
of naval cadets, and professor in the College of Physics and Mathe-
matics, where he succeeded Condorcet. Clavi^re has returned

to the Ministry of Finance, and Roland to that of the Interior.

The King listened calmly to the discussions on all these different

measures, and heard, without a sign of emotion, his own deposition

decreed. Couttard, deputy for Nantes, was seated near the King,

and when he rose to vote in favour of the deposition his Majesty
observed to him that what he was doing was not exactly con-

stitutional. " True, Sire," answered Couttard, " but I am saving

your life." The royal family had subsisted all day on the currant

tea that M. Aubier had taken the trouble to make himself, with the

help of the coffee-house keeper, in the grotto of the Feuillants.

In the evening a little soup was made for the Dauphin, who fell

asleep in his mother's arms. The King ate a few mouthfuls of

cold chicken, and drank a glass of wine. The Queen and the

others ate nothing. At last, when it was nearly midnight, the

royal family crossed the garden to the Feuillants, without a guard,

but accompanied by the King's most devoted servants. M. le

Dauphin, whose hand the Queen was holding, heard the howls
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of the mob that surrounded the hall, and shuddered with fear.

The Queen said a few words in his ear, and he was reassured at

once, and, turning to those who were walking behind him, said :

" I have been very good, so Maman will have me to sleep with

her." He jumped for joy, and kissed the Queen's hand. When
they reached the Feuillants they were taken to four little cells

that communicated with each other. Calon, deputy for L'Oise

and inspector of the hall, showed them the way to these cells,

the first of which served as an ante-room. The King took posses-

sion of the second, and went to bed : the Queen was in the third,

with her son in her own bed, and Mme. Royale at its foot on
a folded mattress : and in the fourth were Mme. Elizabeth

and Mme. de Tourzel. Mme. la princesse de Lamballe was in

another little cell, on the other side of the dormitory, M. le

due de Choiseul slept in the first room, and with him was M.
Goguelat, an engineer and geographer who had been on M. de
Bouille's staff, and was arrested at Varennes. He was released

from prison at the time of the pardon that was granted when
the Constitution was accepted. M. le prince de Poix, M. d'Her-

villy, and the Vicomte de Rohan-Chabot, younger brother of

the Prince de Leon, remained by the doors at the end of the

dormitory. The Marquis de Tourzel and M. Aubier stayed in

the King's room. Thierry, the King's first valet-de-chambre,

had taken the precaution of sending for some beds from the

Store-house of the Crown. Brigadier-General de Villereau, a

capable officer who was formerly a lieutenant in the Bodyguard

;

the Comte de Briges fils, Master of the Horse; M. Nantouillet,

Master of the Ceremonies ; M. Beaugeard fils, the Queen's private

secretary, and several others, of whose actual presence with the

royal family at this moment I cannot be certain, passed the night

in the Feuillants. Several of their Majesties' devoted servants,

possibly, were unable to obtain ingress to their modest quarters,

owing to various circumstances. Such was the case with MM. de
Mondragon ; de Breze, Grand Master of the Ceremonies ; Salvert,

equerry to the Queen ; Cubieres, equerry to the King ; Chamilly,
Champlost, and his brother Thierry, and Septeuil, first valets-

de-chambre to the King ; Gentil, first valet of the wardrobe, etc.,

who had all spent the previous night in the palace. A certain

Chevalier de La Serre, a constitutional Brigadier-General, the
princes' agent in Paris, had just arrived from Coblenz and was
also in the Feuillants that night. When the Queen, who did not
know him, saw him in his national uniform with the King in the
Assembly Hall, she asked who he was. The Chevalier de La
Serre perceived this, and approaching the Queen to reassure her,

told her he was an envoy from the princes, and was rash enough
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to show her the credentials that he carried in his poclcet. They
were of a nature to compromise the royal family hopelessly. This

shows how the confidence of our princes is invariably misplaced.

The Chevalier de La Serre is undoubtedly a very honest man,
and has proved his devotion to the King, for as a National Guard
he was on guard for forty-eight consecutive hours at the palace.

But it must be conceded that he is not gifted with any great

degree of prudence. That he escaped with his life was a miracle.

It is true that he was known by the ringleaders, who were not

likely to put such a man to death, seeing that his indiscretion

and thoughtlessness were so useful to them. No one else would
have kept them so well informed,

But let us return to the King. His Majesty was undressed by
M. Aubier and M. Le Vasseur, a gentleman-of-the-bedchamber
who was there. They had to wrap his head in a handkerchief,

by way of a night-cap; while the Queen, Mme. Royale, and
Mme. Elizabeth used napkins lent by the concierge. MM. de

Tourzel and Le Vasseur having left the room for a moment the

King said to M. Aubier :
" Well, everything has happened pre-

cisely as we were told it would ; there was no way of getting out of

it." Aubier ventured to say to his Majesty that he thought that,

until five o'clock in the morning, there had been a way of getting

out of it ; that until then the majority of the people of the faubourg

were still undecided; that if the authorities of the Department
had taken the opportunity, when the rebels first attacked the

Guard at the Arsenal, of having them charged by the troops that

were loyal or still steady, they would have been beaten back and
dispersed, and the populace, who joined them when they had been
provided with arms from the Arsenal, would have joined the

winning side. This answer seemed to distress the King, and
by his expression he seemed to be disapproving of it in his own
mind, though he was too kind to say anything. Afterwards he
spoke like a fatalist. Out in the garden some maniacs were de-

manding his head, and the head of the Queen. At her name the
King said sharply :

" Eh ! what harm has she done them ? " Then
he added unemotionally :

" We have very few friends." And he
went to sleep. M. de Tourzel, who had been seeking in all direc-

tions for his charming sister Pauline, and was worn out by his

exertions, fell asleep on some chairs at the foot of the bed. The
windows were low and shutterless, and looked out upon the

garden and all the crowd of brigands. Only one sentry, armed
with a pike, was on guard beneath the window. All through the

night M. Aubier stood by the window, lest the mob should come
upstairs.

There was then little noise in the garden. It seemed that the
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sans-culottes respected the King's slumbers, for they enjoined

silence. But the yells from the galleries of the Assembly Hall,

the shouts of petitioners, and even of the deputies, were fearful,

and were as plainly heard as if they had been in the room. All

this, however, did not prevent the King from snoring until five

o'clock in the morning. When he awoke he said to M. Aubier

:

" Did you sleep ?
"—" No, Sire, I remained at the window."

—

" Were you able to see, through the glass in the door, whether
the Queen and my children had any rest ? "—" No, Sire, the

curtain prevents one from seeing; but I heard Madame coughing
a great deal."—The shouts of the previous day -were beginning
again.

—" What, always the same cries ? " said the King. " And
against the Queen too ? "—" Yes, Sire."

—" What do they want
me to do, then ? My power has been suspended—what more do
they want ? " Then he spoke calmly of the tumultuous debates

of the previous day, observing that the discussions were so often

interrupted by inconsequent and irrelevant digressions that the

deputies could not possibly hear the question. Aubier said

:

" Sire, as all the deputies present yesterday belonged to the same
party, and had agreed beforehand on their course of action,

there were fewer discussions and fewer personalities than is usual

with them."—" I am not surprised," said the King, " that their

decrees only reflect the passion of the moment. Have you any
means," he added, " of obtaining information as to the state of

Paris ? " M. Aubier went out, with a card given him by M.
Calon the deputy, the inspector of the hall. When he returned

the King eagerly asked him for news. " Sire, nine-tenths of

the people I saw were in a state of stupor. Fear makes them
shout : Vivent les Marseillais ! Vivent les sans-culottes ! when the

half-drunken hordes pass by. But their leaders are sober enough.

I was told there was no one in the Sections : the bourgeois is in

hiding. Only a few rascally newspaper-men are spitting out
curses, in the hope of converting imbeciles to their way of think-

ing."
—

" The kingdom is lost," said the King. " It was not in

my power to prevent it."

At about ten in the morning the royal family returned to the

reporters' box of the Logographe. As the Queen was walking
along the path between two plots of vegetables, holding M. le

Dauphin by one hand while Aubier held the other, a well-dressed
young man of refined and pleasing appearance shook his fist at

her, crying :
" B , you wanted the nation to be ruined, and

we'll have your head !
" Here the royal family were subjected

to all the curses of the mob, and in the Assembly they had to
listen to the insults of the petitioners and the motions of the
deputies. Meanwhile the populace, incited by the agents of
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the bloodthirsty Jacobins, were vociferously demanding the heads
of the Swiss Guards, who had been prisoners in the guard-house
of the Feuillants since the previous day. The threats of the
brigands became so violent that panic seized the Assembly.
Fears were entertained, for a moment, for the safety of the royal

family. Some deputies who saw a whispered conversation being
carried on behind the King by MM. d'Hervilly, de Poix, Villereau,

Aubier, and Goguelot, thought there was some plot on foot.

The deputies exchanged a few words in one another's ears, and
one of them came to the box of the Logographe to ask if the King
had with him any of his late ministers, or any member of his

Council. The King answered that he had none. This agitation

and alarm continued until Petion and Danton came in to say
that they had pacified the mob, and would be responsible for the

Swiss Guards. M. le vicomte de Chabot and M. de La Serre, as

well as Beaugeard fils, the Queen's private secretary, were again

on guard at the door of the box throughout the day, all three

being in the uniform of the National Guard. Anarcharsis Cloots,

seeing M. de Chabot, who had fallen asleep, exclaimed :
" The

aristocracy in the nation's livery ! We must see to that." This

young Chabot, when the Revolution first broke out, embraced
its errors. He was one of the disciples of the Hotel La Roche-
foucauld. His grandmother, Mme. d'Armaille, his uncle the Due
de La Rochefoucauld, Condorcet, and La Fayette, corrupted his

mind and led him astray. He was the Parisian general's aide-

de-camp, and even commanded the national troops who had
turned rebels under the Marquis de Saint-Blancard. But at the

end of a year the Vicomte de Chabot was ashamed of his conduct,

and repented sincerely. He flung himself at the feet of the King,

who forgave him in view of his extreme youth. He afterwards

showed himself to be fully deserving of this act of grace, and
missed no opportunity of proving his devotion. But the unfor-

tunate young man was arrested that evening, and thrown into

the Abbaye prison. He is worthy of a better fate.

Every one who had escaped the massacre of the previous day,

and had not hidden himself with sufficient care, was arrested and
imprisoned. The royal family returned to the Feuillants in the

evening, but the presence of those who had not left the King's

side for forty-eight hours was considered an offence. An ex-

corporal of the Hundred Swiss, who was posted near the Committee
of Surveillance close to the cells occupied by the royal family,

was stirring up the guard and the deputies against the King.

Two members of this committee, Grangeneuve and Merlin, went
to the Assembly to beg that the guard might be changed. The
new sentinels loaded their august prisoners with insults. The

Y
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King complained to Calon, who answered that the populace were

angry with the people who had stayed with the King, and that

they must leave him, lest they should be made a pretext for fresh

violence. The King answered Calon coldly :
" So I am in prison !

Charles I. was happier than I, gentlemen : he kept his friends with

him to the scaffold." At that moment the King was told that

his supper was ready. For the last time their Majesties were
waited upon by their faithful servants. It was imperative to

submit to Calon's advice, which was bound to be soon followed

by stringent orders. With sobs the King bade them leave him;
he embraced them, and made them kiss his children. The Queen
spoke to them in the most touching way. "It is only now,
gentlemen," she said, " that we begin to feel the horror of our

position. You have softened it, until now, by your care and
devotion," She assured them of her undying gratitude. On the

previous day, the Queen having been in want of money, Aubier
had taken the liberty of placing fifty louis before her, and then

precipitately leaving the room, lest her Majesty should refuse

to accept them. But the Queen called him back, and said, in

her own peculiarly gracious way :
" Monsieur Aubier, does one

refuse the kindnesses of one's friends ? " She returned him his

fifty louis at the moment of this painful parting. The last

heart-rending farewells were hardly spoken when the footsteps

of the guard were heard upon the stairs. They were coming to

arrest these good fellows, who only escaped this disaster by
running down a secret staircase. Young Chabot was seized near

the corridor, and taken before the Assembly, who sent him to

the Abbaye. M. Aubier, from whom, as I have already said,

I obtained all these details, lay hidden in Paris for a few day,

after which he succeeded in escaping from the country by means
of a false passport. He joined us at once.

The royal family spent the whole of the Sunday and the morn-
ing of the Monday in the box of the Logographe. As the King
and Queen had been separated from every one who appeared to

be attached to them, we do not yet know any details of the

events of those days. All that is known is that the ruffians who
are now our only sovereigns, after lengthily discussing the choice

of a prison for the King, whom at first they thought of sending
to the Luxembourg, finally decided to confine our unfortunate
monarch and his whole family in the Temple. In accordance
with a demand made by Manuel, the procureur of the Commune,
and a decree passed by the Assembly, the royal family set out
on Monday, the 13th of this month, to the new prison in the
Temple. Petion and Manuel were in the IQng's carriage. As they
passed the Place Vendome they paid him the insulting attention
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of pointing out to him the remains of Louis XIV's statue. The
drive lasted for two hours, during which time the royal family-

were again subjected to the curses of the drunken mob, who were
further excited by the hired brigands.

All the Royalist and Constitutional journals have been sup-
pressed. The Gazette de Paris, edited by Durosoy, was a paper of

pronounced Royalist views, but often too violent, and inaccurate in

its facts. L'Ami du Roi, by Royou, was suppressed three months
ago. A writ was issued against its author, but he died the day
after the scenes of the 20th June, from grief at the outrages
endured by the King and Queen. This paper resembled the
Gazette de Paris. L'Ami du Roi, de I'Ordre, et de la Paix, by
Monjoie, a lawyer, was more moderate than these others, and had
a touch of constitutionalism. La Correspondance politique, by
Peltier, was forcible and accurate, but sometimes gave praise to

famous constitutionalists. La Feuille du jour, a journal that
abounded in racy anecdotes and jokes relating to all parties, was
the work of several writers, of whom the Vicomte de Segur
was one. Le Spectateur et moderateur national, by Chamois, son-

in-law of the actor Preville, was very constitutional. Le Journal
de la Cour et de la ville was full of jokes that were sometimes a
little coarse, and anecdotes that were a little daring and often

scandalous, but were all inspired by the most royalist sentiments.

This paper, which professed to be by " Le Petit Gautier," was the

work of many hands. Prominent among its writers were Champ-
cenetz and Saint-Meard, of whom the first had been an officer

in the Guards, and was the author of some songs and articles

in the Actes des Apdtres—a worthless creature, who had long

been recognised as such in Paris; while the other was a captain

in the Roi-Infanterie Regiment, a man of great bravery, but
rather irregular conduct. The Journal de Paris was altogether

constitutionalist. It was edited by Regnaud, ex-deputy for Saint-

Jean-d'Angely, and was full of constitutionalist articles by
Suart, Chenier, de Pange, Trudaine, etc. The Gazette Universelle,

by Cerisier, was equally constitutionalist, but accurate in its

facts. It had 14,000 subscribers. Les Annales Monarchiques

was slightly tinged with constitutionalism. Other papers that

have been suppressed were the Bulletin de minuit ; Le Journal

eccUsiastique, well edited by the Abbe Barruel and inspired by
excellent principles; Le Logographe, which reported the debates

in the Assembly too literally and accurately, and often, therefore,

did not agree with the official account, which was usually altered

and garbled; and Le Mercure de France, in which the political

articles were no longer written by Mallet du Pan, who, though an

ardent constitutionalist, used to give an excellent and very

Y 2
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accurate account of current events. There are now no periodicals

except those that the Jacobins buy, the most notable editors

being Marat, Gorsas, Brissot, Ginguene, Carra, Louvet, Robert,

Condorcet, and others like them.
The Commune of Paris, Petion, Manuel, and Danton, are at

this moment absolute masters of the capital. We must expect

fresh horrors. Santerre. the brewer, is Commandant-General of

the National Guards. The commanding officers of the National

gendarmerie, Carl, d'Hermigny, and Guingucrle, were killed in

the massacre. It took more than three days to remove the bodies

of the men who perished on the 10th August. The palace rooms,

stained with blood, were left open for two days ; and at first the

pillage was appalling. The whole place was turned upside down.
After giving, at so much length, all these horrible details from

M. Aubier's interesting account, I must return to our experiences

here, and to the army of the princes, whose head-quarters I

left at Statbredimus, between Treves and Luxembourg. I will

describe the course of events in Paris as the news of them reaches

me.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE CAMPAIGN

19th-29th Aug.—Remained at CEttringen. Head-quarters of
the princes at Statbredimus.—We learned that the King of Prussia
was advancing on Verdun with his army. M. le due d'Angouleme
and M.le due de Berry arrived at head-quarters from Turin, whence
they have come to join their father for the campaign. This is a
great pleasure for M. le comte d'Artois, who has been parted from
them for about seventeen months; but their grandfather, the
good King of Sardinia, who is devoted to them, was greatly grieved
when they left him, and Mme. la comtesse d'Artois was made
very sad by her husband's decision in this matter. These
charming princes passed by our cantonments, so I had the great
pleasure of seeing them again. Their arrival created an immense
sensation among the nobility, who are so much devoted to the
princes' affectionate and indulgent father that they seem to share
his happiness.

M. de Riverol, who is well known as a delightful writer, has
just given another proof of his skill in a little paper called : Address
to the French nobility on their return to France. It is full of eloquence
and sentiments of pure royalism, and the style is excellent.

The Chevalier de Franclieu, aide-de-camp to M. le due de
Bourbon, came to inform the princes of La Fayette's arrest, with
about twenty of his adherents and confederates. They were
arrested on the 19th of this month near Marche-en-Famene, a

little to the north of Rochefort, by a picket of six volunteers

from Limbourg, under the command of M. d'Harnoncourt. The
picket, seeing some horsemen approaching, levelled their muskets
at them, stopped them, and ordered one of their number to come
forward, to be taken before M. d'Harnoncourt. The first to

dismount was Bureau de Puzy, an engineer officer, and ex-deputy

of the nobles of the bailliage of Amont, in Franche-Comte. He was
a leading spirit in the party of the Left, having been three times

president of the Assembly. When M. d'Harnoncourt saw the

national cockade upon the man's hat he sent two officers and fifty

men, with all haste, to seize this body of cavalry, which consisted

of twenty-four troopers and sixteen servants. They made no
325
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resistance, and submitted to being disarmed. On their saying

that they were emigrating it was proposed to take them to M. le

due de Bourbon, Their refusal roused suspicion. They then

made themselves known. When they were questioned as to their

intentions, La Fayette answered that they had meant to slip

by in the rear of the Austrian army, where they fondly imagined

they would meet no one, and so reach Maestrieht, Holland, Eng-
land, and America. They are all very closely guarded, and will

remain so till the King of Prussia and the Emperor have decided

their fate. These zealous defenders of the rights of man, these

apostles of liberty, felt themselves called upon to make a sort of

protest, as a point of honour, against the despotism of their

captors. This curious document deserves to be quoted :

" The undersigned French citizens, being deprived, by an un-

controllable conjunction of extraordinary circumstances, of the

happiness of working for their country's liberty, as they have
done hitherto without intermission, and being unable any longer

to prevent the violation of the Constitution established by the

will of the nation, hereby declare : that they cannot be regarded

as military enemies, since, they have renounced their positions

in the French army; and still less can they be identified with
that section of their fellow-countrymen whose interests, sentiments,

or opinions, being absolutely opposed to their own, have led them
to ally themselves with powers at war with France. Rightly
considered, they are foreigners demanding to pass freely, in

accordance with the law of nations, with the intention of proceed-

ing promptly to a territory whose Government is not at this

moment in a state of war with their country.

"Rochefort, 19th August, 1792. Signed: La Fayette, lieu-

tenant-general, ex-deputy; La Tour-Maubourg, brigadier-

general, ex-deputy ; Alexandre Lameth, brigadier-general, ex-

deputy; Bureau de Puzy, officer of engineers, ex-deputy, etc." ^

The news of the arrest of these four great reprobates. La Fayette,
Alexandre Lameth, La Tour-Maubourg, and Bureau de Puzy, was
some consolation to the imigris, who at the time were deeply
distressed by the deplorable and ghastly tale of the 10th August.
The Auvergnats, especially, were uncontrolled in their delight at

seeing their unworthy compatriot visited at last by the vengeance
of heaven. He had several close relations and friends among us
in the days when it was no disgrace to own him. It appears that
the flight of La Fayette and his associates has dealt the final

' Here follow the signatures of La Fayette's 19 aides-de-camp (Vol. VI,
p. 230) and some biographical notes on La Payette.
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blow to the constitutional party. All the constitutionalists who
had commands in the army have saved themselves from dis-

missal and arrest, and possibly something worse, by flying from
France. Nearly all of them have gone to England : Liancourt,

d'Aiguillon, Mathieu de Montmorency, Lusignan, Beaumetz,
Duport, the Vicomte de Noailles, etc. Others have joined the

republicans and Jacobins, and we shall probably very soon see

them appearing on the scenes : Custine, Beauharnais, Biron,

Valence, d'Harville, Arthur Dillon, Le Veneur, Wimpffen, Menou,
Sillery, Crassier, Chateauneuf-Randon, La Touche, Freteau,

Saint-Fargeau, Montesquiou, and a host of others.

And now the long-desired moment has at last arrived : we arc

about to enter France. The whole of our little army is to be on
the march on the morning of the 29th, Our princes have ex-

pressed a wish that every one of us, whether mounted or un-

mounted, shall provide himself with a white scarf or sash, in

addition to his cockade and white plumes. We are all doing our

best to please them in this matter, with the result that the town
of Luxembourg will be the richer by 60,000 francs in hard cash.

28th Aug.—Monsieur, having summoned to head-quarters all

the general officers and commandants of the various corps of

officers and gentlemen, made the following speech to them, as the

representatives of the whole nobility:

" Gentlemen, to-morrow we shall enter France. The events

of the day must necessarily have an influence on the operations

that have been confided to our hands, and our conduct may decide

the fate of France. You are not unaware of the calumnies that

our enemies unceasingly bring against us, nor of their assiduous

assertions that we are only returning to our country to avenge
our personal wrongs. It is by our conduct, gentlemen, it is by
the cordial welcome we accord to those who have erred, when they

come to throw themselves into our arms, that we shall prove to

Europe, to the whole of Europe, that the nobility of France, whose
sorrows and courage have made them more than ever illustrious,

can vanquish their enemies by forgiving the errors of their com-
patriots. The powers that have been placed in our hands will

give us the right to exact all that our interests and our renown
demand, but we are speaking to the chivalry of France, whose
hearts, being animated by the true spirit of honour, will never

forget the duties to which that noble sentiment prompts them."

We have agreed among ourselves to receive no more fresh

arrivals, unless, through unforeseen circumstances, we should
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be joined by compatriots who have been serving the King until

the last moment : such as M. Aubier, in whose favour we were glad

to make a very justifiable exception.

29th Aug.^—The weather was fearful all night, and nearly all

the morning.—The whole of the princes' army advanced, with a

view to entering France between Luxembourg and Thionville.

We are becoming more military and methodical in our ways.

Our first picket was composed of fifty troopers, under one of the

captains of the brigade. Being the senior officer I was in command
of this first detachment, for whose billeting I was also responsible.

Our orders were to proceed to the village of Valmerange. At our

head was the lieutenant-general in command of the wing, the

Comte de Caraman, who wished to direct our march on this first

day. We left our cantonments at dawn. In order to reach the

high road to Thionville without going through Luxembourg wc
went across country by terribly bad roads. The Austrians were

attacking Thionville, and the garrison was answering their fire;

but the cannonade was not very lively.

The princes' head-quarters were at Roussy, at a distance of

barely three leagues from Thionville, on the high road. We passed

them, and then turned off to the right, to Valmerange, which

we reached early. The village seemed at first to have been

deserted by all the men : we saw no one but a few women. We
won their confidence at first by paying in cash for some provisions.

Then some more were brought to us, and one by one all the

inhabitants were reassured, and appeared on the scene with

everything we could desire. On our arrival the Comte de Caraman
reconnoitred the neighbourhood, posted guards, ordered patrols

for the night, and took every precaution for the security of the

brigade, which was obliged to bivouac, since the place was too

small to lodge us all. All our horses were picketed. Those who
had tents made use of them. Hardly any one has been supplied

with them except the Bodyguard, and we are apparently con-

demned to bivouac throughout the whole campaign.
In the evening all the inhabitants of the village, being quite

reassured as to our pacific intentions, returned to their houses;

and at night our young men amused themselves by making a
bonfire of the remains of the Tree of Liberty, which had been
planted in this village as in every other little place in France.
The Mayor himself came to hght the fire with bundles of the
Assembly's decrees, and assured us it was the happiest day of his

life.

' The passages quoted by the Commandant de Champflour in his book
La Coalition d'Auvergne begin hero. (See the Preface.)
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30th Aug.—The weather is fine again; and hot.—Very early
in the morning we went to the village church. The constitutional
priest had vanished, as may easily be imagined, and on the previous
day the people of Valmerange had brought back their former
pastor, who was living in retirement in the neighbourhood. This
good man, weeping as he spoke, addressed a most touching and
fatherly sermon to them, pardoning them for their past faults,

and calling on them to give him their confidence again, as in the
old days. We ended by singing the Salvum fac regem, which the
situation of our unhappy sovereign made more deeply moving
than usual.

In accordance with our orders we advanced a couple of leagues
to the village of Angevillers. We settled down in the middle of

a field, where the whole brigade bivouacked in perfect order.

We are nearer Thionville than we were : barely two leagues away.
The princes' head-quarters are at Hetterange, not a league from
the town, on the high road to Luxembourg. All the cavalry
is quartered in the surrounding villages.

31st Aug.—The fine, hot weather continued.—We spent the
day at Angevillers. Provisions came in from every direction,

and our own money supplemented the irregular rations of bread
and meat supplied to us. As for forage, we procured it in the
village in exchange for the princes' vouchers. The people of the
neighbouring villages brought us sheep, chickens, wine, eggs,

vegetables, etc. Several raids were made upon the cellar of the
constitutional cure, who had decamped, and was an unmitigated
rascal, according to all his parishioners. Some of our number
amused themselves in the evening by burning some municipal
sashes, and some decrees of the Assembly. In the meantime our
forage, of which we had no great quantity, was soon disposed of

among nearly a thousand horses; but a still more important
matter was the supply of water, which would have given out
completely if the hot weather had continued.

We were near enough to Thionville to see the town distinctly

from the top of the hill. All through the night we heard the guns
of the garrison. We heard too, very far away, the continuous

firing of other guns : the King of Prussia attacking Verdun.
Until then, having been all the time isolated and apart, we had
known little of the operations of the Austrian and Prussian

armies, and still less of the enemy's movements. In the course

of that same night we had a little false alarm, which roused the

whole brigade. It was occasioned by some shepherds making a

noise in some woods hard by. The alarm served to show us

that, should real necessity arise, we should not be wanting in
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promptitude. In ten minutes we were ready, and our horses

saddled.

September 1792.—1st Sept.—Fine weather : heat.—The scarcity

of water and forage necessitated our leaving Angevillers, where

we were in advance of head-quarters. By our new orders, to our

great regret, we were sent to the rear of Hetterange, to a point

a mile and a half to the right of the high road from Luxembourg
to Thionville. We bivouacked near Zouffken; for though the

village was large enough to hold us the weather was so beautiful

that those who had tents were tempted to camp out.

Ist-Uth Sept.—We remained at Zouffken till the 11th, head-

quarters being still at Hetterange.—The fine weather did not last

long. We soon had to endure the inconvenience of several

storms, and the rain was continuous for the rest of our stay.

We heard of the surrender of the town of Verdun to the King of

Prussia, after rather a feeble defence. The town of Thionville

is at this moment almost completely surrounded. The Prince of

Hohenlohe, with 20,000 men, is encamped at Richemont, near

the high road to Metz. General Wallis, with a corps of about

6000 men, is posted between the Prince of Hohenlohe and our

princes' camp in the neighbourhood of Hetterange. The Marechal

de Castries, with a small force, is occupying the heights that

dominate Thionville on the side towards the Moselle. The
reason that the Austrians do not attack the place is, probably,

that our princes profess to have private sources of information

with regard to the garrison. M. de Calonne has pinned his faith

in this matter to the assertions of his niece, Mme. de Fouquet,

whose chateau is near here. At the same time we are told that

the Baron de Wimpfen, who commands the garrison of Thion-

ville, has undertaken to surrender the place, provided the attacking

force makes a show of besieging it with a fair amount of vigour.

Our princes, however, have no artillery. They asked, very

reasonably, for some of the guns taken at Longwy, but were

refused, not only these, but also some assistance that might easily

have been sent from Luxembourg, had there been any intention

of acting straightforwardly and in good faith. The town has

been summoned several times, but has only returned arrogant

and insulting answers. M. de Bellegarde, a general in the Artillery,

wishes to make an attempt with an ammunition-wagon carrying

wildfire, but nothing can possibly come of it. In short, a great

deal of precious time is being wasted before Thionville, and in

the meantime we hear that the King of Prussia and the Duke of

Brunswick, after taking Verdun, are' advancing on Champagne.
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However, a feeble fire is maintained against the town, which con-
tinues to respond. There was one day, and one only, when the
Marechal de Castries, with the help of an Austrian battery, kept
up a fairly brisk fire, which might have resulted in the surrender
of Thionville if it had continued longer, but the weather became
so bad that it could not be maintained.^ The Prince of Waldeck,
an Austrian general, has had his arm taken off by a cannon-ball.
Our princes went to see him in his camp. He has been taken to

Luxembourg, and stopped, as he passed, to see our princes. He
was accompanied by one of our best surgeons, Pere ;^lisee, who
was in charge of the hospital in Grenoble, and is now the head of

the surgical staff of our army.
One day an infantry corps of nobles, composed of naval officers,

was ordered to advance to the gates of the town in the hope that
they would be opened; but was obliged to return, and may be
considered fortunate to have lost no one in this ill-considered and
rash attempt. The Gardes de la Porte, who are acting as an
advanced guard, have had a few men wounded while they have
been before Thionville, and have lost one man. In short, this

pretence of a siege has been altogether and completely ridiculous.

Infinitely more so,however,is the state of things at head-quarters.
I went to dine with the princes there, and came back in real distress

at the immense number of useless officials in their suite. Our
head-quarters exactly resembles a large fair. The waste is fearful,

and the expenditure alarming ; and this is all the more exasperat-

ing that the nobles in the various corps hard by are in want of

many things, and very naturally complain. Not only is it annoy-
ing to rational people to see such folly, but what will be thought
of us by the foreign generals, the King of Prussia, and all the

German princes, when they compare this very unsuitable luxury
with their own modest suites ? At this moment no one is likely

to be envious or jealous of us, but there are as many critics as

ever, and we shall end by not even being pitied.

We hear that La Fayette and his confederates, the ex-deputies

in the Constituent Assembly, have been taken to Luxembourg
under a strong guard. His other companions, it appears, have
been allowed to go free. La Fayette, on finding that the officer

in command of the garrison was his compatriot, the Comte de

Rochefort d'Ailly, to whom his house has the honour of being

related, eagerly inquired after him and all of us, particularly

Canillac, La Queuille, myself, and several others whom he knows
better. He praised our conduct at great length. M. de Rochefort

told us of this.

We are still investing Thionville, and are most impatient at

I M. de Champflour's first quotation ends here.
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the waste of precious time. The Baron de Breteuil has arrived

at Luxembourg, and is going very shortly to see the King of

Prussia. There can be no doubt that he has come armed with

authority from the King and Queen, to treat with the invading

Powers. Calonne declares that he is going away, to the great

annoyance of M. le comte d'Artois ; but it is impossible for Calonne

and the Baron de Breteuil to be in the same place.

At last we have received our marching orders from the Duke
of Brunswick. The whole of our cavalry is to be before the walls

of Verdun in three days' time; but the infantry is to remain
before Thionville, with the exception of the Barwick Regiment,
which is to follow the princes and act as their guard at head-

quarters. These new orders have created a great deal of excite-

ment among the foot regiments, especially since it transpired

that the princes are to go with the cavalry. So intense is the

general disgust, indeed, that Prince Xavier of Saxony, who was
to be left here in command of all the infantry, has declined the

post. The gentlemen concerned have protested in the strongest

terms, and have begged that at least one prince may be left

with them. For they are not only much annoyed at remaining
behind, while the rest are perhaps marching on Paris, but are

also afraid of being seriously embarrassed for want of food and
money. M. de Calonne's imminent departure is another source

of discontent, for a man so fertile in resource is a great loss.

Monsieur, pleading business as an excuse for going out of his way,
set oft through Luxembourg to see a certain lady from whom
he has now been parted for some months. M. le comte d'Artois,

therefore, was left alone to deal with all the protests of the in-

fantry, to which he listened with his accustomed graciousness.

He successfully calmed down all the agitation by dint of fine

promises, and arranged that the Marechal de Broglie should

remain with the nobles of the infantry until further orders. He
sent off his sons with a column of cavalry, only joining them on
the second day, in order to be twenty-four hours longer with the

infantry, and finish his work of restoring peace and confidence.

He also bade adieu to his dear Calonne, who, having only 104 louis

to take with him to Cologne, is leaving 100 of them behind him,
to supply the most pressing needs of the nobles of the infantry,

who would be in serious difficulties for money if it were not for

this little sum.

11th Sept.—The weather, which has been unsettled for some
days, was as horrible during the night as I have ever seen it, and
remained so in the morning. The rain fell without intermission
in torrents, and was bitterly cold, so our poor unsheltered horses
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suffered cruelly. The roads and fields were flooded to such an
extent that they appeared impassable. However, at seven o'clock

the brigade set out. We had great difficulties to encounter on
the march, both for ourselves and our baggage, for our route to

head-quarters at Aumets lay across fields for more than five

leagues. This village is notable as having been the scene of

many atrocities since the outbreak of the Revolution, for which
reason the Prussians had received orders to sack it. Our destina-

tion was Crunen, a league farther on, a large village whose in-

habitants have been treated with consideration. There is room
in it for us all ; that is to say for the men, who are lodged in the

barns. Nearly all the horses are picketed.

12th Sept.—There is a slight improvement in the weather, but

the cross-roads and fields are in a terrible state after the violent

rain, as can easily be imagined. After a very unpleasant march
of over four leagues the brigade halted at Eton, a very large

village, at a distance of one league from the princes' head-

quarters in the little town of ifctain, where M. le comte d'Artois

Joined his sons. We are all under cover at Eton, and have
obtained supplies of bread, meat, and forage in exchange for

vouchers. I am lodged with the mayor of the place. Judging
from what one is told now by all these honest folk they must have
suffered indescribably from all the recent events. They were

longing for a new order of things, and especially for our

advent.

18th Sept.—The rain has returned. It was terrible all the

morning and during our whole march to Verdun. We passed

through fitain, where we joined the high road that took us to

Verdun. I have never in my life been so completely drenched.

Neither wind nor rain stopped for an instant : but one ought not

to complain, when so many venerable old men are exposed, at the

call of honour, to all the inclemencies of this horrible weather.

The Comte de Montboissier, who is eighty years of age, gives us a

fine example at the head of his division ; and our four princes

—

for the two young ones are at the head of a column—are themselves

marching with their army. We arrived at the gates of Verdun.

Our orders were to occupy the village or suburb of Belleville, and
its vicinity. If we are not very comfortable, both ourselves and

our horses are at least under cover ; and the people of this neigh-

bourhood appear to be worthy folk, and to have been so all the

time. The whole of our little army is scattered through the

country round Verdun, which is guarded by Prussians, Our
princes and their immense suite ape in the town itself.
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lUh Sept.—Remained at Verdun.—There was happily a return

of fine weather, which enabled me to enjoy a whole day in Verdun,

and a great pleasure it was to be in a French town again. The
siege having been very short and the defence very feeble, the town
has hardly suffered at all. To mitigate the effect of the shells,

however, all the paving stones were taken up, with the result

that the mud, after all the rain of the preceding days, was above
one's ankles. I went to pay my court to the young princes, with
whom I might have dined if I had not already been engaged to

the Marquis de La Guiche, who is on the staff of the Marechal de

Castries. He preferred this position to being in command of a

brigade.

The Baron de Breteuil is established in Verdun. Being the

King's envoy it is necessary for him, apparently, to confer with the

King of Prussia and the Austrian generals, and discuss operations

with them; but he will doubtless oppose the idea of Monsieur
declaring himself Regent of France during the imprisonment of

the King and Queen—for that they are imprisoned is now un-

deniable, seeing that they are closely confined in the Temple.
However, our princes have been obliged, from motives of diplo-

macy, to see the Baron de Breteuil; which was by no means
pleasing to M. le comte d'Artois. Knowing that the Baron de
Breteuil was being visited by numbers of people, I too paid him
a visit in the morning. I found a great crowd, a whole court of

ministers; and among the most assiduous I noticed several

persons whom I have often heard declaiming against the Baron
de Breteuil. . . .

I spent the whole day walking about the town of Verdun,
which I did not know. The white flag is floating over all the

towers, and everywhere the white cockade has replaced the

tricolor. All the shops were open to-day and full of customers,

and though there are still numbers of patriots in the place, every
one seemed contented and happy. The canons of the cathedral

were reinstalled to-day, and the bishop is expected every moment.
He will only appear here for a very short time, and will then
return to Treves, to wait until the state of affairs is more stable.

This prelate, the Abbe Desnos, is a near relation of mine. He
derives a considerable income from Church property, but has
always made the best possible use of it, for his charities in his

diocese were immense. The civic authorities have been restored
to their places. Several of the most rabid and notorious democrats
have been arrested or banished. Order is preserved in the town,
however, in the name of the King of Prussia, to whom the garrison
surrendered. Our princes have nothing to say to it. In the long
conference that the Baron de Breteuil had with the King of Prussia,
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when he visited him the other day at his camp, it appears that the
idea of Monsieur's regency was again rejected. The Baron is

still strongly opposed to it, in the fear that it might injure the
Queen's interests should some terrible event occur—and to this,

unhappily, circumstances seem to point only too plainly.

I walked on the ramparts, and paid a visit to the citadel.

Everything is in an excellent state of defence, and it is incon-
ceivable that the place should have been surrendered so easily.

The citadel is now protected by a very small detachment of

Prussians. Numbers of the soldiers imprisoned there seem to be
still rabid patriots. Some emigrant officers were rash enough to

speak to them, and were answered with a torrent of silly language,
and horrible abuse of the King. At Verdun I saw the Comte de
Moustier, the Ifing's late minister to the King of Prussia, who is

extremely kind to him, and has taken him entirely into his confi-

dence as regards the affairs of France. He is allowing the Comte
to accompany him. during the campaign. With M. de Moustier
is the sister-in-law from whom he is never parted, my old friend

the Marquise de Brehant, whom I have known for twenty-five

years. This lady, who used to be extremely pretty, had a sister

less good-looking than- herself, with whom, notwithstanding, the

Chevalier de Moustier fell in love. He married her; but shortly

afterwards she died of a chest complaint. This kind-hearted

woman, Mme. de Brehant, determined to console M. de Moustier

for the loss of her sister; and from that day to this, that is to

say for ten or twelve years, she has never left him. She followed

him to America, when he was appointed ambassador to the United
States; and since then she has been with him to Berlin, where
she stayed for a long time. And now here she is, following the

Prussian army, and acting as secretary to her dear brother-in-law,

whose principles appear to be really good, though he concealed

them for some time in Berlin. As for those of Mme. de Brehant,

they are as royalist as they could well be. Although this lady is

now over forty-three years of age her beauty is not altogether a

thing of the past.

1 The town of Verdun was crowded all day with the emigres

quartered in the neighbourhood, who were congratulating one

another, with many embraces and other demonstrations of joy,

on the moment being so near when each one of them would have a

share in releasing the King, the Queen, their children, and the

good Madame Elizabeth from their unspeakably cruel imprison-

ment. But the latest news from Paris has made us more than

ever anxious as to the fate of the family whose safety means so

1 From this point M. de Champflour continues to quote M. d'Espinchal'a

narrative, omitting some passages.
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much to us. There were fresh massacres on the 2nd and 3rd of

September. The horrors now taking place in Paris are more

ghastly than they have ever been : there is nothing in history

that can equal them. We have as yet only received very in-

complete accounts of these dreadful scenes, and I will say no more
of them till the end of the month, by which time I shall be better

informed.

15th Sept.—The weather is fairly fine.—^This morning we re-

ceived orders to leave our villages, and advance with the rest of

our cavalry, the Duke of Brunswick being in need of reinforce-

.ments. By mid-day we were all marching in the same direction,

on the high road from Verdun to Dun, where our princes' head-

quarters are to be. When we were less than a league away from

Dun we halted at the village of Liny-sous-Dun, a place large

enough to give shelter to the whole brigade, both men and horses.

In the evening we heard that General Clerfayt, while marching

on Vouziers from Stenay, forced the intrenchments of the patriots

at Croix-aux-Bois, routed them completely, and killed many of

them. But the Austrians paid for their success; for they lost

the eldest son of the Prince de Ligne, a most promising young
man of thirty, who had already reached a distinguished position

in the service, and combined great military ability with a marked
degree of courage. This action took place on the morning of the

15th. It was a fairly obstinate fight, and the Austrians lost

many of their men. Liny, the village we are occupying, was
populated with ardent patriots until to-day. They are now very

simple folk, and profess to be the worthiest people in the world.

The mayor was quite renowned for his violent views; but the

municipal officers, none the less, are attending with the best

possible grace to our wants, and to those of our horses.

16th Sept.—The weather was still fine, which has rarely been

the case, hitherto, for two consecutive days,—In spite of yester-

day's supplies I found I had not sufficient forage for the horses

of my company. When the mayor appeared rather half-hearted

in supplying my requirements—having already, as I had been told,

spoken of us very offensively since our arrival—I could not restrain

an outburst of anger that had unfortunate results for this national

official. With a view to making him a little more active on my
behalf I gave way to an impulse of violence altogether foreign

to my character and principles ; and now that I am writing of it

in cold blood I am thoroughly ashamed of myself. I am really

distressed. Such a thing never happened to me before, and I will

answer for it that it shall never happen again. What credit is
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there in thrashing a miserable creature who is only worthy of
contempt, when one is master of the situation, and he neither
can nor dares defend himself ? If you or your brothers, my dear
son, ever read these words, be sure you profit by this confession
of my shame, and remember that such conduct is unworthy of a
gentleman in any circumstances whatever.
At mid-day we received orders to leave Liny at once. General

Caraman gave us time to eat our soup, but by two o'clock we
were marching towards Dun, through which we had some difficulty

in passing, the streets and the bridge being obstructed by all the
paraphernalia of our princes' head-quarters. At nightfall we
reached Nouart, a large but not very prosperous village, in which
the brigade could hardly find quarters. The darkness added to
the inconvenience, and very few preparations had been made for

us. As for me, when I found that the house allotted to me was
already occupied by some one else, I avoided all discussion by
having my tent pitched in the middle of a field, and my horses

picketed beside me.

17th Sept.—The weather is still fine, but the roads are destroyed
by the recent rains. Having received orders to leave our quarters

here a,nd proceed in the direction of Vouziers, we set off at six in

the morning. We went through Buzancy, the property of M.
Augeard, the Queen's private secretary, who has a very fine

chateau there. As our various corps of cavalry arrived one after

the other on the plain beyond Buzancy they were stopped by
fresh orders. The neighbourhood of Vouziers was occupied by
the Austrians. The general appeared greatly astonished that the

staff of our army should have billeted our cavalry on villages

occupied by patriots. Our detachment might be overpowered,

and so become the victims of an ill-advised order. There was
a general halt in the plain. The princes remained at Buzancy;
whence, in the afternoon, we received orders to disperse ourselves

among the adjacent villages. We were billeted on Briquenay,

a very large place rather in advance of Buzancy, on the left. We
found it quite deserted, save for a few women. The Prussians

pillaged the houses as they passed through; for the inhabitants

were known to have contributed to the King's capture at Varennes.

The house I am occupying has been completely sacked : there

was no one in it but a little girl. Her father, sisters, and brothers

had all fled into the neighbouring woods. Whatever may have

been the sins of some of the people in this village, the appearance

of the place makes one very sorry for them. The sisters returned

in the evening, and the father came back the next morning.

The inhabitants, who had all fled into the woods, reappeared
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one by one, and were reassured when they saw that we had no

resemblance to the Prussians who plundered their houses, nor

yet to their compatriots the National Guards, whose treatment

of them has been no better than that of their enemies. They see,

on the contrary, five hundred gentlemen, all rich landowners,

who have, so to speak, been turned out of their houses, have been

forced to expatriate themselves, have been pitilessly persecuted

ever since the Revolution broke out, have had their homes burnt,

their lands devastated, their relations and friends massacred.

These vindictive aristocrats, who have been painted in such dark
colours to the people, are at this moment lavishing pity and sym-
pathy on those who have been the nobles' most cruel persecutors.

I can bear witness that I am not the only man whose eyes have
been wet with tears at the sight of the devastation wrought by
the Prussians, nor has mine been the only purse opened to help

some of these poor villagers. Unhappy people of France, how
you have been deceived and led astray ! Your greatest enemies
are those who incite you to crime, to murder, to robbery and
violence of every kind, who make you forget your duty to God and
to your too-indulgent sovereign, and urge you to persecute those

who were always ready to help you generously in times of distress,

and were your best protectors against the cruel and constant
tyranny of these identical bourgeois, this infernal race of scribblers

whom to-day you follow so blindly !

18th Sept.—Weather still fine.—We remained at Briquenay.
In spite of the pillage by the Prussians, and the %dsit, before that,

of the patriot troops, we found sufficient forage for the brigade.

The granaries were full, but the grain had not been threshed and
we were obliged to take the corn in sheaves, which has necessitated

a great deal of waste in spite of all our efforts. We also procured
rations for ourselves, paying for them with vouchers redeemable
at a given time and place by the princes, at present on the march
in the name of the King. But for every other kind of commodity
that we bought ourselves we made a great point of paying in

hard cash, and not in assignats. The expense of our living is

much increased by the fact that the httle money still remaining
to us can only reach us at a great cost.

The princes' head-quarters are at Buzancy, whence we received
a number of letters to-day. We had been without any for a long
time. The news from France was very much out of date, having
come by way of the countries in which we spent the winter. The
most recent information, however, confii-ms the news of all the
horrors in Paris, which are meeting with eager approval in all the
chief towns of the kingdom, and even being imitated. Every-
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where the priests are being massacred. There is also a rumour
that all the prisoners of the national High Court at Orleans have
been slaughtered by the ruffians who at present are the masters
of Paris, and indeed of the whole of France. The Due de Brissac
was one of the victims. At the end of the month I will give an
account of these unparalleled atrocities, with all the detail I can
procure.! \ye received orders to leave Briquenay very early
to-morrow morning and proceed to Vouziers, where we are to
await further instructions.

19th Sept.—Fine all day.—In accordance with the strict orders
that we had received on the previous day, the brigade was in

the saddle by three o'clock in the morning, and set out forthwith
to Vouziers. We went through the woods of La Croix, the scene
of the engagement of the 16th, and saw all the abatis behind which
the patriots had intrenched themselves. Their position was very
strong, truly, and seemed to them impregnable. It could only
be carried at great loss of life. We saw the remains of their

camp near the village of La Croix, where there were still numbers
of corpses that they had not taken the trouble to bury.

Near Vouziers we halted at the point where the whole of our
cavalry was to cross the Aisne. We were the first to arrive, and
awaited further orders in a large meadow near the river-bank

beyond the bridge on the right. There we halted for some hours,

in the course of which we supplied ourselves in Vouziers with
various things we required, especially wine, which we had been
entirely without for some days. We watched various corps of

our cavalry filing over the bridge. Finally, at eleven o'clock, we
received orders to cross Vouziers and proceed to the plain that is

bisected by the high road to Rethel. All the corps arrived in

succession, and drew up in order of battle. We halted there for

the rest of the day; and our baggage-wagons, when they had
made their way through Vouziers, took up their position in our

rear. The generals having assured us that in all probability we
were on the point of an action, it may be imagined how impatiently

we awaited the orders of the Duke of Brunswick.

When the important position of La Croix-aux-Bois was carried,

and M. de Clerfayt's troops drove back Dumouriez, the latter

abandoned Vouziers and his position at Grand-Pre, and concen-

trated all his forces in the woods of Sainte-Menehould and at Les

Islettes. The Prussian army crossed the Aisne, and while we were

waiting was marching on Sainte-Menehould, in the hope that

Dumouriez might not have completely effected his retreat. We
waited in vain until the evening : nothing transpired. At

» See Chapter XX.
Z 2
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nightfall we set out. We marched in column, maintaining

absolute order in our ranks and preserving the strictest silence,

in accordance with our instructions. We did not know our

destination. After covering, at a fair pace, seven or eight good

leagues of the level country known as Barren Champagne, we
reached the village of Sainte-Marie-a-Py at midnight, and there,

despite the darkness—for the night was as black as pitch—we
were drawn up in order of battle in the rear of the corps that had
already arrived. We then dismounted, and bivouacked for the

night. Fires were lighted in every direction. The princes were

with us the whole night, and were an example to us all. No one

slept in the village except M. le due d'Angoulfime and M. le due de

Berry, who, to their great disgust, were made to take a few hours'

rest. It was bitterly cold, and after a time it began to rain. Our
wagons, which were following us, did not arrive till break of day.

Our horses had no forage and we had no provisions. But in

spite of these little discomforts we were all quite contented, for

we flattered ourselves that, before the day was done, we should

have a chance of showing our allies what can be achieved by five

or six thousand gentlemen of France, armed only with swords and
pistols, when they are inspired by a sense of honour and duty, and
by a noble desire to save their King. For this, far more than the

hope of personal revenge for all the outrages we have endured in

the last three years, is the motive that inspires us. But at six

o'clock in the morning we were all on the march again—all the

corps going in different directions and knowing nothing of the

movements of the Prussian army. The weather had become
fearful,

20th Sept.—After a march of about four leagues, or rather less,

in torrents of rain, we reached Grand-Saint-Hilaire, a large village

on the river Suippes, at its confluence with another little river.

Though this place is of considerable size it could not hold all the

people who were billeted on it : namely, twelve squadrons with

all their baggage. Twenty or thirty men were crowded into one
house. The Royal Germans, who are provided with tents,

camped outside the village, and the outskirts were full of them.
The village is peopled with violent patriots, and we had difficulty

in buying food, the inhabitants having carefully hidden their

provisions. Finally, however, we supplied our needs, and all

found shelter of some kind or another for the night. We were in
great want of a night's rest, but at one o'clock wc received a sudden
order to be in the saddle at three. The alarm was instantly
sounded, and every one was ready at the appointed hour, but while
we were all struggling to the spot where we were to fall into rank
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there was a scene of wild disorder. The darkness of the night,
the variety of quarters, the wagons and baggage that cumbered
the streets, the state of the ground, which had become so slippery
that the horses fell at every step—all these things combined to
increase the hubbub, and there were several accidents. One of
the princes' guards fell with his horse into the river, which was
swollen by the rain of the previous day. One of our own comrades
saw his horse sink in a quagmire. Another lost a horse worth fifty

louis through a pistol being fired thoughtlessly. Finally a fire

broke out in a house occupied by a detachment of the King's
Guards. The villagers were terrified, and it was with great diffi-

culty that the fire was prevented from spreading even farther
than it did. However, every one was in his place before dawn.
We set out ; and at six o'clock we found ourselves on an immense
plain, which was made famous in the fifth century by Attila's

camp, and the battle he fought there. In accordance with our
orders the baggage did not follow us, but remained in our respective

villages under a strong guard.

21st Sept.—^As the different corps reached this vast plain in turn,

each of them took up the position assigned to it. We were
formed in two columns, first in companies, and then in squadrons.
These movements were executed with as much skill as could be
expected of troops that had been very little drilled. In this

order we advanced across the plain. The weather had turned
fine, and showed to the best advantage a spectacle that I shall

never forget as long as I live : thirty-six or forty splendid squad-
rons, forming a body of cavalry numbering about 5000 men,
almost entirely composed of the cream of the French nobility,

and containing nearly all the grands seigneurs of the kingdom,
with four sons or grandsons of France at their head. These
squadrons marched in excellent order, and were mounted as no
cavalry was ever mounted before. Their enthusiasm and zeal

were indescribable ; for they fully believed they had been posted
on this plain in order that, when the patriots were attacked on
one side by the Prussians and on the other by the Austrians, the

nobles might cut off their retreat or pursue them as they fled.

The order was given to fold cloaks. On every head a white

plume tossed and the white cockade was fastened; and every

man wore his white scarf. In short our little army was as pleasing

to the eye as its component parts were interesting to the intelU-

gence.i

I will now return to our position on the 21st. We spent the

• M. d'Espinchal here gives the composition of the army corps, and a list

of the principal officers. (Vol. VI, p. 307 et aeq.)
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entire day on the plain, expecting every moment to receive satis-

factory orders, such as our princes and generals led us to hope for.

But again our expectations were vain. Far away we saw the

Prussian army marching by—going off peacefully to camp at

,
Hans. The Duke of Brunswick had arrived at Valmy on the

I evening of the 19th, and on the 20th he attacked Dumouriez and

I
Kellerman, who were just joining forces. This insignificant affair

I consisted of a feeble cannonade, v/hich lasted for seven hours

I with little loss to either side. The Prussian army bivouacked on

I
the battle-field. Dumouriez fell back during the night, and took

I up his position at Les Islettes. Clerfayt arrived when the action

'; was over, and camped at Valmy. The advanced guard of the

i
Prussian army, commanded by the Prince of Hohenlohe, was on
the Chalons road at a distance of about four leagues from that

town.
At last, after making several advances on the plain, our right

column proceeded in the evening to Croix-en-Champagne, which
stands on a height at the end of the plain. There the troops

composing this column were ordered to bivouac. The few houses

that this village contains were reserved for the general officers,

and each brigade took possession of the five or six nearest to its

own bivouac. The left column occupied various other villages,

and the princes' head-quarters were at Somme-Tourbe. Our
advanced guard went forward to Chalons, where we had all hoped
to be before nightfall. The issue of the day was making us rather

sad ; but we cannot believe that the King of Prussia would have
come so far without fully intending to win a little glory. His

army is now reinforced by the two Austrian corps under Clerfayt

and Hohenlohe, each of which contains between twelve and fifteen

thousand men. These combined forces are said to number about

75,000 men, to which must be added our little division of nobles.

On the other hand, if we may believe what we hear, the army of

Dumouriez, although 80,000 strong, since it was reinforced by
Kellermann, Beurnonville, and others, is completely discouraged,

is in lack of everything, and is partly composed of National Guards
who have had no experience of warfare and are greatly wanting
in discipline. It cannot, therefore, resist a well-planned attack

^
by the ablest generals in Europe. In view of these facts we are

'; perfectly confident and hopeful, and can endure quite patiently
\ all the discomforts of bivouacking at Croix-de-Champagne, where

]
it has become bitterly cold.

22nd Sept.—^Remained at Croix-de-Champagne. Weather clear
but cold.—Our position here is at the highest and least sheltered
point of Barren Champagne. We could not be more unpleasantly
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situated. We are in want of nearly everything in this half-ruined
village. No wine can possibly be procured, and the clouded,
unwholesome water is not drinkable, even for our horses. We
have to send them a good mile and a half to find water. Our
baggage-wagons only arrived in the morning, after a useless
march of twelve or fifteen hours, owing to a mistake on the_ part
of those who were in command of the convoy. Our horses are
worn out. There is no hay in the village ; we have to be content
with bundles of unthreshed corn; but happily the granaries are
still well furnished with it, as well as with straw. As for our own
rations, we can only approach the neighbouring villages with an
immense amount of precaution, not only because of the patriot
patrols, but also on account of the treachery of nearly all the
inhabitants, who in many places are more rabid than ever. If

either we or our servants were unfortunate enough to be taken
prisoners, we should inevitably be hanged or massacred. It is a
remarkable fact that in the cartel drawn up between the Duke
of Brunswick and the patriots the Smigres are not included, which
is amazing and inexplicable. We have had no supplies of bread
and meat for the last two days, and have found the greatest

difficulty in procuring these necessaries. Such has been our
position at Croix-de-Champagne since we arrived. The day passed
without any kind of orders reaching us ; nor did we hear a word
of our commanders-in-chief.

And yet the Marechal de Broglie, who when he left Thionville

transferred the command of our infantry to Lieutenant-General
de Martanges, should have rejoined the princes on this day, the
22nd. We repeatedly climbed the hill in the course of the day,
to observe the position of the Prussian camp at Hans, which can
be seen distinctly in the hollow, more than a league away. Cler-

fayt's camp is not within sight, but is not far away. But the

camp of the Prince of Hohenlohe, the Austrian, is clearly visible

on the heights above the Prussians, and seems to be in an excellent

position. The patriot army, which we cannot see, is also in a

very good position on the other side of the Aisne, with the right

wing at Les Islettes and the left along the Sainte-Menehould road.
|

People amuse themselves by telling us all kinds of tales : that the

patriots are surrounded, for instance, and cannot escape. We are

assured they are already wishing to capitulate, to surrender, to

lay down their arms. However, it must be owned that very few

of them are deserting, and still fewer seem disposed to join our

ranks, as it was hoped they would. At eleven o'clock at night some
musket-shots fired by the advanced guard, which was thought to

be attacked, created a great stir. We were all very soon in the

saddle, and drawn up in order of battle on the plain in front of the
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village, where we awaited events. The nights are bitterly cold.

In the meantime there was not another sound from the advanced

guard; and, as nothing more occurred, we returned at three in

the morning. I was very glad to be in my little tent again, and

went back to bed, for I had given orders that my bed should not

be touched, since I believed the alarm to be a false one. One of

our number, the Marquis d'Ambrugeac pere, a veteran of forty-six

years' service, had a most unfortunate accident in the commotion :

his horse fell on him and broke his leg. The Marquis was lieutenant-

colonel of the Maine Regiment; was promoted to colonel when
M. de RuUy was massacred in Corsica ; became a brigadier-general

in 1791 ; and is now chef de section of the first Auvergne company.

23rd Sept.—Weather cold and rainy. After dinner we received

orders to march, and set off with our arms and baggage. But
we had hardly covered three miles before we received a counter-

order. The place to which we were bound was occupied by the

Austrians, a fact of which our numerous staff was quite ignorant.

We retraced our steps, and took up our old position near the village

of Croix-de-Champagne. The inaction of the army is harassing

us terribly. We already hear a rumour of frequent communica-
tions between the patriots' camp and that of the Prussians.

One of Dumouriez's aides-de-camp has been seen at the Duke of

Brunswick's head-quarters. There appears to be no doubt that

negotiations are going on, and it is even said that a truce of some
days has been arranged. Dumouriez, we are assured, has got

so far as the paying of pretty attentions : he has been sending
champagne and fruit to the King of Prussia and the Duke of

Brunswick. When one considers this fantastic conduct in connec-

tion with that of the Duke of Brunswicli—who, in spite of his

proclamation of the 25th July to the people of France, allows the

most notorious criminals in conquered towns to remain unpunished,

and makes no attempt to hunt down the worst offenders—when
one sees how little attention is paid to our princes' representations

on this subject, and how they, and our generals, and all the
emigris are treated by the leaders of the Prussian and Austrian
armies, in spite of the favour with which we seem to be regarded by
the King of Prussia himself, one becomes a prey to very melancholy
thoughts. It seems that the Jacobins have secret agents every-
where, and that the cabinets of all the sovereigns of Europe are
more or less their tools. And yet it appears incredible that any
one should parley with the generals and ministers of this brutal
and bloodthirsty Assembly, who have refused to acknowledge
their King, and are holding him and his family in a hateful prison !

Only regicide is wanting to complete the sum of their crimes, the
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number and nature of which would horrify the most cruel and the
least civiUsed of savages ! What result can be expected, now,
from any declaration the Duke of Brunswick may choose to make
with regard to the Society of Tyrannicides, who have sworn to
exterminate all the sovereigns of Europe ? What is the use of

these empty, insincere threats, when the ruffians who brought
about the King's capture at Varennes have been actually taken
prisoners, and yet have gone unpunished ? And even supposing
that Dumouriez were prepared to negotiate in good faith and with
honest intentions, how could he possibly arrest or influence the
progress of the Jacobin and republican horde ? There is only
one way of breaking down power : and that is by acting energeti-

cally and persistently, and by dealing blows that can be felt.

iUh Sept.—Fearful weather. Very cold rain.—The Austrian
army having moved we received orders to leave La Croix-de

Champagne, and retire as far as Saint-Jean-sur-Tourbe, while our
advanced guard replaced us at La Croix, This village, which is

occupied by the squadron of naval officers as well as our own
brigade, is hardly large enough to hold us. All the horses, and a
great many men, are without shelter, which is becoming extremely
disagreeable in this horrible weather and pouring rain. The
sufferings of our horses are increased by the growing scarcity of

forage ; and here too we can only procure unthreshed corn. The
water is nearly as bad here as at La Croix ; wine is very dear and
difficult to obtain. We have no sutlers, and are not being supplied

with any kind of provisions. Very soon we shall even be in want
of bread. We hear that the whole army is suffering in the same
way. The roads are in such a state, owing to the rain, that the

convoys have great difficulty in moving ; and, moreover, they are

greatly harassed by the patriots' light-horse.



CHAPTER XIX

THE RETREAT

24ith-S0th Sept.—We remained stationary till the 30th.

During these five days the weather was almost continuously

horrible, which made our situation more critical every moment.
At our princes' head-quarters the distress was terrible : they were
in want of everything, and the enormous number of their depen-

dents—many of them mere hangers-on—added greatly to the

difficulties. Our unfortunate position was aggravated, too, by
further disasters : the Prussian hussars made a raid upon our
baggage-wagons one night, and their generals will give us no
redress. There has been a great deal of sickness in the Prussian

army, and the want of food has created disaffection. Discipline

was relaxed to such a degree that the men were pillaging out-

rageously. There was one day when even the King's dinner was
not spared. The King of Prussia was quartered in the chateau
of the Marquise de Dampierre, widow of the Marquis de Dampierre
who was massacred last year under the King's eyes at Varennes

;

and the house was disgracefully pillaged in his Majesty's very
presence. The Marquise de Dampierre threw herself on her knees
before the King, but could obtain no redress from him, the only
consolation he could offer her being a suggestion that she should
follow the army back to Berlin, which she declined to do. The
details that have reached us from the heart of the army are most
distressing. Communications between the patriots and the Duke
of Brunswick are still going on : French aides-de-camp are still

to be seen in the Prussian camp. The Prussian princes and the
Duke of Saxe-Weimar spend the day chatting with the patriots,

whenever they have an opportunity of approaching their outposts.

The days we passed at Saint-Jean-sur-Tourbe were greatly
saddened by these reports. We heard of the death of the Vicomte
de Mirabeau in Conde's Army. His habitual intemperance
seems to have had a good deal to do with it. His wife, and his

cousin the Marquise de Moustier, came all the way to Grand-Pre,
in spite of the risk, to beg of our princes that the Legion of the
Vicomte de Mirabeau might still be called by his name and com-
manded by his son, who is a minor. The princes apparently
granted their request,
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Our infantry, which was left at Thionvillg from the Netherlands,

with General Wallis's Austrian division, way to the head-quarters

inactive till the 20th of this month. They 'patches, he said, of the

for the 15th, on the suggestion of a Jew^runswick, the King of

declared he was charged with a secret c" also told us that Lille

proved to them that the Jew was a trjl we all made ready to

the scheme was abandoned. On the ITllutely confident that at

batteries, which consisted of two 24-pour easure of joining battle

of short range, for Longwy had refused 'ing the weather became

ordnance. They prepared their red-hot idnight our orders were

shells, in accordance with M. de Bellegai three o'clock to battle

marechal de Broglie had ordered to be trtment and grief reached

were fired successfully, but of two shell4ered to begin our retreat

foot of the glacis and the other struck tl

then gave orders to cease firing. Such waspitate retreat. We have

made by our artillery on the defences W a letter has come from

20th the infantry of the royal army was reading armies to retire,

ments from General Wallis's corps, ancnd his family. Others

weather, in the direction of Etain and > answer for the King's

the weather was so appalUng that they s declare that England,

and in the neighbouring villages ; and tthis war, does not wish a

the 22nd in Spincourt and its vicinityjance so soon, and has

Martanges reached fitain, where he estabPY means of her great

and made ready, in accordance with th(nore especially with the

orders, to dispatch a force of 1500 men f s brother-in-law. There

selected the naval brigade and the Poitou a'PPY country have been

M. de Corbiere, the Prussian general irrudge for our behaviour

wished to employ them outside the towi*^^. As for the intention^

held by his orders, and his troops remt^dy of their policy ha^

Verdun, though not in the heart of the with which they havi

stayed in Etain and its neighbourhood uty- Ourprmces, thouglf

As for us, our situation during the v,f a mere appeal to the

Saint-Jean-sur-Tourbe was most melanch of 22,000 gentlemen of

to doubt that negotiations were actuallywere mounted. United,

Duke of Brunswick and Dumouriez; anenough to frustrate any

when one went back over all that had occ' or total destruction :

army left Treves, that our generalissin'^ee corps. Then, since

extraordinary in many respects. It see^ousand men with them,

ville would have surrendered if it had be the infantry, and to this

that such was the intention of the offitime will ever throw any

garrison, though he would not yield wittf measure I cannot tell,

a siege. Verdun surrendered to the firs^ of selling his honour;

and the first well-directed shells. But it .
One can only believe,

fact that the Duke of Brunswick, who -age he has used more

incapacity, refused to make the attack ¥> whose pure and loyal
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!n the King of Prussia acceded to M. de

of Brunswick twice changed the position

was only when the King again expressed

.at M. de Pouilly's advice was followed,

eral, who knows the province intimately,

portance of occupying Les Islettes,—this

of Champagne,—and of marching thither

ing Verdun, where time was wasted, it

tentionally. But the Duke of Brunswick,
24fA-30i/i Sept.—Wei off to the right, and allowed time for

During these five days', by Kellermann and to concentrate his

horrible, which made oiafter being very slightly discomfited at

At our princes' head-quaDth. Since then there has been no attack

in want of everything, aEat annoyance of the Austrian generals,

dents—many of them i set in it became extremely difficult to

difficulties. Our unfort Prussian camp was attacked by sickness,

further disasters : the ]ad in the ranks ; and with a view to arrest-

baggage-wagons one njry foolishly relaxed, and the men were
redress. There has beeroh impunity whenever an opportunity
army, and the want of i

was relaxed to such a lad-quarters were still at Somme-Tourbe,
rageously. There was ot profound melancholy, and their whole
not spared. The King consternation. However, we were still

of the Marquise de Damj the orders we received led us to believe

who was massacred lastral attack on the 29th. On the 27th a
and the house was disjin the Prussian camp. All the generals

presence. The Marquise our own princes, and every one was in

before the King, but cothe exception of the Duke of Brunswick,
consolation he could offjver, to the pressure of the generals and
follow the army back tof Prussia, who appears to have behaved
details that have reachei courage. M. de Clerfayt proposed, it

distressing. Communicnemy with his own corps alone. There
of Brunswick are still jying the redoubts that Dumouriez had
to be seen in the Prussiurt, and M. le comte d'Artois, we were
Duke of Saxe-Weimar si the French nobility for the expedition,

whenever they have an ( reconnoitred, and were not palisaded.

The days we passed lemen of France can always be counted
saddened by these reponived at the prospect of a fight, which we
de Mirabeau in Cond^ake place.

seems to have had a go; 28th we received orders to provide our-
cousin the Marquise de ; 29th only, whereas we had previously
in spite of the risk, to Iplies for four days. In the evening we
Vicomte de Mirabeau n: saddle at three o'clock the next morning,
manded by his son, \ ge with a strong guard. The Austrians
granted their request, irocuring vehicles for the wounded. In
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the afternoon an English courier, coming from the Netherlands,
passed through our village and asked the way to the head-quarters
of the Prussians. He was carrying dispatches, he said, of the
greatest importance to the Duke of Brunswick, the King of

Prussia, and even our own princes. He also told us that Lille

had been bombarded. When night fell we all made ready to

snatch a few hours of sleep, being absolutely confident that at

last, on the 29th, we should have the pleasure of joining battle

with our relentless enenpiies. In the evening the weather became
dreadful : rain fell in torrents. At midnight our orders were
reversed. Our hopes of riding out at three o'clock to battle

vanished into thin air. Our disappointment and grief reached
their climax on the 29th, when we were ordered to begin our retreat

on the following day.

No one knows the reason for this precipitate retreat. We have
argued and conjectured in vain. Some say a letter has come from
our unfortunate King, begging the invading armies to retire,

and thereby win liberty for himself and his family. Others
say that Dumouriez has undertaken to answer for the King's

life with his own head. The politicians declare that England,
which has as yet taken no direct part in this war, does not wish a

counter-revolution to take place in France so soon, and has

contrived to paralyse our operations by means of her great

influence in the cabinet of Berlin, and more especially with the

Duke of Brunswick, the EngliSli King's brother-in-law. There
is no doubt that the troubles of our unhappy country have been
fostered by England, who owed us a grudge for our behaviour

in connection with the American insurgents. As for the intentions!

of the Powers towards France, the perfidy of their policy hasf

been sufficiently proved by the care with which they havd
nullified all the efforts of the French nobility. Our princes, thougrf

entirely without resources, succeeded by a mere appeal to the

sentiment of honour in raising an army of 22,000 gentlemen of

quality, of whom nine or ten thousand were mounted. United,

this little army would have been strong enough to frustrate any
scheme formed for its dismemberment or total destruction

:

it was, therefore, quickly divided into three corps. Then, since

the princes had still thirteen or fourteen thousand men with them,

the cavalry was promptly separated from the infantry, and to this

day has never been employed. Whether time will ever throw any
light on the Duke of Brunswick's latest measure I cannot tell.

A man of his rank cannot be suspected of selling his honour;

and his military talents are well known. One can only believe,

then, in spite of the extraordinary language he has used more

than once in connection with the nobility, whose pure and loyal
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motives can only make their detractors appear contemptible,

that he is acting in concert with the ancient enemies of France,

who wish to be delivered from the fear of their redoubtable

rivals. However this may be, it seems inconceivable that the

King of Prussia should be placed in such a false position, after

leading his army into the field with the generous intention of

rescuing the King of France from his cruel oppressors, restoring

his crown and authority, and winning for himself an amount of

glory that his uncle, the great Frederick, would never have
allowed to escape him.

30th Sept.—The weather having been frightful for several

days, and the rain being still incessant, the roads were horrible.

The whole army was in full retreat. We left our village to join

the rest of our cavalry. The advanced guard became the rear-

guard and the baggage-wagons led the way. The corps formed
in inverse order, and marched in column. Consternation was
visible on every face. We tried to persuade ourselves that our
retreat was merely a feint, to draw Dumouriez away from his

position at Les Islettes, where he was supposed to be unassailable.

But the sole object of all these suggestions was to alleviate the
despair of the nobility. The princes established their head-
quarters at Somme-Py. Our brigade and the four squadrons of

Men-at-Arms halted at Manre, a property belonging to Brigadier-
General the Comte de Roussy, whose pretty place there has been
half ruined by the devastating armies. The Comte de Roussy is

in Bourbon's Army. We were obliged to picket our horses here,

as usual. As for ourselves, we were crowded into the barns and
granaries, which served to shelter us. The generals occupied the
chateau, whence all the furniture had been taken away or stolen.

Our rations and forage were served out to us here without the least

method or care, which resulted in a great deal of waste of the
former, and a complete lack of the latter. All the other corps
were quartered in the neighbourhood. The first division of the
Red Companies, known as the Compagnies nobles d'ordonnance,
arrived from Thionville to join us, commanded by Brigadier-
General the Marquis de Clarac. A few days earlier he had laid
waste, as an act of military justice, a village whose inhabitants
were rabid patriots and had refused to admit him.

October 1792.—1st Opt.—The weather still unsettled. We left

the village of Manre and continued our retreat, marching across
country towards Vouziers by horrible by-roads, which put the
finishing-touch to the shocking condition of our horses. At
Vouziers the princes established their head-quarters, which our
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brigade and several other corps were deputed to guard. We halted
at the village of Mars-sous-Bourcq, at a short distance from the
high road between Vouziers and Rethel, The whole brigade was
crowded into this village, which contained but. thirty houses.
The horses, therefore, had to be picketed and the men to take
shelter in barns. I wished to use my tent again, but the wind and
rain obliged me to seek refuge in a hay-barn.

2nd Oct.—Still at Mars,—No one could be more uncomfortable
than we are in this horrible village. It is extremely difficult to

provide either our horses or ourselves with even the barest neces-

saries of life. Not the slightest effort has been made to supply
us with bread and meat. We have to buy our own provisions

at Vouziers, where everything is devoured at head-quarters. It

is dangerous to go to the neighbouring villages, to which the
patriots come on their foraging expeditions; and, indeed, our
position is critical enough in our own village, for there is no one
between us and the enemy, and we could not even be warned by
the hussars. We hear that during these last few days a party of

emigres, some of whom were serving in the Bodyguard, rashly

loitered in the villages to buy provisions, with the result that they
were seized by some armed patriots and handed over to the

enemy. That our bloodthirsty foes will make an end of these

unfortunate men one cannot doubt, since the Duke of Brunswick,
when he was drawing up his cartel for the exchange of prisoners,

so criminally and cruelly neglected to mention us. It is note-

worthy that the Austrians were omitted as well as ourselves

;

but this was rectified. Nothing that our princes or generals could

say, however, had any effect as regards ourselves. If the Duke of

Brunswick's hostility to the French nobles should result in the

death of these unfortunate Smigres he will be hard put to it to clear

his conscience.

3rd Oct.—Still at Mars.—The weather has become hoirible. It

has been pouring all day. The general sadness, both here and at

head-quarters, has been greatly increased by the certainty that

we are to retreat to Luxembourg, though what will happen to

us then we have no means of guessing. The campaign has

exhausted all our resources, and has been infinitely more costly

than we expected. If we return to Germany we shall have the

greatest difficulty in procuring funds from France ; and our horses

are so completely ruined that they will be of little use to us.

In the afternoon we received orders to send off our baggage-

wagons in the evening. They are to go on before us through

Vouziers, following the high road to Stenay, and profiting by the
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protection of General Clerfayt, who is to cover the retreat. They
set off in the most horrible weather.

Mh Oct.—The bad weather continued. Pouring rain.
—

^The

longer we stayed at Mars the more critical our position became,

and I believe we were not a moment too soon in crossing the

Aisne at Vouziers. It would have been wiser, indeed, if our
princes had spent the night on the other side of the river, for their

position gave rise to a certain amount of anxiety. Our whole
army was on the march very early in the morning. After crossing

the bridge at Vouziers we forsook the high road leading to Stenay
by Buzancy, and turned oft to the left on some horrible by-roads

that took us through the village of Chesne-Populeux, beyond
which we found another high road. The princes halted at Sy
and our brigade at Tannay, a large village that was nearly deserted

when we arrived, the inhabitants having retired to the woods hard
by. From various sources we learned that armed patriots were
mustering in those same woods, among them being some troops

from the garrison of Sedan. The Comte de Caraman, who is

indefatigable in caring for our safety and protecting the princes'

head-quarters from disturbance, made every necessary reconnais-

sance and took all the precautions that our circumstances allowed.

A picket of fifty troopers was posted at a point whence the woods
could be observed ; another picket of the same strength was held
in reserve in case of need ; and we were ordered to keep our horses

saddled and bridled. M. de Caraman sent to inform the Marechal
de Broglie that our position was rather insecure, and that the
princes' head-quarters might possibly become so ; and asked for

the help of a small body of infantry. He also asked permission
to search the wood in conjunction with the Commissary-General's
brigade, which was next to our own, and was within sight of the
wood and the patriots' fires. M. le Marechal de Broglie refused

to allow an attack on the wood, but sent us the company of

Gentilshommes Chasseurs, raised by Comte Charles de Rohan
with so much care and energy. They came to our assistance
with the best will in the world. .They were posted with our
picket ; but they had only a very few cartridges and many of them
were without carbines. A dozen or so were discovered in our
brigade and lent to them. We were on the alert all night, and
discovered some women of the village on their way to the wood
to report our movements to the patriots. The picket plainly
saw people coming and going at the edge of the wood, where there
were a great many fires.

5th Oct.—M. de Caraman had given orders for the brigade to
be in the saddle at five o'clock in the morning, but the weather
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was so shockingly bad that it was past five before our trumpets
sounded, and it was, therefore, not till six that we wpre actually
on the march. We had not covered a mile of the high road when
we heard, close in front of us, the firing of several muskets and
three or four reports of a gun. It was plain that the patriots
posted at the edge of the wood were attacking the column as it

marched by. M. de Caraman dashed forward to see what was
going on, and we all prepared for a fight. Cloaks were folded

;

the order of our ranks was very carefully preserved; and for all

our calm demeanour our joy could not entirely be concealed.
After advancing at the trot for a few minutes we were
taken up the hill to the left, and formed up in order of battle
opposite to the wood whence the patriots had appeared. Our
brigade arrived and formed up before any of the others, but was
soon followed by the Commissary-General's brigade and the
King's Guards. The Red Companies and the Gendarmerie were
marching some way in advance of us, and were unable to join us.

Our manoeuvre was executed with great precision and speed,
and just as it was completed M. le comte d'Artois appeared,
all graciousness and charm, armed with his carbine and unfasten-
ing his coat to show his cordon bleu. Monsieur arrived at the
same time. His bearing was the same as his brother's; andjhe
expressed, in well-chosen words, his regret that our cowardly
enemies should have fled so precipitately, before we had a chance
of deaHng with them. M. le due d'Angouleme and M. le due de
Berry also appeared. A few minutes before this, when they
thought they were going to have a share in the fun, they had not
been able to hide their delight. There is reason to believe that,

if we had set out at the hour fixed upon by M. de Caraman, we
should have been the first to reach the high road, and must have
received the first shots. He would have made us charge the

patriots, and probably we should easily have captured their two
field-guns, of which they made very little use. Two or three of

the Bodyguard's horses were killed one after the other. The men
who were fired on were on the way to their quarters. The patriots

having disappeared into the wood the Barwiek Regiment, the

Hussars, and the Rifles were sent after them to search it. A few
of their men were killed and about thirty taken prisoners, among
whom was a Knight of St. Louis who had hidden his cross, and
the commandant of the national battalion of Sedan. M. le

Marechal de Broglie did not think it advisable to delay the whole

army. An attack on the wood would have been an imprudent,

form of amusement at this moment, for while we were engaged

with the enemy Duraouriez's advanced guard would have had time

to come up with us,

AA
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/ We continued our march along the high road in close order

/and in squads; and as we went through the defile known as the

/ Beggar's Pass we were very much on the alert, for the mounted
Men-at-Arms had spent the night in some villages near Stonne,

and had been attacked by some armed peasants. The Marquis

d'Autichamp determined to have them arrested and punished,

and his aide-de-camp, the Chevalier de la Porte, had already

seized one of them. The rebel fell on his knees and begged for

his life, of which the Chevalier had not the smallest desire to

deprive him. But this ruffian, taking advantage of the Chevalier's

clemency, only waited till his back was turned to shoot him dead
on the spot. The rage of the Marquis d'Autichamp can be

imagined : the murderer received forthwith the punishment he
deserved. This deplorable incident, and the firing of a few
musket shots by some peasants, occasioned the burning of these

villages, which we saw in flames as we descended the pass. The
hussars had set fire to them. However just these acts of

vengeance may be I was profoundly grieved by the melancholy
sight; for the affair cannot fail to be exaggerated, and our cruel

enemies will make it a pretext for fresh atrocities. Moreover,
a measure of this kind confuses the innocent with the guilty.

It would have been better to seize the aggressors and make an
example of them.
Thus ended the morning. This was the only time that we had

a glimpse of armed troops during the whole course of this cam-
paign. Our princes had no suspicion of the danger they were
in at Sy. They could easily have been captured at head-quarters
if the patriots had remained in hiding in their woods, and then,

in the night, had been led by some intelligent officer to the Chateau
de Sy. The princes' danger is evident enough to any one who
knows that the Barwick Regiment, which was supposed to be
guarding head-quarters, was unable to reach Sy until eleven
o'clock at night, and then made no attempt whatever to recon-
noitre the place. If the patriots had not lighted fires and shown
themselves at the outskirts of the wood our troops would have
settled down in the villages without any suspicion of danger.
As for our picket, the weather was so appalling that it wovdd
probably have been ordered under shelter, and nothing would
have been easier than to take us prisoners, princes and staff
and all, and lead us off through the woods under cover of the
night to Sedan. But amid all our miseries it was the will of
Heaven that the four precious lives of our princes should be
spared; and for this mercy we will be thankful. Divine Pro-
vidence, in whom we must put our trust, will not allow crime to
be for ever triumphant, nor honest men for ever down-trodden.
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We continued our march through the little town of Beaumont-
en-Argonne, a dependency of Le Clermontois. All the inhabitants
came out to meet us, making a great display of white cockades.
They treated us with more consideration than we have received
anywhere, and had even prepared a lavish supply of bread and
meat. As will easily be believed, we took full advantage of

their good intentions. We finally reached the gates of Stenay
in dreadful weather, and found the outskirts of the town encum-
bered with the baggage-wagons of our army, and all the para-
phernalia of head-quarters. We received orders to go on to the
village of Lion-sous-Dun, a good two leagues farther, and therefore

skirted Stenay without entering the town. We were taken by
the shortest route, across an almost impassable marsh j and this

put the finishing touch to the exhaustion of our horses, which
had been saddled for thirty-six hours, had been marching since

six o'clock in the morning, and had covered more than ten leagues

of very fatiguing country. At nightfall we reached our destination

at length ; but, as we were to share the village with the Commissary-
General's brigade, and our quarters had not been assigned to us,

we were obliged to wait for more than two hours in a field outside

the place. At last, at nine o'clock in the evening, we were at

liberty to seek out our lodgings in this huge village, in complete
darkness and amid unimaginable confusion. Our wagons had
found the greatest difficulty in reaching Lion, and it was past
ten o'clock before I could discover my baggage. Thanks to the

care of the faithful Picard, it was all there; but several of my
friends were less fortunate. Some of them had been robbed,

while others had been obliged to fall out of the ranks on account
of the bad roads or the loss of their horses. Their possessions

will probably be seized by the Prussian or Austrian hussars, or

the Hessians, all of whom are more to be feared in this respect

than the patriots, who have not as yet been near us. My carriage

horses, which were excellent, are completely worn out, and so

are my saddle horses. This day was certainly the most exhausting

we have had. After considerable difficulty I succeeded in finding

shelter in a barn, which I shared with some of my comrades.

6th Oct,—Still at Lion. Terrible weather. Rain.—The ICing

of Prussia arrived at Dun with his army; we can see their camp
from our village. The Prussian army is full of sickness and in

a state of inconceivable disorder. The roads are covered with

soldiers in a dying condition, or at least so much disabled that

they have had to fall out of the ranks. For them, as for us, the

weather has been a terrible scourge throughout this futile

campaign.
A A2
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7th Oct.—Still stationary. Same weather : torrents of rain.

—

Having heard that the princes had in their train a certain M.

Valet de Villiers from Lorraine, who had in his possession a very

large sum in assignats of which he wished to be rid, and of which

he meant to dispose to various emigres of property, I went over

to Stenay to complete a little transaction that I had already opened

with him. I received from M. Valet de Villiers, whom I had
never seen before, the sum of COOO livres in assignats, in exchange
for my bill for 6300 livres, payable in a year. Several of my
Auvergnat comrades did the same, and I beheve that among
us we took at least 60,000 livres off his hands. We obtained

this loan so easily that I fear we must have made a bad bargain.

But we are in such an unfortunate position that I did not hesitate

to come to terms, hoping that I might at least secure half of the

sum in cash. I only stayed in Stenay long enough to conclude

this affair. I visited no one at head-quarters, but returned to

take shelter in my village from the bad weather, which has made
the roads absolutely impassable.

Sth Oct.—The weather was deplorable all night. The rain

ceased in the course of the day.—Orders to leave Lion-sous-Dun
came to the Commissary-General's brigade and ourselves. Our
baggage-wagoiis, being unable to follow us, were obliged to

return to Stenay, and will proceed to Longwy by way of Marville

and Longuion. Probably we shall not see them again for several

days, and all the time we shall be feeling anxious lest they should

be robbed on the way. The impossibility of procuring wagons
and draught horses at Lion obliged us, in spite of the risk, to

leave belaind us two carriages full of baggage belonging to members
of our brigade. They M'ill inevitably fall into the hands of the

patriots, who occupy every place as soon as it is evacuated by
our troops. The two brigades left Lion very early in the morning.

We struck across the woods towards Marville, though we had
been warned that there was a considerable chance of our being

attacked by a detachment of the garrison of Montmedy. M. de
Caraman obtained all the information necessary to our peace of

mind, for cavalry Avould have had no advantage in the thick
undergrowth of those woods. The column was led by an advanced
guard of fifty men commanded by myself, and accompanied by
M. de Caraman; so the brigade was perfectly safe, though our
guides took us through the woods by rough paths that were
terribly cut up by the rain, and so narrow that we were absolutely
obliged to march in single file. A force of fifty unmounted
riflemen, if they were good shots, could have killed us one after
the other, without our being able to do anything in our own
defence. By the time we had marched for three hours through
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those woods we were not sorry to leave them for more open
country. It must be admitted that if there had been any one

Nltijthe patriots' army of the abiUty that the constitutional marshal,
Luclcner, showed when he was fighting against us in the Seven
Years' War, not one of us would have survived this difficult

retreat, which has been conducted in the most disorderly and
careless way. It has all the appearance of a complete rout,
and the most disastrous battle could not have produced a worse
result. The Prussians, moreover, are in the same state : their

retreat is a stampede. Their men are looting the baggage-wagons
on the roads, and even the officers are profiting by the robberies
carried out by their men.
On leaving the wood we came to what we were told was a road :

an inconceivably rough and muddy track that the constant
rain had made even more impossible than usual. There we saw
a quantity of baggage stuck in the mud, and horses broken down,
and men dying of fatigue or dysentery—a most terrible scene.

And it is by this road that our wagons must travel to Longwy.
When we reached the princes' head-quarters at the little town of

Marville we were sent a league farther on to the village of Flabbc-
ville, which lies in a very narrow hollow and can only be reached
by a descent so fearful that no one who had not seen it could
possibly picture it. In this isolated spot, however, there was
no fear of being attacked by the patriots, whom we had now left

sufficiently far behind us. M. de Caraman, therefore, dispensed

with my picket, and confined his precautions to mere patrols,

which were unpleasant enough for those concerned, since the

weather became as horrible as ever during the night. Although
still in France and able to order the supplies we needed, we were

in want of many necessaries of life : there were very few provisions

in the village, and. our troubles were increased by the absence of

all the conveniences in our baggage-wagons. We were really

in want of everything, and we were all in very much the same
plight. No one was exempt ; not even our general the Vicomte
de Beaune, whose chief occupation—I should be sorry to say his

only one—^in all weathers and all circumstances, was thinking

of the bill of fare for the day and the morrow. We all slept on

straw here ; and our horses were picketed in a downpour of rain.

They are nearly all in a deplorable state now, which is very sad

when one remembers how we were mounted when we left Coblenz.

9th Oct.—We left Flabbeville and marched to Longuion,

following at first an abominable pathway in the valley, by the

side of a little river, and afterwards some narrow roads hollowed

out in the hillside, where it was absolutely necessary to advance

in single file.
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We were delayed for a long time near the Longuion bridge,

while the Bodyguard and all their wagons crossed the river.

The princes and staff remained at Longuion, but we marched on

for another league, by almost impassable roads, to the village of

Fermont, where twelve or fifteen of us were crowded into one

cottage, while our horses were picketed as usual. We had heard

no news of our wagons and were entirely without provisions;

no rations were supplied to us, though we were still in France;

and though we were able to buy food it was very costly on account

of its scarcity. Fortunately some of the baggage arrived; but

as I was anxious about my own, to say nothing of Picard, who was
with it, I sent oft my son to search for it. I made him take my
groom to help him, and was consequently left without a servant.

I and my son Hippolyte, therefore, were obliged to do everything

for ourselves and our horses. We heard that numbers of wagons
had been plundered by the Prussians on the way, and that many
others had been delayed by the difficulties of the road till they fell

into the hands of the patriots.

10th Oct.—Still at Fermont. The weather abominable as usual.

Continuous rain.—The princes, through the Marechal de Broglie^

have already announced to all the troops that discharges and pass-

ports will be given to those who desire them. As may be imai^ned,

the men who have no means and no hope of any help for the winter

are really in despair. A year ago we started a fund among our-

selves to assist any of our comrades who might be in/need. Two
of our compatriots made very generous loans : the/intendant of

our province, M. de Chazerat, contributed 19,000 livres in cash,

and M. de Pontgibaud, who is with us, about 14,000 livres. We
had secured on credit a sum of 50,000 livres in assignats, three-

quarters of which we lent to the princes. But now our funds are

exhausted, and we can do no more to help our comrades. It seems

to be the princes' wish that a great many of us should aj^lyjor
our discharge, and this increases the general feeling of dismay.

Passports are being supplied by the Marechal de Broglie, and many
of us are making arrangements to go into Switzerland, the Nether-
lands, or Germany. Some are hoping to find funds awaiting them
at the houses of their hosts of last winter, and are, therefore, going
back to Coblenz and the countries round it. We hear a rumour,
however, that the patriot army under General Custine has crossed
the frontier on the Alsace side, has captured Spires and Worms,
and is marching on Mayence. We have also heard, to our great
distress, that General Montesquieu has taken possession of the
whole of Savoy without the least opposition, and is now in Cham-
b6ry, the Piedmontese army having retreated over the Alps
without striking a blow. The Chevalier de Perron, who was
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governor of Savoy when we came away, was left almost alone in

Chambery when the. place was evacuated by the prudent officers

in command, but finally he was obliged to follow the rest. All the
sovereigns of Europe appear to be behaving alike : it is inex-
plicable ! Their policy is infernal, or else their treachery is

appalling

!

11th Oct.—The weather as bad as ever : still raining.—I had
still no news of my baggage, nor even of my son, and was beginning
to be anxious. We left the village of Fermont, and marched out
of France. When we crossed the frontier on the 29th August we
were full of hope, and it seemed that our hopes were well founded.
God knows when we shall see our unhappy country again 1 The
Legislative Assembly has been succeeded by a National Convention
composed of the most notorious ruffians in France, who have
begun by abolishing the Monarchy and proclaiming a Republic.
A decree has been passed by which all the imigrSs are sentenced
to perpetual banishment, or condemned to death in the case of

their being captured or being rash enough to return to France.
Our possessions have been confiscated for the benefit of the
Republic. Our movable property is to be sold; and if no pur-

chasers are found for our lands they will be laid waste. We may
consider ourselves reduced to absolute penury, at least for a
generation.

Continuing our march we passed under the walls of Longwy,
which is still in the hands of the Austrians. Our roads were so

consistently bad that our horses could hardly put one foot before

another, and suffered horribly. We halted at Rodange, a village

in Luxembourg, where we had to bargain for our quarters, no
orders having been issued. Each of us, moreover, had to buy his

own forage, since there was now no question of rations of any kind.

The inhabitants, luckily, were honest folk, and by paying for what
we wanted we avoided all difficulty. There was nothing heard of

the Staff any more, and the generals were beginning to disperse.

The Comte de Caraman had taken leave of us the day before ; and
here the Vicomte de Beaune, who was in command of the brigade,

left us also. There remained to us the Due de Lorge and our two
brigadiers. La Roche-Aymon and Laqueuille.

My son had not reappeared, and I was all day in the greatest

anxiety on his account ; and anxious, too, about my baggage, for

we knew for a fact that the baggage-wagons of our army had been

grievously plundered by the Prussians. In the evening my groom
arrived, my son having sent him to relieve my anxiety. He told

me that my baggage was comparatively safe, and that I should

probably see it on the following day. But I am extremely dis-

tressed by a rumour that is being spread about, and appears to
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be well founded, to the effect that the assignats of which we all

obtained such a large supply at Stenay, in exchange for our bills,

have been discovered to be false at Longwy. It even appears that

the Sieur Valet de ViUiers, from whom we obtained them, was

using a false name. Every one who had made advances to the

princes, or to whom money was due, had been paid Avith these

assignats; and all the corps, like ourselves, had supplied them-

selves with them. M. le due de Bourbon had been given some of

them for his division, and met with a great deal of unpleasantness

on that account in the Netherlands. The most horrible thought of

all is that the manufacture of these assignats was going on in our

very midst—so we are told—^in Coblenz and its neighbourhood.

The subject is too humiliating to be dwelt upon.

12th Oct.—Fearful weather all the morning. Rain.—^We set

out again upon our sad and disastrous retreat, and soon joined

the high road to Arlon, a little town in the Duchy of Luxembourg.
It is at this point that the remnant of the cavalry and infantry of

our royal army is to assemble; but the infantry, under M. de
Martanges, is very much behindhand, having been delayed for a

long time near Verdun and fitain through a variety of annoyances
in the cantonments there, and by the disagreeable behaviour of

the Prussian general, de Corbi^re, the officer in command at

Verdun. It is worthy of remark that, in the course of the dis-

cussions between M. de Martanges and M. de Corbi^re, M. le baron
de Breteuil intervened, and on one occasion even tried to impose
his authority on M. de Martanges, making use, as the King's
Minister, of the expression ;

" I order you." M. de Martanges,
fortified by the orders and instructions he had received from the

Marechal de Broglie, firmly refused to allow the nobles confided to

his care to be exposed to dangers that were obviously useless.

Except for this we know very little of the infantry's experiences.

At Arlon we found the high road and all the approaches of the
town obstructed by the baggage of our entire army, and we had
the greatest difficulty in forcing an entrance. The confusion
that reigned in the town was unimaginable. I had the good for-

tune to find my son and my baggage unharmed, but my horses
were half dead, and could not go a step farther. My son had been
hard put to it to save my carriage from the marauding Prussians,
whose robberies have been immense. Our princes are at Arlon,
and with them the remains of their staff : one can no longer speak
of their head-quarters. The town having received no orders
through an imperial commissioner the municipal authorities
refused to provide lodgings for the princes and their suite, who
were reduced to taking refuge in an inn that had a table-'d'hdte

and was already full. All the corps as they arrived were dispatched
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pell-mell to the villages round Arlon, and experienced all sorts

of difficulties. It seems inconceivable that the government of

the Netherlands should behave like this in the circumstances;
and all the vexations we are encountering must probably be
attributed to the Archduchess Christine, who has never taken the
least pains to hide her hostility towards us.

However this may be we made our way across Arlon through a
mass of baggage-wagons, troops, and obstructions of every kind.

Our orders were to settle ourselves as best we could in or near the
village of Fresange, about a league from Arlon, We did so ; and
are uncomfortably and dearly lodged, being forced to pay for

everything ourselves. But amid all the disasters that have beset

us I think myself very fortunate in having found my baggage
intact. I owe this partly to the care of the vigilant Picard, whose
efforts were seconded by my son; and partly to the money he
was obliged to expend in procuring extra horses, to pull the

carriage out of the mud at Marville and Longuion, and save it from
the clutches of the marauding Prussians and their well-matched
rivals, the patriots. It seems that the Prussian officers, of whose
discipline we heard so much, connived at all these robberies. Of
this we have the most imdeniable proofs, several of them having
benefited by the raids of their men. We also hear that a portion

of Monsieur's baggage has fallen into the hands of the patriots,

including various things of the greatest importance—some most
interesting correspondence, and all the letters patent and crosses

of St. Louis granted since 1789 and given up to Monsieur at

Coblenz. They will provide plenty of occupation for the Com-
mittee of Surveillance

!

The day after our princes reached Arlon the imperial com-
missioner arrived, full of excuses for the inconveniences of the

previous day. The princes and he together did their best to ensure

that the remnant of our army should be furnished with rations,

not only now, but during the whole march to the principality of

Li^ge, which apparently is our destination. The matter is now
being negotiated with the King of Prussia. In the meantime we
are in a cruel state of uncertainty as to the fate of those who are

resolving to spend the winter with the remains of their regiments

;

and owing to this uncertainty a great many men are leaving us

at once. The crowd of aides-de-camp has vanished. All the

Court dandies and swaggerers whom the princes were weak enough

to gather round them were the first to desert them, and in most
cases did so with the utmost discourtesy. Most of the general-

officers have also gone, and their example has increased the

universal feeling of discouragement and despair. All the corps

seem to be breaking up. The scene that Arlon presents at this

moment is most touching, and indeed heart-breaking—and at
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times quite revolting, on account of the perfectly open and direct

way in which certain individuals reproach our princes, though

their grief is more than they can conceal. M. le comte d'Artois

never speaks to any of us without tears in his eyes. The princes

are in the distressing position of being forced to discharge nearly

all the officers of their household, their equerries, and their pages,

who are being presented with very modest gratuities and their

horses. Many of the nobles and officers who secured mounts for

themselves at a high price, being now left without means of

subsistence for themselves or their horses, are trying to sell them,

and are even giving them away in default of purchasers.

And in the midst of this general disorder, and despair, and
misery, must we not excuse a little grumbling on the part of all

these brave fellows whose fate is so precarious, when they see

Arlon invaded by women who should have felt it their duty, in

the circumstances, to stay away ? Mme. de Balbi, with her pretty

sateUite, Mme. de Fougy, has come from Luxembourg to this town

;

and all the world may see Monsieur walking through the mud of

Arlon to spend a part of every day with these ladies. On the other

hand—I regret to say it, but it is the melancholy truth—^Mme. de

Polastron and the three or four ladies who are her habitual com-
panions have also descended upon Arlon, to drag into the light of

day the weakness of the prince who is so dear to our hearts, and
whom our hearts are so ready to excuse ; the prince who feels for

our misfortunes, we believe, as deeply as we feel for his. And now,
under the very eyes of his own children, he is behaving in a way
that bids fair to destroy our most comforting illusions. These
women, in my opinion, are injuring not only the nobles, but also

those who have attracted them hither by the force of their blind

attachment ! It is more than ever important at this moment
that the princes should appear to the best advantage in the eyes

of the Powers, from whom they are obliged, in their humiliation,

to beg for assistance, and from whom we are all hoping for the
relief that is absolutely necessary to us. And, moreover, we are

kept constantly anxious by this exposure of valuable lives at all

hours of the day and night ; for the princes take no precautions
whatever to protect themselves against the horrible crimes of

which the Jacobin horde is only too capable !

October 1792.—12<A-18f7i Oct.—Spent these days near Arlon.—
For the first two days that we spent in these villages we were far

from comfortable, being supplied with neither rations nor forage.
But since arrangements were made with the imperial commissioner
we have been receiving the allowances usually supplied to the
Emperor's troops in the duchy of Luxembourg. Bread, meat, and
forage are delivered to us regularly; and our hosts provide us,
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not only with lodgings, but with firing, vegetables, and everything
necessary for the table. So we are fairly comfortable as a rule.

During our stay in these villages the Prussian and Austrian
armies have been continuing their retreat, and have now evacuated
France. The Duke of Brunswick seems to have been acting in

concert with the enemy, with whom he has apparently made some
treaty, for he has evacuated Verdun and effected his retreat

without being troubled in any way. It is even said that when his

guns stuck in the mud the patriots helped to drag them out.

There were conferences at Verdun with some of the generals of

Dumouriez's army; and not only did the Duke of Brunswick
treat them with the greatest consideration, but it is known for

a fact that he spoke very slightingly of the generals of the imigres'

army, whom he described as rebels. The Prussians then surren-

dered Verdun, which they left quietly by one gate while the
patriots marched in by another. Moreover, the Duke of Bruns-
wick, commander-in-chief of the allied troops, gave orders to the

Austrians to evacuate Longwy also, which; as may be imagined,
was more than annoying to the Prince of Hohenlohe and General
de Clerfayt. There were, indeed, very lively altercations on this

subject, and some very strong language was used at a dinner to

which M. le comte d'Artois was bidden by the Prince of Hohenlohe.
I have been told that our prince behaved on this occasion with the

greatest wisdom and circumspection.

After encountering every kind of difficulty and discomfort near

Verdun and Etain for more than twenty days, after enduring all

the miseries of the terrible weather that never ceased throughout
the laborious retreat, after marching for many an exhausting day,

and being repulsed and refused shelter everywhere, M. de Mar-
tanges brought into Arlon all the infantry of the emigris' army,
in the most deplorable state. The greater part of their baggage,

moreover, had been stolen by the Prussians. When these gentle-

men arrived at Arlon in a state of absolute destitution they could

find no roofs to shelter them, and were a piteous and moving sight.

At last I heard that the naval brigade had found a refuge in a

village a league away from ours, and I sent oft post-haste for my
second son, Alexis, who has been through all this miserable cam-
paign on foot with the other naval officers, but is now to remain

with me. Arrangements are now being made, in concert with the

King of Prussia, by which the remains of our army shall be supplied

with rations till they reach the principality of Li^ge, where

they will live at the expense of the King of Prussia until further

orders.

Before continuing the account of my own concerns I will give

all the details I have been able to secure of events in Paris since

the 25th August.



CHAPTER XX

THE SEPTEMBER MASSACRES ^

After the 10th August, arrests and domicihary visits and the

most iniquitous searches became common in Paris. All the old

prisons of the town, and the new ones as well, were filled with

men and women who, as we shall see, were destined to fall victims

to the imparalleled fury of these bloodthirsty ruffians, whose
ferocity has never been equalled in the history of the world, and
whose like has never been produced by the most cruel and savage
races of earth. I will not dwell upon these horrible details : I

will spealc only of the more noteworthy martyrs of these disastrous

days, the memory of which must surely make the very name of

the French nation accursed for all time.

On the evening of the 19th August, Mme. la princesse de Lam-
balle and Mme. de Tourzel, together with the waiting-women of

the Queen and Mme. EUzabeth, were reluctantly dragged from
the Temple, whither they had been allowed to accompany the

royal family, and were confined in the prison of La Force. Mme.
la princesse de Tarente, having been arrested in Paris, was thrown
into the Abbaye with a vast number of others. In the meantime,
as M. de La Porte, Durosoy, and CoUenot d'Angremont were
guillotined in succession, the people of Paris began to show signs

of disgust, and their leaders, Danton, Manuel, Collot d'Herbois,

Panis, and the rest, must have been chagrined at tlie lack of

enthusiasm with which these executions were received. They
made every effort, therefore, to reawaken the fury of the mob.
The invasion of the combined armies, and especially the capture
of Longwy, served them as a pretext for stirring up agitation.

Reinforcements were instantly ordered to the frontiers.

On the 28th August the Assembly, urged by Danton, passed
an order prescribing fresh domiciliary visits and the disarmament
of suspected citizens. The very same evening, when the decree
was hardly pubhshed, Robespierre, President of the Commune,

* M. de Champflour omits this chapter. In view of the special nature of
his work, he is quite right to quote only such passages as relate to the cam-
paign of 1792. But M. d'Espinchal's account of the September massacres
is so full of interesting detail that we think it best to give it here, although
he waa not an eyewitness.
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put it into execution. At four o'clock in the afternoon the barriers

were closed, the alarm was sounded, and orders were issued that
every citizen was to be under his own roof at six precisely.

All the shops were closed ; the streets were deserted, and in the
houses every man was trembling for his Ufe, and for the safety of

his property. Paris presented a most sinister appearance—I was
told by an eyewitness—and the silence was dreadful. The visits

took place at one o'clock in the morning. All the streets were
guarded by men armed with pikes. On the pretext of searching
for arms more than thi-ee thousand suspected persons were taken
before the Sections, and though many were released on the following
day a great number of them were thrown into the Abbaye, It

may easily be imagined how many thefts and acts of violence took
place that night, when sixty thousand robbers were occupied in

tormenting six hundred thousand citizens. The churches, con-

vents, and seminaries were filled with arrested priests, who were
especially numerous in the Carmelites' Convent of the Rue de
Vaugirard, and at Saint-Firmin.

In the meantime, some of the Parisian Sections were beginning
to complain to the Assembly of the vexatious conduct of the

Commune. The ministers, Roland and Servan, also aired their

grievances. On the 30th August, therefore, the Assembly issued

a decree dissolving the General Council of the Commune appointed

on August 10th, and at the same time decreed that the executive

power of the nation should enforce the law which placed the troops

of Paris at the disposal of the mayor. But the Commune con-

tinued to act, without paying any attention to the order for its

dissolution. Nay more : Robespierre, in its midst, denounced
the liberticide Brissot, the Girondist faction, and the base Com-
mission of Twcnty-One,i for having sold France to Bruns^vick

and received the price of their treachery. On the 2nd September
the Minister of Justice, the ferocious Danton, whose five colleagues

trembled before him and acted as he bade them, appeared in the

Assembly and declared that there was no need to be alarmed by
the tocsin and the guns that had been firing all the morning, for

Verdun was not taken. He demanded that every citizen should

hasten forth to meet the enemy; that the capital should be

defended by pikes only; that any man who refused to go to the

front or provide a musket should be punished by death. All these

resolutions were passed, and the executive council, of which

Danton is the head, was invested with unlimited power. Danton
then appointed itinerant commissioners to second his atrocious

designs. The list of victims had been ready since the 27th. On

1 Probably the Commission of Twenty-/tU6 : afterwards the Committee of

Public Safety. {Translator's note.)
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the previous day his accomphee and agent, Manuel, had released

his friend, the Sieur Caron de Beaumarchais, from the Abbaye
prison, where he had been confined on the denunciation of his

enemy, the ex-Capuchin Chabot. Comte Francois de Jaucourt,

a deputy in the Assembly and a zealous constitutionalist, who had
recently shown signs of royalism and had been arrested, was
also set free. Some of the ruffians were still his friends, and he

was therefore released' before the 2nd September, Another
celebrated personage, the Comte de Lally-ToUendal, who had come
to Paris to support the final efforts of the constitutionalists before

the 10th August, begged for a passport to take him back to his

new country, for he had been naturalised as an Englishman.
It would have been greatly to our advantage if he had adopted
this country before the year 1789. Being suspected of giving

advice to the King he was denounced, arrested, and sent to the

Abbaye, but was released a few days later. On the 30th Manuel
visited the priests imprisoned in the Carmes, and spoke them fair.

When they complained of the discomforts of their position, and
begged that the decree of deportation might be promptly carried

out, Manuel calmly gave them his word of honour that their fate

would be decided in less than four days. On the evening of the

30th this same ruffian returned to the Carmes, and told the eating-

house keeper who provided these priests with food that he ought
to see that his bill was paid without delay, because in less than
twenty-four hours it would be too late.

On the 2nd September the barriers were closed at two o'clock.

The firing of guns, the ringing of the tocsin, and the beating of

drums were heard on all sides. All the carriages and horses in

the streets were seized, on the pretext of using them for military

purposes. No carriages were allowed to leave Paris. Some
unfortunate priests, who were driving out of the town in obedience
to the decrees that banished them, were brought back in their

carriages to the H6tel de Ville, and thence dispatched to the
Abbaye and the Carmes. Three carriages set down a load of

lucldess priests at the Abbaye prison. They were nearly all

massacred, and the same fate befell the prisoners at the Carmes.
By mid-day the thirty assassins who were entrusted with this

horrible task were in a house adjoining the church. The National
Guards on duty there, who might have put a stop to their
barbarities, quietly looked on at the butchery. By three o'clock
in the afternoon nearly all these unfortunate priests had been
murdered in cold blood, one after the other, submitting to their
fate with the resignation and piety of the martyrs of old. At
their head were three excellent prelates, whose names will be
handed down to posterity. J. M. Dulau, Archbishop of Aries,
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who was born in 1788 and consecrated in 1775, was a man of rare

piety, profound learning, and unequalled modesty. As a deputy
in the States General he was one of the most enlightened members
of his Order, and one of the most ardent defenders of religion and
the Monarchy. Being greatly revered by his unhappy fellow-

prisoners in the Carmes, he had been preparing them, for several

days, for the death that threatened them, and his resignation

was an example to them all. When a means of escaping from
the Carmes was suggested to him he absolutely refused to fly. He
always answered :

" It is best for me to be here ; I owe my
example to others, and at least I will follow that of my honoured
companions." The venerable archbishop calmly faced the
ferocious Marseillais who came in search of him. He received

several sword-cuts on the head, and was finally dispatched with
a pike, which pierced his chest. His body was trodden under foot

and mutilated by the ruffians. The next to die, after the Arch-
bishop of Aries, were Fr. J. de la Rochefoucauld-Bayers, Bishop
of Beauvais, who was born in 1733 and consecrated in 1772, and
his brother, P. L. de La Rochefoucauld-Bayers, Bishop of Saintes,

born in 1744 and consecrated in 1782. The Bishop of Saintes

had not been arrested by order of the Commune, but insisted, in

spite of all that could be said to dissuade him, on giving himself

up with his brother, from whom he did not wish to be parted.

These two good prelates, as they knelt before the altar, were
repeatedly shot at, and many of the other priests were murdered
in this way. The two bishops survived this first attack, but the

Bishop of Saintes had his leg shattered. They suffered the horror

of seeing more than forty of their companions in misfortune killed

under their eyes, in the courts and the garden, on the walls and
in the trees, whither they were pursued like wild beasts. When
the assassins saw that some of their victims were escaping them
they chased all that were left into the church again. The two
bishops were among them. There were then about a hundred
remaining. The leaders gave orders that they should be brought

out, two at a time, into the garden, and there they met their

death in turn. They all died calmly and resignedly, receiving the

benediction from one another, and repeating the prayers for the

dying.

Nearly all the principal clergy in France would have shown the

same spirit if it had been their fate to die at the hands of these

butchers. The Abbe Hebert, the head of the Eudists and con-

fessor to the ICing, was among the victims—a man who deserved

respect for his piety and benevolence, and was held in great esteem

by the clergy of France. Among the most noteworthy of these

devout and noble martyrs were Dom Chevreux, the head of the
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Benedictines, who was a deputy for Paris in the States General

;

the Abbe Gros, parish priest of Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonneret,

another ex-deputy; the Abbe de Lubersac, almoner to Mme.
Victoire ; and eight grand-vicars of various dioceses, one of whom
was a certain young Abbe de Fargues from Auvergne, whose four

brothers and two nephews have been through the campaign in

my own company, and are all Knights of Malta, Among these

ill-fated priests were fifteen superiors of seminaries, twenty-one
parish priests, five professors or principals of the College of Navarre,

and various canons and other clergy attached to the parishes of

that and other dioceses.

And in the Seminary of Saint Firmin there were ninety other

victims slaughtered ; some on that same evening of the 2nd, and
some on the following day—cut down in the rooms, the dormitories,

the cellars, the barns, and even before the gates of the convent,

which were protected by two guard-houses. It is reckoned that

239 priests were killed in these two houses, together with five

Jaymen who were there in retirement : the Chevalier de Villette,

Knight of St. Louis ; Regio de Valfont, formerly an officer in the

Champagne Regiment ; de La Vieuville, a naval officer ; and two
whose names are not known. Thirty-four priests escaped by a
miracle from the massacre at the Carmes, and fifteen from Saint

Firmin. But there were others murdered, as we shall see, in

other prisons.

There were similar massacres at the same time in several French
towns, and especiaUy at Rheims, at the time that the combined
armies were quite close to that town. The people were every-

where roused to fury against the priests, who invariably showed
the same piety and resignation.

While the massacre was in progress at the Carmes similar

atrocities were taking place in various prisons in Paris, where
Danton had placed judges—chosen from among the people—to

pass final sentence on the prisoners. The person who presided

over the massacres at the Abbaye was a certain usher named
Maillard, of the Faubourg St. Antoine, Avho had taken part in

the destruction of the Bastille, and had been one of the leaders of

the band of furies who marched on Versailles on the 5th October,
1789. Maillard Avas a member of the Commune of the 10th
August, and Santerre, his brother-in-law Panis, and Palloy, the
master mason, were all his friends. This monster, after super-
intending the massacre of the priests who had been brought back
from the barriers, proceeded to murder all the junior officers

of the Swiss Guards who were in that prison, without any form of
trial.

The tribunal of blood at the Abbaye, before which all the
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prisoners appeared in turn, has been thus described to us. The
horrible President, dressed in a grey coat and armed with a huge
sword, stood beside a table, on which were some papers, an
inkstand, some pipes, and several bottles. Round the table, some
seated and some standing, were ten other ruffians, wearing jackets
or aprons. As each victim was brought before him the President
consulted the notes given him by Danton, and after a brief

examination gave orders, by a prearranged sign, for the prisoner's

massacre or acquittal. It is reckoned that about 188 persons were
slaughtered at the Abbaye, the most notable of whom I will

describe. The Abbe de Boisgelin, agent-general of the clergy,

left France in 1791, when I met him at Spa. He then very
imprudently returned, and was arrested in August at the time of

the domiciliary visits. His behaviour at the last was especially

touching in that he was not altogether guiltless of the errors of

youth. He had scandalised the Church, and desired to make
amends. I am told that he died with the utmost resignation;

that he publicly besought God to accept his repentance and to

forgive him for the scandal his conduct had caused, and that to the
end he was encouraging those who were doomed to die with him.
The Abbe de Chapt de Rastignac was a man of great ability and
learning, and the author of some excellent works on religion.

He represented the clergy of Orleans in the States General, and
distinguished himself by his zeal in defending religion and the

rights of his Order. The Abbe Lenfant, who was, over seventy
years of age, was formerly preacher to the King and very famous
for his sermons. M. de Reding was a captain in the Swiss Guard,
and MM. de Diesbach and Ernest were second-lieutenants. M. de
Reding, who had been wounded in the riots of the 10th August and
taken to prison in that condition, was being carried to the tribunal.

He cried out from pain as he was borne along, and one of the

butchers at his side, being worried by the noise, cut his throat with
a stroke of his sword and so put an end to him. The Comte de

Montmorin, formerly Minister for Foreign Affairs, I have already

described. . . . After the 10th August a warrant was issued for

his arrest, on the evidence of a note found in the rooms of his

cousin, the young Marquis de Montmorin, Governor of Fontaine-

bleau. He hid himself on the fifth storey of a house in the Fau-
bourg Saint-Antoine, and his discovery was due to the imprudence
of his daughter, Mme. de Beaumont, who visited him there without

sufficient secrecy. When questioned as to the papers found in

the chateau he had no difficulty in proving that the writing was
not his ; but he was weak enough to say that he was not the only

man of his name, with the result that his cousin was afterwards

denounced and arrested, and was put to death like himself on the
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2nd September, as I shall presently relate. Brissot, who was the

sworn enemy of the ex-minister, prevented his release and had
him exanained as to the alleged Austrian Committee. Notwith-

standing his innocence in this matter he was sent to the Abbaye,
and was one of the victims of the 2nd September ; but owing to

his behaviour to the King at the beginning of the Revolution and
his close alliance with Necker, he is regretted by none of the

royalists, nor yet by such of his near relations as were, like myself,

in a position to appreciate his character. The Comte de Wittgen^
stein, who was made a brigadier-general in 1780, took advantage
of the circumstances when the Revolution broke out, and obtained

his promotion to lieutenant-general in 1791. He also secured a

cordon rouge in 1792. He had been constantly in the employ
of the constitutional party, but recently he seemed anxious to

be useful to the King, and he was one of the most honest of the

constitutionalists. Brigadier-General the vicomte de Maille was
the younger brother of the late Due de Maille. He too obtained
the cordon rouge, and he was appointed governor of San Domingo,
but relinquished the post. He was with the King on the 10th

August, and was seriously woimded on his way to the National

Assembly. He escaped at the time, but was arrested a few days
later. The Vicomte de Rohan-Chabot, to whom I referred in my
account of the 10th August, was arrested at the Feuillants, after

acting as sentry to the royal family for forty-eight hours. De
Maussabre was the Due de Brissac's aide-de-camp. This young
man came to Coblenz in the summer of 1791, but after his return

he never left his chief, who at that time was appointed Com-
mandant General of the King's Guard. Maussabre hid himself

in Mme. Du Barry's house at Louveciennes, where he was seized

in August by a scoundrel called Xavier Audouin, who was searching
the country round Paris at the head of a band of ruffians. Maus-
sabre was flung into the cells of the Abbaye. When the massacre
began he hid himself in the chimney; but the jailer, observing
his absence, bade some one fire a musket up the chimney. Maus-
sabre was wounded, but, in spite of his pain, did not move a muscle.
Then the relentless jailer set fire to some straw, and the luckless
Maussabre, stifled by the smoke, fell down in a half-dead condition,
covered with wounds and burns. He was carried into the street,

and there dispatched with five pistol-shots. M. de Chanterenne
was formerly lieutenant-colonel of the Roussillon Rifles, and one
of the colonels of the King's Guard. He was arrested after the
10th August and imprisoned in the Abbaye, where he was killed
with a blow from a knife as he was on the point of going before
the horrible tribunal. M. Thierry de Villedavray was principal
valet-de-chambre to the King, in whose service he had been since
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his Majesty was quite a child and was only Due de Berry. The
King made his fortune. He was a colonel of dragoons on half-
pay, and intendant-general of the Store-house of the Crown, and
he possessed an income of over 200,000 livres. He married his
daughter to the Baron de Pontlabbe, who was then an officer in
the Guards and was given a regiment on his marriage. The Baron
de Champlost, another of the King's principal valets-de-chambrc,
was much attached to his Majesty, whom he had served for many
years, MM. des Fontaines and de Vaugiraud were officers in the
King's Guard. RomainviUiers, formerly State Constable, was
one of the six chefs de division of the National Guard, and so
dubious was his conduct that the royaUsts regarded him as a tool
of the Jacobins, while the latter finally suspected him themselves.
Clement de Sainte-Palaye was a counsellor in the Chambre des
Comptes, Chamois was a man of letters, a son-in-law of the actor
Preville, a constitutional journalist, and editor of the paper called

Le Moderateur et spectateur national. Among the victims at the
Abbaye there were also a couple of magistrates, Buob and Bos-
quillon, who were sacrificed to the hatred and revenge of the
procureur of the Commune, Manuel, whose election they had
openly opposed. Altogether there were 180 persons killed,

including some National Guards, members of Sections, and minor
officials of the King's household.

I wUl now describe the most interesting of those who had the
good fortune to be acquitted or saved. M. Mole de Champlatreux
was a president a mortier in the Parlement, and a son-in-law of

Lamoignon, the late Keeper of the Seals. M. de Sombreuil,
Governor of the Invalides, had with him a daughter whose care

of her father and devotion in saving him from the assassins were
truly remarkable : she flung herself at their feet and, pointing to

her heart, besought them to kill her in her father's stead. For a
moment the fierce murderers were softened, and her father's life

was spared. Mme. la princesse de Tarente, too, owed her escape

to her courage and presence of mind. Her conduct from the first

beginnings of the Revolution has been so consistently fine that I

must devote a few lines to her. Mme. la princesse de Tarente,

now Duchesse de La Tremoille, is the eldest daughter of the late

Due de Chatillon, and she and her sister, the Duchesse de Crussol,

are the illustrious representatives—and the last—of the ancient

house of Chatillon, Mme. de Tarente is tall, with a fine, graceful

figure, and an air of great dignity. She was appointed lady-of-

honour to the Queen in 1785, and became attached to her in every

sense; her feeling for her Majesty being not only tenderly affec-

tionate, but absolutely disinterested. The Queen's friendship for

her was equally strong. She always acted with perfect discretion
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and integrity, and concerned herself with none of the Court

intrigues, either before or after the Revolution broke out. During

those troublous and agitating times she was never parted from her

royal friend, at whose side she was always to be found in every

moment of crisis. She was in the palace on the 20th June, and

passed the night of the 9th August with the royal family. Being

obliged to remain in the Tuileries when the King went to the

National Assembly, she escaped death by a sheer miracle. She

was saved by some of the Marseillais ; but a few days later she was

arrested, dragged before one committee after another, and finally

imprisoned in the Abbaye. At the time of the massacre she was

for thirty-two hours in momentary expectation of death. On
being brought before the murderous tribunal she was subjected

to a fresh series of questions, which she answered with rare courage.

They wished her to bring an accusation against the Queen, and

promised that her life should be spared if she would say but one

word. But truth, duty, fidelity, and her indomitable love of the

Queen made her dauntless. She withstood her bloodthirsty judges

with extraordinary skill, and was acquitted.

MM. de Marguerie, two brothers from Brassac, who served in

the King's Guard, were also acquitted, as well as M. Journiac de

Saint-Meard, a captain in the Roi Infanterie and a contributor

to the Actes des Apdtres and the Journal de la Cour et de la Ville,

Jouneau, a deputy for the department of the Charente, who had
publicly boxed the ear of his colleague Grangeneuve, of the

Gironde, and had been tried in the criminal courts and committed
to the Abbaye in consequence, was on the point of being massacred

when he was recognised by two federates. The President of the

Assembly claimed him. He was set free, and appeared before

the Assembly drenched in blood to the knees, and escorted by
three of the murderers.

The Sieur Cazotte was a man of letters, aged seventy-three, who
wrote several excellent books

—

Olivier, le Lord impromptu, Le
diable amoureux, etc.—and was at one time Commissioner to the

Windward Islands. He had two sons, one in the King's Guard,

and one who emigrated and joined our army, and a daughter who
was his companion in misfortune. He was arrested on evidence
derived from twenty letters found in the drawers of M. Ponteau,
secretary of the civil list, and was brought in a cart to Paris from
his retreat near Epernay, in Champagne. With him was his

admirable daughter, who acted as his secretary ; and they were
both confined in the Abbaye. A few days before the 2nd Sep-
tember Mile. Cazotte's innocence was proved, and she was given
permission to leave the prison ; but she begged as a favour to be
allowed to stay with her old and infirm father, and her wish was
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granted. This noble creature—a girl of only twenty, charming in

appearance, and full of intelligence and feeling—contrived to
soften the hearts of some Marseillais, who promised to do their

best to save her father. When Cazotte's turn came to be tried all

the judge's notes were found to be against him ; his letters were
full of the purest royalism; his death appeared certain. His
daughter, hanging upon the old man's neck, turned to the assassins

and cried :
" You cannot reach my father till you have pierced my

heart !
" At the sight of this touching picture the most ferocious

of the ruffians were moved : they spared both Cazotte and his

daughter, and took them away to a place of safety. His friends

besought him to leave Paris, but he insisted on remaining there,

and after nine days of liberty he was again arrested, on a warrant
issued by the ruthless Petion and signed by Panis and Sergent.

This time he was taken to the Conciergerie, to which his daughter
was refused admittance ; but by dint of repeated entreaties, and
many expeditions to the Commune and the Minister Roland, she
again obtained leave to take care of her father. When his trial was
over and he was condemned, his daughter went hastily in search

of the Marseillais who had already saved him from death ; but this

time, unfortunately, she was unable to find them. She was not
allowed to return to her father, and shortly afterwards he went to

the scaffold.

The other people of note who escaped from the massacre at the
Abbaye were M. de La Chapelle, chief clerk of the King's house-

hold; M. Rousseau, an official of the King's chambers and
military instructor to the Children of France; M. de Perceval,

commandant of the National Battalion and—I believe—collector

of revenues; the Comtesse de Fosse-Landry, niece of the ill-

fated Abbe de Chapt de Rastignac ; M. de La Milli^re, intendant-

general of bridges and roads ; and the Abbe Sicard, who succeeded

the Abbe de L'Epee at the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb.
To these must be added about sixty-eight others who escaped the

massacre through being claimed by their Sections, or acquitted

by President Maillard, or released in the previous week : such

as MM. de Jaucourt, Beaumarchais, Lally, the Comte d'Affry,

Haussonville the magistrate, and Auguste Monneron, an Indian

merchant. Among the prisoners who were acquitted were the

executioners of Paris, the brothers Sanson.

Over and above the 180 murdered prisoners and the 68 who were

acquitted or released, there were 41 whose fate is unknown, and

19 who were transferred before the massacre to the Conciergerie

of the Law Courts, to be tried there by the revolutionary tribunal.

Among these were the officers of the Swiss Guards, of whom seven

were slaughtered at the foot of the grand staircase, namely,
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MM. de Maillardor, lieutenant-general, and lieutenant-colonel of

the Swiss Guards since the death of the Baron de Besenval;

Chaulet and Allemant, adjutants-general; de Salis de Lizers and

de Wild, majors, and Zimmerman and Maillardor fils, lieutenants.

While these unfortunate individuals were being butchered the

revolutionary tribunal was occupied in trying the Baron de Bach-

mann, a major of the Swiss Guards, who was thus forced to witness

the tortures of his fellow-officers. The Baron de Bachmann was

a brigadier-general and a commander of the order of St. Louis, and
was endowed by nature with a magnificent presence and a character

of great strength. His conduct was unblemished throughout the

whole course of the Revolution, which is more than can be said

for several of the murdered men. The judges, in their examination

of this estimable man, sought to drag from him some avowal

injurious to the Queen ; but the faithful and resolute Bachmann
was dumb. He would not condescend to answer these scoundrels,

but coldly bade them send him to his death. That same day he
was guillotined, and was perfectly calm to the last. Wrapped in

his red cloak he mounted the scaffold with a firm and confident

step, flung his cloak from him with an air of dignity, glanced

proudly and disdainfully at the mob, and in another moment all

was over.

Of those who were slaughtered at the Conciergerie one of the

most interesting was the young Marquis de Montmorin, Governor
of Fontainebleau. He was the son, by a second marriage, of the

octogenarian Marquis de Montmorin, who was his predecessor

as Governor of Fontainebleau, was made lieutenant-general in

1748, and was a Knight of the Orders. Young Montmorin was
endowed with an upright and honest nature, and was remarkable
for his faithful devotion and gratitude to his sovereign. He was
no man of fashion, nor had he the manners of a Court dandy ; but
neither can he be numbered with the ungrateful. While he was
still very young his father left the Governorship of Fontainebleau
in his hands, and the post was greatly coveted by the greedy and
insatiable courtiers, who determined to rob him of it. At Court

—

the fountain-head of favour—an intrigue was formed with this

object; but Mesdames came forward to protect young Mont-
morin's interests, and in spite of his youth he was allowed to keep
the post that had been in his family for so long. After this he
was more than ever devoted to his master, and even to her who had
apparently supported the manoeuvres of his would-be supplanters.
On the 5th October, 1789, young Montmorin, who was major en
second in the Flanders Regiment, remained with his men at a time
when their colonel, Lusignem the deputy, not only disdained to
appear at their head, but even sought to excite disaffection among
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them. During those dreadful days Montmorin gave many a proof
of his devotion, and from that time forward he never lost an
opportunity of usefulness. He was made colonel of the Flanders
Regiment when the Marquis de Lusignem received his promotion
to brigadier-general, and on the 20th June and 10th August he
stood staunchly by the King and Queen, who were so sure of his
devotion and faith that they entrusted many a confidential mission
to his care. It was at this time that his cousin, the Comte de
Montmorin, ex-Minister for Foreign Affairs, was charged with
receiving a share of the civil list revenues, and was arrested, as I
have said. Instead of simply denying the charge, which, as he
was able to prove, was unfounded, he was feeble enough to refer
to his young cousin, who was promptly arrested at Saint-Germain-
en-Laye, where he was in hiding. When questioned at the bar
of the Assembly on the subject of the note found in his rooms at
the chateau, the Marquis made a weak defence, and was sent to
the Abbaye, where he was unanimously acquitted by the revolu-

tionary tribunal. But Danton forbade his release from the
Conciergerie, whither he had been transferred, and on the day of

the massacres he was put to death with the rest.

There were eleven other citizens butchered at the Conciergerie,

and a great number of criminals were massacred in the yard of

the Law Courts. On that one day there were nine different scenes

of carnage, conducted by the agents of Danton and the Commune :

the Carmelite Convent, the Seminary of Saint-Firmin, the Abbaye,
the Conciergerie of the Law Courts, the Bernardine Monastery,
the prisons of La Force, the Grand ChUtelet, the SalpStri^re, and
BicStre. The first to be massacred among the many prisoners at

La Force was M. de Rulhidre, who at one time commanded the

Paris Watch, and afterwards the mounted Gendarmerie, He was
a good fellow, very faithful to the King, and had done nothing
worthy of reproach. The Presidents of the tribunal that tried

the unhappy prisoners at La Force were both members of the

municipal body and of the Commune. The names of these

ruffians were Hebert and L'Huillier.

The most notable person in these dreadful prisons was Mme. la

princesse de Lamballe, who had been in confinement since the

19th August, the day that she was forced to leave the Queen, whom
she had followed to the Temple. Before describing the horrible

end of this ill-fated princess it will be well to give an account of

her life from the time she came to France. Marie Ther^se Louise

of Savoy-Carignano, Princesse de Lamballe, was born on the 8th

September, 1749. She was a daughter of the late Prince of Carig-

nano—first prince of the blood of the House of Savoy—and of the

Princess Chr.-Hen. of Hesse-Rheinfels, whose sisters were the
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King of Sardinia's mother, and the mother of M. le prince de Conde.

This fascinating princess, in whom were united all the charms of

the House of Savoy, came to Versailles in the full radiance of

youth and beauty. Her lovely face, her complexion of lilies and

roses, her pretty figure, her magnificent fair hair, her gay, lively,

pleasure-loving nature, her gentleness and sweetness, were com-

bined with quite enough intelligence for so pretty a woman. Such

was the Princesse de Lamballe when, on the 17th January, 1767,

she was married to the son of the Due de Penthievre, a young man
whose education, excellent as it was, had been a trifle too austere.

He had never enjoyed a moment's liberty before his marriage, and

his young wife was soon neglected. The Prince de Lamballe

abandoned himself to every form of debauchery, in which he was

encouraged by the Due d'Orleans, then Due de Chartres, who
intended to marry the prince's sister. Before doing so he succeeded

in bringing the prince to an untimely end, and thus made his future

wife the sole heiress of an immense property. In consequence of

his excesses the Prince de Lamballe died at Louveciennes, near

Paris, on the 6th May, 1768, leaving no legitimate children.

It would have been very difficult for a princess who was as

pretty as an angel, a widow at twenty, absolute mistress of her

own actions, able to fulfil all her desires, exposed to all the snares

of a seductive and gallant Court, and wooed by the most attractive

of the courtiers—^it would have been almost impossible for her to

close her heart to every tender sentiment. This is not the place

to reproach her. More than most women she deserved the

indulgence of society. Nothing was ever allowed to interfere with
the constant care she gave to her father-in-law, the good old man
to whom she was bound by a sense of duty and gratitude as well

as by real affection. The Queen, who was tenderly attached to

Mme. de Lamballe, made the bond between them still closer by
appointing her Superintendent of her household in 1776. The
princess was subject to nervous attacks, and a few years later her
delicacy took the more serious form of periodical fainting fits, of

which she was entirely cured by the Due d'Orleans's physician,

Leyffert, who. is now a very violent Jacobin, and one of his worthy
master's agents. He is suspected of being concerned in the
unfortunate princess's death. Mme. de Lamballe's love for the
Queen suffered no change, and when the troubles began her tender
and devoted care and affection became more marked than ever.
All the time that was not given to the Due de Penthidvre she spent
in the palace of the Tuileries.

She was not, however, let into the secret of the flight of the King
and the royal family on the 20th June, 1791. The difficulty of
escape prevented the Queen from adding her to their number on
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the journey. She went to Passy the day before the flight, and it

was only on the following morning that she received a note from
the Queen entreating her to leave France. She did not set out
till eleven, being then quite certain that the royal family had
escaped. She reached Dieppe after a very hazardous journey,
and contrived to set sail for England. In another instant she
would have been seized and taken back to Paris. Mme. de
Lamballe was received in London with all the sympathetic interest

that her personality and circumstances might be expected to
rouse in a generous and hospitable nation. After staying for some
time in London she went to Bath, but crossed the Channel again
before the summer was over. She then visited Brussels, Aix-la-
Chapelle, and Spa, and there I saw her in September.
When, at the end of that year, the Constitution was accepted,

the Queen had hopes of enjoying a few moments' peace and quiet-

ness, and seemed to desire the presence of the princess ; and the
latter, while she thoroughly appreciated the comfort and safety

of being out of France, put her duty and devotion to her royal

friend before everything else. She resolved to leave Aix and
return to France; but the decision cost her some tears, for she
felt a sinister presentiment of the fate that awaited her in Paris.

When she arrived there the Queen gave her some rooms in the
palace of the Tuileries, and spent nearly the whole day with her.

It was in her rooms that the King's most devoted adherents made
a regular habit of meeting, and if among them there were a few
whose opinions were not irreproachable, this was because it was
thought well to be on good terms with them. These frequent

gatherings, these tea-parties, gave rise to the ridiculous denuncia-
tion of the Austrian Committee. Mme. de Lamballe put an end
to the meetings ; but the charge was already brought, and led to

the arrest of the minister Lessart and to the Jacobins' intrigues

to incriminate Mme. de Lamballe. There was no threat, however,

that could prevent her from being at the Queen's side on the 20th

June, She was determined, it appeared, to screen both the

Dauphin and her friend with her own body. All through the night

before that dreadful day, the 10th August, she was with the Queen :

not for a single instant did she leave her. She followed the royal

family across the garden of the Tuileries to the Assembly, and, as

we have seen, spent the three nights with them in the Feuillants.

She accompanied the Queen to the Temple, and at first received

permission to remain. But on the evening of the 19th the ruthless

municipal officials tore her from the Queen's side, together with

that admirable woman, Mme. de Tourzel, and all the attendants of

the Queen and Mme. Elizabeth who were in the Temple. This

cruel parting was truly heart-breaking for Mme. de Lamballe.
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She and her unfortunate companions were first taken before the

municipal body, and then imprisoned in La Force.

For a fortnight she was waiting to know her fate ; but when,

in the afternoon of the 2nd Sept., the massacres began, she can

have had no doubt as to her destined end : death stared her in the

face all through that terrible evening. Wearied by this agony of

waiting, she tried to snatch some rest that night ; it is easy to guess

how much she slept, and how the least sound terrified her. But
at eight o'clock on the morning of the 3rd some brutal National

Guards came in search of her, and led her roughly off to the bloody

tribunal set up by the scoundrel Danton and the Commune, and
presided over by the two monsters, Hebert and L'Huillier. She
lost consciousness more than once. She was subjected to the

most absurd and iniquitous interrogatory. They bade her swear
to uphold liberty and equality, and to hate the IQng, Queen, and
royal family. " I can easily swear the two first," she answered

;

" but I cannot swear the last : it is not in my heart." A man who
was standing near said to her in a low voice :

" Come, come, take

the oath ! Unless you swear, you are a dead woman." She made
no answer. Then the President gave the prearranged signal for

her martyrdom in the words :
" Let Madame go." The fatal door

was opened. Hardly had she passed the threshold when she cried :

" I am lost !
" and a sword struck her on the back of the head, so

that the blood streamed down. Two ruffians who were holding
her up made her walk upon the bodies of the dead, and she fainted

away. When she had completely lost consciousness she was killed

with pikes, as she lay, on a heap of corpses. Then she was stripped,

and exposed, naked, to the insults of the mob.
After this came horrors that may not be described. Her body

was torn limb from limb. A gun was loaded with one of her
legs. At mid-day a monster—said to have been a man called

Rotondo, who taught Italian in Paris and was in the pay of the
Due d'Orleans—cut off her head, which was stuck upon a pike
and paraded about the streets. These savages had the cruelty

to carry it to the Abbaye Saint-Antoine and show it to Mme.
de Beauveau, the former abbess of that house. It was there
that Mme. de Lamballe spent the early years of her widowhood,
and she had formed a close friendship with Mme. de Beauveau,
From thence the head was carried to the Temple ; and the Commis-
sioners of the Commune, Chardier and Guichard, and Palloy,
the inspector of the Temple, insisted on the King going to the
window to see the horrible sight. The Queen and Madame
Elizabeth had fainted. The head of the unfortunate princess was
then borne off to the Hdtel de Toulouse, where Mme. de Lamballe
was adored by all fhe servants of the house ; and finally it was
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taken to the Palais-Royal, where the pike was fixed in the ground
under the windows of the Due d'Orleans. He was seated at
dinner. He walked calmly to the window, gazed for a moment
at the head of his sister-in-law, and returned to his guests at

the table. Mme. de Buffon, who was one of them, could not hide
her horror. Such was the tragic end of this ill-starred princess,

whose death is generally imputed to her brother-in-law the
Due d'Orleans, though he had always appeared much attached
to her.

It is reckoned that about 160 persons died in the massacre at

La Force. The list of the poor wretches contains no other names
of note. Among them was the Sieur de la Chenaye, one of the

six officers commanding divisions of the National Guard. He
was an honest constitutionalist, an adherent of La Fayette and
his party. It is said that numbers of people at La Force were
acquitted and released, the most notable being Mme. Thibaut,

the Queen's first waiting-woman, who was deeply devoted to

her Majesty and was in the Temple till the 19th ; Mme. Navarre,

a member of Madame Elizabeth's household and as ardent a

royalist as her brother Lalain, who was chief clerk in one of the

departments of the Ministry of War ; Mme. Saint-Brice, a waiting-

woman attached to M. le Dauphin ; Mme. Bazire, another of the

Queen's waiting-women ; and Mme. Tourteau de Septeuil, wife

of M. de Septeuil, a principal valet-de-chambre to the King and
treasurer of the civil list. This lady, who is very pleasing in

appearance, was acquitted during the massacre and escorted

home by the assassins, who fastened a ribbon of the national

colours to her door as a safeguard. But all her diamonds and
other jewels were stolen, and her husband lost a pocket-book

containing over a million, as well as at least 700,000 livres

belonging to the funds of the civil list. M. de Chamilly, one of the

King's principal valets-de-chambre, was more fortunate than his

colleagues Thierry and Champlost, who were massacred at the

Abbaye, for both he and M. Hue, the Dauphin's valet-de-chambre,

were acquitted. One man with a notorious name, the husband

of the Dame de la Motte, was a prisoner at La Force, but was,

of course, released. This rascal had been summoned to Paris

by the Jacobins to demand that the affair of the necklace should

be reopened, and the Queen brought to trial and subjected to

the horror and humiliation of confronting him. With this

dreadful design he returned to Paris and gave himself up.^

And finally, two people of great interest had the good fortune

to escape from the massacre at La Force : the Marquise de Tourzel

1 He had been sentenced by the Parlement in connection with the affair

of the Diamond Necklace. (Trcmalator^a Note.)
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and her daughter Pauline. The miracle of their escape seems

like a sort of fairy-tale; but an excellent authority, a friend of

Mme. de Tourzel, vouches for the truth of the story. I will relate

it presently; but it is only right that I should first give a short

sketch of the estimable lady in question. The Marquise de

Tourzel was born in 1741. She is a daughter of the late Due
d'Havre and Mile, de Montmorency-Tingry, and widow of the

Marquis de Tourzel, eldest son of the Marquis de Sourches, Grand
Marshal of France. Her husband died at Fontainebleau in 1786,

after a fall from his horse when hunting with the King. When,
in July 1789, the Duchesse de Polignac decided to leave the Court

and emigrate from France, she resigned her post as governess

to the Children of France, At that time all the chief offices at

Court were still in existence, and this particular post, being con-

sidered one of the most honourable, was coveted by families of

the greatest distinction. On this occasion, however, it was
bestowed without regard to favouritism or intrigue. Their

Majesties' choice of Mme. de Tourzel was due to her excellent

reputation, her shining virtues, and her unswerving loyalty.

Since then she has amply justified the Queen's confidence by her

care for her precious charges, and her devotion through all the

storms of circumstance. She accompanied the royal family on
their flight of the 21st June, 1791, and had a share in all the

outrages that followed on the King's fatal and lamentable capture

at Varennes. All through the Revolution she shared the sorrows

and prisons of our royal master's unfortunate family. On the

20th June, 1792, she was with the Dauphin and Madame; and
never, all through the dreadful night that preceded the horrors

of the 10th August, did she lose sight of them for a moment.
Faithful to her post to the last, she followed the royal family to

the National Assembly and the Feuillants, where she spent the

following nights. She then obtained permission to go with her

royal pupils to the Temple. And all this time she was distracted

with fear for her daughter Pauline—a charming and interesting

girl—^who had not been allowed to share her prison, and of whose
fate she knew nothing. Nor yet did she know what had become
of her son, who happily had avoided arrest and therefore escaped
the massacres.

This noble-hearted woman, however, was speedily denounced;
and on the 19th August she was torn from her beloved pupils,

from whom she parted with all the grief of a mother bereft of
her children. She was taken before the municipal body, who
subjected her to a long and humiliating examination, and sent
her off to La Force. Her daughter had been arrested at the same
time, and had at least the consolation of being with her mother
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in prison. They sadly awaited their fate, and when the massacre
began at La Force thought their last hour had come. But in
the morning a member of the new Commune, a cruel-faced,
long-bearded man called Tronchon, whose office it was to visit

the prisons, came into the room where Mme. and Mile, de Tourzel
were confined. He commanded PauUne to follow him; and the
mother was left alone in an agony of fear as to the fate of her dear
daughter. Tronchon, disregarding the murderers' complaints
that one of their victims was escaping them, led Pauhnc away to
a lonely house, locked her into a room, and left her. At the
end of two hours he returned, bringing with him a large pair of
breeches to serve as a disguise for her. This garment being
perfectly useless he went oft again, and returned with the clothes

of a servant girl, in which Pauline dressed herself. He then
asked her where she would wish to be taken. She mentioned a
woman who had formerly been her mother's maid, and would,
she believed, be able to keep her safely hidden. Tronchon left

her at this woman's house, adjuring her not to stir from it without
liis consent.

Meanwhile, massacres were going on in all the prisons. Mme.
de Tourzel was taken before the dreadful tribunal at La Force,
in whose hands her fate lay. While she was being questioned
a man said to her in a low voice that she must keep quite calm,
as her safety depended on her doing so. She gave her answers
with perfect gentleness, dignity, and confidence. On her finger

was a ring engraved with the words : Domine, salvum fac regem ;

and on this being observed she was told to trample it under
foot. She bravely refused, saying that if the ring displeased

them she would relieve them of the sight of it; and she quietly

put it in her pocket. And once more these savages were con-

quered by the power of goodness : Mme. de Tourzel was acquitted.

The moment she was pronounced innocent she was led away by
a band of the murderers, placed in a hired coach, and driven

by her own request to the Hdtel de Leyde, with an escort of about
thirty of the ruffians. She was soon surrounded by her relations,

friends, and servants ; and her unexpected release and return gave
rise to so moving a scene that the brigands themselves were

touched, and melted into tears. On being offered money they

refused it, and would accept nothing but some food and drink.

They had only done their duty, they said. A person belonging to

the house spoke to one of them, who was better dressed, less cruel-

looking, and gentler than the rest, and reproached him for his

conduct. The young man promptly replaced his hat upon his

head and resumed his air of ferocity and violence. He had already

killed seventeen, he said, and was going back to carry out any
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orders that might be given him. Pauline contrived to inform her

relations of her place of hiding, and she was brought back to her

mother. But when Tronchon returned in the evening and found

her gone he made a terrible uproar, and appeared at the H6tel

de Leyde in a fury. He was pacified, however, by Pauline's

charms and tears, and allowed her to remain with her mother

on condition that he should see her every day. If he were too

busy to visit her, she was to write to him. This bargain was
carried out to the letter, and remained in force for over a fortnight

;

at the end of which time Tronchon, who was well aware that his

conduct was being criticised, took both mother and daughter

out of Paris to his own country house. There they remained

hidden for some time, and he then sent them safely to a retreat

of their own choice.

All these details are absolutely true, and were told to me by
M. de Nantouillet fils, who was at the Hotel de Leyde when these

ladies arrived. As for M. le Marquis de Tourzel, he contrived to

hide himself in Paris after being forced to leave the Feuillants,

where he passed the night of the 10th August with the royal

family. One can picture his anxiety when he learned that his

mother and sister were imprisoned at La Force, and his anguish

when the massacres began ! One can imagine, too, his unspeak-

able joy in the evening, when his nearest and dearest were restored

to him ! Mme. de Tourzel has three other daughters, who had
all emigrated before this time. The eldest, Mme. de Charost, is

at Lausanne; the two others, who married the two Saint-Alde-

gonde cousins, are in Brabant.
The Bernardine Monastery contained all the convicts condemned

to the galleys—seventy-three of them, it is said. They were
all slaughtered. In the Hospital of La Salpetriere were women
of iU fame, all sentenced to punishments more or less severe.

Forty-five of them were massacred on the morning of the 3rd.

The Bicgtre Hospital was the scene of the worst cruelties. The
carnage went on for eight days. It is reckoned that six thousand
miserable criminals of every kind were confined in this place.

They were all massacred. The assassins perpetrated the most
appalling atrocities. Swords, pikes, and muskets failing to satisfy

their fury, they were driven to using guns. They placed some of

their victims in a yard, and fired on them with grape-shot. After

this butchery had gone on for several days, Petion, the mayor,
made an expedition to Bicetre to persuade the murderers to stop
their work of carnage. On being not merely disregarded, but
roughly repulsed, Petion turned away with the horrible words :

" Very well, my lads, finish your work !
" Duhem, a doctor from

Lille who has a seat in the Assembly, afterwards bore witness
that on the 3rd Sept. he and fifty others were at dinner in the
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Mayor's official residence, when fifteen assassins came in from
the prisons, dripping with blood. Petion reassured his frightened
guests. "There is nothing wrong," he said calmly; and filled

some glasses for the ruffians. One of them, as he finished his drink,
said :

" Now we are fit to Idll sixty more of them !
"—" That's

right," said Petion. " Do as you think best."
It is impossible to estimate the number of deaths on the 2nd

and 8rd Sept. with any accuracy. There are many people of

whom nothing has been heard since the 10th August : they may
have been put to death secretly since then. It is believed that
M. Fleurieu was massacred.^ Those who contrived to escape
hid themselves in indiscoverable holes and corners. It seems
that the Baron de Viomenil died from the wound he received on
the 10th August. In him the King lost one of his bravest and
most devoted servants, and the army one of its ablest officers.

Ever since these days of blood and horror Paris has been in a
state of inconceivable excitement. The Jacobins encourage and
keep up the ferment. The guillotine of necessity remains always
exposed on the spot where the executions take place, despite

all the representations of the executioner, who fears it may be
spoilt by the open air. This infernal machine takes its name
from its inventor. Dr. Guillotin of Paris, whom I knew as the

speaker of a lodge of freemasons called " The Social Contract,"

in the Rue Coqueron. Guillotin drew up a famous petition that

was presented by the people of Paris before the assemblies were
convoked, and this earned him a seat in the States General. He
was a violent adherent of the Left; but he has made an undying
name for himself by his invention of the guillotine.

The most horrible resolutions, directed against the royal

prisoners of the Temple, are continually passed by the Assembly.

No one knows in the least what takes place within the prison walls.

Eight members of the Commune have been deputed to keep the

royal family constantly in sight, and are answerable for them with

their heads. It is Imown that they behave most insultingly

to the King : they remain covered in his presence and call him
" Monsieur." One of these scoundrels, Michel Cubidres, is the

younger brother of one of the King's most devoted and grateful

servants, the loyal Master of the Little Stables, my friend and
former comrade. Michel Cubidres, after returning to France

with Mme. de Beauharnais, whom he accompanied to Rome in

1789 and 1790, as I recorded at the time, threw in his lot whole-

heartedly with the worst faction of the revolutionaries. He
became the poet of the Jacobins and sans-culottes, and a justice

of the peace, and the speaker of his Section. He is now one of

the commissioners appointed by the Commune and the municipal

1 No. He is alive now, in 1795. (Note by M. d'Eapinchal.)
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body to guard the prisoners of the Temple. He drew up a most

atrocious report on that august family—on his own King, whose

goodness to his brother had supplied him with the means of

livelihood for twenty years.

When describing the massacres of the 2nd September, I forgot

to mention the Grand Ch^telet. The prisoners there were either

manufacturers or distributors of false assignats, and many of

them had been imprisoned unjustly on the evidence of mere
denunciations. It is reckoned that 214 of them were killed.

The Pont au Change was strewn with the corpses of these poor

wretches. The story of their fate makes one sick with horror.

And now, to sum up : the victims of these ghastly days, if one
includes the malefactors. and suspicious characters and vagabonds
butchered at La Force—whom I omitted in my list of 164 persons

—

must be estimated, without exaggeration, to number ten thousand.
At the same time there were massacres of priests in various

towns of France ; and fresh horrors took place, during the days
that followed, outside Paris.

I have still to describe the massacre of the prisoners of the
National High Court at Orleans. Two of my relations, whose
lands adjoin my own—MM. de Montgon, both officers in the

Cambresis Regiment—were fortunate enough to escape from
this massacre, and have since given me various details to add to

those I had already obtained.

The National High Court is a supreme tribunal established by
the Constituent Assembly to deal with the misdemeanours of

ministers, and of the principal agents of the executive power,

and with such crimes of treason against the nation as are dangerous
to the State and demand prosecution by the legislative body.
It is composed of a grand jury of twenty-four, chosen by lot from
the list of 166 citizens that every new legislature has to draw up,

two of whom are elected by each of the 83 departments of the

kingdom, in the assemblies convoked to form the new legislative

body. There are four judges to conduct the examination and
administer the law. Two members of the National Assembly
act as prosecutors, and are entitled the Grand Procurators of

the Nation. This tribunal only assembles when an indictment
has been brought by the legislative body; and this occurred
on the 12th Nov., 1791. On the 21st an order was issued that
the court should be set up at Orleans. The four judges elected
were fitienne Albaret, of the department of the Aude, who is

the president; J. Joseph Marquis, of La Meuse; N. Creuse La
Touche, of La Vienne ; and Ch. Fr. Caillemer, of La Manche.
Jean Philippe Garran de Coulon, deputy for Paris, and N. Pericot,
deputy for the Bouches-du-Rhone, were chosen by the National
Assembly to be the Grand Procurators of the Nation.
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Since it was set up a great number of prisoners had been tried
by this court, but there was sufficient good feeling left in the town
of Orleans to prevent them from being condemned. Though the
Jacobins had expressed their desire that some of the accused
should be executed, and the cruel Garran de Coulon was only
too ready to comply with their wishes, not a single prisoner was
condemned to death before the 26th August. Several had even
been acquitted in spite of all that Garran de Coulon could do.
But the Jacobins, with Brissot at their head, were determined
that the important prisoners whom they had sent to Orleans,
such as Lessart and the Due de Brissac, should lose their heads.
Danton, Minister of Justice, received an official order to send
two commissioners to Orleans, to inquire into the state of the
prisons and the proceedings of the court. The commissioners
chosen were two of the ruffians composing the new Commune of

Paris, the most notable of them being Bourdon de la Crosni^re.
At the same time two hundred Marseillais set off to Orleans, on
the pretext of guarding the prisoners in case of an attempt to
rescue them. The very men by whose orders they were going
on this expedition went through the form of forbidding it; but
naturally they continued their march. A decree was passed
by the Assembly ordering the executive power to send a body of

Parisian troops, about 1200 strong, to Orleans without delay, to

prevent the rescue that was supposed to be contemplated, and
to control the 200 Marseillais. So excellent was the understanding
between the two forces, however, that the brigand Fournier, who
commanded the detachment of 1200 men, joined the Marseillais

before they reached Orleans. There, on the 26th, the High Court
had passed sentence of death on a certain Sieur du Lery, an official

in the department of the fermes, who was accused of recruiting

for Coblenz. The troops from Paris reached Orleans on the 30th,

and the Marseillais immediately insisted on the execution of the

unfortunate du Lery, and demanded that Lessart and the Due de

Brissac should also be sent to the scaffold. They broke into the

prison, stole the Due de Brissac's plate, as well as a quantity of

assignats and all his papers, and robbed all the other prisoners

of everything they could find. They stirred up a vast amount
of excitement in Orleans, and although the National Assembly
had passed another decree, ordering the prisoners to be removed
to Saumur, the leaders of the band determined to take them
back to Paris.

On the morning of the 4th all these luckless prisoners were

placed in open carts—eight of them in each. The two de Montgon
brothers obtained leave to be in the same cart with the Due de

Brissac, who had expressed a wish to have them with him. The
procession set off with an escort of about 1500 men under Fournier,

c c
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with a cousin of Santerre, called Becare, as second in command.
Fournier had decorated his horse's breast-plate with nine crosses

of St. Louis, taken from the unfortunate prisoners. On reaching

fitampes on the 6th they received a fresh order from the Assembly
to proceed no farther; but to this the assassins and Marseillais

paid no attention whatever, the cry To Paris ! being stronger

than any decree of the Assembly or order of the Ministry, The
commissioners retired, promising the prisoners to send them a

force sufficient to protect them and enforce the law. It was
arranged that they should spend the 7th at fitampes, and then
go to Versailles. On the 8th they reached Arpajon, where some
more assassins had already arrived from Paris, and were talking

everywhere of the heads they meant to cut off. The Due de

Brissac spent the night in the stable of the chateau.

On Sunday the 9th September they started for Versailles.

The unhappy prisoners, as they journeyed, were loaded with
curses and plainly told that they were doomed to die. On reaching
Versailles the procession was led to the gate of the orangery,

and there drew up. The gate was closed, Fournier seemed to

be hurrying to have it opened ; but meantime a hundred murderers
cried :

" Down with their heads !
" The procession returned

to the cross roads where the four boundaries meet, and there

again drew up. The entire escort was under arms, but made no
attempt whatever to keep the murderers from butchering the

prisoners. The first carts to be attacked were those at the
beginning and end of the procession : then each cart-load was
slaughtered in turn. It was three o'clock in the afternoon.

The massacre lasted for about an hour. MM, de Montgon told

me that the whole thing was done in cold blood : not a sound was
to be heard. As good luck would have it the plank at the back of

their cart had fallen oft on the way, and had been replaced with
a rope. While the Due de Brissac and the others in the same
cai't with them were being killed under their eyes some National
Guards, more merciful than the rest, made them a sign to slip

under the rope, and so saved their lives. They were as near
death as men could be. They described to me the most unspeak-
able horrors. They were obhged to go about all the evening in
disguise among the assassins, and to see the heads and limbs of

their unfortunate comrades carried aloft before them. The men
who saved them kept them under their protection, but would
not set them entirely free till an order to that effect caiTie from
the municipal authorities of Paris. Of the fifty-three prisoners
taken to Versailles only seven were saved. All the rest were
slaughtered.



CHAPTER XXI

THE RETEEAT CONTINUED

I2th-18th Ot^—still at Arlon.—The weather has been terrible
all the time that the remnant of our brigade has been staying in
these villages. Our numbers are reduced by nearly a half, only
those remaining who have no money to take them to Switzerland
or Germany. Hopes are being held out to those who are left that
the King of Prussia will provide food and forage for the princes'
forces in the principality of Lidge ; and arrangements are conse-
quently being made for us to march thither through the Ardennes,
by various roads and in several different columns. As far as
Malmedy the expenses are to be paid by the Emperor. I am
greatly grieved at losing my friends, and especially those with
whom I have been living day by day. The wives of several of
them are settled in Fribourg, in Switzerland, and they are going to
join them. I only wish I could follow them and join my wife at
Lausanne, whereTshe has been living since she very wisely left

Chambery; but my lack of means puts this quite out of the
question. My horses are worn out, and in no state to start on so
long a journey, and the expense of travelling with my three sons
would be too great. I have therefore resolved to await events,

and to spend the winter with such of my comrades as are in the
same position as myself : I have made up my mind to submit to

the cruel law of necessity. It is my plain duty as a father to stay
with my sons in these painful circumstances. To be all together

in our winter cantonments, and to make a united effort to secure

a livelihood for ourselves and each other, will be some consolation

to us. They will have their share of all the money that remains
to me, and all I can manage to procure. My chief cause of anxiety
at this moment is my wife's situation. I believe her to be at

Lausanne, but it is a long time since I had any news of her, and
her means must be as much reduced as my own. No one could

have guessed, at the beginning of the summer, how things would
turn out ! We all had reason to believe in the good will aiid good
faith of the sovereigns who had taken up arms in a cause that

was indirectly their own; and it seemed certain that, even if we
were not in Paris before the end of this campaign, we should at

least spend the winter in France and be in possession of several

c c 2 387
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fortified towns. But even the most prudent and cautious, even

those who hesitated to join us until the last possible moment,
have been taken unawares like the rest of us. Every one is in

the same state of discomfort and embarrassment; every one is

finding the same difficulty in obtaining information from France.

To France, however, in spite of the Jacobins' thirst for blood, and
in spite of all the Assembly's terrible decrees, some of our number
have determined to return.

18th Oct,—The weather was dreadful : it rained all day.—In

accordance with the orders issued to the brigade we set out with

several other corps on a march of six days to Malmedy, where we
were to find further orders. Our brigade, reduced as it is, can
still boast three brigadier-generals, the senior of whom, the Due
de Lorge, is in command. The Marquis de La Roche-Aymon and
the Marquis de Laqueuille are also still with us. We set out at

six o'clock, and crossing Arlon took the high road to Luxembourg.
It was originally intended that we should stop under the walls of

that town, at Eich, but as it was already occupied by the Austrians

we were sent four leagues farther on, to Mersch. Added to the

six leagues we had already covered this additional march made the

day's journey very exhausting, especially to the draught-horses.

When we reached Mersch we found that this large village was
already occupied by the. Bodyguard. We were therefore dis-

persed among the other villages of the neighbourhood, the

approaches to which were in such a dreadful state that we only

reached them after nightfall. The weather was appalling and
the darkness profound. My company was well received in the

village of Settange, and our hosts, in accordance with the orders

of the imperial commissary, furnished us with the rations usually

supplied to cavatiy. A few of them even gave food to some of

our comrades.

IQth Oct.—It stopped raining, and the weather at last showed
signs of improvement. Our destination was a place of some size

called Ettelbrtich, but, as on the previous day, the Bodyguards
were allowed to supplant us and we were scattered in the neigh-
bouring villages. The one assigned to my company was caUed
Warken, and we were most comfortable there. My sons and I

were billeted on the richest man of the place, and we each had a
bed to lie upon, a luxury to which we had long been strangers.
My boys had not seen one for three months, having slept as a rule
in haylofts.

20th Oct.—The weather was still fine and the roads were passable,
with the exception of the lanes leading to the villages near Husin-
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gen, where our rations were served out. I was again lodged quite
comfortably—save for the smell—in a little glue factory.

21st Oct.—The weather continued fine, but the roads were
detestable and the country horrible. Our destination was a large
village called Wampach, but on reaching it quite early we found
orders sending us four leagues farther, to Saint-Vith. When we
were less than a mile from that spot our quartermasters came
back with orders for us to retrace our steps to Wampach, which we
reached as night fell. Our horses were quite worn out by this

long march, and by the rough and hilly roads. The Emperor
having no claim on this place we found some difficulty in obtaining
food and lodging, and passed an uncomfortable night.

22nd Oct.—The weather was not so fine. We set out to Saint-

Vith again, by the horrible roads that we had so uselessly struggled

along on the previous evening. It was a dreadful country—the
heart of the Ardennes. As usual, we were dispersed in the villages

round Saint-Vith, the one assigned to my company being a horrible

one called Roadt. The place appeared to be terribly poor, but
at the moment the people were carrying on a considerable trade

in thrushes. We all slept on straw, in houses that were disgustingly

dirty. My boys, as usual, were lodged in the hayloft.

2Srd Oct.—The morning was beautifully fine again, but in the
evening it poured with rain. It was the day we were to reach
Malmedy. We crossed a horrible, uncultivated tract of country :

plains covered with heather, with no road, but a quantity of deep
ruts. Then we had steep hillsides to go down and climb up again

;

and still there was no sign of a road. Finally, after marching for

five hours, we descended a long and very rough mountain-side,

and found ourselves at the gates of Malmedy. The Bodyguard,
who ought to have left it, was still there. The Lidge road was
completely choked up by the troops that had preceded us, and
those that were arriving by the high road from Marche. There
was no room in Malmedy for our men, who were obliged to re-

climb the mountain we had just come down, and try to provide

themselves with shelter, at their own expense, in the surrounding

villages. For here the rations supplied by the Emperor'came to

an end. Thenceforward we were to live at our own expense till

we reached Lidge, where we hoped to be provided for by the King
of Prussia. Here we were on the territory of the Prince-Abbot

of Stavelot. The magistrates of this little principality charged

a very reasonable price for food and lodgings. Personally I

determined to stay in Malmedy, for my draught-horses were quite

exhausted and unfit to climb the mountain ; and I found a lodging
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with an obliging individual who was evidently resolved to make
as much out of me as he could. It was arranged that our brigade

should come to Malmedy the next day, and stay till the 27th.

2ith-27th.—We remained at Malmedy.—On the 24th, the Body-
guard having left Malmedy, our brigade came down to the town
and was supplied with billeting-papers. A modest charge,

however, was made for lodgings. The town is entirely inhabited

by rich bourgeois and merchants, who for the most part are honest

and obliging : there is no nobility in the country. During the

Seven Years' War my father spent some of the winter months at

Malmedy, with the regiment he commanded. I have often heard

him speak of the Prince-Abbot and his lengthy meals, and all the

bumpers of Rhine wine that had to be swallowed. While we
were at Malmedy Monsieur arrived at Lidge, and, together with the

Pnissian commissary and the Prince-Bishop, apportioned the

cantonments in the principality without any reference to us. All

the best quarters were assigned to the corps that were the firston the
scenes, or to those whose commanding officers were less negligent

than ours. M. le comte d'Artois remained behind at Luxembourg
for a few days, awaiting the King of Prussia, who was to join him
there and had invited him to Longwy. He passed through Spa
on the 26th, on his way to rejoin Monsieur, who has settled down in

an abbey near Li^ge.

27th Oct.—Very fine weather.—In obedience to our orders we
left Malmedy. Half of the brigade was to sleep at Spa, and half

at Theux. The road from Malmedy to Spa, whither the four

Auvergne Companies were bound, is very fine, in spite of some
extremely steep hills. Our billeting-papers secured us very
comfortable quarters, and we were supplied with food and forage.

Numbers of people have settled in Spa for the winter : if nothing
happens to disturb its peace in the course of the season there will

be very pleasant lodgings to be had at quite a low price, and living

is by no means expensive there. I found numbers of acquaintances
there : the Marechal de Castries and the whole of his numerous
family, the Princess of Nassau, Mmes. de La Blache and d'Harau-
court, Mme. de Soulanges, Mme. d'Heetor, and many others.

Every one goes in the evening to the Assembly Rooms, where
there are tables for faro and trente-et-un just as there are in the
summer. I was sorry to see some Frenchmen playing for very
high stakes. To throw gold about at the present moment is an
insult to poor wretches who have no money.

2Uh Oct.—The rain began again.—We left Spa, and after passing
through Theux, which we had asked^M. le comte d'Artois to give
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VIS for our winter quarters, we reached the villages, on the road to
Liege, in whieh we were to spend the day. We heard to our
annoyance that we were to be quartered in the most unpleasant
part of the principality of Liege, ten leagues from the town, in
the Campine, beyond Hasselt. This vexatious arrangement was
the result of our commanding officers' carelessness; and as all

the quarters had already been assigned it was impossible to do
anything in the matter. Really, at this critical moment, when
we are all in such difficulties, it would have been a great comfort
to us to be qviartered in a more convenient spot, so that we could
correspond with our families and obtain funds from France.

2Qth Oct.—Bad weather : rain all day.—We continued our
march to Lilge. We crossed this immense and dirty town from
end to end. It was filled with the debris of our army. Our
fellow-countrymen are trying to raise all the money they can on
the few possessions the Prussians have left them. Horses are

being sold in Li^ge for next to nothing. A detachment of Austrian
troops is preserving very strict order in the place, and keeping a
careful watch lest there should be any attempt at a riot, for the

revolutionary spirit is very rife among the people. The Royal
German Regiment and the Saxe Hussars are to be told off for the

same duty. Our brigade was lodged in the suburb of Sainte-

Valpurge, outside the town, and we received the usual cavalry

allowances for all the men and horses left to us.

30th Oct.—Rain and storm.—The brigade resumed its march;
its destination for the day being Cortesen, and for the morrow
the villages assigned to us in the Campine for our winter quarters :

Solder, Houtalen, and Helechteren. The Due de Lorge is in

command of the brigade, and the Marquis de La Roche-Aymon
will now be the only brigadier remaining to the Auvergne Com-
panies, for the Marquis de Laqueuille is going to join his wife at

Brussels. As for me, I am staying for a couple of days in the

suburbs of Liege, in the house of the worthy bourgeoise with whom
I found a lodging on my arrival. My son Alexis is with me, and
the two others have gone with the brigade. My object in remaining

here was partly to have a little rest, and partly to go with M. de

Laqueuille to see the princes, and secure, through their influence,

some other cantonments for the winter. To this end we set out

in a hired carriage to the Abbey of the Val Saint-Lambert, about

nine miles away, where Monsieur, and M. le comte d'Artois and

his sons, have established themselves with a very small retinue

and extremely few servants. The princes received us with the

greatest kindness, declared that our protests, in common justice,
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deserved attention, and in short gave us plenty of fair words.

M, le comte d'Artois even took the trouble to write to the Prince

de Liege's commissary on the subject, and also put the matter into

the hands of M. de Chalup, who is still acting as quartermaster-

general of the cavalry. But on our return to the town we could

get nothing done. We were merely granted a couple more villages,

Husdem and Berringen, so that we might have a larger choice of

lodgings, and be more comfortable.

Slst Oct.—I am still in my suburb to-day. I have not been

into the town at all, being in great need of rest, both of mind and

body. But, at all hazards, I wrote a few letters to France, on

the chance of being able to establish communications with that

country.

November 1792.

—

1st Nov.—A beautiful day.—I set out with

my baggage and my son Alexis, whom I had kept with me, to join

our brigade. We went through the town of Tongres, where a

portion of the Gendarmerie is quartered very comfortably. We
stopped to dine at Cortesen in a wretched tavern, where for the

first time I brought myself to drink beer, for which I have hitherto

had a repugnance that I thought invincible. But one must make
up one's mind to overcome all dislikes of this sort : it is only by
dint of self-denial that I shall be able to provide food for my three

sons, with whom I must share all the means I have. We arrived

early at the pretty little town of Hasselt, the most important place

in the principality, with the exception of LiegQ. The principal

cantonments of the Bodyguard are here. The remnant of the

four companies, that is to say eight or nine hundred men, are

quartered in this town or near it ; and they still have a number of

their officers, though many have gone away. The Due de Guiche
having left the corps, Brigadier-General the Comte de Monspey is

now in command : he marched with his men, has never left them
for a moment, and is now at Hasselt.

2nd Nov.—I spent the night at Hasselt, having arranged to

wait there for news from my son, who went with the brigade, and
was to let me know what kind of accommodation we shall have in

the villages of the Campine. The account he has brought me of

the cantonments assigned to my company, and more especially

of my own quarters, has decided me to stay at Hasselt till I can
arrange for our removal to some other village, which the extra
villages granted to us will enable me to do. At tliis moment my
company is at a place called Helechteren, nine miles beyond
Hasselt, What they call a village in the Campine is a certain
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number of houses scattered over at least a league of heather and
marsh-land, all of them being about a mile away from one another.
According to the arrangements made for supplying us with rations
each house is only to accommodate one trooper and his horse.
The owner undertakes to feed them both at a charge of 25 sous
of the local money—or 30 sous in French money—which will be
paid by the King of Prussia. But every man must live with his

host, rich or poor, gentle or simple, and must sleep oh straw or in
a bed according to circumstances. The lodging assigned to me at
Helechteren is a room with several beds in it, in an inn frequented
by carriers. I should have to share it with every wagoner who
came by. As I am in command of a company the accommodation
provided for the other men is better imagined than described. My
sons, each of them by himself, would be more than a mile away
from me, living with their peasant-hosts. I have decided, there-

fore, till some other plan can be arranged, to remain in Hasselt
and send my horses and grooms to the village in question. My
sons and I can live very cheaply here in a modest suite of rooms,
for living is by no means dear in this neighbourhood. In this

way I shall have the advantage of being supplied with forage for my
horses, and my men will be fed by their hosts.

2ndr-9th Nov.—Still at Hasselt.—All the corps of emigrSs are

now scattered over the principality of Liege. There are some of

them in every tiny village, and they are supplied with rations

everywhere in much the same way, at the ICing of Prussia's

expense. But this will continue for one month only : after that

we do not know if we shall be supplied with anything. While I

have been at Hasselt our brigade has been profiting by the extra

villages that were granted us, and has made arrangements accord-

ingly. The Due de Lorge has established his four companies of

officers at Solder and the neighbouring villages, and near the Abbey
of Herkamod. The second squadron of Auvergnats is at Houtalen
and Helechteren, and the first squadron, including my own com-
paiiy, at Beeringen and Heusden. I went over to Beeringen one

day for the night, to see if I and my sons could live there ; but
there seemed to be very little accommodation, and I prefer the

village of Heusden, where I can lodge in the largest house in the

place. It belongs to a doctor and is fairly comfortable ; but my
servant, my sons, and my horses will all be in different places in

the neighbourhood.

9th Nov.—The weather has been continuously fine for nearly a

fortnight.—In accordance with my new arrangement I left Hasselt

with my sons to take up my abode in the village of Heusden, three
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leagues from the town and two from the high road, in the heart

of the Campine. I have decided to have meals with my doctor,

Van Paschen, in order to take advantage of the rations allowed to

me. I shall have to content myself with very bad fare and very

dull company, for the doctor's family can speak nothing but

Dutch and do not understand a single word of German or French,

The doctor's whole attention is divided between the peasants

who come to consult him and the panic that seizes him whenever
bad news arrives from Brabant. He calls himself an aristocrat,

but is half dead with fright, and is as much afraid of the patriots

in his own country as he is of ours. His dull, lugubrious wife

has a face that would repulse a procession, and shares all her

husband's fears. There is a daughter of thirteen, who gives sweet

promise of resembling her lady-mother in every respect. There

is also an old priest, the lady's brother, who spends all his time in

prayer. He has no benefice to lose, and is consequently braver

than the rest of the family, but none the less he prays Heaven
that nothing may disturb the peace of his pleasant retreat. This

is a faithful picture of the cheerful party with whom I am doomed
to spend the winter if the King of Prussia or the Emperor should

be kind enough to continue supplying us with rations, unless the

course of events should force us to seek some other refuge. The
brigade is occupying about four or five leagues of country. Paying
visits is out of the question in the winter season ; for it would be

very rash in bad weather, whether heavy rain or snow, to attempt
to cross that dreadful expanse of heather, with all its marshes
and pools. However, I am not giving up my little rooms in

Hasselt until the end of this month.

9th-18th Nov.—These days were spent at Heusden.

IQth Nov.—Bad weather : poured with rain all the evening.

—

In the morning an order came to Hasselt from the Marechal de
Broglie, in the princes' name, addressed to M. de Monspey, who
was to communicate it at once to us all. According to this order,

which also applied to the Bodyguard, M. de Monspey and the
Colonel-General Brigade were to set out on the 19th to Maeseyck,
and cross the Meuse there at the end of two days. These orders,

which should have arrived on the previous day, only reached
Hasselt at noon. I sent them on at once, by M. Aubier, to our
two brigadiers, the Due de Lorge and the Marquis de La Roche-
Aymon. As for me, as I wished to keep an eye on my baggage and
my presence could do no good in such a hubbub, I decided to
remain at Hasselt till the next day, and go with the King's Guards,
who were so much scattered and in such distant quarters that
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they could not possibly obey the order to march on the 19th. As
for our own brigade, though the order failed to reach our villages

till after dark, our punctual generals immediately assembled all

the scattered detachments, some of which were four leagues
away ; and at eleven o'clock at night they marched off, in shocking
weather and absolute darkness, across the heather of the Campine,
As there was not a sign of a road there was great danger of their
losing the way, and even of losing each other, so profound was the
darkness; while the baggage-wagons encountered every sort of
difficulty in the course of that horrible night. They marched
until daybreak, when they halted in a village for a moment's rest.

They then went on to Maeseyck, with a view to crossing the Meuse
on the following day, in obedience to the princes' orders.

It is plain, from the suddenness of these orders, that the patriots

have advanced upon Liege. On the 17th they forced the Austrians
to retreat after an obstinate fight near Tirlemont. The princes,

therefore, determined to remove their army to a place of safety,

since the Austrian generals were not permitted, even if they had
been willing, to employ us at this crisis, as was desired of them.
All the emigres scattered over the principality of LiSge received

the same orders. The gendarmerie left Tongres, and crossed the
Meuse at Vise. The corps of infantry officers quartered in the
vicinity of Hasselt, at Herck and elsewhere, went to Malmedy
and Spa. No one knows yet what is going to become of us. Some
people imagine that the King of Prussia, having once undertaken
to support us, will go on doing so, and may perhaps give us an
asylum in Cleves. Yet this seems hardly Ukely, considering the

means adopted for our support in Li^ge, The King of Prussia

claimed that an indemnity had been due to him from the State of

Li^ge ever since the last revolution in that little principality ; and
demanded, by way of securing something on account, that the

emigres should be supported for a month. Presumably, now that

the month is over, he will no longer provide for us; and he is

especially unlikely to do so in the duchy of Cleves.

20th Nov.—Weather fairly fine.—I left Hasselt in the morning

with the Bodyguard, who greatly regretted the loss of their very

comfortable cantonments. For though there were four hundred

of them in the town, all sharing the meals of their hosts, there

were very few who had anything to complain of. Hasselt is,

moreover, convenient in many ways on account of its commerce,

and it would have been easy to communicate with other places

from thence and even to obtain credit there. I only travelled

three leagues in the day, my carriage-horses being in such a terrible

condition that it was impossible to do more. In the village
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where I slept I had the quarters of an officer of the Bodyguard,

who never came to claim them. The quartermaster, like a good

fellow, let me have them. I was, therefore, very comfortable.

My three boys were not with me, having gone with the brigade

;

and I had no idea where I should meet them.

' 21st Nov.—Very bad weather : raining all day.—After a short

journey of four leagues I stopped in the village of Noer-Octeren,

at the house of the Bailli, to whom I had a letter of introduction.

Although a great many of the Bodyguard are in this little place

he kindly allowed me to lodge in his house, and by paying for it

I secured another good night.

22nd Nov,—Unpleasant weather : cold and damp, but not much
rain.—I set out to Maeseyck, where I was to cross the Meuse.
I hoped to meet my boys there and find out the whereabouts of

the brigade. At the entrance to Maeseyck there is, on the right,

a fine house belonging to the Prince de Liege, who lives here

sometimes in the summer. Maeseyck, which is a town of some
size, is rather pretty and quite close to the Meuse, which one has

to cross in a ferry-boat, a long and inconvenient process when
troops are concerned. I met one of my brother-officers, who told

me that our brigade had been since the previous day in the village

of Braunsrad, our temporary quarters in the Juliers country,

about three miles beyond the little town of Heinsberg. My horses

being quite unable to take me so far that day I decided only to

cross the Meuse and go to Susteren, a little town where there is a
nunnery. The roads that lead to it, however, are very bad.

After crossing the Meuse one is greatly puzzled, for there is neither

road nor house to be seen. When I alighted at the inn at Susteren

I found the Marquis d'Havrincourt on the point of starting for

Holland with his family.

A very obliging inhabitant of the place, who came to hear the

news from the last arrival, told me in return all his own affairs

and everything relating to Susteren. He informed me that his

name was FoUeville, that he was a Frenchman of quahty, but had
long lived in this country, where his father had won distinction

in the army. He has a large family : one of his daughters is a
kind of lady-in-waiting to the Princesse de Bouillon, and another
is with the Abbess of Susteren, Princess of Hesse-Rothenburg,
a sister of the Landgrave, whom I knew very well in Paris. I saw
a great deal of him there, and we have always kept up a corre-

spondence. As it happened I had a letter in my pocket from the
Prince of Hesse ; so I sent it to his sister, and she at once begged
me to go to the abbey. M. de FoUeville kindly escorted me thither
after dinner, having first taken me to see his numerous family.
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One of his daughters is very pretty. The princess gave me a
charming reception, and I spent the whole evening with her.

She was kind enough to suggest a very delightful scheme to me.
She has a sister who like herself is a canoness at Thorn, about three
leagues from Susteren, and it is there that they usually live. She
proposed that I should lodge with them for the whole winter ; and
though there would be no room for my three sons I should have
found a way out of that difficulty, and should have agreed to the
plan if it were not for the rapid advance of the victorious re-

publicans. There appears to be every likelihood of an invasion,
or at least of inroads into this country that would be very dangerous
for us. It is much to be feared that the princesses will not pass
the winter in peace at Thorn, nor even at Susteren, for it will take
more than the Meuse to keep back the restorers of liberty to the
whole human race. But I should have remained at Susteren for

a few days if I had known what the brigade's quarters in the
villages were like.

23rd Nov.—I set off in fairly pleasant weather to rejoin my sons,

whom I thought must be growing anxious on my account. But
before leaving my inn I received rather a strange visit from a certain

M. de Rodt, a gentleman belonging to the neighbourhood, whom
I had met on the previous day. He spoke of our Revolution in an
unobjectionable way, but at the same time told me that he had
been in command of the Brabantine patriots at Ruremonde during
the recent disturbances, that a considerable sum of money was
still owing to him, that he would be very glad to find some means
of obtaining it, and that he was at that moment being urgently

pressed to resume his command in the province. It appeared to

me that this gentleman was a thorough-paced patriot, and ex-

tremely likely to take an active part in the new revolution, if

our patriots and those of this country were to join forces. I have
since learned that this is exactly what happened.

For several hours after leaving Susteren one is on Dutch
territory. The country here is as barren as it is on the other side

of the Meuse, a.nd resembles the Campine of Lidge. In the middle

of this moor, which seemed to me very full of game, I met a shoot-

ing-party. I was addressed by one of these gentlemen in very

good French, and found he came from Languedoc, but had been

in the Dutch army for forty years. He was hving on his pension

as a major in a little town hard by, where he had settled down with

his wife, a native of the country. He had a brother in the Body-
guard, of whom he had not heard a word for a long time. It is

possible that they may have been within six miles of each other

at that moment, without knowing it.
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The roads in this country are horrible, especially near the

villages. After crossing a sort of little town, still on Dutch
territory, and being several times within an ace of having my
carriage upset and broken to pieces, or at least stuck fast in the

mire, I at last met my three boys, who had come out to meet me.

They led me to the hamlet where the rest of my company had been

living for the past two days. I was hard put to it to find a shelter,

and was finally obliged to sleep on straw, in the cottage where
my sons were lodging, in the one and only room of a wretchedly

poor peasant. Never have I seen anything so disgustingly dirty.

The whole of the brigade is in much the same plight in the other

hamlets of the neighbourhood. We have been flung into the

Juliers country without any sort of method : the people were not

warned, nor was any requisition made to the government. The
poor inhabitants, however, were soon persuaded to receive us;

but there were absolutely no conveniences of any kind in the

place. There was not even a fireplace where one could cook—if,

indeed, one could find any food to buy. And the forage, for which
the people had been charging a very high price, came suddenly

to an end. No orders of any kind have been issued to the brigade

by the princes, or the Marechal de BrogUe, or the staff. A more
critical situation could hardly be imagined. It is inconceivable

that a corps of nobles should be deserted in this way, but doubtless

we are not the only sufferers. The patriots have probably ad-

vanced upon Liege, whence every one, of course, must have fled

in haste and confusion. In any case we know absolutely nothing

of what is taking place.

By way of a climax to our misfortunes my eldest son has just

discovered that a portmanteau has been stolen, containing not

only various personal possessions of his, but also his purse, which
he imprudently left in it. On leaving Heusden I gave him some
money for himself and his brothers. With what he already had
this would have been enough to keep us all for more than a month
^—a very serious loss in the circumstances. My son, who is quite

alive to its importance, is as much distressed as I am myself, if

not more so. After all, if happiness ever dawns for us again, this

will be one of the smallest trials we shall have to look back upon.

iUh Nov.—Fine weather : slight frost.—I spent such an un-

pleasant night, and was so sick at heart, and so much disturbed

by the wi-etchednesss of my surroundings that I rode off in the

morning with one of my boys towards the little town of Heinsberg,

three miles away, to find, if possible, some other shelter for the

night. The fact that the King's Guards were all in the to\yn

reduced our chances of success. But before reaching Heinsberg
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I noticed on our left a magnificent farm, with fine, large buildings.

It belongs to the nuns of Heinsberg Abbey. The good woman in
charge, whom I boldly asked for hospitality, was touched by my
situation, and consented to take me in with my three boys, my
horses, my servants, and all my baggage, for which I sent without
further delay. My horses were soon in a capital stable, and were
provided with everything necessary to their comfort at a very
moderate charge. As for us, we were installed in a larger and
pleasant room, where the good woman of the farm lives and has
her meals. We had an excellent dinner in her company. The only
drawback to this room is that it is too hot. At night Picard and
I made our arrangements for sleeping in it, to which end we were
supplied with beautiful linen, quilts, feather-beds, and everything
we could require to make us comfortable for the night. My three

boys have a very pretty room, which, it is true, has no fire ; but
at their age they can easily do without one. In short, we are as

comfortable here as we were wretched in our last quarters.

25thr-30th Nov.—Fine weather.—I have spent these five days
very peacefully at the farm of the Pre d'Heinsberg. Owing to a
very civil letter that I wrote to the abbess, asking her to allow us
to stay here, we were commended to the care of the good woman
of the farm, who needed no injunctions to make her treat us well.

We have lived very cheaply, and have had our meals with her

and her brother, a well-to-do bourgeois, who helps her to manage
one of the finest farms I ever saw. So anxious were these good
folk to keep us that they gave me a nice room all to myself, and
every comfort I could need. The provost of the abbey invited us

to dine with him, and treated us with the greatest courtesy. But
in the circumstances it is impossible to make any plans, or to

think of prolonging our stay here. When the Austrians fell

back on Lidge and the surrounding country they were closely

followed by the patriots, who entered Louvain on the 20th. The
paved main road to Brussels made it possible for them to move
their heavy artillery, which is in a high state of efficiency. They
employ methods that have never been adopted before. No gun
is ever in difficulties on the road. It is said that every trooper

has some rings and a strap attached to his saddle, and whenever
a heavy gun has to be helped over a rough piece of road a whole

company of horse is employed if necessary. In this way the

horses pull the gun without feeling it, and the troops advance at

the same time.

The patriots have with them an excellent engineer officer, a

colonel whom they made a brigadier in 1791 : M. d'Argon, well

known for his device of floating batteries at the siege of Gibraltar.
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He joined the patriots at the beginning of the Revolution. It is

said that he afterwards wished to serve with the princes and
suggested coming to Coblenz, but that his overtures were rejected,

and he then devoted himself heart and soul to the cause of the

Jacobins. I cannot positively assert that this story is true, but
it is very popular with those who like to make the most of our
princes' mistakes. Be that as it may, M. d'Ar§on is extremely
useful to the patriots and enjoys the confidence of General
Dumouriez.

General Beaulieu, they say, has fallen back on Huy, with a
view to being nearer Namur, which will doubtless soon be attacked.

Clerfayt is retreating to Herve, having been obliged to evacuate
Liege, which the republicans entered on the 28th. Our informants,

who saw their entry, say it was a scene of wild disorder : the vast
crowd of soldiers and national guards in every variety of uniform
looked like a horde of savages bursting into the town. The Due
de Chartres, under his new name of General !^galite, has a command
in Dumouriez's army.
While all these things were occurring within eight or ten leagues

of us, and though for a week the sound of guns was perpetually
in our ears, the brigade received neither orders nor information
from any one, nor had M. de Monspey, whom I have been seeing

every day in Heinsberg, received any for the King's Guards.
There was a rumour, however, that since the month was over the
King of Prussia would no longer be responsible for the emigris, and
that the Baron von Schonfeld, the commissary deputed to provide
for us, left Liege several days ago. We heard, from the neigh-

bouring cantonments and from the latest arrivals, that the princes

were being forced by the Powers to disband the whole army of

imigres, even the King's Guards : that every man would have to

look out for himself and provide for his own safety. On the
23rd the Marechal de Broglie received orders from the princes to

address a circular letter to all the corps, informing them of this

distressing circumstance. We heard the letter spoken of, but
no one was sent with it to our brigade, nor to the guards. At last,

however, on the 28th, it was made public, though no staff-ofBcer

was especially commissioned to communicate it to us. It cannot
be denied that this is an extraordinary way to treat a corps of
nobles. Here is the letter that informs us of our disbandment :

—

" Gentlemen,—Nothing that has occurred since our troubles
began has more deeply distressed us than our present position.
The Powers, whose good offices and efforts for our cause we must
not forget, insist, for the time being, on our dispersion and dis-
armament. It is not to the whole body of the nobility, it is not to
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loyal soldiers, it is not, in short, to Frenchmen who have sacrificed
their all to their honour, to their devotion to Rehgion, and to their
love for their King, that we need appeal to be brave under ad-
versity. Our own courage shall not sink beneath the weight of
our misfortune. Nothing shall shake our fidelity to the sacred
principles whose defence we have undertaken. Nothing shall
ever weaken the attachment that unites us to you, and if we
absent ourselves for a time it is only to beg for fresh means whereby
we may make ourselves useful to the King and our Country. We
shall leave no stone unturned in our pursuit of this end. The
agents whom we shall leave in the various States to which you
will retire will keep us accurately informed of your situation, will

make known to you the result of our efforts, and will remit to you
any assistance we may be able to secure. In the end your patience
and courage must vanquish every obstacle, and the respect of

the whole world will be the reward of your noble and uniformly
brave conduct. As for us, Gentlemen, we have sworn to work
unceasingly for the hastening of the happy day, and the object of

all our efforts shall be to secure for you a fate such as your sacrifices

deserve. Our one ambition shall always be to live for you, or to

die with you.

"Liege: 23rd November, 1792.
" Louis-Stanislas-Xaviee.
" Charles-Philippe."

Our consternation and despair on receiving this letter can easily

be imagined. Its effect was the same in all the places where
emigres had taken refuge in the haste of this sudden retreat.

That it is spreading real despair is sufficiently shown by the

heartrending scenes we see here, especially among the Guards,
who for the most part have absolutely no resources whatever beyond
the horse furnished to each of them by the princes, and their arms
and equipment, which they are being allowed to keep. But what
can they make out of such things in these miserable villages, with

only poor peasants for purchasers ? They are selling their horses

for a louis or two. Our own horses, for which we paid forty or

fifty louis, are selling for five or six at most. The fate of the

infantry is still worse, for they have nothing of any kind left to

sell. The fear of being captured by the patriots and ruthlessly

handed over to the executioner impels them to take flight : but

whither can they fly ? Officers of many years' service. Knights

of St. Loviis, have been seen hiding in barns, and earning their food

with the peasants by working on the farm and threshing corn.

It is said that two brothers, one serving in the Army of the Princes

and the other in Bourbon's Army, met on the bridge at Id^ge, and,

D D
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seeing no prospect of earning a livelihood, first embraced one

another and then flung themselves into the Meuse. In short,

despair reigns everywhere.

Our princes and all the French emigris who were in Liege left

it promptly on the enemy's approach, and fled towards Aix-la-

Chapelle, Maestricht, Diisseldorf, and Holland. Every one is

concerned for his own safety. It seems that the patriots intend

to cross the Meuse at several points. One column will advance
through Ruremonde and Maeseyck, and surround all the troops

still remaining in the duchy of Juliers, Holland being at present

neutral, ten thousand Emigres—Brabantines, Lidgeois and French
—have already hastened for refuge to Maestricht. And there, too,

have been deposited all the treasures of the churches of Liege and
its vicinity, and the most precious possessions of the richest

inhabitants, who have had no time to fly as far as Holland,

M. le due de Bourbon arrived at Liege a few days ago with his

division, which was disbanded there, to his great sorrow. He
and his son started at once for Juliers; and after crossing the

Rhine a% Diisseldorf they will go by way of Germany to Brisgau,

to join M. le prince de Conde. M. le due de Bourbon has a very
small suite with him, and has been reluctantly obliged to discharge

some of his old and faithful valets.^ Monsieur and M. le comte
d'Artois were to have passed through Aix-la-Chapelle without

stopping, but Monsieur yielded to the entreaties of M. le comte
d'Artois, who wished to remain till the next day in order to see his

special friends there. Monsieur's complaisance nearly cost the

two princes very dear, for as they were on the point of starting

they were arrested for debt, on the application of a horse-dealer

who had supplied remounts for the Bodyguard. Happily the

legal formalities with regard to the time of payment were in-

complete. The authorities at Aix-la-Chapelle behaved with the

greatest courtesy in the matter, and restored the princes' liberty

after a few hours. The man who brought the claim and Avithdrew

it lost several louis over this affair, which at one time bade fair to

become extremely serious, for it was beginning to create a great

ferment among the French nobles with whom Aix is at present

crowded. They talked openly of opposing the princes' arrest

by force. The latter, after a few hours of anxiety, went peacefully
on their way to Diisseldorf.

The King of Prussia has taken some troops from Coblenz to
Frankfort to stop the brigandage of General Custine, who be-
haved disgracefully during his recent incursions. The following
incident will serve as an example. The Prince of Nassau-Weil-
burg, wishing to save his territory from pillage, thought to buy

1 M. de Champflour's quotations end here.
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immunity by paying Custine a subsidy of 100,000 crowns. When
the patriots, with Custine at their head, were approaching Weilburg
the general proposed to pay a visit to the prince. The latter gave
him a magnificent reception and entertained him at the palace,
where all the most splendid plate was displayed to do honour to
the avaricious Jacobin. On rising from the table Custine picked
a quarrel with the prince, whose guard, he complained, was armed.
He promptly sent for a detachment of troops, which he had
previously posted, with that intention, a mile and a half away ;

and the palace was stripped bare. He seized the princes' horses
and carriages, and used them for removing the spoils—all the
plate and the most valuable furniture.

It appears to be decided that the King of Prussia is to spend the
mnter with his army, and will not return to Berlin. He apparently
feels he must do something to redeem the disgrace put upon him
by the humiliating retreat of his cousin the Duke of Brunswick.
The Landgrave of Hesse-Cassel will also remain with his troops.

The campaign will go on all the winter on both sides.

30th Nov.—^Weather fine, but cold.—As the news was becoming
more alarming every day, and the Austrians did not feel themselves
in a condition to stop the rapid advance of the patriots before they
reached Aix-la-Chapelle, and our position might, therefore, become
very precarious at any moment, I decided to retreat nearer to the

Rhine, so that if necessary we might cross to the other side. All

the imigres in the neighbourhood determined on the same course.

I was very sorry to break up my little establishment at the farm
of the Pre d'Heinsberg. The good woman of the farm parted

from us with tears in her eyes, and did all she could to show her

regret at losing us. Starting oft upon my travels once more,

then, I set out to Linnish without passing through Juliers. The
by-ways, which must be impassable in the rain, did not seem so bad
in the fine weather. It was not till we reached Linnish and crossed

rather a fine bridge over the Roer that we joined the high road.

We stopped at Gewenich, where, being fortunate enough to find

a little inn, we all slept on straw in a small room—my three boys,

the ever-faithful Picard, and myself. In the evening the inn was
crowded with French Emigres, retreating like ourselves—some
on horseback, but the greater number on foot, and all filled with

despair at this miserable end to our campaign, and especially at

our disbandnjent.
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CHAPTER XXII

THE DISBANDMENT OF THE AEMY

December 1792.

—

\st Dec.—Fine weather : frost.—On leaving

Gewenich we followed a bad road as far as Furth, where we at

last joined the main road between Juliers and Nuys. It was
crowded with carriages, and horsemen, and emigrants of every

description, but especially with French gentlemen on foot.

Every one who had taken refuge in LiSge or Aix-la-Chapelle had
fled in haste as the patriots drew near. At every step I met
people I knew. The desolation of this scene was beyond anything
that could be imagined. Numbers of French families were forced

to leave their baggage behind them, to be pillaged by the patriots,

for Dumouriez has already given orders in Brabant that all the

luggage of the French SmigrSs, and even that of the natives who
are prudently leaving their homes, is to be opened.

At this moment all the fugitives are hurr5dng to Diisseldorf,

whence they will proceed to Holland and England, or to the depths

of Germany—if the Germans will have us. It is known that the

King of Prussia and the Elector of Cologne, Bishop of Miinster,

have forbidden the French to remain in Westphalia. Could
anything be more iniquitous and barbarous than to behave in

this way to gentlemen who are loyal to their King and their

religion ?

We had the greatest difficulty in finding shelter for the night.

When we were within three miles of Nuys I stopped at a little

tavern by the wayside, and there we spent the night on straw, for

which we had to pay the price of the most comfortable bed. All

the neighbouring villages and even the worst inns were crowded.
Our princes have reached Diisseldorf, but found the greatest

difficulty in securing a lodging. The towii is so full of foreigners

that there is some talk of admitting no more French emigrSs.

2nd Dec.—Fine weather : frost.—I reached Nuys very early,

and stopped at the College of Canonesses there, to pay a little visit

to the Canoness de Kerpen, of whom I saw a great deal at Coblenz.
I.wished to ask her advice as to the best place for me to retire to.

I should very much have liked to stay at Nuys, but the town is

already so full that no more foreigners are to be admitted, and,
moreover, the place might not be very safe in the winter, as it mav

404
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quite possibly be invaded by the patriots. It would have been
very pleasant to be in a town, and near this college, of which I

have often heard may father speak. There are still canonesses
there who remember having known him during the Seven Years'
War. The Canoness de Kerpen told me of another college, at
Gerresheim, three miles from Diisseldorf, on the other side of the
Rhine. She was even kind enough to give me a letter of intro-

duction to one of the canonesses, the Baroness de Dordt.
When, after leaving Nuys, I reached the banks of the Rhine, I

had to wait for the ferry for three hours, so great was the crowd of

passengers. The number of them was inconceivable, and the
sight of so many unfortunate people was most distressing. When
one sees the troubles of others one forgets one's own. After
crossing the Rhine I met M. de Serionne, whom I had last seen at

Pisa with Mme. de Miremont, who is now living in Diisseldorf.

He gave me all the news of that town, which is so full of French,
Brabantine, and Liegeois refugees that it would be impossible to

secure a lodging, except at an exorbitant price that would be
beyond my means. M. de Serionne said so much on this subject

that I decided to skirt the town without entering it, and make my
way to the village and College of Gerresheim without delay. I

arrived too late to take my letter to the Baroness de Dordt, and,

indeed, I failed to find a lodging in the place, where I had expected

to be one of the first on the scene. Several French families were
already settled there. When I saw that there was no room to be
had even in a tavern I bethought me of my farm at Heinsberg,

and searched the neighbourhood for a similar one. And sure

enough, a good, honest farmer took us all into his house. His
wife attended to all our wants, supplied us with everything we
needed for our modest cookery, and at night gave us a quantity of

quilts and sheets, as good and as fine as any I ever saw in my life,

3rd and Uh Dec.—We spent three nights at this farm, near

Roland's Castle. I went one day to Gerresheim, where I was
most kindly received by the Canoness de Dordt, who was good
enough to find us lodgings in the village, though it was by no
means easy to do so. Finally, I made arrangements with the

surgeon-barber of the place, who will lodge and board us at a

price that will be reasonable enough if he makes us comfortable.

5th-31st Dec.—At Gerresheim.—Here I am, settled in Gerres-

heim with my three boys. We are rather badly housed and very

badly fed, but at all events we are enjoying a little peace, of which

our minds are as much in need as our bodies, after all our vexations

and fatigues, our labours and travels. We ought to be fairly

safe on this side of the Rhine, for there is reason to believe that

the patriots will make no attempt to cross it at this time of year.
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I had hoped to be almost alone in a village so far from the high

road, and was not a little surprised to find a great many of my
compatriots living here. Their numbers are still increasing every

day. All the farms in the neighbourhood, and all the peasants'

cottages, are being crowded with imigrSs, for the town of Diissel-

dorf was so full that there was no room left. In Gerresheim itself

I found M. le marquis de Perusse d'Escars, lieutenant-general;

M. le vicomte de Chateigner and M. de La Salle-Lezardifere,

brigadier-generals ; M. and Mme. de Chateigner ; M. and Mme. de

Mo61ien, Bretons; the Vicomte de Roehechouart ; the Com-
mandeur de Ginestous; Comte Hector de Monteynard; M. de
Belboeuf, attorney-general of Rouen and an ex-deputy of the

party of the Right, and his brother. In the neighbourhood are

MM. d'Astani^res, de Chaffoy, and many others, to the number of

150. But my surprise was still greater when I discovered, living

with the local curi, the Archbishop of Narbonne, with his niece

the Comtesse de Rooth, and the Abbe Henri Dillon. To my great

regret they went off to Holland at the end of a week, and will

probably eventually cross to England, where some near relations

of the Archbishop will provide him with the funds of which he
seems to be so much in need. It is a melancholy situation for a

man who has been a bishop for over forty years, and for thirty

was at the head of the States of Languedoc as Archbishop of

Narbonne, which gave him a position of great distinction in France
and an income of about 400,000 livres. He holds the strongest

royalist opinions. His conversation is particularly interesting

at this moment, for he is well versed in everything relating to our
affairs, especially their most recent developments, having accom-
panied the army as far as Verdun, But he seems to me to be
feeling his nephew's conduct very much. He brought up Comte
Arthur Dillon himself, stood to him in the place of a father, did

everything for him, and used his own influence at Court to win
favour for his nephew. It very naturally angers him, therefore,

that this same nephew should have become one of the generals

of the Republic under Dumouriez. The Archbishop was told,

on good authority, that when this scoundrel heard that his uncle
was in Verdun, he tried to effect an entrance into the town with a
view to capturing his benefactor. On every hand one sees nothing
but treachery, ingratitude, and crimes of all sorts among the very
people whom one would most expect to be loyal, grateful, and
honourable.

If the life we lead at Gerresheim is dull, it is at all events suitable
to our position. All desire for gaiety vanishes before the thought
not only of our own personal losses, but of those of so many other
unfortunate wretches, and especially of the terrible situation of
our King and his whole family ! The Canonesses' College,
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however, supplies us with a certain amount of social intercourse.
The abbess and the five canonesses treat us with the greatest
kindness. These ladies' sentiments are the same as our own, and
they have the deepest sympathy with us in our troubles. We
meet in the good abbess's rooms every evening, and play commerce
for very low stakes. This daily gathering encourages in my boys
a taste for good company, without giving me the anxiety I should
certainly have felt in Dusseldorf, where I should have had to
leave them to their own devices among a set of giddy-pates, whom
no circumstances seem to make any wiser or more discreet. It is

for this reason, as well as from motives of economy, that I resolved

to fly from the society that I once so assiduously sought,

I thought it my duty, however, to pay a visit to our princes

before they left Dusseldorf. They are even unhappier than
ourselves, if they have as much feeling as I like to credit them with.

They have to endure the thought that their unfortunate brother,

their sovereign, is perhaps about to die beneath the executioner's

knife. Their lives must be a burden to them—a burden they
could not sustain if their consciences were not clear and blameless

and their honour untarnished. But how heartrending it must
be for them to see, under their very eyes, all these brave and loyal

gentlemen in such a terrible position ! Rich and poor, young
and old, they made their princes' cause their own, rallied round
them as their true and rightful leaders during the King's imprison-

ment, and sacrificed everything to honour and duty. How
terrible it is for the princes to be powerless to help them now, in

their poverty and misfortune 1 So I went to Diisseldorf on the 12th.

I called at once on M. le comte d'Artois, but found that both he

and Monsieur had already gone out to pay their customary visits,

^vith which, I think, it would be more discreet to dispense in the

present circumstances, instead of making these daily expeditions

under the eyes of three or four thousand of the nobility, who are

very much inclined to criticise their conduct. I spent half an
hour with the young princes, and left them with a full heart, after

seeing the kind of establishment to which they and their father

are reduced. They are in an out-of-the-way house that the owner

could hardly be persuaded to let to them. And every day the

Council of Dusseldorf calls upon them to leave the place, where

they are treated without the slightest consideration. I accom-

panied the young princes for a few moments on their walk through

the town, and was unspeakably distressed to see the lack of respect

and deference with which they were greeted—they, the descendants

of Louis XIV, the heirs presumptive to the first throne in Emope !

Oh, what a turn of fortune's wheel ! However, let us be fair

:

perhaps those who pass them in these streets may be descended

from the victims of Louis XIV's fearful ravages of the Palatinate
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in 1693. If so, are they not justified in believing that this is a

judgment from heaven ? Can one blame them if they be secretly

a little pleased to see the descendants of the man who ruined them,

and devastated their country, reduced to begging for a refuge

among the very people who were then treated with a degree of

savage cruelty that has hardly been equalled in modern history ?

I paid a brief visit to M. and Mme. de La Guiche, who are

staying in Diisseldorf for a month before crossing to England.

La Guiche told me of his intention of returning to France, with a

view to saving the remains of his fortune. He counts on reaching

Paris by means of false passports and " certificates of residence,"

and hopes that the sacrifice of a portion of his fortune may save the

rest. All the arguments I brought forward to dissuade him from
this perilous and foolish scheme were thrown away: his mind is

apparently made up. I returned to Gerresheim for dinner without

paying any other visits, although an enormous number of my
friends are now living with their families in Diisseldorf.

I found it so difficult to get rid of my horses that I decided to

send my eldest son to Coblenz to try and sell them there. He
was away for ten days, and could only obtain 28 louis for the horses

that cost me nearly 150. But fortunately he brought back a
trunk I had left at Coblenz before the campaign. I had written

from Lidge to ask that it might be sent to our cantonments. It

had already been dispatched, but as good luck would have it my
son found it at Cologne, owing to a mistake on the part of the

custom-house officers. They sent some one else's trunk to Ligge,

where it has doubtless fallen into the hands of the patriots.

Thanks to the efforts of Mme. de Dordt, to whom Mme. de
Kerpen introduced me here, I have found another lodging, and
a very comfortable one, with a canon. The faithful Heard,
whose willingness never relaxes, has undertaken to cook our
simple meals, with the result that we are living most economically
and at the same time extremely well. We are now as comfortable
as our circumstances permit. My only anxiety at this moment
is the absence of news from my wife, from whom I have not
received a single letter for four months. Our retreat and rapid
movements completely upset all our correspondence. She must
be as much troubled as I am myself, and I am really distressed
that I can do nothing to remedy matters. . . .

The town of Diisseldorf is so full of imigrSs that the Council
has been issuing orders to them every day to leave the place.
The Elector of Bavaria's neutrality might be supposed to safe-

guard Diisseldorf from an attack by the patriots, but the Govern-
ment feared that the presence of the princes and certain other
important personages might draw down upon them the anger and
vengeance of the Republicans. The Council was consequently
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very urgent, and even discourteous, in pressing our princes to
leave Diisseldorf—where they were not even safe—and seek some
other refuge. The departure of the Marechal de Broglie and the
Baron de Breteuil was also insisted upon. But everything hung
upon the movements of the princes, who determined to seek safety
in Westphalia, in some place where they might settle down without
fear of annoyance from their creditors. It appears that the King
of Prussia suggested Hamm or Lippstadt.

Accordingly on the 16th of this month the princes moved from
Diisseldorf to Hamm. By a whimsical trick of fate it chanced
that the inn where they alighted was visited that very day by the
four prisoners from Wesel, whom the King of Prussia thought it

advisable to move to Magdeburg : La Fayette, Alexandre Lameth,
Bureau de Puzy, and La Tour-Maubourg. It is said—but I

cannot vouch for the truth of the tale—^that La Fayette contrived
to escape from his prison at Wesel, his place being taken by his

servant, but that the trick was soon discovered, and La Fayette,

being found in the town, was restored to his cell. Needless to

say, there was no intercourse at Hamm between these prisoners

and any of the princes' suite, with the sole exception of Comte
Charles de Damas, whose loyalty is well known, and who asked
for the princes' consent. I have often heard him say that, though
La Fayette's conduct was inexcusable, he would undoubtedly
take the first opportunity of expressing his gratitude to him,
since he believed he owed his life to the general at the time of his

capture at Varennes with the King. La Fayette could not refuse

help to the brother of the charming Mme. de Simiane, with whom
he had formed a very close liaison after his return from America.
So Damas spent a couple of hours with the famous revolutionaries,

whose activities, fortunately, are now at an end.

It now seems that England—which at the beginning certainly

fostered the troubles that are racking France—is horrified by the

more recent developments of the Revolution. Ever since the

opening of Parliament the majority of the EngUsh nation have been
loudly expressing their just indignation at the atrocious treatment

accorded to the King of France. It was in vain that Charles Fox
sought to defend the French Revolution : he found but few to

agree with him, and ended by being ashamed of the opinions he

had professed. London is full of Jacobins engaged in preaching

their horrible doctrines. But owing to the special powers granted

by the Parliament to the King for the occasion, they are afraid of

being arrested, and most of them have determined to return to

France. All the constitutionalists who took refuge in England
after the 10th August are making a great parade of regretting

their revolutionary conduct, but it does them little good : honest

folk will have nothing to do with them. On the other hand, we
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are told that all the royalist imigris have been received there

with the greatest cordiality and sympathy. All of them, including

the priests, are generously provided with the necessaries of life,

and the wants of the most destitute are, as far as possible, supplied.

Considerable sums of money have been granted by the Govern-

ment to the refugees from Brittany and Normandy who have

gone to Jersey. In short, no one could be more generous than the

English are at present to the French nobility and clergy. The
Republican Ambassador, Chauvelin,is unable to secure an audience,

and everything points to a war with France. Little Chauvelin

is treated everywhere with the contempt he deserves, and may be

turned out, it is said, at any moment, together with the Marquise

de Coigny, by whose counsels he appears to regulate his conduct.

This lady, to whom I have not yet referred^ deserves especial

notice on account of the way she has behaved ever since the

Revolution broke out. In 1775 she married the only son of the

Due de Coigny, who took part in the campaign with the princes as

a brigadier-general. She is the eldest sister of the Princesse de
Rohan-Montbazon, and a daughter of the late Marquis de Conflans,

lieutenant-colonel, who died in 1789. Her mother was Mile.

Portail. She is small and plump, and has no graces of carriage

nor of movement ; but her face is agreeable. Her voice is harsh :

she combines a great deal of native wit with a vast amount of

assurance, and is frequently impertinent. She was one of the

most indiscreet ladies of the Court, and a leader of fashion among
the young sparks, who could depend on her, if they were promising

subjects, to make them the mode. At the beginning of the

Revolution she made a habit of gathering round her all the budding
legislators fresh from college, royalists and democrats alike, but
always showed especial favour to the constitutional revolutionaries.

By some insolent word or deed, however, she incurred the wrath
of the sans-culottes, some of whom met her one day in the garden
of the Tuileries, and, laying indiscreet hands upon her—so it is

declared—gave her a mild thrashing. There were lampoons on
the subject in all the aristocratic journals and news-sheets. After

supporting the popular side very warmly in Paris for two years, in

the galleries of the Assembly and other public places, at the building

of the altar to La Patrie in the Champ de Mars, and, in short, on
every occasion that could prove her civic virtues, she felt it her
duty to take flight to England with her little court of constitu-

tionalists. On arriving in London, she undertook to educate the
Jacobin Chauvelin both in politics and gallantry ; but the Govern-
ment thought she was meddling in too many things, I am told,

and a short time ago gave her some salutary advice. She narrowly
escaped being sent out of the country, and was only allowed to
remain after receiving a caution from various persons in office.
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Since then, it is said, she has behaved more circumspectly, and
has prudently retired from political affairs.

January l7Q3.—lst-31st.—Vfhen 1 left France on the 17th July,

1789, I was certainly very far from foreseeing that, after three

and a half years of exile, I should be living to-day with my three

boys in a secluded little German village, and should have, as ray
companions in misfortune and poverty, the greater number of

the nobles and richest landowners of the kingdom. But one must
not think of one's own troubles. What are they in comparison
with those of the royal family, and with the terrible position of

our King ? It has been in vain that we have sacrificed our entire

means of livelihood in the hope of saving his life and restoring

him to the throne of his fathers ; for everything we hear from Paris

points to one fact—the King's death is inevitable, and the party
of the Due d'Orleans is pressing for a speedy sentence. One
section of the Assembly, less brutal than the rest, has vainly

demanded an appeal to the people. This measure, which might
gain time, will certainly not be adopted. When the King of

Spain showed a natural interest in the fate of the head of his house,

the Convention completely ignored the dispatch of his charge

d'affaires, and went on to the order of the day—to the debate,

that is to say, on the trial of Louis XVI. Finally, after allowing

absolute liberty of speech for several days to any member of the
Assembly who wished to bring iniquitous accusations against

the King, or to declaim against tyranny and monarchy, the Con-
vention unanimously declared on the 7th that the discussion on
the King's trial was closed. Orders were then issued to print

all the speeches and expressions of opinion, and the giving of

judgment was postponed for a week.

A number of persons, who wished to serve the King by proving

the egregious falsity of many of the charges in the indictment,

sent papers to the Convention and the various Committees; but
these important documents were suppressed. Among them were
some that were sent by M. Bertrand de Molleville, a refugee in

London. The conduct of my compatriot M. Aubier, and his

devotion on this occasion, deserve to be recorded. He is at present

in Diisseldorf. Having been with the King for two years without

a moment's intermission, he hoped that his testimony with regard

to many things might be useful to his Majesty. He therefore

begged Dumouriez for a passport to take him to Paris, in spite of

the risks he would incur through having emigrated and served

in the campaign. Dumouriez refused the passport. M. Aubier

at the same time courageously wrote to offer his services to M. de

Malesherbes. He received an answer, which he showed me,
thanking him for his devotion but entreating him to stay away
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from Paris. Being determined, however, that certain documents
that might be useful to the King should be read by the Court, he

dispatched them by his son to the Sieur de Thinville, public

prosecutor to the Republic, who acknowledged their receipt in

words—as far as I can remember—to this effect :
" I have received

from Citizen Aubier the documents which he considers may serve

to exculpate Louis Capet." There are others who have written

memorials in the King's defence : many such have been published
in Paris. Lally, too, offered to go and speak for the King, and
wrote a very fine defence ; but the principles that he has professed

for the last four years, and that have been the undoing of the King
he now wishes to defend, are still apparent. Even Necker has
written in the King's favour—an insult to a monarch whose
virtues do not require such an apologist as Necker.

This is such a terrible moment for any Frenchman who respects

and loves his King that I do not feel equal to leaving my village.

I do not care to go to Diisseldorf, where the behaviour and appear-
ance of some of my fellow-countrymen is not very suitable to
these painful circumstances ; so I content myself with spending
a few hours every evening in the society of the seven canonesses
of the chapter. At any other time I should complain of the
monotony of thjs stiff gathering of ladies, not one of whom is

pretty enough to please the eye or rouse the imagination. Yes, by
the way, there is one who has just returned from visiting her
relations, the Baroness d'Eix, who might appear attractive to

any one who was sufficiently frivolous to seek distraction amid
the general grief. Sometimes, too, I go to the Chateau Roland,
about a mile and a half from Gerresheim, to visit two old spinster

ladies called Roberts, who are extremely good and kind. They
have three clerical brothers with them, and not a day passes

without our receiving some attention or act of courtesy from them.
The Baron de Breteuil, who has been living in Diisseldorf with
his family, has just set off alone to England. His object, it is

thought, is to make an attempt of some kind to save the King
from the fate that threatens him.
The Elector of Cologne, thinking it prudent to leave Bonn when

the patriot army came so near, has settled down with the Arch-
duchess Christine at Miinster, of which he is prince-bishop. He
ruthlessly refused to harbour any of the emigrSs, and even turned
some of them out in the most hard-hearted way. It is said that he
recently gave a ball in the town, and that the archduchess was
present. If this be true it gives one a shocking idea of their
feelings ! How can they stifle the voice of nature and humanity
in this way, while the Queen of France, their own sister is

threatened by the assassins' knife, and the King, their brother-
in-law, is on the point of dying on the scaffold I
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The Commune of Paris has decreed that the Fete Day of the
Kings shall be suppressed, and replaced by the fete of the sans-
culottes. It seems like a dream when one hears of such things
being seriously done.
We have had very little news of M. le prince de Conde's division.

Communication was cut off for a long time by the patriots' in-

vasion of the Electorate of Mayence and the town of Frankfort,
and by their inroads into the neighbouring country, which struck
terror and consternation into the heart of Germany, Such was
the panic that a patrol of twelve men might have levied contri-

butions from any town within a radius of forty leagues. The
prevailing terror has done much to increase the discomfort of the
emigres in Mayence and its neighbourhood, who have been forced
to take flight lest they should fall into the hands of our ruthless

enemies. Mme. la princesse Louise had settled down for the
summer at Hochst, between Frankfort and Mayence, in order to

be within reach of her father during the campaign. She was
obliged to fly in haste, and had a great deal to endure, both from
her very reasonable fear of being captured and from the many
obstacles she encountered on her way to her father, whom she
joined at WiUingen, in Swabia, He is there with his whole
division, waiting to hear what has been decided with regard to

the fate of his troops. As soon as I was settled at Gerresheim in a
way that seemed likely to last I wrote to M. le prince de Conde,
to express my regret that I and my sons were unable to join him.
The time of year, my lack of means, and the great distance, are

all sufficient reasons to prevent the fulfilment of my wishes in

this respect. It may give some idea of his kindness of heart, his

depth of feeling in all our recent miseries and his sympathy with
the whole nobility, especially his own companions in misfortune,

if I copy his answer to my letter :

" At last, my dear d'Espinchal, you have thought of writing

to me. I can assure you I was surprised to hear nothing from
you all through the campaign. It is true that we had no news
from any one, and only heard of things that had happened long
after they were over, and even then with no certainty, which made
us wretched. I have been grieved to the very soul by the fate

of the nobles in your division. I would gladly have given the

httle money that is left to me, and even the years that I still have
to live, to spare them so disastrous a fate. We have been spared

a like fate here, as yet : we have plenty of suffering, it is true

;

but we are together, we are under arms, and the Emperor makes
me a grant every month towards the pay of my troops. He also

supplies us with lodgings, bread, forage, and wagons for nothing.

The Austrian general asks me for a detachment of nobles whenever
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he thinks his troops need reinforcements on the banks of the Rhine,

and we march off there (in this weather, and with no money in

our pockets) with the enthusiasm that you know so well. Such is

our situation at the moment ; I do not flatter myself that it can

last, and it would seem that the sword suspended over our heads

may fall upon us, as it fell upon you, at any moment. But I shall at

all events have the slight consolation—if it be any—of seeing the

gentlemen entrustedjto me die of hunger a little later than the rest.

" We are in mortal anxiety as to the fate of the King. The only
glimmer of hope lies in the possibility of delay. Give me some
news of those poor, good Auvergnats. What has become of them,
poor things ? I pity them from the bottom of my heart. Good-
bye, my dear d'Es. . . . Whatever my fate may be it will make
no difference, believe me, in my friendship for you, nor in my
•sympathy with all the brave nobles whose troubles affect me far

more nearly than my own. My son and grandson arrived here

on the 26th in excellent health, having received every civility and
attention on their journey, which will show you that Germany has
plucked up heart considerably since Francfort was taken by the
King of Prussia. My daughter, who is well, though suffering

from her usual cold, sends you a great many messages,
" Willingen, 31st December, 1792."

Since this letter reached me I have heard that M. le prince de
Conde has received a letter from the Empress of Russia, which he
has circulated among the nobles. Catherine is so much touched
by our misfortunes that she generously offers us an asylum in her

dominions, and even grants of land in the Crimea, if our renewed
efforts in the coming campaign should be unsuccessful, and we
should be unable to recover our own properties. Much as one
must appreciate the goodness of this great and kuid-hearted

sovereign, this is not a very safe refuge in our difficulties. How
can we tell whether, when she is gone, her successor's feelings

towards us will be the same as hers ?—Our princes are still at

Hamm, where they have a very small suite. They lately received

a little money, which they immediately formed into a relief fund,
for helping the most needy of the nobles, and the old and infirm.

Since the disbandment a great many of our young men have
enlisted in the Emperor's Walloon regiments. Numbers of them
have joined the Saxe Regiment, the Bercheny Hussars, and the
Legion de Carneville, which is now in the service of the Emperor.
They have joined as volunteers; many of them took horses with
them, and have been supplied with their equipment and uniform,
and are receiving fairly good pay. Several naval officers have
gone to seek employment in Russia, and it appears that Count
Romanzowencouraged them to take this step, as was his sovereign's
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wish. A great many have gone over to England; but we are
told that several of them were unfortunately drowned in the
Channel a little time ago, in a packet that was wrecked.
Many French families have taken refuge in Holland, particularly

at the Hague. Yet Dusseldorf and all the villages near it are
still crowded with French people, great numbers of whom are in

the most urgent want. They have received help there, however,
and I must not forget to mention the trouble taken by several of

our fellow-countrymen to rcVeve them. A certain ecclesiastic

belonging to the Cardinal de Montmorency's household has
collected small sums from various charitable people; and the
Duchesse de Laval, with the help of M. de Beaucourt, attorney-

general in the Parlement of Rennes, has undertaken to distribute

this money to the best advantage, and has doubtless added a good
deal of her own. During the whole of last month she contrived to

have a table laid daily for nearly eighty poor gentlemen, with soup,

boiled meat, vegetables, bread, and beer for those who desired it.

The clergy have received all kinds of relief from the people of

Dusseldorf, as well as in Holland. But, sad to say, it has chiefly

come from the bourgeois, and even the peasants, rather than from
the German nobles who are so proud of their thirty-two quarter-

ings. There are exceptions to this rule, but they are rare. The
good and reverend abbess of the Chapter of Gerresheim does all

the good she can. This lady's own name is Schonau : she belongs

to a very old family.

It is in England that the imigrSs, and especially the priests,

have been most generously helped : every day they receive

money both from the government and from private individuals.

For this purpose the government has appointed a Relief Committee,
and a corresponding one has been formed among the emigres,

presided over by La Marche, the worthy Bishop of Saint-Pol-de-

Leon. The other members of the committee are the Bishop of

Montpellier, the Comte de Botterel, procureur-syndic of the

States of Brittany, the Comte de Coigny, the Comte de La Chatre,

the President de Frondeville, of Rouen, the Marquis de Cheffon-

taines, the Marquis de Chambers, the Vicomte de Souillac, and
the Chevalier Blondel.

The King of England has given shelter to a great number of

priests in the castle at Winchester. They have shown their

gratitude to their benefactors by setting up a very simple monu-
ment there, with a Latin inscription, in honour of George III,

King of Great Britain, Mr. Wilmot, chairman of the relief com-
mittee, and all who have helped in the work.
And while the English government has been behaving with so

much generosity towards right-thinking people, the most stringent

measures have been taken to arrest the progress of the spirit of
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unrest, which the Jacobins hoped to foster, with the help of the

Opposition, in all parts of England. Suspected persons against

whom there is no proof are arrested and sent out of the country.

The circulation of assignats is forbidden. Chauvelin is insulted

in the streets by the people, whose indignation has been roused by
the atrocities in France and the treatment of our unhappy monarch
by the Convention, In short, a rupture appears inevitable. . . .

At this moment our thoughts are entirely occupied by the trial

of our unfortunate sovereign. It seems only too true that his

death has been resolved by the Jacobin party, whose power in

Paris is absolute, and whose crimes and murderous threats have
created such terror that respectable people dare not express an
opinion. Every one trembles before the ruffians paid by the

Due d'Orleans. The capital is infested with robbers, sans-culottes,

federates, Marseillais, and even soldiers from the army of Du-
mouriez, who spend their time parading the streets and exciting

the populace. The walls are covered with the most horrible

placards, demanding the King's death. The most violent of the
deputies have had their opinions on the King's sentence printed
in advance, and the most atrocious writings, the most absurd
accusations, are being lavishly circulated among the weak and
credulous people. Well-meaning citizens, in the meantime, with
equally culpable cowardice—^mourn in silence and shake with fear.

Yet, for some days, a most touching ballad was circulating in

Paris. When it was sent to us we were told that every one was
carrying it about in his pocket, and singing it with tears in his

eyes. But this kind of emotion will not save the unfortunate
Louis. What is wanted is energetic action, not futile tears.^ . . ,

Louis XVI, having heard his death-sentence pronounced at

about four o'clock in the afternoon of the 20th Jan., 1793, obtained

permission to see his family—^the Queen his wife, his saintly sister,

his sweet and pretty children—who knew nothing of the fate that

awaited him. His face, as he entered their rooms, was so serene

that the Queen and Madame Elizabeth thought the sentence must
have been favourable. It was a terrible moment for these two
unhappy princesses when he disillusioned them, and broke to

them that he had come to bid them farewell for ever. Their
despair was indescribable. Madame Royale, a girl of fifteen, flung
her arms round her father's Icnees ; Madame EUzabeth clung to
him; the Queen shrieked aloud, gave way utterly to her grief,

and vainly invoked the pity of every feeling heart. It is said that
while this heartrending scene was going on the Dauphin escaped,

^ M. d'Espinohal gives the words of this ballad. He then gives some
information relating to the King's trial, and mentions the number of deputies
who voted for his death. Then he describes the death of Loma XVI as
follows.
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and was only recognised in the courtyard, near the gates of the
Temple. He begged, with sobs, to be allowed to pass. One of

the guards asked him where he wished to go. " I want to go out,"

he said ;
" I want to go and beg the people not to have Papa

killed 1 Mon Dieu, do not keep me from speaking to them !

"

And he struggled, they say, to be let out. This was the first

time, since the King was imprisoned in the Temple, that he had
ever been left alone with his family. He remained with them for

two hours. But at the end of that time he was obliged to part

from them for ever. It was a terrible moment, in spite of their

hope of meeting once again on the following morning. The Queen,
who was half beside herself with anguish, had a violent attack of

convulsions. Madame Royale was in bed, for the shock of this

terrible scene had affected her very seriously. Madame Elizabeth

and the Dauphin were stretched upon the floor. And from this

picture of distress the King was forced to tear himself away.
In his own rooms he found his confessor, the Abb6 Edgeworth.

He fell on his knees before him, and devoted nearly all the evening

to prayer and the consolations of religion. Towards midnight he

went to bed, and slept peacefully for several hours. On awaking
he talked calmly to his confessor and Clery, who wept bitterly,

and whom he tried to console. He sent to ask his warders for

some scissors, that he might have his hair cut off ; but his request

was refused, and indeed the knife he had on him was taken away.
He merely said :

" Do they think me coward enough to kill

myself ? " According to the Abbe Edgeworth, and even Garat,

Louis XVI never seemed so great, so absolutely sublime, as in

these last moments. Never before had he showed himself so

firm, so calm, so self-controlled.

At last, at eight o'clock, they came to tell him that all was
ready. Santerre, the terrible Commandant General, ordered

him to set out. He begged for a few minutes with his confessor,

which were granted him. A few moments later he turned to one
of the men who were there, and, showing him a parcel, asked him
if he would give it to the Queen : then, quickly correcting himself,

said " to my wife." But this monster, whose name should not be
forgotten—^Jacques Roux, a commissioner of the Commune

—

answered with unexampled cruelty : "I am not here to do your
errands, but to take you to the scaffold."—" That is true," said the

King, and turning to a man who seemed more compassionate, and
indeed deeply moved, he gave the parcel to him. He walked
down the stairs with a firm step, and as he crossed the courts

turned his eyes towards the tower where his wife and children

were imprisoned. He entered the mayor's carriage with his

confessor and two infamous ruffians, officers of the National

Gendarmerie, who had received orders from Santerre to stab the

E E
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King instantly if there should be any disturbance on the way.

More than 200,000 men were under arms, and the streets between

the Temple and the Place de Louis XV were lined with National

Guards, four deep. The Assembly had passed a decree forbidding

the people to be in the streets, or even at the windows of the

houses, while the procession was in progress and the execution

taking place. The carriage was two hours on its way, and all the

time the King was repeating the prayers for the dying. Con-
sternation was visible on every face. Many of the guards shed
tears, but terror reigned everywhere.

It is said that the procession was followed from first to last by
two armed men, who burst into all the cafis and public places

(where every one was in tears), and asked in a loud voice if there

were still any faithful subjects left, who would die for their King.
No one dared to come forward. An association had even been
formed, composed of well-intentioned but timid persons, who were
pledged to cry :

" Mercy !
" when the King arrived at the scaffold.

Only one man dared to do so; and he was instantly massacred
by the despicable mob, and the people armed with pikes, of whom
there were a great many in the square. It is declared that

Due d'Orleans and his eldest son were among them. I have been
told for a fact that Prince Victor de Broglie was one of the guards
posted at the foot of the scaffold.

On reaching the Place de Louis XV, which by a refinement of

barbarity had been chosen as the scene of the execution, the King
alighted from the carriage, looking perfectly calm and serene.

He took off his coat himself, retaining his white waistcoat; he
unfastened his cravat, opened his shirt so as to leave his neck
and shoulders bare, and knelt to receive his confessor's blessing.

Then he rose, and mounted the scaffold without help. It had
been set up close to the spot where, only a few months before,

the statue of his grandfather and predecessor had stood. It was
at this horrible moment that the Abbe Edgeworth, carried out of

himself by the courage and virtues of Louis XVI, threw himself

upon his knees, stretched out his arms, raised his eyes to the
King, and cried like a man inspired :

" Go, son of St. Louis

;

ascend to Heaven !
" When he was on the scaffold the Eng

showed a wish to speak, but the executioners told him he must
first have his hair cut off and his hands bound.

" Have my hands bound ? " cried the King sharply : then
restraining himself, said calmly :

" Do as you will. It is the last

sacrifice." When it was done he said :

—

" I hope, at least, that I may speak now," and suddenly taking
a step forward he gave the order, in a firm, loud voice, for the drums
to be silent. From some remnant of respect the drummers
obeyed his last orders instantly, and the King, taking advantage
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of the moment's silence, said in a perfectly steady voice :
" I die

innocent of all the alleged crimes of which I am accused; I

forgive my enemies ; I trust that my death may be of use to the
people, and " He was interrupted by the drums, which
began to beat again at a sign from Santerre, who called out to the
King that he had not brought him to that place to talk, but to die.

Then the three executioners dragged him beneath the fatal knife,

and in an instant his head had fallen. One of the three monsters
seized it and showed it to the people, who shouted : "Vive la Nation!
Vive la Republique / " It was twenty-five minutes past ten.

The body of the unfortunate monarch was instantly taken to

the Church of the Madeleine in the Rue de la Ville-l'EvSque, and
buried, uncoffined, in the cemetery, in a trench twelve feet long
and six wide. This was filled with quicklime in order that the
body might be the sooner destroyed. This cemetery is the
burial-place of the Swiss who were killed on the 10th August last,

and of the poor creatures crushed to death by the crowd at the

time of the King's marriage in 1770. Thus perished the 33rd king
of the race that has reigned uninterruptedly since Hugh Capet,

Duke of France, was elected king in 987; and the 66th since

Pharamond became the first King of France, about the year 420.

As regards his personal character Louis XVI was undoubtedly
one of the best of our kings, but his excessive weakness, which
sprang from his extreme kindness of heart, brought misfortune

on himself and his kingdom.

" II ne sut que mourir, aimer, et pa/rdonner :

S'il avait su punir, il aurait su r^gner."

The news of the King's death was brought to Diisseldorf by the

Comte A. de Tilly, and soon reached us in our village. Though
for some days we had had every reason to expect this appalling

catastrophe, words cannot express the depth of my sorrow.

Independently of the sentiments that are instilled into us from
our earliest days, and the affection that every right-thinking

Frenchman has for his king as a natural instinct, I can never forget

the years of my youth that I spent at Versailles in the service of

Louis XV, who treated me with the same kindness that he had

shown to my grandfather for forty years, and also to my father,

who, like myself, had been one of his pages. I shall be eternally

grateful, too, for the many favours accorded me in the last year

of his life by the good Dauphin, the father of the unfortunate King
|

whom we are now mourning. And although I never either asked

or received the least favour from Louis XVI my attachment to

my king was boundless and my sorrow is very deep : I cannot

reconcile myself to the idea of my sovereign dying on a scaffold.

We read his will with tears : it is so perfect a picture of his blame-

E E 2
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less soul, and at the same time proves his devotion to the religion

of his fathers, the consoling religion to which he owed the courage,

the calmness, and the peace of his last moments. How he shows
the goodness of his heart in the gentle way he forgives his most
cruel enemies ! How he excuses the ungrateful wretches whom
he had loaded with benefits before they became his fiercest

persecutors 1 How gratefully—^yet discreetly, for fear of com-
promising them—he alludes to all his faithful subjects ! What
a noble, touching lesson he leaves for his son, should he ever be
so unfortunate as to become King ! In short, in this will that so

plainly shows his piety, his moral rectitude, and his innocence, he

appears as a good father, a good husband, a good master, and the

best of men.
Here the sorrow is universal. The people of the country, both

in the town and out of it, seem as much distressed as the French.

There is not a peasant who is able to read but has a copy of the

King's will, translated into German. It is probably the same all

over Europe. We were told that the fact of the King's death was
carefully concealed, at first, from the patriot army. The officers

wept like the royalists. In Diisseldorf the churches are full, and
every one is praying for the repose of the soul of Louis XVI, at

Masses celebrated by our most eminent prelates, the Cardinal de
Montmorency, the Archbishops of Rheims and Tours, and the

Bishops of Rennes and Nantes. But what seems very strange is

that the Council of Diisseldorf has not thought it right to allow

the French to have a public memorial service for the King of

France. Nowhere else was it forbidden. There was one in

London on the 28th of the month, in the chapel of the Spanish
Ambassador, and it was attended by as many English as French.
The King's will was read, amid the sobs of the whole congregation.

The whole of Europe, at this moment, is mourning for Louis XVI
and praying God for the repose of his soul. Some day, perhaps,

the Church will allow us to invoke his name. There have been
many saints, and kings among them, who deserved canonisation

less than he, the latest of the crowned martyrs ! Our princes at

Hamm, as may be imagined, are overwhelmed with grief. As I

cannot afford to pay them a visit of condolence, I have written
to M. le comte d'Artois to express my sympathy and sorrow.
The prince, whose sensitive feelings are well known, cannot
possibly send personal answers to all the letters of condolence
that he and Monsieur are receiving from the French hnigrh,
but has written as follows to Lieutenant-General the Marquis de
Miran, the princes' commissary at Diisseldorf :

" The more my heart is torn, my dear Miran, the more touched
I am by every expression of attachment from those on whom I
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have so many reasons to rely. To mourn for my most unfortunate
brother, to obey him whom duty and affection ahke bid me regard
as my sole leader, to serve him by every means in my power,
to shed the last drop of my blood to avenge him and restore my
ICing to his throne—such is the vow that I now make more sin-

cerely and firmly than ever. Ah ! my dear Miran, those who trust

us must have more confidence in us than ever ! The path of

honour is the only one that we have ever known, and our only

consolation is to remind one another perpetually that even at the

time when we were most crushed by our misfortunes we should

have felt it a disgrace to think our cause could ever be hopeless.

These are the sentiments that I shall always express, and that I

adjure all who love me to express in my name to all our brave

companions in arms. If the money we are having distributed

among the emigres is not enough, tell me so frankly. I shall be

only too happy to share with them the little that I have left.

To live to restore them to their rights and their possessions, or

else to die with them—^that is my only ambition.
" Charles-Philippe,"

At the same time the Marechal de Broglie, who is living in

Dusseldorf, sent us, through M. de Miran, a letter that Monsieur

has addressed to the French nobility, and the manifesto ^ by
which he declares himself Regent of France. Here is Monsieur's

letter to the nobles :

" Gentlemen, it is with feelings of the bitterest grief that I

write to inform you of the cruel loss we have just sustained.

The King, my brother, has fallen a sacrifice to the impious fury of

the tyrants who have so long been ravaging France. This

horrible event lays new duties upon me : I will fulfil them. I

have taken the title of Regent of the Kingdom, which is mine

in virtue of my birth during the minority of Louis XVII, my
nephew; and on the Comte d'Artois I have conferred that of

Lieutenant-General of the Kingdom. Your sentiments have been

so clearly shown in your constant steadfastness, and in the many
sacrifices you have made to your attachment to the rehgion of

our fathers and to the sovereign whom we mourn to-day, that I

need not call upon you to redouble your zeal and fidehty in the

cause of our young and unfortunate monarch, and your determi-

nation to avenge the blood of his august father. We cannot doubt

that we shall have the support of the sovereigns who have already

so generously embraced our cause, and if, in so great a sorrow, it

be possible for us to find any consolation, it lies in our hope of

avenging our king, replacing his son on the throne, and restoring

to our country the ancient constitution in which it can alone find

1 This manifesto is in the appendix of Vol. VII of the manuscript.
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happiness and glory. This is the sole object that I and my brother

have at heart. Our titles are changed, but the union between us

is, and always will be, the same; and we mean to work more
earnestly than ever, to' fulfil our duty to God, to our honour, to

the King, and to you.
" Louis-Stanislas-Xavieb.

" P.S. I have directed M. le prince de Conde and M. le Marechal
de Broglie to let you see the manifesto in which I have assumed
the Regency.

^

"Hamm, Westphalia, 28th Jan., 1793."

In this manifesto Monsieur has nominated two Ministers of

State, the Marechal de Broglie and the Marechal de Castries.

This somewhat premature manifesto assuming the Regency of

France has been sent, by Monsieur's orders, to all the sovereigns

of Europe. It is to be feared that the Emperor will not recognise

a title that might be inimical to the Queen's claims if she should

ever regain her liberty. M. le prince de Conde, at Willingen, has

had a magnificent memorial service celebrated for the King. Here
is his address to the nobles in that neighbourhood :

" Gentlemen, in the bitterness of our hearts we have just

performed the last act of homage imposed upon us by our boundless

respect and attachment to the unfortunate Louis XVI. If our
unalterable and constant fidelity could not save him from the

horrors of his fate, it at least followed him to the grave, into which
the most unhappy of kings has just been flung by the most
atrocious of crimes. Mourn as we may, the fountain of our tears

will never be dried, and to every feeling heart the climax of our
sorrow is that we must weep at the same time for the loss of our
King and for the crimes of our Country. Gentlemen, we hold
in France that the King never dies. May Heaven preserve from
all the dangers that surround him that precious child who was
born for happiness, but knows nothing of life as yet but the mis-
fortune of having been born ! Whatever may be the fate that
awaits him it cannot but be pleasing to God that here, at the foot

of His Altar, as is our custom in France, we should first give
expression to the love we have ever yielded to our kings, and to
the earnest prayers that we offer for our legitimate sovereign.
The King is dead. Messieurs, the King is dead. . . . Long live

the King !

"

" Long Hve the King !
" repeated all the nobles. The Domine

salvum fac Begem ! was then chanted.

February 1793.—At the end of this month I heard, indirectly,
some news of my property in Auvergne. All the contents of the
chateau I lived in have been sold. For nearly three centuries
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it was the habitual home of my fathers. The house was full of
furniture, and since my father's death I have added considerably
to the things I found in it, I am told that all the movables at
Massiac were sold for 76,000 livres, which seems to me enormous.
What I regret most is a library of about 6000 volumes, which
contained some very valuable works, such as the Encyclopcedia
in thirty-three volumes in-folio, the works of Moreri and Father
Anselm, a splendid quarto edition of Buffon, very fine complete
editions of Voltaire, Rousseau, etc., and ten large folio volumes
of travels in Naples, Sicily, Greece, Switzerland, and France, of
which each volume cost me over 300 livres. All these losses are
irreparable. Moreover, the same disaster has befallen many of
the richest landowners of the kingdom. The Baron de Breteuil
owns to having spent over 850,000 livres on furniture at Dangut.
It has all been sold for next to nothing. The Mar^chal de
Broglie told me he had been despoiled in the same way in Nor-
mandy. A dozen table-napkins sold for 12 sols. So much for

our great crimes towards the people who are stirred up against
us ! The more they are persuaded to add to the harm they have
done us, the more enraged they are against us !

Proprium'humani ingenii est odisse quern loBseris.—Tacittts, in Agricola.
Pertinaciorea nos facit iniquitas iroB.—Seneca.

We here bring to an end these extracts from M. d'Espinchal's

Journal d^Emigration, though his manuscript contains a great

many more very interesting pages; but after his daily record of

the campaign of 1792, which we have read, his journal is chiefly

concerned with the countries he visited in the course of his travels,

the lives of various persons already mentioned, and events that

occurred at so great a distance that he only heard the echo of

them. Save in a few isolated passages his narrative is lacking

in that personal element which constitutes, we think, one of the

chief attractions of the Journal d'Emigration properly so-called.

M. d'Espinchal was fated to remain in Germany for several

more years. Of his three sons, Henri, the eldest, left him to join

Choiseul's Hussars, returned to France in 1798, became an officer

in the Gendarmes d'Ordonnance in 1805, and was afterwards a

captain in the Mounted Rifles. The second, Alexis, after serving

in Conde's army, grew impatient to return to France, where he

hoped to repair the family fortunes in some degree, and in spite

of every warning to the contrary entered that country secretly.

He was captured at Lyons, and shot as an emigre on the 5th May,
1799. Hippolyte,^ the third, was with Conde's army till its

disbandment, then served for a time in the Russian army, and
^ See the Souvenvra Militairea, published byMM, Fr6d6rio Masson and Boyer,
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returned to France in 1801. He soon received a commission, and
was therefore able to take part in the campaigns of the Empire.

In 1801 M. d'Espinchal returned to France, and at once made
every endeavour to have his name, and those of his two surviving

sons, erased from the list of imigris. On finding that it was the

rule for returned imigris to be under the surveillance of the

Parisian police, he produced, like so many others in his position,

some highly fictitious certificates, intended to give the minister

an excuse to believe—or profess to believe—^that he had never
left France, and that his name had been placed on the fatal

list by mistake. By the first, which is mysteriously dated the

1st Floreal III (20th April, 1795), and is an " extract from
the register of the municipal body of Saint-Lions, composed of the

mayor and his three municipal officers and six leading men of the

place," eight witnesses, all men of property in the commune,
certified that M. d'Espinchal had " resided uninterruptedly in

this commune, and in the house of Citizen J. B. Morel, one of the

witnesses, from the 1st April, 1792, until this day !
" The second

was equally accurate. It was dated the 13th Frimaire IX (4th

December, 1800), was signed by the Mayor of Vaise, near Lyons,
and nine other residents, and affirmed that M. d'Espinchal had
undoubtedly lived in that commune from the 25th Floreal III

(14th May, 1795) until the 13th Fructidor V (30th August, 1797).

These documents were good inventions, if little can be said for

their good faith !

M. d'Espinchal did not rely too much on the usefulness of these

certificates, being well aware of their value—and probably of their

price ; but employed all the interest he had at his command,
especially the influence of General Davout and Lecouteulx de
Canteleu. After long months of waiting his name was at last

struck off the list.

He then returned (1803) to Massiac in the Cantal, in accordance
with a petition drawn up by some of the inhabitants under date
of the 23rd Brumaire X (14th November, 1801). There, on such
remnants of his fortune as had escaped the wreck, he lived peace-
fully if not happily, arranging the notes he had taken in the course
of his compulsory travels, completing his many manuscripts,
seeking in his books some slight compensation for the vanished
splendours of the past, following with interest the glorious exploits
with which his two sons were associated, but never forsaking his

own royalist principles. In 1812 he became Mayor of Massiac.
Then, when the King returned in 1814, his rank of brigadier-
general was restored to him, with seniority dating from the 1st
January, 1793. But his days of active service were over, and
on the 26th January, 1823, he died at Massiac.

E. H.
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